The Man Behind The Machine?
“Not-so-EasyWriter”  A User’s Report
Product reports: TecMates, Mathemagic, Visi-1040, The Freedom Network, and more...
IBM is proud to announce a product you may have a personal interest in. It's a tool that could soon be on your desk, in your home or in your child's schoolroom. It can make a surprising difference in the way you work, learn or otherwise approach the complexities (and some of the simple pleasures) of living.

It's the computer we're making for you.

In the past 30 years, the computer has become faster, smaller, less complicated and less expensive. And IBM has contributed heavily to that evolution.

Today, we've applied what we know to a new product we believe in: the IBM Personal Computer.

---

**IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Memory</td>
<td>16K - 256K bytes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Memory</td>
<td>(ROM) 40K bytes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>High speed, 8088*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Memory</td>
<td>2 optional internal diskette drives, 5¼&quot;, 860K bytes per diskette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>83 keys, 6 ft. cord attaches to system unit*, 10 function keys*, 10-key numeric pad *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Screen</td>
<td>High-resolution (720h x 350v)<em>, 80 characters x 25 lines, Upper and lower case, Green phosphor screen</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color/Graphics</td>
<td>Text mode: 16 colors, 256 characters and symbols in ROM*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
<td>Power-on self testing*, Parity checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>BASIC, Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>Bidirectional*, 80 characters/second, 12 character styles, up to 132 characters/line*, 9 x 9 character matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
<td>Black &amp; white resolution: 640h x 200*, High resolution: 320h x 200*, 4-color resolution: 320h x 200*, Simultaneous graphics &amp; text capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>RS-232-C interface, Asynchronous (start/stop) protocol, Up to 9600 bits per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

It's a computer that has reached a truly personal scale in size and in price: starting at less than $1,600* for a system that, with the addition of one simple device, hooks up to your home TV and uses your audio cassette recorder.

For flexibility, performance and ease of use, no other personal computer offers as many advanced features to please novice and expert alike (see the box). Features like high resolution color graphics. Ten, user-defined function keys. The kind of expandability that lets you add a printer for word processing, or user memory up to 256KB. Or BASIC and Pascal languages that let you write your own programs. And a growing list of superior programs like VisiCalc™ selected by IBM to match the quality and thoughtfulness of the system's total design.

This new system will be sold through channels which meet our professional criteria: the nationwide chain of 150 ComputerLand® stores, and Sears Business Systems Centers. Of course, our own IBM Product Centers will sell and service the system. And the IBM Data Processing Division will serve those customers who want to purchase in quantity.

Experience the IBM Personal Computer. You'll be surprised how quickly you feel comfortable with it. And impressed with what it can do for you.

---

For the IBM Personal Computer dealer nearest you, call (800) 447-4700. In Illinois, (800) 322-4400.

*This price applies to IBM Product Centers. Prices may vary at other stores. VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software, Inc.
When IBM built their newest toolbox, they came to Microsoft for tools.

Leadership. When the world's leading computer manufacturer decided to enter the microcomputer world, they came to the leaders in microcomputer software: Microsoft. In fact today, Microsoft has provided more software tools for the IBM Personal Computer than any other software manufacturer.

Start with MS-DOS™ When IBM chose the primary operating system for the IBM Personal Computer, they chose MS-DOS. They call it PC-DOS. It's a powerful, yet easy to use and understand operating system. And all software currently available for the IBM Personal Computer runs under PC-DOS. It's IBM's principal DOS for the Personal Computer.

Next, languages. Microsoft 16-bit Cassette BASIC is standard with the IBM Personal Computer. But Microsoft also provided 16-bit Disk BASIC, Advanced BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, and utility software for the Personal Computer. For fun, we added the Microsoft™ Adventure game. For self-improvement...Typing Tutor.

Why Microsoft? Microsoft virtually invented microcomputer software when we put BASIC on the first personal computer. Since then, we've developed a full range of languages, utilities and operating systems. Software that has become a standard for the 8-bit world. Software that is becoming the standard for the 16-bit world. That's why the world's leader in computer hardware came to Microsoft, the world's leader in microcomputer software.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Corp. MS-DOS and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft, Inc.
MatheMagic™

Transforms your microcomputer into The Ultimate Calculator.

Now, a unique software product enables you to use your computer for sophisticated mathematical calculations — without any programming.

MatheMagic™ spans numerical processing from the simple to the intricate. Yet remains flexible and easy to use. A helpful tool in the office, laboratory, classroom or in the home.

MatheMagic™ features a menu-driven format, easy to create user-defined variables and formulas, instant disk storage and recall, unlimited use of formulas within formulas, “what if” calculation, repeat facilities and printer support.

Compatible with Apple II or II+, Atari, TRS-80 Models I & III, TRS-80 Model II CP/M, CP/M (Z-80), Commodore PET/CBM, and IBM PC.

ISM
International Software Marketing
Suite 421, University Building
120 E. Washington Street
Syracuse, New York 13202 U.S.A.
Tel: (315) 474-3400

Price — Under $100.00
Retail

Distributor inquiries invited.
AS AN AUTHOR
THIS MIGHT BE YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT LINE.

If you've tried to market your own program, you've probably run into a virtual brick wall of problems. Problems that require time, energy, funds, personnel and expertise to solve.

Lifeboat Associates invites you to bring your problems to us. That way you can do what you do best: create quality software. And we can do what we do best: sell it.

As an international publisher of quality computer software with a strong relationship among business, professional, programming and personal computer users, as well as micro- and minicomputer OEM's, Lifeboat Associates has sold and fully supported more software programs by more authors for more machines to more users in more countries than anyone else.

And we do a lot more than sell. Lifeboat also provides:
• Full after sales support • A multitude of media formats • OEM sales • Extensive promotional campaigns through Lifeboat's Software Desk Reference™, specially designed OEM private label catalogs, foreign catalogs, brochures, flyers and direct mail • Advertising • Advertising preparation • Marketing services throughout a wide network of affiliates, dealers and distributors • Translation facilities into foreign languages • Seminars • Typesetting services • And lots more

So if you've expended your time and genius in writing a great program, bring it to Lifeboat. We'll expend our time and genius in publishing it.

Write for a copy of the Lifeboat Author Guide.

Lifeboat Associates
World's foremost software source
1651 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10028
Keep up with the latest COBOL products for business applications

...with the Micro Focus Newsletter

Now, the Micro Focus Newsletter enables you to keep up to date with the latest COBOL products and applications. It's the kind of information you can't afford to be without - so ask us to mail you, starting with the current issue covering topics such as:

Mainframe COBOL capability...
...on the next generation of microcomputers. That's the promise of Level II COBOL." Currently being sold to major computer manufacturers, Level II COBOL implements seven COBOL modules to the highest level of the ANSI'74 specification...

Multi-user environments...
...such as bank-switched MP/M are now catered for by FILESHARE.
Based on the IBM 8100 specification, FILESHARE provides total security for CIS COBOL." programs updating shared files...

UNIX" systems...
...can now run CIS COBOL and Micro Focus' source code generator, FORMS-2." UNIX and CIS COBOL are natural partners for rapid application development...

Apple II CIS COBOL...
...provides one of the lowest-cost COBOL systems ever. Apple dealers are stocking it now, following world-wide distribution by Apple...

COBOL applications...
...are now available for a host of industries, and one transport industry user tells how he used CIS COBOL to achieve 'radical improvements in efficiency'...

Writing effective packages...
...on microcomputers presents new opportunities and challenges. A question and answer section shows the CIS COBOL solutions to problems that could be bugging you...

In Japan...
...CIS COBOL is now distributed by the leading supplier of microcomputer software, and has been bought by six computer manufacturers...

To receive our newsletter - mail this coupon (or your business card, marking it Newsletter Offer) direct to us:

Please mail me the Micro Focus Newsletter
Name: ____________________________________________
Title: ____________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________
Address: _______________________________________

MICRO FOCUS

Micro Focus Inc. 1601 Civic Center Drive, Santa Clara, Ca 95050. USA.
Phone: (408) 496 0176. Telex: 278704 MFCIS UR

Micro Focus Ltd. 58 Acacia Road, London NW8 6AG, England. Phone: (01) 722 8843.
Telex: 28536 MICROFG

CIS COBOL, FORMS-2, FILESHARE and Level II COBOL are trademarks of Micro Focus. UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. MP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.
"A Very Different IBM"

An executive of an independent software company that is developing application programs for IBM Personal Computers recently shared with PC some experiences of IBM's willingness to work with non-IBM program makers. Though the comments seemed favorable, the speaker said, at his/her own request, remain nameless.

"It's a very different IBM," said the software developer. "They at least listen when you call on the phone."

"We went down to see them, and they told us, 'We don't want to develop software for this machine ourselves.' They were very open and helpful about giving us the technical information we needed. The feeling was so radi-

ally different—it's like stepping out into a warm breeze."

"They really want to cooperate. After years of hassling—fighting the 'Not-Invented-Here' attitude—we're the gods."

"Billion Dollar Baby"

The above figure suggests Future Computing Inc.'s assessment of the IBM Personal Computer's economic impact. IBM's Billion Dollar Baby is also the title of a 155-page report by Drs. Portia Isaacson and Egil Jullussen, of the Richardson, Texas, consulting firm. Actually, the title is conserva-

tive compared to the figures inside. Among the forecasts the report offers are those who pony up the $450 asking price:

• Based on product demand estimated by surveying key computer stores, the retail value of IBM's PC hardware sales will grow from $360 million in 1982 to $2.3 billion in 1986.
• Retail value of IBM software sales will grow from $85 million in 1982 to $700 million in 1986.
• Meanwhile, over the same period, PC-related sales of hardware from other companies will grow from $65 million to $685 million, and related sales of software from other parties will rise from $15 million to $595 million.

The total for all the above categories will exceed $4 billion by 1986, Future Computing says.

Lookalikes From Home & Abroad

Perhaps expecting that IBM won't satisfy the demand of all who want to buy—or sell—IBM Personal Computers, at least three companies are said to be preparing "lookalike." One, reportedly coming from Lee Data, a U.S. company, is purported to be compati-

ble with all PC standards, from the disk drives on up.

Then there have been murmurs in the trade press of a PC compatible personal computer to be made by Italy's Olivetti—a company, incidentally, whose typewriters are sold through some major retail chains. But the Atlantic isn't the only ocean that may have PC lookalikes crossing it.

Rumor has a PC lookalike well along in the works at a Japanese manufacturer. This machine, naturally, wouldn't have IBM's name and reputation to help sell it. But, as a countervailing point, what if the maker could argue that it was a company IBM itself trusted enough to use as a provider for parts of the PC?

IBM Employees Snapping Up PCs.

From the subscription orders pouring into PC in IBM envelopes, and from the news PC keeps hearing about sizeable IBM-employee Personal Computer Clubs, it's clear that interest in the PC from within the IBM family is substantial. But just how substantial?

In the December issue of Think, an IBM company magazine, the number of employee PC orders puts at 10,000. A phone call in Oc-

tober from a PC informant claimed 30,000 IBM employees had placed orders for PCs. At the COM-

DEX trade show, a number mentioned by more than one visitor to the PC exhibit booth was 40,000 employee orders. And just before press time, a note hand-scrapped on notebook paper by an anonymous, self-described IBM employee arrived in our mail. It claimed more than 60,000 IBMers had put in orders for PCs in the first month of the company's employee offer.

Whatever the number, two possible reasons suggest themselves: some employees may hope to capitalize on an anticipated scarcity and IBM's said-to-be-generous employee deal (according to one report: half price, with 2 years to pay through payroll deduction) by reselling for a profit. Others more likely are eager to use their PCs to begin writing programs for submission to IBM's software marketing operation. (That, by the way, is the only channel which employees will be permitted to use for selling their PC creations, ac-

cording to another source.)

Our loose-leaf correspondent said employee deliveries were going to start last December and be completed by September of '82.
PC Clubs Forming Fast

At least four groups have already been organized for people who have an interest in IBM Personal Computers. The groups' scope ranges from local to regional to national.

Two of the clubs have been formed by employees at IBM facilities, one in San Jose, California and the other in Austin, Texas. The first regional group to come to PC's attention is based in the Philadelphia area. And the national group, which has taken the name "Autumn Revolution '81," is headquartered in Tulsa.

Many other groups may already have formed, and many more are likely to appear in the future, and PC would like to hear about them. (Drop information to "Clubs," PC, 1239 21st Avenue, San Francisco, California 94122.) Addresses for those we know of so far are:

Philadelphia Area IBM PC User Group
c/o Craig Utke
4101 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

The IBM Club
c/o David Andrews
310 Honey Tree Lane
Austin, Texas 78746

IBM PC Users Group
c/o Lee Wensel
7255 Orchard Drive
Gilroy, California 95020

Autumn Revolution '81

Autumn Revolution '81, an independent user group for the IBM Personal Computer, has opened its national headquarters in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

According to organizer Dan Perry, the group already has several thousand members across the nation. Autumn Revolution '81 is "dedicated to its members and to the development and application of the capabilities" of the IBM Personal Computer.

Membership is $50 for one year and $55 for two. The announced benefits include a subscription to the club's monthly newsletter, access to an IBM PC software library, access to a technical library, user training and use of a "technical hotline"—a toll-free number members can call and, for a fee of $1 per minute ($5 minimum), receive user information from a qualified technical person.

Autumn Revolution '81 makes it very clear in its literature that its intentions are highly ethical. The group does not "condone software piracy and other practices intended to undermine or circumvent the honesty and creativity of the persons engaged in the personal computer marketplace."

Numberless PCs??

Some initial press reports about "The IBM Personal Computer" made quite a thing of its being "the first IBM product without a model number."

T'ain't so! The nice, silvery nameplate on the PC's front identifies it by name only. But on the back of the System Unit, near the power outlet, a matching silvery square discreetly announces the product as the Model 5150. (The number also appears on the specification plate.)

Thus, the PC can be interpreted as an outragout, at least in IBM's eyes, of IBM's earlier models 5100 and 5110. Oh well...it's been known to happen before—dumb, stolid parents having a bright, personable kid. (And the kid not wanting to talk much about his parents.)

Bar Code Decoded

Been wondering about the bar-code on the back of IBM Personal Computers—the one that looks something like those on cans of peas? No, you won't see PCs for sale in the supermarket (Yet!)! The bars are used in the factory for production control. Each PC has a unique label, and each workstation in the IBM plant has a label reader. Every time a PC is moved to a new stage in assembly, the readers are used to report the move to a big computer keeping track of the production process. From this information, a complete who-what-when production history is developed for each unit. If problems crop up, IBM hopes this system will help cure them fast.

PC Production Guess

As you can tell, the topic of the IBM Personal Computer is one with great potential to set tongues wagging. The owner of one such tongue phoned the PC offices to give an unverified report about the number of 8088 processor chips IBM had ordered from Intel (the chip's manufacturer). The caller asserted IBM had committed for a minimum of 150,000 chips in 1982, with options to take the order as high as 225,000. Our caller also commented that, to his knowledge, the Personal Computer is the only IBM product using that particular chip, and that we could draw our own conclusions from there.

Program Generator Does Graphics, Music

"Program generators"—programs that help users write other programs—have recently appeared on the microcomputer scene, with varying levels of sophistication and power. (One heavily advertised version is called The Last One.) In general, these are only capable of creating programs that do traditional number-crunching and file handling. But Advanced Operating Systems, an Indiana company, has announced the imminent debut of a product in this vein for the IBM Personal Computer—with a special twist. The company's program generator will have full access to the graphics and music features of the PC. Release of the program could come early in 1982.

PCommuniques Pays.

Are you in possession of information you think should appear in PCommuniques? PC pays $50 for each contribution published in this section. Submissions must be signed, but anonymity will be preserved upon request. All submissions become the property of PC and are subject to editing. For payment, you must include an address and phone number. Write to "PCommuniques," 1239 21st Avenue, San Francisco, California 94122.
You can have all the financial information you could only get from your broker, right on your home TV screen. How? With a low cost terminal or microcomputer and CompuServe’s **financial services**. We have a data base that is now serving thousands of customers throughout the United States with the very latest information on stocks, commodities, bonds and most of the name business and financial publication sources required to keep abreast of today’s competitive markets. Just look at the financial information that’s available through the CompuServe Information Service network. At home. On your TV screen.

**MicroQuote**: current and historical data on more than 40,000 - stocks, bonds and options. Includes volumes, dividends, earnings per share, ratings and shares outstanding. The information is updated daily.

**Commodity News Service**: pricing, news and commentary on energy, metals, financial instruments and agricultural commodities. Also weather, agricultural and economic news.

**Standard & Poor's General Information File**: selected items of information from S&P’s NYSE, ASE, and OTC Stock Reports on over 3,000 corporations.


**Raylux Financial Advisory Service**: business outlook, financial commentary, stock market outlook, securities glossary and industrial outlook model.

**Value Line Data Base II**: CompuServe provides access to fundamental financial information on more than 1,700 public companies.

**Fintol**: personal financial programs.

**How much does it cost?**
The basic charge is $5.00 an hour from 6 PM to 5 AM local time weekdays, and all day weekends — billed in minutes to your charge card. MicroQuote, Standard & Poor’s and Value Line are extra cost options. You can access the CompuServe Information Service with a local phone hook-up from more than 260 U.S. cities. For hardware you need a terminal or personal computer and a modem.

**There’s more.**
Along with the financial services, you get all the rest of the CompuServe Information Services: AP news and sports wires, electronic editions of major daily newspapers, games, electronic encyclopedia, government publication data, travel information, valuable consumer and home-related information, entertainment features, electronic mail, nationwide bulletin board, newsletters from computer manufacturers — and more!

When your broker’s not available, we are. CompuServe’s Information Service can give you a competitive edge. Get a demonstration of the CompuServe Information Service at a Radio Shack® Computer Center or many Radio Shack® Outlets. Or for more information write “Financial Information” at the address below.

---

**Jason McDonald**

**has a competitive edge on the market, right in his own home.**

Radio Shack is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

---

CompuServe Information Service Division
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614) 457-8500
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FLYING UPSIDE DOWN

CONCEIVED SHORTLY AFTER IBM ANNOUNCED ITS PERSONAL COMPUTER on August 14, 1981, PC: The Independent Guide to IBM Personal Computers was realized in its present form by the vision and determination of those who have contributed to it.

We launched our project October 1, 1981, and six weeks later exhibited our preview issue at the Comdex Computer Show in Las Vegas—alleged to be the biggest computer industry show ever. Our PC booth was mobbed for the entire four days of the event. There was a great deal of interest in the IBM Personal Computer sitting on our counter (running the BASIC demo programs), the opportunity to enter our subscription giveaway, and the magazine itself.

We left Comdex in high spirits, and got back to home-base San Francisco just before Thanksgiving. We immediately launched the parallel processes of selling advertising, setting up dealers and putting together the actual editorial content.

Along the way we established a production flow, contracted with the best printer we could find, made plans for fulfillment, set up a subscription sweepstakes, garnered in the best writers in the business, and proceeded with all of the many other tasks of magazine publishing.

There are good magazines and there are bad magazines as well as successful and unsuccessful ones. We strongly sense that the users of the IBM Personal Computer will demand quality end-user publications filled with useful, well-written information. It is our destiny to be the first such publication and our intention to always be the best.

We unabashedly aspire to that elite set of sensationallly successful magazines—Rolling Stone, Playboy, and BYTE are recent examples—that seem to magically combine concept and timing in a brew which results in a dizzy success cycle that no business plan could ever account for.

When you get into the business of pure dynamic change, as we feel we have been in at PC, you open up full-throttle and operate largely on instinct. As Tracy Kidder put it in Soul of a New Machine, you “fly upside down.”

So, we come to you flying upside down.

Fortunately for PC and our readers, the PC crew is mostly combat vets.

Still, it’s the things you don’t anticipate which cause the most aggravation. Ironically, in the end they are often the source of our most humorous memories. The whole day before the Comdex show in Las Vegas provided the PC crew with several such examples.

The plan that day was that our Marketing Director Cheryl Woodard and myself would leave San Francisco on a morning flight. Upon arriving at Las Vegas we would pick up the rented station wagon, drive to the two hotels we were booked into, check in for ourselves and for Editor Jim Edlin and Staff Photographer Jacqueline Poitier, and then drive over to the Convention Center to make sure our booth was properly setup.

Meanwhile, Jim and Jackie, scheduled on an afternoon flight were driving around San Francisco picking up signs and printed material from a half dozen shops. They would bring these things with them which explains why Cheryl and I brought their luggage.

The first thing that went wrong was that the hotel had no record of my reservation and all the rooms on the Strip were booked for the weekend.

The second thing that went wrong was minor, really, which was the color of the carpet at our booth was red instead of blue. That and the fact they forgot our furniture.

The third thing was that when Cheryl inquired about the furniture she discovered that the people who staff Comdex had never heard of us.

The fourth thing was that Jim and Jackie picked up all the printed material OK but missed their plane. They could see it pulling away from the gate as they dashed into the boarding area.

Finally when it seemed like everything had been pulled back together—the situation at the exhibit hall was straightened out, the hotel reservations were verified, Jim and Jackie got on an evening flight and arrived safely in Las Vegas laden with signs, envelopes and business cards.

We had one remaining chore, which was to pick up 6,000 copies of our PC preview brochure from the PSA airline counter. Upon arriving we instantly sighted several boxes marked “PC” stacked behind the counter. That was a source of collective relief.

The rest would be easy—or so we thought.

However, bingo, Murphy again, the airline lost the freight bill. The rudely mannered clerk behind the counter was afraid to release our material to us. Without the air bill he had no record of who shipped it or if it had been paid for. It was near midnight, too late to call the printing company in San Francisco to get the air bill number.

Clearly, it wasn’t our fault if they lost the air bill. For a good 40 minutes we discussed the situation in great and sometimes heated detail with this surly, overgrown boy of a clerk. At one point Jim Edlin and I more than half-heartedly considered wrestling the packages away by force. Hadn’t we had enough for one day?

Finally, the clerk sensed our hostility and wisely determined it wasn’t worth any more hassle. He let us have our brochures. We gleefully drove away, the station wagon loaded down under the weight of 6,000 pieces of slick literature. We were punchy as hell. We were flying upside down.
THE PARTY IS OVER . . . .

DON'T BE MISLED BY SPREAD-SHEET PROGRAMS MASQUERADING AS A BUSINESS PLAN.

Most of the _CALC like programs are spectacular displays, but so are fireworks — and they are about as illuminating as a Roman Candle for business planning.

CRYSTAL BALL TM.

A PROFESSIONAL PLANNING SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL PLANNERS

- The forecasting is accurate and consistent, taking into account season-ability, trend, and nonlinearity.
- Handles monthly, quarterly, weekly, daily data.
- Provides linear relationships between and among all your variables. This means more accurate impact of "what if?" questions than the leading spread sheet programs.
- Automatic sensitivity analysis built in.
- Its risk-analysis section provides business management information in a form that the big boss needs to approve a business plan; namely, how much risk is there in this plan?

IF YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS PLANNING, YOU NEED

CRYSTAL BALL TM.
For the IBM Personal Computer.

CRYSTAL BALL requires 48K RAM, and IBM Personal Computer.
Soon available for Apple II or CP/M.
CONFESSIONS OF A CONVERT

I HAVE WHAT I BELIEVE WAS THE BEST personal computer of the pre-IBM era, though you’ve probably never heard of it. It’s called a Compucolor II, made by a Georgia company named Intelligent Systems Corp. I’m using it to write this column. If inspired design were all that counted, the Compucolor II ought to have enjoyed the success that went instead to the Apple II. But while Apple had a mostly pale and limited design (though not without a spark of inspiration here and there) Apple did have plenty of inspiration in all facets of its marketing and management. And the Compucolor, with its brilliant design, was afflicted by massive incompetence in the apparently more-vital management and marketing departments.

I mention all this because, though the guiding principle in IBM’s design of its Personal Computer appears to have been, “Make a better Apple II/III,” I have a strong suspicion that someone influential in the PC’s design had more than a nodding acquaintance with a Compucolor II. Many of the PC’s features, such as the design of the color/graphics display, echo the Compucolor more than the Apple. It is this discovery that has helped to turn around my views on the IBM PC.

Initially, you see, I was quite hostile to the notion of the PC. Partly this had to do with resentment toward IBM’s latecoming into personal computers, and revulsion at the alacrity with which their entry was greeted. I thought personal computers were doing quite well without IBM, thank you very much, and was repelled by the fawning welcome the personal computer world gave IBM’s belated “blessing.” But my objections went deeper than that.

The truth is, I am no fan of computers. I love the power they can give people to do things, but I hate the mickey-mouse they often make people endure to employ their powers. While there was once good and necessary reason for most of that mickey-mouse, I think advancing technology has made it largely obsolete. Most of it, I think, now lingers from inertia and force of habit.

Personal computers were slowly growing away from the old, computery traditions, and I feared that if IBM entered the market, ultimately perhaps to dominate it, they would redirect personal computers back into the computer mainstream they embody. I didn’t want to see that happen.

Now that I have become better acquainted with IBM’s new machine, and the company’s new policies, I no longer fear that outcome. It is clear to me that IBM has designed a machine for the future. They have published a technical manual giving away in detail the secrets of their machine. And in that manual’s pages one can read everywhere the deliberate effort IBM’s designers have made to avoid hemming in the PC’s future evolution.

By no means am I altogether delighted with the PC in its first go-round. Among other things, I remain disappointed that IBM hasn’t made high-resolution color display the standard rather than an option for the PC. I remain disappointed that IBM didn’t choose to encourage communications by building a direct telephone connection jack into every PC. (Both these choices would have forced desirable economies of scale.) And I’m still disappointed that IBM settled for an operating system not much advanced beyond the unfriendly qualities of CP/M. But I no longer fear that IBM’s initial design choices will set the standard.

Whether IBM intended it or not, Pandora’s box is now open. By both design and policy IBM has created an “open system.” They have thus insured that if they dawdle about actualizing the potential of this machine, others will keep them honest.

I once dismissed the IBM PC as a “me-too” machine. At the present moment, that is pretty much the case. But I now suspect it is “me-too” at the start of its evolution, compared to machines approaching the apex of theirs.

I’m not quite ready to put my Compucolor II away. But I can see it won’t be long.

PS—To answer in advance all who may be confused: No, I have no connection with the Microsoft line editor which seems to have borrowed my last name.

-JE
Unauthorized, personal phone calls cost your company money.

Here's how to stop them for good.

To many companies, reviewing the monthly phone bill is an irritating process. Who's making all those calls to places where you know you don't have business?

Our Phone Chronicle now offers you a surefire way to eliminate costly, non-business calls while bringing you other positive control benefits as well. Phone Chronicle is the versatile new accessory that further enhances your IBM personal computer. It automatically logs all outgoing calls into the computer memory with: date, time, length of call, number called and three-digit, individual employee code.

There's more. The Chronicle is a valuable management tool for allocating phone charges to your different departments and profit centers. In addition, it can quickly verify actual calls made—protecting you against phone-company billing errors.

Comprised of a single PC board, phone plug, cable, diskette, and user manual, the unit has an on-board memory of 100 calls. When memory is almost full, a signal is given. Operating power is supplied by the DC adaptor so that the unit continues to function even when the CPU is turned off.

Priced at just $395 per phone line (introductory offer) you're looking at the best business bargain of the year. By cutting personal calls alone, your investment (and more) is back within weeks.

For complete details, check and return our coupon. Dealer inquiries are welcome. (Phone Chronicle also available for Apple II.)
LETTERS TO PC

HOW THE HECK, YOU MAY WONDER, DOES A BRAND-NEW MAGAZINE GET LETTERS TO THE EDITOR TO PRINT IN ITS PREMIERE ISSUE? WELL, WE CONSIDERED MAKING THEM UP. THEN WE THOUGHT MAYBE WE’D TRY PRINTING LETTERS FROM THE EDITORS THIS FIRST TIME AROUND. NEXT, AS GOOD CITIZENS OF THE MICROCOMPUTER AGE, WE GOT THE BRIGHT IDEA OF SOLICITING "LETTERS" TO OUR ELECTRONIC MAILBOX ON THE COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICE; BUT NOBODY REPLIED. THEN, TO OUR SURPRISE AND PLEASURE, GOOD OLD-FASHIONED LETTERS STARTED SHOWING UP ATTACHED TO PEOPLE’S SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS, AD ORDERS, AND EVEN JUST BY THEMSELVES. SO, HOWEVER PARADOXICAL IT MIGHT SEEM, WHAT FOLLOW ARE THE REAL THINGS. WE JUST FIGURED YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW.

REPORT FROM THE FRONT

I THINK THE IBM PC WILL BRING A LOT MORE PEOPLE INTO PERSONAL COMPUTING. MY WIFE AND I ARE TYPICAL OF ONE GROUP. WE BOTH CONSIDER OURSELVES PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER SPECIALISTS. WE HAD BEEN EYEING A PERSONAL COMPUTER, BUT WHAT WAS AVAILABLE SEEMED LITTLE BETTER THAN EXTENDED TOYS. THERE WAS LITTLE FEEL THAT THE AVAILABLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS WERE DESIGNED TO BE TOOLS.

MY WIFE AND I ARE SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS WHO WANT THE HARDWARE TO BE TRANSPARENT TO US. THE PC GIVES US THIS. THE SYSTEM HAS WORKED CORRECTLY SINCE WE PLUGGED IT IN THE FIRST TIME. ENHANCING THE HARDWARE DOES NOT REQUIRE AN EE DEGREE; ADDING NEW PIECES REQUIRES THAT YOU CAN READ AND FOLLOW SIMPLE DIRECTIONS.

THE SYSTEM IS QUITE ADVANCED AND GIVES US CAPABILITIES THAT WE DON’T HAVE ON SOME MINICOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS WE USE. THE POTENTIAL FOR EXPANDING THE SYSTEM IS IMPRESSIVE.

NOW FOR OUR DISAPPOINTMENTS. TWO MONTHS RECEIVING OUR PC WE DON’T HAVE THE 64K MEMORY BOARD TO BRING US TO 128K, WHICH MEANS WE CANNOT USE PASCAL. WE DON’T HAVE THE WORD-PROCESSING PACKAGE YET AND WE DON’T HAVE THE COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE WE ORDERED. WE ARE ANNOYED AND ACTUALLY SUFFERING FROM THE LACK OF THESE PIECES. ONE MOTIVATION FOR BUYING THE IBM PC WAS TO USE IT AS A WORD PROCESSOR FOR A BOOK I AM WRITING. I’M STILL WRITING BY HAND ON LEGAL PADS. WE HOPE THESE PIECES DON’T BECOME ANOTHER 3830 FOR IBM (A SUPER DISK DRIVE ANNOUNCED TWO YEARS AGO AND STILL NOT DELIVERED).

THE OTHER PROBLEM IS DEALING WITH COMPUTERLAND. GENERALLY, THE COMPUTERLAND PEOPLE ARE CONCERNED AND HELPFUL, BUT ONLY TO THE LIMITS OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE. THEY DO A GOOD (NOT EXCELLENT) JOB, BUT A LITTLE PROFESSIONALISM LIKE THAT OF THEIR GREY-SUITED BRETHREN WOULD GO A LONG WAY.

WELL, WE THOUGHT WE WOULD SEND YOU SOME NEWS FROM THE FRONT. WE ARE SURE YOUR EFFORTS WILL BE A SUCCESS AND HAVE ENCLOSED OUR SUBSCRIPTION ORDER.

BOB FRITZ
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

EDITORIAL ADVICE

OK, I’M INTERESTED ENOUGH IN THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER AND IN YOUR MAGAZINE TO SAY “HERE IS MY 12 BUCKS.” AS LONG AS I’M SUBSCRIBING I WOULD LIKE TO INCLUDE A FEW COMMENTS. I SINCERELY HOPE THAT YOUR PUBLICATION WILL BE INVOLVED WITH MORE THAN JUST APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE. WHILE ARTICLES SUBMITTED BY USERS AND OBJECTIVE REVIEWS OF PROFESSIONALLY PRODUCED PROGRAMS ARE INVALUABLE TO YOUR READERS, I THINK YOU CAN PROVIDE AN EQUALLY IMPORTANT SERVICE TO A LARGE SEGMENT OF YOUR PROSPECTIVE READERSHIP BY INCLUDING ARTICLES ABOUT THE HARDWARE AND SYSTEM SOFTWARE. TO HAVE AN IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING OF A SYSTEM CAN TURN A FUN OR USEFUL OBJECT INTO A POWERFUL, CREATIVE TOOL.

I EXPECT THAT A SYSTEM WITH THE NAME IBM WILL ATTRACT A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST FROM USERS AND NON-USERS ALIKE. AND I SUSPECT YOU WILL HAVE GREAT SUCCESS AS LONG AS IBM AND/OR COMPETITORS ARE SELLING COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS. I WISH YOU THE BEST OF LUCK.

GORDON M. FURMAN
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

WE HOPE YOU FIND PC’S PREMIERE ISSUE A SUITABLE RESPONSE TO YOUR CONCERNS. PC PLANS TO COVER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND ALL ELSE THAT RELATES TO OWNING AND USING IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS.

KIND WORDS

HAVING BEEN IN AND AROUND THE PUBLISHING INDUSTRY FOR SOME TIME (TIME, INC., NEWSWEEK, INC., SATURDAY REVIEW, ETC.), I KNOW JUST HOW DIFFICULT AND PERILOUS A NEW MAGAZINE VENTURE CAN BE.

I ALSO THINK I UNDERSTAND A GOOD IDEA WHEN I SEE ONE. PC IS A GOOD IDEA. MOST NEW PUBLICATIONS AREN’T. AND HAPPILY, PC IS MANNED BY PROFESSIONALS. SOMETHING MOST NEW PUBLICATIONS AREN’T EITHER. CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PROGRESS WITH PC.

BRUCE W. SCHULER
DOYLE DAN BERNBACH INC.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

FORGIVE US, BUT WE CAN’T RESIST RUNNING ONE OF THESE.

BEST WISHES IN YOUR NEW VENTURE. I THINK THAT YOU ARE COVERING A SYSTEM THAT IS TURNING OUT TO BE A REAL TIGER IN THE MARKETPLACE. IT IS HIGHLY INTERESTING THAT YOU HAVE AN EDITOR NAMED ‘EDLIN’. WAS HE THE FATHER OF THE DOS EDITOR? (HA!) AS FOR CHERYL WOODARD, WELL, LET’S JUST SAY I THINK I’M IN LOVE!

- JOHN GRAYBILL
GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND

CHERYL (OUR DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & SALES) SAYS THANKS, AND WANTS TO KNOW IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN A LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION.

. . . UNKIND ONES . . .

DEAR EDITOR. . . WHAT I’D LIKE TO KNOW IS WHO LET THIS DAVID BUNNELL CHARACTER OUT OF HIS CAGE ANYWAY. HE’S THE SAME CLONE WHO ONCE WROTE THAT THE ALTAR (WHORE) COMPUTER COULD “CONTROL ALL THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS IN A MAJOR CITY.” I BOUGHT AN ALTAIR AND ALL I COULD GET IT TO DO WAS CHANGE THE LIGHTS ON ITS FRONT PANEL. LORD KNOWS WHAT WILD CLAIMS HE’LL BE MAKING ABOUT THE IBM.

JACK ROUBAR
TRAFFIC MANAGER
PLAINES, GEORGIA

. . . AND REASSURING ONES . . .

WE SHALL BE VERY HAPPY TO WORK WITH YOU AND YOUR STAFF AND PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR YOUR NEW PUBLICATION.

P.D. ESTRIDGE
DIRECTOR, ENTRY SYSTEMS BUSINESS
IBM
BOCA RATON, FLORIDA

PC WELCOMES LETTERS FROM READERS. WRITE TO: "LETTERS, PC, 1237 21ST AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 94122." LETTERS PUBLISHED MAY BE EDITED FOR REASONS OF SPACE OR STYLE.
At Amdek, we make monitors for people who demand state-of-the-art color. And for people who know that crisp, clear text display is an art in itself.

Our versatile Color-I 13" video monitor features standard NTSC composite input, front-mounted controls and a built-in speaker with audio circuit. Our popular Video-300 12" Green Phosphor monitor has an easy-to-read, non-glare screen, 18 MHZ band width and 80 x 24 character display.

Both offer easy portability, with lightweight cabinetry and molded-in handles. And both are fully compatible with most computer and word processing systems. So compare our performance with other monitors. Then compare prices. For quality and value, you'll choose Amdek.

NEW THIS FALL: our advanced high resolution Color-II monitor with interface board for Apple II compatibility. Color-II features RGB, TTL input and 560(H) x 260(V) resolution for crisp 80 x 24 character display and exceptionally sharp color graphics. Ask your dealer about an Amdek Color-II, Color-I, or Video-300 monitor today.
The Man Behind The Machine?
A PC Exclusive Interview
With Software Guru
Bill Gates

How was IBM able to so gauge the personal computer market as to come out with a machine that both incorporates all the good features of existing personal computers and accurately points the direction of future ones?

PC Publisher David Bunnell had a hunch that the answer to this question was to be found in Seattle—home of Microsoft, the first personal computer software company.

His hunch was based on the fact that while several software companies were chosen by IBM to provide the initial software for the IBM Personal Computer, only Microsoft provided a complete range of software. This software includes the IBM Personal Computer Disk Operating System, MACRO-assembler high-level languages BASIC, Fortran and Pascal and even application programs (Adventure and Typing Tutor).

So Bunnell hopped a plane to Seattle to investigate for himself.

Sure enough Microsoft’s involvement was total, day-in, day-out. For more than a year, 35 of Microsoft’s staff of 100 worked fulltime (and plenty of overtime) on the IBM project. Bulky packages containing computer gear and other goodies were air-expressed almost daily between the Boca Raton laboratory and Seattle. An electronic message system was established and there was almost always someone flying the arduous 4,000 mile commute. While many other individuals and companies consulted with IBM during the course of “IBM PC” development, and most have intriguing yarns to tell, only one company worked with IBM in such an intimate and (especially for IBM) unheard of fashion.

Continued next page...
"Before they came, they said, 'Hey, we may really do some business. It could be exciting.'"

The highlight of Bunnell’s investigation was a fascinating two-hour exclusive interview with Bill Gates, president and co-founder of Microsoft. As it turns out Gates probably knows more about the IBM Personal Computer and its history than anyone (outside of IBM, of course).

DAVID: What can you tell us about Microsoft’s involvement with IBM on the Personal Computer project? How it was initiated and what transpired, as much as you can reveal.

BILL: In the case of the IBM project we started off not really knowing what they wanted. They came out in July of 1980 and first talked with us on a very tentative basis as though they were just doing market research. They said, “Don’t get too excited and don’t think anything big is going to happen.”

Then they talked about how something could be done fairly quickly if a machine was designed to run standard software. In fact, we found out later that behind the scenes different labs within IBM had been charged with looking into how they could get a project done on a very quick basis. The typical product design time for a large company like IBM, and they keep track of this, is a little over four years. That is partly because they do such a complete job, and yet, in the personal computer industry, which they had a desire to participate in, you really couldn’t be competitive if you speeded out your product in 1976 and sold it in 1980. You would be selling an Altair computer against an Apple II.

So they wanted to come up with some way of doing things a little differently. One of the development managers of IBM got a committee together, people from different laboratories, and told them to go out and research the issue. The people that were from the Boca Raton laboratory, simply putting together some thoughts, essentially about how to cheat, and their idea was to use software that already existed in the world, and to use industry standard parts like the Intel microprocessor. So they went back and said that based on using that approach they could get something done in the order of a year.

My understanding is that some of the other groups put in proposals that involved emulating existing IBM instruction sets, and there have been a lot of rumors that one of the groups looked at buying a microcomputer from Japan. In fact, one of our Japanese customers had us do some demonstration software that was probably for that lab that was looking at Japanese sourcing.

In any case, Boca Raton got the go-ahead sometime in late 1980 and they came out with a lot of people, about 12 people. Before they came, they said, “Hey, we may really do some business. It could be exciting.” And then they said, “We have a lot of things to do, we’ll have our technical team meet with your technical team, so let’s do them in parallel. We’ll have our legal team meet with your legal team, we’ll have the purchasing team meet with your purchasing team, we’ll have our technical team meet with your technical team, so we can do four or five things at once.” Well, that isn’t fine, but that’s me who is going to do those things and I can do only maybe two things at once, so we’re not going to be able to have five simultaneous meetings.

Anyway, they came out with 12 people, and we really got things going. We ended up making the hardware a little more state-of-the-art by putting new things in it that went beyond the cardinal rule of getting the project done in a year. But, you know, the second priority beyond getting it done in a year was to have a state-of-the-art machine and by using the 16-bit processor and doing some of the stuff in the graphics, I think everyone pretty much agrees that that was achieved.

DAVID: Why is it important to have a 16-bit processor?

BILL: That is one area where there is a lot of confusion because the standard thing in the industry nowadays is to say, “Who cares about what’s inside the machine?” People are buying a solution, not a computer, which is absolutely true. They are buying things like word processing or Visicalc which is one of the applications IBM announced.

I think 16-bits is extremely important, and it is not because of speed, although if you sit down at an IBM machine and play with it a little while you will see that it performs significantly better than existing 8-bit machines.

The main reason for the 16-bit micro being advantageous is its increased address space. That sounds like a technical issue, but what it boils down to for the end-user is that we can do more complex software, with a better end-user interface, in a more transportable form than we have ever been able to do in what I call the “8-bit world.”
When I say 8-bit world, I mean the 6502 microprocessor, which is the chip used in the Apple, the Pet and the Atari, or the most popular chip which is the 8080, Z-80 family used in the Xerox 820 machine, the NorthStar, Vector Graphic and many others. In those 8-bit machines there is one common characteristic, which is that the logical address space in the machine is limited to 64K bytes (about 64,000 characters of storage). You have to put the operating system, the program, the data, the graphics memory, if it is going to be efficient—all those things in a single 64K area. You get into some terrible problems where you have to write program code in a hard to maintain fashion to keep it small and in fact that is one of the things that Microsoft is doing absolutely the best job of, is writing stuff in a small amount of space. Its a fine art that we spend a lot of time on, because in 8-bit machines it really made a lot of difference. But this is no longer our focus on 16-bit machines.

People also compromised in the end user interface with their packages because they simply could not get enough stuff in there, and finally the overall capability of the packages are also compromised because you want it to be able to run on all the 8-bit machines. For example, whenever we have put a new feature in BASIC such as good screen handling, which is something that we are working on now, people complain because any feature we put in takes away from the space available for an application.

Now in the 8088 (the Intel 16-bit microcomputer used by IBM), that limit, the logical address space limit, is for all practical purposes gone away. The chip is designed to address up to a megabyte (1 million characters). IBM's announced support for up to a quarter megabyte, that is 256K, and it is very much in the relevant range. In other words, that factor will make all the difference in terms of quality end user interface integrated software.

DAVID: Will your recently announced planning package, Multiplan, be integrated with word processing?

BILL: Not in its initial release. When we first get an extra resource, we don't know all the ways we are going to be able to take advantage of it. All I can really say is the 64K barrier has been the critical constraint in terms of writing software in a transportable form and putting new features in. Now that we have the freedom, we can use some more creativity to take advantage of it. It's just like high resolution graphics was on the Apple. When the Apple II first came out it had high resolution graphics, but for about three years, nobody wrote programs that would take advantage of it. The programs were low resolution and it was kind of bizzare to try to use that extra mode. But today, the Apple II is virtually defined by high resolution graphics. There is simply not an entertainment package around, or even a lot of the serious packages, that don't take advantage of that.

Just some indication of this is that the graphics memory in the IBM PC is right in the address space of the machine. What that means is you can directly manipulate those bits on the screen using any of the 8088 instructions. Particularly the string instructions can be used to great advantage to provide animation type effects up on the screen. We could not have done that on an 8-bit machine, because we would have used up that crucial 64K resource, whereas on the 8088 it is megabyte resource. We put it very high in memory, I think about three quarters of the way up, and so it is there anytime you want to use it.

Myself and someone else here wrote most of the demo programs used on the IBM machine in a matter of about three hours, because the extra versatility provided by directly manipulable graphics allowed us to put commands in BASIC that let you get at the full power of the machine very easily. In the case of the Apple, anybody who knows how to do really good high resolution graphics has to be a guru and so there is what I call a "bits and bytes barrier" to getting in and using the machine. And so to do a good program, you have to be both smart about bits and bytes, and creative enough to create the program. It is a rare individual who combines both of those talents.

In the IBM PC we have lowered the bits and bytes barrier so we will tap into some people with additional creativity and understanding of how to do whatever the particular need is. We are getting rid of the general need to get into the innards of the machine to make it really perform. The power of this machine is much more on the surface than an 8-bit machine could possibly deliver.

DAVID: Now that you are into the subject of graphics, tell us more.

BILL: Looking at the graphics, the things that I mean specifically are some of the simple verbs that have been added in to the BASIC and I will highlight three of those. The CIRCLE statement is very straightforward, you simply state where the center of the circle is and what the radius is going to be and immediately the thing is drawn at an extremely rapid speed. Also, you've got a lot of other options, you can add it at the end of the statement, like start angle, and end angle, and aspect ratio. The default is simply to do a full round circle, and that is something that the user can get at and use, for example, to do pie charts.

Another statement is what we call PAINT. It is a very simple notion. You simply enter a point on the screen and its just like putting your paint brush down there and painting until you hit the edge of the screen or the border. Say you draw a white border and you want to paint until you hit white, so no matter what the figure you have there is, square or circle or crazy looking thing, it will use its paint brush and paint in until it finds those edges. As a default it paints in the same color as the edges, but if you provide an extra parameter you can paint with another color. So you could paint a white circle with a blue center, or, if you had some sort of a jagged line graph and you wanted to show it as an area, you find a point in the interior and it would paint that arbitrary figure.

PAINT is a single verb. It is quite simple and intuitive and yet its implementation is very hard. That brings through some of the power of this machine. You can paint a figure that's virtually the entire screen in about two seconds. Really, there is no way that that could have been done on an 8-bit machine. It may sound unimportant but when you really get into trying to do some of these new user interfaces, the so called Xerox Star-like interfaces that really are what is going to open up these machines to a wider user population, these graphics primitives are incredibly important. For example, when we put a little arrow up on the screen to point things, we use a solid arrow, and to do that efficiently we have actually generated the thing with PAINT.

The final verb I wanted to mention is DRAW and this represents a philosophical continued...

"If you sit down at the IBM machine and play with it a little while you will see that it performs significantly better than existing 8-bit machines."
When we first get an extra resource, we don't know all the ways we are going to be able to take advantage of it."

anybody can just pick it up and use it—it's still not fulfilled but we are moving in the right direction.

DAVID: We've been talking about things that IBM has done right which are significant. In your opinion, what are some of the things they have done wrong or not quite right?

BILL: Well, you know in a way I am biased because of the depth of our involvement. I'd say it's a reasonably good balance, I mean in a way IBM is standing on the shoulders of experience that everybody else had in the industry—in a totally fair and good way, but it's not like 1976 when we didn't know what the market was and how to sell things. A lot of elements have been firmly established.

I have a wish list after we finish a project. I don't think cassette machines are super important and so I think the effort that was put into have a cassette interface wasn't worthwhile. I think everybody is going to run out of slots very quickly. The machine has a 5 slot limitation, but I suspect that an independent peripheral industry will start to do some combination cards that will reduce the pain of having a limited number of slots.

Everybody talks about how they'd like to have more disk space on the machine and of course I always like to see networking on a machine and nobody really has a good solution to that yet. It would be nice if there was a hard disk and I'm sure the independent vendors will come and put one of those on it.

It's possible to do a much better machine in a lot of ways from a hardware point of view. You could put a faster processor in. Intel's has the 8086. You could do a machine that is almost four times the performance. When Intel comes out with their 8087 chip, that will be a nice potential upgrade. I think IBM's Technical Reference Manual makes it clear they have an additional socket on there for that 8087 floating point processor but from my point of view, which is once again biased, the name of the game is software.

This machine will be significant because it will usher in a new generation of portable software which will be significantly better because of the speed, the address space, the instruction set, the underlying operating system, and the experience gained from the previous years.

I think five years from now the amount of software and the quality of the software on this machine will be incredible. It will dwarf what is available on mainframes, minicomputers and other machines.

DAVID: I think we should talk a little bit about the operating system. Partly because I see a lot of confusion about MS-DOS and its relationship to CP/M, and CP/M-86 more specifically. It seems that I read over and over again in the press that IBM has an operating system that is compatible with CP/M. Does it?

BILL: Well, not really. There certainly is a lot of confusion about this issue. When IBM announced the machine on August 12 they said they'd be making available three operating environments. And the operating environment that we provided is known by IBM as Personal Computer DOS. We call it MS-DOS and Lifeboat Associates calls it SB-86. So we've got a lot of different names which adds a little bit to the confusion, but that's the operating system.

All of IBM's applications and languages that they're supporting run under it. In other words, VisiCalc only runs under PC DOS. The BASIC only runs under PC DOS, the Peachtree programs, and EasyWriter word processing package run under that. We've done some things there that are substantially different than has been done in CP/M. We did provide an upward migration path—in other words, we made it extremely easy if you've got source code and a translation package to move a CP/M-80 package up into the 8086 environment without worrying about the operating system interface. In other words, we emulate all the CP/M-80 calls because no doubt there is quite a wealth of CP/M-80 packages in existence. In fact the greatest installed base of CP/M-80 machines are the users of Microsoft softcards which plug into Apple computers. So we are probably as aware of that as anyone. Also I think we have more system software under CP/M-80 than any of the other vendors. So we made it possible to do that migration.

The move from 8-bit to 16-bit is an opportunity to improve things a great deal. CP/M-80 became a de facto standard in the 8-bit world. There is really no opportunity to change that—the 8-bit designers will essentially stop over the next year. The only chance to move up to a stronger
base is to grab this opportunity as we move into the new generation of processors.

Microsoft started out looking at 16-bit operating systems at the high end. About two years ago we went to Western Electric and licensed their Unix Operating System—which we have commercialized to a form known as Xenix. When IBM came along both from a technical point of view and other considerations it made sense for them to work with us on a new product we were doing which was a low-end operating system. So what we've got now is a family of operating systems with MSDOS at the low end and Xenix at the high end—really there's such a broad range of systems. From a single-user floppy system up to essentially a time sharing 16-bit system. We feel it is absolutely critical to have more than one operating system, although you have to complete compatibility to move up along the line and add additional capability. That's what we have done with MSDOS.

**DAVID:** Let's talk a little bit about IBM again. Who do you think the main customers are going to be for the IBM Personal Computer?

**BILL:** I suspect that they will sell tons through their DPD sales force to large companies that have been looking at personalized work stations with local intelligence with a great deal of interest but too much fear to date.

The Apple II does not have enough communications capability and CRT capability to really be used in that mode. Until the IBM PC came along there was no product that could be offered to fill that need and I think that it is a huge market.

I've never heard any IBM estimates so I am just guessing here, but I think the majority of the sales will be through their DPD sales force. You know, Sears is doing a super job but they are only projecting five stores by the end of the year. No doubt Computerland will sell a lot of the machines but I doubt if they will be able to keep up with essentially the Fortune 500 demand from standard data processing departments.

**DAVID:** When do you think IBM will begin to sell through independent retailers?

**BILL:** All I know is what I read which is that towards the start of next year, they'll start to qualify additional retail vendors.

My understanding is that they will broaden their distribution. You know, IBM has to be admired for some of their conservatism. They only qualify the best and most professional groups to work together with them, because IBM is very afraid that somehow their overall corporate reputation is going to be hurt by what they are doing in this area.

**DAVID:** Still, IBM is doing some rather radical things, at least for IBM.

**BILL:** And it scares them that somehow that might hurt their image. So they went to Computerland, which is probably the leader in the independent dealer area. They gave BYTE magazine an initial exclusive on talking about the machine. They've really gone to the most established groups to do their work.

**DAVID:** How many machines do you think IBM will sell in 1982?

**BILL:** My guess is not based upon any inside information whatsoever but I think it will be not far from 200,000.

**DAVID:** Really?

**BILL:** If they can deliver them, the potential is there. I've heard numbers ranging anywhere from 100,000 to 150,000 so I am an optimist beyond the median point of that scale. They'll have to open up more distribution, though. I don't think Computerland can push through that many. And they may run into some production bottlenecks. There are a lot of outside vended parts on the machine and they are not going to compromise quality. Certainly at this point the machine is incredibly short, you know, we've got a ton on order and it is going to take a few months before they come in.

**DAVID:** Yes, we have the same problem. Let's move on to another topic, which we alluded to earlier. How does your soon-to-be-announced electronic spreadsheet, Multiplan, relate to VisiCalc?

**BILL:** Oh, certainly. It's a second generation spreadsheet product. We'll be really going into that in our literature and it's a huge promotion thing for us—almost equal to all the promotion we have done for the entire company in its history, just for this one product. But, I'll just mention two things that are critical in Multiplan. The first is the use of naming. You are not put into a mode where you have to use "A10," "B9," "C14" and things like that, which you have to do with VisiCalc. If you want to say that taxes are 6% of sales then you say "taxes are .06 times sales." If you want the sum of all the profits you say "SUM (Profit)" and so we deal with data on a name basis which is the way people are used to dealing with it. The second thing is that we handle what we call Multisheet, which is a pretty obvious capability if you accept the analogy that these are spread sheet simulators. It is quite common to take numbers from, say, your cost sheet and your sales sheet and consolidate together. What you would really like is when you update the cost sheet it will carry over to the summary sheet. As soon as you look at the summary sheet, the information will be there. You don't have to type any commands or do any work every time you make the change to get the information over there. We have accommodated that capability.

One last thing, that I would like to mention also, is the way we have done the end-user interface. We've done away with slashes (/) and the need to know a lot of things about what is going on inside the package. For example, VisiCalc has a feature called "Order of Recalculation." The user has to think about does it go horizontally to recalculate or vertically to recalculate. Well, that's ridiculous. It's up to the computer to figure out the order of recalculating and not force you to figure out how you have to order your data so that things propagate through in the right order. That's a very technical thing.

**DAVID:** Are you doing other end-user packages?

**BILL:** The second wave is Multichart and Multiwave which is data base and those will come out fairly quick in like three or four months, but anything beyond is easily six to nine months away.

**DAVID:** One thing you seem to be saying is that we are going to see a whole new set of application programs similar in concept to 8-bit programs only with a lot of improvements.

**BILL:** Right.

**DAVID:** Let's slip down the road five years. What are some of the real significant advances you see?

**BILL:** In five years the cost of computation will really be effectively decreased.
We'll be able to put on somebody's desk, for an incredibly low cost, a processor with far more capability than you could ever take advantage of. Hardware in effect will become a lot less interesting. The total job will be in the software, and we'll be able to write big fat programs. We can let them run somewhat inefficiently because there will be so much horsepower that just sits there. The real focus won't be who can cram it down in, or who can do it in the machine language. It will be who can define the right end-user interface and properly integrate the main packages. I expect over the next five years between us and others a heck of a job will get done. You'll be able to sit at your desk and do whatever you want to do with information or presenting data or changing data incredibly effectively. In other words, we will have changed the way people work.

At that time we'll just see the beginnings of the home information system, because it is so much harder to cost-justify that type of device. But I do feel that the "office of the future" will be the office of the present five years from now.

DAVID: What kind of mass storage device will machines have in five years?  
BILL: Well, you'll probably still have local floppies in a lot of cases, but most of the storage size-wise will be in shared file servers—and although optical disk may have had an impact, even at present prices and capacities large (magnetic) disks would suffice. There are 300-megabyte disks down in the $10,000 to $15,000 range now. If you can spread it across 20 users—that is, with a good networking scheme—you could justify it. So, while there ought to be some improvement there, I don't think that we've got any bottleneck even today. Networking is probably one of the big challenges.

DAVID: How are you facing that challenge?  
BILL: Well, we've designed a structure in MS-DOS that lets it work in a network environment in a very strong fashion—and it's substantially different from CP-Net. We're passing high level file calls down the network, through a tree-structured directory.

DAVID: What's the most satisfying experience you've had in this business to date?  
BILL: I always sort of longed onto the most recent thing. This IBM project was a super-exciting, fun project. We were given, even for a small company, an incredible amount of latitude in changing how things got done as the project progressed. And we really were allowed to feel like some of the key work had been done here. And we had a really great interface with the people from the customer (IBM), even though they're as far away as they could be, down in Boca Raton. The night flight down there is not too much fun. We had a lot of fun together. We had an electronic mail linkup, and we'd send messages every day and we'd give each other a hard time about whichever group was behind on whatever they were responsible for. We loved to kid them about all the security—how we had to have locks, and sign things in, and use code names and stuff like that—but it was just part of the project camaraderie, really. When the thing finally got put together and we did the demo programs, everybody around here was enthused. That's something WE did!

I don't know how many people have read Tracy Kidder's new book "The Soul Of A New Machine", but it was like that—and everybody really did get their just desserts of being recognized and knowing what part they put into it. People worked incredibly hard. I guess there
was a kind of an anticlimax when I got a
form letter from IBM a week after we'd
finished the thing which said, "Dear Ven-
dor. You've done a fine job." But they've
apologized an appropriate number of
times for that.

There'll be more projects. In fact,
we're starting up one now which in its
general concept should prove to be as
exciting. And we're still not at the stage
where I'd tell my mother, or some naive
person, just to go out and buy one of
these machines. In a couple of years we'll
achieve that real peak—to fill that gap
and feel like it's a real tool.

DAVID: It sounds like from what you're
saying that you have probably had more
influence on the final result of the
machine than anyone, with possible ex-
ceptions at IBM.

BILL: Oh, that's absolutely the case. The
people at IBM did a fantastic job and
there's some super smart people there. I
was very, very impressed with the team
they put together. They used most of the
people who had their own personal com-
puters. Employees within IBM who have
the oomph to go out and get their own
personal computer and be kidded by their
fellow workers, are in general a pretty
good class of individuals. And a few of
these people were just exceptional.

They were brought in from the com-
pany at large and they came down to
Boca just for this project. We were the
only vendor that understood what the
project was about. Even up to the an-
nouncement most vendors were kept in
the dark about the general scope and
the general push of the thing. So we really
enjoyed a really unique relationship. I
don't think it's flattering to say that I doubt that IBM
has ever had such a relationship ever before. In fact, in their internal magazine—T
think—they even mentioned the role
that we played which was quite a thing
for them to do. Other than this project,
most outside vendors for IBM are really
just providing their components and not
super involved in how it fits in.

We developed a personal relationship
with all those people that's equal to the
closest project we have done.

DAVID: Sounds like it was a lot of fun.

BILL: It was. Everybody around here en-
joyed it a great deal. In a way, we always
wanted there to be a definitive end to the
thing, but even today there's some work
going on. It's not like there is just one
celebration. Boy, there has been some
great... a lot of fun relaxation when
we've hit various milestones. I don't
know, the announcement was probably

the best one because all the way through
the project there was this aura that IBM
couldn't even say to us that the project
would be introduced. They always had to
say, "You realize this may get cancelled
any day and we'll just call you up and tell
you to put all those confidential pieces of
paper in a box and mail them back down
here and don't call us again." I don't
know how long that was really true, but
that is really what they had to say to us.

To know that the thing would really see
the light of day and people would have a
chance to evaluate what we had done
really made us feel good.

We expect over the next year or two
when people have really looked into the
machine to see what it can do they will
be increasingly impressed. Just like high
resolution graphics on the Apple, there is
a lot of capability there that will only un-
fold itself over a fair period of time. Some
of that is the stuff we put in there and
that will be neat.

I don't read about the TRS-80 any
more because it does seem like a long
time ago and in comparison it would be
pretty easy to make fun of it, but the year
or two after we did that project every
time we would see somebody disassem-
bling the BASIC or figuring out some little
trick we thought it was really exciting.

It's the combination. Software is a
great combination between artistry and
engineering. When you finally get done
and get to appreciate what you have done
it is like a part of yourself that you've put
together. I think a lot of the people here
feel that way.

DAVID: That's quite a statement. Thank
you for the interview.

---

**LET'S GET PERSONAL**

Learn about the most exciting microcomputer
product of the year in this book that describes IBM's
amazing new personal computer.

Whether you are a manager, computer professional,
prospective buyer, or
programmer, you will find
the personal significance of
IBM's unique product in this
book.

Other QUE books are: Apple II Word Processing; CP/M Word
Processing, and Computer Word Processing: Do You Want It?

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBM's Personal Computer</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apple II Word Processing</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP/M Word Processing</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add $1.50 per book for shipping and handling. Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.

---

Make checks payable to: QUE, Corp.,
6515 E. 82nd St., Suite 110, Indianapolis, IN 46260

---
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Sams easy-to-understand microcomputer books are designed to help you take full advantage of what a small computer can do.

MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS by William Barden, Jr., No. 21583, $9.95, clears away some of the mystery by describing microcomputer systems, and providing guidelines to use when you're choosing your system.

BASIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE by E.G. Brooner, No. 21751, $11.95. Helps you choose the business software that will be most effective for you by providing a basic understanding of business software.

For the name of your local Sams book outlet, or to order by phone, call toll-free and reference this number: AD 144 800-428-3696

SAMS BOOKS
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 4300 West 62nd Street, P.O. Box 7092 Indianapolis, IN 46206

ADD FLOPPY DISK DRIVES TO YOUR PC

1st or 2nd Internal Drive $299.00
16K Memory Expansion Kit $49.00

Diskette Drive Adaptor Card and DOS available from IBM

Hard Disk for PC — See our other Ad.

ADAPTABLE PRODUCTS

Printers (Inc. Cable)
Epson MX-80
Epson MX-100
Citoh Starwriter
Centronics 704

$500.
815.
1395.
1799.

Modems
Lexicon
D CAT
Verbatim Diskettes

$115.
$199.
$49.

IN THE QUEUE

192K RAM Board
Integral Direct Connect Modem

VR DATA CORP.
777 Henderson Blvd.
Folcroft, PA 19032

Phone 800-345-8102 • in Penna. 215-461-5300 • Telex 845-124

Prices subject to change without notice
TOOLS FOR THE IBM PC

BASIC ENHANCEMENTS
UNBASIC—a BASIC preprocessor that allows the programmer to write programs in a more powerful extended BASIC. All you have to do is to write your programs using the new features outlined below in addition to standard IBM PC BASIC. Then UNBASIC will translate your program into standard BASIC. Features include:
CASE ... CEND / Execute one of a number of paths. Like an extended IF ... THEN ... ELSE.
Statement label / Allows reference to lines by an alphanumeric label.
LIB / Retrieves specified UNBASIC subroutines from a disk library file and appends them to your program before translation into Standard BASIC. Automatically renumbers subroutines.
WHILE ... WEND / Multi-line capability.
Functions / Multi-line functions with nesting. Available now ............................... $75

ASSEMBLER
8088 ASSEMBLER—includes the following features: Generates object code for all 107 8088 instructions. Full assembly-time macro capability. Define byte, Define word, Define double-word, Define storage, etc. Written in UNBASIC for easy modification.
01/82 ........................................ $75

COMMUNICATIONS
INTELLITERM—an easy to use, flexible communications program. Transfer of any files is accomplished with only a few single keystrokes. Split screen display shows your input and the responding computer's reply. 02/82 $150

DATA BASE
A database can be compared to a file cabinet as it stores records in an orderly fashion and allows easy retrieval of information. A database frees the user or programmer from worrying about how the PC stores data on disk and retrieves it.
T.I.M. III—state of the art data management program. Its many menus and people-oriented approach make it simple for even the novice to use. Features include printing of lists and reports and selective record retrieval. Contains up to 8 field types with 32,000 record per file ... 40 fields per record ... 50 characters per field ... 50 sorted orders ... 20 calculated fields per record. Now ........................................ $500

DATAMASTER—the most flexible data base management system for your IBM PC. Provides true variable length records, user defined input and report formats, reformating of previously entered data records, and more.
Summer 82 (5 full credit for T.I.M.) ............................... $800

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS
OMNI—a machine-independent compiler/interpreter generating very compact code. Supports virtual memory. Pre-defined data types include byte, word, string, byte array, word array, string array, bit array, record, and screen. Highly extensible and flexible, with speed comparable to assembly language. Fall 82 ............................... $500
SUPERBASIC—a superset of Microsoft Basic. Incremental compilation allows easy development of an interpretive BASIC, but runs with the speed of a compiled program. Variable record lengths, user-defined record layouts, and many more features are added to the BASIC language. Opt. Run-time pkg.
Fall 82 ........................................ $250

HARDWARE
Daisy Wheel Printer—Tandy DWII ............................... $1960
IBM PC 2 drive 64K ........................................ $3300
All IBM hardware/software products available.
Intelliterm & Datamaster available now for TRS-80.

FREE CATALOG
Containing Utility Software
☐ I have purchased I plan to purchase
☐ IBM PC’s
☐ K disks
☐ Mono ☐ Color ☐ Comm.
☐ Printer Type

Name ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ___________________ State Zip ____________
The Superliterate Manifesto

All human beings, regardless of class, want and need some contact, some sense of being connected to the human race. Computerized communications systems offer a special kind of superconnectivity to old and young, experts and hunt-and-peck typists alike.

All sentient beings have the inalienable right to:
- A computer terminal
- A private account on a communication system
- Clear and well-indexed instructions on how to use that system
- A telecommunications network local dial-up number
- An uninterruptible power supply
- A secretary of the opposite sex to organize and file the output
- And three square meals a day

Terminals of all countries, unite!

SUPERLITERACY
Network Systems, The CIA And The Electronic Grail: A Writer's Quest For Perfectly Flexible Text

Clifford Barney

One day in 1967, I called at the Stanford Research Institute to interview a computer scientist named Douglas Engelbart about an advanced form of electronic information system he was reported to be developing. I knew little about such systems but I hoped that the meeting might provide the substance of a news story for my employer, Electronics magazine.

When I entered his office Engelbart was sitting at one of the first cathode ray tube terminals I had seen. As we talked he began filling the CRT with screens of text, which he would subject to various editing tricks and then dispatch God knew where, all the while keeping up a running commentary in a vocabulary I didn't quite understand, concerning statements and "plexes" and branches and groups.

I watched for two hours as Engelbart played his machine and explained how it was that he could do these wonderful things. However it was no use; I couldn't follow what he was doing, so I didn't see what made it so wonderful. What made the text look like that? Where did it come from and where did it go? What was a plex, really? So I wasted our afternoon, though I don't think Engelbart minded; he seemed to have a wonderful time showing...
off his creation. He called it Online System, abbreviated to NLS.

I now realize that, like Parsifal botching his first chance at the Grail, I had been vouchsafed an early glimpse of electronic text, but had failed to recognize it. To me, at that time, computers processed only data. Engelbart had shown me English; not programs, not calculations, not columns of figures, but words and sentences. And though a writer by trade, I had been too disoriented to understand them.

It was years later that I next encountered electronic text. This time it resided on the disc drives at the Providence [R.I.] Journal, where I was doing a turn on the copy desk. The journal had installed an advanced text handling system that integrated incoming copy from wire services and the paper's own bureaus, and directed it to the proper departments in the newspaper: news, sports, features, etc. I used a CRT that could edit rings around the old-fashioned pastepot, scissors and soft lead pencil. And the text editor not only hyphenated and justified the finished story but even counted my headlines for me, a job I had always had to do myself. Newspaper headlines have to fit in their allotted measure, and generations of copy editors had made sure that they did by counting the letters and spaces. If the head was too long, you had to rewrite it. The type wasn't rubber, the printers used to sneer, it was lead. Now the computer did the counting and the type might as well have been rubber; because if my electronically written headline was only a hair too long, I could shrink the type a little, say from 42 point to “41 point,” a type size that strictly speaking did not exist. Then the head would fit and no one would ever notice (though a sampling of middle-aged men, eyesight beginning to falter, may have wondered they were squinting at the paper).

Still digesting this second experience of electronic text, I immediately plunged into the third, several months of messaging and conferencing on Murray Turoff's experimental Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) network. It was while I was entering EIES's logical gardens that the electronic epiphany occurred: After 25 years of my pounding typewriter, the typewriter started writing back.

"INITIAL CHOICE?" it said. (This is EIES's method of leading you down the garden path, i.e. choosing from its initial menu.)

I was hooked. The damn thing was finally beginning to share the work. Properly teased, it would cough up endless text without my typing a line. About time, I thought, and proceeded to run it through a few tests. EIES is extensively documented, and I spent a good part of the first few weeks online studying its strange rules for manipulating electronic text. There seemed to be a lot of them, and their purpose wasn't always clear to me. But I did begin to get a sense of what Doug Engelbart had been talking about more than a decade before.

NLS, and the newspaper system, and EIES, had been designed for the manipulation of text, not data. The etymologies offer a clear distinction: data is what is "given," raw information, August sales or altitude in feet; text is literally a "weaving" of semantic and syntactic patterns. "Text" and "textile" have the same root.

So the interpretation, and even the representation, of text is a multidimensional task. Yet text in electronic form still exhibits all of the plasticity of electronic data in that it may easily be edited, transmitted, merged and searched.

As a writer, particularly one being paid to listen, I might have realized the significance of what Engelbart was telling me. Computerized text systems put communications and information handling on a new level. Once Engelbart got NLS airborne, Electronics magazine might never be the same.

Not that print was going out of style. NLS has since turned commercial as the office automation system marketed by Tymshare under the name "Augment"; if not exactly flying, it has at least made the transition from an experimental system to a practical tool. Yet Electronics continues to flourish, fawer and more authoritative than ever. Electronic text does not replace print, but it does supplant it as the general form of recorded information. Print becomes one of the forms of display.

The medieval monks who transmitted their culture a thousand years ago by copying Biblical texts in the Book of Kells would today be making them machine-readable. That way they could be stored online and accessed by the electronic version of a concordance, a data base command language. The service would inevitably be called Scripturenet. You could interrogate it and then salt and pepper your prose with proverbs and learned references, downloaded from the net and merged with your novel, your business report or your letter home.

The Online Marketplace

So far as I know Scripturenet does not yet exist, but dozens of its functional counterparts are competing in what is coming to be known as the "network marketplace," described by Herb Dordick of USC's Annenberg School of Communications as a locus where "products and services can be advertized; buyers and sellers located; ordering, billing and delivery of services can be facilitated; and all manner of transactions can be consummated, including wholesale, retail, brokering and mass distribution."

Targeted as customers in this marketplace are those of us who have access to computer terminals—which includes every IBM Personal Computer equipped with the Asynchronous Communications Adapter, or telephone connection device, and communications software. The network marketplace at first offered raw computer power and then developed online data bases, remotely searchable. But much of what is hawked today as "information services" consists of electronic text that you can access over telephone lines from a computer terminal.

What is so special about this medium? In Toward Paperless Information Systems, F. Wilfred Lancaster gave the fullest expression to the importance of machine-readability as the key attribute of electronic text. Lancaster, a librarian, helped design the SAFE information system for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The function of SAFE is to give CIA analysts sharable access to remote data bases and files. They can construct private information bases composed partly of their own files and partly of files shared on a network. And the whole system depends on putting information into machine-readable form, permitting easy creation, editing, and transmission of text.

Intelligence Goes Public

On the heels of SAFE comes the private CIA, a multinational "worldwide intelligence service" called the International Reporting and Information System, or IRIS (goddess of the rainbow and Zeus's messenger, according to the indispensable Robert Graves). IRIS has hired the services of a former British prime minister, Edward Heath, as a mascot signifying respectability. The organization will provide commercial information service, not political espionage.

Nevertheless, "IRIS is to be built around a powerful computer, the operation of which is being modeled on the one used by the CIA in Langley, according to the Washington Post (emphasis added). Lancaster's prototypical analysts, their computer screens trained on all the world's information, or at least as much of it as IRIS can get into machine-readable form.

You and I don't have the same access to resources, and our equipment may be unsophisticated relative to SAFE's, or IRIS's, but we can do essentially the same
thing on a PC. Electronic text plus network connections gives the individual unprecedented communications capability.

Einar Steffrud, a consultant who specializes in office automation, rates textual information systems in terms of the connectivity and the mobility of the information therein. In personal terms, you can see it in the mix of files that scrolls across your CRT. It's different for everyone: now a program to track cash flow, now production statistics, now a Dow Jones report, now electronic mail from a colleague. There is a single display space for all of the information; you can append the cash flow file to the production report, draw your own conclusions, and send an electronic message to your broker. In this respect, network services become one more input to your computer, just as your stereo set can accept input from a remote FM station as well as an on-line record turntable.

The services have yet to mature. A clue to the present state of the art in information services is the price of hooking up to IRIS: $20,000 to $200,000 according to the Post. Useful databases and sophisticated text software tend to be expensive. Yet the primitive text systems available today do provide capabilities for message-sending and "asynchronous conferencing" (meaning not all parties need be electronically present at one time)—capabilities that were simply not to be had ten years ago. A shared text space makes the network something of a library in which everyone can write the books, and a clubhouse where colleagues can gather.

Messaging and conferencing—in which the text is created by the user, not the seller—are not expensive; but they are so new that business management is only beginning to see how they can be used. In organizing commercial computer conferences, I have found even the most technically advanced computer and integrated circuit manufacturers to be wary of investigating computer-mediated communication via electronic text. They'd rather consider video conferencing, which is a wildly expensive replacement for a face-to-face meeting.

Epilog: NLS Revisited

My typewriter now sits on a closet shelf; there are times when it would be handy, but it's too bulky to keep around. As a writer, I have become addicted to the electronic method of creating, storing and transmitting text. I have experimented on a number of text systems, both online and standalone. I have even had a chance to use NLS itself; I too have been able to summon and dispatch screenful of information and mystify my friends; and I have tracked a "plex" to its electronic lair (too complex to describe here).

NLS proved to be a special taste, like olives, and an expensive one at that. But there are now many other text systems available; every personal computer comes with a word processor. So many people have been exposed to electronic text that it has spawned a new discipline, "Electronic English," which has been taught for credit by Dave Hughes at Colorado Technical College. There are those who claim that the medium actually improves verbal proficiency. Others are skeptical; one dissector has noted darkly that just as the chief effect of the invention of the typewriter was the proliferation of the business letter, so hypertext might bury us in well- formatted nonsense.

But this argument puts the new wine in old bottles. The potential of electronic text is not to be exploited in Asked it to do what is already done well, or well enough. That is a "horseless carriage" approach that we see in the marketing of computer message systems as "electronic mail." (They are really systems for sharing files, and they perform many functions having nothing to do with mail.)

It may be that in order to be properly recognized, the medium needs a catchy name. "Electronic text" is pedantic, and "machine-readable" too technical. Ted Nelson, the visionary author of Computer Lib/Dream Machines, coined the term "hypertext," which has become in-group slang for the kind of multidimensional, nonsequential writing that electronic text produces. Another candidate is "superliteracy," a label that makes people nervous until they find out how many of the super literates can't even spell. "Augment" was Englebart's own choice for the commercial name of NLS. He felt that the medium could augment the ability of an information worker in the same way that a lever augments physical strength.

A sentiment like Englebart's may have inspired the author of the "superliterate manifesto" that has been woven into the EIES hypertext (Conference 52 on Superliterate Societies, EIES). This message (see box) is not elitist at all, but a vision of what might be possible from the medium.

The manifesto is not your ordinary account of the potential of computers and computerized text. Yet it does hint that there are more aspects of this new world than we have imagined so far. The next round will be greatly influenced by the thousands of personal computer users who are just beginning to experience the medium, including, presumably, the readers of this text. Your contributions are eagerly awaited.
Confused about operating system options for your IBM Personal Computer? **HAVE IT BOTH WAYS WITH LIFEBOAT'S CP/EMULATOR™.**

CP/EMULATOR solves the problem by permitting you to use all the software written for IBM's PC for both DOS and CP/M-86.

This high performance, low cost DOS utility allows you to fully integrate and mix programs. You can use a DOS editor to write a program, compile it under a CP/M-86 compiler and execute the finished application under DOS.

---

**PMATE: Editor-in-Chief**

Perform miracles of manipulation on your keyboard with Lifeboat's PMATE.

This new generation text editor is the most sophisticated text editor available today and is bristling with features previously unavailable on microcomputers, making it ideal for virtually any program or data file editing.

PMATE's command set includes full screen single keystroke editing, horizontal scrolling, automatic disk buffering, macro command language, text formatting, expression evaluation, conditional branching, I/O with prompting, and other programming language constructs. PMATE makes use of 11 buffers for storage, and includes commands permitting work on more than one text at a time. Unique to PMATE is the facility for user customization. Keystroke functions can be redefined, and sequences can be programmed to directly execute macros. Video commands can be changed, and macro functions can be written, to emulate any other editor with which you may be familiar. PMATE provides full side-scrolling, and can be used with virtually ANY video terminal on the market. If you use an editor, you need PMATE.

PMATE is the only text editor you'll ever need.

PMATE-86 is available for IBM's Personal Computer DOS, SB-86™ and MS-DOS™. Also available is PMATE for SB-80 and other CP/M-80 compatible operating systems.

---

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world's largest library of software from its offices in the U.S.A., U.K., Switzerland, France, West Germany and Japan.

For more information, send to:

**Lifeboat Associates**
1651 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10028
Tel: (212) 860-0300
TWX: 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK)
Telex: 640693 (LBSOFT NYK)

IBM's DOS or CP/M-86?

CP/EMULATOR extends the scope and capacity of all of your software. With CP/EMULATOR, CP/M-86 programs run quicker with faster file access than with CP/M-86 itself.

Additionally, your program will enjoy all the other DOS advantages, such as large file size, dated directory displays, and more. The DOS peripherals are already installed and DOS commands are fully available. The package even contains a utility program to transfer programs and data files from a CP/M-86 diskette to a standard DOS diskette.

NO NEED TO LEARN A NEW SET OF UTILITIES AND COMMANDS;
NO NEED TO END UP WITH TWO INCOMPATIBLE SETS OF DISKETTES;
NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS ON CP/M-86, WHEN CP/EMULATOR COSTS $75.
NO NEED TO WONDER WHICH OPTION IS BEST FOR YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER.
VIA A NEW TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE, IBM Personal Computer users can now send electronic messages to any of several hundred thousand locations with otherwise-incompatible receiving equipment, according to Dick Sherwin of Graphic Scanning Corporation. Sherwin says the accessible devices include teletypewriters (TWX), Telex and facsimile machines, and specialized office word processors.

The Freedom Network, a service of Graphic Scanning's Graphnet subsidiary, has been in partial operation for several months, and Sherwin said it was scheduled for full operation January 1. The Freedom Network can receive text from any communications-equipped PC, translate or modify the data to suit 110 different variations of hardware, software and communications standards, and then retransmit the message to the designated receiving equipment and location. Cost to the sender will be about 30 cents per 100 words transmitted.

Sherwin says users of the Freedom Network will be able to send electronic messages to about 140,000 TWX and Telex terminals in North America, and to locations equipped with many popular models of "fax" machines such as the Xerox 410 and 3M 600A. They will also be able to send text to offices with communication-equipped word processors from CPT, Lexicon, Wang and others; international Telex will be possible too, Sherwin said.

The Freedom Network translates and retransmits messages to TWX and Telex locations at the time they are sent. Messages to other kinds of equipment are stored in Graphnet's computer for later resending, and can only be stored for destinations already registered with the Freedom Network. Access to The Freedom Network will be available by local telephone call from most large U.S. cities, according to Sherwin. Cost to use the service, over and above transmission time, is $5 a month. There is no initial fee. The 30-cents/100 words rate (Sherwin did not define a "word") applies to most transmissions, and remains constant at all hours. Telex transmission is slightly higher. Users must also bear any cost for their phone calls to The Freedom Network.

Though Graphnet's target customers for the service are "Fortune 1000 companies," Sherwin said the company would not turn away "onesy-twosy" business from individual Personal Computer users. However he said credit references might be requested before an account was established.

Calculations suggest the cost to use The Freedom Network will be very competitive with that of express delivery for moderate quantities of text. A business document of eight to ten average-sized pages could be sent via The Freedom Network for the same price as a letter sent by the Post Office's Express Mail Service. Anything shorter would be less expensive, and in any case delivery would take place in a matter of minutes rather than overnight. (The comparison is inexact because messages sent by The Freedom Network presently cannot include signatures, graphic material, etc.)

If you would like to check out some places you could transmit to via The Freedom Network, you might consider purchasing a directory of Telex and TWX subscribers in North America. This volume, available from Western Union, is set up like a phone directory, with both alphabetical and classified sections. Also, Sherwin says "thousands of subscribers, including many major companies" already have electronic mail addresses assigned on The Freedom Network. A printed directory of subscribers is in the works, and there is a 24-hour "Directory Assistance" service as well.

"We are trying to make electronic communication as easy as possible for people," Sherwin said.

—Jim Edlin

The Freedom Network—Graphic Scanning Corp., 329 Alfred Ave., Teaneck, New Jersey 07666 800/631-1608
At Hayes, we don't believe in second best. Or planned obsolescence. We believe in taking the state of the art to the limit. Our new Smartmodem, for example, is the most sophisticated 300-baud originate-answer modem you can buy. And yet, it is perhaps the easiest-to-use modem ever.

**RS-232C Compatible.** Smartmodem lets any RS-232C compatible computer or terminal communicate by phone with other computers and time-sharing systems located anywhere in North America. You get full and half-duplex operation with both Touch-Tone* and pulse dialing.

**Auto-Answer/Dial/Repeat.** Smartmodem can answer the phone, dial a number, receive and transmit data, and then hang up the phone—automatically! If desired, Smartmodem will even repeat the last command. You can depend on Smartmodem for completely unattended operation.

**Completely Programmable.** Smartmodem can be controlled using any programming language. Over 30 different commands can be written into your programs or entered directly from your keyboard.

Smartmodem also includes several switch-selectable features that let you tailor performance to your exact needs. You can "set it and forget it" for the ultimate in convenience.

**Built-in Audio Monitor.** Thanks to an internal speaker, you can actually listen to your connection being made. You'll know immediately if the line is busy or if you reached a wrong number—and you don't even need a phone!

**Status at a Glance.** Seven LEDs indicate Smartmodem's current operating mode: auto-answer, carrier detect, off hook, receive data, send data, terminal ready and modem ready. You're never left in the dark!

**Direct-Connect Design.** Smartmodem is FCC registered for direct connection to any modular phone jack—there's no acoustic coupler to cause signal loss and distortion.

**Smartmodem in Professional Quality Features.** Versatile performance. A full two-year limited warranty. A suggested retail price of only $279.

What more could you want? Perhaps the matching Hayes Stack Chronograph, an RS-232C compatible calendar clock system.

Check out the Smartmodem wherever fine computer products are sold. And don't settle for anything less than Hayes.

---

Smartmodem. The ultimate concept in modems is now a reality.

Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc., One Millennium Center East, Norcross, Georgia 30092 (404) 440-8791

Hayes Stack is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. © 1981 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
SPOT A PERSONAL MICROCOMPUTER, AND immediately you might think of games—
games that fill the screen with strange beings, make buzzing sounds and even talk.
Games have always been a mainstay of personal microcomputer systems, and the
IBM Personal Computer is ideally suited for the electronic illusions. But even
though the PC has technically superior features capable of supporting exciting and
unique game-ware, some believe that games—particularly of the arcade type—
will be the least desired programs for the machine.

Market analysts, and IBM, don’t see the
Personal Computer as being just another
personal computer to be used to entertain
the family on a cold winter’s night. This
computer, more so than others, is targeted
as a productivity machine for the family
and manager of today, rather than a
sophisticated device to garner points by
’chomping’ gumdrops or cookies or what-
ever a game master can dream up.

Playing the “What-If” Game

But gaming is more than just shooting
down alien beings from outer space,
asserts Dick Ainsworth, creative director
at The Image Producers, a program develop-
ment company in Northbrook, Illinois.
Ainsworth believes that users of the IBM
computer will want to play true-to-life
sophisticated games, like making projections
on the outcome of certain business
decisions. “Playing the what-if game is
more exciting than any arcade game I can
think of,” says Ainsworth.

Regardless of how you define a game,
are finding that buyers of the new machine are asking for software that can be useful over a long period of time. They report few requests for arcade games. Customers will accept, however, those packages that teach as well as play a game.

Creative Computing's Ahl has taken a different approach with three games: Blister Ball, Torax, and Tsuanami, all of which are in the final development stage for the PC. He points out that these aren't copies of other popular games, but are original arcade games that challenge the player and, for that matter, the machine.

**Retrofits by March**

Ahl and others expect a spate of retrofitted games (adaptations of those designed for other computers) to come available for the PC as early as March, with more sophisticated games coming on the scene 9 to 12 months later.

The reason for the time lag? Programmers have to become familiar with the machine and develop ways to take advantage of all its capabilities. Moreover, even with the development cycle aside, there is wide speculation that most game designers will offer their product to IBM for first evaluation, with only a small number taking the game directly to market. By offering first to IBM, software publishers will have to live with an evaluation cycle which could last as long as 4 to 9 months, depending on the package. The non-IBM method may reduce the time it takes to get the product to market, but direct-selling game publishers may find it difficult to locate the right audience.

To assist in the development of all types of software, IBM is providing would-be authors with full technical support—even to providing a specific engineering contact to answer questions about the operation of the machine, and giving detailed information about the PC's technical details.

But even with giant IBM providing a great deal of assistance, potential game authors may run into possible legal trouble in their retrofitting efforts. Should an author market a game similar in display and playing concept to an arcade game owned by Atari, for example, (which also owns the rights to all Bally games) that author can expect problems. Atari has gone to great lengths, including filing video tape representations of the games with the copyright office to protect its rights. What this will ultimately mean is some of the games you now find in coin operated arcades won't be available on the Personal Computer. What you can probably expect though is for software companies like Dakin5 Corp., Denver CO, to retrofit their popular Kaves of Karkhan to work on the IBM PC, and other game companies to follow suit as quickly as possible.

**A Two-Faced Machine**

The IBM personal computer appears to be a dichotomy at this early date, since it offers high-resolution color graphics, speedy screen updates good for animation, a flexible game port for handling game controls, plus the power and overall styling to fit business applications. All of which make the machine ideal both for games and business purposes. But Wayne Green, for one, isn't convinced that anyone has really figured out what the machine is to be used for. Green, President of the Peterborough, New Hampshire, company that publishes Instant Software, believes it's still too early to make any broad statements about the machine. Moreover, he isn't sure if it is games or business applications that will be important. He does point out, however, that games are usually popular and that eventually Instant Software will offer a variety of packages, with games being included. But what those games might be, Green would not yet guess.

Conceivably, the powerful IBM PC may open up a whole new era of game-ware. Don't be surprised to see, in the next several months, games that are based on real-life simulations, or that teach complex subjects in the form of a game. According to Loren Werner, owner of a Los Angeles, California based technical documentation firm: "I expect that by 1983 we'll be creating highly technical documentation on the IBM computer, and using gaming techniques to develop an understanding of the topics.'"
Memory Expansion for the IBM Personal Computer

Cupertino, California

Intermedia Systems announces the 4194 MEMORY EXPANSION MODULE for the IBM Personal Computer. This product provides 192K Bytes of memory on a single card occupying a single Expansion Slot.

Key features include:

1. 192K Bytes on a single card - directly replaces three IBM 64K Byte cards.
2. Low power consumption - less than 350 mA, leaving ample power for other I/O Adapters.
3. Simplicity - installs in five minutes in any available Expansion Slot.
4. Reliability - designed to meet the same stringent standards as our industrial Graphic Display products for Hewlett Packard computers.
5. One year warranty (return to factory).
6. Available NOW!

The IBM Personal Computer has only five expansion slots and a limited amount of power for them. The 4192 Memory Expansion Module expands the user's memory to the current maximum possible and makes minimal demands on space and power.

192K Bytes: $1095 (suggested retail)
Available at all participating ComputerLand stores and other selected dealers.

(408) 996-0900

Intermedia Systems
10601 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd. Cupertino, CA 95014
NOT-SO-EASYWRITER

EasyWriter word processing program, version 1.00.

Andrew Fliegelman

EASYWRITER, produced by Information Unlimited Software, program by John Draper and Matthew McIntosh. IBM Personal Computer Word Processing Series.

AFTER ABOUT A MONTH OF UNEXPLAINED delays, IBM's first and, to date, only word processing program for its Personal Computer has finally been released. What will the average writer discover once that pale blue binder has been pulled out of its slip-case?

The first impression is likely to be that the EasyWriter program does in fact live up to its name. The documentation follows the superb format of the other PC manuals, being elegantly printed and clearly written, and making good use of boldface headings and examples printed in contrasting green ink. I was able to sit down and read through the entire body of the manual (84 pages, including a tutorial) in about an hour and come away feeling that I had a fairly good handle on the way the program worked.

EasyWriter is organized on a three-tier system. Upon loading the program and storage diskette, the File System menu appears on the screen, listing sixteen available commands for editing, saving, revising, linking and printing files, plus information about the current file in memory and the capacity of the storage diskette [fig. 1]. The prompt "COMMAND:" asks for a one-letter instruction which is the first letter of the corresponding command. It’s all clear and straightforward, and even someone who’s not familiar with the concept of word processing files should be able to find his or her way without undue anxiety.

The "E" command gets you into the second tier of the program, the Edit mode, which is where all entry and revising of text is done. If no file is in memory, you’re presented with a blank screen and a blinking cursor, ready to start writing. If you’ve already loaded a file into memory, the screen displays the text at the start of the file.

This part of the program makes excellent use of the cursor-movement and special function keys of the PC’s keyboard. Individual keys move the cursor in all four directions, scroll the text up or down a “page” (actually, a screen’s worth), move to the home position on the screen, to tab stops and to the end of the file, allow insertions and make deletions. Using the CONTROL key in conjunction with these enables advancing the cursor a word at a time, deleting lines of text, and moving to the beginning of the file.

Hitting the F3 special function key inserts a blank line below the cursor. F5 deletes a word (including the space preceding it). F6 “undeletes” previously deleted words, a letter at a time. All of these commands are logical and easy to learn, requiring in most cases a single keystroke that doesn’t involve an alphanumeric key. Once again, a first-time user should have a much more comfortable experience starting to write with EasyWriter’s simple commands, compared to the many multi-keystroke commands resident on a program like WordStar.

If you hit the key marked F1, you’ll see the Help menu [fig. 2], which is displayed above the text being edited and which describes all the special function keys. The F2, -7, -8, and -9 keys control commands for moving blocks of copy and controlling printing (more about those later). The F10 key takes you back to the File System menu, while the F4 key takes you to the third tier of the program, the Additional Commands.

(Before moving on, I must note my first quibble. The Help menu is very easy to call up, but it gives no clue as to how to get rid of it. The manual does note, on page 5-1, that the display can be discontinued by hitting the F1 key again, but someone in need of instant on-screen help isn’t likely to want to go paging through a looseleaf binder to figure out how to get un-helped.)

The Additional Commands menu [fig. 3], displayed above the text being edited, lists commands which perform a variety of formatting chores. As with the File System menu, all the commands require single-letter inputs that correspond with the first letter of the command. This time, we are told how to exit (hit the ENTER key).

These three menus cover all the EasyWriter commands, except for a group of "Imbedded Commands," which control print formatting. These are adequately described in the manual, but it would have continued...
Mass produced software has rapidly approached levels of sophistication beyond the imagination of a year ago. However, regardless of the sophistication of this software, every user still encounters the situation where he thinks to himself “If it only did this or had that capability...” Now, IBM® has recently brought the power and versatility of their main-frame systems to your fingertips with the new IBM personal microcomputer. And now Advanced Operating Systems complements this accomplishment by introducing THE PROGRAMMER, a software package which brings you abilities previously possessed only by a highly skilled computer programmer.

**WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?**
You must have a clear idea of what you want your program to do. THE PROGRAMMER can’t read your mind, but, with your direction, it can actually write the lines of BASIC language necessary for the microcomputer to perform your tasks. Non-programmers with little or no knowledge of BASIC-language programming can use the simple, multiple-choice, menu format to create all types of programs.

**WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?**
You direct THE PROGRAMMER via a series of “menus”. Each menu presents a question and a list of the available choices. You simply input the number of the function you want, and THE PROGRAMMER writes the corresponding BASIC program lines. The finished product is automatically stored on the disk, from which it can be copied on another disk for later use.

**WHAT CAN THE PROGRAMMER DO FOR YOU?**
THE PROGRAMMER can write a program to:

- a. data-base program to develop and update a mailing list or keep track of catalog items in your inventory.
- b. graphics generator program.
- c. program to create sounds or music.
- d. customized small business accounting system.
- e. program to interface with another computer device.
- f. word processing program to print department reports.
- g. all of the above, and more.

The correct response to this sample menu is “g”. The “bottom line” is that THE PROGRAMMER will write a program for any purpose. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. Once a program is completed it can be saved on a disk, allowing you to write additional programs. THE PROGRAMMER will not create the ideas, but will permit you to quickly and easily implement any programming ideas you have.

**HOW, WHEN, AND WHERE CAN YOU GET IT?**
THE PROGRAMMER is not a fanciful dream for the future, but is finished and available to you, right now! The newer micro systems are often limited by an initial lack of readily available software, but with THE PROGRAMMER, you can instantly create your own complete software library.

Now available at your local software retailer, or call (800) 348-8558 to order. (Indiana residents, call (219) 879-4693.) MasterCard and VISA accepted.

THE PROGRAMMER $495

ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road
Michigan City, IN 46360

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.*
been convenient to include them in a fourth menu that could be called up on the screen. I also wish that the three modes of operation weren't set up on a hierarchical basis. (To get from Additional Commands to the File System, you have to first pass through the Edit mode.) In operation, there are many times when you do want to execute one of the formatting commands immediately following a file instruction — without taking a tour of the whole program.

Those are really just more quibbles, though. Initially, I was truly impressed with EasyWriter as a very friendly program that could be learned quickly by someone without an extensive word processing background. It seemed like an ideal program for a casual correspondent, temporary worker, writing student, or simply for someone not yet convinced that word processing can, indeed, help them write faster and better.

Unfortunately, EasyWriter contains a few very annoying inconveniences and some very serious traps for the innocent computer writer. They start to reveal themselves when you move from understanding the program (which is easy) to actually writing with it, which is, well, not so easy. I've given names to some of these programmed gremlins.

"The Insert Phantom":
When writing or editing text, hitting the Insert key lets you insert text in front of the cursor. This feature operates just about as with other w/p programs, except that it's painfully slow, especially if the screen is filled with a considerable amount of text. The solution, the manual tells us, is to create extra space by using the F3 key to insert blank lines in the text.

All well and good. Hit F3 six times, and all the text below the cursor is dutifully pushed down six lines. Start typing in that blank space and you'll see your new text filling up the first line. Everything looks fine so far, but appearances are deceiving. Reach the end of the first line and you'll see that blank space snap back together, gobbling up a line of your elegant prose in the process.

Woops! The manual does caution you, on page 5-7, that "if you forget to press INS before inserting text, you destroy text to the right of the cursor." But believe me, after weeks of writing with this program, I'm still forgetting and letting my eyes deceive me and gobbling up my words, and I'll wager you will too—and so will your temporary worker and your writing student.

Well, let's say the Insert Phantom is an...
inconvenience. Meet his cousin, "The Enter Demon." The problem with this
gremlin is that it's not satisfied with doing just one job. Hitting the ENTER key in text
mode puts a little eighth-note symbol on the screen and moves the cursor down to
the next line. You use this key to indicate the end of a paragraph, and it works just
fine for that chore.

But you also have to use the ENTER key to turn off the insert mode. This is
needlessly confusing. (A much more logical arrangement would have been to
use the INS key as a toggle switch—hit it once to turn insert on and once again to
turn it off.) If you're adding text in the ins-
ter mode (which you sometimes have to
do, as explained above) and come to the
end of a paragraph, you hit ENTER once
and it only takes you out of insert mode.
You have to hit it again to place your
paragraph-end marker. Then you have to
remember to hit INS again before continu-
ing—otherwise you'll be gobbled up by
the Insert Phantom.

That's not all. You also have to hit
ENTER after each of the special formatting
commands. If you're inserting these com-
mands in your text, as you're likely to do,
you have to go through the same double-
strike routine described above. You also
then have to deal with the extra line added
by ENTER, deleting it with a CONTROL-
END. If this is beginning to sound confusing,
you're right.

The Enter Demon presents another
minor problem. How to insert a para-
graph-end in the middle of text? The
logical way would be to hit INS, then
ENTER. But doing that just turns off the
insert mode again. A writer who investi-
gates this conundrum will discover that
the ENTER key has insert rules of its own.
All you have to do is place the cursor wherever you want the paragraph-end.
Hitting ENTER automatically inserts the
marker. But will your temporary secretary
want to take the time to figure this out before he or she begs to have the Correct-
ing Selectric back?

The Aligning Black Hole

I could go on with more inconveni-
ences, but there are also some very seri-
ous problems lurking between the
bytes. If you've already got a PC and
EasyWriter on hand, load a storage
diskette, call up a file of text (make sure
it's saved), and let me introduce you to
the "Aligning Black Hole."

Do the following:
1. Hit END, to get to the last text on
   your file.
2. Hit ENTER. A paragraph-end marker
   will appear and the cursor will move
down to the next line.
3. Hit ENTER once more. A paragraph-
   end marker will appear on the next
   line and the cursor will move down
   again.
4. Now delete that marker by moving
   the cursor up and hitting the DEL key.
5. Now re-align your text by hitting F4
   and typing "A."

Unless your copy of EasyWriter con-
tains a revised version of the program I've
got, you're now on your way to the Black
Hole. First you'll see the program go
through its regular aligning routine. Next,
you'll see a little happy-face marker that
indicates the end of the file. But the com-
mand prompt will indicate that the pro-
gram is still aligning. And it will continue
to be stuck in align mode, with no possible
exit, until there's a power blackout, or un-
til you reset the system (and erase current
memory!) with the CTRL-ALT-DEL keys.

Preventive medicine:

Check for phantom lines at the end of
your file by hitting END and noticing
whether the cursor is more than one line
below the last line of text in your file. If
so, hit CTRL-END several times before
aligning. To be safe, always be sure your
text is saved before trying to re-align, and
pray that your enthusiastic student
doesn't stumble upon this black hole on
his or her own.

I've also encountered the "Disk Format
Charlatan." More than just occasionally,
when moving from one File System com-
mand to another, I've received an error
message that says "DISK NOT INITI-
ALIZED. DO YOU WISH TO FORMAT?"
If this spine-chilling notice appears on
your screen, don't panic and type "Y,"
because, of course, you'll erase every-
thing on your disk while re-formatting.
Instead, type "N," and you'll be in-
structed to "INSERT THE PROPER DISK-
ETTE, THEN PRESS ENTER." Ignore the
in-
scription and simply pull out your work-
ning storage diskette and re-load it. Be
prepared to get the same error message
twice or more times before the program
reads your disk correctly.

I've experienced this glitch on both my
disk drives, which continue to work flaw-
lessly with other PC software. My very
strong suspicion is that the problem is in-
herent in the EasyWriter program. I'd be
interested in hearing this problem confir-
med by other users. Meanwhile, warn
everyone who's likely to be working with
your prized diskettes about this peril.

The last gremlin I'll describe is the
"Block Move Blockhead." Plain and sim-
ple, the block copy-moving feature of this
program is a disaster. It takes a minimum
of twenty-one commands and well over
a minute to successfully shift a paragraph
from one spot to another (place cursor,
F3, INS, F8, ENTER, ENTER, move cursor,
F3, F8, ENTER, ENTER, move cursor back,
CTRL-J, CTRL-J, CTRL-C, DEL, DEL, move
cursor, CTRL-G, DEL, DEL). I don't mess
with this unless absolutely necessary. (See
box for tips on using the block-move
feature more easily.)

"The Hard Copy Jungle"

When you're ready to print your text,
you might find yourself in "The Hard
Copy Jungle." This part of the program
also contains a number of minor and ma-
jor inconveniences, plus some real gaffes.

To EasyWriter's credit, the program
does present a useful array of what are
termed Imbedded Commands. These per-
mit formatting the printout by adjusting all
four margins, numbering pages, adding
three separate running headings (which
can be positioned anywhere on the page),
and providing for single or double
spacing, variable sheet length, and single-
sheet feed. Each of these Imbedded Com-
mands must be inserted as a separate line
of text, preceded by a period and ter-
minated by a paragraph-end.

The manual does not warn you, how-
ever, that the presence of one of these Im-
bedded Commands will cause one or more
extra line feeds. You can devise ways to
compensate and sneak these in at spots
where the extra line doesn't cause a prob-
lem, but it's really frustrating to have the
very commands you use to control your
format screw it up in the process.

EasyWriter permits two modes of print-
ing: from the File System Menu, via "H,
" and from the Edit mode, via F2. Occasion-
ally, these produce slightly different
results. Without trying to describe the
phenomenon in detail, it seems that print-
ing via "H" doesn't always reset the page
numbering and heading features properly.
I found printing from the Edit mode with
F2 to be more reliable.

EasyWriter comes configured to work
with IBM's 80 CPS Matrix Printer, which I
haven't tested. If you want to use another
printer, such as one which prints letter-
quality characters, there's a Reconfigure
routine on the Additional Commands
menu, which lists various printer options.
I tested the "Diablo or Qume type printer" op-
tion to reconfigure for a TEC (C. Itoh,
Starwriter FP-1500-25, and all of the print
features described in the EasyWriter
manual (except sub- and superscripts)
seemed to work fine.

I didn't have the same luck following the
"Spinwriter type printer" option to
reconfigure for an NEC Spinwriter 5530.
Although the Reconfigure routine gives a
bi-directional printing choice, that feature of the Spinwriter wasn't supported. Boldface printing and underlining almost worked, but the line feeds kicked over too soon, or not at all.

There was also a problem printing double-spaced with the Spinwriter. The printer produced single-spaced lines at the bottom of some pages, and always at the end of the file. I did manage to get around this by using the double-space switch on the front panel of the Spinwriter, instructing EasyWriter to print single-spaced, and imbedding "$lines" and "$pagelines" commands that were half the value of what I really wanted.

The EasyWriter program does allow for user-defined printer commands which might be able to remedy such problems. Nevertheless, someone did go through the motions of providing configuration routines. I can only report that if you're a Spinwriter devotee and you prefer writing to studying printer manuals, you're not going to be pleased with what has been provided.

Some program evaluators may be surprised that, for all these cataloged grem- lines, I haven't mentioned some of EasyWriter's obvious drawbacks: the indisputable fact that it operates needlessly more slowly than the capabilities of the PC's hardware; its limitation of being able to handle no more than 31 files per disk (maximum 18,500 characters per file), the unavailability of certain formatting sophistications and of merge, sort and spell-check options; the fact that text is stored as specially-encoded data, making it difficult to transfer files to other programs or systems.

I haven't focused on those problems because I don't think EasyWriter was ever conceived as the Rolls-Royce of word-processing programs. Its simple commands and menu structure gave it the potential to be a Beetle—a reliable vehicle that could be driven by anyone, anywhere, without having to call in a mechanic every few miles. That it falls short of that potential is my real disappointment with the program.

The software assembly lines are already humming, and PC users can expect to see compatible versions of the established word-processing packages available within the coming months. Many of us with elaborate text-processing requirements will probably snap them up, relieved. But many casual writers would really rather have a truly "easy writer" that adequately serves their needs. Unfortunately, version 1.00 of IBM Personal Computer EasyWriter is not quite that program.

Andrew Fliegelman is the co-author, with Jeremy Joan Hewes, of Writing In The Computer Age, to be published by Anchor/Doubleday in Fall '82. He is the subject of the PC Profile appearing elsewhere in this issue.
COMING ATTRACTIONS

PC-Lab Reports: What they are; what’s in the pipeline.

Publication deadlines for this Premiere Issue of PC came hard on the heels of the first wave of product introductions for the IBM Personal Computer, and did not permit completion of any product evaluations in the rigorous fashion we hope the “PC-Lab” banner will come to symbolize. In the following article, PC-Lab Director Larry Press introduces the viewpoint and procedures that will guide preparation of articles under that banner, which will start appearing in the next issue.

—The Editors

As you might have guessed from the title, the PC-Lab section of this magazine will publish evaluations of products—both hardware and software—offered for use with the IBM Personal Computer.

The title “PC-Lab” may make you think of a solemn group of researchers in white lab coats, carrying clipboards and conducting experiments; however, this image isn’t really accurate. At the present time we have neither a lab facility nor solemn people with white coats. Initially, PC-Lab will rely on a cadre of on-call specialists who will conduct evaluations in their areas of expertise and write up the results for publication. Their work will result in several types of articles.

Comparative Reviews

We will strive to make each of our reviews as objective and repeatable as possible. They will include the results of experiments, tables of capacities, feature checklists, documentation characteristics and general characteristics which are broader than “features.” In a comparative review, we will run the same experiments and make the same measurements for each product, and present the results in a common format.

For instance, in a comparative review of file management systems, we would establish several typical data files, and then measure such things as the time required to sort the file or retrieve a record, using each of the programs under review. The amount of disk space used to store the files would also be reported. The capacities of the programs: maximum file and record sizes, number of fields per record, etc., would be tabulated. In considering features and characteristics of a file management program, we would note such things as the number of data types available, the types of indexing which are employed, and the ability to generate reports with various forms of headings and totals.

One possible problem with this sort of experimentally based evaluation is that it might overwhelm relatively non-technical people. On the other hand there is the danger of oversimplifying complex problems and of glossing over important data. This is a difficult tightrope to walk; however, I feel that publications such as Consumer Reports have shown that it is possible to inform people about products without talking down to them or boring them to death. If we do our job well, our comparative reviews will teach non-technical readers in addition to helping them in making purchase decisions.

Comprehensive Reviews of Single Products

For several reasons, all of our reviews won’t be comparative. For one thing, at this early stage of the game, there are not a lot of similar products to compare. For instance, as of this writing, there is only one word processor available for the IBM Personal Computer. While there will soon be many products to review, the time and effort required to conduct a comprehensive comparative evaluation of several products is substantial. Time is required to plan the evaluation, to conduct experiments and then to interpret and write up the results. Where we think you will value timeliness more than comprehensiveness, we will conduct single-product evaluations.

The danger with a single-product review is that you get one person’s subjective opinion. For example, a reviewer who had never used a word processor might love a very poor word processing program, since it was much better than using a typewriter. Furthermore, some people are just more critical than others. One person’s “poor” might be another’s “good.” We will attempt to forestall such problems by selecting reviewers who have experience with products similar to the one under review, and by continuing to emphasize experimentation and objectivity. Instead of saying that a program is “good” or “average,” its speed can be measured and its characteristics listed.

Our goal with these in-depth reviews will not be merely to evaluate a single product, but to establish a format which will be used in subsequent reviews of other products of the same type. With time, we will accumulate a group of standard remainments will be run and the same characteristics and features tabulated even if differ-
by the fact of a demonstration being kept under the manufacturer's control. These articles will not be expected to set formats for subsequent reviews, but will be used as a means of letting the readers know about new products relatively quickly. Quick-look articles will have more room for opinion and informal comparison to other products, so we will continue to be careful about qualifying the authors.

In addition to publishing articles and reports such as discussed above, we plan to poll readers on their experience with various products. These surveys would not be able to go into the detail that a review would, but we would gather significant feedback on reader satisfaction with products and vendors. Reader surveys also feel good to me because they provide a way in which we can all become actively involved with the magazine. It is my guess that a magazine which is used by an active community of readers, will be both useful and exciting to contribute to.

What's Next?

As you probably know, IBM has already announced several software packages for the Personal Computer. We have just received copies of the Easywriter word processor, VisiCalc, BASIC and the disk operating system and will try to give you at least a "quick look" at these by the next issue of PC. IBM has also announced that they will offer UCSD Pascal, the Microsoft Pascal Compiler and CP/M 86, but as of this writing, they have not yet established a firm delivery date for these systems. We also expect a copy of their communication package any day now, and will probably have something to say about that by the next issue. Finally, IBM has published a technical manual describing the Personal Computer. At first glance, it appears to be quite complete and will be must reading for anyone planning to really get into the machine—either as a hobbyist, or as an entrepreneur thinking of developing a hardware or software product for the personal computer. More on that next time too.

Since color monitors and letter-quality printers are not supplied as part of the standard IBM product line, they will probably be featured in early hardware reviews. We have also heard many rumors about hardware and software products which will be forthcoming from vendors other than IBM. At this time, we don't have any firm dates, so we will wait to see what materializes.

It goes without saying that I would like to hear from you. Let me know what products you would like to see evaluated and what you want to see in the evaluations.

Quick Looks,
Previews and
Reader Surveys

We will also have a place for shorter, less formal articles. These will describe a quick look at a product, based on using it for a few days, without doing much systematic experimentation. Preview evaluations will offer advance looks at items not yet released for sale, and may be limited to a single evaluation. Each of these will be a shorter article than the full review, but will focus on a slightly different point of view. It will be an area that we plan to develop even more in the future.

ent people conduct the evaluations and they are done at different times. These would also be used if we were to eventually publish a comparative review. Since they will be used in this manner, a good deal of time will be spent on planning, experimentation and designing the report format for these reviews.
IBM’s New Personal Computer:

Taking the Me

No single computer event has ever captured more interest from more people than the introduction of the IBM Personal Computer. No single development in personal computers has ever produced more forecasts of far-reaching change.

But all the interest, all the forecasts, were excited by an unknown quantity. At first, the only things actually known were the name, company and reputation behind the coming product. And, for apparent multitudes, that was enough.

Preliminary reports about the machine began circulating immediately after IBM announced it on August 12, 1981. But these were necessarily based on specifications rather than experience. Early October was when the cash customers were scheduled to begin receiving what some already were calling their “PC”s, and some did indeed receive them, but at the beginning only in a trickle. By the COMDEX show at the end of November (see following story) the IBM Personal Computer was still an object of curiosity.

The atmosphere echoed how an earlier generation must have responded when General Motors introduced its first modern sports car, the Corvette, and only a few early models had been let out on the road:

“What’ll she do?”
“How fast?”
“How’s she hold in the turns?”

There comes a time when reputation must stand the test of performance, and that is the purpose of the articles that begin here and continue in PC’s next issue. We can now begin to take the measure of the machine—to test its reach, its endurance, its power to satisfy.

In this issue we report on the measure of things most immediately accessible: the system software, the potential for expansion, and first impressions in general. First impressions first.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS START WITH THE box. If someone has given obvious thought to a packing box, you are inclined to suppose they also thought hard about what’s inside. IBM has clearly given some thought to its Personal Computer boxes.

To begin with, the packing boxes look good—a tasteful gray-and-white extension of the highly styled machinery within. Secondly, the packing arrangement is exquisitely functional—all tabbed and slotted and nooked and crannied to give the goods maximum protection.

But if you have included the monochrome monitor in your system, the packing boxes also telegraph one other quality about the IBM PC, namely it’s an awfully good start but there are lapses. The monitor, unlike the keyboard and system unit, comes in a klunky brown carton bearing random stamps and stickers from its transpacific passage.

Elsewhere in these pages, Microsoft’s Bill Gates describes the IBM PC as the personal computer that “stands on the shoulders” of all that has been learned in the last half-dozen years about making personal computers. And so it does, in many respects.

But it is simultaneously the beginner of a new cycle, full of things people will quickly discover can be improved upon.

The keyboard is a good example of both phenomena. Personal computer experience has shown that people like to have two sets of keys for entering numbers—one typewriter-style and one calculator-style. So IBM provides both as standard. Then IBM added a clever arrangement for letting the calculator “pad” double as a set of keys for controlling display screen motion. Similarly, in the light of evidence that programmers can make profitable use of special-function keys, IBM provided these too.

The IBM keyboard approaches being a triumph of design, even unto thoughtful touches like adjustable legs for tilt, and a handsome spring cord for connection to the system unit. But that nice spring cord plugs into the most awkwardly placed outlet imaginable, way ‘round in back of the computer—rendering half its seemingly-generous length useless. And one wonders how IBM, that ultimate pro of typewriter manufacture, could put the left-hand SHIFT key at the awkward reach they did, let alone omitting the shift-lock arrangement whose use comes so instinctively to the fingers of typewriter users everywhere.

Memory, Memory Everywhere

When one first explores an IBM Personal Computer system, or imagines how one would create programs for it, the dominant impression is one of memory, memory and more memory, everywhere you turn. There is memory for the display, and memory for the other display if you include both monochrome and color in your system. There is memory space reserved for still other displays as yet unspoken-of, or perhaps higher-resolu-
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But Rough Edges

The lengthy self-diagnosis for problems that every PC performs every time you turn it on is a continuing reminder of the professional standards observed by those who build it. But the self-check causes a pregnant pause after you flip the switch on, and if you are inclined to expect the inherent failure of all complex machinery, the pauses can be repeatedly heart-stopping.

Rough edges keep showing up as you use the computer. When you format a new disk, the formatting program tells you at one point in the process, "strike any key when ready." Yet, because the process could destroy valuable data if it starts prematurely, the user's manual warns you to be careful of striking a key accidentally before you are ready. One would wish for a better safety measure than this off-hand note. And contrast that situation with the two-hand, two-key contortions—precautions worthy of a factory punch press—needed merely to pause the display listing of a disk directory or BASIC program.

If one is inclined to pick nits, it is probably because they stick out against an otherwise impressively smooth background. But IBM has 120 years or so to correct these. Apparently, that's all the time they have, though; the disk operating system is set up not to accept an entry for "Today's Date?" whose year is any later than 2099.

After which, for all we know, you may end up with an IBM personal pumpkin.
program's designers took into account that their product was going to work on a nice, flexible video screen rather than a clunky old teletypewriter, so instead of old-fashioned "line-editing." PC BASIC gives you screen editing. If you are typing away on line 350 of your new program when you suddenly realize there's a change you need to make back on line 300, you just hustle the cursor straight up there, type in your change, and it's done. Then you can zip the cursor back to where you were and go on. The editor design isn't as fully adapted to the benefits of video display as it might be, but it has come a long way from the old days.

One last example of the human interface's thoughtfulness is the way BASIC refers to row and column positions on the video screen. They are numbered starting with 1, which is the way people count things, instead of starting computer-fashion with 0 as in other microcomputer BASICs. (In a curious inconsistency, this nice touch applies only for text display. Graphics rows and columns on the screen are indeed numbered starting with zero.)

Error Handling

"ERROR" IS THE COMPUTERIST'S euphemism for something happening in a way other than planned. Handling errors means planning for the unplanned, and somehow making sure that inconvenience to the program user is minimized.

Errors can range from the inadvertent typing of the lower-case L, when the number 1 is needed, to an attempt to read from a data diskette that has had coffee spilled on it. An unhandled error means the program "crashes." By providing lots of easy ways to detect and correct errors, PC BASIC encourages programmers—you included—to anticipate and forestall possible crashes.

An ON ERROR GOTO... command and its GOSUB brother let you direct the program to a special section when an error occurs. In that special section, other commands let the program figure out what kind of an error took place, and even the point in the program where the error occurred. A RESUME command, and a variation of the RETURN command that enables return from a subroutine to a chosen line number, allow extra sophistication in recovering gracefully from errors. For debugging purposes, an ERROR command is provided for temporary insertion in programs under development. When encountered, the ERROR command causes simulation of the error named in it, permitting the testing of a program's error-handling segments.

Program Integration

PC BASIC ENCOURAGES THE CREATION of elaborate, interwoven suites of programs by providing such commands as CHAIN, COMMON and MERGE. The MERGE command, together with powers such as RENUMBER, also makes it easy for programmers to build on their earlier work and the work of others.

MERGE can be used during the creation of a program to weave in earlier-written material such as error handling or file handling routines. It can also be used—together with the DELETE command if desired—to modify a BASIC program at the very time it is running. Such powers are likely to encourage the "menu-driven" technique of program design, where a choice made from a menu would cause merging in of the program section responsive to the choice.

The Personal Computer also provides plenty of facilities for building machine language programming into BASIC when its extra speed is desired. Both the CALL and the USR commands are provided for this purpose. Ten different user-written routines are accessible at any given point via the USR statement, and the CALL command can branch to any stated point in memory. Machine-language code need not be within BASIC's 64K of memory space; the DEF SEG command (which defines the start of a 64K segment of memory) makes it possible to access the IBM machine's entire complement of usable memory. You could even stash a machine-code routine in an unused page of the video memory on the color-graphics display adapter. And the BLOAD command makes it easy for a BASIC program to draw machine language routines into memory from disk storage.

Graphics and Music

MENTION OF THE BEST HAS BEEN saved for last in this article. The graphics commands provided in the advanced version of PC BASIC will make it possible for BASIC programs to use dramatic graphic presentations simply and routinely.

A similar command having language-within-a-language properties is PLAY—used to produce music from the PC's built in speaker. Even the built-in BASIC language can utilize the speaker with the SOUND command. But the PLAY command is specifically designed for producing musical sequences using the classical Western scale of notes and familiar tempos. Unlike SOUND, PLAY doesn't require the user to know anything about frequencies and durations, only the traditional notes. Regrettably, there seems no easy way the PLAY command can send its compositions anywhere other than the PC's pipsqueak speaker.

Conclusions

PC USERS AND ENTREPRENEURIAL software authors alike should find plenty to laud in Microsoft's new BASIC for the Personal Computer. Because of its range and power, commercial software authors are probably going to be more inclined than before to work at least partially in BASIC. It is clear a lot of thought went into making the details work sensibly, like rounding numbers off rather than just truncating them when converting from double to single precision arithmetic.

Regarding translation of programs from other versions of BASIC, hints are included in the back of the user manual. But chances are that translation in many cases won't be quite as easy as the manual makes it sound—particularly if the programs use machine-specific features such as cursor positioning or display formatting. And in any case the translated programs won't be able to take advantage of PC BASIC's speed and pizzazz without major rewrite.

There is, however, a twinge of sadness brought on by this latest version of a language that no longer fits its name. BASIC is now complex. And for the guy who buys something christened a "personal computer" only to discover that the language for commanding it takes 400 pages to explain, one must feel some sympathy.

In growing powerful, BASIC has emerged less personal. Many people newly brought into the world of microcomputers by the IBM Personal Computer will find this enhanced BASIC less approachable, more forbidding than its predecessors. Perhaps IBM ought to have borrowed a leaf from Atari and included with its computer not only a comprehensive reference manual to BASIC, but also a friendly, step-by-step introduction for the beginner.
Taking the Measure

A Language Within a Language

PC BASIC's powerful graphics commands.

TO APPRECIATE THE POWER AND simplicity of one command in PC BASIC's graphics arsenal—the DRAW command—it helps to have seen a child discovering the things he can make a video picture do using the "turtle graphics" instructions of a computer language called LOGO.

By telling an electronic image of a turtle to go this way and that on the screen, even very young children quickly figure out the techniques for developing complex video illustrations. LOGO has a language of simple commands telling the symbolic turtle which way to turn, how far to go in the new direction, and whether to draw a line as it goes. The resulting lines can make shapes, and the resulting shapes can be combined to make still-larger shapes.

DRAW is not so powerful as LOGO nor quite so simply expressed, but it comes from the same school of thought. It is, in effect, a separate graphics language within the larger BASIC language. Each DRAW command is followed by a series of mini-instructions that describe a course of travel for an imaginary penpoint and the actions it should take along the way. The course proceeds from a previously set starting point in any one of eight directions, at 45-degree intervals. The mini-instructions specify distance in each direction and color of line, if any, to be drawn. The instructions for drawing, which are a sequence of letters and numbers, are stored together in a "string" variable.

You might, for example, make one string that draws a little red rectangle, and call it BRICK$. A second string, WALL$ might then make a whole wall by moving the pointer to each new brick location and then instructing: X BRICK$. A DRAW statement for a picture of a house could read: DRAW "X WALLS; X WINDOWS; X DOORS..." and so on.

DRAW is not quite LOGO. But—to suggest how close it comes—it seems probable that someone could write a reasonable facsimile of LOGO to run on the IBM Personal Computer using Advanced BASIC and relying heavily on the DRAW command.

Three other commands—CIRCLE, LINE and PAINT—also add graphic power to the PC. CIRCLE is a one-step command that enables the creation of circles, ellipses and segments of them. In the case of segments, the ends can, if desired, be connected by lines to the center. The command is a pie-chart maker's dream.

LINE should really be called LINE/BOX, since it also draws squares and rectangles, in the same fashion that CIRCLE works. Its drawing of a straight line is really just a special case of a box with one dimension of zero. Finally, PAINT is a command that provides for the filling in with color of any enclosed area on the display. So after you create a circle, box or other figure with the earlier commands, you can use PAINT to fill it in.

Lastly, one other pair of commands contributes to PC BASIC's graphic nimbleness—PUT and GET. These rely on the principle that any picture on the PC's display is simply an array of numbers in its video memory cells. Such an array can be copied to or from any equal-sized array elsewhere in the computer's memory. One could do such copying with a loop of PEEK and POKE statements, but that tactic is rather slow. PUT and GET accomplish the same thing on a machine language level, moving images in and out of screen memory much faster—often fast enough to create video animation.

An example of their use might be after you created the house image discussed earlier with DRAW, PAINT, LINE and CIRCLE commands. The execution of such an elaborate image might take quite a while on the screen. But once it was there you could store it away elsewhere in memory with a GET statement. Then, sometime later you could call it back to the screen in a small fraction of the time the original commands took to draw it in the first place.

With this powerful set of commands, graphics programmers who have never before found it practical to work in BASIC might find they now can do so. This might speed development of exciting graphics-using software for the PC. Also, as noted in the adjacent article, PC BASIC has broad ability to merge existing program segments into new ones. This may inspire commercial program marketers to develop libraries of graphic elements available for incorporation into other programs. Such elements—display type faces, architectural symbols, simple illustrations, etc.—would be the Personal Computer's equivalent of stencils, press-on lettering and the like.
Open System
IBM comes to the plug-in world of personal computers.

TO OLD HANDS AROUND MICROCOMPUTERS, the idea of augmenting your system with plug-in accessories from a teeming bazaar of vendors is a familiar one. But to the growing new contingent IBM is introducing to microcomputers—folks who are as new to personal computers as IBM itself is—the plug-in game may come as a revelation.

SINCE IBM'S NEW PERSONAL COMPUTER is very much a participant in the plug-in game, a brief review of the rules seems in order.

It boils down to this: buying an IBM Personal Computer is more like buying the centerpiece of a component stereo system than it is like buying an Oldsmobile. Many IBM buyers may not be inclined to believe so at first, but we predict they'll come around. Unexpectedly enough, IBM has provided all the ingredients for bringing them around. These are:

• the Personal Computer's accessible design,
• IBM's extremely a la carte marketing approach,
• and IBM's generous openness with technical information.

Together, these factors explain why the microcomputer industry terms the PC an "open system."

continued...

62-PIN EXPANSION SLOTS
Either the five internal sockets, or added ones in an expansion box. (An expansion box would probably use up one slot in the System Unit for a connector that ties the two together.)

• Memory expansion
• Communications ports (according to various standards—RS232, IEEE488, etc.)
• Direct-connect telephone model
• Connectors for local networks such as Ethernet and Desnet
• Mass storage device controllers (such as for hard disks)
• Music synthesizers
• External device controllers (such as for appliances and lights)

INTERNAL CHIP SOCKETS
• Enhancements to system software in read-only memory
• Alternate character sets for video display
• Game and other programs, or parts of programs, in read-only memory form

KEYBOARD CONNECTOR
The PC's keyboard connector offers interesting possibilities. The PC keyboard itself is an "intelligent" device, and the channel between it and the System Unit is a serial channel that carries information on keys pressed rather than specific character codes.

Each of the 83 keys has its own number (including separate numbers for each of the two shift keys) and sends one code when pressed and a different code when released. Software in the System Unit keeps track of which keys were pressed and released in which order ("... was the SHIFT key released before the G key was pressed? Hmm, you must want a lower-case g...") to handle such matters as shifts and Typematic repeating. The internal software that handles this is accessible for change; also, 45 of the possible on/off number pairs are left unused by IBM. So there is great potential for outside vendors to connect devices through this channel.

• Add-on keyboards with special function keys
• Musical keyboards
• Graphics tablets and other similar devices

CASSETTE CONNECTOR
• Telephone modems

• Device control (via the "motor on/motor off" feature)
• Speech synthesizers

PRINTER AND COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTERS
• Printers
• Plotters
• Telephone modems
• Scientific or medical instruments

GAME CONTROL ADAPTER
• Joysticks and paddles
• Graphics tablets (digitizer pads)
• Robots

INTERNAL SPEAKER PLUG
• Hi-fi sound amplifiers
• Other devices responsive to analog waveforms

The above list is far from exhaustive. Already, in labs, garages and spare bedrooms from Silicon Valley to Sault Sainte Marie, electronics wizards are huddled over logic analyzers, wire wrap boards and other tools of their trade figuring out how to plug in new goodies to the IBM Personal Computer. As their creations appear, they will be reported and evaluated in future issues of PC. (Some have appeared already and are discussed elsewhere in this issue.)
At last, a powerful enough	
typeface
of Super by Sorensen
Thanks, IBM.

For more information about Sorcim's bestseller, the SuperCalc™ program, call Steve Warren or Ginger Jernigan at (408) 727-7634, or write Supercalc on the back of your business card and send it to: Ms. Emi Rock, Sorcim Corporation, 405 Aldo Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050
Inside the System Unit of the IBM Personal Computer, five long, identical, slot-shaped sockets provide places for connecting to all of the PC's important circuits—59 in all. (This design approach is sometimes called a "bus"). IBM accessories, some necessary like a display adapter and some optional like the game paddle adapter, can plug into these sockets. But so can accessories manufactured by anyone else who figures out the proper interactions with all 59 circuits. (There are actually 62 connections in the socket, but some are duplicates.) To help make this possible, IBM has—in a major reversal of its usual policies—published full disclosure about the goings-on and expectations for each of the circuits.

The PC also has a good supply of other available orifices for plug-in products. There is the cassette-recorder connector, and the matching one next to it for the keyboard. There are sockets on the back panels of most IBM accessory cards. And there are the component sockets on the main circuit board itself, some already occupied and some not. For various other personal computers, all of these connector types have been used to attach one or another add-on devices, and it is reasonable to suppose this will happen with the PC too.

What might be plugged into this multiplicity of sockets, and why? Both the products and the answers range from the mundane to the exotic.

The mundane products and answers tend to go together. For example, companies sell expansion cards for read-write memory, and people often choose to buy such cards because they are priced lower than the manufacturer's equivalent. Other reasons might also apply, such as extra certification and reliability or, particularly in the PC's case, an outside company's design that offers more capacity than IBM sells on a single card.

Exotic products include such things as music synthesizers and graphics tablets. Products in the exotic group are usually sold by outside companies because demand for them is not broad enough to interest the microcomputer manufacturers themselves. But from those who have a special interest, demand can be quite fervent.

A computer music enthusiast might want to plug six complete synthesizer cards into his system in order to supply many different "voices" which are playable simultaneously. In the PC's case, this music enthusiast would first have to invest in a different kind of plug-in device—an expansion adapter that provides more slots than the five built into the IBM system unit. One such expansion unit has already been put on the market, by Tecmar; but our hypothetical music lover needn't buy one just yet, because as of this writing no synthesizer accessory has yet been introduced. (Judging from the number available for the Apple computer, it won't be long 'til some appear for the PC.)

Sometimes what is first thought to be exotic later turns out to be popular enough for the big manufacturers to begin offering it. This was Apple Computer's experience with graphics tablets, which are rectangular writing surfaces equipped to detect and report the action of a pen moved across its surface. They are useful in computer-aided design, among other applications. For the PC, a tablet might be designed to plug into the game adapter, the cassette port, or even (with a "Y-connector") to the keyboard plug. In any of these cases, software would also have to be added telling the PC how to interpret and act on the signals sent from the tablet via the plug. In fact, it is appropriate to view the slots of the disk drives as yet another place where "plug-in" products for the PC can be installed. Operating system software that can replace the PC's own DOS, such as CP/M-86 and the UCSD p-System, would be examples of this phenomenon.

---

**Taking the Measure**

**Operational Choice**

Hal Glatzer

DOS, CP/M-86, p-System: Three operating systems for the PC.

---

**1. About Operating Systems**

In the movies, when the king says, "I want my breakfast," a seemingly endless chain of people relays the order. Like a bucket brigade, the words pass from nobles to guards to servants... "the king's breakfast!"..."the king's breakfast!"...and so on, until the steward tells the cook to fry an egg.

That's how your computer's operating system works. You are the ruler of a microelectronic domain. When you want something, you type in a command to do it, and the operating system actually does the work for you. Programs are only intermediaries between you and your operating system—like the servants in the
king's retinue. If you are working with VisiCalc, for example, it is the operating system which prepares the “spread sheet” for you to write on, interprets your keystrokes (“that's a 1, a 9, an 8 and a 2”) and displays them (“'1982”) on the screen wherever it has placed the cursor for you. When you are through, the operating system checks to make sure there is enough room in your disk to store the file, and then it transfers the file from the working memory (RAM) to the disk. Finally, it comes back with the “A-prompt” (‘‘A’”) to tell you that it's ready to serve you again.

A typical program, like VisiCalc, doesn't do those things by itself; it uses the operating system, since those kinds of tasks are common to almost every program and need not be re-invented by each programmer. There is a technical advantage, too, because the program itself can be shorter, saving extra space on the disk for your files.

II. About The Choices

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS WILL have a choice of three operating systems: DOS, which is the IBM PC's "standard" operating system, CP/M-86, and the p-System, both of which are alternate choices. DOS is priced at only $40, reflecting its position as the "standard." The p-System will cost $675 (with one language included), and CP/M is anticipated to be around $300-350. Because CP/M was the first operating system in the microcomputer industry to be adopted by many different manufacturers, instead of just one, we will consider it first.

III. About CP/M

CP/M WAS DEVELOPED in the mid-1970's when floppy disks were being perfected. Surprisingly, the industry giants did not foresee the advantages of floppy disk storage for the then-new microcomputers; nor did they want to sell a microcomputer operating system that could work with floppy disks. So the man who developed the "Control Program for Microprocessor," Gary Kildall, bought the rights to his invention from his employer and went into business for himself, as Digital Research, Inc.

By 1981, CP/M was—de facto—the standard microcomputer operating system. There are important exceptions, however, and large, every professional microcomputer uses either CP/M as its factory-standard operating system, or is able to use it with only slight modification.

CP/M was written for microcomputers that use eight-bit processors (that is, they work with eight bits of information at any given moment). When a 16-bit processor became available, CP/M was modified to accommodate it. IBM selected the Intel 8088 chip for its Personal Computer, and Digital Research asked Johnson-Laird, Inc. to customize its 16-bit CP/M-86 (created for the 8088's "brother" chip, the 8086) to work on the PC.

IV. About CP/M-86

"THE OPERATING SYSTEM IS TO A computer what gasoline is to an automobile," says Andy Johnson-Laird, his company's president. "It's only a means to an end. The novice user should not give a damn what kind of chip is inside his computer. Rather, he's asking, What can I do with it? I say, forget about the chip and the operating system. The only time you have to worry about the operating system is when things go wrong."

Among the technical improvements Johnson-Laird built into the IBM version of CP/M-86 were a "status line" at the bottom of the screen that carries messages to the user, such as clock time, or the progress of internal tasks. His enhancements permit the user to alter the way the computer normally works with its peripheral equipment, such as disk drives and printers.

"You can, for example, support both a letter-quality, daisywheel printer and a high-speed dot-matrix printer at the same time, with the same files," he says. "Using our ASIGN utility, within a BASIC program, you can select which device will be used for output, and then redirect that
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output at any time. You can tell your computer to regard certain physical devices as logical devices. For example, you can send part of a file, like your remarks that aren’t part of the working program, to one printer, while the other can be printing your file out.

“We also put in a fairly extensive system for recognizing escape-sequences,” he says, “those special functions that are heralded by the ESCAPE character and one or more subsequent characters—for example, the combination that produces a clear screen. If you want to read the current date and time in a program, you can send an escape-sequence in BASIC, so you don’t need PEEK or POKE commands. Both of these concepts, the logical device and the escape-sequence, are rather technical, but they’re important to technical users.”

V. About PC DOS

THE Newest Of THE Three OPERATING systems is called simply DOS (disk-operating system), and was written by Tim Paterson. It was customized for the IBM Personal Computer by Microsoft, Inc., a company that has led the microcomputer software vanguard since 1975. Its founders were two whiz kids who never finished college; they wrote a BASIC language that ran on the first 8-bit hobby microcomputer, and later wrote BASIC and other languages that are compatible with practically every microcomputer ever built.

Microsoft’s product marketing manager for DOS, Chris Larson, describes the difference between DOS and CP/M-86 this way: “CP/M was designed around 8-bit hardware, when technology was less advanced. DOS was designed around concepts of a 16-bit operating system called UNIX, that was developed by Bell Laboratories. Microsoft’s languages, such as BASIC, FORTRAN, or PASCAL, will only run on the IBM Personal Computer if DOS is the operating system. There’s no way a user can get a Microsoft product onto his machine if he’s running CP/M-86.”

The differences are technical, but important, according to Larson. “Under DOS, you can use the full 256K bytes of available memory for a program—not merely the 64K codespace. That means you can run large programs, such as database management. Eventually, the programs that run on 16-bit minicomputers will be brought down to the IBM Personal Computer, running DOS. With CP/M-86, there is a limit to the size of a file: eight megabytes (eight million characters). With DOS, the file size can be up to one gigabyte—one billion bytes! For users who get hard disks that hold 8M bytes or more, that will be an advantage. Another technical advantage,” Larson says, “is that any command that makes use of a disk file can use a device—that is, to the operating system, all devices look like files. In itself, that’s not great, but it has wide implications. If you want to add a new device, under a BASIC program, you don’t have to change the BASIC interpreter—only the BIOS, the BASIC input/output system.”

On the novice user’s level, both DOS and CP/M-86 have advanced error-recovery procedures. Instead of “crashing” or giving you cryptic messages, they give you the choice of ignoring, aborting or re-trying an operation, and a clear, unambiguous message appears in the status line.

VI. About Translatability

MICROSOFT’S LARSON IS CONCERNED about what he calls a “myth” concerning CP/M-86. “There is confusion in peoples’ minds,” he says, “about the possibility of translating 8-bit CP/M software into 16-bit CP/M-86 software. I’ve heard retailers—who should know better—say you can take a CP/M disk and put it into a CP/M-86 system. You can’t! The software has to be translated at the source-code level (i.e. before it has been through the final compilation stage to fundamental computer instructions). A hobbyist might be able to do it, but a typical end-user won’t.”

The source-code must be exact. If the software does not connect with specific counterparts in the operating system, a program cannot run as it was designed to do. Programs which were written to run on 8-bit computers will not work on 16-bit computers, even if the computers and the operating systems are—to the user’s eye—superficially alike. A narrow-gauge railway locomotive will not run on a wide, modern track unless the undercarriage is rebuilt.

“We believe vendors and programmers will translate their best programs into 16-bit source code,” says Larson, “and it’s just as easy to translate a program written for CP/M into DOS as it is to translate it into CP/M-86. So you will be able to get CP/M software without having to get CP/M-86. I believe that vendors and programmers will translate their most popular programs into both CP/M-86 and DOS, and then see which becomes dominant in the marketplace. It’s easy to support both, technically, but it’s a pain in the accounting department to coordinate orders for software on two different operating systems.”

Andy Johnson-Laird admits that CP/M-86 has what he calls a “legacy” of 8-bit software to live up to. “Why does CP/M-86 do that? To provide continuity—so the user will not notice the difference. Certainly, Microsoft’s DOS runs programs more rapidly than CP/M-86 can, because it’s freed from that constraint, and it can adapt more comfortably to the new hardware environment. The file structure of CP/M-86 is paying its dues to the past.”

VII. About Portability

THE CREATORS OF ANY OPERATING system are limited by the design of the chip that does the actual “computing” (i.e., the microprocessor). Because no two “families” of chips manipulate data in exactly the same way, an operating system written for one family probably cannot be used with any other. For the IBM Personal Computer, the DOS and CP/M-86 operating systems have been carefully tailored, like a custom-fitted suit, to the family of Intel 8086/8088 chips.

But a new idea arose in the late 1970’s at the University of California at San Diego: an idea for an operating system freed from the constraints of a chip’s family, and so able to work on virtually any computer. It was written in a programming language called PASCAL (named for the 17th century French mathematician and mystic), and based on the computer concept called an “emulator,” which works like the plastic spindle that lets you play 45 rpm records on a regular phonograph. Programs written in the p-System are translated into a made-up language for an idealized, altogether imaginary processor chip. Then a fast translating program converts this language for the idealized chip (called “p-code”) into a real chip’s actual language. The translating program is like a human translator who can simultaneously
translate from one language to another, and is called an emulator.

VIII. About the p-System

SOFTECH MICROSYSTEMS, OF SAN Diego, developed this concept into a "machine-independent" operating system, which it calls the p-System. An emulator fetches each p-code instruction, in sequence, and looks it up in a table; for each p-code there will be corresponding instructions appropriate to that particular chip.

According to Al Irvine, vice president for engineering at Softech Microsystems, the user’s advantage comes in being able to take any p-code software, written for any microcomputer, and run it on any other. Differences in hardware, he said, present no problems for users to acquire different software for each machine. "It’s as if every time you wanted to buy a phonograph record, you could only use records that were compatible with your particular brand of phonograph. Worse—if you wanted to buy a new phonograph, you would have to throw away all the records you might have bought for the old one. Right now, that situation exists with the three major systems of videotape cassettes and two major systems of videodisks. The last thing we want is for the same situation to be perpetuated in the field of computer software."

The p-System has emulators for 20 different microprocessor chips, including the 8086/8088, he said. "A software author can write a program just once, and sell it everywhere. The user doesn’t care what kind of system the writer used to develop it, all he wants to do is run it. In the same way, the writer shouldn’t have to care what kind of system the user is going to run the program on. If all the box needs is a p-code emulator, and that matches the chip inside the box, then the writer can connect the BIOS to it and make the program run."

For the programmer, the whole p-System takes up 55K of p-code on a disk—a block of code roughly equivalent to 150K of machine code for an 8080 chip. But in any finished program, there is only a 3K “kernel” residing in memory at all times; it loads other parts of the p-code as they are needed. "The ‘code pool’ is dynamic,” Irvine said. "and varies with the programs’ requirements. If you open a file, for example, the operating system calls up the segments of code that are used for manipulating files. The applications programmer doesn’t have to be concerned with how much memory the executing machine has; it runs as a ‘virtual memory.’ That is, to the programmer or user, the memory size seems very large, but the machine is actually retrieving and filing pieces of memory from the disk all the time."

Right now, the p-System is mainly a programmer’s tool, but it will come into its own as an operating system, Irvine said, when users can “pick up other people’s software’ and run them on their own machine. For that to happen, though, more application programs such as general ledger, spread-sheet simulation, word processing and games will have to be written in p-code itself. Software development systems are currently available which perform the p-code translations from standard programming languages: PASCAL, FORTRAN, and Softech Microsystems’ own BASIC; a COBOL will be released later in 1982.

"The exciting moment will come,” he added, "when the end users discover that the p-system applications programs will outlive their hardware! Their programs will continue to run even on replacement machines."

IX. About The End

Each user will have to make his or her own choice of an operating system, but Andy Johnson-Laird is philosophical about the selection process. "Which is better? That’s like asking which is better—a Ford or an Oldsmobile? They are in overlapping domains. Whichever you prefer depends on a lot of things that have nothing to do with their speed or acceleration: things like repair service, or the recommendation of a friend who owns one.

"Choosing an operating system," he says, "is very subjective. Non-technical users won’t notice if a program will run a few seconds faster as a result of its operating system. As long as a general ledger program, for example, runs in a ‘timely’ fashion, they won’t care; to them, it’s downright miraculous that they can run a computer at all!"

Hal Glatzer is a journalist and television producer who describes himself as an “explainer.” His latest book is Introduction to Word Processing, published by Sybex.
THREE YEARS AGO, THERE WAS NO SUCH THING AS A COMDEX. Two years ago, this national trade exposition for computer dealers was held for the first time. About 180 companies set up exhibits in the Ballroom of the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, and maybe 4,500 people came to see their wares.

Last year the show expanded into the Las Vegas Convention Center's two smaller halls—a space double that of the Hilton ballroom—to accommodate a doubled number of both exhibitors and aisle-walkers.

And this year (November '81) COMDEX moved into the Convention Center's big East Hall, which dwarfs the other two halls combined. Six hundred forty-four exhibitors mounted displays of their microcomputer wares, and nearly 25,000 people reportedly attended. It was a fitting sign for the year when IBM finally decided to enter the world of the personal computer.

IBM was at COMDEX, with an exhibit booth near the entrance—a glossy thing in chrome and smoked Lucite. But in a curious twist the Personal Computer was not to be seen within. Instead, IBM was showing samples of its more traditional data processing hardware, and the blue-suited minions attending the booth admitted to little knowledge of the Personal Computer. IBM's booth seemed one of the few places in the hall where their Personal Computer was not a subject of major interest.

(Speculation was that IBM chose not to show the PC because COMDEX is a show for dealers, and IBM already had all the interest it wanted from computer dealers.)

Elsewhere on the floor, there was evidence aplenty of the interest IBM's PC had galvanized within the microcomputer business. Clearly, people had wasted no time in rising to the opportunity they sensed IBM was creating.

This magazine was no exception. Six weeks after opening our doors for business, PC was there exhibiting at COMDEX, handing out copies of our eight-page "Preview Issue." Meanwhile, our editors and photographer were prowling the floor for products inspired by the PC. To our glee, we found plenty, with promises of greater plenty to come.

20 Add-ons in Two Months

The pleasant shocker for us was right down at the end of our aisle, in the booth of a Cleveland outfit called Tecmar. In about the same time it took us to produce our eight pages, Tecmar had produced a complete line of 20 add-on accessories for the PC. They even had an expansion adapter that could pass for the PC System Unit's twin—until you peeked inside and saw a 5-million character Winchester storage disk where the PC has its diskette drives.

Actual IBM Personal Computers on the exhibit floor were relatively scarce, perhaps because people were still having difficulty getting their hands on them. (Folks kept coming by to look at the PC in our booth and asking if we knew where they could get one quick). Those who didn't have one were talking about them anyway.

The IBM PCs we did see on the floor stalked out the whole range of microcomputer goods and services. In addition to Tecmar, there was a printing company, a color monitor company, a local-network developer, a few marketers of business and financial software, and no doubt others we missed amid all the COMDEX hurly-burly. One scout we talked to claimed to have seen twenty-five PCs around the hall.

An Automatic Program Writer

Some products we didn't have to find because they found us. Skip Tamargo, president of a Florida company called FutureSoft, commandeered the computer...
in our booth for a do-it-yourself demonstration of his QUICKPRO software, which he described as an "automatic program writer." While Tamargo stood by to act as a human user's manual, we sat at our PC's keyboard with QUICKPRO and worked out a program to gather data from people making inquiries at our booth. Tamargo's software presented us, after a few preliminaries, with a display screen blank except for letters marking each line.

Using the letters to select lines where we wanted text to appear, we formatted an "input screen" with entries for NAME, ADDRESS and all the other facts we wanted to gather from our booth visitors. Tamargo showed us how to indicate the maximum space we wanted to allow for each of these entries, and what kind of information we wanted to permit in each, such as "numbers only." When we finished designing the input screen, QUICKPRO asked us for other details about the anticipated size of our files and how we wanted to organize them. On completion, the program crunched away for a while, then presented us with a nice little BASIC program to handle our booth visitor files. The program had facilities to add entries to the file, change or delete previous entries, and go looking for facts that had already been entered.

Finally, Tamargo had us list our new BASIC program to the screen, and showed that it was a standard, ordinary program that could be edited and modified in any of the usual ways. What's more, as a byproduct of the data entry process, the program was liberally salted with remark statements documenting what each program section was doing. All in all, not a bad performance. (The program did run afoul of some editorial pet peeves though—in several places it required user typing, thinking or calculating when it seemed the computer ought to have been doing the work. Tamargo's reluctance to take advantage of PC's special features such as the "softkeys" also won no applause).

**Peripherals Were Central**

Over at the display of Micro Peripherals Inc. they were showing a dot-matrix printer they claimed would run rings around the one IBM sells. Their $849 printer was pumping out some very nice looking graphics, and the MPI people were
talking about doing some elaborate text printing where the letters would be done using a graphics rather than text approach—allowing italics, simulated script, proportional spacing and other appealing goodies. MPI has promised to lend PC one of these printers for further evaluation, and a report on it will be in a future issue.

Another item we admired at COMDEX has already arrived at the PC offices for a closer look—a Color II video monitor from Amdek. This monitor is of the "RGB direct drive" type and produces spectacularly crisp, clear and stable images. The improvement over the "baseband" type display we had been using before is dramatic; text at the 80-column width is quite distinct and readable. It caught our eye at Amdek's booth not only because of the great picture, but also because the cabinet design and color fit so harmoniously with the PC. We'll have more on this and other color monitors in an upcoming issue too.

Awards for both a great idea and great graphics are due to a Silicon Valley company by the name of Destek, which was promoting its Desnet "local network" for interconnection of microcomputers. Desnet was being touted as "the key to computer city" and the accompanying artwork was uncommonly handsome for the computer world. The network arrangement, which connects into the PC and other microcomputers using a $100 plug-in card, will supposedly string together several different brands and models of computer into a system working as a unified whole. There was a demonstration that showed this on at least a superficial level, but it will take a more thorough look before we can figure out how much compatibility Desnet really creates.

M.B.A.s For Sale

In the software department, one trend we noted favorably was the appearance of integrated groups of programs that serve multiple purposes. The groundbreaker in this area is a suite of programs being sold under the name MBA by Context Management Systems of Torrance, California.

MBA was still in the working stages for an anticipated spring release, but we got a preview look at its combination of an electronic spreadsheet, data base manager, graphics display maker, word processor and communications handler. The idea, as Context's Gib Hoxie explained it, is that managers can go into a data base to draw out a selected set of facts, then "change contexts" to move those facts into the spreadsheet program. There they can manipulate them in typical "what-if" spreadsheet fashion, then change contexts again to display the results in graphic form. In theory, they might then switch contexts again to frame a memo around the digested data using the word processor... and ultimately use the communications handler to send the whole thing off to a colleague at another location.

At COMDEX, many of these ambitious offerings were on display only as an enthusiastic gleam in Hoxie's eyes. But we did see a demonstration showing good progress on the general theory—even including the ability to split the screen into multiple segments and show operations from four different "contexts" simultaneously. Context appears to have made a heavy investment in promoting its concept, and if a similar investment underlies their final development effort we shall have a finished Context product to tell you about before long.

More executive software for the PC was on display at the booth of Target Software, an Atlanta company recently acquired by Comshare, who makes software for big computers. Target's big gun is called MasterPlanner, and is described as an evolutionary upgrade of earlier spreadsheet programs. PC was treated to an enlightening explanation by Target's Bob Ranson about the different design philosophies for such programs. Ranson described three categories he says the "gridsheet" programs can fall into—"cursor driven (VisiCalc), logic driver (T-Maker), and procedure driven (Desktop Plan)"—and showed how Masterplanner incorporates strong points of all. His comments will be expanded upon in our next issue, when we do a comparative evaluation of spreadsheet programs.

Challengers Begin to Gather

A last item of interest at COMDEX was the appearance of other microcomputers aimed at or near the PC's territory and with similar capabilities. Victor Business Systems introduced a desktop system built around the same 8088 chip as the PC. It is said to be capable of using software designed for the PC, though it can't read PC diskettes since the drives are incompatible. Its disk storage capacity is double that of IBM's machine, and the Victor also has an optional display format capable of showing much more information—132 columns by 40 rows.

A microcomputer introduced by Fortune Systems, a new company, had slick office styling of the same type as the PC's, and was designed around the allegedly more powerful 68000 processor chip. This machine garnered a great deal of attention from the crowds on the floor, and more will likely be heard about it. PC also took interested note of the Otronica Attach microcomputer, which we had plenty of time to view since their booth was right across from ours. The Attacha, a portable microcomputer selling for about $3,700, packs a lot of power and appeal into an impressively small package. It seemed to us that people who admire the IBM approach to personal computers would find much to admire in this one if they absolutely had to have a portable.

As for all of the COMDEX exhibitors who had nothing to display for the IBM PC, it seemed like more than half of those we asked claimed they were in the process of getting something together.

With a year for them all to work on it, and judging by how much has happened in the first couple of months, COMDEX's second year of the PC Era promises to be full of worthwhile things to write about. And PC, naturally, will be there to write about it.

It's going to be exciting. In fact, it already is.

—Jim Edlin and David Bunnell

TecMates

Tecmar unveils a plug-in smorgasbord

There is a saying that defines Luck as "the intersection of opportunity with preparedness." If that is so, then Tecmar, Inc., in Cleveland, is a very lucky company. Because when IBM presented them with an opportunity, in the form of the Personal Computer, Tecmar met it with seemingly faultless preparedness. The result, a mere three months after IBM's official announcement of the PC, was Tecmar's COMDEX announcement of 20 add-ons, expansions accessories and enhancements for it.

The company's ads could almost be headed, "Everything you always wanted continued..."
to add to your IBM PC," except Tecmar didn't leave people time to have wanted anything for very long. The product line, christened "TecMates," includes:

• a plug-in clock/calendar module
• a BSR X-10-type device control module, and a stepper-motor controller
• a speech synthesizer module
• a module to let several PCs share a printer
• an expansion cabinet with a design matching the PC System Unit
• a Winchester-type hard disk system with controller card
• a video digitizer, and three modules for analog/digital conversion
• a selection of modules for various kinds of input, output and memory
• and aids to custom circuit-board design.

Tecmar president Martin Alpert says his company's preparedness was the result of previous work developing scientific and industrial electronics for use in microcomputer systems that are based on the Intel 8086 microcomputer systems that are based on the Intel 8086 processor. The 8086, he says, has the same internal architecture as the 8088 chip used in the PC.

When IBM announced the PC, Alpert realized Tecmar was well positioned to develop products for it. He began planning immediately. Alpert tells how Tecmar people flew to Chicago and "camped on the doorstep" of the Sears Business Systems Center to get two PCs on the first day they were available. "We got our logic analyzer on it and figured out the bus," he says. "It didn't take very long; it's very straightforward with only a few confusing lines." Alpert, between 40 and 50 people took part in getting the products ready for previewing at COMDEX.

While Tecmar does offer a hard disk system, software allowing it to be used under the PC-DOS operating system is still lacking. "We'll be talking to Microsoft about that very soon," Alpert said. He anticipated the hard disk system would be available for delivery toward the end of February, with all the other products available a month or two sooner.

**A PC Twin**

Perhaps the most striking feature of the TecMate line, apart from its breadth and its speedy development, is the expansion cabinet's design as a near-identical twin of the IBM System Unit. Tecmar has even copied IBM's color scheme; the only detectable difference (besides the nameplates) is a slight variation in the detailing of the front panel's small, slotted grille. Commenting on the close resemblance, Alpert said, "The IBM system has been done right, and everything we do has to be done right too."

The TecMate item that performs the newest trick is the Device Master module that combines clock, calendar and the sort of device controller that sends signals over electrical wiring to activate lights, appliances and the like. According to Alpert, the module, which has its own battery power, can be used to control the outlet from which the Personal Computer itself receives power. The Device Master can store a command ordering the computer to be turned on at a certain time, then execute a command to turn the computer off, and then—using its own power—turn the computer back on at a preset time. Whereupon, if appropriate autostart software is in the computer, new times can be set and the whole cycle repeated. This trick, like those novelties whose switch activates a mechanical hand that then turns the switch back off, isn't particularly useful, but it is neat. We expect we will have many more practical uses for Tecmar's products to report on before long.

—Jim Edlin

Mathemagic

A Reverse Twist: Turning Your Computer into a programmable calculator.

THE DEMONSTRATION STARTED DECEPTIVELY, like a juggler tossing one ball. Joe Luciano, one of the creators of the Mathemagic program, showed how his new software could take the formula 6 + 1 and—watch carefully now—actually add the numbers together to come up with (ta-da!) 7.

Wow! That's just what you spent thousands of dollars on your computer for, right? Well don't applaud yet folks, because the show gets lots more exciting. In the course of a 50-minute demonstration for PC, Luciano used his computer keyboard to have Mathemagic pick up one figurative ball after another until it seemed like a fountain of a dozen were coursing through the air. At the end of the show my applause was for real.

Mathemagic is billed as software to
"turn your computer into a programmable calculator." It does so, but that seems a superficial description of its powers. *Mathemagic* falls into the same gray area the VisiCalc program does—somewhere between being just an "application" program and being a full-bore programming language.

*Mathemagic* has a strong flavor of what computerists would call a "threaded interpretive language." That weighty phrase describes a simple concept familiar to anyone who has ever used a dictionary—where all the words are defined using other words defined elsewhere in the dictionary's pages. If "sneeze" is defined as "a blast of air from the nose" and you don't know what "blast," "air" and "nose" mean, you can flip to their respective pages and look them up. Then you can go on to look up the words in their definitions if the meaning still isn't clear, and so on. Defining one word in terms of others, down through many layers if necessary, is what makes this process "threaded," and flipping step-by-step to all those other pages is what makes it "interpretive."

Threaded computer languages (FORTH is one) are considered by many to be among the most advanced and powerful techniques for making computers responsive to human wishes. But it usually takes a skilled programmer to deal with their austere intricacies. *Mathemagic* delivers similar (though more limited) powers to anyone who can string together the sort of formulas found in high-school math.

The power of *Mathemagic* lies in the ability it gives you to define a formula, name it, then use the name to incorporate that formula in the definition of other formulas.

You might give the name SPEED to the formula ?DIST / ?TIME (the question mark means the program will ask you to type in the value it should use for the name, the slash indicates "divided by"). Separately, you could define WEIGHT as VOLUME * ?MASS (the "*" means "times"). A previously-entered formula could define VOLUME as ?HEIGHT * ?LENGTH * ?WIDTH. And a later formula could say FORCE = SPEED * WEIGHT. The calculation of FORCE would then be made step-wise using all the formulas defined earlier.

You may detect a similarity between the *Mathemagic* structure and a plain old BASIC program. They are akin, but for many purposes *Mathemagic* would be less complicated to use. *Mathemagic* 's named formulas are not unlike BASIC subroutines, but it would take sophisticated program editing software and some deliberate thought to incorporate previously-written subroutines into a program for a new task.

With *Mathemagic* you need only indicate the formula by name and new programs will apply it wherever called for.

*Mathemagic* runs by displaying three separate work areas on the computer screen—(1) a menu area that shows what commands you may give at each stage of the program, (2) an entry area that shows the formula you are presently creating or using, and (3) an answer area, which shows the progressive calculation then displays a final result after you have plugged all values into your formula.

First impressions suggest the program's authors have been very resourceful in designing the program to operate quickly and efficiently, but somewhat less successful at giving it true simplicity of use. The user has to do several tasks of typing, remembering or interpreting that, in a friendlier design, the computer would do for him. Since finishing touches for the program were still underway at the time of this preview, some of my complaints may not apply to the final version.

The program includes facilities for storing formulas and data on disk, and for printing out results with or without showing all the step-at-a-time intermediate calculations. One-step-at-a-time calculation can also be displayed on the screen, giving the program much potential for educational use. The printouts are designed to serve principally as written records of what calculation took place, and don't provide much leeway in formatting or including notes and comments for later reference.

Like VisiCalc and other spreadsheet programs, *Mathemagic* is a general-purpose product which can be adapted to many different lines of work and study, just by changing the formulas entered into it. Both are good for "what if" work, but *Mathemagic* is designed for linear, sequential calculations rather than the two- and three-dimensional grids the spreadsheets calculate. Obvious uses can be imagined for people working in the sciences, engineering, social sciences, the quantitative side of business, and wherever else numeric formulas are employed.

—Jim Edlin

*International Software Marketing, 120 E. Washington St., Syracuse, New York 13202 315/474-3400*
Letterhead? Multicopy cut forms? Plain bond paper? Ditto masters? Try the Easy Feed single sheet paper load option with MPI's 88G and 99G printers. Just feed the paper in the front and watch it come out the top. No round platens to bend around or complicated paper paths to worry about. All this in addition to the standard adjustable width tractor drive, dot graphics, 1,000 character buffer, dual parallel/serial interface, dual fonts and much more. Another good reason to select an MPI printer.
Now CTI offers you and your IBM powerful memory-expansion PCBs with up to 512Kb storage per board.

With these versatile add-ons, you can increase your computer's memory to the highest, practical level of current technology and do it with minimal demands on space and power.

Because only the finest-quality materials and construction go into our multi-layer boards, you are assured of both the lowest signal distortion and the best RFI performance.

Mapping ROM makes set-up fast and easy, with a choice of flexible memory configurations.

And you don't wait for delivery. Our five PCB memories are available now — in 64, 128, 192, 256 and 512Kb. Each can be obtained in an expandable version.

Whatever your needs may be, you'll find that our "product-family" approach to memory design and manufacture backs you with total operating-system support — before and after sale.

For complete details on our family's great memories, don't forget to return our coupon.

Dealer Inquiries are welcome.

64K — $495.00  128K — $795.00  192K — $995.00
256K — $1195.00  512K — $1995.00

512Kb. Each can be obtained in an expandable version.

I'd like to know more. Send information on:

☐ Memory-expansion boards  ☐ Future IBM add-ons
☐ Disk drives — floppies  ☐ now in planning
& hard disks  ☐ Dealer sales kits.
☐ Enclosed is my check for $_________________. Please rush me one ________ Kb memory board. (California add appropriate sales tax.)

Name ________________________ Title ________________________
Company ______________________
Address _______________________
City ________________________ State ________ Zip _____________

cfi
965 W. Maude Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-4256
TWX: DOMESTIC 172509 / INTL 470582
Jean L. Yates and Dr. Rebecca Thomas

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH ALL THOSE COMPUTERS?

Or: Six Micros is Not Enough

EDITORIAL COMMENT: As a matter of pure happenstance, I live only blocks away from one of the most effervescent, brilliant and unusually outspoken personalities in Microdom—the nearly indomitable Jean Yates (a name almost anyone who follows this industry will recognize, as her prognostications have appeared everywhere from Time to The Economist to The Wall Street Journal). I say nearly indomitable because I witnessed the time when Jean met her match, in the form of my 12-year-old stepdaughter, Jennifer Poitier. There were six of us sitting at a table at one of San Francisco's finest Chinese restaurants, Tien Fu, when the exchange of barbs and witticisms began. For a full bour-bond-and-a-half, Jean and Jennifer engaged in a conversational duel that left the rest of us stunned and speechless. If ever there is a true national TV show about microcomputers (The ComputerWorld entry is not it), these two should be hostesses. In the meantime, it is important, I think, for readers of PC to become acquainted with Jean Yates, whose insights into this business are sought out by major companies and publications throughout the world. Jean's long-time associate, Dr. Rebecca Thomas, known as 'Becca' to her friends, is a refined person who sits at Jean's side with a wry smile and usually doesn't get much involved in the conversation. However, for those of us who have gotten to know Rebecca, it is obvious that she is a vital cog in the wheel that keeps Jean's mind spinning to ever-new insights. Personally, I think Jean and Rebecca are equally brilliant and I am pleased that they agreed to write a column for PC. I hope you agree. —DHB.

Many of the people we meet, both in and out of the computer industry, ask us at some point, "Do you own a personal computer?"

"We own six," we answer (give or take a few depending on what we're up to).

"So what do you do with all those computers?" is the inevitable response.

Since this is a question that a lot of people considering buying a system ask, and since many IBM PCs are new to personal computing, we would like to share some of the things that make our six computers indispensible to us.

Our use of personal computers breaks down breaks down three ways: home, business, and hobby.

As far as home use is concerned, we maintain our personal checkbook, credit card and other records, categorizing them by deduction. Then the computer prints a listing at the end of the year for each category of the long form, and we just fill in the blanks. We own an Apple II and an Atari game computer, and use them for playing computer games and accessing timesharing facilities that have lots of interesting home-oriented features. Timesharing with "The Source" or other consumer "teletex" facilities gives us access to services ranging from restaurant guides for major cities, to hundreds of games, to electronic bulletin boards on many topics, to educational programs for children and adults.

Telephone and address lists are kept on our computers, and we also use a program that simulates a datebook to schedule appointments. It looks ahead and tells us if the time is free, and we can keep track of everyone's schedules when planning meetings or meals.

We have a large mailing list, divided into several categories. Some are personal, some are personal business, like credit card companies and banks, and others are lists for charitable organizations for which we have volunteered to maintain their mailings and accounting records.

Recently, we implemented a computer program that lists our insured property, both personal and business. We sent a copy to the insurance company and put a copy of the disks in a safety deposit box. When the list needs changing, a printout of it can be updated. When writing off depreciation on property equipment, this list will be used again.

The business uses made of our computers are numerous.

We have two Vector Graphic computers, which are used for letter and manuscript writing (word processing), for recording and managing the large files of literature that we maintain on the microcomputer industry, and for accounting functions. Although our "database" of files is on computers, the same things could be done to manage inventories or files of information on your company's interests.

We estimate that we have written almost 5,000 pages of published text on our computers. This ranges from books to market research texts to newsletters to magazine articles. We keep the articles and books on an electronic index so that pieces of one that are relevant to a new project don't have to be started from scratch. This saves a lot of time.

You may have heard of VisiCalc™, a program available for the IBM Personal Computer that lets your perform "what-if" analyses. We use a program like VisiCalc to perform financial modeling and forecasting functions for our own company and for our clients. It's particularly useful when combined with a plotting program that turns the data into graphics, which can be printed out or photographed for slides for presentations. We find it much easier to understand trends when we use "what-if" programs and then look at the graphic representation.

Rebecca and her coworkers in programming use two of our systems for development work. They contain more complex 16-bit microprocessors and operating system programs. She uses them to write books as well, actually writing about the programs that run the computers. That's how we wrote The User Guide to the UNIX System, an introductory text from Osborne/McGraw-Hill.

People say that we are unusual, two women with so many computers, but we feel that we have just found an interesting and lucrative way to experiment with computers and include their efficiency-adding properties in our lives.
STOP Are You a PC subscriber yet?

It only takes a second to become one.

PC subscribers save money.
And not just the 33% savings over the newstand price of PC.
PC reviews of products and services for IBM Personal Computer users help you make INFORMED purchasing decisions.
And PC's new product listings keep you abreast of developments throughout the industry.

PC subscribers have it easy.
Every informative issue of PC is delivered right to their doors.
There is no risk that a PC subscriber will miss any of the valuable information published in PC—information that is not available anywhere else.

PC subscribers enter the drawing.
Every PC subscriber is entered in our drawing for a free IBM Personal Computer. The drawing is our way to encourage you to subscribe NOW, before the second issue of PC hits the stands in March. Complete drawing details are outlined on page 81, and you don't have to be a PC subscriber to win the drawing.

Now is the time to do it—subscribe to PC with the cards on page 81. At $12, you can't really afford not to.

WITH TCI's NEW SOFTWARE, I SIMPLY BREEZE THRU MY WORKLOAD

Thanks to two innovative new software products from TCI, the time I spend at my IBM Personal Computer needn't interrupt my social calendar.

In fact, these new systems allow control of both business and social needs. TCI's AGENDA* assists in keeping track of the total schedule (business and pleasure) while TCI's MAILTRAK* manages business mailing as well as club directories. And at these prices, you owe it to yourself to try them.

Agenda™ Have you ever forgotten an important event? Scheduled two meetings at or near the same time? These problems are solved by the AGENDA system that tracks all of your personal and business time. You simply enter data on scheduled meetings, projects, holidays, reminders, and dates to remember (birthdays, anniversaries, etc.) and AGENDA does the rest. There is an automatic check of tightly scheduled days, a perpetual calendar, and a preview of coming days, weeks, or month-at-a-glance either on your display or a printout to carry with you. User defined expenses can be tracked day to day. AGENDA even provides continuous clock display and alarm when on-line. Can handle up to 3,000 separate records (requires: 64K, DOS, printer, and either 40 or 80 character display). $165 includes diskette, manual, and shipping $115 for manual only (refundable on diskette purchase)

Call or write today for more information.
VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Mailtrak™ Clubs, churches, sports teams, prospects, sales lists, membership organizations, fraternities, alumni, neighbors, volunteers. Whatever the list, it can be managed on TCI's MAILTRAK.
Full name and address information (first and last name, two address lines, plus city, state, and 9 digit zip), two phone numbers, five user defined mail codes, and four activity dates with user defined activity codes. On-screen editing and updating. Output includes phone directories, master list, mailing labels (user selected format), file labels, and output file for IBM Easywriter program. Sort and select capabilities draw on all information to suit your specialized needs (Requests: 64K, DOS, printer, and either 40 or 80 character display). $165 includes diskette, manual, and shipping $115 for manual only (refundable on diskette purchase)

for prompt delivery - Use our 24 hour Hot Line
IN THIS CONTINUING SERIES, PC WILL REPORT ON THE people who are using IBM Personal Computers and on the uses they are making of them.

Andrew Fluegelman is the owner and sole staff member of The Headlands Press, an independent book-producing firm located in Tiburon, California. He is also one of the first owners and users of the IBM Personal Computer.

Fluegelman purchased the computer in late October, receiving one of the initial group of PCs distributed by ComputerLand of San Francisco.

Jeremy Joan Hewes

His system includes the PC with 64K of memory, two disk drives, the monochrome display, and the asynchronous communications adapter. In addition to the BASIC that comes with the computer, he has purchased the EasyWriter word processor and the VisiCalc electronic worksheet program. Subsequently he added a letter-quality printer, although he worked with only the computer and disk drives for the first few weeks of operation.

As a member of the publishing community, Fluegelman is aware of the computer's increasing applications to his field, and he believes that his unique position as a book producer makes this technology even more appropriate for his business. "I'm running a book-producing company and operating out of the mainstream—on the West Coast, as an independent. I perceived that for me to stay competitive in my field, I had to be on the front of the
almost instantly felt like an extension of myself ... as though I had 2,000 extra brains grafted onto my skull.

technology; I couldn't afford to be left behind by it. I also feel that publishing is going to be affected tremendously by computer technology, and I had to know about it and be in that arena rather than out of it.''

In his role as an independent producer, Fluegelman takes a book from the idea stage through the writing, design and typesetting phases, and often through the printing as well. Before committing his major resources to a project, however, he makes a publishing agreement with one of the national firms, such as Doubleday or Penguin. The large publisher then contributes toward the costs of producing the book and distributes it nationally. The national firm's name is on the cover as publisher, and Headlands Press is credited on the title page, or given what is commonly called an imprint. Among the books that bear the Headlands imprint are *The New Games Book, More New Games* and *How to Make and Sell Your Own Record*.

continued...
Look What Apparat has for your IBM Personal Computer.

Apparat announces our initial line of add-on boards for your IBM Personal Computer. We are committed to further product introductions to enable you to build on your new IBM system.

Add Functionality and Capability with These New P.C. Boards

Apparat has the following products available for delivery in the first quarter 1982:

- **Prom Blaster** will program most 1K to 4K byte EPROMS of 25XX and 27XX single or multivoltage type. Complete with personality modules and read/write software. Priced at $149.00. Clock Calendar features seconds, minutes, hours, day of week, date, month and year. Backup battery, leap year and crystal time base. Priced at $129.00. Prototype Card 3.5 by 8 inches wirewrap area holds over 150-14 pin dips. Priced at $29.95.

- **RGB Color Monitors** choose from NEC, AMDEK and TECO CRTs. Priced at $1,095.00 for the NEC and $999.00 for AMDEK. TECO available in April 1982.

More Products Coming Soon

Apparat has more products for your IBM system in production and ready for introduction in the second quarter 1982: 3rd and 4th add-on disk drives expansion cabinet houses up to two IBM compatible drives. Priced at $499.00 for cabinet and one 160K drive, two drives at $749.00.

Combo Card parallel printer, ASYNC communication (RS-232), and clock calendar multipurpose adapter. 64K byte hardware print-spooler — (with parallel printer adapter) buffers 13 minutes of print output (at 80 characters/second). 300 Baud Modem Card with ASYNC serial adapter.

Apparat will continue developing add-on products to support your IBM Personal Computer. Call today to find out more information about the above products or to order yours. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(303) 741-1778

IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM.

Apparat, Inc.
4401 So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80237 (303) 741-1778

"ONGOING SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS"
For all practical purposes, then, Headlands Press operates as a conventional publisher in the way it develops a concept and manuscript for each book. This generally requires many letters, memos and book proposals, not to mention at least two or three drafts of a manuscript before the editorial process is complete. Consequently, the savings in time and money that word processing could provide, as well as the ease of writing and revising his own material, were obvious to Fluegelman.

**New Projects Easier To Take On**

"Because I have this capacity to deal with written material in a more efficient way," he points out, "it’s easier for me to think of taking on new projects. Previously a manuscript would come in and I’d look at it and say, ‘Well, how much revision is this going to take?’ or ‘How many drafts is this going to have to go through?’ And all I would see would be a pack of proofreading and drudgery and trouble. It seems easier to deal with that now. I’ll have it put on a word processing system and maybe have a basic edit done, and then get the manuscript back on my system and look at it. Word processing encourages the nth revision."

This capacity is a distinct departure from old methods of dealing with manuscripts and deadlines, he reports. "There were so many times in previous books when ways of making it better were passed up because it was just physically too difficult or the deadline prevented it. And that’s a power that I see coming to my business with the computer—I can make all the changes that will make my writing better and the manuscripts I produce better."

Fluegelman’s commitment to buy a microcomputer was sealed when he decided to be producer and co-author of a book about writing with computer technology. (This book, called *Writing in the Computer Age*, will be published late this year.) "Doing this book was the motivation to walk into the store and buy the computer. I’ve said that I needed a computer in my business because I perceived that this technology is changing the nature of publishing. And that is also true for writing. When I had the realization, it led me to see that the nature of writing itself is being transformed. Many people are going out to buy word processors for their specific needs or find that they have ended up with word processing because they bought a computer and have this capability. But people have not yet looked at—or relooked at—the nature of the writing act, the writing craft, and what it is like now that they have this new tool. That’s the subject we’re addressing in this book, and I think that it will be of help to writers who are thinking about using word processing in their writing. But it will also be helpful to writers who have systems and maybe have learned the particular commands but haven’t had the benefit of all the tips that we are collecting from many, many users."

**Behind The Decision**

Like many major decisions that a businessperson makes, the seemingly “instant” impetus for Fluegelman’s computer purchase had a somewhat lengthy history. He recalls that he attended one of the early computer fairs in San Francisco about four years ago, with the intention of learning about the relatively new phenomenon of personal computers.

"But here was all this stuff, and words that I didn’t know—even the term ‘floppy disk’ was intimidating then. There were all these people, totally involved and engrossed, and I realized that I did not know the first thing about putting together this information. I came away feeling that I was going to have to learn how to operate a soldering gun before I was ever going to get into the computer world."

But as his understanding of the utility of microcomputers to publishing and writing increased, so did his motivation to learn the language and conquer the technology.

“When I had a tangible, practical use for the technology, I had to start assimilating information—to understand what storage was about, what operating systems were, and what different types of software were available.” He found that two books were especially helpful to him in this orientation: Adam Osborne’s *The Business System Buyer’s Guide* (Osborne/McGraw-Hill) and *Crash Course in Microcomputers* (by Louis Frenzel; published by Sams).

Then he began visiting stores and using a friend’s word processor to get the feel of the technology. Fluegelman pursued this careful, rational course for several weeks last summer, at just about the time that IBM announced its Personal Computer. As part of his search, he went to see IBM’s display model of this system.

**“This Is It—This is The One**

“After at least two months of going into stores, looking at machines, poring through the depths of Byte and every other magazine, trying to assimilate and evaluate all the information, I really took one look at the PC and said, ‘This is it—this is the one.’ And it was not rational at all. I was pleased to find when I investigated the specifications that they were good and that the PC does seem to be adaptable and upwardly mobile. I feel that anything I’m likely to want to do is going to be possible with this computer.”

One reason for his knowing right away that this was the computer he wanted is the design of the machine. “I think its esthetics are great. I believe that something you interact with every day, especially if it’s going to become an extension of yourself, should be pleasing from an esthetic or design point of view. It’s important that you’ll enjoy spending time with it.”

One of the most appealing features for his use of the computer is the detached keyboard. “For me as a writer, the
minimal nature of the keyboard is a plus. I plan on doing a lot of writing with the keyboard sitting on my lap, without the rest of the machine sitting in front of me. It gives me the chance to not be confronted by lots of machinery and equipment all the time. That's a big plus to me."

Perhaps the principal attraction of the PC for him, though, is its manufacturer. "One of the things that motivated me to buy the IBM PC," Fluegelman explains, "is that it has obviously been consciously created as a consumer product—and as near as I can figure out, a well-thought-out consumer product. I have no special good or bad feeling about IBM as a company, but for a huge firm—especially one that has the reputation for doing things right—to be making a major investment in an uncharted area, I just had to believe that they have carefully created an integrated system that was going to work right and that was going to be satisfactory to me as a product. I had the feeling that I wasn't buying any strange surprises—that the whole thing was going to work without my having to pick up a soldering gun. And if the whole thing didn't work, that IBM would somehow take care of it."

Knowing that he would be working on a book about word processing, he ordered the PC and found the ComputerLand salespeople very helpful in getting his system to him as soon as they received the machines. There was a slight delay in his receiving the EasyWriter program, however, so he began working with BASIC and VisiCalc.

PC Was Immediately Useful

Even without the word processor, Andrew found that the PC was immediately useful to him in his business. "I've been amazed at how useful it's been already," he notes. "The VisiCalc program is very valuable in keeping track of my financial information, especially because my business is unusual in that my finances are very low volume in one sense—I don't have 10,000 customers—but very complex in that almost every one of the 30 to 50 checks I write each month has to be accounted for separately. I've got a dozen book projects, and I have 20 to 30 expense categories, and I need to account for every one of them. So where many small businesses are characterized by a large volume of routine transactions, my business is characterized by a small volume of complex transactions."

"I set up VisiCalc to keep track of my cash flow items for the next year-and-a-half; I made assumptions of what sales would be, what royalties would be, what my overhead was likely to be. Before I programmed in all that information, I really thought in terms of saving money—if I do this myself, will it save money because I won't have to pay a bookkeeper for so much time. But what I realized instantly when I had the information in the computer is that the control that I have over this information is of such a different dimension that it is just not comparable with my old bookkeeping system. The ease of moving and playing with that information gives me an insight into my business beyond what I possibly could have ever done by hand, and just having that is worth half of what the whole system is costing me."

Another immediate business use he has made of the PC is to write his own accounting program in BASIC. "The program I'm writing now in BASIC is going to write the checks for me, keep the checkbook balanced, and print the ledger. I've got the main part running; it's just left for me to put the little features I want into it. I pretty much made it up out of thin air; I copied a business program out of a book, but it was so far away from the way I wanted my books to be that I just abandon it. But it helped me get a handle on how to program using random access files, which is really sticky. It took me a while to get a handle on that." Considering that the PC is his first computer and that he had used it for only two weeks when he began writing this program, Fluegelman's experience seems quite unusual. "Maybe I just learned to write a program by enthusiasm," he suggests. But he has put in a good deal of time and study, and the process of writing his own accounting program has been one of intense experimentation.

200 Hours of Learning Time

"I read Bob Albrecht's book (BASIC: A Self-Teaching Guide, by Albrecht, Finkel, and Brown; published by Wiley) when I was traveling recently, and then I studied a book of BASIC games to see what programs were really like. This was before I had the computer, so I could only read about programming. And I've put in a lot of hours—I'd say I've spent 200 or 300 hours learning this stuff.

"One day I wasn't quite getting this ledger program the way I wanted it. I was using a function that tells you where in the random files you are, and I just kept getting weird results. It had a pattern to it, but it just didn't make any sense. I was so frustrated—I had tried everything I could think of to make it work right. So I called Microsoft in Seattle (the producer of BASIC for the PC) and ended up speaking with the guy who spend a year adapting BASIC for this machine. I told him about the problem and asked him what to do about it. He gave me an insight into what might be happening, and it instantly made sense to me. It was something that was not covered in the manual. I was glad to have the answer, and I was thrilled to be able to describe the problem to an expert after only two weeks with the computer."

One "Glitch" So Far

Fluegelman has had one human-induced "glitch" so far—and has learned an important lesson from it. "All the people I talked to and everything I read about working with the computer said 'save your work, save your work,' but I don't think there's any way you can ever appreciate that advice until you've spent the last two hours assembling and recording some financial information and you open your file drawer to get the last piece of data that you need, and the drawer kicks the plug out of the wall, crashing the machine to a halt and fading all your data into ether."

Despite that time-consuming error, Andrew Fluegelman is feeling none of the intimidation or apprehension that marked his first step into the computer world. "I think that what keeps 95 percent of people feeling weird about computers is learning how to boot the machine—how to get the thing running. You sit there in front of it, and you don't know how to get it started. You're afraid that it's going to snap at you or gobble you up or go up in smoke if you don't do the right thing. And I think the other great fear—and I'm speaking as someone who was one of those outsiders—is that when you get it running, it's going to lead you into some 'black hole' that you won't be able to get out of.

2,000 Extra Brains At My Command"

"But when I started playing with my computer," he continues, "I stopped feeling that it was a machine that was doing things to me; it almost instantly felt like an extension of myself. It was as though I had had 2,000 extra brains grafted onto my skull. I really had that feeling—here are these extra brains, and they're really at my command, for me to string together or build together in any way that I choose."

Would you or someone you know be a good subject for a PC Profile? PC welcomes suggestions for people to be featured in this series—anyone whose use of an IBM Personal Computer would prove interesting or helpful to readers. Send your recommendations, including up to 50 words explaining why, to PC Profiles, 1239 21st Avenue, San Francisco, California 94122."
FORTH

Complete FORTH program development systems for the IBM® Personal Computer. Packages include interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management, line editor, custom screen editor, assembler, decompiler, utilities, file and record access modules, and many demonstration programs. 100 page user manual. Optional floating point arithmetic extensions and cross compiler available.

Ready to run under PC-DOS or CP/M-86®. Standalone version available soon. 64 kbytes RAM and two disk drives recommended. (IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.)

Laboratory Microsystems
4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 390-9292

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.
Spikes & Lightning
HAZARDOUS to
MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide
protection from:
• Computer errors caused by
  power line interference
• Computer errors due to system
  equipment interaction
• Spike damage caused by
copiers/elevators/air conditioners
• Lightning caused damage
** FULLY GUARANTEED**
• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression; useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms. $69.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment installations. $69.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double isolation & oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical noise situations such as factories or large offices. $104.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-11) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated socket banks & Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system in severe situations. $104.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad isolated Sockets; Multiple Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely Harsh environments. $181.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) Add $9.00
• CXT BRK/SWITCH/PILOT(-CBS) Add $17.00
AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard, Visa, American Express
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE FROM
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

QUNIX™ — A multi-tasking, multi-user Unix-like operating system
- C COMPILER
- 8086 ASSEMBLER
- SYSTEM UTILITIES
- TEXT EDITOR
- LINKER, LOADER
- TEXT FORMATTER

ALL AVAILABLE NOW

For further information for personal and OEM users, please write:

IN U.S. AND ROW:
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC.
7219 SHEA COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95139

IN CANADA:
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD.
P.O. BOX 5318, STATION "F"
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA K2C 3H5

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
WHO?
Who are Digital Research, SORCIM, Compiler Systems, ISA, MT MicroSystems, and Lifeboat Associates? They’re among the leading software developers for the IBM PC.

WHAT?
What high performance development systems do they use?

(Even IBM uses CompuPro system components!)

WHERE?
Where can YOU get development systems?

G&G ENGINEERING
13708 Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 895-0798
WHEN?

NOW! G&G has installed numerous fully integrated CompuPro based development systems for the IBM PC.

WHY?

FLEXIBILITY. CompuPro’s 85/88 CPU runs CP/M® 80 & 86 or MS-DOS. We offer WORDSTAR, dBASE II, TRANS86, XLT86, ACT86, SUPERCALC, CBASIC, MBASIC, MFORTRAN and more!

COMPATIBILITY. We can read and write any IBM PC disks.

SPEED. Our 8088 CPU runs faster than IBM’s 8088.

STORAGE. Up to 1 Megabyte of RAM, quad density 5¼ and 8 inch floppies, plus 20 Megabyte hard disks.

RELIABILITY. G&G systems have earned a reputation for reliability. We warrant our mainframes for two years.

HOW?

Drop us your name (we’ve dropped a few ourselves). We’ll tell you how.

G&G ENGINEERING
13708 Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 895-0798
See us at Booth 1538 C at the 7th West Coast Computer Faire
In his preface to DON'T (Or How To Care For Your Computer), author Rodnay Zaks notes, "It is true that personal computers have become so simple that anyone can operate them with no prior training, and without any real risk—at least in the beginning."

"However," Zaks continues, "if a computer is used for business purposes, suitable precautions must be taken to safeguard information and insure reliable operation." DON'T is a book of detailed advice about such precautions. Zaks says, "The operative word is generally DON'T! hence the title. Quite simply, DON'T...unless you know what you are doing."

The book's thirteen chapters offer DON'Ts (and some DOs) concerning printers, software, security and other essential matters. Especially for IBM PC owners who are new to personal computers, the following chapter about floppy disks from DON'T could help avert anything from aggravation to disaster. (Old hands pay attention too; Zaks points a finger at many sloppy practices indulged in around the PC offices.)

DON'T! (OR HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR COMPUTER), by Rodnay Zaks—Sybex, 1981—244 pages.

FOR THE HOME COMPUTER USER

The main rule is:
Back-up each important diskette before using it.
Other important rules are:
• Respect the physical and magnetic integrity of the diskette: Don't touch its exposed surface. Don't fold it or compress it. Don't place diskettes near magnetic coils or magnetized objects.
• Label the diskette promptly. Don't use a hard-tipped pen.
• Maintain the proper environment: avoid heat and dust.
• Read this entire chapter. It is the most important one for you if you use diskettes.

Introduction

FLOPPY DISKS ARE PROBABLY THE main cause of failures in any computer system that uses them. Nearly all such failures are caused by user mishandling. These failures can be prevented by respecting the rules presented in this chapter. A careful reading and understanding of the information presented in this chapter will probably eliminate 75% of the failures that are apt to happen on a computer system with floppy disks.

Failures due to diskette mishandling usually have tragic consequences. They can destroy crucial data or cause strange symptoms that are hard to diagnose.

Here is a typical horror story.

In order to start Computer System A, a diskette is inserted into one of the disk drives, and a command is typed at the terminal. Normally, the effect of this command is to load the contents of a program from the diskette into the computer's memory.

Unfortunately, one morning, the computer system, which was operating perfectly...
up to this time, began to resist all attempts to load from the diskette. As a result, no work could be done on the computer. The maintenance person was called in, showed up the next day, took the computer apart, reassembled it, and mumbled something about a bad contact in the XYZ unit. The computer began operating again.

A few weeks later, a new problem occurred; this time, the computer started properly. However, the data file containing all the customer names could no longer be read. After replacing a few boards inside the computer, all in vain, the maintenance man concluded that the software was bad. In this 'fortunate' case, the company that provided the software determined that the software was good and suspected the diskette that held the customer names. After much debate between the hardware supplier and the software vendor, the conclusion was drawn that both the hardware and the software appeared to be working, but the data file was bad.

To make a long story short, one of the computer operators had used a ball-point pen to label the diskettes. In doing so, the operator damaged the contents of the diskettes by applying pressure against their cardboard jackets. With the pressure of a pen, dust present inside a jacket is imbedded on the diskette, thus damaging it. The first time the pen was used, the main system diskette used to store the operating system was damaged. The second time, an essential data diskette was damaged. Unfortunately, the damage that had occurred to the data diskette was not immediately detected, and the offending operator was not around when the system failed. Easy diagnosis was no longer possible.

This story illustrates the 'time bomb' effect that can occur when operators mishandle the equipment. The problem could have been easily prevented had the operator been trained in proper diskette handling. The hardware and software both operate correctly; the problem occurred because of an inadequately trained operator who damaged several diskettes in an almost unnoticeable way.

To avoid the 'time bomb' effect, proper discipline must be used and enforced for the handling of diskettes. Remember that most actions that damage a diskette do not damage it in a way that is immediately visible. For example, contamination by dust or physical damage may not be detected until days or even months later when the affected area of the diskette is read by the disk drive. At that point, the computer might be fooled by incorrect information on the diskette and, consequently, irreparably damage the entire contents.

Once you understand the proper precautions that must be used when handling a diskette, you can avoid many problems by simply using common sense.

![Diagram of a diskette]

**Understanding Your Diskette**

We will now present the main definitions relating to diskettes, examine the main techniques used for recording data, and discuss the techniques for retrieving the information that was recorded. We will then proceed to the proper handling of a diskette. Let us examine first the diskette itself, then its jacket.

The diskette is flexible and constructed of mylar material, coated with a magnetic oxide. It is enclosed in a square jacket, and rotates inside the jacket when being accessed. The jacket is lined on the inside with a special low friction material that automatically cleans the diskette by trapping dust particles.

**Data Recording**

Data is recorded on the disk in binary format as sequences of 0s and 1s (bits), and stored as magnetic patterns along concentric circles called tracks. A regular 8 inch diskette generally has 77 tracks, while a 5 1/4 inch minidiskette can have 35, 40 or 77 tracks per surface. As shown in Figure 3.2, information is structured in sectors along the tracks. A whole sector is always read or written at a time, and all data on the disk is identified by a sector number and a track number. Each track can be accessed by moving the head of the disk drive along a radius of the disk.

A mechanism must be provided so that the disk drive may identify any given sector on any track. We have already seen that one of two techniques may be used for this purpose: hard sectoring and soft sectoring.

The read/write head of the disk drive operates like the head of a tape-recorder. The head is applied against the disk surface, while a felt pressure pad is applied against the other side. Any defects in the disk surface, such as dirt or creases, will thus cause loss of information.

When a disk drive is misadjusted, or when the head is dirty, the surface of the diskette is generally damaged, resulting in shiny rings on the surface of the diskette. Inspect your diskettes regularly for such clues.

We have already seen that data may be recorded in one of two formats. Data may be recorded at the surface of the disk either in a single-density format (3,408 bits per inch or bpi) or in a double-density format (6,816 bpi).

The jacket containing the diskette has several roles: protecting the diskette, allowing access to the drive motor and to the drive sensors. These roles are accomplished by the special jacket liner already described and by specialized openings. These openings will now be described.

**The Jacket**

The jacket has several openings. The center hole or disk hub allows the spindle of the disk drive motor to grasp and rotate the diskette inside the jacket at high speed. A diskette should be replaced when the edge of the hole is cracked or torn.

The access slot in the jacket (shown in Details of a Diskette Figure) allows the
read-write head of the disk drive to come in contact with the diskette and to read or write information on the surface of the disk.

The index hole on the diskette marks the position of the first sector. A sensor in the drive detects the index hole as it passes by the corresponding jacket hole. Recall that a hard sectored disk has maybe 20 or 32 sector holes in addition to the index hole. A soft sectored disk has only one index hole. The hole is normally on the inside of the disk, except for Memorex disks, where the outer part of the disk is used.

The write protect or write enable notch is optional. This notch may be used to prevent accidental writing of information on the disk. A write protect or write enable notch allows the user to protect valuable programs or data from inadvertent writing. With an 8-inch floppy, the diskette is write-protected when the notch is exposed, i.e., no information may then be written on the disk. If the notch is covered with a small aluminized square, data may be freely written on the disk. In the case of a mini-floppy, this convention is reversed. Information on the disk is protected when the notch is covered; otherwise, it is not protected. Diskettes are sold either with or without a protection notch. This feature must be specified at the time of purchase.

Alignment/strain relief notches are used to position the diskette correctly. They normally face towards the rear of the disk unit.

Having learned the various types of diskettes, how data is recorded, and the purpose of the various openings in the jacket, let us now learn how to handle a diskette properly.

Handling the Diskette

Proper diskette handling is essential to the reliable operation of your system. Improper diskette handling probably causes most "computer problems." Improper handling "pollutes" the diskette by damaging a few bits (or more) of information. The damage may only be detected much later, thus causing the time-bomb effect for the same user or a subsequent one.

Once you understand the nature of your diskette and are aware of the main dangers, proper diskette handling is quite simple. Most importantly, you must respect the physical and magnetic integrity of your diskette.

Remember the four main characteristics of a diskette:

- It is fragile.
- The data is recorded on a magnetic surface, which is sensitive to electromagnetic fields.
- The magnetic surface is exposed to the environment through the openings in the jacket.
- There is only one correct way to insert a diskette.

Let us examine the rules resulting from these characteristics:

- Respect the physical integrity of a diskette.
- Don't bend or fold a diskette.
- Don't touch the surface of a diskette. The oily chemicals secreted by the skin of your fingers will permanently damage an area of a diskette.
- Keep all sources of magnetic fields away from diskettes, including magnets as well as magnetized objects.
- Maintain the proper working environment. Avoid heat, moisture and dust.
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• Insert the diskette into the drive properly.

It is unfortunate that many computer users do not believe in taking strict precautions because they see no immediate ill effects. Because damage generally occurs to only a very small area of the diskette, the diskette might be used for a long time with no visible effect. It is only when data is read or written to or from the damaged area that strange problems start to occur. Because the data stored at the damaged area is modified, the system might start behaving in a strange way that is not directly traceable to a bad diskette. Hence, the strange behavior may be attributed to bad hardware or software, thereby eluding easy detection. It is therefore imperative to insist on proper diskette handling by all users.

Now that we know how to handle a diskette properly, we are ready to use it.

Using the Diskette

When using a diskette, four essential recommendations apply:
1. Protect each new diskette.
2. Insert the diskette correctly.
3. Follow a proper power-up/power-down procedure.
4. Inspect diskettes each time they are used.

Let us examine these recommendations.

Protect Each New Diskette

Each diskette is normally contained in a paper envelope. When you first receive a diskette, immediately inspect the envelope for signs of obvious damage. Remove the diskette from the envelope and inspect it for damage. A diskette that has been physically damaged should be presumed to be bad and must be rejected. Don’t touch the magnetic surface of a diskette with your fingers or any sharp object.

Remember: if the diskette contains a new program that you have just received, your first reflex should be to make a copy of the diskette and to file the original away in a safe location. Work with the copy that you have created. No exceptions. No excuses.

If you ever wipe out the only copy of a new program that you have just received, you will be convinced that this recommendation is correct. Unfortunately, by that time, it will be too late. This is one area where bitter experience should not be required.

If you are not yet familiar with diskettes, set the write-protect mode on your diskette, by either peeling off or sticking on the aluminum square on the notch (depending on the diskette size), if your diskette has this feature. Use a blank diskette for writing information rather than the one that contains the program. Using the write-protect mode will prevent erroneous writing or erasure of information on your program diskette—provided you insert it correctly.

Now insert the diskette by applying the “rule of thumb.”

Insert The Diskette Correctly

Hold the diskette in your right hand between your thumb and index finger, placing your thumb on top of the square diskette label. Open the door of your disk drive and insert the diskette, slowly and firmly until you hear a “click.” Then close the door of your drive (if it has one). In most cases, disk drives are designed so that you will correctly insert the diskette automatically if you follow the “rule of thumb,” i.e., if, when you hold it, your thumb is pressing against the diskette’s label.

When a disk drive is mounted vertically, it is usually on the right side of the screen or the computer, and the diskette label usually faces to the left. When the disk drive is mounted horizontally, the diskette label normally faces up. The longitudinal head access slot is normally inserted first, in the direction of the drive.

If you insert the diskette the wrong way, damage to the data stored on the diskette may result.

There are eight different ways to insert a diskette, but there is only one correct way. Any other way might damage it. If unskilled operators will be using your diskettes, it may be a good idea to print labels that display a large arrow and to place an arrow on each disk jacket indicating the proper way to insert the diskette. This will help to reduce errors when the diskette is inserted into the disk drive.

To remove the diskette, open the door of the disk drive, pull the diskette out, and put it back into its envelope immediately. Then place the diskette on a horizontal surface away from the computer or other electromagnetic equipment or put it in its proper holder or container. (These holders will be described later in this chapter).

Power-up/Power-Down

As a general rule, never insert a diskette into a disk drive until power to the entire computer system has been turned on. If the computer can be turned on separately from the disk drive, it might accidentally write random data on the diskette. In systems where the disk drive is powered directly from the main computer, a diskette may generally be inserted in the disk drive before the system is powered up. If in doubt, don’t insert a diskette until power has been turned on.

Conversely, always remove the diskette prior to turning the system off. If the system is turned off while the diskette is still in the disk drive, random data might accidentally be written onto the diskette, thus wiping out some of its contents.

Inspect Your Diskette

Periodically inspect the round hole at the center of the diskette. This hole contacts with the hub that presses on the diskette and rotates it at high speed inside its jacket. Over time, this hole will deteriorate. Most of the damage occurs because of improper insertion. Most microcomputer disk drives simultaneously apply the read/write head and the hub to the diskette so that the diskette positions itself with the hub already through the hole. As a result indentations may appear. Once this hole is damaged, the diskette should be replaced.

Also, examine the surface of the diskette that is visible through the head access hole. Over time, shiny rings will appear. However, scratches, folds, or very shiny wide rings indicate trouble. When these signs appear, test your diskette with a special program, or simply discard it.

Backing-Up

One of the most important defensive measures when using diskettes is to frequently make a backup copy of the information stored on the diskette. Always assume that at some point the data contained on the diskette will be damaged, either by yourself or by someone else. Therefore, as soon as any significant change is made on the diskette, a copy should be created and stored at a safe location.

When backing-up a diskette, it is recommended that you store the copy at a different location than the location where the original is being stored. The reason is quite simple. An undisciplined user is likely to pollute the original diskette and then pollute the backup diskette if it is readily accessible. To guarantee a reliable backup, the duplicates should be stored far away from the original that they intend to protect. Don’t hesitate to create multiple backups but make sure that they are all properly labeled. Always write the date
when the copy was made on the label of the backup diskette. (Remember: use a soft-tip felt pen only—don’t use a ballpoint pen or a pencil).

We have now learned how a diskette looks, how it works, how to handle it, and how to insert it. There is still more to learn: how to label it, how to store it, as well as how to maintain a suitable environment. Let us examine these topics.

**Labeling**

Surprisingly, labeling can be a major source of problems for two reasons:
1. Hidden damage to diskette can be incurred when writing on the label;
2. Insufficient identification may result in misuse, erroneous filing or accidental erasure.

Let us examine these two problems in turn.

**Writing On The Label**

*Remember:* when writing on a label on a diskette, never use a hard pencil or ballpoint pen. Pressure exerted on the label can damage the diskette underneath by either deforming the diskette or by pressing dust particles captured by the lining inside the jacket into the magnetic surface of the diskette. When writing on the label, use only a soft felt-tip pen. As a general rule, it is best to write on a separate label and then carefully affix that label to the diskette.

Also, don’t use an eraser to erase a label. Residue from an eraser will find its way first into the envelope and from there to the magnetic surface of the diskette where it will cause damage.

**Identify the Diskette**

Whenever you modify the contents of a diskette, identify it properly. In time many copies of a file are created. Unless they are properly identified, much aggravation can result from using or destroying the wrong version. Immediately after use, always label each diskette with at least the following information:
1. The name of the file
2. The date

In addition, it is desirable to keep with the diskette a printout of its directory, i.e., the complete list of the files it contains. Generate this printout on the printer, then tape it to the envelope in which the diskette is kept.

Whenever possible, name files in such a way that successive versions can be identified. Start with LIST1, then call the second version LIST2, the third LIST3, etc.

As long as you know what the latest version is, this works.

Beware of situations where several files are updated on the same diskette. You may no longer know which file was changed when. In such a case, create a separate backup copy of each file that was changed, or else carefully list each file along with the date it was last modified.

When a diskette is a master or a copy, identify it as such. Masters are normally kept in a separate location and handled with great care. Backup copies are also generally stored in a separate location.

Dispose of obsolete copies after a reasonable period of time, or else:
1. You will quickly accumulate dozens of useless diskettes.
2. You may encourage errors by keeping old versions around.

**Storing Diskettes**

Both physical and environmental factors should be considered when storing diskettes. Diskettes can either be stored horizontally or vertically, but they should not be stored in such a way that they will sag, slump, or be compressed. They should be protected from adverse magnetic or environmental conditions. Let us now examine the do’s and don’ts for storing diskettes.

**DON’T Let Them Lie Around**

When not in use, a diskette should be stored in a protective envelope and preferably filed away. Leaving a diskette lying flat and unprotected on the top of your computer is an open invitation to disaster. Dust will accumulate on the diskette. Usually, no immediate effect will occur as the dust particles will be captured by the inner lining of the diskette. However, once more dust has accumulated, or pressure is applied to the lining of the disk jacket, one or more specks of dust will scratch the disk surface and damage data. Later on, when the data is used, because it is damaged, it will cause erratic system behavior and there will be no easy explanation for this behavior. Again, this is the time bomb effect.

**DO Store Them Properly**

When stored, diskettes should not be bent or stressed in any way. They may be placed in a box as long as there are no physical obstructions inside the box that might exert pressure on them. Don’t overcrowd diskettes in a single container.

When storing diskettes horizontally, don’t stack more than 10 diskettes on top of each other. Diskettes should not be compressed.

Diskettes may also be stored in vertical plastic holders. The advantage of plastic holders compared to metal ones is the guarantee that plastic holders are not or will not become magnetized. Such holders range in style from rotating diskette holders to plastic boxes and vertical rack holders.

Using plastic will help prevent a magnetized metal element from coming in close proximity to the diskette, but it will not eliminate the danger altogether. In other words, a diskette lying in a plastic file holder may be wiped out if a magnetic coil or a magnetized screwdriver is placed near it. Therefore, the file holders themselves should be located away from sources of electromagnetic interference.

Hanging file holders may be placed in metal cabinets. Metal cabinets will, to some extent, shield the contents of a diskette from electromagnetic radiation. Naturally, this is true only if the metal cabinet is not magnetized.

**Environment**

Diskettes must be used in a proper environment. Here are the main enemies of your diskette:

- temperature extremes
- dust
- liquids and vapors
- electromagnetic interference

Let us examine each of these constraints in turn.

**Temperature**

Diskettes should be kept away from direct sunlight and extreme temperatures. Typically, diskettes will operate only between 10° and 50° Celsius (50° to 122° Fahrenheit). They will accept a relative humidity of 10% to 80%. If a diskette has been exposed to a temperature below 5°C or over 50°C (41° or 122°F), it should be presumed damaged, and discarded.

Special high-performance diskettes can withstand higher operating and storage temperatures. They may operate from 10° to 70°C (50° to 158°F) and may be stored at temperatures ranging from -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F).

Don’t use a diskette that has just been brought in from outside the building if there is a significant difference between the indoor and the outdoor temperatures. Allow a period of 24 hours for the temper-
Dust

Dust is one of the greatest enemies of diskettes. Dust may be due to an unclean environment or to more subtle causes such as heavy smoking, machinery (for example, drills used in dentistry), or specks of paper from a high speed printer. All sources of dust should be removed from the vicinity of disk drives.

Smoke in the air will also deposit particles on the surface of a diskette. This will cause the head to scratch the disk surface, thereby damaging the diskette.

Liquids

Liquids will damage the surface of a diskette. Don’t use or even keep a diskette that has come in contact with a liquid. Discard it; it is unusable even after the liquid has dried. The residue will contaminate the diskette. The best precaution is to ban all liquids from the computer room. Whenever this is not practical, care should be taken not to spill liquids on diskettes or on diskette jackets or envelopes.

Vapors

Avoid placing solvents close to diskettes as chemical fumes may affect the magnetic coating of a diskette. Dangerous fumes encountered in office environments include fluids for duplicating machines, nail polish, and some adhesives.

Electrical and Electromagnetic Interference

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is the name given to electromagnetic radiations that interfere with recorded data. Data can be destroyed or even wiped out entirely if a strong electromagnetic field or electrostatic field is applied to a diskette. Strong electromagnetic radiations are emitted by transformers and coils. A diskette should never be placed in close proximity to a magnetic coil (such as those used in telephones) or a degaussing coil (such as those around a color television tube).

Remember: don’t put your telephone on top of a diskette, a box of diskettes, or even the disk drive. If the telephone rings while on top of a diskette or disk drive, it will wipe out any diskettes underneath it. (If you have any doubts, try it on an old diskette). Keep the telephone cord short enough so that the telephone can never be inadvertently placed on top of disk drives or a work table where diskettes might be lying.

Any metal object should be suspected of being magnetized. In particular, screwdrivers and paper clips tend to become magnetized over a period of time. A magnetized screwdriver placed in close proximity to a diskette can damage the data. Similarly, car keys and other metallic objects may become sufficiently magnetized to affect a diskette. Always store diskettes in a proper container away from electromagnetic radiation.

Diskettes must also be protected from static. In a dry environment, static electricity can build up. In particular, if a computer room is equipped with wool carpeting, it is possible for up to 15,000 volts of static electricity to build up in the body simply by walking on the carpeting. If a finger is pointed at the computer or a diskette, an electrostatic discharge may occur and a spark will travel between the tip of the finger and the computer or diskette. A spark may also occur if you walk across the room and touch a metal part while holding a diskette. Such a spark is guaranteed to wipe out some of the contents of any diskette, as well as disrupt operation of the computer. To avoid this problem, you can use anti-static mats and sprays. Whenever the danger of static electricity exists (for example, on a dry day), either be careful not to point a finger at the diskettes, or be sure to ground yourself carefully before doing so. You can ground yourself by touching a metallic object connected to the frame of the building or by touching a neutral ground.

Transporting Diskettes

Mailing Diskettes

Diskettes are often mailed. When mailing a diskette, use the best possible packaging that will guarantee the physical integrity of the diskette. Use rigid inserts in the envelope. If you use cardboard, make sure it is the corrugated kind. Place a sheet of it on both sides of the diskette, with the ridges of one sheet perpendicular to the ridges of the other. Don’t use ordinary cardboard, such as the back of a paper pad. It is not stiff enough and will bend, which may destroy data on the diskette. Whenever possible, place the diskettes inside the package, ¼" to ½" away from the flat side. Distance is an excellent protection against pressure and magnetic objects.

Traveling with Floppies

Airport X-ray machines will not harm a floppy. However, the coils of the machinery surrounding them are dangerous. It is best to keep diskettes away from these machines.
Preventive Maintenance

Two types of preventive maintenance action are recommended in order to safeguard your diskettes:
1. Keep your disk drive within the prescribed settings.
2. Use defensive procedures to maintain the integrity of your data.
Let us examine these two maintenance procedures in detail.

Maintaining The Drive

Disk drives must be correctly calibrated and aligned, i.e., the drive must be calibrated to the proper tolerance and the heads must be properly aligned. This is best accomplished by a specialist but can be done by a dedicated tinkerer. Special alignment disks are available from the manufacturer to facilitate this process. Typically, a drive will stay aligned for a year or more.

The disk drive heads should be cleaned regularly to eliminate dust. The frequency of cleaning depends on the environment in which the disks operate and the discipline of the users. As a rule of thumb, disk drive heads should be cleaned at least once a year. Special head-cleaning kits are available for this task. Preferably, solvents such as alcohol, freon or thinners should not be used.

Let’s go through the steps involved in cleaning a read/write head using a kit.

Step 1: Saturate the cleaning fabric on the special diskette with the cleaning solution as shown in above.

Step 2: Insert the diskette into the drive.

Step 3: After 30 to 50 seconds remove the diskette and make a note on the diskette that it has been used. Typically, each diskette may be used up to 15 times.

When double-sided diskettes are used, an extra opening may be found on the back of the cleaning diskette than can be helpful when cleaning the opposite side of the head mechanism.

Half of the diskette contains a special cleaning fabric and the other half contains a regular dry fabric that wipes off the read/write head.

Depending on how frequently the diskettes are used, and the cleanliness of the environment, cleaning can take place every few weeks or months. Anti-contamination techniques, such as cleaning, normally have two main positive effects:
1. The read/write heads are kept contamination free.
2. Operators are reminded of the risk posed by dust and other particles to their equipment and will generally become more cautious.

A typical list of disk contaminants includes: dust, other particles, hair, skin flakes, fingerprint oil, and smoke film.

Dual-sided diskettes are much more susceptible to dust than single-sided diskettes. With a single-sided diskette, the ceramic read/write head presses on one side of the diskette while a soft felt backing presses on the other side. Compression of the diskette material is minimal. In the case of a dual-sided diskette, two ceramic read/write heads are applied to the diskette simultaneously, one on each side.

Don’t attempt to clean the diskette surface itself. Any contact with the disk surface will contaminate it.

Remember also that disk drives are sensitive mechanical devices. When moving a disk drive, be careful to avoid shocks and vibrations. Such physical disturbances might misalign the head.

Physical damage to a diskette is inflicted either by the drive or the operator. Diskettes should be frequently inspected for signs of wear or damage. If there is visible wear or damage on the disk surface, the disk should be presumed bad and should no longer be used. A backup should be used instead and the suspected disk should be discarded. Remember, the appearance of large shiny rings may indicate a mechanical problem with the drive.

Most diskettes become damaged before they wear out. However, in circumstances where diskettes are valuable and are frequently used, center rings are available and can be used to reinforce the spindle holes of diskettes.

Disk Failures

Diskette failures will seldom occur if proper handling procedures have been followed. If a diskette has been handled properly, and a disk drive failure occurs, improper calibration or alignment should be suspected.

Let us examine disk errors and possible causes.

Disk Errors

Disk errors are due to the accidental change of the value of one or more bits of information at its surface. Such errors are traditionally classified in three main categories:
1. Drop-Outs. In this case, bits are wiped out either because of a defect on the disk surface or because of an inadequate write signal generated by the read/write head. Both cases are generally attributable to contamination or to physical damage to the diskette.
2. Drop-ins. In this case, spurious bits are written in locations where they should not be. This is generally due to electromagnetic interference where a strong magnetic field creates spurious information on the surface of the disk. This can also be due to disk drive malfunction or to erroneous software that writes information in a place it is not supposed to.
3. Bit Shifts. This problem refers to the physical shifting of bits of information at the surface of the disk. Such shifting results in timing errors that may make the data unreadable. This type of problem is generally caused by electromagnetic interference, but it may also be caused by physical distortion or high temperature.

Most disk errors are detected during the reading process. This happens because the data that was stored on the disk has been damaged ("polluted"). Usually, the data contained in the affected file on the disk has been lost. In any case, the contents of the entire disk should now be suspected, and the polluted diskette should be replaced by the backup.

However, if a failure occurs while writing, three causes should be suspected before accusing the equipment:
1. The write-protect tab may not be properly positioned over the notch (or removed from it, in the case of a mini-diskette).
2. There may be a hardware protection feature in the operating system that prevents unauthorized writing on a given file.
3. You may be using the wrong type of diskette for the disk drive. In particular, a hard sectored disk will not work with a soft sectored disk drive.

Floppy Disk Summary

Floppy disk failures are the most common cause of failures for small computers. Proper diskette handling requires respect for the physical and magnetic integrity of the diskette. As long as proper handling precautions and proper operating procedures, including a thorough backup procedure, are followed, diskettes will operate reliably for long periods of time.
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FORTH FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS Complete program development systems including interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management, custom screen editor, line editor, assembler, decomplier, and many utilities. Floating point math extensions, cross compilers, and other options also available.
LABORATORY MICROSYSTEMS, 4147 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066 (213) 390-9292.

FULL SCREEN TEXT EDITOR. Full screen text editor for IBM Personal Computer. Write for information.
ACGN SOFTWARE, INC. P.O. Box 8715, Coral Springs, Fl 33065.

PERSONAL MONEY MANAGER. Available for the IBM Personal Computer. Software designed to be user friendly. Features include: Monthly financial planning, Balance sheets in minutes, Profit and Loss statement at your fingertips. Documentation written in English, and much more. Write today and find out how the PERSONAL MONEY MANAGER can help you save time and money.
The PROGRAMMING SHOP, 1164 Umarger Road, San Jose, CA 95121.

PLAINWRITER. Easy, to use word processing software written specifically for the PC and for sim-
ple use. Useful for correspondence, manuscripts, proposals, legal documents, creative and journalistic writing. Also useful as large, flexible full-screen line editor for program development. Fully compatible with all DOS utilities and programs. Faster than EASYWRITER and EDLIN. Features include rapid text editing, help menus, function keys, abbreviations, automatic centering, alignment, justifying and paged, block move and copy, global search and replace. Requires DOS, 64K, and any PC compatible printer.
Special introductory offer: $125, 30-day money back guarantee. Demonstration diskette $15, applicable to purchase. Available March.
LIFETREE SOFTWARE, 177 Webster Street, Suite 342, Monterey, CA 93940 (408) 659-3221.

DEALERS

ALABAMA

COMPUTERLAND OF BIRMINGHAM 215 West Valley Avenue.
Birmingham, AL 35209
Source Number: CL0034
Store Hours: Monday-Friday 10 am-6pm
Saturday 10 am-4 pm.

CALIFORNIA

COMPUTERLAND OF ALAMEDA 5035 Alamedan Expressway
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 267-2182
Hours: 10:00 to 7:00 Weekdays
10:00 to 6:00 Saturday
Specializing in service and support to the
IBM South San Jose facility employees.
Hard disk, add-on memory, software and
peripherals in stock. Call for information
regarding IBM Personal Computer training
seminars.

OTHER SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING INTERFACE TO TYPESETTING Your word processed manuals or books are loaded directly into your typesetter. Eliminate keying. You need telecommunications option. We can design and offer complete printing facilities. Suitable for documents over 300 pages.

GEORGE GRAPHICS Alan Len Shuler
650 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107 (415) 397-2400.
Win an IBM* Personal Computer From PC...

Announcing the PC “PC” Giveaway

The easiest way in the world to get an IBM Personal Computer—win our “PC” drawing on March 1, 1982. The prize includes a system unit (16k) with keyboard and color/graphics monitor adaptor.

You don’t have to subscribe to PC to win our drawing. All you have to do is fill out the attached card and send it in before March 1. Complete drawing rules are outlined below.

Giveaway Rules

Mail entries postpaid to PC Magazine at 1239 21st Avenue, San Francisco 94122. Entries must be postmarked before midnight, March 1, 1982. Drawing will be held and the winner notified by April 1, 1982. Prize delivery date will be subject to IBM product availabilities.

Entries must be on an official entry form or its exact copy. You may enter as often as you like, but each entry must be mailed in a separate envelope.

Employees of Software Communications, Inc., its affiliates, dealers, distributors, advertising agencies and media are not eligible to win. This offer is void where prohibited, taxed or restricted by law.

Don’t delay. Use one of the attached cards to send in your subscription today.

Subscribing is the best way to ensure that you’ll read every informative issue of PC while saving 33% off the single issue price. And whether or not you win our “PC” drawing, the chances are you’ll want to keep abreast of developments with the IBM Personal Computer.

PC Magazine provides all the important inside information you’ll need to make the best possible use of your IBM “PC.” Product reviews, applications, articles, commentaries from other users and interviews with people who are at the center of the industry—all available in the pages of PC, and all designed to help you evaluate, expand and apply the IBM Personal Computer to your needs. Timely, readable, and accurate information—that’s what you get as a PC subscriber—and it’s not available anywhere else.

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. PC is an independent journal, not in any way affiliated with IBM.
MEMORY MAXIMIZER
Expand your PC's memory to 256K with 1 slot for $1,095.

Jeremy Joan Hewes

INTERMEDIA SYSTEMS OF CUPERTINO,
California has begun production of their model 4192 Memory Expansion Module,
which provides 196,608 characters (192K) of read-write memory (RAM) for
the IBM Personal Computer. When
installed, this added memory brings the
computer to its announced capacity of
256K. The board is designed specifically
for use in the PC and can be installed in
an available expansion slot except that
used for the disk controller. The manufac-
turer says PC owners can purchase the
new product at ComputerLand stores for
$1,095.

One advantage of this single-board
memory unit, Intermedia says, is that it
has economical space and power require-
ments for the PC. It makes relatively little
demand on the computer's power supply,
and users get the memory equivalent of
three 64K expansion boards in one slot.
Considering that there are only five such
slots in the PC, this concentration of
memory could be highly beneficial to
anyone who wants to take full advantage
of the options available for the computer.

For example, one of the slots is occu-
pied by a disk controller (unless the PC
uses a cassette only, an unlikely possibil-
ity); a second is used by the board that con-
trols both the printer and the mono-
ochrome display; if a color monitor is used,
the printer and color monitor require sepa-
rate boards, filling separate slots; the
communications card occupies one slot;
and a game paddle takes up one more slot.
Thus, with any assortment of options, the
PC could not accommodate three individ-
ual 64K memory expansions to bring it to
the 256K potential without an auxiliary
chassis as well.

The price comparison of three 64K
boards or one 192K unit is likewise
favorable. The cost of three IBM expa-
sion boards with 64K each totals $1,620;
at $1,095, the single memory expansion
board costs 32 percent less. These prices
are also indicative of how rapidly this
technology and its costs have changed: lit-
tle more than two years ago a 64K memory
board sold for as much as $1,000, and five
years ago that much memory cost $1,500
and occupied as much space as all the
boards in the PC.

At present, the software that can utilize
this added memory is limited, but many of
the major program publishers are reported
to be adapting or developing software that
will take advantage of the PC's larger
memory capacity. One currently available
product that is able to use more than the
standard 64K in the computer is
Microsoft's Pascal. The advanced disk
BASIC sold with the computer also can
utilize more than the 64K memory at pres-
ent. In addition, IBM announced in early
December that a Fortran compiler will be
available in March and a macroassembler
will be ready in February of this year; both
are being developed by Microsoft and will
be able to use the added memory. Personal
Software has announced an upgrade of its
VisiCalc program that will use up to 214K
for a spreadsheet, and says it will provide
the upgrade free to purchasers of the
earlier version.

Tom Kornei and Harry Kline, devel-
opers of the Intermedia Systems board,
emphasize the quality of their product and
their solid experience in the electronics
field. Both men have advanced engineer-
ing degrees from the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, both are former Hewlett-
Packard employees, and their indepen-
dent company has been in business for ten
years. They design and manufacture a
variety of electronics products, most of
which are supplied to the Medical Elec-
tronics Division of Hewlett-Packard.

Their new product is simple to install
and soundly made, and the firm offers a
one-year warranty on the board. The unit
is built with industry-standard 64K dy-
namic RAM chips, has a stainless steel
mounting bracket and a fiberglass "foot"
for secure placement, and is supplied with
the cardholder needed to hold it in place
in the computer's cabinet. Special pack-
aging was designed for shipping the
board; it consists of a large wrapping of
convoluted foam inside a sturdy card-
board box. Each board is tested by being
"cooked" for ten hours at 50 degrees
Centigrade before it is shipped to a dealer.

Although other manufacturers have an-
nounced their intention to market similar
memory expansion boards, Intermedia
Systems asserts it is the first to have such a
product in distribution. See New Products
section for related announcements.

Intermedia Systems, 10601 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Rd., Cupertino, California 95014, (408) 996-0900.
"WITH THE UCSD p-SYSTEM™, WE CAN WRITE ONE APPLICATION THAT GOES FROM APPLE TO ZENITH."

HARRY BLAKESLEE, President, Denver Software

Our business is bigger and better than ever. A lot of the credit for that goes to the UCSD p-System software from SofTech Microsystems. It's given us ten times the market we used to have.

We can write a single, sophisticated applications program with the UCSD p-System—like our financial management package—and it just keeps on running. On Apple, Commodore, Ohio Scientific, Texas Instruments, Zenith, IBM, and more. That's the real beauty of the UCSD p-System. Any program you write for one microcomputer runs on others, both today and tomorrow. You protect your software investment, without restricting your hardware options.

And with the UCSD p-System, you can use the language of your choice—UCSD Pascal™, FORTRAN-77, BASIC, or assembly language. All are backed by SofTech Microsystems, a leading system software company who's been around for over a decade, who knows how to develop professional quality software, and who's committed to delivering it.

Get a head start on tomorrow. With the microcomputer software that goes from "A" to "Z." Distribution licensing and single copies available. Write or call for details, so you can start going places, too.

UCSD p-System and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of the Regents of the University of California.
TAX SEASON IS HERE AGAIN, AND WHILE PC doesn't have any tips on reducing your share of the national debt, we do have news of something that will make filling out the forms a lot less painful.

That something is the Tax Planning Model, from Pansophics, Ltd. Designed to work on an IBM PC with either VisiCalc or SuperCalc, the Tax Planning Model is actually four spreadsheet files, each of which contains a format for filling out one of the following tax forms:

- Unmarried, single 1040 return
- Unmarried, head-of-house 1040 return
- Married, joint 1040 return
- Married, separate 1040 return

These models are included in the "personal package" and retail for $100. There is also a "professional" package selling for $150, which in addition to the above contains two additional files:

- Corporation, 1120 return
- Partnership, 1065 return

The most apparent advantage of this method of figuring income tax is that all the calculations and lookups are performed automatically. If you want to know what your tax situation would be like if you had received that raise last October, you can easily enter a different number in the income earned column and press the exclamation key (!) for manual recalculate (VisiCalc version). Presto, like magic the numbers change before your very eyes. Ouch, it's a good thing you didn't get that raise after all.

In testing the single 1040 return model, using bogus figures for income and deductions, PC discovered that it only takes about 10 minutes using these tax models to figure your taxes. And that's for a novice, non-CPA type person. With practice, we calculate that you could figure 80 to 100 returns in a single day using the Tax Planning Model.

The best part is once you've filled in the numbers for your return, you can slip an actual 1040 form in your printer and then print it out. Every number will appear in the correct position on the form.

The tax models have been geared to the 1981 return so that the new combined dividend and interest deduction is figured in as well as 1981's special 20% capital gains maximum tax.

—David Bunnell
IBM
Personal Computer

SOFTWARE

- C.P.A. General Ledger
- Balance-Forward Accounts Receivable
- Open-Item Account Receivable
- Contractor Job Costing
- Accounts Payable
- Payroll
- Cash Flow Statements

All programs run with IBM Personal DOS
$485.00 Each

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN, INC.
P. O. Box 735
Yakima, Wa. 98907
Call 1-509-575-0320

Memory Board

for IBM personal computer

256K Bytes $995
192K Bytes $850
128K Bytes $695
Field Expansion Kit 64K Bytes $175

- Addressable to any 64K boundary
- Board is disabled on unused blocks
- Low power – Small size
- Install in any expansion slot
- One year warranty
- Available now

Sigma Designs, Inc.
P.O. Box 3765, 3866 Eastwood Cr.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(800) 538-8157 ext 929
(800) 672-3470 ext 929 (Calif., only)

Increase Memory 4X on the IBM Personal Computer

Datamac Peripheral Products offer the perfect solution to the major limitation of the IBM Personal Computer - only a 32K or 64K byte memory. The Datamac Memory Expansion Board - The First & the Only Available - contains 4 TIMES the amount of memory offered by the IBM Personal Computer. The 64K byte board is currently priced at about 20% below IBM's suggested retail price. Configurations can be set at 64K, 128K, 192K and 256K bytes.

The Datamac Memory Expansion Board is AVAILABLE NOW for immediate delivery.

Call or write for more information - Dealer inquiries welcomed.
**HOW TO BE AN INFORMED BUYER**

Legal considerations when you buy a computer.

**K. Stewart Evans, Jr.**

THE FACTS OF THE CASE: John Doe Buyer thought he had purchased the top-of-the-line, state-of-the-art personal computing system just right for his business when he signed the written purchase contract. Later, when the computer system failed and could not be repaired, despite repeated attempts, Buyer discovered that the promises and assurances of quality were meaningless. So Buyer sued the manufacturer of the computer system to recover the purchase price, repair expenses, and lost profits.

THE RULING: Upon evaluating the contract Buyer had signed, the court ruled that all warranties had been excluded.

THE RESULT: Buyer was left with a computer that did not work, and he was required to pay the full contract price for the system.

THE MORAL OF THIS STORY IS NOT THAT our courts are unfair, unjust, or manufacturer-oriented. Rather, the moral is that no buyer should enter into a contract for the lease or purchase of a computer system armed with only half of the requisite knowledge. Knowing computer technology and your particular requirements for its use is not enough. To avoid Buyer's predicament, it is essential to either learn the relevant principles of law or have a legal expert review the terms of the agreement before it is made final.

This article will introduce you to the legal knowledge that could have saved Buyer from his costly mistake. The general principles of this law, the Uniform Commercial Code, apply in most states, but you would be wise to learn the specific rules of your state and to seek the advice of an attorney if you have any questions about a purchase agreement.

**Promises, Promises**

The primary legal obligations that arise between a buyer and a seller relating to the quality of the goods purchased are known as warranties. A warranty is a promise or assurance by the seller that the goods will conform to certain specifications regarding quality, performance, or durability. Warranties fall into two main categories: express warranties, which are assurances actually made by the seller to the buyer; and implied warranties, which are created by law.

EXPRESS WARRANTIES. An express warranty is created by the seller in any of three ways: (1) an affirmation of fact or promise; (2) any description of the goods; or (3) any sample or model that is made part of the "basis of the bargain" (that is, the ingredients influencing the buyer's decision to buy). The law does not require that sellers use formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee," or that they have a specific intention to make a warranty. Therefore, advertisements, brochures, pamphlets, sales talk, and demonstrations used to "show off" the features of a computer system may actually amount to express warranties by the seller.

The seller's affirmation of the value of goods or any opinion or commendation of the goods is not a warranty. For example, if the seller asserts that one computer is the "best computer ever made," this statement is not an express warranty. Equally important, if the seller makes promises after the buyer has decided to purchase the computer, these are not express warranties, because they are not a part of the basis of the bargain.

IMPLIED WARRANTIES. Unless excluded or modified by a seller, a warranty of merchantability is implied in any agreement for the sale of computers between a buyer and a seller, as defined by the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), which applies in all states but Louisiana. To satisfy this warranty, the goods must at least pass without objection in the trade under the contract description and be fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used. A refrigerator that will not cool, a heater that will not heat, or a computer that will not perform the storage, retrieval, and data processing functions computers ordinarily perform are examples of goods that are not merchantable.

Another type of implied warranty—of fitness for a particular purpose—may be created when a computer system is purchased. This warranty applies when the seller has reason to know the buyer's particular purpose in purchasing the computer; the buyer relies on the seller to select and furnish the right computer; and the seller is aware that the buyer is relying on his or her skill or judgment in the matter.

**When Is a Warranty Not a Warranty?**

Considering the express warranties that can be created by every advertisement, promise, or assurance made by a seller, and the implied warranties created by law when a buyer purchases goods from a seller, how is it that our Mr. Buyer found himself with a computer that did not work and no legal remedy? Simple. Buyer voluntarily agreed to eliminate virtually every warranty and legal right to enforce those warranties which the law creates. How? When he purchased the computer system, Buyer signed a written contract that included the following language:

"Seller agrees to exchange any parts shown to have become defective from normal wear and use during the first six months from date of delivery. Purchaser expressly waives all damages, whether direct, incidental or consequential. There are no understandings, agreements, representations or warranties, express or implied (including any regarding merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose) not specified herein, respecting this contract or the equipment hereunder. This
contract states the entire obligation of seller in connection with this transaction.''

Buyer ran into a trio of weapons that sellers of goods use to protect themselves from the legal obligations that arise from warranties: disclaimers of warranties; limitation of damages; and limitation of remedies. If you encounter anything resembling this language in a purchase agreement, do not sign it; take the document to a lawyer and have him or her supply alternative wording that protects you.

**DISCLAIMERS.** The function of a disclaimer is to limit or exclude standards of quality, performance, and durability from a contract or agreement. While the effectiveness of a disclaimer can be a difficult legal question, all purchasers of computers should be extremely wary of any such provisions. To disclaim or exclude the implied warranty of merchantability, language which uses the term "merchantability" is required, and, in the case of a written contract, that language must be conspicuous. A disclaimer or limitation of implied warranties of fitness must be in writing and conspicuous. But expressions such as "as is" or "with all faults" are effective to exclude implied warranties of merchantability and of fitness for a particular purpose.

**LIMITATION OF REMEDIES.** Remedies available under the UCC for breach of warranty may be limited by agreement between the buyer and seller. The following example of a limitation of remedies clause limits the buyer to receiving replacements for defective equipment: "Damaged or defective equipment will be replaced without cost by the seller. Except for such replacement, buyer receives no other warranty." Using similar clauses, the seller can limit his or her legal obligation to the buyer. It is not clear whether current law prohibits the limitation of remedies when a written warranty is given for consumer goods.

**LIMITATION OF DAMAGES.** Current law does not prohibit limitations of damages in consumer product contracts. Therefore, language such as "seller is not liable for any damage to business, property or reputation resulting from any defect or malfunction in the computer equipment" is an acceptable method for the seller to limit his or her liability. With this clause in a contract, the seller would not be liable for damage such as property damage resulting from an electrical short, loss of data, or delay in turning out projects, bills, or other information. Language that attempts to limit the seller's liability for personal injury resulting from a defect in the goods is generally disfavored by the courts, however.

**The Moral Revisited**

If your computer fails and the warranties arising out of its purchase have not been disclaimed, do not think that you can automatically recover damages. There may be other factual and legal hurdles to overcome. But knowing what you have agreed to and understanding the legal obligations of that agreement are necessary first steps. There is no substitute for reading and understanding all of the provisions of any agreement you sign. Your failure to do so can result in the loss of important legal remedies available to you.
The Land of Altair

Imagine a Land where computers are in the hands of the people. Creative people from farmers to merchants to engineers to housewives to dentists to poets.
Imagine a Land where the computer is in harmony with man with nature with hope with peace.
Imagine a Land where computer power is affordable and accessible and understandable to almost everyone.
You are imagining the Land of Altair.
The Land of Altair is now.

THE LAND OF ALTAIR BY DAVID BUNNELL first appeared in the September 1975 issue of Scientific American as part of a 2-page advertisement announcing the world's first personal computer, the Altair 8800.
The Altair and its history is in most respects synonymous with the early history of personal computing. Mits, the little company in Albuquerque, New Mexico, which proclaimed to Scientific American readers that they had invented a product which was going to change the world history for all time, went through a dizzy success cycle and then sputtered to an ignominious non-existence.
Along the way, folks at Mits created or inspired virtually every component of the personal computer market (see following page). David Bunnell, the publisher of PC, was the Vice President of Advertising at Mits, and Eddie Currie was the Chief Executive Vice President. Together in this series they tell the story of The Age of Altair.
THE PERSONAL COMPUTING AGE HAS been in a continual dynamic state since its beginning in 1975 with the introduction of the Altair microcomputer.

The Altair was a neatly designed “expandable” computer in a sky blue metal box with rows of flashing red lights. Interestingly enough, the Altair, which was the first commercially available computer to be designed with a single microprocessor chip for its brains or “CPU,” didn’t come from California’s Silicon Valley—spawning ground of micro chip companies—or Boston’s Route 128—where “minicomputers” were born. Instead, it came from Albuquerque, an unlikely desert town known mostly for turquoise jewelry and Mexican restaurants.

Though not many realize it, almost every aspect of the personal computer industry had its beginning with this single development. This included the first computer to ever be offered in kit form, the first personal computer BASIC and other high level languages, the first personal computer retail stores, the first personal computer convention, the first personal computer publication, and the first software publisher for micros.

In 1975 more Altairs were sold than any other single model of computer as it took its place in history as the first of the so-called “affordable computers.”

Yet, the Altair Age began quietly with few of its participants realizing that it would spawn several hundred new companies, nearly a hundred publications, a dealer network of thousands, and an installed base of literally hundreds of thousands of personal computers throughout the world, and employment for millions.

How could one have guessed that the Altair computer and its knockoffs known as “S100 Bus” machines would be proved capable of compiling virtually every language available for computers of any type, playing games, music composition and production, splendid graphics, teaching its owner a wide variety of skills, linking up with other micros around the world via the ordinary telephone line, speech recognition and speech simulation—not to mention myriad other activities.

The Altair Age was the creation of one man, Ed Roberts, a former Air Force engineer stationed in Albuquerque who upon leaving the service started his own electronic development company—which he first called M.I.T.S. for Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems. Upon incorporating a year later he shortened it to MITS, Inc.

Though Roberts began his company by designing a hobbyist model rocket, he soon moved into scientific test equipment and then into both pocket and desktop electronic calculators.

Roberts designed the Altair with 16 card slots (the PC has 5) and, as IBM has done, he designed the plug-in structure to be easily accessible to third party vendors and computer hobbyists.

Roberts’ goal was to provide a “real computer” to the masses much in the spirit of Henry Ford. This computer was basic and minimal. But it was made from standard multiple source components and it used the spiffy new 8-bit Intel chip, the 8080. Costing under $400 in its minimal configuration of 256 chips of memory (and that’s not “K”)—the Altair was a real computer. It was infinitely expandable and best of it, it worked.

The Altair story has many twists and turns. Each time this revolution has appeared to stabilize, another new development has sent it hurtling forward again; whether it’s the introduction of the 280 or the 8086 or the 68000, or the advent of the mini-Winchester, the momentum is continuing to build.

Just as we began to suspect that there is a clear view of the future at hand, perhaps the most significant event of the decade occurs.

IBM enters the market with the IBM Personal Computer. This machine, with its powerful 8088 microprocessor, with enough internal memory to contain an entire floppy, clearly marks the beginning of a new era.

From our perspective, a tremendously significant event has once again begun without much fanfare and with relatively little attention from the media.

As significant as the Apple and Radio Shack computers have been in proving that there is indeed a big market out there for micros, the IBM ranks right up there—with the Altair. The reason is that as IBM PC sales mount up into hundreds of thousands, and then millions, IBM will polish the personal computing market that the MITS Altair originally created.

Next Month: THE ELECTRONIC COWBOYS FROM ALBUQUERQUE
leading the way...

... in game accessories for the IBM® Personal Computer.
TG Products is the leading supplier of game accessories for the Apple® Computer.
The same high quality and reliability that has made TG Products a leader in Apple® accessories goes into each new IBM® Personal Computer accessory.
Be a winner with TG Products.

TG JOYSTICK ...... $64.95

Apple is a Reg. TM of Apple Computers, Inc.
IBM is a Reg. TM of International Business Machines Corp.

Shipping Address:
1104 Summit Avenue
Suite 106
Plano, Texas 75074

TG PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 2931
RICHARDSON, TX. 75080

214 / 424-8568
A GOOD USER'S MANUAL FOR A COMPUTER product ought to be designed attractively. It ought to be easy to use, to put the reader at ease and eliminate some of the anxiety attendant upon learning something new. Certainly it should provide a useful index and offer some gentle introduction (such as a glossary) to all the new terms and concepts it contains. Unfortunately, the manual that MicroPro supplies with its WordStar word processing program has none of these attributes. The WordStar manual is loaded with information about the complex and varied features of this program, but it does not offer an easy way in.

WordStar is currently being adapted for use on the IBM Personal Computer, and this powerful program will add a welcome dimension to word processing for PC users. Even more welcome, though, is the new book *WordStar Made Easy*, by Walter Ettlin, published this month by Osborne/McGraw-Hill. *WME* is not the last word in documentation, but is a quantum improvement over the MicroPro manual, which can quickly overwhelm readers with its dense format and type-crowded pages.

Unlike the MicroPro manual, Ettlin's guide has an index, an eye-pleasing format with ample white space on the pages, and an intelligent organization. The fourteen lessons in *WME* cover groups of related commands, and the paragraph or two devoted to each keystroke is headed in boldface type with that command. Therefore, a glance at any page in the book will quickly disclose which commands are covered on that page.

Ettlin's book is about half as long as the MicroPro manual for WordStar, and some information is sacrificed in achieving this more manageable length. The author quite rightly regards his work as an accompaniment to the MicroPro manual, however, intending that *WME* be used routinely, with the longer manual for reference when necessary. As an aid to this two-book system, *WME* has page numbers in the margins that refer to locations in all versions of the MicroPro manual where related information may be found.

There are deficiencies in *WordStar Made Easy*, however. The index is not very comprehensive, and it is not cross-referenced. This diminishes the utility of the index and at times can be misleading. For example, the author refers to the process of lining up the margin (usually on the right) so that every line ends at the same column, as "reforming." He uses this term in the index but does not list any of the more common alternatives, such as "justification" or "alignment."

One solution to this problem would be to have a complete glossary, including every term that a beginning user might not know. It is difficult for an expert to imagine what a novice knows or does not know. We become "experts" very quickly, in our own estimation, and soon forget that once we thought that a "menu" was nothing but a list of available dishes to eat and "prompt" was not a noun, but an adjective meaning on time. Yet every document that might be used by someone unfamiliar with a given system, or with computers in general, ought to have a good glossary.

Of course, none of this would matter if every user were content to follow *WME* slavishly, step by step, from beginning to end, and compose his or her own index/glossary while going along. And here we come to the most fundamental criticism not only of *WME*, but of all documentation of this sort that I have seen. It does not allow sufficiently for the way real people actually learn a new software package in the real world, which is by playing with it. Let me take my own advice and explain what I mean by "playing."

Upon first sitting down with a new software package, I find it impossible to follow a manual or tutorial very far without thinking of some operation that I just must learn how to perform right now, no matter that the manual does not get to it until page 106. I usually try to figure it out and sometimes succeed, especially with the use of a help menu, but I often fail. In the process, I always learn something about the system.

When I'm finished with such a digression I return to the manual, taking up its instructional sequence where I left off. I cannot learn any other way, and I believe that most people learn by this method; that is, by following their own curiosity. Curiosity is the only reliable educational motivation, and any manual that forces a student into a preconceived and inflexible learning sequence not only violates the student's individuality, but forfeits the aid of curiosity, turning the student from an ally into an antagonist.

A comprehensive glossary and a cross-referenced index are the two most important means of avoiding this mistake. Third most important is adopting a style that conveys the learner that he or she may indulge a freedom to "play." Rather than say, as Ettlin does in several places, words to the effect that "we'll cover this subject further in a later chapter," he might better have said, "If you want to pursue this train of thought, feel free to go to chapter such and such right now, or see index references x, y and z."

—Les Cowan

*WORDSTAR MADE EASY* by Walter Ettlin Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 124 pages. $7.95

Second Opinions

To me, the principal strength of *WordStar Made Easy* is that it gives readers a series of projects with which to learn WordStar. There is no substitute for learning by doing, and Ettlin provides several different types of documents for users to learn with: simple paragraphs, form letters, pages with internal lists and special indentations, and even examples of charts and elementary graphics. When you've completed WME's exercises and examples, you will have used most of the features and commands WordStar contains, and—more important—you will have some ideas about how to apply them in business situations.

*WordStar Made Easy* is a great help to anyone who is exchanging a typewriter for a computer, and it certainly makes mastery of WordStar's varied components simpler than either the manual supplied by MicroPro or Les Cowan's preferred learn-by-experimentation method. Both experimentation and the WordStar manual are essential parts of the full learning process—it's just that Walter Ettlin has made it easier for all of us to get started.

—Jeremy Jean Newes
NEW ON THE MARKET

SOFTWARE

Arithmetic Games
IBM has announced three arithmetic programs in its Personal Computer Education Series. They are Fact Track ($90), which assists students in learning basic arithmetic, and Arithmetic Games, Set 1 and Set 2 ($60 each), which build mathematics and logic skills in game playing situations. Fact Track measures mastery of single-digit addition and multiplication in two ways—by correct answer and rate of response. All three programs are by Science Research Associates, and are available now through PC dealers.

International Business Machines Corp., P.O. Box 1328, Boca Raton, FL 33432. 800/447-4700; in Illinois, 800/332-4400.

Typing Tutor
A touch-typing instruction and drill program that creates individualized typing drills has also been added to IBM's Education Series. Typing Tutor ($25), from Microsoft, Inc., automatically adjusts to the user's skill level each time it is used.

IBM. (see above).

Small Business Accounting
General Accounting ($425), a program package by BPI Systems, Inc., will be available in February for use by small businesses and professionals. Once the user makes journal entries into the system, it can automatically post ledgers, prepare financial statements and close the user's books.

IBM. (see above).

Languages Galore...
IBM has also announced expansion of its Computer Language Series for the PC. First of the new products will be Macro Assembler, to be ready in February, and FORTRAN Compiler, coming in March; both run under PC-DOS and are by Microsoft, Inc.
A later addition to the Series will be the UCSD p-System ($625 with one language), an advanced operating system which functions with both UCSD Pascal ($175 separately) and FORTRAN-77 (also $175). The p-System and associated languages, both from SoftTech Microsystems, will be released in April. Included with the p-System are a screen-oriented editor, a macro-assembler, and advanced "turtlegraphics" for graphic displays.

IBM. (see above).

BASIC Utilities
A set of utility programs for BASIC programmers, including subroutines for formatted input, matrix input and arithmetic, line drawing and file searching, has been released by Basic Business Software, of Las Vegas. The BASIC Utilities disk ($75) also contains a program for cross-referencing, and similar aids.

Basic Business Software, Inc.—P.O. Box 26311, Las Vegas, NV 89126—702/876-9493.

"Common BASIC Programs" etc.
Adaptations for the IBM PC of the programs contained in the book Some Common Basic Programs (Osborne/McGraw-Hill) are being offered by Basic Business Software. The disk is $35. The same company is also offering PC programs for Plotting ($75) it plots an array of data points to any printer, Amorization & Depreciation ($30) and Finance Calculator ($30).

Basic Business Software, Inc., see above.

HARDWARE

Several Companies Announce Memory Boards

In addition to the 192K memory expansion board now being produced by Intermedia Systems (see related story in this issue), two other California firms have announced the availability of memory boards with varying capacities. Datamac Computer Systems of Sunnyvale offers an expansion board that can be configured for 64K, 128K, 192K, and 256K bytes of memory, with parity. The price of Datamac's 64K expansion unit is $499, and the larger memory units are comparably priced; the board is available now.

Datamac Computer Systems, 680 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408) 735-0323.

A.S.T. Research, Inc., of Irvine also offers memory expansion boards with capacities of 64K, 128K, 192K, and 256K in one unit, with full parity checking. The firm offers a one-year warranty on these boards, which are priced from $495 to $1595.


Communications and Development Modules

Two hardware products are offered by A.S.T. Research are a communications option card that contains two RS232 ports that can support asynchronous, bisynchronous, SIDL, and HDLC protocols, and a Wire-wrap/Extender card set for PC users who are doing hardware development.

A.S.T. Research, (see above).

INSTOR Corporation has developed INSTOR/80, a floppy disk for the PC that uses the IBM Diskette I Basic Data Exchange format. With this device and the PC's Asynchronous Communications Adaptor, the PC can read and write an 8-inch IBM 5741 format disk.

The 801 interfaces through the PC's serial (RS232) port and, using software provided with the product, can transmit data into the PC's memory (for subsequent writing on PC disk) or receive data from the PC and write it on the

continued next page...
3741 format disk. Thus, the INSTOR 01 provides compatibility between the PC and some 25 other computers that utilize IBM 3741 format disks. This disk exchange system is priced at $2,000, including necessary software.

INSTOR Corporation, 175 Jefferson Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025; (415) 326-9830.

**Multi-font Typographic Printer**

The Model 700 typographic printer ($5,360) by Sanders Technology can print draft copy at high speed, then print a final version in multiple typefaces by typeset quality. Many mechanical parts are common with the Diablo 630 daisy-wheel printer, and the Model 700D, due for March release, will be compatible with the Diablo 630's software control codes. Six different type styles or sizes can be installed in the printer, which also has plug-in slots for four additional draft/finish sets ($125 each). The printer can be set by switches for all common computer interfaces.

Sanders Technology, Box 1226, Nashua, NH 03061, 603/882-1000.

**Chronograph for Date and Time**

The "stack" module from Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. of Norcross, Georgia is a matching companion—the Hayes Stack Chronograph, a calendar/lock that can be attached to the PC through an RS232 port. In addition to providing accurate timekeeping, users may develop software to log programs and data according to time and date and to send instructions to the computer to control security devices such as lights, burglar alarms or sprinkler systems.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc., 5835 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, GA 30092; (404) 449-8791.

**Graphics Printer**

Centronics Data Computer Corporation has announced production of the Model 739 printer, which is compatible with both graphics and conventional text printing. Text is produced in a 7x8 dot matrix at speeds of 100 characters per second (regular letter spacing) and 80 cps (proportional spacing.) Graphics are printed at a resolution of 74 dots per inch by 72 dots per inch. The Centronics 739 can take sheet, fanfold or roll paper up to 9 inches wide (including pin feed), features a self-test, and comes in both parallel and serial models. This printer costs less than $1000.

Centronics Data Computer Corporation, Hudson, New Hampshire 03051; (603) 883-0111.

**Guide to Inventory Management**

Retailers who are using or are contemplating use of a computer for inventory control will find welcome guidance in Inventory Management for Small Computers, by Chuck Atkinson, just published by Dilithium Press. The author owns a sailing business and wrote this book after designing his own inventory system. Atkinson's program, listed in the book, features records of stock on hand, prices, and automatic posting of items sold to the general inventory list as a sales receipt is printed.

Inventory Management for Small Computers, by Chuck Atkinson, 120 pages, $12.95; Dilithium Press, 1100 S.W. 11th St., Suite E, Beaverton, OR 97005; (503) 646-2753.

**PC Overview**

A book titled IBM's Personal Computer ($14.95) has been published by Que Corporation. The team-written book offers an overview of the microcomputer market and where the PC fits into it, and analyzes its hardware and software components on an item-by-item basis.

Que Corp., Indianapolis, IN 46209-317/842-7162.

**EVENTS**

**Computer Swap**

The high tech flea market will become a nationwide event in the coming year, according to John Craig, originator of Computer Swap America. Craig will take his swap meet, which has been based in the San Francisco Bay Area, to southern California on Saturday, February 6th at the Orange County Fairgrounds in Costa Mesa. The event will return to northern California on April 24th, at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds in San Jose. The most recent swap meet, held in San Jose last October, drew more than 5,000 people.

Computer Swap America, P.O. Box 52, Palo Alto, CA 94302; (415) 494-6862.

---

**64K-256K Parity Memory for IBM Personal Computer**

Includes one year warranty.

Single quantity price for: MP-064 $495

Also available:

(A) 2-Port RS 232: Capable of ASYNC, BISYNC, SDLC & HDLC Model: CC-232 $240

(B) Wire-wrap Development Kit (w/w board & Extender)
Model: WW-070 $95

Available Soon:

64K-256K Error Correcting Memory

---

**Price**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP-064</td>
<td>64K + parity</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-128</td>
<td>128K + parity</td>
<td>$745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-192</td>
<td>192K + parity</td>
<td>$995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-256</td>
<td>256K + parity</td>
<td>$1145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All memories are 250 ns Access Time and 410 ns Cycle Time. Fully assembled and tested.

17925 Sky Park Circle, Suite B, Irvine, CA 92714 (714) 540-1333

Dealer inquiries welcome.
COMING UP

Visi-Clones
A PC-Lab comparative report on "spreadsheet" programs, including the original, VisiCalc, plus SuperCalc, Multiplan and other pretenders to the throne.

Inside IBM
PC visits the PC's birthplace in Boca Raton, Florida, for a first-hand report on the how-and-whys of the IBM Personal Computer. Don Estridge, the IBM executive in charge of the Personal Computer program, shares insight into the PC's design in an exclusive PC interview. Also: A peek at the soon-to-open new PC factory and what it bodes for the PC's future.

More From Microsoft
To follow up this issue's interview with Bill Gates, PC talks with Vern Raburn, President of Microsoft Consumer Products, a division of Microsoft. His views on future trends in application software are of particular interest to PC readers, since Microsoft will undoubtedly continue to supply programs for the IBM Personal Computer.

Plus...
Taking The Measure—Part 2... Color Monitor Test... more Product Reports... new product news... a PC Profile... and lots more.
PC invites readers to contribute Wish List ideas for publication. Any product, service or design idea you'd like to see for IBM Personal Computers is fair game for PC's Wish List feature. Ideas selected for publication will be illustrated by PC's artist. PC will pay $25 for the featured Wish List idea used in each issue, $10 for other ideas awarded Honorable Mention. All published ideas will be credited to the person or organization submitting them, and become the property of PC. In case of duplicate submissions, any award will go to the entry with the earliest postmark.

Send Wish List ideas—a description, sketch or both—together with your name, address and phone number to PC Wish List, 1239 21st Avenue, San Francisco, California 94122. Sorry, we can't discuss the Wish List feature by telephone.
Elephant™ floppies. They're guaranteed to meet or beat every industry standard for quality. They come standard with reinforced hub rings at no extra cost. They come in every popular 3½” model, in both hard and soft sector. And they sell at some of the lowest prices in the business. Elephant Flexible Disks. They're heavy duty. They work for peanuts. They never forget. Get yourself a trunkful.

HEAVY DUTY DISKS.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021. Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
The IBM Personal Computer

Personal, Professional, Technical — or somewhere in between ...

PC-MATE™ makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

PC-MATE™ from TECMAR is the first and only complete expansion series available for the IBM Personal Computer. There are currently more than twenty PC-MATE™ expansion options available, and new products are continually added to the list.

When you want more from your IBM Personal Computer, look to PC-MATE™.

You can create a SUPER PERSONAL COMPUTER with household lights and appliance control, voice output, and give it more memory than any ordinary personal can handle.

Or make it a PROFITABLE PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM with expansion space and a Winchester disk to handle more business accounts. Increase memory up to the system limit and process those accounts faster. Add flexible I/O interfaces and put yourself on line to outside information sources.

As an INTELLIGENT LABORATORY TOOL, with expansion interfaces to IEEE 488 instrumentation, analog signals, stepper motors and video signals, your IBM Personal Computer becomes the perfect workbench assistant.

Hardware, Software, Accessories — PC-MATE™ provides the highest quality and the greatest possible range of functionality for the IBM user.

Ask your local computer store for more information on the PC-MATE™ series from TECMAR, or call for the name of your nearest authorized PC-MATE™ dealer.

PC-MATE™ EXPANSION OPTIONS

- Personal Computer Expansion Chassis (see photo)
- 192K and 259K Dynamic Memory with Parity
- Winchester Disk Drive and Controller
- Parallel Medium Speed Input/Output Interface
- Serial Medium Speed Input/Output Interface
- Parallel High Speed Input/Output Interface
- Serial High Speed Input/Output Interface
- Analog to Digital Converter - 8, 12, 14, 16 Bit
- Dust Cover Set for IBM PC and Peripherals
- High Speed Static Memory (RAM/ROM)
- Digital to Analog Converter - 8 and 12 Bit
- Multi-System Printer Sharing Facility
- CMOS Memory with Battery Backup
- System Clock with Battery Backup
- Electrically Erasable EPROM
- BSR X-10 Device Controller
- Stepping Motor Controller
- Video Image Digitizer
- IEEE 488 Interface Prototyping Board
- Music Synthesizer
- Voice Synthesizer
- Extender Board

One Year Warranty

Additional products are already under development, so if we don't have what you need, chances are good that we soon will.
The Independent Guide to IBM Personal Computers

PCOLOR SPECIAL:
Color Display Survey,
Using PC Graphics

TESTING TIM
Data Base Manager

IBM Cranks Up the
Software Machine

Boca Diary
Visiting the Birthplace of the IBM PC
One nice thing about having your own IBM Personal Computer is that it's yours. For your business, your project, your department, your class, your family and, indeed, for yourself.

Of course, you might have thought owning a computer was too expensive. But now you can relax.

The IBM Personal Computer starts at less than $1,600* for a system that, with the addition of one simple device, hooks up to your home TV and uses your audio cassette recorder.

You might also have thought running a computer was too difficult. But you can relax again.

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Memory</td>
<td>16K - 250K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Memory</td>
<td>(ROM) 40K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>High speed, 8088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Memory</td>
<td>2 optional internal diskette drives, 512, 160K bytes per diskette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>83 keys, 6 ft. cord attaches to system unit*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 function keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-key numeric pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*ADVANCED FEATURES FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Getting started is easier than you might think, because IBM has structured the learning process for you. Our literature is in your language, not in "computerese." Our software involves you, the system interacts with you if it was made to—and it was.

That's why you can be running programs in just one day. Maybe even writing your own programs in a matter of weeks.

For ease of use, flexibility and performance, no other personal computer offers as many advanced capabilities. (See the box.)

But what makes the IBM Personal Computer a truly useful tool are software programs selected by IBM Personal Computer Software Publishing Department. You can have programs in business, professional, word processing, computer language, personal and entertainment categories.

You can see the system and the software in action at any ComputerLand® store or Sears Business Systems Center. Or try it out at one of our IBM Product Centers. The IBM National Accounts Division will serve those customers who want to purchase in quantity.

Your IBM Personal Computer. Once you start working with it, you'll discover more than the answers and solutions you seek: you'll discover that getting there is half the fun. Imagine that.

"My own IBM computer. Imagine that."

IBM

The IBM Personal Computer and me.
When IBM® built their newest toolbox, they came to Microsoft for tools.

Leadership. When the world's leading computer manufacturer decided to enter the microcomputer world, they came to the leaders in microcomputer software: Microsoft. In fact today, Microsoft has provided more software tools for the IBM Personal Computer than any other software manufacturer.

Start with MS-DOS™ When IBM chose the primary operating system for the IBM Personal Computer, they chose MS-DOS. They call it PC-DOS. It's a powerful, yet easy to use and understand operating system. And all software currently available for the IBM Personal Computer runs under PC-DOS. It's IBM's principal DOS for the Personal Computer.

Next, languages. Microsoft 16-bit Cassette BASIC is standard with the IBM Personal Computer. But Microsoft also provided 16-bit Disk BASIC, Advanced BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, and utility software for the Personal Computer. For fun, we added the Microsoft™ Adventure game. For self-improvement...Typing Tutor.

Why Microsoft? Microsoft virtually invented microcomputer software when we put BASIC on the first personal computer. Since then, we've developed a full range of languages, utilities and operating systems. Software that has become a standard for the 8-bit world. Software that is becoming the standard for the 16-bit world. That's why the world's leader in computer hardware came to Microsoft, the world's leader in microcomputer software.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Corp. MS-DOS and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft, Inc.

MICROSOFT

Microsoft, Inc.
10700 Northup Way • Bellevue, WA 98004
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NAME ALL OF YOUR EMPLOYEES THAT:

- Never ask for a raise
- Come to work fully trained
- Do the work of ten people

1. TIM™  5. 
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  

TIM™ (Total Information Management) is this perfect employee. TIM's ease of use and friendliness makes it the most successful information management program available for the IBM Personal Computer.

TIM™ allows one to enter their information in minutes. Once entered, information can be retrieved with a stroke of a key. Months worth of information can be searched quickly in alphabetical, numerical or various other orders. Business reports, customer files, mailing lists and employee records can be generated and summarized providing the manager timely information.

Don't settle for anything less. TIM™ wants to work with you. After viewing the power and effectiveness of TIM you'll want to give him a raise.

... and that's just on Monday!!
CP/M & IBM.
It's hard to imagine one without the other.

If you're thinking about buying an IBM Displaywriter, or if you already have one, you need to know about CP/M-86™ from Digital Research. CP/M-86 is the most versatile operating system in the 16-bit microcomputer world, giving you access to hundreds of applications programs. CP/M-86 along with an application program turns your Displaywriter into a financial advisor, budgeting expert, appointment scheduler, client accountant, or inventory manager, as well as a superb word processor. Call or write Digital Research and ask about CP/M-86 for your Displaywriter. You'll learn why it's the first choice in 16-bit operating systems.

160 Central Avenue, Pacific Grove, California 93950. (408) 649-3896.

DIGITAL RESEARCH™
**English vs. “Computerese”.**

Last weekend I acquired the first issue of PC at the San Diego Computer Show and was thrilled to finally find a magazine providing information about micros written in “ENGLISH.”

Rookies, like myself, find it very difficult to make sense out of the articles in most magazines on the market today. They are mostly written for professional programmers, analysts, etc., who, with years of experience, have acquired the command of the “Computerese Language.” Born and raised in Italy, I have had a hard enough time learning English, not to mention all the abbreviations used in American-English.

I found Andrew Fluegelman’s article on EasyWriter particularly interesting. I will gladly refrain from using it!

-Mimma Fonti
The ANSWER in COMPUTERS
San Diego, California 92115

**Oral exam for PC prize?**

I’m puzzled about the color/graphics monitor adapter included with the 16K computer you advertised to give away. I was informed by one of the local IBM retail stores that the color/graphics monitor adapter requires 32K to operate it. If that is true, the system described in your advertising will not work. I am not sure I want to win a system that requires me to buy some additional item to make the system work.

Have I been misinformed? If the retail dealers are correct, that leaves me concerned about the accuracy of the information you will print. You are, after all, supposed to become the printed authority on the IBM Personal Computer.

-Bruce Baker, Jr.

**Looking a gift computer in the mouth, eh?** Well, either you have been misinformed or you misunderstood. The PC system prize in our sweepstakes that ended February 28 is fully functional. It is, in fact, the basic system that IBM features in its advertisements. The color/graphics adapter has 16K of display memory built in; added to the 16K in the computer, perhaps that is the “32K” you were told about. We wouldn’t knowingly give you a bum computer — or bum information. But your question points out that the many PC options can be confusing. See this issue’s article on color displays for more enlightenment.

**Displaywriter fan’s plea.**

I do not own a Personal Computer, but I do own the IBM Displaywriter (8086 microprocessor) which resembles in some ways the PC (8088). I’ve bought CP/M-86 and CBASIC-86 specially configured for the Displaywriter by Digital Research. Also, IBM is said to be preparing a BASIC and some equivalent of the VisiCalc program for the Displaywriter. It might be a good idea to create a section in your magazine — just a page maybe — for Displaywriter owners. We are bound to be very much interested in what’s available for the Personal Computer, because a good part of the software might run or be transferable to the Displaywriter — which happens to be one of the most sophisticated 16-bit microcomputers on the market. I for one am subscribing to your magazine for precisely that reason.

-Georges Khal
Atelier Cybernetique Orphee
Montreal, Quebec

We plan to add some Displaywriter coverage in future issues.

**Why IBMers buy.**

Two things to comment on: first, why do you think IBMers buy computers for other reasons than “regular folks” do? The many IBM friends I know who are buying an IBM Personal Computer are doing so because they are upgrading from a TRS-80 or Apple Computer, not because of any expected shortage or chance to make a buck.

Second, comments regarding the article on EasyWriter by A. Fluegelman: regarding the “block move” tips, the ‘block copy on’, ‘block copy off’ messages are not ambiguous. In the ‘block copy on’ mode, it is possible to use CNTL “G” more than once to place a given block at different spots in your text. In the ‘block copy off’ mode, only one copy of the block is permitted. You can hit CNTL “J” one or two times, depending on which mode is desired. Also, only one “ENTER” is needed after inserting the second block marker, and only one delete is therefore needed when clearing it later.

Although EasyWriter may not be on a par with some more costly programs such as WordStar, I find it to be highly usable.

I thoroughly enjoyed Volume 1, Number 1; I hope you soon decide to make it monthly.

-Kenton Graham
Round Rock, TX

The writer who speculated on why IBM employees are buying PCs so eagerly responds that he knows plenty of “regular folks” who are very receptive to chances for making a buck. Re: monthly publication of PC, it will commence this August.

**More about EasyWriter.**

The “Not-so-EasyWriter” piece by Andrew Fluegelman is interesting and useful. I have just assisted one of my clients in installing this text editor and the results were excellent. My client was not looking for a super system, but something easy that he and his secretary can use to produce relatively simple material. The biggest problem was that the manual provided by IBM is far too complicated for the neophyte. I had to produce an entirely new manual suitable for people who are essentially computer illiterates.

Prof. Andrew Vazsonyi
St. Mary’s University
San Antonio, Texas
BEFORE YOU BUY
INVESTIGATE
THE PRICE/PERFORMANCE LEADER

EXO SYSTEMS

EXO Systems come complete with all the software for word processing, accounting and database applications AT NO EXTRA COST!

EXO SYSTEMS - WARE
• CP/M®
• EXO/Text Word Processing System
• EXO/Accounting
  - Accounts Receivable
  - Accounts Payable
  - General Ledger
  - Payroll with Job Costing
• EXO/Selector V™ database application generator

And of course the entire incredible "library" of CP/M® software is available now to run on your EXO System!

EXO SYSTEMS ARE EXPANDABLE
• High speed RAM — to 320K bytes
• Winchester hard disk — capacities from 6M bytes to 160M bytes

EXO MULTI-USER
• 4 users
• 256K bytes additional high speed RAM
• EXO MP/M®

EXO/NET
• 32 nodes
• 16 users logged on at one time
• 800,000 BPS high speed channels

*CP/M & MP/M® by Digital Research
Selector V™ by Micro - AP

For true computing and word processing power select an EXO SYSTEMS - 58 or EXO SYSTEMS - 8 — for solid, reliable, fast and low cost professional systems.

1089 AIRPORT ROAD ● MINDEN, NEVADA 89423
(702) 782-8166 ● TELEX: 181149 WEST LSA "ATT: EXO"
What to read before you buy your IBM® Personal Computer.
I am very pleased with my IBM Personal Computer. I also purchased the EasyWriter software. Previously I had a TRS-80 Model 1 computer for three years. With that, I used two word processing programs, Scripsit and The Electric Pencil. I was pretty fast on them, and once I knew the system I didn't make any disastrous mistakes. It was a different story with “not-so-EasyWriter.” I wanted to try out the features of my new Epson MX-100 printer, but found to my dismay that all was not OK with either the documentation or the software. For instance, I spent two days trying to learn how to underline words.

Frank P. Vlamings
Newark, California

Mr. Vlamings' tips on how to make EasyWriter do underlining on the Epson printer appears in this issue's User-To-User section.

Regarding the article on the EasyWriter program, I agree! So do others I have talked to who have used the version on the IBM PC. I regard the pen I am holding as a true easy writer compared to the program product. I wish I could get my money back. I would much prefer a full screen editor and text formatter which uses standard system files.

Robert Fritz
San Diego, California

I hope Mr. Fliegelman's comments have been passed on to IBM and Information Unlimited Software, Incorporated. User feedback of this nature is vital to the health of personal computing. A future release of this product that corrects and enhances its weak spots, I am confident, will be well received by the user community.

Another sore spot in the software arena of the IBM PC is the PASCAL compiler. The compiler requires a minimum of three diskette changes during each and every compile. Putting disks in and out of the drives is an operational nightmare. The problem stems from the limited disk storage capacity (160K per disk). This may be a subtle strategy to get PASCAL users to migrate to hard disk. An improvement in the operation of the PASCAL compiler is definitely needed.

C.L. Pfau
Ralston, Nebraska

Random (and sequential) request.

I've had a PC since November (color, disk, 128K, printer) and am interested in learning how to set up random and sequential files and, via a modem, move them back and forth to a mainframe. Any articles on this in the coming year would be appreciated, since the appendix which covers this in the BASIC manual is neither clear nor exemplified well.

Leslie Hendrickson
Eugene, Oregon

Watch for a two-part series on using BASIC for random and sequential files—and even explaining what the heck they are—in PC's next issue.

Miscellany...

I need help in finding a “letter-quality” printer which can be interfaced with the IBM PC, which has a print wheel to match the typeface of this letter, i.e., “Letter Gothic,” 12 pitch. I have seen some print wheels advertised for Qume printers, which meet this typeface in appearance. Do you know of any others?

Samuel E. Jeffries
Raleigh, North Carolina

A report on available letter-quality printers is in the works for later this year.

I take exception to the reference that the first personal computer publication was Altair related. Recreational Computing née People's Computers, née People's Computer Company was continuously published since its 1972 debut, until its sale last year. But since we started it well before the machines actually existed in micro-form, perhaps it is more precisely labeled the first personal computing periodical—for real hair splitters. Keep up the great work, and bon voyage!

Marlin Ouverson
Editor, Dr. Dobb's Journal
Menlo Park, California

As an IBM employee, I am pleased to see that your publication lives up to the same standards as some of ours. Keep up the good work.

Terry Taylor
Hayward, CA

Number Crunching, etc.

We expect to purchase an IBM PC, but our main application is in engineering and will involve a great deal of number crunching. We've heard about the impending Intel 8087 floating-point processor which should help speed up this type of computing, but we have several questions which no one seems able or willing to answer. First, is the 8087 intended to supplement the 8086 or will it replace the 8086? Also, if we purchase the IBM PC now, will we be able to add the 8087 later when it is available? If it is added later, will we need all new software? We also wonder whether
I.S.A. Programmers Earn More Royalty
Our aggressive marketing techniques and outstanding royalty arrangements will insure that you get maximum income from your program. I.S.A. offers several royalty arrangements, one sure to meet your approval.

I.S.A. Will Aggressively Market Your Software
We will make your program visible to IBM Personal Computer owners with trade journal advertisements, software catalogues, direct mail campaigns, and more.

I.S.A. Will Quickly Evaluate Your Software
We will evaluate your program quickly and let you know of its marketability. Assuming it meets our high standards, our technical writers will assist you in preparing comprehensive documentation.

I.S.A. Offers Full Customer Support
We have a staff of Customer Support Personnel and provide a Program Update Service, which insures satisfied customers and repeat sales.

I.S.A. Is A Firm Working For You
We are a firm of aggressive marketing and computer professionals committed to marketing, distributing, and supporting user friendly, well written software. I.S.A. has your best interests in mind.

Send Program Outline For A Copy Of “I.S.A. AUTHOR PLAN”

I.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE ALLIANCE
1835 MISSION RIDGE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
(805) 966-3077
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double-precision computations with either the 8088 or the 8087 will provide the 32-bit accuracy obtained with the IBM 360 and 370 systems, or if we should consider a different microcomputer for number-crunching applications?

Alfred T. Miesch
George Van Trump, Jr.
Lakewood, Colo.

Your questions indicate a healthy attitude—namely starting with your needs rather than a choice of hardware. We don’t have specific answers, but may have more when the 8087 option is actually offered.

Whither PC
I found your predictions of resounding success for your market interesting, but I have a somewhat different prediction for you. You will do quite well at first. Then the very machine to which your programs are devoted will be your undoing. I predict that the IBM Personal Computer and the networks that connect them together will put most printed paper magazines out of business within a surprisingly short time. The technology now exists to produce electronic magazines, including advertising with color pictures of the hardware, and actual demos of how software operates, and get them to a large number of users very quickly. Soon, someone will do it. I predict the first subject will be one of interest to everyone capable of receiving the magazine-Personal Computers. I would love to have had a copy of your first issue in early December. I would have considered it very good, then. Now it’s old hat, compared to the information that’s been coming over IBM’s internal network. I suggest you either find a way to get your magazine to readers a lot more quickly, or be the first to produce a good electronic magazine. If you don’t, I predict you’ll be out of business within five years.

Bob Blase
New Paltz, NY

Perhaps you didn’t notice, but the name of the company that publishes PC is “Software Communications, Inc.” Chew on that awhile, fellow.

—DHI

PC welcomes letters from readers. Write to: Letters, PC, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, California 94122. Letters published may be edited.
Cowboy Publishing

First off, let me warn you that you may have a hard time understanding Cowboy Publishing and how it relates to PC magazine.

You may decide that the whole idea is just plum loco, and p’haps it is.

However, I ’spect it will make a mite more sense to most of y’all once I've given you the story behind it all.

So, like or not, here goes.

This here magazine got started in the spare bedroom of our home last October 1. By Halloween, it had grown into the dining room. Then by November it was in the kitchen, the dining room, the basement and was starting to sneak into my bedroom.

By December our living room was an art production department where artists Don and Linda Nace, who came from New York, worked from sunup ‘til the cows came home, helping to put the first issue together.

And the amazing thing is, that although there were a few tough moments, we not only survived, we got a bit tougher and a whole lot smarter in the process. You’d think we were working at Time, Inc., and not out of a house in San Francisco, judging from the results.

Well, let me tell you, some mornings me and my family didn’t know what to do. Them phones would start ringing off the hook about 4:30 a.m. with people who wanted subscriptions and information on advertising and all sorts of stuff like that.

Jacqueline, my wife, planned to work for the magazine part time as staff photographer. Well, she ran herd on the entire subscription department, supervised the proofreading, provided traffic management between editorial, art and suppliers including the typesetter and printer, and still did the pictures and even a little word processing as well as a zillion other things.

My side-kick and good ole buddy Jim Edlin, who’s been around personal computing a long time, just like me, decided he’d like to pitch in. Jim wound up sharing the spare bedroom/office with me where he acted in tandem as associate publisher and editor and somehow found time to write copy.

PC’s other associate publisher, Cheryl Woodard, who used to round up buyers for Osborne/McGraw-Hill books, was situated in the dining room where she single-handedly organized and operated the sales and marketing effort of PC.

Between startup in October and the printing of the Charter Issue in January, some 34 folks worked at one time or another in our large, but not that large, house.

We didn’t just work at putting out PC magazine, we lived PC magazine.

Now early one morning last December—which seems like about six years ago—I came down the stairs in my bathrobe to fetch a cup of coffee and perhaps even fix me up some toast before the phone started up. I looked at the dining room table piled up with stacks of paper, typewriters, and other office gear. I looked at the kitchen table, which was also piled high with stacks of paper, typewriters, etc. There were boxes and boxes of brochures near the door. There was a make-shift table in the parlour with an IBM Personal Computer on it, and beside that was a dual 8-inch disk drive (which never was connected to anything, anyway).

“What is this?” I hollered.

Some few hours later when folks were running up and down the stairs to answer one of the three phones in the office because the two phones in the dining room were being used, the answer came to me. I stopped dead in my tracks and mumbled to no one in particular. “This is Cowboy Publishing.”

Well, now, do you understand? Cowboy Publishing was how we managed to get PC out so fast and right pretty, too. You see, we didn’t have no time to set up offices, roundup furniture, and do all them things. We was publishing a magazine.

But, as fun as Cowboy Publishing is, the real trick is to only do it once. As soon as that little dogie is down and hog-tied, you go out and find you some office space. You hang up your spurs and start being a real business.

Actually, Cowboy Publishing refers to days gone by. Nowadays, we’re just weekend cowboys. Still, we like to sit around the fireplace and spin a yarn or two, and we ’spect before long we’ll have some new tales to tell.
One afternoon in January, Carl Warren phoned to chat about Radio Shack's new Model 16 computer, which he had seen introduced. Among the product features Carl described with approval was the Model 16's "high-resolution" display graphics. I immediately interrupted to ask, "Does it also have color?" Carl's equally immediate reply, dripping with "what-a-dumb-question," was, "It's a business machine!"

There was no mistaking that Carl's implicit answer was, "No, of course not!" Or that his censure, almost certainly mirroring Radio Shack's attitudes, was based upon the assumption that business computers were designed for serious use and therefore (obviously) need have no truck with fancy fripperies such as color display.

The attitude is commonplace. When computer manufacturer Adam Osborne spoke about his then-new Osborne I at a convention, someone in the audience asked him why he hadn't provided for color in his machine. His answer: "If you want to play games, get an Atari."

Such views, so confidently expressed, cause me to imagine movie bigwigs a few decades ago blustering among themselves, "Well that color stuff is alright for the cartoons, but it just wouldn't be appropriate for serious drama." That was before they saw Gone With The Wind, no doubt.

Their spiritual heirs are the computer experts who disdain color in workhorse products.

Why are dismissals of color by other manufacturers relevant to the IBM PC, which does have color capability? They are relevant because, according to reliable sources, few buyers are choosing the PC's color options. The word is that, so far, the bulk of PCs are being equipped for monochrome only.

If true, that is readily understandable. But I think it is also a pure shame.

Several facts encourage the choice of a monochrome display. Though IBM offers a color adapter card, it sells no color equivalent of the monochrome display. IBM's monochrome display is handsomely integrated with the rest of the PC's cabinetry, and it provides appealingly crisp, readable characters on the screen. The choice of monochrome shaves hundreds of dollars, if not a thousand or more, off the price of a complete system. And very little PC software—none of it among the workhorse programs—takes full advantage of the system's color capabilities.

The facts favoring a choice of color are less tangible; although they should prove more compelling. At the top of the list: Software which exploits color cleverly will help your computer serve you as a more powerful and efficient tool. Unfortunately, this is hard to appreciate without experiencing how it does so, just as you may once have found it hard to appreciate how a computer, or word processor, or a spreadsheet program, or whatever you now depend on, could contribute to your business efforts.

In a spreadsheet program, color can help you quickly distinguish positive amounts from negative, totals from line items, and so forth. In word processing, color can help marked sections stand out from the rest of your text, can visually separate text from status information, and can do all sorts of similar, useful things.

Whenever information is presented in graph form, color is a major aid to comprehension. In general, programs can be made faster and easier to use if color cues are used to guide you through their options—much as colored lines on the floors or walls of buildings provide visitors with-at-a-glance directions.

If you will be paying other people to do much work at the computer, color offers another intangible benefit. Color is friendlier to work with, more stimulating. One's brain is less inclined to go numb when staring at a screen that offers changing color stimulation to the eyes, which ought to translate to a very tangible benefit—the increased productivity of people working at the computer.

If you are buying a PC setup equipped for business, you will probably be spending between four and five thousand dollars on a monochrome version. An upgrade to color would increase your investment by perhaps 20 percent. But, when good color software becomes available, I expect it will quickly help you pay back the extra investment.

There, however, is the rub. Software developers are flocking to get in on the opportunity created by the IBM Personal Computer. But, if few buyers purchase color systems, few software developers will work at exploiting the PC's color features. IBM's Don Estridge, who directed the development of the PC, says graphics and color features were considered important to provide for because "We thought the capability you see now in games would ultimately be available in business applications." IBM, however, has left it to you to decide whether you want to include those features in your initial system.

I think that if you settle for monochrome, you are making a big mistake. If you want to see those super-programs that Don Estridge envisioned, you ought to make the investment that will encourage their development. Business or pleasure, once you enjoy the power of good color software, you'll never want to go back.
Seldom is your first solution to a problem the only one, or the one that's necessarily best.

That's why our VisiCalc® program is #1 in the business: the most widely-used business program ever for the personal computer.

It's a powerful "electronic worksheet" that takes the work out of working with numbers. Whether you are working with investments, cash flow, inventory, estimates, budgets, plans—nearly anything numerical, the VisiCalc program will help you work better, smarter, faster.

And the VisiCalc program lets you take full advantage of the IBM® Personal Computer's memory expansion capability. You can create worksheets six times larger than those possible at the 64K level. So you can solve even the biggest problems with our VisiCalc program and your IBM Personal Computer.

In just seconds, the VisiCalc program can calculate and display the answers to involved problems you could have spent hours doing by hand.

Its speed and versatility make it easy for you to explore more alternatives. You can ask "What if"... just change any number in your problem and instantly, the VisiCalc program recalculates all the numbers and displays the new results. So you can readily analyze the impact of decisions before you make them.

Ask your retail computer store salesperson for a demonstration of the VisiCalc program for your IBM Personal Computer. Discover how easy it is to take the work out of working with numbers.

©1982 VisiCorp
TEXTWRITER III

YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT IT

It takes two computer programs to perform word processing properly — a "screen editor" and a "text formatter." You've probably received a screen editor with your Personal Computer. Now, to complete your system we are offering TEXTWRITER III for the IBM Personal Computer.

TEXTWRITER III overcomes many of the limits of a screen editor. It formats your text as it is printed on your printer, not on the screen. This means the output is not limited to what can be displayed on the screen.

AND THERE'S MORE . . .

TEXTWRITER III also allows names and addresses to be inserted from a separate file when printing form letters. It lets you insert paragraphs or entire sections as the document is printed. When printing reports, manuals or other documents TEXTWRITER III can produce a table of contents, alphabetized index and even places footnotes.

Finally, TEXTWRITER III works with most printers, including Epson, Diablo, Qume and NEC Spinwriter. TEXTWRITER III requires IBM DOS. CP/M-86 version is also available. The price is $125. The manual is available alone for $30. See your dealer for details or contact Digital Marketing.

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE
DIGITAL MARKETING
DIGITAL MARKETING™

2670 Cherry Lane • Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 938-2880
Telex #17-1852 (DIGMKTG WNCK)
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Textwriter III is a trademark of Organic Software.
CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research.
A compendium of facts, news, opinions, gossip, inside intelligence, speculation and forecasts about IBM Personal Computers.

Higher Math
It has been widely reported that the empty component socket in the IBM PC's main circuit board has been provided for eventual installation of the Intel 8087 mathematics "co-processor." Now comes a hint that one other empty socket on the circuit board is also awaiting the 8087's appearance.

The socket in question is the empty one next to the bank of read-only memory chips where PC BASIC and the core of the operating system are stored. An informant tells us that the empty socket is being saved for an enhancement to BASIC that will use the 8087's high speed math. The "floating point" math routines in the new BASIC chip will, it is said, supplant those now used and will increase number-crunching speed dramatically. Our informant claims to have tested an 8087-equipped machine with the enhanced software and says "it runs like a 360," a large IBM computer of years past. When spreadsheet and other number-intensive programs are rewritten to take advantage of the chip, our 8087 fan says they will run unbelievably faster. As for graphics, the fans say when the CIRCLE statement is used in 8087-enhanced BASIC, "a circle doesn't draw itself around the screen, it's just there."

If the 8087 is so wonderful, how come you can't get it for your PC yet? We're told Intel is not building the chip in production quantities so far. The present versions of the chip apparently find all that arithmetic something of a chore and heat up 'till they are too torrid to touch. Debugged versions will have to run cooler before production quantities will be seen. Meantime, IBM is said to have several PC's running with preliminary releases of the 8087. With the covers off, we presume.

Buggy BASIC
Speaking of the PC's BASIC language, a few bugs have turned up in the initial version—as several informants have taken trouble to advise us. One whisperer also tells us that the BASIC now delivered with PC's is recompiled code done for the 8080 microchip (the data in this issue's "BASIC Benchmarks" article tends to support that) but that a new, faster version using the full 8086/8088 instruction set is on the way. Rumor has it that replacement BASIC memory chips are coming, that they will both fix the bugs and have the faster program code, and that PC owners with the old chips will likely be offered a painless way to switch. (Please don't bug IBM on the strength of this buggy rumor; if it turns out to be true, we'll print a confirmation.)

One bug we found ourselves is that when you list a BASIC program to the COM port (where our serial printer is connected) lines are ended with a carriage return but no line feed. Thus, the program ends up printed all on one indecipherable, very black line! There is a suggested fix for this in our User-to-User pages.

Colorless Clue
Have you wondered how come IBM sells a beautiful monochrome display for the IBM Personal Computer, but offers no equivalent color display to go with color-graphics equipped PCs? According to one rumor that came in over PC's transom, the explanation is that a PC Model 2 is in development that will have a built-in, high resolution color display (an RGB-type monitor, says our rumor-monger). We're not sure we believe this one. But it seemed like a good opening for our special "Color" issue. And if it does prove true, remember . . . you heard it here first.

Double Headed Disk Drives
Upgrading a PC system to two-sided disk drives should be a simple matter, according to Tom Kornei of Intermedia Systems, a company that makes add-in circuit boards for the PC. Kornei has been poring over the disk controller electronics and says that both the controller and disk drives have signal lines for "head select." He also says the Tandon drives IBM uses are equipped with "diode switching logic" for using two read/write heads. Besides the extra head itself, Kornei thinks conversion to two-sided disks, which would double storage capacity, would take only minor changes in "head end software." In passing, Kornei also comments, "everything is there for double density."

Buggy DOS?
Then, there is the following bug in PC-DOS reported by an owner in the Pacific Northwest, who chooses to remain anonymous but will still see his name in print—on a $50 check.

At least two versions exist of release 1.00 of PC-DOS. There appears to be a bug in the original version that IBM does not want to say anything about. I was having difficulty using DOS to transmit over the serial interface with a hardware handshake. Even though DOS was responding to the signal (on the CTS or DSR pin), it was losing characters. The technician at ComputerLand did not know what to do, but one day he mysteriously received in the mail a disk labeled "Serial Printer" with no accompanying
documentation. We tried it and it fixed the problem. There is no new version number for this DOS; it is also labeled “Version 1.00.”

Here is a way to test to see which version you have: set the CTS pin in the serial interface to “off” (hold it between -3 and -15 volts). Then use COPY to send a file out the serial port (e.g., “COPY TEST AUX”). With the first version, the message “Aux I/O error” continually appears, about once a second, until COPY gives the usual message that a file has been sent, which of course has not happened. (Every time “Aux I/O error” appears, COPY thinks that a character has been sent.) With the new version, after entry of the COPY command, nothing happens. (DOS is waiting for the CTS line to change state.) You can get out of the routine by hitting Control-Break, at which time the message “Aux I/O error” appears once. There is still a problem with the DSR signal, even with the new DOS. When DSR is “off,” characters are again lost at a rate of about one per second, but the error message does not appear. Let’s look for a third version of “Version 1.00” that will fix this!

Economy Route to Second Disk Drive

If you have do-it-yourself inclinations, here’s a suggestion on how to save up to $300 on adding a second disk drive to your PC.

The Tandon TM100-1 disk drive is very similar to the standard diskette drives used in the IBM Personal Computer. In fact, it’s indistinguishable. I am tempted to suggest that it’s exactly what IBM uses. IBM charges $570 for the drive. Tandon sells to distributors who are free to charge whatever they want, but recent advertised prices range from $225 to $310. I bought one by mail-order and one week later I had the drive, carefully packed in popcorn and solid foam. The label on the right rear of mine read: 661-3-R150 122F.

—Jonathan Seder
ProActive Systems
Palo Alto, California

ASCII Me No Questions . . .

Since you ASCII’d anyway, those five letters are an acronym for the American Standard Code for Information Interchange. ASCII is a standard that tells computers how to get from the numeric codes it understands to the letters, numbers and punctuation you understand. As it happens, ASCII is not the standard which IBM computers have traditionally used; IBM went instead with a standard of its own, unpronounceably acronymed EBCDIC.

These codes are a little like religions: if you were born into IBM’s family you went to the EBCDIC church, while personal computers universally learned ASCII’s catechism.

But the PC, a schismatic from IBM tradition in so many respects, was baptized an ASCII machine—or so it seemed. Now, someone has been trying to tell our communications editor, Cliff Barney, that the PC is really a closet EBCDICer. The significance is that PCs, if they do in fact have EBCDIC in their soul, could communicate more easily with bigger IBM brethren. Cliff’s source says the PC operates with ASCII only because a circuit inside it is doing constant translation, and if switched off the machine’s true EBCDIC colors would immediately be revealed.

“We’re not sure it matters, except to fanatics of the faiths. Any machine as smart as the PC could pray in ASCII and EBCDIC simultaneously and never miss a beat.

PC Goes Latin

We had never considered having a “Travel” department in PC. But if we get any more reports like the following, we’ll have to start thinking about it.

Against the advice of my computer salespeople in New York, I took my newly-purchased IBM Personal Computer to the province of Tucumán, in the northwest part of Argentina. The place I went to was 3,000 feet above sea level, 95 percent humidity, 95 degrees in the shade (it was summer there). The electricity was 50 Hz, 220 volts, and subject to frequent “brownouts.” But with a simple 220-to-110 volt transformer, “Leticia” (as the IBM Personal Computer is lovingly called there) was working the first day I arrived—Dec. 14, 1981. At the time I left the country to return to New York, my friend and I were programming and displaying optical systems. A program to calculate the lens in the Schmidt camera, which we did just for fun, appeared in the January issue of a professional optical magazine. I left the computer there, and I am told it is still working without problems.

José A. Valcinkas, PhD
New York City
Software Author Sounds Off

PC was on the "ccc:" list when an angry software author fired off a blistering reply to some letters from IBM's external program submissions department. The exchange began when the author inquired about submitting programs for publication by IBM. In return, an informational packet arrived, but the author chose not to respond. A few months later, the author was included in a survey mailing inviting reaction to the first packet. This time, the author responded. Some choice excerpts:

I am taking the time to respond because, in your own inimitable IBM manner, you seem to be concerned about communications and comments from microcomputer program authors.

In October, 1981, I received an unsigned letter over your name, and 13 pages of extremely formidable legal prose. As an attorney and Certified Public Accountant I can appreciate your company's need to protect itself against the rest of the real world, but as a program author I decided that I didn't need the obviously legalistic and impersonal (witness the unsigned and undated transmittal letter) approach that IBM had decided to take with its potential authors. For this reason your letter was filed in a folder labeled "IBM JOKE" for future reference.

Today I received an offset follow-up letter that didn't even include your name, although it did have a date and your title... if you really want to communicate with software authors and even begin to plumb the depths of talent that is out here you have got to look down from your lofty Fortune 5 position and make some attempt at PERSONAL communication. In case you hadn't noticed, the name of the product is the IBM PERSONAL Computer (even though I'm sure that you refer to it internally as the Model 5150).

I will now answer the questions listed in your question-
naire: (1) Yes, I own two IBM Personal Computers (in addition to seven other microcomputers). (2) Yes, I have published programs. The current count is 14, with 5 more to be released in the next 3 months. (3) No. I do not plan to submit a program to IBM. There are two basic reasons why. First, this letter should have made its point that I am not interested (nor or most other bright software authors) in dealing with forms, unsigned letters, and generally with the impersonality that IBM continues to exhibit.

Second, and probably more important—what's in it for me? What can IBM do that I can't do more effectively and less expensively by myself...?

I have spent the better part of an hour writing this letter, and I hope and pray that it has not been wasted. I have spent this time because I truly believe that you have a superb product and that if you would spend a little bit of time and effort in "cleaning up your act" you could be as successful in the micro field as you have been in mainframes.

"Graphics will become as critical to the workstation of tomorrow as the keyboard is today."

—Microsoft's Bill Gates, at a seminar for software authors planning to write for the IBM PC.—MARCH 8, 1982

Hot Flash From Indianapolis

PC Editor-in-Chief David Bunnell found this message on his desk: "EXTRA! EXTRA! IBM PC Users Group formed in Indianapolis. Call David Reed at (317)259-7982. Plans call for a newsletter and monthly meetings."

It's SW-PCUG in Dallas-Fort Worth

The name of the Dallas-Fort Worth IBM PC Users Group is SW-PCUG. Membership is $30 a year and it includes a newsletter, monthly meetings, demonstrations, and assistance with software and hardware problems. Also the group plans to distribute public domain software. Contact: Samuel P. Cook, 309 Lincolnshire, Irving, Texas 75061. [214] 253-6979.

Hawaii Users Group

The first meeting of the Hawaii IBM PC Users Group was held February 16 in Honolulu. Membership in the group is $2. For more information, write: Doug Long, 1750 Kalakaua, Suite 3-168, Honolulu, Hawaii 96826.

CLUB NEWS

IPCO INFO

IPCO stands for IBM Personal Computer Owners Group. It was formed in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania by two engineers and their wives—Jim and Cindy Cookinham and Steve and Windy Hart. The stated purpose of the group is "to represent the owners and users of the IBM PC throughout the world."

IPCO publishes a newsletter called the "IPCO INFO" and is setting up a Software Exchange program. Members of IPCO who contribute a program to the IPCO library will receive four free programs of their choice (all on diskette).

Membership in IPCO is $15 a year for residents of the United States and $20 for Canadians. Prices for residents of other countries have not yet been established.

For more information, write: IPCO, Inc., P.O. Box 10426, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15234.

PCommuniques Pays

Are you in possession of information you think you should appear in PCommuniques? PC pays up to $50 for each contribution published in this section. Submissions must be signed, but anonymity will be preserved upon request. All submissions become the property of PC and are subject to editing. For payment, you must include an address and phone number. Write to "PCommuniques," 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94122.
We are dedicated to the achievement of a singular goal... to market fully supported software that sets standards of excellence... Standards against which all software will be measured. Standards which require that we, as well as the OEM’s and authors with whom we labor, constantly offer the state-of-the-art. Our commitment to being Number One is too strong for Lifeboat to market anything less.

Lifeboat Associates
The standard for fully supported software.
1651 Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028. (212) 860-0300.
TWX 710-581-2524 (LB SOFT NYK).
Making your personal IBM even more valuable.

Now CTI offers you and your IBM powerful memory-expansion PCBs with up to 512Kb storage per board.

With these versatile add-ons, you can increase your computer's memory to the highest, practical level of current technology — and do it with minimal demands on space and power.

Because only the finest-quality materials and construction go into our multi-layer boards, you are assured of both the lowest signal distortion and the best RFI performance.

Mapping ROM makes set-up fast and easy, with a choice of flexible memory configurations.

And you don't wait for delivery. Our five PCB memories are available now — in 64, 128, 192, 256 and 512Kb. Each can be obtained in an expandable version.

Whatever your needs may be, you'll find that our "product-family" approach to memory design and manufacture backs you with total operating-system support — before and after sale.

For complete details on our family's great memories, don't forget to return our coupon.

Dealer inquiries are welcome.

I'd like to know more. Send information on:

- Memory-expansion boards
- Disk drives — floppy & hard disks
- Enclosed is my check for $_________. Please rush me one _____ Kb memory board. (California add appropriate sales tax.)

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________
Company ___________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ Zip ______

cTI
965 W. Maude Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 • (408) 245-4256
TWX: DOMESTIC 172509 / INT'L 470582
A great new machine, the IBM personal computer, just got better. With RAM+, the new expansion memory from Seattle Computer™, RAM+ can change your personal IBM from a pony to a workhorse by adding up to 256 K of memory. RAM+ is expandable, reliable and is made by Seattle Computer, the people who created the operating system for the IBM personal computer.

To make your IBM work even better, each RAM+ card has a RS-232 serial port which uses IBM supplied software. And RAM+ comes fully assembled, tested and with a 90 day guarantee.* The RAM+ is available in 64 K, 128 K, 192 K or 256 K, with affordable prices ranging from $475. to $1,075. Expansion kits are also available.

How to order: Call Anna Ford at (206) 575-1830 for the location of the nearest RAM+ dealer. The RAM+ - a great addition to your IBM personal computer. At a great price.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

*Extended warranty available.
Boca Diary

by David Bunnell

It's the week before Christmas. The charter issue of PC Magazine is in a mad flurry of typesetting, proofreading, and production. It is in a state which I call "flying upside down."

Illustration: Michael Starkman
Art Direction: Tia
Thursday, December 17, 1981—

It's the week before Christmas, and the charter issue of PC magazine has reached that frenzied stage of production which I call "flying upside down."

However, two lucky PC staffers, the publisher and the photographer, have won a reprieve: we are flying—right-side-up—to Boca Raton, Florida, a resort area north of Miami. Many of the passengers seated around us are wearing palm tree prints and oversized, frivolous hats; it's easy to see that they're on their way to a vacation or a holiday reunion. However, we have a much more serious purpose in mind: we are on assignment to visit the birthplace of what could turn out to be the most dynamic electronic product of the decade—the IBM Personal Computer.

Actually, I find this turn of events somewhat strange, although certainly in keeping with the gyrations of the personal computing business. Last August, when IBM announced the Personal Computer, I was sitting in my office at Osborne/McGraw-Hill, in Berkeley, California, staring out the window at people wind-surfing in the neighboring recreational pond. I was thinking about how much I liked being a book editor and how I might stick it out for a few years.

To tell the truth, the announcement didn't exactly cause me to jump out of my chair with excitement. "IBM, ho-hum," I thought. "Just another computer company jumping into the personal computer market."

What finally awakened my curiosity, however, was the attention the IBM Personal Computer was getting in the press and the impact it had on the people around me. None of my associates wanted to talk about the Apple III or the Osborne I computer anymore, nor did they want to fantasize about writing the next super-selling program. They didn't even care about the movies.

All they wanted to talk about was the IBM Personal Computer—what it was, its potential and limitations, and, most of all, the impact IBM would have on the business of personal computing. Would the major shareholders of Apple quickly sell their stock and retire to Hawaii? Would Tandy go back into the leather business? Did Commodore even know yet? Those were the burning questions of the day.

Friday, December 18, 1981—

I am blown away. What to me is a hurricane, but to Floridians would be a mere wind storm, is shaking the walls and windows of my ocean-front motel room far more fiercely than a California earthquake. Also, the phones are out, but that's not what I'm talking about.

What I am talking about is our visit to the IBM Personal Computing division, which has turned out to be a major event and one which I am very pleased and somewhat surprised about.

First of all, the place itself is a standard gray IBM building situated in a rural setting just off the freeway on the inland side of Boca Raton. We were there from nine in the morning to around six in the evening, during which time I talked with many of the top people involved in the design, production, and marketing of the IBM personal computer. We also got a fascinating tour of both the "old" IBM factory (where the PC is currently manufactured) and the newly built IBM PC factory, which, by all appearances, will be in operation within a few months.

Our guide and hostess for the day was Jeannette Maher, the Senior Information Representative for the Personal Computer division. Jeannette is a
very competent professional who knows how to conduct business in a friendly manner. In fact, all the IBMers I met that day seemed to be cut from the same cloth: entirely professional but neither stuffy nor arrogant. Also, I noticed that they really care about excellence, taking pride in both their individual and the company’s accomplishments.

Jeanette and her associate, Hal Jennings, Marketing Support Representative (no relation to “HAL”), greeted us in the reception area and led us to the nearby Personal Computer demonstration room. There we spent the morning in meetings with the key members of the development team that made the IBM Personal Computer. We were playing with the new IBM math games, including Beano and Rockets.

Our first two visitors were Bill Sydnes, Engineering Manager, Entry Systems Business, and David Bradley, Manager of Entry Systems Business Architecture. I asked them about the open-bus structure of the Personal Computer and how they felt about third-party companies selling such things as IBM PC-compatible memory boards. Sydnes told me that the PC was definitely “designed to be open.” He and Bradley were very interested in hearing about these products and they were fascinated that so many were already available.

They were particularly intrigued by Tecmar, the Cleveland engineering company which, at that time, had already developed more than 20 options, including a PC expansion box. I confess that I was taken aback by this. Although I came to Boca with few preconceived notions, I was surprised to learn that IBM would welcome competition.

Then Sydnes said something which I found stunning: “The definition of a personal computer is third-party hardware and software.”

I told him that I appreciated the open-bus design but questioned there being only five slots for plug-in boards. He said that it was a “design trade-off” having to do with the size of the power supply in relation to its capacity.

Sydnes pointed out that the IBM Personal Computer has the capacity to emulate the IBM 32/70 mainframe, and thus he expects the IBM Personal Computer to find its way into many major corporations where it will be used both as a stand-alone unit and as an intelligent terminal hooked to the 32/70.

Obviously proud of the PC achievement, Sydnes said that the PC has been designed for maximum flexibility and that it could easily be interfaced to any kind of printer or display. (Some PC users might dispute the word “easily.”)

Following my conversations with Sydnes and Bradley—whose most memorable quote was that he was “not at all surprised” by the success the IBM PC is having—I met with Senior Programmer Mel Hallerman and Dave Stuerwald, Manager, Entry Systems Business, Programming and Publications. These two gentlemen threw some light on the operating system question. I asked them which of the three operating systems—DOS, CP/M-86, or p-System—would be used the most. Without the slightest hesitation, Stuerwald replied that the “great majority of users will use DOS” because they will want to take advantage of its “native interpreter,” Microsoft BASIC.

“If code is written in Microsoft BASIC, then it doesn’t matter what the CPU is.” Stuerwald further explained.

Hallerman added that while all three operating systems “have value for us” and that there will be “a nice market for all of them,” the “overwhelming majority will be DOS-based.”

Next, I met with the man who actually designed the IBM Personal Computer, David O’Connor, Manager of Systems Architecture.

Mr. O’Connor, who is an extremely bright and articulate fellow,
seemed proudest of the "human interface" aspects of his design, such as the fact that open manuals can rest on the keyboard and that it fits into office furniture (the main unit can be installed in a drawer, which explains why the keyboard cord is plugged in at the back). I asked him when they started the Personal Computer project and he said that it was in July, 1980.

He volunteered that there was an "unbelievable level of enthusiasm" during the time of the project and that indeed, there were lots of days when "I had to tell people to go home."

The design of the IBM PC is a "conservative design" and O'Connor freely admitted that when designing physical packaging, there are always "compromises" to be made.

I asked O'Connor why IBM chose to use a 16-bit microprocessor rather than a standard 8-bit machine. His answer to this question was that there isn't anything very challenging about 8-bit machines. "Can you find anything they haven't tried?" he asked. "On the other hand, 16-bit machines have the potential for far more commercial and design applications."

O'Connor believes that color graphics will rapidly become important in business applications. He is hoping someone will design a color-card adapter with an attachment for a light pen so that users could paint or draw color directly on the screen.

"If color is so important," I asked him, "how come it wasn't included as a standard option? Why does it require a separate interface board?"

O'Connor's answer was that it was done separately so that the PC can have two monitors operating in tandem. The color monitor would be used for graphics while the monochrome display would be used for menus.

Before departing for his busy office, he pointedly took time to express his belief in the importance of third-party software authors' employing a keyboard usage consistent with that in other programs. I assured him that I would make our readers aware of his concern, and that PC also believes in maintaining keyboard standards.

Following the meeting with O'Connor, we left the gray building to have lunch with Jeanette at a nearby restaurant, where I learned that she had been an IBMer for 12 years and that she had a wealth of experience in the public relations field. Jeanette moved from New York to Boca Raton for the Personal Computing Project, and we discussed the drastic change in environment that this had brought about.

Upon returning, I had a fascinating interview with Philip D. (Don) Estridge, Division Director, Entry Systems Business Unit, who is in charge of the entire project and who presently heads the Personal Computer division. Estridge, who is a lanky, imposing figure, seemed as though he had a thousand things on his mind, which I am sure he did. Still, he projected a take-charge attitude and quickly warmed to my questions. In fact, he was ready with his answers much faster than I was with my questions. I found him such an interesting person that the minute I returned to the motel, I had to play the tape and transcribe the highlights of our conversation, which follow:

PC [that's me]: Why did IBM enter the personal computing market?
Estridge: The simplest reason is that it represents an opportunity for business. With the explosion that occurred between 1977 and 1979, it became enough of a business to be interesting.

The second reason is a little more difficult to pin down. We believed we could build a machine that would be something special — so special that people who hadn't used IBM equipment before would use it. Also, our own employees would have access to a personal computer; it would give an outlet to the programming creativity that was inherent in the IBM population.
PC: Why did you decide to go with third-party software?
Estridge: We believed that a very wide array of software would be one of the key factors in the widespread use of the Personal Computer. There is no way that a single company could produce that much software; even if it were possible, it would take too long. So we needed to have the participation of other software authors and companies.

Another reason was a little more pragmatic: we didn’t think we could introduce a product that could out-BASIC Microsoft’s BASIC. We would have to out-BASIC Microsoft and out-VisiCalc VisiCorp and out-Peachtree Peachtree—and you just can’t do that. They have established good products and it didn’t make any sense for us to ignore that. Quite the contrary; we really wanted their participation.

PC: Are you surprised by the response to the IBM PC?
Estridge: We wanted to fit into what we believed was the existing infrastructure of software houses, authors, hardware vendors, and retail distribution channels that had arisen. We were very anxious to get people to understand that we really did want to fit in and that we weren’t trying to set rules for others to live by. We are very surprised that this view seems to be getting across well. No, “surprised” is not really the right word; “pleased” is better.

From the standpoint of the success of the machine, the demand for it is very strong. We always thought it would be, and it is every bit as strong as we’d hoped for.

PC: How many machines will you ship in 1982?
Estridge: Lots!

PC: Well, I tried.

(Things may be different at IBM with regards to the Personal Computer project but getting projections of, or information about, future products is impossible. Jeanette scolded me mildly for persisting in asking such questions, but I continued to do so in the hope that something might slip out. It didn’t.)

PC: In developing your strategy, did you closely examine Apple's strategy and the reasons for their success?
Estridge: No, we didn’t. We didn’t look closely at any single product. Instead, we looked closely at what purchasers were doing. We asked these kinds of questions: Why did the customer buy? What machine capabilities were the customers using? Why would people want to buy a personal computer in the future? If you hadn’t purchased one yet, what was it you were waiting for?

PC: Nonetheless, many industry analyses conclude that the IBM Personal Computer is a “Super-Apple” because it has high-resolution graphics, music, and other similar features. Also, it seems that IBM’s promotional campaign is similar to Apple’s, is perhaps following Apple’s lead.

Estridge: Well, we certainly would not call it a Super-Apple. We think there are a lot of features in the machine that stand on their own. It has some similarity to other machines but there are significant differences as well.

As far as promotion goes, we wanted to make sure that people knew we had this machine, so we began our advertising effort with the most eye-catching, appealing awareness campaign we could devise. If that makes our promotion look like someone else’s, it is an accident.

PC: Some of our subscribers have commented that they wish IBM had provided better word processing, that is, a more advanced package than EasyWriter.
Estridge: We wanted a middle-of-the-road word processor, one that would function relatively well for a private individual and also offer a minimum level of function for a professional. We also wanted one that would be affordable. We knew there were packages that had more functions and were more expensive, and we knew there were packages that had fewer functions and were less expensive. We just made our choice.

PC: Can you share with our readers some more about the project itself and how you were able to put it together in just a little over a year?
Estridge: Gee, it seems like only yesterday. There were a lot of people at IBM—not just in the technical areas, but throughout the company—who wanted IBM to build a personal computer. There was a high level of enthusiasm; if you became a member of the project that enthusiasm carried over into the project. From the beginning, we knew what we wanted to build so we didn’t spin our wheels asking, "Is this the thing we really want to do?" I think it has already been shown that we were more on the track than off it. Then we just went to work—and didn’t eat or sleep for a year.

I don’t remember the exact quote, but someone said that it was “One percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration.”

[Note: It was said by Thomas Edison, who doesn’t work for IBM.—Ed.]

PC: Can you share with us any of your fears before IBM made the announcement?
Estridge: Well, you never know for certain how people are going to react to a product, so there is a great deal of uncertainty about its probable success. We received a great deal of support from people in the software community, such as Microsoft and Personal Software, who told us, “You’ve got a good machine,” and our advertising people told us we had a good machine. And what about the people who were going to express their support in terms of dollars and cents? That part we didn’t know.

Also, what if we couldn’t build it? The Personal Computer constitutes a lot of product and a lot of volume in a short time. Never before has any division of IBM tried to build so many computers. What if we couldn’t do it? What if one of our suppliers ran into a problem that none of us had anticipated? There were any number of unknowns.

PC: Aren’t you still facing some of these manufacturing and supply questions?
Estridge: No, the question today is how quickly we can build them, not IF we can build them. We are shipping them and the quality is just superb. Our attention has turned to building enough so that there can be off-the-shelf delivery.

PC: Will IBM continue to build the machine in Boca Raton or will there be other locations?
Estridge: Well, we do build at Boca right now. We are always asking ourselves whether we are doing the best job. I would say “forever” and “always” are things that never happen at IBM.

PC: That is a quote you could apply to the whole PC project.
Estridge: We are very quick to change our plans if we find a better way.

PC: Tell us why you called it the Personal Computer.
Estridge: Because that’s what it is.

PC: Why doesn’t it have a model number?
Estridge: We thought that putting a model number on it would cause confusion about what the machine was for, so we just didn’t do it.

PC: But doesn’t that create a problem with future machines?
Estridge: It doesn’t bother me. Someone asked me what the next IBM
personal computer would be called, and I said, "The IBM Personal
Computer." I don't know why there should be anything but the name.

PC: Were there alternatives?
Estridge: There are always alternatives.

PC: Can you tell us what some of the other leading candidates were?
Estridge: We never talk about the others.

PC: Are you concerned about software piracy?
Estridge: Our plan is to protect the software in a simple way: by impressing
users with the fact that unauthorized copying is illegal. If we were to find
it being done flagrantly, we would probably take clear action. It is against
the law, and it is stealing our assets. Beyond that, software piracy takes all
the fun out of the very reason software authors want to participate, which is
to be creative and to have a chance to strike it rich through royalties. It
doesn't make sense.

PC: Still, even with copy protection, it is pretty easy to copy a diskette.
Estridge: But it is wrong, and it is disappointing to me to think that there are
people who knowingly do it. It is just a form of thievery. I think it is the
single greatest threat to the viability of these machines.

PC: Do you think the price of software is a factor?
Estridge: I don't know if you were at the recent Boston Computer Society
meeting, but Mike Markkula, from Apple, talked about something that
turned out to be somewhat controversial. He said, in effect, "Why don't we
forget about having copy protection, let's just don't do it. That way, we'll
implement—that is, we'll not copy protect—the code but price everything the
same. We could price it on the basis of the cost of manufacturing the
diskettes rather than on the basis of the value of the material stored on them." This approach would be similar to that used in the record industry and
there is a lot of merit to this idea, but none of the software authors will agree
to it.

PC: Maybe when the volume goes up?
Estridge: Only when people stop copying. It has nothing to do with
volume. People have to stop copying.
Someday, in the comfort of your home or office, you’ll be able to shop and bank electronically, read instantly updated major newswires, analyze the performance of a stock that interests you, send electronic mail to business associates across the country, then play Bridge with your best friend in San Francisco and two strangers in Chicago and Dallas.

WELCOME TO SOMEDAY

Someday is today with the CompuServe information Service. CompuServe is available through a local phone call in most major U.S. cities. It connects almost any brand or type of personal computer or terminal with our big mainframe computers and data bases. All you need to get started is an inexpensive telephone coupler and easy-to-use software.

CompuServe’s basic service costs only $5.00 per hour, billed in minute increments to your charge card.

Sample CompuServe before you buy. Stop in at any Radio Shack® Computer Center, or many Radio Shack® electronics stores, and ask for a free demonstration.

Welcome to someday.

CompuServe

Information Service Division
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614) 457-8650

Radio Shack is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.
All Electrohome Micro Computer Monitors feature the extra degree of engineering excellence you've come to expect from all Electrohome Electronic products.

Our ECM 1302 series 13” RGB analog color Data Monitors offer the latest in advanced electronic technology and design innovation. Both the medium resolution RGB ECM 1302-1 and high resolution RGB ECM 1302-2 Monitors feature:

- 2000 character (80 x 25) display
- 16 rich, vibrant colors
- compatibility with the IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER as well as many other micros
- optional NTSC to RGB interface

Our new EDM V26 Monochrome data display monitors are available with 9” or 12” screen sizes, white or green phosphor and feature:

- 18 MHZ bandwidth
- 2000 character (80 x 25) display
- 110/220 volts 50/60 Hz
- video loopthrough
- reduced scan adjustable

All Electrohome monitors are backed by a nationwide distribution and service network, feature a full one-year warranty, and are C.S.A. and U.L. approved. F.C.C. approval pending.

Whatever your system, make the clear choice. Electrohome Video Monitors deliver the performance you want at a price that's compatible with your budget.
That was an intense interview; following it, I was pretty depleted. However, the highlight of our Boca journey was yet to come.

Next there were brief discussions with Manager, Entry Systems Business, Sales and Service, “Sparky” Sparks, and Staff Communications Specialist Dave McGovern. We talked mostly about the new market directions IBM is taking with the PC. Sparky assured me that IBM will soon be announcing new retail outlets for its Personal Computer, but he was careful not to say when or where—or especially, how many.

Then Jeanette introduced me to Dan Wilkie, a tall, athletic-looking man who is the Manufacturing Manager. He was in a very relaxed, jovial mood. I discovered the reason for this attitude when I shook his hand, as he happily announced that that very day, the IBM PC manufacturing division had reached its production goal for 1981.

Naturally, I asked him what the production goal was and with a smile he declined to tell me. But he assured me, and I later verified with my own eyes, that (as Estridge would say) it was “a lot.”

Wilkie had come to take us on a tour of the two manufacturing facilities, both the new plant (recently constructed but not yet in use) and the old, which was in triple-shift production.

Both manufacturing plants are approximately five miles from the division’s headquarters. We drove to the sites in three cars, caravan-style. Wilkie lead the way in his Corvette Stingray—not the kind of car I’d expect an IBM executive to drive, but then, the Personal Computing division, I’m finding, is really something quite special and unorthodox, especially for IBM—and I mean that in a totally positive way.

Jeanette followed Wilkie in her car, and we followed Jeanette. It was a good time to collect a few good thoughts and clear some of the old memory locations which, in my mind, are well under 256K.

“This is really exciting,” I remember thinking.

Our first stop was at the new plant, a big, long, gray concrete building with lots of windows but otherwise nondescript as far as other manufacturing facilities I have seen.
Dan Wilkie was waiting for us at the front, and he let us in by slipping a plastic card into a slot on the door. The building was empty and we were the only ones there. From the looks of it, only the finishing touches need be made before they could move into it. They were still setting up portions of the assembly lines, which Wilkie told us would begin with one "fully automated" line and one semi-automated one which will be converted when all the automation bugs are worked out. Dan told us that the interior of this building was 100,000 square feet, including 25,000 for manufacturing (concrete figures at last! I wrote these down feverishly).

Wilkie began our PC tour in a huge parts room where he explained to us that the manufacturing procedure at the Personal Computer plant is a lot like a kit-building process. In other words, it is not done from the ground up—the circuit boards and the keyboards come preassembled from other plants. Here they are packaged together with the IBM chassis, single-disk drive, and 48K memory. All IBM PCs currently begin in this stage, which should tell you something about the number being sold with cassette interfaces to hook to home TV sets.

Next, we walked the length of the automated line, where Wilkie stopped at various key points to explain how IBM Personal Computers are made, tested, and packed in boxes ready for shipping (there are nine full-size loading docks in the back of the building and as he talked, I fantasized one semi-truck after another loading up with PC's).

Interestingly enough, each IBM PC is built by a single worker who, more or less, has his signature on it, since IBM can use the bar codes on the back to identify the worker who assembled the machine.

The first part of the process is the CPU assembly, which involves installing the CPU circuit board along the bottom of the chassis.

Once the units are assembled, they are plugged into a robot tester which does an automatic power test under the watchful eye of an IBM Series 1 computer. Here a keyboard simulation test is performed and the printer interface is tested. Next, the PC is moved by a "pick and place" robot and placed on a huge, metal-frame carousel where up to 750 machines can be "burned in" at one time. This test includes a "high pot" test which should identify any weak components.

Following the burn-in, the machine is removed from the carousel (again, by a robot) and plugged back into the robot test for a second automatic power test. Following this, it is transferred to the end of the line, where yet another robot picks it up and puts it into its shipping box. (This carton is designed to withstand a 36" drop on all sides and corners.)

Following our tour of this fascinating new factory, we went to the old factory. While it lacked the automation features of the new building, it was nonetheless remarkably efficient and productive. As a matter of record, the first part of this building we saw was the large shipping area, where several thousand PCs were in stacks ready for shipment.

Eh gads, I thought, IBM is really serious about making these things.

The biggest treat for us at the old facility was watching IBM technicians as they assembled and tested Personal Computers, doing very much the same assembly procedure that will be done in the new building. Though I have little basis by which to judge, in my view, they appeared to be extremely competent and proficient. Many of them joked with Wilkie as we went down the line and they posed for photographs.

Our IBM day concluded in the parking lot of this manufacturing plant as the sun was setting. It was past six on a Friday evening, and I'm sure Dan and Jeanette were anxious to get home for the weekend. We thanked them on behalf of ourselves and our readers—who will hopefully benefit from this Boca trip at least half as much as we have.

The wind is still shaking my windows. It is 6 a.m. and as I peer out the curtains I am astonished that it is a clear day. The morning sun is rising over the Atlantic. It shines brightly on Boca Raton.
TOOLS FOR THE IBM PC

BASIC ENHANCEMENTS

UNBASIC—a BASIC preprocessor that allows the programmer to write programs in a more powerful extended BASIC. All you have to do is to write your programs using the new features outlined below in addition to standard IBM PC BASIC. Then UNBASIC will translate your program into standard BASIC. Features include:

CASE ... CEND / Execute one of a number of paths. Like an extended IF ... THEN ... ELSE. Statement label / Allows reference to lines by an alphanumeric label.
LIB / Retrieves specified UNBASIC subroutines from a disk library file and appends them to your program before translation into Standard BASIC. Automatically renumbers subroutines.
WHILE ... WEND / Multi-line capability.
Functions / Multi-line functions with nesting. Available now. $75

ASSEMBLER

8088 ASSEMBLER—Includes the following features: Generates object code for all 107 8088 instructions. Full assembly-time macro capability. Define byte, define word, define double word, define storage, etc. Written in UNBASIC for easy modification.

02/82 $75

COMMUNICATIONS

INTELLITERM—an easy to use, flexible communications program. Transfer of any files is accomplished with only a few single keystrokes. Split screen display shows your input and the responding computer's reply.

02/82 $150

DATA BASE

A database can be compared to a file cabinet as it stores records in an orderly fashion and allows easy retrieval of information. A data base frees the user or programmer from worrying about how the PC stores data on disk and retrieves it.

T.I.M.—state of the art data management program. Its many menus and people-oriented approach make it simple for even the novice to use. Features include printing of lists and reports and selective record retrieval. Contains up to 8 field types with 32,000 record per file... 40 fields per record... 60 characters per field... 40 sorted orders... 20 calculated fields per record. Now...

$500

DATAMASTER—the most flexible data base management system for your IBM PC. Provides true variable length records, user-defined input and report formats, reformattting of previously entered data records, and more.

Summer '82 (5 Full credit for T.I.M.) $800

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

OMNI—a machine-independent compiler/interpreter generating very compact code. Support virtual memory. Pre-defined data types include byte, word, string, byte array, word array, string array, bit array, record, and screen. Highly extendable and flexible, with speed comparable to assembly language. Fall '82...$500

SUPERBASIC—a superset of Microsoft Basic. Incremental compilation allows ease of development of an interpretive BASIC, but runs with the speed of a compiled program. Variable record lengths, user-defined record layouts, and many more features are added to the BASIC language. Opt. Run-time pkg. Fall '82...$250

HARDWARE

Daisy Wheel Printer—Tandy DWII...$1960
IBM PC 2 drive 64K...$3300
All IBM hardware/software products available.

Intelliterm & Datamaster available now for TRS-80.

FREE CATALOG

Containing Utility Software

I have purchased I plan to purchase
IBM PC's K disks
Mono ___ Color ___ Comm. ___
Printer Type ___

Name ____________________________
Company ________________________
Address _________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ______
Only Mitch Waite can take the basic building blocks of microcomputer knowledge and present them to you in such a friendly and enjoyable way. Get down to basics with Mitch Waite's PRIMER SERIES from Sams.

BASIC PROGRAMMING PRIMER, No. 21586, $11.95. A complete guide to BASIC, today's most widely used microcomputer language. By Mitch Waite and Michael Pardee.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS PRIMER, No. 21650, $14.95. This masterpiece by Mitch Waite shows you how to create graphics on your microcomputer video screen, including colorful drawings, plans, maps and schematics.

CP/M® PRIMER, No. 21791, $14.95. A non-technical discussion of the celebrated CP/M disk operating system for 8080 and Z-80 based systems. By Mitch Waite and Stephan Murtha.

MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER (SECOND EDITION), No. 21653, $14.50. This book is indispensable to the reader who wants to gain a solid understanding of microcomputer systems, from basic hardware through operating systems and user programming techniques. By Mitch Waite and Michael Pardee.

PASCAL PRIMER, No. 21793, $16.95. A complete, comprehensive introduction to one of today's hottest computer languages. By Mitch Waite and David Fox.

Learn the basics of microcomputers with Sams microcomputer books. With Mitch Waite's PRIMER SERIES, it's easy as ABC.

EASY AS ABC

Offer good in U.S. only and expires 7/31/82. Prices subject to change without notice.
FMS II Now Available for PC Users!

Get FMS II (Financial Management System II), the fast and easy-to-use small business and home accounting system, with Checkwriter for only $89.95!

Be able to enter an entire month’s checking, charge card and cash accounts in just a few minutes using your own personalized macro list. INSTANT ERROR CORRECTION. Audit all lines by code and month with year-to-date totals. PERFECT FOR TAX ACCOUNTING.

Self Prompting Error Avoiding Entry System, 11 to 3 key stroke entries with automatic date, coding and numbering.

Screen and Printer Routines for listing files, balance, reconcile, search and audit reports. Configure system to match almost any printer.

Budget Manager to plan, review and balance your budget and gener-
FMS II requires 64K of RAM and Disk. Single or Dual Disk compatible. (Printer Optional) Price $89.95.

COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
1039 Cadiz Drive • Simi, California 93065 • (805) 526-0151
Check, VISA or MasterCard accepted. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Send Check or credit card info to:
PC, 1528 Irving Street
San Francisco, California 94122

Payroll?

Compare these Features:

- 200 Employees
- Multiple States
- 5 Pay Rates
- Vacation Pay
- Sick Pay
- Non-Tax Pay
- Paychecks & Stub
- TIP CREDIT CALCULATIONS

Compare this Price: $495
* demo disk and manual - $50

EZLabel

MAILING LABEL PHONE LIST PROGRAM for IBM Personal Computers

FEATURES:
- Requires 48K, IBM DOS & one diskette
- Uses IBM Dot Matrix Printer
- BASIC or BASICA
- Easy to use - self documented
- Instructions sheet included
- Stores 1,000 addresses per diskette
- Prints sorted lists or labels
- Prints 15/16” x 3 1/2” x 1 WIDE labels - standard size
- Sorts by zip code or last name
- Sorts by user defined codes
- One 5 1/4” diskette and
- Reference booklet
- PRICE = $39.95

Copyright 1982 by

systemics
VOLKSWRITER

a high performance word processor for a high performance machine

The wait is over. Volkswriter, designed especially for the IBM PC, allows you to concentrate on your writing instead of your word processor.

For your personal writing needs, use Volkswriter to prepare correspondence, proposals, studies, manuscripts, articles, and school work. In the office, use Volkswriter for agreements, sales letters, memoranda, reports, newsletters, price lists, schedules, and mailing lists. Volkswriter is unequaled in versatility and simplicity.

For programmers writing in BASIC, PASCAL, and other DOS languages, Volkswriter's full screen editor is unexcelled in speed and flexibility. Volkswriter is the last program editor you will ever need.

Volkswriter is easy to learn. A unique interactive tutorial shows you how to use it. With a reference card and on-screen guide to commands, editing and printing functions are explained in step by step detail. For in-depth documentation, there is a sturdy reference manual.

Standard equipment on the Volkswriter includes:

- Full screen editor
- Typewriter keyboard layout
- Extensive use of function keys
- On line help
- On screen tutorial
- Reset key for changing your mind
- Automatic word wrap
- Fast insertion and deletion of characters and lines
- Reformat paragraphs

- Rapid scrolling through text
- Move and copy blocks of text with 3 key strokes
- Swap lines with 2 key strokes
- Search or replace any or every occurrence of a word
- Set margin and tabs visually
- Store formats for later recall
- Automatic centering
- Left/right justification

Since Volkswriter files are in 100% standard DOS format, it can be used with VisiCalc™ print files, network transmissions, and BASIC and PASCAL text files.

Volkswriter protects you. You cannot erase data unintentionally. Problem situations are detected and explained in English.

And performance? Whether you have a 64K system with one disk drive, or a 128K system with two floppies and a hard disk, Volkswriter can and will use all your horsepower to drive as fast as you care to go.

...and the best news of all: Volkswriter is priced at $195

TEST WRITE THE VOLKSWRITER TODAY
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR CALL OR WRITE

LIFETREE SOFTWARE, INC.
177 Webster Suite 342
Monterey, California 93940
(408) 659-3221

Volkswriter requires a PC with 64K, one disk drive and DOS. It brings out the best in the IBM, EPSON, and NEC families of Centronics parallel printers.

Dealer inquiries welcome

Volkswriter is a trademark of Lifetree Software, Inc.
VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software, Inc.
It's called, simply enough, IBM's Personal Computer Software Publishing Department.

And to authors who are seeking fame and fortune by writing programs for use with the IBM Personal Computer, it's an easy way to approach the giant firm. If the software passes IBM's tests, IBM will publish, market and distribute it.

Let the program author beware, however, for he or she has to play by IBM's rules. As of this writing, while the sky's the limit on fame, "fortune" will not exceed $100,000—unless the software author can convince IBM an exception is justified.

The $100,000 limit, written into IBM's standard "Acceptance Agreement," has resulted in complaints from some hopeful authors, who also don't like another term which says, "IBM's obligation to pay royalties to you shall end when four [4] years have elapsed from the date of the general availability from IBM of a program product based on the Program," should that occur before the $100,000 limit is reached.

Nevertheless, the stated limitations have not discouraged many hopeful application writers.

Ed J. Marill, manager of application planning for the IBM Personal Computer, who oversees the Software Publishing Department, said his program reviewers "are beginning to have a significant number of submissions."

IBM historically does not disclose volumes or numbers of employees engaged in any specific activity, but Mr. Marill said he was pleased thus far and is seeing "a satisfactory level" of submissions from outside IBM, as well as from IBM employees.

As of this writing, IBM has not announced any programs that were processed via the Personal Computer Software Publishing Department route. Previously announced programs resulted from separately arranged agreements between IBM and software vendors, including Microsoft; Personal Software, Inc.; and Peachtree Software, Inc., to name just three of the main ones.

And because other alternatives exist to IBM's Software Publishing Department, program authors should explore them before signing any agreement with IBM. Even IBM's standard initial agreement—needed simply to give the company permission to review the prospective program—contains a provision that prevents the writer from changing his or her mind later. It states:

"If IBM accepts your program for possible use and marketing, you agree that you will enter into an Acceptance (sic) Agreement with IBM in the form provided herewith." (IBM said it plans to fix the spelling of "acceptance" when it prints new forms.)

"...the form provided herewith" is the standard "Acceptance Agreement," discussed previously, with the $100,000 limitation.

IBM has good reasons for getting the writer to commit prior to actual acceptance. If it didn't, and the program author had a change of heart and decided to have it published by another vendor, IBM would be what is known in industry parlance as "contaminated" with knowledge of the program's details. This would make IBM's legal position more difficult were it to introduce a product later with similar function, and, in fact, would give IBM pause about bringing such a product to the marketplace at all.

Let's look at the submission procedure, and some other important considerations would-be writers should keep in mind.

Contacting the Department

Organizationally, the Software Publishing Department is located at IBM's Entry Systems Business (Personal Computer) headquarters near Boca Raton (actually Delray Beach), Florida, reporting to Don Estridge, ESB director. That's where the key people are located who actually review the content of submissions, and experience with personal computers was key when IBM was recruiting internally at the time the department was created.

However, like large mainframes, the Florida unit has a "front end" which aspiring authors must contact first. Those interested in exploring the IBM route should write: IBM Personal Computer Software Submissions, Dept. 765, Armonk, New York 10504. By return mail, authors will receive information packets, including the blank agreements, submission instructions and a list of helpful "things to consider" when writing a program.

While seemingly bureaucratic, IBM again has good reasons for this "front end."

Long before the Personal Computer, in fact for most of IBM's existence, people and other companies have approached it with ideas, including new inventions and programs. The same corporate function experienced in handling past overtures is now also the Personal Computer Software Submissions "front end." Simply stated, its objective is to assure that the
SAVE TIME WITH TEXTPLUS

WORD PROCESSING — PLUS.

WORD PROCESSING:
- Full screen edit
- 11 cursor controls
- Move, Copy blocks
- Merge, Split or Chain files
- Menu driven, extensive prompting
- Full speed, word wrap
- 5 insert/delete methods
- Search and Replace
- 1000 words of on-line HELP screens

PLUS:
- On-line file inquiry
- Mailing labels
- Sort by field(s)
- Record selection
- DOS file compatible
- Format multi-column lists
- Calculate: total, sub-total
- Calculate: average, percent
- Bar charts

Written for the IBM PC. Comprehensive 100 page manual. Easy to use. Function key meanings are always displayed on the bottom line. Extensive Prompting and HELP screens available. All you need is the IBM PC with 64K, one disk, an 80 column display, and the IBM DOS Diskette. The IBM or Epson printer is recommended. Typetstyles are easily changed, even in the middle of a sentence. TEXTPLUS is the easy and natural word processor.

Introductory price TEXTPLUS — $200.00 (includes shipping)

Mail your order today, call now toll free (for orders only):
(800) 824-7888, operator 89
In California — (800) 852-7777, operator 89

Dealer inquiries invited.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines

☐ Send me TEXTPLUS at the introductory price of $200.00
☐ VISA ☐ Mastercard ☐ Check / Money Order
☐ Send more Information

NAME: ____________________________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________
CITY: ___________________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: __________
SIGNATURE: ___________________________ CARD #: ___________________________ EXP. DATE: ________

OWL SOFTWARE CORPORATION
DEPT. P • 1605 E. CHARLESTON BLVD. • LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
Our plug-in I/O boards can do it. You already know you've got one of the finest microcomputers available. IBM made it. Now Quadram Corporation sets the standards for hardware that helps you realize the full capabilities of your Personal Computer...for the very lowest price.

**Expanded memory.** Until now, if you wanted a floppy disk, an RS-232C board, and 192K bytes of memory—all five slots were filled. Thanks to Quadram, you can now have 192K on just one card, freeing up the other four slots for additional functions. Choose the I/O board that allows your computer to grow with you (each board is user-expandable to 192K):
- 64K RAM card (no-parity) — $359
- 64K RAM card — $395
- 128K RAM card — $595
- 192K RAM card — $795

**And more.** Quadram offers additional boards for your IBM Personal Computer, including:
- Serial RS-232C asynchronous adapter (expandable to two ports)
- expansion ROM card
- clock/calendar
- 8K non-volatile RAM (expandable to 16K)
- parallel printer interface

Several other boards will be available soon, all with the same high-quality performance you'd expect from any Quadram product, and all for a similarly low price.

**Available right now.** Expanded memory...additional capabilities...and unbeatable prices. Quadram's ready now to help your IBM bite off more.

For further information and the name of your nearest dealer, call (404) 923-6666 or fill in this coupon and mail to: Quadram Corporation, 4357 Park Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30093.

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ____________________________

See us at booth 1242-44 at the Computer Faire.
IBM’s Agreement: An Overview
AGREEMENT FOR SUBMISSION OF PROGRAM

The agreement contains three parts: (1) General Provisions; (2) Program Description; and (3) Specific Provisions.

The General Provisions section is brief and primarily advises authors that their submission should be original, complete and fully operational.

(Ed J. Marill, manager of application planning for the IBM Personal Computer, said he didn’t feel that submissions necessarily had to be a completely finished program—but at least in the prototype state, far enough along to show its function, ease of use, prompts and so on.)

Format isn’t specified, other than saying the submission “must be entirely in writing.” Mr. Marill emphasized that content was the most important consideration.

The Specific Provisions section is perhaps the most interesting. In addition to asking the author’s assurance that he or she is of legal age and that the program does not infringe on any copyright, ideas of the inventor, or program author, aren’t mishandled in a way that could later hurt either party.

“Any corporation has a problem when looking at ideas from the outside,” acknowledges Mr. Marill, “so we must use cautious language in the agreements, for example, which doesn’t compromise ideas—especially when similar ideas might be coming from the inside.”

The initial “Agreement for Submission of Program” asks for the “minimum information” needed for initial screening, he said.

Mr. Marill said that, once IBM receives a signed “Agreement for Submission,” it has a self-imposed goal of deciding in six weeks whether to approve or not approve the proposal. This time could be longer, or shorter, however, depending on the complexity of the review process and the clarity of the submission.

While a submission does not have to be a completely finished program, “it should be at least in the prototype state,” he said. “We don’t want just ideas—we want some level of implementation that shows its function. We want to be able to demonstrate, for example, that it’s friendly, easy to use, that good prompts come up on the screen and so on.”

During the review process, the IBM evaluators likely will get a second or third opinion within the department, he said. If the application is a specialized one, such as for real estate or medicine, and expertise is not within the department, a specialist will be found, he assured. With its larger computer line, IBM has developed software expertise in a vast assortment of applications.

While copyright and other legal concerns are covered in the review process, the main effort is put behind the program’s content—“Is it worth investing money on?” the department head said.

Mr. Marill and the “Things to Consider” instruction sheet that’s provided with the information packet emphasized that programs are desired which are original, unique, useful and “friendly,” as well as well designed and supported by adequate publications.

Things Writers Should Consider

The “Things to Consider” sheet says: “Programs with the best chance of being published will be easy to use, offer a better way to accomplish a task, be entertaining, or will provide something special or unique to the end-user. The emphasis is on quality, wide appeal and uniqueness.”
It notes that "of particular interest" is software in the following categories: (1) home/personal finance; (2) education; (3) recreation (games); (4) business/professional; and (5) software development tools.

Mr. Marill emphasized that IBM is "wide open" to program applications in other areas. Of submissions received to date, no particular trends have been noticed, he said, nor have any particular weaknesses or strengths been generally identified. In the home/personal finance category, IBM is looking for everything from simple data management to sophisticated systems for people with complex financial investments. In education, self-improvement courses are of interest. Entertainment can vary from arcade-type games to sophisticated games, such as chess.

Programs for business and professional users could be of special interest. For while IBM is letting Sears and ComputerLand stores, plus IBM Product Centers, do most of the marketing to individuals, its main marketing effort to large businesses will be done through IBM's two big marketing divisions—one focusing on large national accounts and the other on smaller ones. The IBM Personal Computer is expected to compete very well in the business marketplace, and this would make it significantly more attractive for would-be authors to develop business applications.

The "Things to Consider" instruction sheet encourages writers to ask such questions as:

- What makes your program special?
- What makes your program unique? A better or faster way to do a job; a method to solve a problem that has not been solved; an easy to understand user guide?
- Does your program take the user into account?
- Are the following used properly and are they appropriate to the user and your application? Color; Sound; Screen design; Help screens and instructions; Adequate error messages; Consistency; Speed; Publications.
- Does your program let users make mistakes and still go on?
- Is your user guide adequate for us to evaluate your program? For the users to learn about and utilize it easily?
- Does your program do the user's whole job? Does the program design allow for expansion?

Mr. Marill said that, while he expected BASIC to continue to be a popularly used language, the key is to produce a program that's friendly and easy to use. IBM has announced early availability of a PC Macro Assembler by MicroSoft; for developing programs in BASIC, Pascal and FORTRAN; a MicroSoft FORTRAN compiler for writing programs in a version of FORTRAN-77, a popular scientific and engineering language; and program development aids from SoftTech Microsystems, Inc., called the USCD p-System (Version IV) with UCSD Pascal and FORTRAN-77.

Once a program submission is approved as an IBM-endorsed product by the Software Publishing Department, it will be promoted and distributed "through the same channels" as current software, Mr. Marill said.

Software for the Personal Computer is available only at the same authorized outlets where hardware is sold. It is not available via mail order, for example.

Jim Strothman is a syndicated columnist whose reports on new technology are distributed by the Register & Tribune Syndicate. Before starting his column, he had been employed by IBM for several years.

**IMAGE PROCESSING with your IBM Personal Computer!**

**IMAGIK!**

IMAGIK displays images with graphic overlays. The image pixels range over 64 intensity levels which can be enhanced linearly or nonlinearly to 64 gray levels. The 64 intensity levels can also be enhanced to the color spectrum. The graphic overlay pixels are either off or are one of five colors. Different enhancements give different sets of 5 colors. Choose one of 12 different enhancements.

For a high resolution still frame IMAGIK provides 483 lines in the vertical by 640 pixels in the horizontal. For animation IMAGIK provides 241 lines by 320 pixels with loops up to five frames in length and any loop rate. IMAGIK provides a special mode in which each pixel is either black or white, with four frames at 483X640 resolution or 20 frames at 241X320 resolution. These may be animated at any loop rate.

**SPECIFICATION:**

- Individually addressable pixels. User selects
  - 1 full resolution image of 483 X 640 lines
  - 5 images of 241 X 320 lines
  - 20 frames of 241 X 320 lines (black and white only)
- Simultaneous display of image and graphic images are animated with a user-selected loop rate
- Image loading is via a DMA interface
- Five-color graphic overlay
- RGB color output is RS-170 compatible to drive color monitor or NTSC encoder
- Light pen option available
- External sync option available
- Uses one board slot

**Price:**

- $2,950 standard IMAGIK
- $3,450 with light pen

**for the best in image processing**

**IDETIK**

**IDETIK CORPORATION Madison, Wisconsin 53715-1096**

**Telephone 608-258-8855**

Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice.

Dealer inquiries invited.
Choose from Intelligent Printers for your IBM Personal Computer

The NEC Spinwriter is an excellent printer. But you need more—more interfacing choices, more RAM buffer, and more word processing features. So we installed a specially designed interface and renamed the printer SELLUM I. For the past 2 years it's been outselling all expectations.

Now you have 3 choices of printers based on the NEC Spinwriter Series, and the Fujitsu. All perform beautifully with the IBM Personal Computer. They're the SELLUM SERIES PRINTERS.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
- Select from either of these fine printers, and enjoy many bonus benefits, such as
  - 16K RAM or 48K RAM option.
  - 16 baud from, 50-19,200,—hardware/software selectable.
  - Switch selectable protocols: NEC 3510, Diablo 630, Qume Sprint 9.
  - 24 switch selectable functions.
  - Auto-bidirectional printing with optimized throughput.
  - Sheetfeeder and graphics modes.
  - Auto proportional spacing and tab setting.
  - Upgradable to latest software.
  - Complete word processing features, standard.
  - Supports optional front panel.

MATCH THE RIGHT PRINTER TO YOUR NEEDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Sellum N-35</th>
<th>Sellum N-77</th>
<th>Sellum F-86</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>33 cps</td>
<td>55 cps</td>
<td>80 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Test</td>
<td>28 cps</td>
<td>48 cps</td>
<td>72 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Wheels</td>
<td>128 char.</td>
<td>128 char.</td>
<td>127 char. plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Level</td>
<td>60 db</td>
<td>60 db</td>
<td>60 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested Retail</td>
<td>$2495</td>
<td>$3295</td>
<td>$3495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sellum Series Printers also available for most microcomputers. Sold only through dealers and systems integrators.

Extended 180 day warranty available.

465 Fairchild Dr., #214
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-5460
Mass produced software has rapidly approached levels of sophistication beyond the imagination of a year ago. However, regardless of the sophistication of this software, every user still encounters the situation where he thinks to himself "If it only did this or had that capability..." Now IBM has recently brought the power and versatility of their main-frame systems to your fingertips with the new IBM personal microcomputer, and now Advanced Operating Systems complements this accomplishment by introducing THE PROGRAMMER, a software package which brings you abilities previously possessed only by a highly skilled computer programmer.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
You must have a clear idea of what you want your program to do. THE PROGRAMMER can't read your mind, but, with your direction, it can actually write the lines of BASIC language necessary for the microcomputer to perform your tasks. Non-programmers with little or no knowledge of BASIC-language programming can use the simple, multiple-choice, menu format to create all types of programs.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?
You direct THE PROGRAMMER via a series of "menus". Each menu presents a question and a list of the available choices. You simply input the number of the function you want, and THE PROGRAMMER writes the corresponding BASIC program lines. The finished product is automatically stored on the disk, from which it can be copied on another disk for later use.

WHAT CAN THE PROGRAMMER DO FOR YOU?
The PROGRAMMER can write a   (choose the correct response.)

   a. data-base program to develop and update a mailing list or keep track of catalog items in your inventory.
   b. graphics generator program.
   c. program to create sounds or music.
   d. customized small business accounting system.
   e. program to interface with another computer device.
   f. word processing program to print department reports.
   g. all of the above, and more.

The correct response to this sample menu is "g". The "bottom line" is that THE PROGRAMMER will write a program for any purpose. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. Once a program is completed it can be saved on a disk, allowing you to write additional programs. THE PROGRAMMER will not create the ideas, but will permit you to quickly and easily implement any programming ideas you have.

HOW, WHEN, AND WHERE CAN YOU GET IT?
The PROGRAMMER is not a fanciful dream for the future, but is finished and available to you, right now! The newer micro systems are often limited by an initial lack of readily available software, but with THE PROGRAMMER, you can instantly create your own complete software library.

Now available at your local software retailer, or call (800) 348-8558 to order. (Indiana residents, call (219) 879-4693.) MasterCard and VISA accepted.

THE PROGRAMMER $495

ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road
Michigan City, IN 46360

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
COMPETITION

Carl Warren
HIGH NOON
Tandy calls out IBM
In a setting replete with ten gallon hats and bottles of Lone Star beer, Tandy Corporation’s Radio Shack division this past January issued a challenge to IBM by introducing a powerful new computer dubbed the “TRS-80 Model 16.” At $4,995 for the basic system, the Model 16 is priced in the same range as typical business configurations of the IBM Personal Computer and, by some measures, could be viewed as offering more capacity for the money.

Like the IBM PC, the Model 16 is based on a more advanced microprocessor than those used in Tandy’s and other companies’ earlier microcomputers. But instead of the Intel 8088 used in IBM’s PC, the Fort Worth, Texas, firm chose the more powerful and easier to program Motorola 68000. In addition, the intrepid Texans developed a dual-processor design that puts an 8-bit Z-80A microchip in tandem with the 16-bit 68000. When the 16-bit processor is in control, the smaller chip handles input and output operations; but the Z-80A can also serve as the primary processor, enabling the Model 16 to use software already created for Tandy’s TRS-80 Model II, upon which the newer machine is patterned.

A basic Model 16 system consists of:
—A single disk drive capable of storing 1.25 million characters (megabytes) of information;
—128 thousand characters of main storage, expandable to 512 thousand characters;
—Connection ports for adding printers, plotters, and telephone communication devices (modems);
—Expansion slots for adding such items as the $499 high-resolution graphics board.

Besides all these enticing attributes, the Model 16 is capable of supporting multiple users and tasks. By connecting two additional terminals to it, the Model 16 can serve as the primary host for three users simultaneously. [Radio Shack introduced an inexpensive terminal at the same time as the Model 16.] Tandy’s new computer is also equipped to communicate via the ARCNET local area network system announced last September.

**Why Only Two Additional Users**

Interestingly, the multiple user feature is among the ones most damned by industry observers. Many feel that two aren’t
enough. But Dr. John D. Patterson, Tandy/Radio Shack’s vice president of research and development, counters that adding users tends to degrade the system’s performance. Patterson believes it is better to add additional user stations either through the ARCNET, which can support any number of users and peripheral devices, or through another newly-announced product, the Network III. This S$99 device is designed to support as many as sixteen users in a round-robin fashion. Its potential significance is great, but it was the least touted of the products introduced.

Although the Model 16 design is capable of supporting extra users and handling several tasks, such as allowing printing of a document while you’re working on another job, these powers are not currently available. And some expect they may be a long time in coming. According to Don Williams, publisher and editor of the respected ’88 Micro Journal, it appears that Radio Shack was premature in their offering.

More Than Just A Big Machine

Williams might be correct in his assessment if Tandy had elected to lump all their efforts into one product, as did IBM. But Tandy has taken the empty-your-six-shooter approach to introducing new items.

Besides the powerful desktop computer system, its add-on graphics system, and the Network III, Radio Shack also unveiled an updated version of its handheld personal computer. This computer, called the TRS-80 PC-2, costs $279.95 and is essentially a TRS-80 Model I that fits in your hand. It can have as much as 18,000 characters of storage and, like the Model 16, it can connect to the ARCNET. It can also be used to communicate remotely to a Model 16.

This total product offering, according to Tandy’s president, John Roach, is a way of reaching the small business audience. Roach says Radio Shack now has something for every application and can provide an upgrade path that is both supported and inexpensive. This is something they apparently aren’t convinced IBM can do.

But What About IBM?

Of course, IBM hasn’t been resting on its laurels either. Already, reports have it that the Personal Computer has sold in excess of 50,000 units, and that an expected 200,000-plus will be sold by year-end. Sources at Sears and ComputerLand reported that the machine isn’t gathering any dust on the shelves, but refused to release any concrete figures on total sales.

Although Tandy introduced a host of products to surround the Model 16, IBM is relying in part on outside sources to add additional value. For example, Tecmar of Cleveland, Ohio, has already created more than twenty add-on products for IBM’s machine. According to Tecmar’s vice president of marketing, Dave Wertman, the company currently has no plans to support the Tandy machine. Microsoft Corporation’s Consumer Products Division is also gearing up to support the IBM machine with both hardware and software. Microsoft’s Vern Raburn says that the company is preparing an add-in memory board, with special software to treat it like a disk storage system. Raburn says this product will speed up the entire operation of IBM’s machine, and make it stand toe-to-toe with any available microcomputer.

It appears, though, that the real support factor for the IBM machine will be the software. Reportedly, IBM has already signed contracts with Micropro International Corp. to sell its series of word processing and data handling packages. Neither IBM nor Micropro could be reached for comment, but as this is being written, an announcement is expected within the month.

Even as IBM makes vigorous efforts to develop or buy software for the machine, other companies—such as New York City-based Lifeboat Associates, and the Oakland, California firm, G&G Engineering—are already beating them to the punch. Lifeboat, for example, is readying a number of its popular packages including TMaker, an electronic spreadsheet. According to Lifeboat’s vice president of software development, Harris Landgarten, the company also has a product that will permit the use of any software written for Digital Research’s CP/M-86 operating system to be used instead with the IBM’s PC-DOS.

G&G Engineering’s approach is different. Rather than providing products directly for the IBM machine, they are marketing tools that permit software designers to use other, more powerful systems, based on the popular S-100 bus, to create software for the PC. Furthermore, they have developed a software link—a reverse of Lifeboat’s mentioned above—that permits any package written to run under PC-DOS to work with CP/M-86.

Software Lagging For The Model 16

Tandy officials, with surprising candor, are quick to admit the paucity of software for the 68000 microprocessor. They assert, however, that a single user operating system and the COBOL language will be available when volume delivery of the Model 16 begins. By the same time, Radio Shack plans to have converted for the machine a number of existing COBOL applications including accounts receivable and payable, general ledger, and payroll.

Unlike IBM, Tandy has elected to do its own development of the multi-user, multi-tasking operating system which the Model 16 needs to fulfill its potential. Many observers in the industry foresee a long upward path for Tandy before it has a viable system, and believe the company’s choice is a mistake. Meanwhile, other companies do offer multi-tasking operating systems that might fill the breach. The MSP system, from Hemenway Corp., Boston, Massachusetts, supports multiple tasks and, according to chairman Jack Hemenway, can handle multiple users simply by adding the necessary software modules, a task Hemenway’s firm is currently engaged in.
Users Don't Really Care

With all the hoopla surrounding both machines and all the learned prose from the so-called informed consultants, there is a fact escaping many who write about and analyze such microcomputer products—namely, most users don't really care whether or not the machine uses an Intel or Motorola part, or whether or not it crunches numbers as quickly as a multi-buck mini- or a mega-buck mainframe computer. There are, however, a few analysts who see the case from a user's standpoint.

Grant Bushee, a vice president of Cupertino, California-based Dataquest, hit the nail on the head when he described this latest round of high-performance micros as an emotional reaction rather than a solid technical decision. He believes it is hard to define what the right technical level is and that IBM forced the issue by using a 16-bit microprocessor when a standard 8-bit part would have served the purpose.

Bushee and other pundits agree that what is really required is for vendors to offer a large library of user-ware, rather than a raft of development-ware. Typically, users are asking for software items such as spreadsheet calculators, database managers, software interfaces that remove the operator from the operating system, the ability to handle several tasks concurrently, and packages in general that operate in an interactive manner.

While both the PC and the Model 16 are capable of running such software effectively, at bottom they are not really comparable machines. The PC is designed for single-user, single-task operations, or to work tied into a business' main computer. Moreover, the PC software philosophy appears to embrace the practice of using products that have already gained acceptance on other computers, such as Micropro's WordStar.

TRS-80 Model 16.

On the other hand, the TRS-80 Model 16 appears geared to multi-user, multi-task applications. Tandy's approach is more toward developing unique-to-its-machine software that meets demonstrated needs rather than the expectations of software designers.

Depending upon your specific application, either machine is adequate. This is a factor that is very important in today's system world, asserts Epson America's director of market planning, Chris Rutkowski. Referring to his firm's MX-80 dot matrix printer [supplied with the IBM PC], he comments, "This printer is adequate for the intended job. We never planned it to solve all printing problems, or to work with a big mini. What we developed is a printer that meets the expectations of small systems users. And that's exactly what's required of a microcomputer system." Rutkowski thinks it's foolhardy for system designers to try to be all things to all people. Moreover, he isn't convinced that current system suppliers really know what the intended users want or expect.

Rutkowski isn't alone in his opinions. Los Alamitos-based computer consultant Nancy McMullen has found that, more than anything else, users want a machine that works all the time every time and doesn't take a Ph.D. to learn how to use. In addition, she has found that users want some form of hand holding to get them used to the machine. And guess what? Tandy designers agree. They have found that users want as much help as they can get either from documentation or computer-aided instruction on how to use the machine. As a result, they are already offering such instruction with current machines and plan to extend the technique to the Model 16, as they release more software products.

The Barrels Are Smoking

As the two giants eye each other from opposite ends of Main Street, sunlight glints off the barrels of their six shooters. Each has fired a salvo but no wounds are yet evident. In the meantime, just beyond the horizon, another challenger is riding towards town...
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Testing T.I.M.
A file management system that was quick off the mark, but slower on the job.

The gold rush is on. Everyone wants to develop and market software for the IBM PC, and many companies that have been selling software on earlier personal computers are hurriedly converting their programs. T.I.M., which stands for Total Information Management, claims to be the first file management program available for the PC.

T.I.M. came out quickly because it is written in Microsoft BASIC and has been available for some time on other personal computers that, like the PC, use Microsoft BASIC. It is a file management system, which means that it can be used to create and maintain many different types of data files. It might be used with a personnel file, a file of real estate listings, a file of subscribers to a publication or a file of books or phonograph records you own. In other words, a file management system is intended to help you keep track of any data you might be interested in; it is not restricted to a specific application. (If you are unfamiliar with the idea of a file management system and such terms as file, record, field, keys and index, see the introduction accompanying this article.)

First Impressions
In looking at T.I.M. or any other package, I give myself one hour to read over the manual, and then try the program out. This enables me to form a first impression and to get a feel for how difficult it is to learn the program. In that first hour I learned a T.I.M. file may contain as many as 32,767 records, if you have the disk capacity, and that each record can have as many as 40 fields which each may be up to 60 characters long. All of the records in a given file must fit into the same format. It is possible to create files, to maintain them, to look through them and to generate reports based upon the information stored in them. It seemed as if using T.I.M. would be easy because the manual is clearly written and well organized; however, the manual was disconcerting in one respect. It contains a number of references to earlier versions of T.I.M. for other computers, which seemed very careless and made me wonder if T.I.M.'s authors hadn't gone too fast in trying to be first on the market.

Having read the manual, it was time to try T.I.M. out. It comes on three disks, each of which contains different parts of the program. The fact that the program resides on three disks is bad news, since it means that the operator must often swap disks when a new function is needed. You also get a disk containing four sample data files that are used in the manual's tutorial examples. A beginner could learn nearly everything there is to know about T.I.M. by using these files in conjunction with careful study of these examples.

When T.I.M. is loaded, it displays a main menu which is used to move to other menus. The menus are nearly self-explanatory and "help screens" are only a keystroke away. I began by creating a file of checking account data (described in the article Files, Fields, Records, etc.). This task involves specifying the name, size, and type of each of the fields in the records. It is a tribute to T.I.M.'s clear menus that doing so for the check file took less than ten minutes and I only had to refer to the manual once. I would expect that anyone with a little programming and data processing background would be able to do the same as easily. Defining a file in this manner creates a directory entry which contains the field specifications for future use, but doesn't enter any data into the file. The next step was to add some records.

This proved to be as easy as creating the file had been. Once you select the "add record" command from the menu, the system displays a "form" on the screen, which shows each of the field names and their lengths. You can move the cursor to various parts of the form and key in values. There are several time-saving data entry features; for instance, a single keystroke will insert the current date into a field, or duplicate the entry that was used in the previous record. When values are entered, the system...
Problems and Irritations

While I generally found the system easy to use during this first encounter, problems did turn up. In their hurry to be first on the market, the authors of the program went light on error checking. When I do something wrong, I want the computer to explain the problem and then give me a second chance. T.I.M. usually does just that, but all too often it just stops execution and returns to BASIC's command level. When this happens, you must take the time to restart the system and you may have lost work. Microsoft BASIC makes it possible for the programmer to intercept any error a user or the system may make, and this sort of blind return to the system should never occur. Another irritation is that, in an attempt to save the operator a few keystrokes, T.I.M. does not wait for you to hit the "enter" key after you type something which it knows will only be one character long, for example, a menu selection. This sounds good, but what happens in practice is that you often hit the enter key anyhow, which generally signals some further action choice. This is good intention, but bad design, especially with untrained operators.

Speaking of untrained operators, I showed one how to use T.I.M., and within an hour, she was able to add records, search for records and update (alter) records in the check file. While the two problems mentioned in the previous paragraph bothered her, this still seemed a reasonable learning time.

Overall, the first impression is that T.I.M. is easy to learn and to use. Part of that simplicity is achieved by cutting down on options which you might like to have, but much is due to good design and documentation. On the other hand, careless re-writing of an earlier manual and failing to account for many operator errors evidences a blind rush to get the product on the market. Finally, compared to file management systems on other personal computers, T.I.M. seemed slow because it is written in Microsoft BASIC.

Further Exploration

Several experiments were tried in order to get some data on T.I.M.'s speed and storage requirements. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Files containing 12, 100, and 500 records were generated using a test program. The records in these files contained a four digit numeric field in addition to the fields of the check accounting file. This extra field, which contained a random number from 0 to 9999, was used for time sorting and record retrieval. Each of these files was the only one on its disk. Two drives were used in all of the tests, one for the program and the other for the data file. In tests involving two data files, such as copying the records from one file to another for backup, each file was on a different drive in order to speed things up as much as possible. Although it didn't seem to make much difference, the maximum T.I.M. buffer size of 2,400 characters (bytes) was used for each test. Times shown in Table 1 don't include time spent in swapping disks and setting up the various operations. For example, the time for sorting a key does not include choosing the sort option from the menus or specifying the sort keys; it is just the time for the actual sorting.

The times necessary to create the test files are shown in the first line of Table 1. Once the files were created, I made a minor change in their definition. This restructuring is done by creating a second file and then copying the data from the first file into it. Creating the second file, with a change in field size and type, took only a few minutes and went smoothly. Once the new file was created, the old data was copied into it. The copy time for the 12 record file was only 57 seconds, but, as you see in Table 1, restructuring the larger files took much longer.

In addition to restructuring data files, it is possible to change the appearance of the screen forms. Again, only a few minutes were required to design the custom form shown in Figure 3.

I was also curious as to how much disk space a file would occupy. Each T.I.M. file requires a data file on the disk, a directory entry and a file for each key which you define. Table 2 shows the disk requirements for my 12, 100 and 500 record files. The data and index files grow in proportion to the number of records added, but the directory entry does not. The designers of T.I.M. could have made some tradeoffs at this point, for example, encoding the data file or using variable length fields; however, this would have slowed the system down, a price that they were evidently not willing to pay.

File Maintenance and Locating Records

Once a file is created, most of your time will be spent in maintaining it, which means adding records, deleting
Files, Fields, Records, etc.—An Introduction

Before getting into a review of T.I.M., we should agree on a few basic terms and concepts having to do with data files. Let’s start with the words file and record. For the time being, forget that we are speaking about computers and ask yourself what these words mean. For example, if you call your auto insurance agent and he says, “Just a minute while I get your record from my file,” what is he saying? He probably goes over to a metal filing cabinet where he has the records for all of his customers and takes out a single folder with your record in it. Inside the folder is a form which has all sorts of information like your name, your address, the make and model of your car and how much liability insurance you carry. He is looking at your record, but, if he looked at my folder, he would find the same form filled in with my values. He will refer to the items on the form as fields.

The ideas of file, record and field also apply to computer data files. In the same way that the insurance file was made up of many records, a computer file is made up of many records. Let’s also assume that each record contains the same categories of information (fields) arranged in the same order, just as each person’s insurance record used the same form. As a simple example, consider a file with information on your bank checking account, having one record for each check you write. What information would you like to store on your checks; in other words, what would be the fields in the check records? The check number, date, name of the recipient, amount of the check come immediately to mind. You might also like to store a remark to remind you of the purpose of the check, and a code to separate the business checks from the personal ones.

Figure 1 lists the names of these fields along with their sizes and the type of information which can be stored in each. For example, the amount field is 10 characters wide and can hold a dollar figure, while the business/personal code field is only one character wide. The remark field is fifty characters wide and the type, alphanumeric, means that any alphabetic, numeric or special punctuation character is okay. Field names, sizes and types are some of the information which must be provided to a file management system whenever a new file is created.

Figure 2 completes this example by listing 12 records which might be found in our check file. Take a look at it to make sure that you understand the ideas of file, record and field, because we will use this data in several tests of T.I.M.’s performance.

We also need to say something about key fields and indices. Glance back at Figure 2. What order are the records in? What order would you like them to be in? At one time you might be interested in searching for or printing out the checks written to a certain person. In that case, it would be nice if they were sorted alphabetically by recipient’s name. If, however, you wanted to find the check you wrote on a certain day, you would like them sorted according to date. It is clear that there is no single answer to this question. Can you give a few other examples where different ordering would be preferred? I have been speaking of “sorting” the records and, while computers can certainly be programmed to physically reorder the records in a file, there is another, often better, way to deal with the need to retrieve records in varying order. This involves building key fields and building indices.

Figure 3 illustrates these ideas. Let’s say, for example, that we wished to be able to retrieve records in order by the amount of the check. We would say that AMOUNT was a key field and build an index. The index could be merely a list of record numbers, in order of ascending check amount. Figure 3 illustrates these ideas, but, in order to understand it, you will need to refer back to Figure 2, which lists the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHECK NUMBER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
<th>BUS./PERS</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>John Press</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>for books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>John Press</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>delivery work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Samantha Press</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>candy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>01/21/82</td>
<td>Roberto Lastroco</td>
<td>400.00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>clerical work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/21/81</td>
<td>Roberto Lastroco</td>
<td>325.50</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>typing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>01/21/82</td>
<td>Joe Press</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>birthday present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>01/19/81</td>
<td>Natalia Lastroco</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>party supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Carla Lastroco</td>
<td>550.00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>data management software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Carla Lastroco</td>
<td>1250.00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>printer and adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Lilian Press</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Marcela ortuzar</td>
<td>477.00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>auto repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>02/12/82</td>
<td>Marcela ortuzar</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>spark plugs and hoses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Three indices for the file shown in Figure 2. The first index (A) orders the file on check amount. The record with the smallest amount ($12.50) is first, etc. The second index alphabetizes the file on recipient’s name (last name first). The third index sorts the file on two fields, one within the other. Can you see which one?
tire data file. The first index shown here sorts the records by check number. Record number 3 is for the highest amount ($12,500), record number 1 is for the next smallest ($25,000). The largest check ($125,000) is cord number 9, so it is the last entry in the index. Figure 3 also shows an index on the Recipient field, which sorts the file into alphabetical order. The third index shown in Figure 3 is a little trickier. Can you figure out what it does before reading on?

The third index uses multiple keys to sort the file on AMOUNT within J$P/PER. What this means is that all the business checks will be sorted to one group and all of the personal checks into a second and that within these two groups, the records will be ordered by AMOUNT. Note that in figure 3 the business checks all precede the personal checks. Why didn't the personal checks precede the business checks? Because the code for business, "B", precedes the code for personal, "P", in the alphabet. In this sample, we would refer to BUS/PER as the major field and AMOUNT as a minor field. Note that there is nothing to stop us from building a key which orders the file on more than two fields. For instance it might be useful to report your checks by AMOUNT within RECIPIENT within BUS/PER. Can you think of other keys which might be useful?

Finally, you may have heard of database or data management systems, and be wondering if they are the same as file management systems such as T.I.M. While there are no universally accepted definitions of these terms, I would distinguish a file manager as being more limited than the others. A file manager, as I use the term, is designed to work on one file at a time rather than an entire database which might be made up of many files, all of which are related to each other. Although T.I.M. is able to generate a certain type of report using two files, it is not designed to handle multi-file data bases; each T.I.M. file is treated independently.

—Larry Press

them and changing or updating them. Adding records is quite simple, as stated above. A form is displayed on the screen and you "fill it in." Filling in and editing this screen form is accomplished using the commands shown in Figure 4. The function keys on the left of the keyboard are used instead of the cursor control, insert and delete keys on the right. This is a little confusing; however, it enables you to use the cursor control keys as a numeric keypad. After you add new records, they must be merged into the data file, and, again, you notice how slow T.I.M. is. Table 1 shows the times needed to merge just a single record into a data file.

To delete or update a record, you must first locate it in the file. Figure 5 shows the interactive commands which may be used in finding records in a T.I.M. file.

"For instance, if you wanted to find a check that you had written to Roberto Lastrico, you would like to step through the file using the RECIPIENT field as a key. T.I.M. will let you do this, assuming that an index has been created for the key field. T.I.M. is quite flexible in the creation of indices. A file may have up to 40 indices and they can be based upon either simple, single field keys or compound, multiple field keys. For instance, an index might sort the file on AMOUNT within RECIPIENT. This flexibility is quite useful and, like everything else in T.I.M., creating an index is easy but time consuming."

To create an index all you do is specify the key fields, start the sort and get a cup of coffee. Table 1 shows the time to sort the check file on the four digit random number field which was added for this test. The 12 record file required only 19 seconds; however, sort times grew rapidly with file size and 100 records took a minute and 59 seconds. I tried the 100 record sort again using the check number field, which was already in sequence rather than random, but that saved only 6 seconds. The fun really began when I tried a five record file. Not only did the time escalate to 22 minutes, but the sort did not work properly!

Once a key is built, it is possible to step through the records as if they were in order by that key, but it takes about 3.2 seconds per step. If we are looking for Roberto Lastrico's check, we don't want to search alphabetically, we want to jump straight to it. Direct (non-sequential) searches can take only one form in T.I.M.: the value you are searching for must exactly match the contents of the key field. In our example the search would be for a record in which the Recipient field contains "Roberto Lastrico." The time to search for a record varies depending upon where it happens to fall in the index, so Table 1 shows a range of times for searches in files of 12, 100, and 500 records. It might not seem like 10 or 15 seconds is long to wait for a search, but I have used file managers on other personal computers that were much faster, requiring more like 2-3 seconds. Because it is written to run under PC BASIC, T.I.M. is slow. Furthermore, few systems would limit you to searches for exact matches on single fields.

Since it is good practice to back up your files periodically, another test measured the time necessary to copy a data file—including its directory and indices—from one disk to another. Table 1 shows the times needed for each file. (Since a T.I.M. data file can have several associated files, like the T.I.M. directory, which must be kept together with it, you must use the copying functions built into T.I.M., rather than DOS, for duplicating T.I.M. files.)

Generating Reports

In addition to looking through data files and maintaining them, a file management system allows you to generate reports about the data in a file. As a report generator, T.I.M. is easy to use, but not very flexible.

Let's say that we want a report which shows the check number, date, recipient's name, amount and indication as to business/personal for each of the checks in our 12 record file. The first step is to define the report format, which takes only a minute or so. It is also easy to try your report out by having it "print" on the screen rather than on paper, and if it is not quite right, it is very simple to edit it. Once the format definition is complete, it can be saved in a library and reused without repeating the definition process.

Figure 6 shows a copy of this report. Part of the reason that defining the format of the report was so easy is that T.I.M. does not give the user much flexibility. For example, it would be nice to use report headings which were not the same as the field names you chose when creating the file, to have two-line headings, to center, left justify or right justify a column of data or to space the columns out. Had
Hard Disk Storage for your System PLUS Your Answer to Backup.

New! 5 or 10 MByte, 5¼" hard disk, and 10 MByte Removable 8" Winchester Cartridge.

Here's a cost effective, large capacity storage alternative for your Apple III or II, and IBM Personal Computer, to name just a few.

Use any CP/M program with your IBM and the SCS series storage systems.

Or add Microsoft's Softcard to your Apple and run any CP/M program.

Storage for Most Computers

In addition to Apple and IBM, this same low-cost system interfaces to the most popular computers, including the TRS-80 series, Altos, S-100 systems, LSI-11, Multibus, and Motorola 6800.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Apple ProFile</th>
<th>Corvus 5¼&quot;</th>
<th>SCS-5 5/10 MByte</th>
<th>SCS-10R 10 MByte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Backup</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5¾&quot; Disk w/1 MByte Floppy</td>
<td>10 MByte Removable Disk built in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Correction</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Formatted</td>
<td>5 MBytes</td>
<td>5 MBytes</td>
<td>5 or 10 MBytes</td>
<td>10 MBytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Seek Time</td>
<td>95 ms</td>
<td>125 ms</td>
<td>70 ms</td>
<td>60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested List</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>$3750</td>
<td>$3495/$3995 Add $550 for floppy backup</td>
<td>$7310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Backup Storage a Dilemma?

We have the solution with the SCS-5/F. It's our combination 5¼" hard disk and 1 MByte 5¼" backup floppy in one compact cabinet.

No one but Santa Clara Systems answers backup with flexible storage solutions—not even Apple or IBM.

Supports Systems and Applications Software including CP/M.

For Apple, run DOS 3.3, SOS 1.1, Pascal, all CP/M programs, plus DB Master, Compu-Law, Accounting Plus, Peachtree Accounting, SuperCalc, Medical Management, Stockbroker, Real Estate Manager, Word Star, and Farmplan. For IBM use IBM DOS or CP/M 86. On TRS-80 run TRS-DOS and Oasis. CP/M runs on all S-100 and Multibus systems. And use RT-11 3B & 4 on your LSI-11.

Shipped Complete

It's all there: 5¼" Winchester, removable hard disk subsystem, or combi

Reliability 10,000 hours MTBF.

No preventative maintenance required.

2 hours MTR

Expandable through daisy chaining

Technical Excellence

Our Error Correction Coding (ECC) gives you a unique internal hard disk backup system, so media errors are corrected before they become transparent to your computer. These advantages assure you of reliable performance for years to come:

Santa Clara Systems produces the largest selection of storage systems available. If you have storage problems, ask us for the solution.

Save Up TO $200

Offer valid until 3/31/82

I'm interested. I want to save $100 on the SCS-5 $50 on the SCS-10R $200 on the SCS-10R

My check is enclosed for $ (Calif. res. add 6.5% sales tax). Check before sending your check. You are the host adapter I require (check one only. Additional host adapters $550).

IBM Apple II Apple III TRS-80 TRS-80 II TRS-80 III S-100 Multibus LSI-11 Motorola 6800

Please send more information. Have your salesman call me.

Where is my nearest dealer?

Name

Phone

Title

Company

Street

City State Zip

Mail today to:

SANTA CLARA SYSTEMS, INC. • 560 Division Street • Campbell, California 95008

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

IBM • TRS-80 • Apple II • Apple III • S-100 • Multibus

A void has been filled!

MatheMagic™

...the unique software product that harnesses the power of your microcomputer to perform simple arithmetic to sophisticated mathematics without programming.

MatheMagic™, the friendly, menu-driven system anyone can easily master, is the indispensable tool for business people, educators, students, engineers, scientists, or the practical homeowner — anyone, in fact, who needs to calculate anything from the simplest arithmetic to the most sophisticated mathematics. In minutes, your microcomputer responds precisely to the task you need to accomplish. MatheMagic™ is not a spreadsheet. Existing products can manipulate columns of numbers, but MatheMagic™ has the power of a hardware, almost limitless ability to perform an infinite universe of arithmetic/mathematical applications.

*The Ultimate Calculator*

available for: Apple II or TRS-80 Models I, II, & III, CP/M-based micros with CP/M built into the IBM PC.

International Software Marketing
245 E. Washington Street
P.O. Box 10202
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 261-0050

Price — Under $100.00

Retail

*MatheMagic™*

...there is nothing comparable...at any price.
T.I.M. provided such options, it would have been possible to produce a report like the one shown in Figure 7. It would have been nice if report definition had been handled in the same manner as screen definition, where the user is allowed to create a special custom design if the pre-designed formats don't satisfy.

T.I.M. wouldn't be the T.I.M. we've grown to know if printing reports weren't a bit slow as well. The report shown in Figure 6 required 45 seconds print time and the one in Figure 8 took 68 seconds. Admittedly, the IBM matrix printer is slow, but even it had to wait for T.I.M. to prepare lines for printing.

Reports can also have control breaks. For example, it is easy to generate a report such as Figure 8, in which business and personal checks are listed separately and subtotals are calculated for each group as well as a grand total. Defining that report took less than a minute, but again, additional features such as more levels of subtotals (T.I.M. allows two) or calculation of averages could have been provided. Finally, although not shown in our check example, it is possible to have fields (report columns) which are calculated from other fields. For instance, in an inventory report, quantity on hand could be multiplied by unit price to create an inventory value field.

What if you wanted a report that showed only checks greater than a given amount, or only business checks? It would be nice if it were possible to directly specify such a sub-file, but it is not. Instead, it is necessary to first create a second file which contains only the records that you wish to include. Then you print the report using that smaller file. This is conceptually simple, and defining the selection criteria for creating the sub-file is, as usual, very easy; however, the process is inefficient since T.I.M. must read through the entire file in selecting the sub-file and then read through the entire sub-file to print the report. As we have already seen, T.I.M. does not possess blazing speed, so going back through the data file takes a lot of time. Table 1 shows the time necessary to select the business checks from our files (about half, selected at random, were business checks).

**Conclusion**

A general picture begins to emerge from all of this. On the positive side, T.I.M. is easy to use. The manual is well

### Timing T.I.M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Number of Records in File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convert ASCII to T.I.M. format</td>
<td>12 100 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructure file</td>
<td>45s 5m 51s 29m 9s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge single record into file</td>
<td>57s 7m 3s 37m 33s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort (create index) on 4 digit field</td>
<td>57s 1m 51s 4m 34s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search on 4 digit random number key field</td>
<td>19s 1m 59s 22m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy file, indices and directory</td>
<td>7-9s 10-15s 15-19s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select subfile for business checks only</td>
<td>57s 2m 10s 7m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Tests of T.I.M. speed. Three check files, with 12, 100 and 500 records were created. A special 4 digit, numeric field containing a random number was added to each record for the purpose of timing sorts and searches. Times are shown in minutes and seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Number of Records in File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>12 100 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data area</td>
<td>1604 1920 1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indices (per field)</td>
<td>1280 10496 52224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Disk space requirements. Each T.I.M. file requires disk space for a directory entry, the data records and the index entries.

### Main T.I.M. Menu

| A = Add/Inspect/Update a record |
| C = Create a new file            |
| D = Display T.I.M. directory     |
| F = File specifications          |
| H = Help menu                    |
| L = List generation              |
| M = file Maintenance             |
| N = Select records from a file   |
| S = Utility commands             |
| T = Word processor Interface     |
| X = exit to operating system     |

Enter command

**Figure 1.** The main menu. This menu is used to access secondary menus. It is often necessary to change program disks when moving from one menu to the next.

**Figures 2 and 3.** "Default" screen layout for check file, with fields displayed one per line, and a custom screen which can be designed with a little extra work.
organized and clearly written. The screen interaction, menus and help screens are done well enough that it is seldom necessary to refer back to the manual after a first reading. Anyone who is familiar with data processing and has some background in programming should be able to set up T.I.M. files and reports. Once a file is defined, a few hours would probably suffice to train a non-technical person to operate the system well enough to maintain files and generate reports.

To some extent, T.I.M. is easy to use because it is simple and doesn't offer many options to the user. There could have been more flexibility in searching for records and in report definition, for instance. However, a good part of the ease of use must be attributed to the design of the system, so, if T.I.M. is capable of doing your job, you will find it friendly to use.

Unfortunately, you will also find it slow. Because of this, T.I.M. is best suited to applications where files are small, unless it is possible to process information in relatively large, periodic batches [such as a mailing list for a monthly publication]. T.I.M. would be poorly suited to tasks such as an inventory system, where the file ought to be updated whenever a transaction occurred.

A good deal of the blame for this slow operation (and probably for the decisions to cut down on options) is due to the fact that it runs using the Microsoft BASIC interpreter. When Microsoft makes their BASIC compiler available for the PC, a considerably faster version of T.I.M. should be forthcoming. Speed of operation would also be enhanced by using a hard disk rather than floppy disks. Not only would speed of reading and writing the disk be increased, it would no longer be necessary for the operator to swap the three program disks in and out of the floppy disk drive. That gets tiresome in a hurry.

But all of T.I.M.'s shortcomings cannot be blamed on the BASIC interpreter. I also think that its release was too rushed. This shows up in many ways, like the careless editing of the manual for the PC version, several minor bugs in the program, a few major bugs in the program and not trapping all operator errors. I am sure that all of these problems will eventually be cleared up, but an extra month or so of testing and fixing should have prevented them.
As Marketing and Sales Director of PC magazine, I have many of the business needs that a database management program such as T.I.M. is designed to satisfy. I keep records on advertisers, potential advertisers, and retail distributors that number in the thousands, and must monitor magazine shipments to dealers and advertising orders, as well as their related invoices.

Looking through the T.I.M. manual, I discovered many ways T.I.M. could help me organize the mass of information my department routinely handles. I've used other off-the-shelf microcomputer programs, so the terminology—"files," "record lengths," "bytes," etc.—did not intimidate me. In fact, the manual gave me bright hopes that T.I.M. and I would get along quite well; I felt, after reading the manual from cover to cover, that I had a sound understanding of T.I.M.'s capabilities, limitations, and mode of operations.

Knowing I had a review to write and only a limited amount of time in which to write it, I decided to limit my work with T.I.M. to the Retail Dealer Sales functions. I tentatively planned to use T.I.M. files and reports in the following ways:

1. To generate mailing lists.
2. To generate sales reports and inventory, open inventory, and dealer lists by using a file based on invoices and a file based on dealers;
3. To use the dealer file to generate lists of buyers and their telephone numbers; and
4. To use a word processing program, together with the dealer file, to generate 'personalized' form letters.

My first hands-on encounter with T.I.M. was painless. Within hours, using the program was almost effortless; within two days, we had created, modified, and restructured a dealer file containing 94 names. At this point, I wrote a letter to a friend, saying, "T.I.M. is great! It's going to make things a lot easier for me."

And then the problems started.

When I encountered error messages I didn't understand, I called Innovative Software for help; fortunately, I knew enough about computers to know that we should copy the error messages exactly as they appeared on the screen, even though they were completely meaningless to us. The people at Innovative Software patiently listened as I recreated the situation and read them the error messages. Shortly thereafter, they called back to explain that I had a "bad disk" and that they'd rush a new copy to me overnight. They did, and my work was interrupted only for a day or so; but the situation was still upsetting.

First, the absence of any explanation for the error messages in the manual left us unable to solve the problem without assistance; this omission continues to plague me. Further, the programs revert to BASIC whenever anything goes wrong, and the documentation offers no assistance in recovering from the error.

A second problem had nothing to do with T.I.M. but everything to do with using a computer in an office situation. When the new copy of T.I.M. arrived, an over-zealous co-worker reformatted and recopied the program disks; in the process, he erased everything we had done to that point. It took at least a day to recreate the lost files; as a result, I learned to keep our working files on diskettes locked in my desk.

At this point, I had to revise the scope of my review, since time was running out and I discovered that some of the program options were unavailable. For example, when the word processing option is selected from the main menu, it reads, "not available." Also, the reporting format proved to be so awkward for generating invoices that I decided to have them printed and to complete them with a typewriter.

In light of my revised expectations, I proceeded to have dealer files, reports, and lists developed. All of these files, lists, and reports have proven to be helpful, and thus my overall impression of T.I.M. is more positive than not. It's a relatively 'friendly' program that is both easy to learn and flexible to use, and I'm impressed by the variety of ways in which it can report information from the dealer files.

On the other hand, we encountered some aspects of the program that were so frustrating they caused us to limit the number of applications in which we could utilize T.I.M. A friend of mine, who is a programmer, tells me that many of these problems do not originate with the T.I.M. program itself. In the following examples, when I know T.I.M. to be blameless, I'll say so.

Woodard: "My overall impression of T.I.M. was more positive than not..."
In this case, discovering the nature of the problem did not solve it, or even suggest a solution, since it is a feature of the program's design to store libraries on an already crowded program diskette, not on the data diskette. The only way to overcome this particular obstacle is to make several copies of the program diskette and to distribute the different libraries among them. It took an entire afternoon to solve this problem; better documentation would have made that effort unnecessary.

My final criticism concerns sorting speed. When the dealer file contained only 94 records, it could be sorted very quickly; now that it contains more than 250 records, a sort takes a great deal longer. The T.I.M. manual warns that having several key fields would slow the sorting and merging processes, and so we've reduced the key fields to two that are essential: zip code and standing order. As our PC dealer base grows—and it has the potential to reach 2,000 by the end of the year—all of these processes will become even slower.

As a result of this problem, I have decided not to use T.I.M. in applications requiring frequent sorting of large[] data files. For example, I plan to have a file created which would describe all of our present and potential advertisers in some detail. There are already more than 700 such companies and individuals on our "comp list" and the number is growing rapidly. I don't think it would be wise to use T.I.M. with a list that size.

There are other minor problems that will undoubtedly be corrected before long, e.g., T.I.M. can't be used with a color monitor and the word processing interface isn't yet available. All in all, T.I.M. is better than a filing cabinet and we will continue to use it for small, uncomplicated tasks such as mailing lists since it's easy to learn and flexible to use. However, I do hope that a more powerful database program—one that's able to perform the more sophisticated tasks I have in mind—will be available soon.
COMMUNICATIONS:

Computer conferencing is not a substitute for anything, but is an entirely new form of group interaction. The members do not meet, and it is irrelevant whether or not they are "online" at the same time. They communicate with each other indirectly via the computer files which they jointly create and which they access via software on a "host" computer system. The host, which may be any suitably equipped and programmed computer but is usually of the large, traditional type, keeps track of who has seen what entries in the file and notifies users when new material is present.

The only equipment required for computer conferencing (CC) is an ordinary terminal with communications capability—hardly a rare item today. Personal computers such as IBM’s PC can easily be set up to fill the role.

The mechanism of CC is simple. The host computer recognizes individual users, or "accounts," as members of a given conference. The members are permitted to read and write in its files according to whatever protocol they want to establish. In an open conference, users can read all of the items and enter their own contributions. Normally, they will not be able to change files created by others; however, in some instances, it may be useful to give one member the editorial power to add and delete. Files may be either signed, unsigned, or even pseudonymous. Members may send messages to each other privately and may have a personal file space for notekeeping.

When this system is linked with a personal computer that has its own information processing capability, the user has an unprecedented opportunity to integrate his/her individual work with others'. Cooperation takes on a new dimension when the individual is free to work at an individual pace, yet the network is always available.

Clifford Barney

THE VIRTUAL MEETING

Using your computer for online conferencing
How this capability is put to use depends upon the purpose of the conference. The files may contain little more than items of general interest to a loose group of colleagues, or they may record something as detailed as the creation of a precise electrical specification.

"Only the help pounds a keyboard . . . voice input/output is the opium of the managerial class."

One of my favorite examples of the application of computer conferencing is the inside-out press conference conducted on EIES. Art Kleiner, an editor of Co-Evolution Quarterly, set up an on-line meeting for the sole purpose of providing him with the information he needed to write a magazine article. As a reporter who is used to chasing news sources—or ducking them when they thought they'd been misquoted—I was enchanted by the simplicity of Kleiner's vision. He had collected all of his sources in one electronic space and had their comments in a machine-readable form. There had been nothing like it in the annals of journalism since the days when Welsh bards from opposing armies met on a hilltop during a battle to decide among themselves how the fighting should be reported.

Despite its advantages, CC is widely held to be unsuitable for commerce because it requires the use of a terminal. "Only the help pounds a keyboard" is the way this view was expressed in one EIES conference. The emerging class of personal computer owners together with the generation of kids now surfacing in Computer Kamp and in video game arcades may undermine this premise.

A subtler objection to CC is that it demands written input. Few people like to write, whereas many people enjoy the sound of their own voices, so sweetly reasonable and so soon forgotten. Voice input/output (I/O) is, in fact, the opium of the managerial class. Freed of the demands of typing, the theory goes, executives will treat their computers like robot secretaries: take a letter, file this, what's next on the schedule?

Unless managerial speech has suddenly acquired a clarity unknown elsewhere in society, however, the resulting text is likely to be unreadable. Though humans are frequently capable of flights of eloquence, very few of us speak in ordered sentences and paragraphs. Speech is by nature redundant and elliptic; written text is, or strives to be, ordered and complete. Someone will have to edit the spoken input.

In any case, the issue is probably a chimera. A study of EIES use by sociologist Roxanne Hiltz showed that the prime determinant of system use was neither typing ability, nor familiarity with computers, nor preference for speech over written communications—these factors proved to be of no measurable influence—but mindset. The people who used the system most and professed to get the most out of it were the ones who anticipated that they would like using EIES before they ever came on-line. They proved to be the people who already knew other on-line participants; in other words, the ones who already had some community of interest.

Hiltz's results illuminate the true nature of computer conferencing: It is a system by which people with a joint purpose may conveniently carry it out. Surely someone can find a use for that.

Conferencing Networks: What's Available

One of the reasons that CC is so mysterious is that it is not yet widely available. The largest conferencing system, the ARPA network, with more than five thousand members, is restricted to Defense Department contractors. (Although outsiders may slip in through a few semi-legal 'gateways', they do not normally have access to the full system.)

The Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) provides very sophisticated conferencing software and is accessible via Telenet. Members pay $75 per month plus $7.50 per hour for Telenet's packet-switching services. Query Anita Graziano at the Computerized Conferencing Communications Center, 323 High Street, Newark, N.J. 07102.

Some so-called "community bulletin boards" offer conferencing software for local use; a prime example is the Conference Tree, which began in San Francisco and is presently cloning in other cities. A directory of community bulletin boards is available for $1 from AMRAD, 524 Springvale Ave., McLean, VA 22101.

Cross Communications Co., of 98 Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80303 is offering an entire conferencing package, called "Matrix," for installation on DEC computers. Cross also plans to make Matrix available via Telenet for approximately $20 per hour.

The Rolls-Royce of conferencing systems is probably Augment, a corporal product from Tymshare, 20705 Valley Green Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014. Augment provides ARPANET-like service either in-house or via Tymnet, Tymshare's packet network.

A rudimentary conferencing system may be constructed out of the messagin and bulletin board services provided by Telemail, which is itself a value-added service of GTE Telenet. Telemail charges corporate users $140 per month, with a $500 minimum on Telenet charges.

The Source, an information network owned by the Reader's Digest, will offer a form for conferencing via its Participate service this spring. Participate was developed on EIES and is migrating to the Source in several forms and at several price structures. Basic Source rates are $100 entry fee plus from $4.25 to $17 per hour of connect time (depending on the time of day). Source headquarters is located at 1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 22102; accounts are also sold at ComputerLand stores.

For those who would like to read more about CC, the canonical text is The Network Nation, subtitled "Human Communication via Computer," by Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff of EIES (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1978). This book is a technical, historical, and sociological description of CC. A new summary and analysis of research into CC is to be found in Studies of Computer Mediated Communications Systems Status and Evaluation by Hiltz and EIES colleague Elaine Kerr. It will be published this spring by the Academic Press New York.
Face-to-Face vs. Computer vs. Video

Conferencing Compared:

Computer conferencing is such a mysterious animal that there is a great temptation to begin by describing what it isn’t. It isn’t electronic mail, for instance. And it isn’t back-and-forth on-line messaging, like a written-out telephone call. And it certainly isn’t video conferencing.

However this procedure may be dangerous. The “not” operator functions in some sentences in such a way that the reader or listener gets the uncomfortable feeling that the existence of something is asserted in one breath, only to be denied in the next, as we may see in the well known self-canceling instruction, “Don’t think of a hippopotamus.”

There was a professor of anatomy at Cambridge University who was apparently ignorant of this semantic pitfall, for in his lectures, he always listed the common mistakes that students inevitably (in his experience, anyway) made. “The nerve doesn’t go here,” he would say, “and it doesn’t go there, and so you don’t get this reflex and you don’t get that one.” Not surprisingly, he often had cause to lament, “I told my students exactly the mistakes they should avoid, and these are the very mistakes they always make.”

It is probably best, therefore, to describe computer conferencing by stating what it is, rather than what it isn’t. Yet here again we meet that subtle serpent, the negative; the most obvious fact about computer conferencing, and the one that separates it from all other forms of teleconferencing, is that it is asynchronous, i.e. the members need not be present simultaneously. Expressed more positively, it is a meeting or conference between dozens or even hundreds of people, that takes place when only one of them is present. That person is the one who happens to have the attention of the host computer’s operating system.

In this respect, computer conferencing (CC) resembles a formal conference in which one must first obtain recognition from the chair in order to speak. However in CC one does not speak, one writes; and that is its second defining characteristic. The creation of a continuous written record is CC’s most original contribution to group communication. Here is a medium that makes it possible for a large group of people, widely separated in space and independent of all time considerations, to create a joint text that accurately reflects all of their views; a text in which all contributions can (usually) be identified by source and time of composition; a text which, moreover, can be searched by author, date, or any other keyword recognized by the host computer.

What could be more suitable for coordinating the work of a large number of individuals? Considering the practices of American business, in which managers and executives spend 75 percent of their working hours “communicating” (either attending meetings, writing up reports of those meetings, or talking on the telephone), one might easily imagine that the corporate sector is busily investigating CC.

Here the imagination is running ahead of reality. It is true that business is exploring teleconferencing as a way of reducing the time, irritation and, above all, the expense of shuttling executives to all parts of the world to manage affairs that are increasingly global, rather than local. Every trade journal worth its controlled circulation has devoted its “special report” to the joys of teleconferencing. What they usually mean, however, is video conferencing.

The accompanying chart tabulates some of the differences between face-to-face meetings, video conferencing, and CC. Next to the elegance of CC, video looks like brute force. It demands a multimillion dollar investment to establish, and the coordination of many people, many miles apart, to set in motion. And in the end what have you got? A meeting in which only one person can speak at a time, whose transcript is always delayed, and whose results are skewed by body language and who-sits-where.

Satellite video communication has been shown to be a clumsy substitute for a face-to-face meeting, of little more value than an ordinary phone call. It demands so much extra equipment to establish special conference rooms that taking part in a video conference is like putting on a space suit to take a stroll around the block. (Bell Labs officials shunned their own Picturephone service, which required them to go to a special room, because it took more effort than it was worth.)

Clifford Barney

A Communications System Morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System parameter</th>
<th>Face-to-face</th>
<th>Video conferencing</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium of transfer</td>
<td>Verbal &amp; nonverbal</td>
<td>Verbal &amp; nonverbal</td>
<td>Written word; graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective group size limit</td>
<td>Unstructured: few tens</td>
<td>Few tens</td>
<td>Unstructured: many tens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occurrence of interaction</td>
<td>Structured: hundreds</td>
<td>Coincidence of all</td>
<td>Structured: thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of interaction</td>
<td>Predetermined</td>
<td>Coincidence of all</td>
<td>Individual choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of interaction</td>
<td>Talking rate</td>
<td>Predetermined</td>
<td>Individual choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System memory</td>
<td>Recordings</td>
<td>Talking rate</td>
<td>Reading speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory modification</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Recordings</td>
<td>Machine-readable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory retrieval</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformations</td>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Varied but fixed once chosen</td>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>Hard copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single and fixed</td>
<td>Dynamic and adaptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted with permission from The Network Nation, by Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff; Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc.: Menlo Park, CA 1978
1982 Product Availability

QUNIX™

Multi-tasking, multi-user *Unix-like operating systems for the IBM PC

QUNIX 1.0
SINGLE USER
NOW

QUNIX 1.0
DUAL USER (S)
APRIL

QUNIX 1.0
QUAD USER (S)
MAY

QUNIX 1.0
OCTAL USER (S)
MAY

Recommended PC Configuration

64K & 2 Floppies

64K & 2 Floppies

128K & 5 Meg Winchester

256K & 5 Meg Winchester

Languages and Utilities

8086 ASSEMBLER
NOW

C COMPILER
NOW

FULL SCREEN EDITOR
NOW

TEXT FORMATTER
NOW

BASIC COMPILER
MAY

PASCAL COMPILER
JULY

FORTRAN COMPILER
AUGUST

For further information for personal and OEM users, please write or call:

IN U.S.
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC.
7219 SHEA COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95139
(408) 629-9402

IN CANADA
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD.
P.O. BOX 5318, STATION "F"
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA K2C 3H5
(613) 235-4297

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
Claiming that Telenet management is giving him the cold shoulder, Ed Magnin of the Telephone Software Connection has decided to quit providing low-cost Telemail service. Loss of TSC means that Personal Computer owners no longer have access to the cheapest and simplest electronic mail service heretofore available.

Telemail is a powerful, user-friendly electronic mail system operated worldwide by GTE Telenet over its packet-switched common carrier network. Telemail is normally marketed to businesses for $140/month plus a $500 minimum on Telenet connect charges. Acting as an independent broker, under an agreement with Telenet, Magnin bought the service and resold it. He charged $5/month plus the actual Telenet rates, with no minimum.

Magnin operated out of his home on a couple of microcomputers. Nevertheless, at one time last year TSC was the fourth-largest user of Telemail, billing around $5,000 a month. At least half his customers, Magnin says, were personal computerists who accessed the network after 9 P.M., when the Telenet rates dropped to $4/hour. (It is $14/hour in the daytime, $7/hour evenings.) Magnin mother-henred his clients, answering all messages personally, providing nearly a hundred state and special interest bulletin boards (including one devoted to the PC), and running interference with Telenet to correct customer problems.

But Telemail, Magnin charges, failed to provide the Telex service it promised, reneged on several agreements with TSC, confused billing by failing to separate network access charges from charges for special services, and even miscalculated some bills. Telemail also failed to correct an annoying software glitch that caused long delays in transmitting messages to and from Magnin himself.

In the end, Magnin says, the headaches weren't worth the rewards. Periodically threatened with the loss of his large-user discount, and fearing a rise in Tlenet rates, Magnin abruptly decided to get out of the Telemail business as of Feb. 28. TSC will continue as a seller of telephone-delivered software (for Apple computers) via direct dial to TSC in Torrance, CA.

TSC's abandonment of Telemail prompted one user to comment that high network charges remain the principal roadblock on the "information freeway." At $15/hour, he predicted, information networks will remain "curiosities" for both personal users and businesses.

Telemail acknowledged that Magnin's complaints were justified, and expressed regret that he was giving up the service.

Electronic mail only slightly expensive that TSC/Telemail is still available on The Source and the CompuServe network. Telemail, however, is more flexible and easier to use than these systems, which have rudimentary search software.

Publisher Folds Newspaper, Mounts Online Newsletter Service

The bottom line looks better in electronic publishing than in print to Independent Publications, Inc., which announced an online newsletter service less than a month after it folded the Philadelphia Bulletin newspaper. Under its Newsnet service, Independent Publications will distribute some 70 newsletters via telephone dialup lines. The first, already online, is Communications Daily.

The newsletter publishers will supply machine-readable text on magnetic tape; subscribers will be able to access the text at $24/hour (plus the newsletter subscription price).

Independent Publications shut down the once-proud Bulletin in January after many money-losing months.
NEW QUIKPRO+PLUS PROGRAM WRITES PROGRAMS FOR YOU ON YOUR OWN IBM-PC...in minutes.

Technical Review
by Wayne Hepburn

QUIKPRO+PLUS is the name given a new breakthrough in software, for the IBM Personal Computer, by FutureSoft. Until now, whenever you wanted a new separate BASIC program, you had to spend a lot of dollars to get it, or a lot of hours creating it. That's in the past now.

Anybody who can turn on a computer can write a program, quickly, with this new QUIKPRO+PLUS program generator. It's the invention of Joseph Tamargo of Florida. His brilliant approach to program writing allows you to tap the real power and speed of your computer (and it's about time.)

I located and interviewed him to find out more about QUIKPRO+PLUS and pass this valuable information to you. He told me: "The best part of this program is that it gives you a separate Basic program, produced in standard Microsoft Basic, every time you use it. What's more, you can list your new program, look at it, see what makes it tick, and modify it."

I found out you can also enhance, alter, and even copy programs you create using QUIKPRO+PLUS. I don't think there is any other program available with this much flexibility and ease of use.

The applications seem to be unlimited: Uses occur in Business, Home, Hobby, Educational and Scientific situations. A few examples of what QUIKPRO+PLUS can write for you are programs like these:

Financial Forecasting, Expense Planning, Data Access & Retrieval, Modeling, Record keeping of all kinds, Statistical Data Banks, and more. QUIKPRO+PLUS cuts program development time to a fraction of what it takes now. It will generate File and Data Entry programs in a standard file format, allowing data to be downloaded to larger hosts or mainframe systems also.

HOW IT WORKS....

The operation of QUIKPRO+PLUS is surprisingly simple and easy. Right on your screen you answer questions, and you get error-free Filing and Data Entry programs. This eliminates the tedious development you normally to through in creating a new program. Your instructions are right on the screen so you don't have to be a programmer to use it. Quickly, you have a new program that stands alone. While some generator type programs give you bits and pieces, QUIKPRO+PLUS gives you a complete, full running program. Then it will print out the operating manual of the new program for you.

In addition to the functions of Data Entry, Updating, Retrieval and so forth, QUIKPRO+PLUS allows you to generate a program that does Reporting on your printer. You can print out in a format different from your File format if you wish, without altering the file or record itself. You can select what portions of which records will print or not print.

Substantial mathematical ability is also incorporated into QUIKPRO+PLUS generated programs. You can perform all manner of calculations on various fields of data within individual records. You can selectively do calculations and use the resulting data, or print it, without changing the original base data.

I can't help but tell you I was really impressed with the range of uses and the power of this program. I saw a list of over one hundred applications you could do right now...and of course you can dream up as many of your own as you want.

There were letters from owners who wrote to comment on the program and I read some of them. They came from all kinds of users, doing all kinds of things, with this automatic program generator that writes a separate Basic program for you each time you use it. They had saved a small fortune by getting numerous separate applications from it and they can keep on doing it, year after year.

Of course, you can too, once you have a copy of QUIKPRO+PLUS to run on your own IBM Personal Computer.

I had checked on some other firm's advertising program generators and was disappointed to find out they were running ads but were not ready to deliver. FutureSoft has already delivered and is accepting orders even as I write this report to you. They even give you a full guarantee of satisfaction...allow you to return QUIKPRO+PLUS, run it on your computer, and if not fully pleased return it within 10 days of delivery. I thought that takes a lot of confidence, but then, they have every reason to be confident based on the remarkable performance of the product.

You get QUIKPRO+PLUS by mail or phone direct from FutureSoft. Send mail orders, specifying for IBM-PC, to FutureSoft, Box 1446-PC, Orange Park, FL 32073. Include your check or money order for only $259 (Florida residents add 4% sales tax). Or you can order by phone, Toll-Free 24 hours daily if you have Visa or Mastercard. Call 1-800-624-7888, operator 120, all states except California residents, who should call 1-800-852-7777, operator 120. FutureSoft's operators are not technically competent to answer any questions about the product.

By the way, you Software Dealers reading this report will be glad to know you can handle QUIKPRO+PLUS if versions to run on many popular computers. Contact FutureSoft directly, by mail, or phone the office at (904) 269-1918.
Your IBM personal computer deserves an Amdek Color-II monitor

To take maximum advantage of all your new IBM Personal Computer can do, you need a compatible monitor with extensive capabilities of its own. And for that, there's simply no better choice than Color-II from Amdek.

Color-II's high-resolution colors can help you visualize and analyze the most complex data. Whether you need your IBM for word processing, graphics, business analogy or scientific applications, Color-II has the display technology you need to utilize your IBM to the fullest.

Color-II features include:
• RGB input for high-resolution graphics and more vibrant colors.
• 80 x 24 character display.
• 560(H) x 260(V) resolution.
• Intensification modulation for 16 color capability to match IBM's high resolution colors.
• IBM plug compatible cable and connector.
• Molded-in carrying handle for easy portability.
• Front-mounted controls for quick adjustments.
• Complete with one-year warranty covering all parts and labor; two-year warranty on picture tube.

So for the most efficient, effective use of your IBM computer, ask your dealer about the remarkable Color-II—part of Amdek's complete line of color, green phosphor and black & white video monitors. Then match Color-II's performance and price against any other high-resolution monitor. For quality and value, you'll choose Amdek.
If you want to equip your IBM Personal Computer to display color text and graphics, the number of possible ways is in the same league as cat-skinning.

At present, however, all the ways have one common prerequisite: you must first equip your PC with IBM's color/graphics display adapter, an investment of approximately $300. (This does not mean you can't also have/use the monochrome display adapter; the two are designed to function in tandem.) After you've acquired the adapter, depending upon your needs and desires, you can achieve color display capabilities for an additional $70 or less (assuming you already own a color TV), or you could add another $1,000 or more to the cost of your system.

The factors determining your location in that spectrum should be the immediate uses you have in mind for color plus the amount you care to invest in being prepared for the future. The overwhelming, 'right-now' consideration is resolution, i.e., the level of detail and sharpness the display is capable of reproducing. Resolution is measured by how many dots (in a horizontal line) and how many lines (vertically) can be distinctly and separately displayed. The PC is capable of producing 640 distinct dots (320 in color) on 200 distinct lines, at two levels of brightness for each. How much of that resolution you need depends upon the programs you plan to buy or write. The future consideration is this: do you want to be prepared for color adapters or other devices capable of even greater feats of resolution, as well as for the programs that might exploit them? (A future intersection of microcomputers and video disks is worth consideration at this point.)

There are three basic options to consider, as well as arrays of secondary choices within each. Since the marketplace is still adjusting to the new opportunities created by the PC, the choices are not as clear-cut as they could be; the present lack of a substantial body of published, color-using programs is also a significant factor.

**Hardware Choices**

The color/graphics adapter has three different places where a display can be connected; these connections define the three categories of hardware that can be used. Each connection point enters at a different stage of the electronic process that paints color pictures onto a video screen.

To understand the choices, it helps to have a rough conception of how video's ephemeral painting process works. The image you see is built up from three superimposed pictures, each of which is a single, pure color, i.e., one of the three "additive primaries," or red, green, and blue. (These are slightly different from the paint-pot "subtractive" primaries you
learned about in elementary school.) The triple images are built up by ever-sweeping electron beams that, when energized, make phosphor spots on the screen glow in color.

For the simplest of systems, imagine the computer keeping track of each beam’s regular, repeated sweeps, energizing it whenever it is aimed at a spot where its color is desired. Displays that work according to this system are called RGB (for red-green-blue) monitors. Since RGB is the simplest approach, you might expect it to be the least expensive; but, in fact, it costs the most. One reason for the expense is that the economics of color displays are influenced far more by television use, which is a multi-million-unit business, than by computer use, which is still relatively rare. RGB monitors are also more of a precision device than is a mass-produced TV. A D-shaped, 9-pin jack on the back of the IBM color adapter provides signals for an RGB-type display.

In broadcast television, the signals defining the three superimposed color pictures go through two additional stages of processing. First, the signals are combined to form one “composite” signal. Then, the composite picture signal is overlaid onto a broadcast carrier signal. The steps are similar to music from a guitar, drum, and piano being combined into a single signal in a record groove, then that signal being incorporated into a radio wave when the record is broadcast. To recreate the picture at the receiving end, both the overlaying and combining processes have to be performed in reverse. For a computer to send a picture to a broadcast-oriented display, it must take on one or both functions of a miniature television station.

The device that acts as a TV transmitter is called an “RF (for radio frequency) modulator.” These can be bought for $70 or less, and will allow the IBM color adapter to send pictures to your standard color TV. RF modulators are connected to the IBM color adapter unit on a multi-pin plug inside the IBM system near the back of the circuit board.

If a TV set is equipped to let you bypass the broadcast receiving stage via a separate connector, or if you select one of the special-purpose displays that omits the broadcast part, your PC can send it the composite video signal, which comes from the round, stereo-like jack at the back of the color adapter.

The three main hardware choices, then, are a TV set with RF modulator, a composite video monitor, or an RGB monitor. What factors influence the choice between them?

**The Trade-offs**

If, as a child, you ever played the game “telephone,” you know that the more times information is handled, the more
likely it is to become distorted. That effect is what makes the RF modulator/TV set combination least desirable, and makes even composite monitors a compromise. The extra handling tends to muck up the sharpness of the picture.

A second major limitation is that TV sets are designed to adhere to a standard, i.e., a specified way of sending TV signals that is uniform within the US (other nations also have broadcast standards, most of which are different from ours). Among other things, the standard defines the size of the channel, or bandwidth, which may be used for the picture information. Your computer could be capable of sending more picture detail, as the ICM PC is, but the bandwidth 'door' in the display is too small to let it through. Since composite monitors are usually built to television standards, they also suffer from this limitation. (A composite monitor designed to higher-bandwidth standards could approach the sharpness of a similarly designed RGB monitor, but would still lose quality because of the extra handling to make the composite signal.)

In the case of RGB monitors, which are liberated from the constraints of the broadcast-TV standard, the limitations

Color Displays: What's Available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make/Model</th>
<th>Physical</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>V-Hold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrohome C50050</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>21.5 x 13.25 x 17.25</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA VFM 575</td>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>25.5 x 17.12 x 17.36</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony KX 1901</td>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>19.88 x 17.88 x 19</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amdek Color II</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>17 x 14.5 x 15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Ed/Teco TN1440</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>18.5 x 14.8 x 13.6</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrohome ECM 1302-1</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>18.5 x 13.31 x 14.61</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrohome ECM 1302-2</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>18.5 x 13.31 x 14.61</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi CM 1472</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>17 x 14.75 x 15.2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC JC 1202 DH (A)</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>14.88 x 12.08 x 16.26</td>
<td>25.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amdek Color I</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>17 x 14.5 x 15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC 12 CL</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath GD2-1320</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>20.25 x 14.00 x 14.75</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi CN 1481</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>17 x 14.75 x 15.2</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC JC 1201M</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>14.88 x 12.02 x 16.26</td>
<td>25.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp XR 3013</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>19.84 x 15.33 x 15.85</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith DC13PF2</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>20.25 x 14.00 x 14.75</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On/Off | Brightness | Tint/Hue | H-Hold |

Contrast | Color | Sharpness
RGB monitors for use with computers are often set up to be digital, implying that they can be told whether a color dot should be on in a particular place, but not how bright it should be. IBM shook up this status quo by equipping the PC color card to display two levels of brightness. As our "What's Available" survey shows, the marketplace is scrambling to respond. (Since composite monitors and TVs are broadcast-oriented, they are designed to reproduce levels of brightness.)

So the "bottom line" is this: TV sets—easy on the pocketbook but hard on the eyes; fine for games and low-detail graphics; limited to 40-column width for text, and even then, tough to look at for long. Composite monitors—almost as limited as TV sets, but will be easier on the eyes. RGB monitors—the only display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id. TV</th>
<th>Plug</th>
<th>Picture/Sound</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 x 200</td>
<td>6 (8 gray)</td>
<td>$972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>525 lines</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>340 lines</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>560 x 240</td>
<td>8/16</td>
<td>$1,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>360 x 230</td>
<td>8/16</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Medium&quot;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;High&quot;</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>560 x 240</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>690 x 230</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>260 x 300</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240 lines</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240 lines</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>340 x 240</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**

1. All models 110/120 volts, 60 Hz unless indicated otherwise.
2. Basic model can reproduce 8 colors; add on modification allows display of two intensity levels for 16 total "colors.
3. Mfr. does not release horiz. resolution information.
4. Also capable of 220/240 volt, 50 Hz. operation.
Color Displays

Type capable of showing the picture definition the PC is capable of producing; costly, but essential if you want to work extensively with color text as well as graphics and use 80-character-wide lines; however, not all RGB models can achieve the resolution of the PC.

The Survey

To help you gain an idea of the color display products available, PC undertook a survey. Our explorations consisted of telephone conversations with manufacturers and distributors, careful reviews of specification sheets, and visits to retail outlets. The fact we learned most clearly is that the information we were seeking is harder than expected to come by, and also a little slippery. What we were able to learn is summarized in the table that accompanies this article.

Except for one RCA unit, we did not specifically survey TV sets. In general, a TV set's quality as a color display for your PC will be proportional to its quality as a TV set. We did not specifically survey RF modulators either, but the one we ran across was the Sup*R*Mod 5, from M&R Enterprises in Santa Clara, California. This unit sells for approximately $60 and comes with the plug needed for connection to IBM's adapter. Plugging it in properly, however, can be tricky and we suggest you have it installed for you, if possible.

The other products we surveyed fell into three categories: composite-type and RGB-type monitors, plus some combination products intended for more than one purpose. Most of the displays were suitable for top-of-the-computer placement, but there were a few biggies more suited to group viewing. Our chart reports the screen size (in inches) measured diagonally from corner to corner, the cabinet size and weight, and the controls that are easily accessible from the front. Composite displays require more controls for adjustment and are likely to need more frequent fiddling, so we thought you'd like to know which ones you could get at without moving the monitor or trying to locate the knobs by feel alone. Some of the front controls are recessed or hidden behind doors. The chart does not indicate cabinet material or color; although none of the cabinets fits in with the look of the PC as nicely as IBM's own monochrome display does, most RGB displays are some shade of gray. Power requirements were fairly uniform; only the Electrohome displays were equipped for outside-the-US power standards. Smaller screens, in general, drew about as much power as a 60-watt bulb, 100 watts being the cluster point for big screens.

In the video specifications, we report resolution information to the extent manufacturers were willing—or able—to supply it; we did not investigate this ourselves. Many companies simply don't release horizontal dot resolution, and no one but Teco and Amdek were able to talk about bandwidth as such; a pity, since it's a useful measure, we think. The column entitled "Colors" applies only to the RGB monitors, since the other kinds of display can reproduce all colors. Most of the RGB monitors we found were limited to displaying the eight basic colors in IBM's video palette (black, white, red, green, blue, yellow, magenta and cyan, which is a lightish blue). Electrohome's RGB model was set up for IBM's full 16 colors (the eight above plus eight shades with different brightness, e.g. black becomes dark gray), as is Hitachi's and Amdek said all their production would be thus modified after March 1, and provides a kit that would convert earlier specimens of its Color II model to 16-color capability. Most other makers said a change to 16-color capability was in the offing, or offered modification kits.

Many models included built-in sound capability. This is of no immediate use with the PC, which has its own built-in speaker and does not transmit sound through the color display adapter. However, this feature may be worthy of consideration with regard to future uses for your monitor.

Several different connector types were provided for delivering the video signal to the display. They are listed as they were reported to us, but don't be confused by the various names, many of which are the company's own version of standard connectors. All you need to know is that if there isn't an RCA plug on the computer's end of the cable for a composite display, or a 9-pin plug for an RGB display—or, worse, no cable provided at all—either you or your dealer is going to have to do some fooling around to make the connection.

Warranties tended to be the 90-day variety, although a few companies (RCA, NEC, and Electrohome) offered a year on some models, and Amdek stretched that to two years for the tube.

Some products we looked at, notably the Sony Profeel series, had aspirations broader than serving as a display for your Personal Computer. They are the antecedents of a product generation that aspires to equip your "media room" and hook up to videodisk players, cassette recorders, and who-knows-what-else. However, many of their self-adjusting features could be a hindrance rather than a help so far as computer display is concerned. One Electrohome model in our chart is set up to work with videotex (remote information library) systems such as Telidon in Canada, where Electrohome is based.

In trying to get information from some large companies, we found them very confused about where in their organizations computer displays belonged—or ought to belong. RCA, in particular, seemed to have no idea what we were talking about; fourteen (long-distance) phone calls and three divisions later, we gave up on Zenith and called our local Heathkit Electronics Store, which provided us with the information we needed. Smaller companies, particularly Amdek, seemed to be most interested in serving the IBM PC market. The bulk of the composite monitors we surveyed seem to owe their existence largely to serving the Apple computer market, and seemed far less relevant to the needs of the PC.
The Last Step
COLOR PRINTERS

Whether you are using color to interpret data, enhance text, or enrich pictures, its advantages can be substantial. But with a color display alone, you can enjoy those advantages only when you are where your computer is. An ideal setup would include ability to translate your color displays into more portable form, i.e., print them on paper. This option is not available yet except to those with plenty of technical prowess; but the wait may not be long. In the meantime, your camera can fill the breach in some situations.

Manufacturers of two relatively low-cost color printers have stated intentions of customizing their products for the IBM PC in the near future. One of these is Integral Data Systems, Inc. (IDS), of Milford, New Hampshire. For $1,995, IDS sells a printer, called the Prism, that is capable of printing in seven colors—though the color set (cyan, magenta, yellow, green, purple, brown and black) does not exactly match the PC's displayed set. The Prism is a dot-matrix type printer with a multi-color ribbon that makes multiple passes across each line where more than one color is to be printed.

You could plug a Prism into your PC now and print in color if you wrote your own programs to do so, but there isn't any convenient way of simply reproducing a color image on your display onto paper. Peter Eisenhauer, director of marketing for IDS, says a remedy for this lack is underway. According to Eisenhauer, a PC now resides in the IDS engineering department, where the top priority project is to develop an interface which will allow automatic printout of PC color screen images. Eisenhauer also points out that the Prism is a modular system, so a buyer could begin with the basic printer ($899), then add the plug-in to upgrade to color capability at a later date.

A color printer that uses a different process is the PrintaColor, from a corporation by that name in Norcross, Georgia. The PrintaColor uses fine jets of color ink shot at the paper to create its image, and it seems better at covering large color areas than the Prism but poorer at text. PrintaColor's unit prints with only three colors of ink, omitting black, and as a result is able to create only a muddy gray-brown where black is desired. Its palette also does not quite match the PC's screen colors. Suggested retail price for the least expensive PrintaColor model is $3,995, and Daniel Byford, a spokesman for the company, says it too is working on an adapter that would allow easy control by IBM PCs.

Yet another option might be a color plotter like that recently introduced by Hewlett-Packard to sell for $1,995. Plotters work by moving colored pens around on a sheet of paper. For displays that are more graphic than text, the H-P plotter seems to do a slicker (if slower) job. But the colorful sample distributed by the company is somewhat misleading. It shows a lovely multicolor set of graphs, but the plotter appears capable of using only two colors at a time without human intervention. A colorful image like H-P's sample would, as we understand it, require several changes of the felt-tip pens inside the machine. The H-P plotter is now on the market, and could be connected to the PC's asynchronous communications adapter or equivalent, but again the lack of software specifically designed to control it means it would not be especially useful to most people.

The PrintaColor (l) and Prism (r) printers, and samples of their output.
If you use numbers to make forecasts, there's that has the power to do more.

IBM® Personal Computer

Super by Sorcin
The IBM Personal Computer brings new power to personal computing. Most software programs can't take advantage of that power. The SuperCalc™ program, by Sorcim, is the exception.

The reason is SuperSheet, which, unlike VisiCalc and other spreadsheets, allows you to make full use of the IBM Personal Computer's expanded memory. As a result, you can make 5 year forecasts as well as detailed breakouts impossible with other programs.

Designed for business professionals who don't have a background in computer programming yet demand the most powerful electronic spreadsheet money can buy, SuperCalc™ is easy to use while answering the most complex "what if" questions.

You need change only one variable and you see instantly how that change affects your assumptions. And SuperCalc's exclusive AnswerKey™ walks you through the program by letting you stop and ask "What should I do next?"

If you own or plan to own an IBM Personal Computer, don't buy an electronic spreadsheet program without first learning about SuperCalc™.

Send me your brochure: The Power of SuperCalc™ which explains SuperCalc in everyday English.

Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Send this coupon or write Power of SuperCalc™ on the back of your business card and send to Sorcim Corporation, 405 Aldo Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 727-7634.

The powerhouse of software.
Look What Apparat has for your IBM Personal Computer.

The following add-ons are available immediately:

• 2 Dual Headed 40 Track Drives — (appears as four) 640K of storage, software patch, easy internal mount. $650.00
• Combo Card — Parallel printer, ASYN/C communication (RS-252), and clock calendar functions, uses only one slot. $279.00
• 2 Single Headed 40 Track Drives — 320K of disk storage, easy internal mount. $450.00
• 48K additional RAM — 27 chips plug into master PCB board. $75.00
• Add-on Memory Card — uses 64K dynamic RAM chips. 64K — $425.00, 128K — $525.00, 192K — $625.00, 256K — $725.00
• Prom Blaster — Programs most 1K to 4K EPROMS of 25XX and 27XX single or multivoltage, personality modules, read/write software. $149.00
• Apparat Game Diskette — $24.95
• Clock Calendar — Features seconds, minutes, hours, day of week, date, month and year; backup battery, leap year and crystal time base. $129.00
• Prototype Card — 3.5 by 8 inch wirewrap holds 150-14 pin dipoles. $29.95
• RGB Color Monitors — Includes cable, 16 color modifications, NEC — $1,095.00, AMDek — $899.00, TECO — $699.00.
• 3rd and 4th Add-on Drives — Expansion cabinet and IBM compatible drives, cabinet and 1 drive — $495.00, two drives — $749.00.
• 64K Hardware Print-Spooler — Parallel printer adapter, buffers 15 minutes of output at 80 characters/second. $399.00.
• EPSON MX Printers — MX-80 (with dot graphics) — $499.00, MX-80 FT — $575.00, MX-100 — $775.00.
• Verbatim Datatime Diskettes — (5-1/4" 40 track, box of 10) $24.95.
• 16K Memory Kits (9 chips) — $25.00.
• 5-1/4" Flip-Sort — $21.95.
• 5-1/4" Plastic Library Case — $1.95.

Apparat will continue to develop add-on products for your IBM Personal Computer. Call today for more information. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(303) 741-1778

IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM.
COLOR GRAPHICS
A hands-on, how-to introduction to PC BASIC's powerful graphics commands

Copyright © 1981, Lon Poole

Discuss computers these days and it's guaranteed that you will hear the words "computer graphics." Computer salespeople, buyers, owners, and ordinary users all agree that a machine's graphics capabilities are a good measure of its worth, and PC votaries are no exception. Not only does the PC have excellent color graphics capabilities when the color graphics adaptor board is installed, but it really is quite easy to include graphics in any PC BASIC program.

What Is Graphics?
Before I discuss programming graphics displays, let's take a look at what computer graphics is. Some people believe that computer graphics is intricate spiral line drawings or blocky, bright-hued cartoons, while others envision the on-screen action of their favorite arcade game. All these viewpoints have one thing in common: they assume that computer graphics are only a means of entertainment.

Although graphics can entertain, they are a powerful aid to comprehension and can inform people in a way that no report can. Most people are intimidated by the profusion of numbers of a typical computer report. Not only do graphics attract, and maintain, a user's attention, but they process raw numeric data and make it easier to understand. Which can you grasp faster, a list of seven-digit numbers or a graph that shows their relative values at a glance?

Of course, graphics can no more replace reports than pictures can replace poems or movies replace novels; exact, to-the-penny numbers document the accuracy of accounting reports. All too often, however, a financial analysis requires poring over columns of dry statistics. That's where a computer graphics program can be an indispensable tool, allowing the computer to wade through the numbers and display a picture of the results on the screen.

A Graphics Application
Let's take a look at a practical application. The BASIC program accompanying this article is based upon one which appears in Some Common Basic Programs by Lon Poole and Mary Borchers (Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1979) and employs the statistical technique of exponential regression to calculate the average growth rate of a value at regular intervals of time, and then to project the extent to which the numbers will increase or decrease in the future. Analysis of this type is useful in evaluating and predicting sales, costs, patronage, and other factors that usually grow or decay at an exponential rate.

This article explores the PC BASIC graphics statements used by the program. You can enter the growth-rate program in the computer as is and use it on any PC equipped for color graphics. A step-by-step analysis of the program itself appears with the program listing, and Fig. 1 shows the starting phase of the program, i.e., the point at which the data on the program works is entered.

Ways To View Your Data
As originally written, the Average Growth Rate program displays the average growth rate percentage and the exact values of future projections. Fig. 2 shows how this looks on a monochrome monitor. Although the projections are only estimates, the exact numbers are not as important as the magnitude of those numbers and the overall trend, features which are easier to see when the data is displayed in graph form.

One way to graph data is to plot each number as an individual point. Fig. 3 shows the data from Fig. 2 in a point graph on a color monitor. The color not only enhances the appearance of the display, but also imparts more information: red points are past data and green points are projections.

Drawing lines between the plotted points

Lon Poole, author of several books including The Apple II User's Guide and Some Common Basic Programs, has recently turned his attention to the IBM Personal Computer.
points can further enhance the data. Fig. 4 displays the same data as Fig. 3, but now the red and green dots are connected by colored lines which add more color and make the trends more transparent.

A bar graph of the data in Figs. 2-4 offers a completely different look, as illustrated by Fig. 5. All this color on the screen has a very dramatic impact.

Any one of the preceding graphics displays offers a substantial improvement over the ordinary report format in Fig. 2. The differences between the graphics displays are mostly aesthetic; different people will have different preferences. Fortunately, the PC creates point, line, or bar graphs with equal ease.

**PC BASIC Graphics**

On the PC, all three versions of BASIC make it easy to transform verbal output to graphics output. Cassette BASIC, Disk BASIC, and Advanced BASIC can all plot points and draw lines and boxes. The only special equipment you will need is a color graphics adapter and a color display screen.

Advanced BASIC has other graphics capabilities as well. It can draw circles, arcs, and ellipses, and can fill in any area of the screen with a solid color. Advanced BASIC requires at least 48K of random access memory (RAM), one disk drive, and IBM's disk operating system (DOS).

Although BASIC graphics on the PC is easy, it's not for the rank beginner, so it's a good idea to practice with some of the staples of BASIC before beginning to use graphics. PC BASIC's graphics statements will augment the standard BASIC statements, but they will not replace them. You still need to know how to use statements such as PRINT, INPUT, FOR, NEXT, DIM, and LIST.

**Foreground, Background, and Border**

The display screen has three different regions: border, background, and foreground. Background, as the name implies, is the region of the screen on which everything is displayed. When you turn on the PC, the background region is the black part of the screen which can have characters on it. Text and graphics images appear in the foreground, superimposed on the background. The background has a border around it which is not visible when the computer is turned on because both border and background are black. The border compensates for variations...
between different televisions and monitors by providing a safety margin against overscan, the tendency for the image at the edges of the screen to be partially or completely lost.

The COLOR Statement With Text

In PC BASIC, the COLOR statement allows you to specify different colors for foreground text, background, and border.

"Which can you grasp faster, a list of numbers or a color graph that shows their relative values at a glance?"

Colors are specified by number, as illustrated by Fig. 6, which correlates color numbers with actual colors. Color numbers 0 through 7 are available for foreground, background, and border, whereas colors 8 through 15 are available in the foreground for text only. Some color displays will show the same colors for numbers 8 and 0, 9 and 1, 10 and 2, etc., even though the computer sends out different signals. The following statement changes foreground color to magenta:

COLOR 5

The COLOR statement affects only the foreground color of items entered (typed) after it is executed; text that is already on-screen will not change color. Any text displayed after a COLOR statement changes foreground color will be in the new color. After executing the statement above, the PRINT statement below will be magenta when it is entered, as will its output when you press the RETURN key to execute it.

PRINT "Waltz of the Toreadors"

Waltz of the Toreadors

The next statement makes the foreground color magenta and the background color blue:

COLOR 5, 1

The background color immediately changes throughout the screen; as before, the foreground color change is not retroactive.

To make the foreground magenta, the background blue, and the border white, use this statement:

COLOR 5, 1, 7

The border color and the background color change at once; the change of foreground color only affects future text.

As you can see from the examples above, the first number in a COLOR statement specifies the foreground color, the second number specifies the background color, and the third number specifies the border color.

Omitting any of the numbers in a COLOR statement results in the color of the item you omitted remaining unchanged. For example, this statement changes the background color to cyan without changing either the foreground or the border colors:

COLOR , 3

Notice the comma ahead of the 3. It indicates that the first number, which selects the foreground color, is to remain unchanged. Two commas ahead of a number mean that it is the third (border) number, and that the first and second numbers, which select foreground and background colors, respectively, are unspecified. For example, to change the border color to green without altering the foreground or background colors, enter:

COLOR , , 2

Text and Graphics Modes

Everything discussed so far pertains only to a display used purely for text, which is called text mode. In text mode, any of the 256 characters in the PC character set can be displayed. The presence of the color graphics adapter allows the use of two additional screen modes (in BASIC), both of which are graphics modes. In these modes you can plot single points; draw lines, boxes, circles, and arcs; and color the interior of delineated areas. The addition of these abilities allows a user to construct elaborate pictures which can be displayed together with any of the 256 text-mode characters.

The PC BASIC graphics modes differ only in the number and size of the points displayed and in the number of colors allowed. High-resolution mode divides the screen into more points than medium-resolution mode; consequently, high-resolution points are about half as wide as medium-resolution points. High resolution is strictly black and white, whereas medium resolution allows as many as four different colors to be used on the screen concurrently.

Switching Screen Modes

The SCREEN statement allows a user to switch between text and graphics modes. The following statement switches to medium-resolution graphics:

SCREEN 1
This statement switches to high-resolution graphics:

SCREEN 2
To switch back to text mode, use this statement:

SCREEN 0

The SCREEN statement erases the screen and sets the foreground color to white, the background and border colors to black. (Although the SCREEN statement offers other options, in this article we'll use only the simpler forms shown above.)

The COLOR Statement With Graphics

The COLOR statement is actually two statements in one. COLOR works one way in text-mode, another way in the medium-resolution graphics mode, and is illegal in high-resolution graphics mode, in which the foreground color is always white and the background and border colors always black.

In medium-resolution graphics, the COLOR statement has no border color specification. The border is always the same color as (and thus is indistinguishable from) the background, which can be any of the 16 colors in Fig. 6. The choice of medium-resolution foreground colors is limited, and the scheme for specifying them differs markedly from the text-mode scheme.

The COLOR statement chooses one of two sets of medium-resolution foreground colors; these sets are referred to by IBM as palettes, and each has four colors. Once the palette is chosen, the statements which actually plot and draw on the medium-resolution graphics screen can choose individual colors from it. To understand the parameters of the palette's use, imagine an artist painting a picture. She has two palettes of paint on her
Average Growth Rate Program

10 KEY OFF
20 CLS
30 WIDTH 40
40 DIM F(24)
50 PRINT "Growth Rate and Projections"
60 PRINT "This program analyzes sales or other figures from past months,
70 PRINT "computes an average growth rate, and projects future figures."
80 PRINT "You specify the number of past and future months."
90 PRINT "The total number of months cannot exceed 24."
100 PRINT
120 INPUT "How many past months":M
220 IF M>=24 THEN PRINT "ONLY 24 MONTHS TOTAL, PLEASE!":BOTO 100
230 PRINT
240 PRINT "How many months to project":P
250 PRINT "Enter amounts for past months:
260 PRINT FOR J=1 TO M
270 PRINT "Month":J;
280 PRINT F(J)
290 NEXT J
300 T=LOG(F(1))
310 V=0
320 FOR J=2 TO M
330 L=LOG(F(J))
340 T=T+L
350 V=V+((J-1)!)L
360 NEXT J
370 A=16*28/V/(M-1)-T/M/(M+1)
380 A=EXP(A)-1
390 B=EXP(T/M-A*8-(M-1)/2)
400 FOR J=M+1 TO M+P
410 F(J)=INT(A*B*(1+A)*(J-1)+S)
420 NEXT J
430 MIN=F(1)
440 MAX=F(1)
450 FOR J=M+1 TO M+P
460 IF F(J)>MAX THEN MAX=F(J)
470 IF F(J)<MIN THEN MIN=F(J)
480 NEXT J
490 B=16/B/(MAX-MIN)
1000 CLS
1100 FOR J=1 TO M+P
1200 IF J=M+P THEN J=24+BOTO 1050
1300 PRINT "Month":J;
1400 PRINT F(J)
1500 NEXT J
1600 PRINT TAB(191)"Average Growth Rate is ";INT(A10000+.5)/100"X"
1700 BUBUB 2000
1800 FOR J=1 TO M+P
1900 IF J=M THEN C=1
2000 IF J=M THEN C=1
2100 IF J=M THEN C=1
2200 IF J=M THEN C=1
2300 IF J=M THEN C=1
2400 LINE -(J811+45,200-INT(B8F(J1))),C
2500 NEXT J
2600 BUBUB 2000
2700 FOR J=1 TO M+P
2800 IF J=M THEN C=1
2900 LINE -(J811+45,200-INT(B8F(J1))),C
3000 NEXT J
3100 BUBUB 2000
3200 FOR J=1 TO M+P
3300 IF J=M THEN C=1
3400 LINE -(J811+45,200-INT(B8F(J1))),C
3500 NEXT J
3600 A4=INPUTS(1)
3700 SCREEN 0,0,0
3800 RUN
2000 A4=INPUTS(1)
2100 CLS
2200 SCREEN 0,0,0
2300 COLOR 0,0
2400 COLOR 2
2500 PRINT "Average Growth Rate is ";INT(A10000+.5)/100"X"
2600 PRINT INT(A16B-(J/5-1)440)/8+.5
2700 RETURN

"It's really quite easy to include graphics in any PC BASIC program."

As you might expect, the palettes are numbered zero and one, and the colors on them are numbered from zero to three. Fig. 7 correlates actual colors with palette and color numbers. Notice that on each palette, color numbers 1, 2, and 3 are fixed. Color number 0 is, de facto, fixed, since it is always the same as the current background color. Text printed on a medium-resolution screen appears in palette color number 3, i.e., either in yellow or in white.

In medium-resolution graphics mode, there are only two numbers in a COLOR statement: the first sets the background color and the second chooses the palette for foreground color. Yes, this specification format is the opposite of the COLOR statement in text mode. Remember, the border color is the same as the background color, so there is no third number.

Assuming a SCREEN 1.0 statement has been executed to put the screen in medium-resolution mode, the following statement selects a blue background and chooses palette 0:

COLOR 1,0

The currently active background color can be retained and the palette number changed by omitting the background color specification:

COLOR ,1

When the COLOR statement is executed in medium-resolution graphics mode, both background and foreground colors change immediately and retroactively—unlike in text mode, in which foreground color changes are not retroactive. For example, if some items were drawn in green, red and yellow using palette 0,
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The COLOR Statement With Graphics

The COLOR statement is actually two statements in one. COLOR works one way in text-mode, another way in the medium-resolution graphics mode, and is illegal in high-resolution graphics mode, in which the foreground color is always white and the background and border colors always black.

In medium-resolution graphics, the COLOR statement has no border color specification. The border is always the same color as (and thus is indistinguishable from) the background, which can be any of the 16 colors in Fig. 6. The choice of medium-resolution foreground colors is limited, and the scheme for specifying them differs markedly from the text-mode scheme.

The COLOR statement chooses one of two sets of medium-resolution foreground colors; these sets are referred to by IBM as palettes, and each has four colors. Once the palette is chosen, the statements which actually plot and draw on the medium-resolution graphics screen can choose individual colors from it. To understand the parameters of the palette’s use, imagine an artist painting a picture. She has two palettes of paint on her work table, but can only hold a single palette at a time. When she chooses to use one palette, she can only paint with the colors on it. In order to paint with the colors on the other palette, she must put down the one she is holding and pick up the other. The medium-resolution graphics display works in the same way, but with one variation—when a user changes from one palette to another, the colors on the screen change from the colors of the first palette to the colors of the second.

As you might expect, the palettes are numbered zero and one, and the colors on them are numbered from zero to three. Fig. 7 correlates actual colors with palette and color numbers. Notice that on each palette, color numbers 1, 2, and 3 are fixed. Color number 0 is, de facto, fixed, since it is always the same as the current background color. Text printed on a medium-resolution screen appears in palette color number 3, i.e., either in yellow or in white.

In medium-resolution graphics mode, there are only two numbers in a COLOR statement: the first sets the background color and the second chooses the palette for foreground color. Yes, this specification format is the opposite of the COLOR statement in text mode. Remember, the border color is the same as the background color, so there is no third number. Assuming a SCREEN 1,0 statement has been executed to put the screen in medium-resolution mode, the following statement selects a blue background and chooses palette 0:

```
COLOR 1. 0
```

The currently active background color can be retained and the palette number changed by omitting the background color specification:

```
COLOR 1
```

When the COLOR statement is executed in medium-resolution graphics mode, both background and foreground colors change immediately and retroactively—unlike in text mode, in which foreground color changes are not retroactive. For example, if some items were drawn in green, red and yellow using palette 0,
switching to palette 1 immediately changes them to cyan, magenta, and white, respectively.

**Graphics Screen Coordinates**

In order to display points, lines, boxes, and so forth, the computer needs to know where they go, which requires that it be given a definite description (unique identifier) of every point on the screen. Imagine that a piece of graph paper is superimposed on the screen and that each box on the grid corresponds to one graphics point. By numbering the rows and columns, any box can be described by giving its coordinates, that is, its column and row numbers. That is exactly the way points on the graphics screen are identified. Column numbers begin with zero at the left edge of the screen; the rightmost column is 319 in medium-resolution graphics, 639 in high-resolution. In both graphics modes, the top row is zero and the bottom row is 199.

**The PSET Statement**

Neither the COLOR nor the SCREEN statements alone creates graphics images on the screen, but only condition the screen for the medium- or high-resolution graphics to follow.

The PSET statement plots a single point on the graphics screen at any given coordinates and uses the same format in either graphics mode. The following statement will plot a point at the intersection of column 45 and row 10:

```
PSET (45,10)
```

A color number is optional in the PSET statement. When it is absent in medium-resolution mode, color 3 (yellow or white) is used. If the PSET statement has no color specification in high resolution, it plots a white point.

To specify a color in a PSET statement, add a comma and the color number after the coordinates. In medium-resolution graphics, the color number (0 through 3) chooses one of the four colors from the active palette (see Fig. 6). In high-resolution graphics, an odd color number chooses foreground color (white) and an even color number chooses background color (black). For example:

```
PSET (180,150),1
```

In medium-resolution graphics, the statement above plots a green or a cyan point, depending upon which palette is active. In high-resolution graphics, the statement above plots a white (foreground) point.

**The LINE Statement**

In addition to plotting points, all versions of PC BASIC have LINE, a powerful statement which draws straight lines as well as empty and solid-color boxes.

Given that any two points define a straight line, it stands to reason that the LINE statement must include the beginning and ending points of a line. The straightforward way to do this is to specify the coordinates of both:

```
LINE (50,150)-(1,10)
```

The statement above draws a straight line from the point at column 50, row 150 to the point at column 1, row 10.

Line color is specified in the same way in the LINE statement as it is in the PSET statement. Following the end-point coordinates, add a comma and the color number. In medium-resolution graphics, the color number chooses one of the colors from the active palette; in high-resolution graphics, an odd number chooses foreground color and an even number chooses background color. If the color specification is absent, as in the example above, color number 3 is used in medium-resolution graphics. If it is absent in high-resolution graphics, the foreground color is used.

```
LINE (50,70)-(70,90),BF
```

The statement above creates a square the same size and in the same locations as the empty one created earlier. The only difference is that this square is solid red or magenta (depending on which palette is active) in medium resolution. In high resolution, the statement above draws a solid black square, thereby erasing the screen in the area it covers.

**Numbers, Variables, and Expressions**

In the interest of simplicity, all of our examples have used numeric constants to specify color numbers and coordinates; however, variables and expressions are also allowed. Fractional values are rounded to the nearest whole number. The Average Growth Rate program listed at the end of this article demonstrates the power of variables and expressions in graphics statements.
Relative Coordinates

There are two ways to specify a point. Until now, we have always stated the actual column and row numbers of each point, which is known as the absolute form of coordinate specification. The alternative, called the relative form, specifies coordinates relative to the last point plotted. When the word STEP precedes the numbers in parentheses, it means those numbers are offsets to the coordinates of the last point plotted. Consider these two PSET statements:

PSET (40,23)
PSET STEP (10,-3)

The first statement above uses absolute form. It plots a point at column 40, row 23. The second statement above uses relative form. It plots a point which is 10 columns to the right and 3 rows up from the previous point plotted, i.e., at column 50, row 20.

You can use either the absolute or relative form to specify the coordinates of any point. Of course, you must use absolute form for the first point you display, since there is no previous point to be relative to.

Now that you have been introduced to the individual statements of PC BASIC graphics, you can refer to the Average Growth Rate program and see how they work in actual practice.

Average Growth Rate Program

(See page 78)

This program has nine parts: setup, input, computation, verbal output, point graph output, line graph output, bar graph output, conclusion, and headings subroutine. To make it easy to identify and separate the parts, each is shown in a different color.

The first part of the program (lines 10-100) performs various housekeeping chores. First, the program turns off the bottom-line display of the function key uses (line 10). Next it clears the screen and sets screen width to 40 columns (line 20 and 30). After that, it dimensions a single-precision numeric array (line 40).

Here and elsewhere, the program inden- tingly uses single-precision variables where integer variables would suffice. Next, the program displays a title and instructions (lines 50 through 100).

Lines 200 through 290 input data. The program user must break down the 24-month analysis period into past and future (lines 200 and 210). The total number of past and future months cannot exceed 24 (line 220). After that, the user must enter a figure for each past month (lines 230 through 290).

Lines 300-490 perform the exponential regression on the entered data (lines 300 through 390). Next, the program projects future figures (lines 400 through 420). After that, it computes a scaling factor for the graphic output (lines 330 through 390). To do this, it must find the highest and lowest figures among the past and future figures (lines 400 through 490). Then it divides the graph height, 168, by the sum of the highest and lowest figures (line 490). The result is a scaling factor which will allow all figures to appear on the graph.

Lines 1000-1060 display the exact amount of past and future figures for each month in the analysis.

Lines 1100-1140 use the PSET state- ment to plot a single point for each past and future figure in the analysis period. Variable C determines the color of the point.

Lines 1200-1250 use the LINE state- ment to draw a line from one figure to the next. A PSET statement plots the first start point (line 1210). Variable C again determines the color of the point.

Lines 1300-1340 use LINE statements to construct solid-color boxes, one for each past and future figure. The width of each box is the same but the height varies according to the magnitude of the figure. Once more, variable C determines the color of the point.

Lines 1400-1420 pause for the user to press any key, then reset the screen to text mode and end the program.

Lines 2000-2130 are a subroutine. It first waits for the program user to press any key (line 2000). Then it clears the screen, sets medium resolution graphics mode, and chooses a black background and foreground palette 0 (lines 2100 through 2300). It sets variable C to specify color 2, red (line 2040). After that, it displays a screen title together with column and row headings (lines 2050 through 2120).

---

**LAS VEGAS**

**BLACKJACK**

**Be A Winner. Amaze Your Friends. Become a Pro-Class Blackjack Player.** If you can beat this game, you can win at the tables. A faithful reproduction of Las Vegas "Strip" Blackjack including multi-deck play (1 to 10 decks), Splits, Double Down, and insurance bets. Teaches card counting with any card weight and keeps a running count. The illustrated 35 page instruction manual is itself a comprehensive primer on how to play winning blackjack.

Lots of sounds and graphics for realism, including movement of cards and chips. Requires IBM Personal Computer, 64K memory, IBM DOS, BASICA, and a green screen or color 80 column display. Order your Las Vegas Blackjack, today! Only $34.95 including postage. (CA residents add 6% tax.)
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Big system performance for your IBM Personal Computer.

A Macrolink™ memory expansion board makes full use of your computer's advanced features and capabilities. More memory means more performance. The ability to run more software faster. And quicker disk copies too.

After a five-minute installation, our plug-in board takes your 64KB system up to its maximum capacity of 256KB. With full IBM hardware and software compatibility. And plenty of opportunities to expand your applications.

IBM's known for great computers, and we're known for great memory boards. With parity to assure data integrity. An on-board LED to indicate memory status. Direct set memory switch. High reliability from thorough burn-in and testing. All with a factory-backed, 2-year limited warranty.

Give your microcomputer Macromemory™ for only
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- 128KB $699
- 192KB $899
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Macrolink enhancements for IBM Personal Computers are available at dealers nationwide. For immediate delivery, call toll free (800) 854-3332.

To try out several features of PC BASIC in an actual program of some complexity, Programming Editor Karl Koessel decided to develop a computer simulation of the popular Rubik's Cube puzzle. The program demonstrates how it is possible to make a 'model' whereby a computer program mimics the behavior of a physical object. The inner workings of the program depend on the MOD arithmetic function that is one of PC BASIC's enhancements. (MOD tells you the value of the remainder after you divide one number by another.) Koessel also designed the program to detect whether a system is set up for color or monochrome display.

For the color-display version, Koessel took advantage of the many color and appearance variations PC BASIC allows. Though perhaps at some cost to its speed, the program also uses the long variable names and formatting abilities PC BASIC permits to improve a program's understandability. It contains no features from the Disk or Advanced versions of BASIC and, with remarks deleted, will run on a PC with 16K of memory. Following is Koessel's description of the program, with some sample displays and excerpts from the program itself. For details on getting a copy of the complete program, see the end of the article.

The 'Magic Cube' has become quite popular since its days as a tool for Ernő Rubik, a teacher of architecture and design at the School for Commercial Artists in Budapest. Rubik used the cube to sharpen his students' ability to visualize three-dimensional objects. (Douglas Hofstadter has an excellent article expounding both the cube's mechanical structure and its mathematical characteristics in the March 1981 Scientific American.)

The Magic Cube has six differently colored faces, each with nine 'cubies' in a three by three matrix. Initially, each face is one color, all the cubies on a face the same. But each face may be rotated about its center, moving each cubie of that face (except, of course, the center cubie) to a different position on that same face. Although this face may remain one color after the turn, the rotation will also move the three closest cubies of the four bordering faces, mixing the colors on those faces. After twisting a few faces, the col-
This program section displays the newly changed cube diagram on the screen after a twist.

This section of the program keeps track of the bordering faces of the cube to be changed when a twist is ordered.

---

MEMORY EXPANSION MODULE FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

- Directly expands memory to 256K Bytes. Replaces three 64K Byte cards. (larger configurations available)
- Each card aged at high temperature and voltage margined, less than 350 mA of +5V; one year warranty.
- Available at participating COMPUTERLAND stores; contact factory for further information.
- Intermedia Systems: 10 year old company; also produces CAD and Medical Graphic Display systems for Hewlett-Packard computers.

STAINLESS STEEL BRACKET

$750.00 EACH

Intermedia Systems
10601 S. De Anza Blvd. • Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-0900

---

ors become quite scrambled. Note that no matter which face is twisted, the center cube of each face maintains its orientation to the other center cubes and, assuming we do not turn the entire cube but only the faces, each center cube never changes its position.

The challenge of the Magic Cube is to reorder the scrambled colors to their original segregated state. This is very difficult. But, by keeping track of the twists performed, we may learn 'sequences' that swap the colors of certain cubes while leaving the other cubes undisturbed after the sequence is completed.

In "Notes on Rubik's 'Magic Cube'" by David Singmaster, the faces have been given names. Because any two cubes may have different colors, or colors that are arranged differently, the faces are named by color but by place. From Singmaster's convention, the faces are called 'upper', 'left', 'front', 'right', 'back' and 'down'. A 90-degree rotation of a face is called a 'twist'. Clockwise twists are named by the single letters 'U', 'L', 'F', 'R', 'B' and 'D' respectively, designating the face twisted. Counterclockwise twists
The program begins by asking you to give each face an arbitrary color (on the monochrome display, simply the name of a color). It then prints brief instructions, displays the Magic Cube unfolded on the screen as six faces of nine cubies each and asks for a twist or command. Below each face is its name. These names may be erased (or, if off, reprinted) by entering the command 'LABELS'. Each cubie is represented by two consecutive characters. Initially, they are the first two letters of the names of the faces, but they may be replaced by code numbers [used by the program] or by the first two letters of the names of the colors you gave each face. To change to these different types of display, enter the command 'CODES', 'COLORS' or 'FACES'. For those with a color display, the cubies have assigned background colors. And an additional command, 'BIG', changes the size of the display from small characters to large or vice versa. The instructions fit only in the WIDTH 80 display mode.

To twist a face clockwise, enter a single letter naming the twist, such as 'R'. To twist a face counterclockwise, the single letter name must be followed immediately by the prime 'R'. The program then highlights the cubies that will be changing positions by printing them in reverse characters (black on white) on a monochrome display or by blinking them on a color display. A second question asks if it is okay to proceed before performing the twist by updating the display. Then a list of the twists made so far is printed on the lower portion of the screen, and the program returns to ask for another twist or command.

The program will also respond to one other command. When you enter 'NEW', the program restores the cube to the starting configuration and erases the twists.

One last note for programmers and mathematicians: because of the circular nature of the twists and of the cubies around each face, the program makes ample use of a new BASIC function found on the IBM Personal Computer. This function performs modulo arithmetic (also known as 'clock math'). See the IBM BASIC manual, pages 3-21.

For a copy of the Magic PCube program... The complete program for Karl Koessel’s simulation of the Rubik’s Cube is several hundred lines long—too long to print here in its entirety. PC will make copies available in either printed or disk form to readers who want them. Mail requests to Cube Program, PC, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, CA 94122. For printed copies, send $3 with a self-addressed, business-size envelope. For disk copies, send $10 with a blank, PC-formatted disk in a suitable mailer with a self-addressed return label. Make checks payable to Karl Koessel.

---

**Add Professional Screen I/O to your IBM PC-DOS Basic Programs!**

**Only $35**

Now your PC screen I/O can work like an IBM mainframe! Merge our efficient Basic code into your own program, and you can easily display a full-screen input format as protected information. To enter data simply fill in the blanks.

- Features optional Alpha or Numeric field checking, with “BEEP” sound and rejection of invalid characters.
- Your entered data displayed in high intensity.
- Uses normal cursor control, tabs and backspace.
- Includes fully documented Basic source code.
- Screen format specifications, stored in data statement, be changed in seconds.
- Simplifies programming; eliminates cumbersome question/answer code.

Source code on disk, including shipping $35. Mass residents add 5% sales tax.

**PC-Logic Systems**

990 Washington Street, Dept. 327
Dedham, MA 02026
617-329-7900

---

**Improve Student Grade Averages!**

- **ENGLISH**
- **LATINUS**
- **ESPAÑOL**
- **X R²**
- **FRANÇAIS**
- **6 X 8**
- **DEUTSCH**
- **ETC.**

**Vocab Teacher** is the modern easy way to learn Spanish, French, Latin or just about any foreign language. Also great for English vocabulary, multiplication tables, and other subjects.

**Features**

- Special character set with accents.
- Easy creation and storage of question/answer lists.
- Computer-directed drill sessions.
- Repetitive questioning of incorrect responses.

**Runs under IBM PC-DOS BASIC. Only $25 on Disk, plus $2 for shipping & handling.**

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax.

**The Moonware Company**

Thirty-Nine Sylvan Lane
Weston, MA 02193
617-237-4434
NOW FOR THE IBM OR APPLE II!

The astonishing puzzle that has amazed millions. COMPUCUBE simulates the mathematical puzzle created by Erno Rubik, but with a lot more fun, options and challenge.

- Set your own level of difficulty by solving the simpler 2X2X2 cube. Or master the more challenging 3X3X3 cube.
- Specify complex moves with a single command line.
- Preset COMPUCUBE with any desired pattern. Including the pattern of an unsolved solid cube. Or even patterns not possible with a solid cube.
- Stuck? Just ask COMPUCUBE, and a step-by-step solution is displayed.

COMPUCUBE. Hours of fun and challenge! At your computer dealer now!

Apple II Plus version requires 48K and color TV or monitor. IBM PC version requires Graphics Board, B&W or color monitor and 48K RAM. $29.95

© 1981 Stoneware Incorporated. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer.

ADD FLOPPY DISK DRIVES TO YOUR PC

1st or 2nd Internal Drive $299.00
16K Memory Expansion Kit $49.00

Diskette Drive Adaptor Card and DOS available from IBM

Hard Disk for PC — See our other Ad.

**ADAPTABLE PRODUCTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printers (Inc. Cable)</th>
<th>Modems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epson MX-80</td>
<td>Lexicon $115.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epson MX-100</td>
<td>D CAT  199.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Itoh Starwriter</td>
<td>Verbatim Diskettes 10/$35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronics 704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>815.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1395.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1799.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IN THE QUEUE**

192K RAM Board

Integral Direct Connect Modem

VR DATA CORP.
777 Henderson Blvd.
Folcroft, PA 19032

Phone 800-345-8102 • in Penna. 215-461-5300 • Telex 845-124

Prices subject to change without notice.
Charlie Hoerner and Gary Moonert are helping to spread the word and the applications of the PC, even though neither man works for IBM. In fact, these two advocates of microcomputers are working in different areas of society: Gary's principal interest is in helping bring this technology to new individual users, while Charlie is concentrating on uses for the computer within a large corporation. Both are at the beginning of a promising new venture, and the PC is a central figure in their stories.

Charlie Hoerner of Foremost McKesson

Hoerner works in the Information Services department of Foremost-McKesson, the largest drug wholesale distributor in the United States. Several years ago, the corporation significantly improved its operations and earnings by computerizing many basic operations (Business Week, December 7, 1981). Since making the step into large-scale computing, the corporation has begun a program of utilizing small computers both as part of its office automation program and as management tools.

That's where Charlie Hoerner comes in. The coordinator of corporate activities in office automation, he has also assumed the task of introducing, evaluating and developing uses for the five IBM Personal Computers that Foremost-McKesson has purchased. Hoerner points out that these pilot machines are expected to be the first of a series to be purchased by the company: "We're estimating that there's a good likelihood of another 15 to 20 machines going in throughout the corporation within the next six to twelve months," he says.

Economy is a major consideration in the corporation's anticipated purchase of 20 or more of these desktop computers. As Hoerner notes, "We don't know what all of the applications are going to be. One thing we do anticipate, however, is that they're going to expose people to some of the potentials of computing in a way that previously wasn't economically possible."

VisiCalc Is Key

At present, the main application of the PC at Foremost-McKesson is financial analysis and calculations—and the reason for the PC's immediate utility in these areas is the VisiCalc program.

One of the firm's PCs is in the Treasury department, where financial projections and analyses must be based on formulas or assumptions that can change rapidly. Hoerner believes that the greatest number of requests for more PCs will come from areas of the corporation involved in financial planning, specifically, from VisiCalc users. "The greatest interest that we've seen comes from people who have to do a lot of financial analysis, people who are dealing with a lot of change and want to be able to evaluate all the alternatives. You can't write a program using conventional programming languages, with a programmer sitting there, and have it change back and forth and be that flexible."

Another of the five microcomputers is used by the planning and analysis group within the corporation, and the remaining three PCs are presently being used by Hoerner and two other members of the Information Services department. A sixth PC will be added in a New York office of the company and will utilize communications hardware and software to exchange financial data with the San Francisco headquarters. One initial use of this coast-to-coast hook-up will be to monitor foreign currency rates, which change frequently and thus can affect the firm's day-to-day operations.

Would you or someone you know be a good subject for a PC Profile? PC welcomes suggestions for people to be featured in this series—anyone whose use of an IBM Personal Computer would prove interesting or helpful to readers. Send your recommendations to PC Profiles, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94112.
**JRAM**  
$1500

One Half Megabyte Memory Board for IBM Personal Computer

**Hardware:**
- Fully assembled and tested with one-year warranty.
- Memory is parity checked and all RAM locations are socketed.
- Two cards may be installed at once allowing one megabyte per system.
- Hardware paging allows memory relocation on any 64K segment boundary.
- Software commands allocate or deallocate memory

**Software:**
- Addition to IBM DOS which allows JRAM to be used as normal memory, print spooler buffer, electronic disk drive, or R/W cache to floppy.
- Replacement disk driver permits quad floppy drives on system.
- Supplied on floppy which allows sysgen from normal or quad drive.

**Benefits:**
- Creates a bridge to allow old file base software to use new large memory technology.
- Dramatic increase in system performance.
- Permits file size up to one megabyte.
- Quad floppies give 651264 bytes total disk space.

TALL TREE SYSTEMS  
1036 Los Altos Avenue  
Los Altos, CA 94022  
415/941-8748
All five people evaluating the uses of the machine at corporate headquarters have some experience with computers, the three Information Services staff members have data processing backgrounds, and the two treasury and planning people have personal computers at home, although neither has a PC. So, to date, the PC users at Foremost-McKesson are not novices.

**Hands-on Learning**

That situation is changing quickly, however, according to Hoerner. He has spent several weeks giving demonstrations of the PC to interested departments, and his standard technique has been to get an inexperienced volunteer actually operate the computer as that person's coworkers look on. "It lets the person using the machine know there's nothing magical going on at the keyboard," he reports. "It's hard to keep an eye on the screen and see what keys are being pushed at the same time. And for the people watching, they know that person doesn't know any more about it than they do—so that takes away the mystery."

When presenting this unfamiliar technology to a group, Hoerner lets the computer do most of the work. "I've set up the demonstrations to be very straightforward, such as using the auto-execute function so that all you have to do is load a diskette and turn your back on it. And while I'm talking, they hear all this beeping and clicking going on, and all of a sudden, a menu comes up on the screen. That's very clear-cut—you don't have to worry about it at all. People enjoy that."

In addition to the financial planning activities presently employing the IBM Personal Computer, word processing is another area of strong interest within the company, according to Hoerner. At present, however, he is not able to place a system in a department for that purpose, because he has not found satisfactory software. "We're looking forward to WordStar," he states. "We tried Easy-Writer [the word processor sold with the system by IBM and the only one presently available] and we decided it was just $175 down the drain. It just wasn't useful enough."

Even when more versatile word processing software is available, Hoerner does not expect the PC to replace the small number of dedicated word processors presently in use by the corporation.

"I don't see the PC replacing word processing in high-volume work, since I find it hard to imagine that something that's a general-purpose computer using 'over-the-counter' software is going to replace something that was custom-designed from the ground up to serve a secretarial function."

Hoerner points out that one primary advantage of a dedicated system is its ease of learning and use. "If somebody has to remember that F16 means this in one application, and that in another, the system is just not as easy to operate as a dedicated word processor, which has clearly labeled function keys that say 'Find' or 'Go To' and that serve a particular function. So it's worth paying the extra money for a dedicated word processor in those situations."

**A Management Tool**

However, if clerical functions are not, at present, a likely application of the PC, managerial functions are. "The purchase price, to my mind, is reasonable enough that, with some discounting and with the right applications, I can envision a system that's an excellent tool for managers. It must have the software, though, including a good word processor that's simple; it doesn't need a lot of fancy features, but it must be easy to use. Such a system must also have versatile communications capabilities that allow a manager to use time-sharing networks, to upload and download files, to bring in files, and to pass things to VisiCalc and to other computers."

Before this potential can be realized within the company, Hoerner believes that further development and evaluation will be necessary. "I see the potential for the PC as a desktop computer for managers, but I think the corporation is going to have to take that on as a project and make that happen and then hand it over to the manager as a finished product—not just give him a bunch of boxes and say, 'Here, have a good time.' Not only doesn't the manager have the time to do it, but you're reinventing the wheel at every place."

"Reinventing the wheel" may also be an apt description for setting up the PCs when a bulk order is received, Hoerner recalls. "When you make a multiple order from the company, not from a store, you get one big box for each component, and then you get a box of spare parts. Each little part has a number on it, and there are instruction manuals for putting them together."

**Setting Up Is Hard To Do**

Considering that the basic computer comes with 48K of memory, and most business users routinely order the 16K expansion kit to have 64K of memory, installing the spare parts isn't a mere matter of slipping a board into a ready slot. "When you do the memory expansion," he says, "you've got to put in these nine integrated circuits. All the IC's have legs that are a little bit flared, and all the sockets are lined up directly below, so the odds of somebody who's never seen a machine like this getting them all in without bending a pin or breaking it off are relatively small. You have to roll the thing and get the pins so they're straight up and down and then guide the IC into the holes.

Except for these problems with setting up the PC, Hoerner has been well satisfied with the computer. "I'm very impressed with the reliability of it and I haven't had any trouble," he states.

Hoerner recognizes the necessity for a trade-off between maintaining low prices for multiple orders of the system and the customer's responsibility for assembly. In fact, he predicts that increased user involvement is a trend in this business. "I recognize the way the industry's going, and this is one of the things that's going to be new. Providing installation, on-site training, and field support for everything that goes wrong has become an intolerable expense for companies making hardware with prices this low—especially hardware that's sold, not rented. So the upshot is, if you're going to get that price on something, you're going to have to put up with the inconvenience and learn to do it yourself."

Hoerner is confident that he and his associates can weather the initial storms of installation and fashion a useful and reliable system around the PC. However, [Continued on page 95]
WHAT HEAD CLEANING KIT DO THESE COMPANIES RECOMMEND?

Our flexible disk drive head cleaning kit is OFFICIALLY APPROVED by more than 35 major computer companies. And for good reason. We are the innovators in the field of computer self-maintenance technology.

Now you can lower maintenance costs and reduce downtime the way disk drive manufacturers recommend. The head cleaning kit from INNOVATIVE. The recommended leader.

Available at retail computer stores and leading supply dealers. Dealer inquiries welcome.

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
18360 Osmond Street, Tustin, California 92680
(213) 996-4911 / TWX: 910-473-3964

InfoWorld experts voted

Spellguard

#1 SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF 1981”

The Spelling Checker for Professionals

- FAST. Proofreads 40 pages a minute on a floppy disk.
- EASY TO USE. Beginners can use almost immediately.
- FLEXIBLE. Dictionary is expandable and technical dictionaries can be easily created.
- RELIABLE. Used daily by thousands and is guaranteed.
- COMPACT. 20,000 word dictionary uses only 53K.

Spellguard requires CP/M operating system and a word processing program.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Santa Monica, CA.
Adjustable for: IBM P.C. • H.P. 125 • Apple II, III • Xerox 820 • NEC PC-8000 • Most other personal, micro, mini computers and terminals • The Compucart is the first ergonomically designed mobile computer workstation. The keyboard shelf adjusts to meet the requirements of the computer and the operator. When not in use or running unattended the keyboard is returned to the closed position, the roll-down tambor door is closed and the whole workstation, hardware and software, is secured with one lock.

The Compucart is available now at the listed dealers or ask your dealer to contact us as dealer inquiries are invited.


COMPUCART, 201 N. Rome, P.O. 2095, Tampa, FL 33601, Phone (813) 251-2431
**VersaText Just Made IBM PC Text Processing Versatile and Easy!**

Now you can be master of the printed word. VersaText combines all of the standard features of word processing, and adds capabilities of the IBM or Epson printers such as drawing borders around text, printing different size text, and printing special (including graphic) characters. And VersaText is easy to learn. The manual is clearly written and packed with examples. Get VersaText today. Suggested retail $149.00. Manual only $25.00.

☆ Set the Hostages Free ☆
— A NEW game for the IBM PC! —

An exciting action game which makes extensive use of the music and sound capabilities of the IBM Personal Computer. Features multiple levels of difficulty and hair-raising excitement. Requires BASICA. Disk. $29.95.

**8" DISKETTE ATTACHMENT**

System contains an 8" QUME DT-8 diskette drive and a 5-foot attachment cable to the IBM diskette adapter card. The diskette appears as drive "C" to the IBM DOS software. Utility programs are provided for formatting, verifying, and copying files between the 8" and 5 1/4" diskettes. Both single side—single density IBM 3741 or DEC format and double side—double density IBM S/34 or S/38 format is supported. A diskette can be copied in approximately two minutes. The system price including utility software is $1,295. Size 9" x 5" x 19"—shipping wt. 25 lbs.

Also available is a 64-point digital output and 64-point digital input attachment card for use in data acquisition and control applications. Price is $395.

Our programming staff will also provide price quotes on converting existing IBM Series/1 applications to the IBM PC.

Contact: Dennis White

**FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING**

2620 W. Darleen
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602) 774-3588

**GOOD CONNECTIONS**

Autodial/ Autoanswer Modems

The MICROCONNECTION™ direct connect modem automatically dials other computers and answers too. It monitors incoming lines, runs printers, decodes busses and transcribes incoming data. Excellent terminal and host software. Available for RS-232, TRS-80, TRS-80 Color®, Apple®, Atari 400/800®, and CBM/PET®. $224.95 up.

the microperipheral corporation

2643 - 151st Pl, N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 881-7544

*Trademarks of Tandy Corp., Apple Corp., Atari Corp., and Commodore Business Machines.
software to go with what we presently have for the computer."

Hoerner has one other long-range hope for this personal microcomputer and his work. "There's one more area that I'm kind of dreaming about," he confides. "I don't know how soon it's going to come, but it seems inevitable. And that has to do with the interface between home and office. If people have equipment at home that's compatible with what they have at the office, all of a sudden it expands their capabilities and flexibility. Although it has an inherent risk, in that people might be tempted to work 24 hours a day, the potential rewards include the ability to do some work at home and thus to avoid some of the commuting hassle. Given rising energy costs, it's about time we started looking for alternatives along this line."

**Gary Moonert, Technology Consultant**

Gary Moonert is another seeker of alternatives, and his plans center around the home-work strategy that is Charlie Hoerner's dream. Specifically, Gary is forming a company to advise individuals about technology on a personal level. "What I really want to get down to doing," he notes, "is being the technology assessment expert for the average person. They might come to me and say, 'I think I want a computer,' and I'll listen to them and ask questions and offer alternatives at different prices and with different features."

Although he has worked as a data processing professional for 15 years and currently is employed by a major California bank, Moonert's new career focuses on individuals. "My specific interest is advising the individual," he states. "The corporations have people to give this assistance, and if they don't, they have IBM to tell them. But the public doesn't have this kind of help."

As the first step in educating himself in personal computers, Moonert bought a PC from one of the ComputerLand stores. His system includes the computer with 64K of memory, the companion dot-matrix printer, the mono display, and the color graphics component so that he can use his color television as a monitor as well. He also purchased two disk drives, the DOS system, and EasyWriter.

Like Hoerner, Moonert had the specific intention of evaluating the PC for its strengths, weaknesses, and applications for general use. The difference is that he'd like to see computers in the hands of housewives, kids, and anyone else who doesn't come into contact with this technology on a regular basis. His perspective is that these machines, together with the other electronic marvels available today, are truly tools for all of us.

**Technology as Friend**

"I use the term 'technology' in the most magnanimous of spirits," Moonert points out. "When I say that word, I'm removing it from the arena of mainframe computers; I'm talking about a whole world that is ultimately there to serve everybody."

Nor is his focus limited to computers: "It's not just computers' it's what I consider to be technology as it's going to relate to everybody: television as components, such as a color TV that is also a monitor for the computer; the telephone that links you to many things; stereo that could work with the television components. All these things can be part of a system that is planned for each person according to his needs, taste, and budget."

These interests have been part of Moonert's thinking for a long time, and his present job involves improving the relationships between computer professionals and people in the bank who utilize their services. Now he hopes to take his services "beyond the walls of the corporation," as he puts it, and IBM's introduction of the Personal Computer told him that the time had come to launch his new career.

"Actually, as a career for me, this was something I've been looking at and didn't take seriously as being do-able until IBM sort of sanctified personal computing by making this machine. Now I've bought the computer, taken it home, played with it,
opened the cover, looked inside and said, "This is a personal computer. Never mind that the marketing emphasis isn't on individual home computing use right now. It's there. It's capable of doing recipe archiving, music, and other things that business users aren't going to do with it, by and large."

**Priority Number 2**

Moonert believes that despite the PC's obvious utility as a versatile home computer, IBM has not yet included the individual user in its marketing efforts. "It appears to me that IBM's marketing and literature is directed toward the small-business user whose computer needs are similar to those of the company's traditional customer base. I don't yet see the thrust from IBM to place the Personal Computer in the homes of the public. I think that will come, but it's priority number two for IBM. I think they're very cagey, in a marketing sense; they have an immediate marketplace that they can center their attention on—the corporations, banks, and so forth. They can sell a hundred or five hundred to these places. When they feel that they've more or less saturated that market segment, they'll get more serious about the system's ultimate marketplace, which is the personal computer user. In other words, I think this machine was accurately—and strategically—named for a purpose the IBM is some time away from."

Though his purpose in assessing the PC is different from the business thrust he sees dominating IBM's present marketing strategy, Moonert has some of the same reservations about the system as Charlie Hoerner. The biggest problem for both men in trying to evaluate the potential of this system is the lack of applications software.

"My perspective on behalf of my ultimate client is that I could see a lot of reasons for a more integrated approach to the whole system," he states. "It's a large disappointment to me that you can't easily transfer files between EasyWriter and DOS—they are independent systems. I can't imagine why in the world they constructed it that way."

**Software Solutions**

Although Moonert's data processing experience includes programming, and he has written some programs for his own use on the PC, he does not plan to join the ranks of software developers. "I look around at the record of other personal computer implementations and users," he observes, "and there's obviously been a large amount of bright, generally young talent that has seized the TRS-80, the Apple, and the Atari. Those people are a talent base who are dying to do what needs to be done for the PC, and I am waiting for them to do it. Programming is not my primary area of interest, and it's not where I feel my talents, and therefore my contributions, ultimately lie."

Instead, Moonert is content to wait until the software and integrated system comes of age for the PC, and he believes that won't be long. "The IBM PC industry is in its infancy, and I don't have to make my living at this new career yet. I'm willing and able to wait until the industry is right for me to do what I want to do. It's only a matter of time. I have the feeling that it's not years, but months, or in some cases, even weeks. The kids down at ComputerLand playing on the machines are one layer of it, but more importantly, it's the hobbyists—or latent hobbyists—inside corporations like IBM who are the brightest minds going and who have been waiting for something like this to roll around. They will come up with things for the PC that are mind-boggling."
Software Laboratories...

... specializes in software solutions for the IBM Personal Computer. Now, with corporate headquarters located in Dublin, Ohio (a Columbus suburb), Software Labs has immediate access to the only IBM Product Center in a seven state area.

Order these two packages...

... and discover the hidden power and versatility of your IBM-PC. Easy-to-understand manuals are provided with these menu driven and user-friendly programs, designed for the novice computer user.

50-for-1* — a package of 50 programs for the office or home including text editor, depreciation schedules, checkbook, math primer, games, graphics, utilities and other ideas. All 50 for the price of one. Check our order form now!

Mailing list program* — assemble, edit and maintain your own mailing lists of up to 500 names. Text editing and versatile reference field makes this program ideal for individuals, groups and small businesses. Check our order form now!

Software Authors...

If you have developed software running under any operating system or language which is being implemented on the IBM Personal Computer, Software Labs is interested in the rights to your software. Send for our author's kit using the attached order form.

*Minimum requirements: 48K, PC-DOS, one drive and monitor.

IBM and IBM-PC are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.

We are anxiously awaiting introduction of the CP/M-86 operating system for these professional programs: 1. Medical Office Management; 2. Dental Office Management; 3. Collection Agency Management; 4. Check Verification System; 5. Credit Verification System; 6. General Accounting Applications.

SOFTWARE LABORATORIES, INC.
6924 Riverside Drive 614/889-5083
Dublin, Ohio 43017 CompuServe: 71535, 1670

© Copyright 1982, Software Laboratories, Inc.
WHO?

Who are Digital Research, SORCIM, Compiler Systems, ISA, MT MicroSystems, Ashton-Tate and Lifeboat Associates? They’re among the leading software developers for the IBM Personal Computer.

WHAT?

What high performance development systems do they use?

(Even IBM uses CompuPro system components!)

WHERE?

Where can YOU get development systems?

G&G ENGINEERING

WHEN?

NOW! G&G has installed numerous fully integrated CompuPro based development systems for the IBM PC.
WHY?

FLEXIBILITY. CompuPro’s 85/88 CPU runs CP/M® 80, 86, MP/M II and MP/M 86. We offer WORDSTAR™ dBASE II™ SUPERCALC™ a host of languages, 8080 to 8088 translators and more!

COMPATIBILITY. Our systems can use CP/M 2.2 utilities to write programs for the IBM PC. You simply create 8088 source (either write it with your favorite CP/M 80 editor or translate it with Sorcim’s TRANS 86), cross-assemble your source (with Sorcim’s ACT86), link your hex file (with CP/M 80’s LOAD command), translate it to the IBM PC (with G&G’s CPM-IBM program), and run it on your IBM PC! This procedure DOES NOT require MS-DOS!

SPEED. Our 8088 CPU runs faster than IBM’s 8088. And our WARP DRIVE™ RAM memory drive runs faster than any other disk system.

STORAGE. Our 8085/8088 development systems support up to 1 Megabyte of RAM, quad density 5¼ and 8 inch floppies, plus 5¼, 8 and 14 inch hard disks.

RELIABILITY. Our CompuPro components are backed by a 2-year phone exchange warranty.

HOW?

Drop us your name (we’ve dropped a few ourselves). We’ll tell you how.
Educational Games: Three Appetizers from SRA

IBM Personal Computer
ARITHMETIC GAMES I
by Science Research Associates, Inc.
IBM Product Center Price: $60

IBM Personal Computer
ARITHMETIC GAMES II
by Science Research Associates, Inc.
IBM Product Center Price: $60

IBM Personal Computer
FACT TRACK
by Science Research Associates, Inc.
IBM Product Center Price: $90

These three titles are among the first educational programs to be released for the IBM Personal Computer. Because they were introduced so soon after the computer itself, they were expected to be somewhat rudimentary, and indeed they are. In spite of this, they were thoughtfully developed and do have real educational value: best of all, children will love them, though maybe not as much as they love some of the current video games. The truth is that, overall, these releases, developed at an IBM subsidiary called Science Research Associates, Inc., have a great deal of redeeming value.

Fact Track

I liked Fact Track from the first moment I used it. The program presents itself well, both academically and aesthetically; it uses color graphics and sound to interest users at the beginning, and then easily understandable directions to ensure that they will stay and learn.

Fact Track teaches 390 arithmetic facts, involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The brief and well-organized instruction booklet gives a description of these basic func-

*Prices at other outlets may vary.
tions, but you can also work with mixed numbers or extensions of these that require seven additional skills. These skills include multiplying and dividing by ten, adding three single-digit numbers, and adding one-digit numbers to two-digit numbers without renaming (adding from right to left). In addition, if you choose one of the four basic skills, you have the option of working at sub-skill levels one to four.

And still this is only the beginning.

The three packages are “Arithmetic Games Set 1,” “Arithmetic Games Set 2,” and “Fact Track.” Each package consists of a floppy disk, instruction booklet, and warranty card packaged in a handy brown vinyl binder. Each one requires an IBM PC with 64K bytes of memory, and a color/graphics monitor adapter with a television set or color monitor. Once you’ve narrowed down the topic of the lesson, its length and method of presentation are the next user options.

The time option is particularly delightful, as it consists of a simple yet eye-pleasing graphic sliding scale. By pressing the arrows instead of entering digits, you choose from 20 seconds (displayed on the left) to 200 seconds (lights up on the right).

After selecting a time limit and the number of problems you think you can solve, the program asks you if you want to race against the computer. I always found myself in a racing frame of mind as I went through the program, and I doubted that anyone would not want to race.

However, when I asked Cassidy Warner, age 9, to try out the math games, I discovered that she was initially too timid to challenge the computer to a race. Only after she gained confidence in her ability to master the games did she wish to race the computer.

Cassidy’s test of Fact Track pointed out its major weakness, which is that the program is too limited. While Cassidy loved the way the game worked and found it very exciting, she is already very competent in the skills it teaches. Thus, Fact Track really offers her little more than amusement. This conclusion is probably applicable to many situations.

BEANO

On the other hand, BEANO, which is part of “Arithmetic Games Set 1,” was a different matter. BEANO is a variation of BINGO that is played on a card (depicted on the screen) containing a grid of numbers. In the least difficult of three levels of play there are seven “Free” spots on the player’s card and the numbers are all under 20.

A graphic version of a pair of dice spins underneath the card, then settles to show two random numbers. The idea is to use these numbers by adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing them so that the result will be equal to a number on the card.

I tried the most difficult version against the computer and after a false start found it to be a very challenging exercise. In this version there is only one free spot and the dice roll three numbers. On my first attempt I discovered that the game does not calculate left to right; instead it first multiplies and divides from left to right and then adds and subtracts.

The number I wanted to arrive at was 35, and my dice had rolled 8, 1 and 5. Thus, I entered “8–1×5.” To my dismay I discovered that the answer to this problem was “3” according to the way BEANO calculates. My solution to this dilemma (since I did not wish to alter my own calculation logic) was to simply put parentheses around every problem, such as (8–1)×5.

BEANO was challenging and fun. Cassidy and her mom played the game for about an hour while we took their pictures. They are both ready to come back and I think BEANO is a hit. However, BEANO’s companion program, “Rockets,” is another story altogether.

Rockets

Arithmetic Games Set 1 has one good program, “BEANO,” and one dud, “Rockets.” It reminds me of 45 rpm records I used to buy when I was a kid, with a hit single on one side and vile scratchy sound on the other. However, Arithmetic Games Set 2 is different. It contains two equally mediocre games called “Discovery Machine” and “Number Chase.”

Discovery Machine

In Discovery Machine a number goes into a machine pictured on the screen. Some mathematical event happens and it comes out of the machine transferred into a new number. The trick is to discover what the machine is doing to the number.

Not a bad idea, and it has educational value, but it is hard to forgive SRA for such poor, elementary graphics. Come on, folks, this is a DISCOVERY MACHINE, how come it can’t look exciting?
**Number Chase**

Number Chase is also an interesting idea. You try to guess the computer's secret number before the computer guesses your number.

Like Discovery Machine, its graphics are nothing to cheer about, and I honestly wonder what value for your money these two programs give you. In my opinion, they should be sold for under $10. I have a few other opinions I'd like to share with you, so I'm going to get up on my software soap box long enough to air out some minor irritants.

**Impressions from the Software Soap Box**

Minor Irritant #1. As with other IBM PC programs, the first time you use the SRA arithmetic game packages you have to perform the relatively fool-proof, yet definitely computerese, procedure of loading DOS from the DOS disk into the machine and then copying it onto the program disk. I really find this to be an annoyance. It runs contrary to my notion that operating systems should be totally invisible to the vast majority of users. If DOS has to be on the disk to make it work, then it should be loaded by the manufacturer.

Minor Irritant #2. The dreaded NUM LOCK key. [When this key on the PC keyboard is depressed, the key pad functions as a number pad.] When it isn't, the keys do other things. This is a problem because there is no indication of which mode the NUM LOCK key is in at any particular time.

Programs such as these, which require mostly number keystrokes, should give you NUM LOCK feedback. What this means is that there should be some indication on the screen of whether or not you are in NUM LOCK.

Minor Irritant #3. The dreaded SHIFT LOCK key. This is not particularly important to the programs reviewed here, but nonetheless it has the same problem.

Minor Irritant #4. These programs, like many other "educational" programs, accept homogenized public school standards as their goals for student performance. Personal computers have the potential to accelerate the learning curve in exponential leaps. If you understand this potential, you probably realize that if we can learn more, then indeed we can actually raise our standards.

Minor Irritant #5. Few educational programs seem to have been designed with an understanding of the realities of the classroom environment. In particular, the relationship between student and teacher is often overlooked or misunderstood.

For example, while the SRA programs can be run with or without sound, which may be useful in a busy classroom, the option is entirely student selectable. Neither teacher nor computer can control the situation unless the student cooperates. In some classrooms they will and in others they won't, but in both cases they require special teacher attention that could best be used elsewhere.

All in all, not a very inspiring beginning for educational software on the IBM Personal Computer. I certainly hope to see much improved releases in the future.
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The PC’s EasyWriter word processing program includes the ability to display as many as three headings or footlines anywhere on a page, a very useful feature unmatched by even the mighty WordStar, which only provides for two such headings. One way to use these three headings is to insert date, addressee, and page number references at the top of each sheet of a multi-page letter, following a standard business letter format. Further, this feature can be made to operate automatically, eliminating the need for the writer to monitor page breaks.

The following routines accomplish this letter-writing task very reliably and, at the same time, provide a good method for organizing address and correspondence files neatly within the EasyWriter file system. Working through the following routines will also give the user a hands-on tutorial covering virtually all of the EasyWriter embedded commands.

Formatting the Envelope

The first file to create is a print formatter that will print both an address and a return address in the proper positions on a standard business envelope. Begin by loading the EasyWriter program and then load a blank storage diskette formatted with IBM DOS and initialized with the EasyWriter overlay. From the File System menu, type CY to clear memory and enter the Edit mode. Then, type everything shown in Fig. 1, character for character. This file will be explained later, but for the present, save it as File #1 by pressing key F10 (return to the file system) and typing S (save) “ENVELOPE” (name of file).

(Note: the symbols in the figures indicate carriage returns, made by hitting ENTER at the keyboard and displayed on the screen as eighth-note symbols.)

The first entry in the file, .formstop, like all the embedded commands, begins with a period and must be terminated with a carriage return. It instructs the printer to pause between pages and is used whenever the printer does not contain continuous-form paper.

A .space0 instruction embeds single spacing by telling the printer to insert zero spaces between lines. Remember to start with a period and to be sure that the zero immediately follows the word “space.”

The next four embedded commands, .titlea, .titleb, .titlec, and .page, are what I call clearing commands since they eliminate any heading and pagination instructions that may have previously been put into effect, ensuring that no...
headings or page numbers will appear on the envelope.

The command \texttt{top0} instructs the printer to insert no (zero) blank lines before commencing printing, and operates under the assumption that the envelope will be positioned with the printer's head at the top of the printable area. \texttt{margin0} sets the left margin at the begin-printing-here position.

The next three entries contain a return address, which should be entered as indicated. If an address is already printed on the envelope, omit the \texttt{margin0} command and enter three blank lines (which are necessary to keep the vertical spacing correct) by pressing the \texttt{ENTER} key three times.

The three carriage returns shown in Fig. 1 move the print head down to the proper position to begin printing the addressee's address. The \texttt{margin52} command sets the left margin approximately 4 1/2 inches from the left edge of the envelope. The envelope formatter file ends here; later it will be linked to separate address files.

**Formatting the Letter**

The next file to establish is a letter formatter. From the File System menu, type \texttt{C.Y}, then enter the contents of Fig. 2.

Name and save this as File #2 by pressing key F 1 and typing \texttt{S - LETTER}.

The first six embedded commands on this file are clearing commands, as in the ENVELOPE file. The next two commands instruct the printer to position the print head four lines from the top and to set the left margin ten spaces in.

The \texttt{pagelines66} command tells the printer know that each page is 66 lines in length—the standard for printing six lines to an inch on 11-inch paper—and is the default for the EasyWriter program. It's inserted here as another clearing command in the event that another value may be in effect.

The \texttt{lines50} command specifies how many lines will be printed on each page. To determine the number of lines in the bottom margin, subtract the \texttt{top} and \texttt{lines} values from the value of the \texttt{pagelines} command.

The next two lines contain your address, which will be printed at the top of each letter; if you're using printed letterhead, substitute carriage returns. The following line contains the current date.

The final three commands instruct the printer to print a heading on all subsequent pages of the letter. The \texttt{title1} portion of the first of these commands directs the printer to print heading a on the first line of the second page. The \texttt{today's date} portion of that command contains the text that will actually be printed on line one.

The \texttt{title3 page} command directs the printer to print the word "page" on the third line of the second page; if it had read \texttt{title3 sheet}, it would have printed the word "sheet". Be sure to follow the spacing and punctuation exactly.
Creating a Letter

To write the letter itself, clear the editor by typing \texttt{C Y} from the File System menu. Start the letter with the salutation, as in Fig. 4. Try to make sure that it's long enough so that you'll be able to see the second-page heading feature operate when you print the letter.

Remember to end the letter with the embedded command 	exttt{_eject}, which not only ejects the last page of the letter from the printer, but also resets the page-length counter in the event several letters are to be printed in succession.

Save this letter as File \#4 by hitting key F10 and typing \texttt{S - @Edlin}. The function of the @ symbol will be explained later.

Printing a Letter and Envelope

The first step toward printing the letter and addressing the envelope is to link the four files (envelope format, letter format, letter address and letter text). From the File System menu, load File \#2, LETTER into memory by typing \texttt{G 2}. The first linked file must be loaded into memory for linking to work properly. Then link the four files by typing \texttt{L 2, 3, 4, 1, 3} and pressing ENTER. The File System menu should look like Fig. 5.

Before printing, a final routine is necessary to ensure that the automatic page numbering begins with the number "1". From the File System menu, type \texttt{E}; the contents of the LETTER file should appear on the screen. Now press key F4, to enter the Additional Commands menu.

Next, type P, the command for page settings. The prompt will ask for \texttt{PAGE \#}; Type \texttt{2}, indicating that numbering is to start with that numeral, and press ENTER.

The prompt will now ask for \texttt{COPIES}; Respond by pressing ENTER. The next prompt is \texttt{PRINT TO SCREEN}; press ENTER again. Now press ENTER once more to exit from the Additional Commands menu. The screen should once again display the contents of the LETTER file.

You're ready to print. Position the first sheet of stationery in the printer, make sure the printer is turned on, recite a short incantation to the micro-deities, and press the F2 key.

If your prayers are answered, the printer should print the return address (assuming you included it in the file) and the date, and then pause. Press any key and the printer should skip a space and type the addressee's address, then pause. Again, press any key and the printer should skip another two spaces and start printing the letter.

At the bottom of the page, the printer should eject the first sheet and pause. Position the second sheet and press any key again. The printer should begin printing the three-line heading and then continue with the letter, as in Fig. 6. If the letter continues to a third page, the printer should pause again and print the heading with "page 3" at the top.

When the letter is completed, the printer should eject the last sheet and pause again. Position the envelope, and press any key. If nothing happens, press any key again.

The address should be printed automatically at the correct position on the envelope. Depending on the size of the printer's buffer, some of the pauses may not occur.

Establishing a Routine

Don't expect all this to work perfectly the first time; in fact, plan on consuming a fair quantity of stationery before the routine is fine-tuned to your printer and letterhead. Start this fine tuning by establishing a standard way of inserting the paper and envelopes in the printer. The commands listed in the figures are based upon a start-print position that is approximately one inch below the top edge of the page and approximately one inch from the left edge.

If your starting print position is different, you'll have to make adjustments with the various \texttt{margin}, \texttt{top}, and \texttt{lin} commands. If the second-page heading doesn't print in a spot suitable for your address, adjust the values of the various \texttt{title}, \texttt{line}, and \texttt{page} commands. Bear in mind that the value of the \texttt{top} command in the LETTER file determines where the first line of the regular text of the letter will print; and that this value must be at least one line greater than the value of the \texttt{title} and \texttt{line} commands, which determine the line position of the page-numbering heading.

Experiment—it will be worth it. Once an acceptable format is established it can be used for all your correspondence.

The second part of establishing a routine is managing the address and letter files. The system I've used identifies each address file with a \# symbol and...
each letter with the @ sign. Since the File System menu displays four files to a line, address and letter files can be kept adjacent to one another, which should make it easier to keep track of files to be linked. For general correspondence, you can simply create the files in order and purge them as the disk nears its storage capacity.

If you correspond frequently with the same people, you may want to format a disk with approximately 12 addresses, leaving enough room to create letter files. Unfortunately, EasyWriter doesn’t permit linking files on separate disks, which limits the ability to use the program for mass-mailing applications. You can, of course, transfer address or letter files from one disk to another by loading them into memory, changing disks or disk drives, and saving the loaded file to the new disk.

A User’s Report

I’ve been using this routine for all of my business correspondence for three or four months now, and it works very efficiently and reliably. My personal preference is to do all of my letter writing on the computer and leave the printout for the end of the day. This keeps me in create mode and frees me from distractions. The end-of-day print routine is good physical therapy.

When I am ready to print, the first thing I do is to get my LETTER file and revise it to list the current date, making sure to revise the text of the title command as well. Then I link files and start printing, letter by letter. The step I forget most often is to reset the page numbering for each letter. You have to do this, or else page two of your second letter will be printed as “page 4”.

After a while, you’ll develop what I call keyboard routines—sequences of commands which you can execute by rote, without having to think about them or follow the prompts on the screen. For example, in linking and resetting the page numbering, you can just pound out: “G 2 L 2, 3, 4, 1, 3, ENTER E F4 P 2 ENTER ENTER ENTER ENTER” in rapid succession and be ready to start printing with the F2 key. The keyboard buffer will permit you to input commands ahead of the program, and pretty soon you’ll feel enough in control to wall away with computer-assisted letter writing.

EasyWriter Underlining for Epson MX-100 printer.

Frank Vlaming writes: “I spent two days trying to underline words using my newly acquired EasyWriter software and Epson MX 100 printer.” Stumped at last, Mr. Vlaming went first to his ComputerLand store and then to IBM for help. There were a couple of false starts, but eventually, Mr. Vlaming did receive instructions which worked. He describes them as “extremely cumbersome” and says, “I don’t believe I will use it unless I absolutely have to.” He says IBM wrote him that a better “fix” is being developed, but submits the following until an alternative is available.

1. Insert 5 lines above the line you wish to underline (F3)
2. Enter insert mode and type on first line .USER$141
3. Enter insert mode and type on second line .EOL$
4. Delete extra inserted lines above the line you wish underlined
5. Insert 5 lines below the line you wish to underline
6. Enter insert mode and use space bar to move cursor below the word you are going to underline
7. Now type the underline
8. Enter insert mode and type on first line below underline .USER%10
9. Enter insert mode and type on second line below underline .EOL%
10. All embedded commands must be at the beginning of each line and terminated with the end of paragraph [ENTER key]
11. Delete any extra inserted lines below the second line and the rest of the text

—Frank Vlamping

Share Your Discoveries

When you learn something your fellow PC users can benefit from, pass it on through these pages. You’ll encourage others to return the favor, plus we’ll pay from $25-100 for each tip published. Mail contributions to: User-to-User, PC Magazine, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94122.

"IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER" USERS YOU DESERVE THE BEST

CHOSE WHAT THE PROFESSIONALS* USE

- 64KB-256KB Parity Memory
  MP-064: $445; MP-128: $620
  MP-192: $795; MP-256: $970
  User upgradeable
  Fully assembled, tested & burned-in
  1-year warranty

- ASYNC Communication
  CC-032: $145; CC-132: $275
  CC-032 offers 1 serial port
  CC-132 offers 2 ports
  Program compatible with IBM’s Serial Com. Card

- SYNC Communication
  CC-232: $295
  2 RS232 ports
  Capable of ASYNC, BISYNC, SDL, HDLC

- Combo Card
  MC-064 to MC-256
  Up to 256KB memory + 1 port of parallel printer port + 1 port of Serial port

- Direct Connect modem
  Model CC-323
  1 port of RS232 Serial link
  1 direct connect modem port auto dial, originate/answer

- Hardware Prototype
  WW-068: $75; WW-068: $55
  WW-068 wire wrap card (13" x 4.2")
  WW-069 extender
  Get both for $95

*The following companies have chosen our products: Context Management, Information Unlimited Software, Network Consulting Inc., Softech Microsystem Inc.
In the 1880s, Gilbert and Sullivan had to steam to New York with a full London cast, and mount an authentic production of their "Pirates of Penzance" in order to head off the success of a 'pirated' American production down the street. International copyrights were scoffed at, and they fought all their lives to secure royalties.

A hundred years later, the protection of copyrighted material is still taking bizarre twists. A federal appeals court has ruled that home videotaping of TV shows is an infringement—overturning a lower court, and disputing evidence that audio taping has not hurt radio broadcast profits. Xerox takes out full-page ads reminding people that they can't 'xerox' something because the company's name is a trademark; they don't want to join Vaseline, Kleenex and Scotch tape, who are fighting to stay out of the public domain.

And computer proliferation... well, that has led to the most difficult problem of all. Simply put, it is this: everybody needs 'backup' copies of software, but how can you make copies without opening the door to piracy?

The Software Dilemma

"There is a perception that software is a freebie, that it 'comes with the machine,' and that may have contributed to the piracy problem," says Jeff Walden, public relations manager for VisiCorp.

"Now, manufacturers have realized that software is what sells the machine in the first place. The customer doesn't need to know anything about copy-protection except that the disk doesn't copy. Why? To protect our copyright," he says, "and keep it safe from both casual and professional piracy."

The former occurs in many users' groups and among friends: one person buys a program, makes copies and gives them away; they trade them like baseball cards, or pool them for common use. Except possibly to recover the cost of a blank diskette, money rarely changes hands.

On the other hand, professional thieves sell illegal copies as if they were legitimate, at prices high enough to avoid suspicion but lower than the manufacturer's suggested price or a reasonable discount. Because they have not invested in research and development, marketing, quality control, or after-sale service, their profits are enormous, and do not contribute toward improvements in the next 'generation' of software.

"There are ten man-years of effort that went into the original Apple version of VisiCalc," Walden says, "plus the time we spent customizing it for the PC and other computers. There's an awfully large investment in it. Some people feel that software should be priced according to its manufacturing costs, like the price of a diskette. But I say you have to consider the effort that went into development and maintenance.

"We don't know what the piracy will be like for the PC, but it was particularly rampant for Apple computers in general," he adds. "Interestingly, though, piracy seems to bear no relation to the list price of the software. In my estimation, people who made $16 game programs had as much piracy as we did with the $250 VisiCalc. Of course, it's hard for me to conceive of grey pinstripe-suited businessmen, huddled over a PC, trading software."

[An IBM spokesperson says, "We're new in the personal computer business, so we're looking at the issue more carefully than in the past. All our PC application programs are copy-protected, but development software isn't. We prefer not to comment on the issue right now."]

Legal Strategies

VisiCorp is "adamant" about copy-protection, legally as well as technologically. "We've instituted a license agreement between the company and the end-user," Walden explains, "that increases our copyright protection under the law. There will be no change in the effect on the end-user, but it carries a different legal interpretation, and some users will note that a change has been made."

If that doesn't help stem the tide of piracy, license agreements may grow increasingly restrictive. In a column for the trade journal Information Systems News, attorney Bruce K. Brickman describes a
hypothesis of software license agreement that "contains language making [the] user liable for the consequences of its unauthorized disclosure." Though he is writing about mainframe and minicomputer software, the principle may have to be applied to microcomputer software. "In effect," he writes, "the user becomes an insurer, underwriting the vendor's business."

Innovative Software Applications (ISA) is a company that requires customers to sign license agreements, but its software—chiefly the proofreader Spellguard—is easily copied under the CP/M operating system.

"Users want to make backup copies, or transfer a program from one disk format to another," says Will Pape, of ISA. "They bought Spellguard on an 8-inch single-sided, single-density disk and want to run it on a 5 1/4-inch double-sided, double-density disk; or suppose they buy a hard disk and want to load it on that."

**Technical Strategies**

Pape says that ISA has chosen, instead, for every direct sale, to put the customer's name into the first 'page' that appears on the CRT screen. But that's hard to do with sales through dealers, or in private-label (OEM) sales of Spellguard by word processing software companies. Their biggest worry, says Pape, is not the individual customer, but the occasional dishonest dealer who makes more copies for sale than his contract with ISA permits. To solve that, ISA developed a scheme for embedding dealers' names, and the consecutive serial number of each copy, into the software itself. They have made that process available to other software manufacturers and vendors.

"One company hired us to make it possible for a dealer to sell low-priced demonstration copies that can't be upgraded into usable products without the manufacturer's participation," Pape says. "A person can buy a limited version of a program for, say, $10, that's recorded on one side of a disk. If he or she decided to buy the whole program, the dealer calls an '800' phone number and gets a special code to enter into the program. That unlocks the other side of the disk where the full program resides.

"At ISA, we're not selling 'disks,' we're selling service. If there's a way that a software company can verify that a caller is a valid customer, that'll help them provide service, and make piracy less attractive." Pape says, however, that even after direct sales, many customers forget to mail back their 'warranty cards' to register as legitimate customers. Still, conventional copy-protection won't work at ISA. "We don't do copy-protection, because CP/M provides you with all the tools you need to get in andiddle with a program."

CP/M-86 is the operating system that was customized (from CP/M) for the IBM PC by Johnson-Laird, Inc. As Andy Johnson-Laird, its president, admits: "There is no difference as far as copy-protection is concerned—there is no protection!"

"Locks are for honest people, and the law is inadequate," he says flatly. "Even honest users copy software, because they don't perceive that as dishonest."

Johnson-Laird cites the experience of MicroPro, which in 1980 tried to copy-protect its WordStar (CP/M) program: "It lasted about 30 days, because it was a convoluted technical scheme that got in the customers' way, and screwed up the dealers."

**Making The Best Of It**

"We've gone round and round on this issue many times," says Bill Baker, president of Information Unlimited Software, Inc., which produces EasyWriter. "IBM asked us to copy-protect it for the PC, as we did for Apple and other computers, but copy-protection is hard on us, and hard on the customer."

"I've come full-circle: I used to be an advocate for copy-protection, but not anymore. Software is intangible," he says, "and people don't think of it the way they think of tangible property, like their computers. Teachers make photocopies of books for their students, and companies make copies of their software."

"If we copy-protect our word processing program, we know that somebody has to have an accident with a disk, and won't be able to make a copy, or one, in time to get out a critical report, to whom," he asks, "should we focus our attention? On the people who are going to rip us off anyway, who get satisfaction from breaking our codes? No. We want to make it easier for our legitimate customers to use our product, to get our service and support, and to work with us and not from us."

"I believe anyone who buys a program has the right to enough copies to feel comfortable," declares Peter Gordon, of Digital Microsystems, which does development and marketing for software products. "It's terribly inconvenient not to have flexibility of extra copies because disks themselves are so easily misfiled. Why put complicated protection schemes into a program in the first place? You're just giving lip service to the trend toward customer service."

**Future Trends**

The next generation of products will probably have more sophisticated copy-protection mechanisms than are now available, but these may be as fraught with problems as the current crop is.

"Do you remember the famous pun with the nine dots, and you have to connect them without lifting your pencil from paper? The solution is to go outside the square. We may have to do something dramatic like that," says Andy Johnson-Laird. "One approach is to do what Alan North did with his business app..."
tions package: he sold the disk media for a low price, letting dealers add value to it by customizing it, but he copyrighted the printed words in the instruction books.

"Another approach would be to build in what I call 'time bombs'-things that go wrong unless the customer gets periodic updates. If the program asks for the date, we could set it up to crash after one year. We could create rounding-errors for numbers, that automatically go into effect after the program has been used a certain number of times; the customer has to get the dealer to refresh the program, somehow, to prevent them.

"The philosophy behind those ideas is that, if you've got stolen stuff it doesn't perform. But surely," he says, "some innocent person will be hurt accidentally."

MLI's Peter Gordon thinks there will always be 'keys' to protection mechanisms. "If you copy a program like Visi-Calc," he says, "you get something that looks okay, but it won't run because the program encounters an odd-looking track on the disk. One of the utilities that comes with the PC DOS [disk operating system] is called COMPARE. It's used to verify that something is authentic, but it's very primitive. It only checks the data fields and not the formatting of the data on the disks, so it would probably okay a disk copied directly that, in fact, won't run.

"I envision a family of utility programs, that I call a 'superutility,' which will format, diagnose, copy, modify and even restore files that have been 'killed.' Its main use will be for fixing defective disk files," he says, but suggests that it could serve as a kind of 'locksman.' "There must be 25 other people around the country working on utilities like these."

Bill Baker says that IUS has had to fend off copy-breaking programs. He notes, caustically, that "their disks are copy-protected! You can't use their software to copy their own program. So what side of the fence are they on? The expediency side. They're just out to make a buck.

"We believe in appealing to people's ethics, and having them send in their warranty cards and be registered as legitimate customers. IBM asked us to copy-protect EasyWriter for the PC, and we're dedicated to giving them what they want. But for future products that we sell on our own, we're not going to copy-protect them. We intend to get our products out to people so they can use them with no hassles," he declares.

Baker also raises the problem of computer networks as channels for copying software. "Microcomputers are the key to distributed processing and accessing large computers remotely, through services like The Source. You can 'download' programs from their mainframe into your micro. Since there's no way to copy-protect a large, hard-disk pack, copy-protection itself becomes a joke. I say, if you know what you've got, and how to get it, then 'Power to the People!'"

What Do You Say?

---

Expand Your IBM Personal Computer

□ Memory Expansion Board.
Datamac's Expansion Board offers 4 TIMES the amount of memory offered by the IBM PC. Configurations can be set at 64K, 128K, 192K and 256K bytes. Board can be upgraded at 64K capacities.

□ Winchester Disk System.
Priced 30% lower than competitive systems, Datamac's Winchester Disk System is housed within the IBM chassis and is easy to install directly into the floppy disk slot.

The Datamac Memory Expansion Board for the IBM Personal Computer is available through participating Computerland Dealers.

Peripheral Products Division, 680 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 735-0323
IBM's Personal Computer
Que Corporation, Indianapolis;
277 pages, $14.95

IBM's Personal Computer is the product of a "team of writers," according to the book's introduction. Actually, they are a team of experts, not of writers. They have produced a guide to the PC micro which will be an extremely useful aid for some, but is badly written at best, and almost unreadable at worst. Chapter Five, which, ironically, deals with languages, is especially bad.

Since the book has many good qualities, let us begin with the major criticism. It comes of the prevalent misconception that a technical background is of more use in writing a technical book than an ability to write. The publishers who hold this opinion would not, I think, defend the analogous proposition that a clergyman is better qualified to build a church than a general contractor. The fact is that any writer worthy of the name can learn a body of information and then present it in a craftsmanlike way. That is, once he has spent the years it takes to become a good writer. The four experts who collaborated on IBM's Personal Computer should have supplied the information which they have spent years accumulating, and let someone with a readable style put it into words. That would have avoided the outrages of syntax, the wordiness, the abuses of the passive voice, and the outright incorrect usage that plague the pages of this otherwise useful work.

IBM's Personal Computer is two hundred and seventy-seven pages long, perhaps ten percent of that length consisting of unnecessary verbiage. It is extremely well organized and laid out, with lots of eye-succoring white space, apt illustrations, a very comprehensive table of contents and, best of all, a good glossary and a thorough index. It is composed of three sections and appendices, preceded by an introduction. The introduction sketches the history of IBM, partly as a prelude to pointing out that with the PC, IBM is departing from some of its traditional policies. For the first time it is using components manufactured by other companies, acting friendly toward software written by outsiders and marketing through non-IBM outlets.

The first section of the book devotes three chapters to describing the machine's hardware, peripherals and operating software. One of the best features of this section is a comparison of various CPUs, in text and chart, and a good discussion of the power of the 8088 CPU used in the PC machine. The authors like this CPU so much that they even honor it with a brief discussion of its lineage, the Intel 8000 series.

The second section covers software available for the PC machine. The infamous chapter five discusses the immediately available languages: IBM (Microsoft) BASIC, IBM PASCAL and FORTRAN, University of San Diego's PASCAL and FORTRAN, and the available assemblers. Chapter six explains and evaluates business software presently available through IBM—IBM's EasyWriter word processor, VisiCalc and Peachtree's general ledger, accounts payable and accounts receivable packages. Chapter seven does the same for educational software.

A word about the Que 'evaluations': they consist of text descriptions of the software, their major 'outstanding features' and 'significant limitations.' Accompanying charts list every possible feature a given program could have, and check off those offered by the software under consideration. These charts, or check-lists, were a little gimmicky, with over-involved instructions for weighing their conclusions according to a complicated formula to make them more relevant to your particular application. Nevertheless, the evaluations would be of the greatest help to prospective purchasers trying to decide what word processor or financial package to buy. Strangely, though the educational software was described thoroughly, it was not evaluated—no outstanding features or multi-page check-lists. This illustrates one of the limitations of the book itself; it is really slanted very heavily toward business users, both in tone and in content. Incidentally, by registering their names with Que, owners of the book may qualify for evaluations of new software as they are published. Que does not say what charge will be made for this service, if any.

The third part of the book covers 'Other Topics.' These turn out to be various aspects of computer communications:
using the PC as a terminal for a mainframe, use of the data-base services such as Source, in-oice electronic memos, electronic mail, etc. A discussion of various timing modes for computer-to-computer data transfer assumed that the reader knew more about the subject to start with than most likely do.

Here is a weakness of the book. It appears to be too many things, and is none of them completely. As mentioned above, it is mostly a guide for businesspeople who are considering a purchase. But then, why some of the technical discussions, such as the three paragraphs on asynchronous, synchronous and bisynchronous data transmission. The typical businessperson who comes upon that sort of thing is guaranteed to smile politely and turn the whole confusing thing over to the company's Permanent Executive Committee for Purchasing, Evaluation and Institutional Delay.

Furthermore, throughout the book, IBM is spoken of with admiration and reverence. IBM salespeople could use the book as a sales aid. Again, this is probably the result more of confusion over what the book was supposed to be, than a desire to flack for IBM. The book is certainly even-handed about pointing out flaws of hardware and software, as well as superior qualities. It's just that flaws are mentioned with an off-hand shrug, as if it were, and superior qualities are written in flashing neon with historical footnotes.

Throughout, the book speculates about what may be expected in the future. Here, too, an ambiguity nagged. Whence comes the information that, for example, future announcements will tell of an increase in the PC's interactive capability or that a COBOL compiler for the 8086/8 may be expected from Microsoft by mid-1982? Dozens of these forecasts are sprinkled through the book; hardly a subsection does not end with one or two. Unfortunately it is never clear whether the authors' prescience is derived from official announcements, industry rumors, wishful thinking or a crystal ball.

The appendices of IBM's Personal Computer are a thoughtful touch. They include a list of IBM BASIC commands, a list of software publishers for the PC machine, and a command by command comparison of two available disk operating systems, PC DOS and CP/M-86. Throughout, the book has other little tidbits which are of interest. It is noted that IBM declined to comment on Que's software evaluations. IBM's warranty and purchase agreement is published in toto. IBM's invitation to independent software writers is passed along. A price list covers the machine and a large number of peripherals.

The book does not leave out much. Notably, competing products were compared only in the category of CPU. I would like to have seen comparisons with Apple, Cromemco, et al. in other categories, such as available software, interfaces, peripherals, languages, etc.

Another omission is that the slant toward business is never spelled out. Unwarned, non-business types might waste time and money expecting to get answers to questions the book never addresses. For instance, I would like to know what kind of video signal the machine puts out. This is not a business question and is not answered here.

In summary, IBM's Personal Computer, though written in a very poor style, is otherwise well organized and designed. It will be especially valuable to prospective business users, at whom it seems to have been aimed. It will also serve well as a general reference for all PC users, especially if the software evaluations increase greatly and at little or no cost. Certainly, if you are shopping for micros, this book would be well worth picking up.

---

**Announcing Expanded Disk Storage For IBM Personal Computers**

Simple plug-in installation
No additional electronics or wiring required.

**Internal Drives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drives</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>168K Bytes - IBM Format</td>
<td>$470.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Single sided drive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336K Bytes - IBM Format</td>
<td>$570.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Double sided drive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>672K Bytes - IBM Format</td>
<td>$1140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dual double sided drives)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**External Drives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drives</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single sided drive with 168K Bytes</td>
<td>$570.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maximum two drives)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double sided drive with 336K Bytes</td>
<td>$670.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maximum one drive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes cable, power supply and cabinet.
Drives are IBM compatibility tested with a 90-day warranty.

For more information, call or write:

INTERFACE, INC.
20092 CANTARA STREET
CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304
(818) 341-7914

Quantity and dealer discounts available upon request.
EasyWriter to get improvements
Company executive says updated version is coming

IBM is going to issue an update to EasyWriter, "we’re writing it for them," said William Lohse, vice president of sales and marketing for Information Unlimited Software, Inc. (IUS), the program’s developer, in an exclusive interview with PC. “Most of the requests and problems that have been brought to our attention are being addressed in the update,” Lohse said. He denied, however, that the revision was directly related to a critical review by Andrew Fluegelman in PC’s last issue, saying, “We were doing the work that we are doing before we read Andrew’s article.”

In addition to revealing the forthcoming EasyWriter version and describing some of the changes, Lohse talked about two soon-to-be-introduced IUS products aimed at EasyWriter users. One will be a spelling checker that works with EasyWriter text files and the other a service that offers advice by telephone to EasyWriter users who have questions about using the program. The latter appears to be a ground-breaking move toward selling the sale of a software product from what the computer industry calls “support.”

Regarding criticism in the PC review, Lohse said, “We accept input from all quarters, and we appreciate it.” He said the revised program would respond to most of the concerns expressed by Andrew Fluegelman and those that have been brought to our attention by other people.” Lohse was reluctant to get specific about the nature of the enhancements, “because of our relationship with IBM.” But he did indicate that the program’s disk storage arrangements, a source of much criticism, will be substantially reworked.

Disk Files To Be Standard
“It writes standard PC-DOS files,” Lohse said of the updated program, which will be called “Version 1.1.” He said the use of specially formatted disks for EasyWriter text files will no longer be necessary; it will be possible to store them on any disk normally formatted for the PC-DOS operating system, and EasyWriter files can coexist on a disk with PC-DOS files of any other type. Text files saved by EasyWriter will be listed in the usual disk directory with the suffix .EW after the file name, such as TEXT.EW. An enhancement related to this change is that standard files from other programs can be loaded into EasyWriter for editing, and text edited with EasyWriter can include PC programs.

“It’s more easily a part of the IBM software operating family,” said Lohse. “It works very easily with other programs, at least with [the] VisiCalc [program], so you can go ahead and edit VisiCalc files or write Pascal or BASIC programs with it.”

Besides these details, Lohse described the enhancements as “making it faster and more powerful.” “A couple of features in the editor” was as closely as he would pinpoint where the extra power would be most noticeable. Asked if the improvements to making the program “faster” would come by reducing the keystrokes needed for common editing operations, Lohse said, “I know it will be speeded up in some areas.” But he added the cautious qualification, “Certainly there are advances made in that area, but I think that the experience may be that it is not as speeded up as people would like it in that particular area.” Lohse also said an updated user’s manual was being prepared for EasyWriter 1.1.

Exchange Plan Hinted
The IUS executive hinted there would be an arrangement whereby owners of the earlier EasyWriter version could exchange for the enhanced one, but again he wouldn’t discuss specifics. “From our conversations with IBM, the opinion is that we want 1.1 to be the issuance that exists. So they will make it easy for people to get the new EasyWriter,” he said. “The purpose is to have it get as soon as possible into everybody’s hands who bought the original EasyWriter, and to have it be well accepted.” For new buyers, Lohse indicated that the new version would be sold at the same price as the original.

New Products
The two new products Lohse revealed were software items—a spelling checker (see box) and a service plan. Asked if it made sense for the company to be working on new software while EasyWriter was receiving substantial criticism on its lead product, Lohse responded, “That’s the same question IBM asked.” He continued, “Every single resource we can put on EasyWriter we have put there,” and he explained that the spelling checker was actually developed by independent authors and was being handled by IUS in its role as a publisher.

EasyWriter for the IBM PC will be the first product IUS will treat under its planned separate-support approach. “We’ll be offering to users the ability to get a specific product—support—in many ways over the phone, and we’ll be charging for it,” Lohse said. “We think that as the industry develops that will be the way to provide the kind of service we want to provide and make it obvious to people what they’re getting.”

—Jim Edlin

IUS’s New Spelling Checker
“We will be coming out with a spell-checking program that will work with EasyWriter,” said Bill Lohse of IUS. “It will not be available for our Apple market; it will only be available for the PC. It has about 90,000 words, and it fits into about 92K, which is a much stronger compression technique than the others [similar programs] that I know. It’s fast. It can handle prefixes and possessives. It can distinguish faults such as improper capitalization and improper use of hyphenation. For example, it may say ‘Easy’ and say ‘I do not recognize that capitalization.’”

Lohse said it hadn’t been determined whether the product would be distributed by IBM or not.
FORTH

Complete FORTH program development systems for the IBM® Personal Computer. Packages include interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management, line editor, custom screen editor, assembler, decompiler, utilities, file and record access modules, and many demonstration programs. 100 page user manual. Optional floating point arithmetic extensions and cross compiler available.

Ready to run under PC-DOS or CP/M-86®. Standalone version available soon. 64 kbytes RAM and two disk drives recommended. (IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.)

Laboratory Microsystems
4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 306-7412

For Serious Business...

... The IBM® Displaywriter with CP/M-86™

The Personal Computer is great for home use, but let's get down to business. The Displaywriter was designed as an office machine. It has more storage, faster data transfer and a rugged exterior.

Now the Displaywriter has the CP/M-86 operating system from Digital Research. The productivity of your Displaywriter more than triples with CP/M-86 as thousands of programs are available.

Veritas Technology Inc., customized CP/M-86 for the Displaywriter. Let us tell you about its advantages. Call or write:

Veritas Technology Inc.
2375 Zanker Rd., Suite 245
San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 263-4691

CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research.
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PERSONAL COMPUTER

EXPANSION MEMORY WITH PARITY

64K............................$419.00
128K.........................$547.00
192K..........................$675.00
256K..........................$799.00
$INSTALL IN ANY 1 SLOT ADDRESS ANY 64K & MD WARRANTY
FULLY TESTED AVAILABLE NOW
64K EXPANSION KIT..200 MSEC.................................$129.00

PC DISK DRIVES.............$239.00

AC LINE TRANSIENT PROTECTION...$29.95

-----------------------------------------------

BITSTREAM INC.
P.O. BOX 809
LOXAHATCHEE, FL 33470
PH. 305-798-0025 3-9 PM E.S.T.

Placement Freedom for IBM

Now you can position your IBM equipment with greater freedom to fit your configuration needs, thanks to extension cables exclusively designed to fit the IBM Personal Computer. Order your extension cables today.

Keyboard Extension Cable
• 3-foot, 5-pin din cable connects keyboard to CPU
Item #K-01-IBM, $50.00 each

Monochrome Monitor Extension Cable Set
2 cable set includes:
• 3-foot, 9-pin monitor extension cable • 3-foot power extension cable
• Both cables needed to connect Monitor to CPU
Item #MMP-02-IBM, $79.00 per set

Send to: Microsystm Distributors, Inc. 1-800-527-3643
• 1006 Hampshire Lane • Richardson, TX 75080 • (214) 869-9370
Please send me the extension cables checked below.

☐ #K-01-IBM Keyboard Extension Cable ☐ Please send shipment C.O.D.
☐ #MMP-02-IBM Monitor Extension Cable Set
☐ I have enclosed check or money order for $ including $2.00 for postage and handling.

Name __________________________ Address __________________________
City ________ State ________ Zip
Phone ______________ Signature/Title __________________________

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
A Glimpse at Two PC Manuals

In some ways, the Personal Computer is a departure from IBM's usual way of doing things. For example, the computer's price is relatively low, making it competitive with other micros, and the company intends to market programs written by independent software developers. Both of these policies are designed to attract consumers to the exploding small-computer market, a ballpark in which IBM has clearly decided to play (more or less) by the rules of the game.

One solid feature of the IBM entry into the micro market is its user's manuals: they are handsome, practical, clearly written and organized, and concise. As with any guides to new equipment, there are a few omissions or lapses of style, but in general, IBM's own manuals offer a suitable introduction and thorough documentation for both the novice and the experienced user.

IBM's Emphasis

IBM has planned its marketing campaign to appeal to people who are not familiar with computers, an approach reflected in the PC's documentation. For example, the Guide to Operations, the fundamental manual that comes with the computer, devotes 168 of its 240 pages to setting up the system and operating it. By comparison, the user's manual for the Osborne 1 computer provides only 31 pages of such elementary information, chapters titled "Getting to Know Your Computer" and "How to Use Your Computer," before plunging into explanations of its resident programs. The Applesoft Tutorial, an introductory manual for Apple II computers, goes overboard in the other direction, cramming its pages with hardware and software details that could clog the circuits of any beginner's brain. IBM's introductory guide falls in the middle, displaying a more personal, less business-oriented approach than the Osborne I manual and a less cluttered, computer-devotee orientation than the Apple II guide.

Although some of the introductory material in the PC's Guide to Operations (GTO) covers the computer's disk operating system (DOS) and BASIC, two other manuals prepared by IBM are devoted to the operating system and BASIC language, respectively. Consequently, although there is some overlap in the coverage of BASIC and DOS, this duplication of information assures that a novice can take advantage of the disk operating features and write simple programs using only the elementary manual.

Publishing Savvy

Since the GTO is every user's introduction to the PC, a more detailed look at it is worthwhile. Like the other manuals, this book is a cloth-covered, three-ring binder that comes in a cloth-covered slipcase. Not only are the manuals elegant-looking, they stand on a shelf or desk without support, eliminating the annoyance of constantly-sliding bookends or the need for a space-eating storage rack.

"They are handsome, practical, clearly written and organized, and concise."

The binder is smaller than the standard 8 1/2 by 11-inch format, measuring 7 1/4 by 9 inches. Like most other hardware and software documentation (Apple's spiral-bound manuals are an exception), the ringbinder format allows new pages to be added or corrections to be made inexpensively. The GTO pagination format follows another convention in microcomputer documentation: each chapter or major subsection of a long chapter is numbered as a unit (e.g., DOS 8, Keyboard 3) permitting expansion without extensive page renumbering.

Four suggestion/criticism forms at the back of the manual represent another instance of savvy planning. Each is a separate page that can be folded, stapled and mailed, postage-paid, to IBM—not only a nice gesture, but one that will help the company improve its documentation without necessarily compensating the users who provide valuable feedback. Specifically, a note above the space for comments on the form reads: "IBM may use and distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation whatever. You may, of course, continue to use the information you supply."

GOTO's Guts

The contents of the GTO offer an orientation to assembling and using the PC system in a logical and easy-to-understand sequence, and consist of six sections: Introduction, Setup Procedures, Operation Instructions (the longest by far), Problem Determination Procedures, Options, and Relocate. Only the "Problem Determination Procedures" section suffers from excessive technical bluster in its title: the chapter should have been named "Troubleshooting," since that's what it's about. The first four sections represent the heart of this manual for new users, the "Options" chapter covers installation of options available from IBM, and the "Relocate" chapter discusses disassembling the system and packaging the pieces to move it to another place (a digest that could have been included in the "Setup" section).

The manual is generously illustrated throughout and consistently provides a fundamental orientation to working with a microcomputer. Operator commands and examples of screen messages are printed in green, making attractive pages that allow the new user to follow the series of steps that should be the standard when giving commands, loading programs, or performing diagnostic tests.

One glaring omission from the screen details, however, is error messages, which are present in the IBM DOS but are nei-

Jeremy Joan Hewes
other mentioned nor illustrated in the GTO. The error messages are listed in an appendix to the DOS manual, but there will be some surprised PC beginners who hit the wrong key or type an unacceptable file name and get a screen response that the GTO didn't lead them to expect. This is an omission that certainly should be corrected in future editions of the manual; in fact, it may be an oversight, for at one place in the discussion of DOS, the manual warns users not to touch the keyboard while changing disks (assuming a one-drive configuration)—although there is no clue as to what will happen if they do hit a key. Incidentally, the PC DOS error messages themselves are straightforward and friendly by comparison with those of the CP/M operating system, giving such feedback as “Bad command or file name.”

Another more-than-bothersome feature of the GTO is the absence of an index, although one is included in both the DOS and BASIC manuals, and GTO's table of contents is detailed enough for beginning users. Finally, cassette storage in a system configuration without any disks is a subject that deserves more attention than it is given; the sole information for cassette-only users is a 14-page section buried in the “Problem Determination Procedures” chapter.

Given these relatively minor and easy-to-remedy exceptions, the PC's Guide to Operations is not only a fine tutorial for this computer system but also a good introduction to working with any microcomputer. IBM has gone beyond many other manufacturers' efforts by offering the essentials of dealing with disks, naming files, and even alerting users to the “whirring and clicking” as DOS is loaded from the disk into memory. A “Helps and Hints” section also contains advice that users often get only from friends or salespeople—usually after a catastrophe, such as a warning to make backup copies regularly and to check filenames or commands on the screen before hitting the “enter” (return) key.
Sacrifice in Style

Although the GTO should prove to be a valuable source of information for computer novices, it is written in a simple style that even moderately knowledgeable readers may find cloying. Some of the analogies border on silly, such as this explanation of what it means to “write over” a disk file: “Similarly, if you record a Chicago Symphony program on an Elvis Presley tape, you can no longer listen to Elvis.” Such attempts to make the text chatty and relevant to all possible users are admirable, perhaps, but they are likely to elicit moans or howls from many readers.

A similar flaw occurs at a few places in the GTO text where the authors have assumed too little sophistication and intelligence on the part of readers. For example, in the instructions for typing filenames and commands, the manual confides: “Computers are fuzzy about the number zero and the letter O—they want what they want, and you can’t fool them into taking the wrong one.” This almost idiot-level explanation precedes the notation that on the screen the zero has a slash through it and the O doesn’t—a fact that could have been stated without the accompanying lecture on computers’ dispositions.

Fortunately, these lapses in style and tone are exceptions to a sound introductory manual. More important, IBM has probably come closer than any other micro manufacturer to reconciling the sometimes conflicting needs of computer novices and informed users. In short, the PC’s Guide to Operations is much like the computer itself—solid, functional, unsurprising, and just about right.

VisiCalc at a Glance

The first of the independently produced programs and manuals to be distributed with the PC is VisiCalc, from Personal Software. This electronic spreadsheet is the number-one seller among applications programs for microcomputers as well as a highly appropriate first offer-

ing from IBM. In fact, this program’s availability alone may influence some wavering buyers to choose the PC rather than its near competition, such as the Xerox 820, which offers another spreadsheet program instead of VisiCalc.

The VisiCalc manual for the PC has almost the same content as that for the Apple II, although the two versions are written by different authors. To the PC VisiCalc manual, author Van Wlslonton has added a summary at the end of each chapter as well as two appendices dealing with controlling the printer and exchanging files, respectively. In addition, Wlslonton has contributed a fifth lesson to the four included in both versions; this sophisticated new example deals with scientific notation, powers, and formulae.

IBM has chosen to use the same readable typeface as in other PC manuals, in contrast to the “sans serif” type of the Apple VisiCalc manual. Commands and screen messages are also displayed in green, another point of continuity with the system’s documentation. Both of the attributes make learning the complex VisiCalc program easier, but potential users should understand that this calculation-and-hypothetical-situation program takes study and experimentation, and that its manual is a good deal more demanding than the GTO.

Second Opinion

My reaction to the examples of chatty style and simple tone Hewes objects to is exactly the opposite of her view. Such a style probably comes very hard to IBM, and I applaud them for making the effort. I believe many users of the PC will like and benefit from the friendly, basic approach, and think it has a valuable place so long as a separate, un-flowery reference section is provided for knowledgeable users who don’t want to be bothered with the novice’s tutorials.

—Jim Edlin

Benchmarks? Sure, little marks on benches, right? Well not really. When computer people speak of “benchmarks” they are referring to standard programs which can be run on several systems in order to compare their performance. In preparing this article, I wrote several such benchmark programs, each of which is designed to measure some aspect of the PC’s speed. For example, there is a program that measures the time taken to retrieve information from a random access data file, and another one that measures the time needed for mathematical computations.

In all, twenty-five benchmark programs were used to check out PC BASIC. They covered six major areas of operation: control statements, memory access, text string manipulation, calculation, file processing, and general capabilities. All programs were written in Microsoft BASIC and timed while running with the PC’s standard disk BASIC interpreter. (I tested to see if there are speed differences between the three versions of PC BASIC, cassette, disk and advanced; as far as I can see, there are not.)

The timing figures, when taken out of context, may not seem to have much meaning. After all, do you have any instinctive sense of whether 15 seconds is a fast or slow time for a computer to add 5,000 numbers? Probably not. But even so, the tests establish reference points for later comparisons. In the future, we will be able to compare how fast 5,000 additions are carried out using other software such as Pascal or FORTRAN or perhaps some other version of BASIC. We will also be able to measure the impact of new hardware add-ons such as hard disk storage systems or the 8087 arithmetic processor.

The data gained from benchmark programs can also serve another valuable purpose. They can help you “tune” programs that you write. If you want to know how much faster a FOR loop will run when you use integer variables, or how much search time could be saved by reorganizing a data file or changing a buffer size, quick benchmark experiments can tell you.

Control Statements

Benchmarks in the first group tested...
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how fast control statements are executed. Test 1 measured the speed of an empty loop (no statements except those of the loop itself) using the FOR and NEXT statements. The loop was tested two ways, once using an integer variable to count the repetitions, and again using a single precision variable to do the counting. Notice in the table of results that the integer version ran about 28 percent faster.

Test 2 is an empty loop similar to the first test, but using the DO and WHILE statements instead of FOR and NEXT. The same two variations were performed here. The DO/WHILE combination is significantly slower, suggesting that, when programming, you should use the FOR statement and integer variables if a loop will be executed frequently.

The third test measured the time used to call a subroutine. Tests 4 and 5 show the time taken to compare numeric and string variables, respectively, for equality. Three variations were done for the numeric comparison, using each of PC BASIC's variable types. Double-precision variables, as might be expected, were handled somewhat more slowly. The string comparison was done four times, using increasingly long strings. Again as expected, the longer the string the slower the response.

Memory Access

Tests in the second group dealt with the time needed to access memory. The experiments were built around assignment statements such as B = A. Statements of this type can be used with all three types of number variables and with string variables, and as an added complication these can be either simple (scalar) variables or elements of arrays. Assignment statements using all types of simple variables all required the same time, although I suspect that slight differences would have shown up if more precise measurements had been taken. Storing information in arrays took longer. Tests 6, 7, 8 and 9 tested memory access first with simple numeric and string variables, then with number and string variables in both one- and three-dimensional arrays.

Two additional facts regarding memory access turned up. Assignments involving string variables require the same amount of time regardless of the string length (evidently memory location pointers are merely altered). It also turned out that access to constants is slower than access to variables by about ten percent.

Variations on Test 1 showed that the length of variable names and the number of variables in a program also affect execution speed in the PC BASIC. Presumably the reason is that before a variable's value can be found in memory, the interpreter must look up its location in a symbol table. The larger the symbol table, the longer this procedure takes.

"To my disappointment, the PC was only about 13 percent faster than an Apple II computer." I experimented with two ways of lengthening the symbol table—using longer variable names, and adding names. When, in the empty loop program of Test 1, the variables "INDEX" and "NUMBER" were substituted for "I" and "N", execution time jumped from 26 seconds to 34. An equal slowing was recorded when I established 24 other one-letter variables before running the test with "I" and "N". Thus, if you write a program in which certain variables are accessed very often, it might pay to give them short names and define them early.

Text String Manipulation

Tests 10 through 13 examined the manipulation of text strings. The test involved removing three-character sub-strings from the 11-character string "LARRY PRESS." I did one test each where the substrings were taken from the beginning, middle, and end of the larger string, then one test combining all three operations. The time taken to extract a substring from the middle was 25 percent longer than at either end.

Arithmetic Speed

Computers wouldn't be called computers if arithmetic speed were not important. Tests 14 and 15 covered that area. My first test included addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division done all together. As usual, I ran it with all three types of number variable. Surprisingly, integer arithmetic proved slower than single precision. To discover why, I ran tests that each included only one of the four operations. Integer division turns out to be the culprit. Furthermore, execution time is influenced by the order in which operations take place; when I reversed the order of multiplication and division in my test program, execution time was cut by ten percent.

Complex Calculations

If you are interested in engineering and scientific applications, you may be curious as to the speed of computation involving transcendental functions such as SIN. Test 16 looked at the speed of these functions. Single precision computations are predictably faster than double; and the magnitude of the argument doesn't seem to affect execution speed in most cases.

File Processing

For all my test on file processing, I used a setup with the program disk in one drive and the data files on an otherwise blank disk in the other drive. Test 17 measured the time to locate and read 200 randomly selected records from a 1,000 record file. In these cases, using a record length that was a power of two resulted in noticeable time savings.

Because random access files are sometimes processed serially, Test 18 investigated this and found that execution time is a direct function of record length. But here, execution time was unaffected by whether or not the record length was a power of two.

One surprising thing I found was that changing the size of the memory buffer for processing random access files, which PC BASIC allows, had no effect. When I quadrupled the buffer size for my test program from the default 128 characters, the speed stayed exactly the same. Since this discovery contradicts the BASIC manual, I tried Test 19, which copies a file instead of merely reading it. Again to my surprise, a large buffer provided no speed-up.

Several tests were run using serial files. Copying a 100-record file with 128-character records took one minute even.
### BASIC Benchmark Tests

#### CONTROL STATEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Numeric Type</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>FOR-NEXT</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>loop</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>DO-WHILE</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>loop</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GOSUB call</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>IF A = B</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>branch</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>IF A$ = B$</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5C</td>
<td>branch</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MEMORY ACCESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Numeric Type</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6A</td>
<td>B = A</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B</td>
<td>assignment</td>
<td>double</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B$ = A$</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8A</td>
<td>B[I] = A[I]</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9A</td>
<td>B$[I] = A$</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### STRING MANIPULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MIDS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>LEFTS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RIGHTS</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>all above</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ARITHMETIC SPEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Numeric Type</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14A</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14B</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14C</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>double</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15A</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15B</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15C</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15D</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### COMPLEX CALCULATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16A</td>
<td>tangent</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16B</td>
<td>sine</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16C</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16D</td>
<td>arc tangent</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16E</td>
<td>exponential</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16F</td>
<td>log</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FILE PROCESSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
<th>Record Length</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17A</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17B</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17C</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17D</td>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17E</td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18A</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18B</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18C</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18D</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18E</td>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18F</td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19A</td>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19B</td>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19C</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19D</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20A</td>
<td></td>
<td>456</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20B</td>
<td></td>
<td>912</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Copy 100 records of 114 characters each. Test 20A is serial copy routine. Tests 20B and 20C use "pseudo-random" technique.

#### RANDOM NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Numeric Type</th>
<th>Time Normal*</th>
<th>Time Short*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21A</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21B</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21C</td>
<td></td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Short” times are when all variable names in program (e.g., "PRIME") are reduced to a single letter ("P").

#### BENCHMARK-DERIVED TIPS

1. Use the FOR statement rather than DO WHILE for critical loops.
2. Use integer variables for loop indices.
3. Long variable names will slow your program down by making the symbol table larger.
4. Define frequently accessed variables early in your program to force them to the top of the symbol table.
5. Pay attention to the order of operations in critical arithmetic expressions since it has an effect.
6. Use integer arithmetic when possible, but beware of integer division.
7. Make random access record lengths powers of two, even if you have to add a little padding.
8. Use the "pseudo-random" technique for processing serial files.

A few ways in which you can speed your programs up were discovered while benchmarking the BASIC interpreter. Some of these [short variable names, for example] are inconsistent with good programming and documentation practice, so use them only in critical parts of your programs.

### A BENCHMARK PROGRAM

```basic
10 DEF FN TIME = VAL([LEFTS?]TIMES,2]" 3600 + VAL([MIDSTIMES,4,2])"
20 DEFINT I-N
30 A=1
40 INPUT "TRIALS"; N
50 I = FN TIME
60 FOR I = 1 TO N
70 B = A + A
80 NEXT I
90 PRINT FN TIME = I
100 INPUT "MORE"; Y$" 110 IF Y$ = "N" THEN STOP
120 GOTO 40
```

The program used for Test 1. Lines 10, 50 and 90 use the PC's internal time-keeping function to time the test.
Speed did not seem affected by slight changes in record size. In another test, I used a sample file of 100 name-and-address records with a 114 character record size. Treating it as a normal serial file, 57 seconds were required to make the copy. Test 20 is the one that copies the same file using the BASIC manual's "pseudorandom" recommendation; here, larger buffer sizes finally produced a noticeable time saving.

General Capabilities
The final benchmark tests I ran evaluated random number generation, video output, REMARK statements, and two larger programs testing overall performance. Random number generation was tested because game programs often use it. To generate 15,000 random numbers took 95 seconds.

As I ran the benchmark programs, it seemed to me that the computer was writing information to the display screen rather slowly. So I devised a test that covers the screen with lines of 79 "X's" then repeats. On a PC with a monochrome display adapter, it took 74 seconds to fill the screen ten times. For comparison I ran the same test on a Digital Microsystems computer connected to a standard 9600-baud terminal, also using Microsoft BASIC. On that system the test ran in less than half the time—35 seconds—suggesting that if you require fast video output from BASIC programs you may have to use assembly language subroutines.

The REMARK test was merely an empty loop with a REM statement in the middle of it. The addition of that REM more than doubled execution time, so be careful not to put remarks inside of loops.

For a more general test, I used the program PRIME that appeared in a September, 1981 Byte magazine article by Jim Gilbreath. Gilbreath wrote the program in many different computer languages and published the results of running it on many different machines. The program looks for prime numbers (those undivisible by factors other than themselves and 1), and it is a good test of overall performance since it combines arithmetic, control statements and memory access. Test 20 checked the time needed to find which of the first 8,190 odd numbers are prime.

Comparative Results
To my disappointment, the PC was only about 13 percent faster than an Apple II computer on the prime-number test. Several of the other tests were also run both on the Apple and on a computer with a Z-80 microprocessor, each using Microsoft BASIC. In general, the PC is about halfway between the two in internal computing speed. Although the Intel 8088 microprocessor can operate on two bytes of data at a time, it is slowed down by the fact that the data must be transferred to and from memory one byte at a time.

For a software comparison, I ran a Pascal language equivalent of the prime number program, using the Microsoft Pascal compiler. The compiled version ran more than 20 times faster than the PC BASIC version, and compared favorably to results for this benchmark on a Z-80 based computer with similar software. For a printed copy of the programs used by Larry Press to run his PC benchmark tests, send a self-addressed, stamped business-size envelope to Benchmarks, PC, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94122.

IBM Personal Computer

SOFTWARE

C.P.A. General Ledger
Balance-Forward Accounts Receivable
Open-Item Account Receivable
Contractor Job Costing
Accounts Payable
Payroll
Cash Flow Statements

All programs run with IBM Personal DOS
$485.00 Each

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN, INC.
P. O. Box 735
Yakima, Wa. 98907
Call 1-509-575-0320
FIGHT THE SQUEEZE!!

With peripherals for the IBM* personal computer.

**MAYNARD ELECTRONICS**

**FIGHT THE I/O SQUEEZE**

With only five I/O slots in the personal computer you need to optimize your peripheral purchases. For example, if you buy IBM's Asynchronous Communications Adaptor, color/graphics interface, printer adaptor, and disk drive adaptor you will have one slot left for memory expansion. MAYNARD ELECTRONICS combines functions to save I/O giving you more flexibility.

**Fight the price squeeze**

Compare the price of the personal computer using their I/O versus our I/O. You can save up to **$1,410.00** on a 192K dual drive system with printer by using our 128K memory board, floppy disk controller with parallel printer interface, internal drives and 16K expansion memory kit.

**Maynard Electronics Presents:**

**Memory Boards**

- Memory Boards include parity, are compatible with IBM memory boards. Complete with instructions for installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256KByte</td>
<td>$895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**External Floppy Drives**

Add 3rd and 4th drives to your IBM. Includes cables. Simply plug in and go. All drives 100% tested before shipping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Drive</td>
<td>#EFD1 $450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Drive</td>
<td>#EFD2 $700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Internal Floppy Drives**

1st. drive includes cable. If you have IBM drive installed, purchase 2nd drive. Complete instructions for simple installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Drive</td>
<td>#IFD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Drive</td>
<td>#IFD2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Miscellaneous:**

- 16KByte Memory Expansion for Chasis
- Floppy Disc Controller
  - Upgrade your 16K cassette system with this controller and an internal drive
  - Floppy Disc Controller with parallel printer interface
  - Floppy Disc Controller with serial printer interface now you can connect your serial printer (Avail. May)
- Cassette Interface Cable
  - Did you purchase a 16K cassette system and can't figure out how to connect your cassette recorder to it? Complete with instructions

**Other products will be announced soon!**

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned during first 30 days. One year warranty for repair/replacement.

**MAYNARD ELECTRONICS**

P.O. Box 3322 Longwood, FL 32750

(305) 869-8058

*IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation*
Enhance Your IBM

TOOLS 1 now offers handy utilities including:
- Expanded directory with system information
- Find key words or strings in selected files
- Print files with banners, headings & page numbers
- Display & edit disk by track & sector
- Find and display differences between files

Quality tools for wordprocessing, accounting, programming, and engineering will be available soon to provide greater utilization of your investment.

To order TOOLS 1 specify MSDOS or CP/M 86 & send check or money order to

Sysco Software

$49.95
4739 MT. LONGS
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117

IBM is a Reg. TM of International Business Machines Corp
CP/M is a Reg. TM of Digital Research

Quality Products for the IBM Person...

Expandable Memory Boards
- High Density, expands in 64K byte increments to 256K
- Medium density, expands in 16K byte increments to 64K
- Fully tested (168 hrs. continuous)
- Parity included
- 5 year warranty
- IBM PC compatible

also:
- Prototyping Board — Room for up to 98 (16) pin sockets with provisions for a 37 pin subminiature "D" connector for external access to signals
- Extender Board — Extends individual IBM PC board for easy servicing and probe access

Write today for complete details. More products are coming soon. Dealer inquiries invited.

Quality Products for the IBM Personal Computer

IBM Personal Computer Products

10057 Commerce Ave. Dept. P Tujunga, CA 91042 (213) 352-7812

IF YOU GOT IT! FLAUNT IT!

MY OTHER COMPUTER IS AN IBM

Two labels in one! One for the bumper and one for your computer or desk.

Flaunt it for only $1.29. Stop by your local computer store or send check or money order (California residents add 6% sales tax), plus $1.00 shipping and handling charges for orders under 10 to: MMIS, P.O. Box 9363, San Rafael, CA 93912-9363.

Dealer and Distributor inquiries invited.
Imagination Blooms

Like MAGIC

WITH DG’s MAGIC RAM YOU CAN:

• RUN MORE EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE
• EXPAND MEMORY WITHOUT LIMITING FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
• SAVE SPACE FOR FUTURE EXPANSION DEVICES

Everyone wishes they had a better memory...for their IBM.

DG’s MAGIC RAM FEATURES:

• Requires only one expansion slot for up to 262,144 characters of memory (installation takes typically less than 10 minutes).
• Each 65,532 character block of memory may be addressed non-contiguously throughout the 1,000,000 character memory space (this is very important for compatibility with future IBM products).

DG Electronic Developments Company has designed the MAGIC RAM in the spirit of the IBM Personal Computer...reliable performance and ease of use. You and your PC’s capabilities grow with the many features of the DG MAGIC RAM. The MAGIC RAM will aid in effective use of currently available software as well as more sophisticated software products of the future. The larger amount of memory on the MAGIC RAM allows more prudent use of expansion space in the PC. Installation and configuration of the MAGIC RAM is simple and straight-forward so that anyone can install it in less than ten minutes. The installation instructions are written in everyday language, not in “computersese”, to simplify understanding and installation.

• Fully IBM compatible parity check (enables your PC to verify your memory contents).
• Expandable from 65,536 to 262,144 characters of memory (allows you to expand economically now and in the future).

All of these features on ONE board, quality craftsmanship, one year warranty, and low price make the MAGIC RAM the ONLY answer to memory expansion for your IBM Personal Computer.

You can pay more for memory but you can’t buy better — the DG MAGIC RAM.

Priced from $399 for 64K. $579 - (128K). $759 - (192K). $939 - (256K)

Available from DG Electronic Developments or from many of your local computer outlets.

D.G ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS CO.
HARDWARE

Hard Disk Storage

Three companies have introduced products for users who want to upgrade their disk storage capacity. Datamac's add-in Winchester disk system can be installed directly in the floppy disk area of the IBM PC. The system includes the disk drive, disk controller (which supports as many as four Winchester drives, is fully buffered, and offers automatic error correction), software, and documentation. Available in May, the system will offer storage capacities of 6MB ($2995), 12MB ($3495), or 18MB ($4195) per drive.

Datamac Computer Systems, 680 Almonar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408)375-0323.

Inexpensive Color Plotter

Hewlett-Packard's new HP 7470 is a microprocessor-based, small-format pen plotter capable of an 8.5 x 11-inch plot area, two-color output, 1/1000-inch resolution (step size), and a plotting speed of 15 inches per second.

The plotter is capable of accepting either 8.5 x 11-inch or ISO A4-size paper. It automatically selects between two pen stalls and can accommodate both HP fiber-tip pens (available in ten colors and two widths) and transparency pens (seven colors, two widths) used to produce overhead projections. Intelligence features include built-in character generation and the ability to rescale (enlarge/reduce) or reconfigure (expand/condense) images and characters automatically.

The unit is equipped with an RS-232C interface and requires a maximum of 25 watts to operate. Graphics software (HP-GL) to drive the plotter is available, although it is unclear whether or not it will run on the IBM PC.

The HP 7470 will be available March 1 through computer retailers and Hewlett-Packard; the suggested retail price is $1550.

MT512-XIB memory board offers a maximum capacity of 512KB of random access memory with full parity checking, bank selectable in blocks of 64KB to allow the user to purchase the board with an initial 64KB and then to expand it to full capacity using the company's MT544 Memory Expansion Sets. The board ranges in price from $499 (64KB) to $1995 (512KB) and is covered by a one-year warranty on parts and labor.

Memory Technologies, Inc., 25 Main St., Twelve Mile, IN 46988; (219)664-5741.

An error-correcting memory board available in storage capacities ranging from 64KB ($495) to 192KB ($1195), in 64KB increments, has been introduced by Boulder Creek Systems. The board detects and corrects single-bit errors and flags double-errors as a parity error.

Boulder Creek Systems, 4859-C Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066; (408)438-4546.

Autodial Modem

General DataComm's 103J-M is an auto-answer modem designed for full duplex, asynchronous operation over the switched network at data rates of from 0 to 300 bps. The modem, which operates over all dial telephone lines, features Automatic/Manual and Data Talk modes.

General DataComm, One Kennedy Ave., Danbury, CT 06810; (203)777-0711.

Peripheral Switchboxes

Two peripherals-switching stations have been introduced by Automated Control Systems. The ACS 200, a three-position parallel switching box, allows the user to alternate between two, Centronics-Compatible printers from a single CPU port: a front panel switch controls printer choice. The ACS 232 serial switching box permits a single computer port to support two terminals; the switch is fully buffered and operates at baud rates up to 1MB. Both the ACS 200 and...
the ACS 232 have a list price of $129.95.

Automated Control Systems, 1801 130th NE, Suite 4, Bellevue, WA 98005; (206)881-0177.

Communications Cards, Etc.

AST Research is presently offering a series of products designed to enhance the storage and communications capabilities of the IBM PC. These include:

— A series of memory expansion boards, ranging from 64KB ($495) to 256KB ($1145), with full parity checking; fully assembled, tested, and burned-in.

— Two asynchronous, serial communications boards: the CC-032 (one RS-232 port) for $145; and the CC-032z (two RS-232 ports) for $275.

— An advanced communications board, the CC-232, featuring two independent, programmable RS-232 ports supporting asynchronous, bidirectional, synchronous, SPLC, and HDLC protocols.

— A direct-connect modem offering two ports: an RS-232 serial and a direct-channel modem.


Graphics Printer

The Centronics Model 122 graphics dot-matrix printer is a 120 characters-per-second (CPS), 132-column desk-top peripheral intended for use in data and business processing applications. It provides both alphanumeric printing and 6- or 8-pin addressable graphics; other standard features include bidirectional printing in single-space alphanumeric mode, unidirectional printing in graphics mode, and selectable forms length and lines per inch. The suggested list price is $1195.

Centronics Data Computer Corp., Hudson, NH 03051; (603)883-0111.

Malibu Dual-Mode 200 Character Sets

Greek/Math and APL sets are available and print these characters at 42 cps for special applications:

Greek/Math: (1)\text{\LaTeX}, \alpha \beta \gamma \delta \epsilon \zeta \eta \theta \iota \kappa \lambda \mu \nu \xi \omicron \pi \rho \sigma \tau \upsilon \phi \chi \psi \omega \alpha \beta \gamma \delta \epsilon \zeta \eta \theta \iota \kappa \lambda \mu \nu \xi \omicron \pi \rho \sigma \tau \upsilon \phi \chi \psi \omega

APL: $+$, $\times$, $\div$, $\sqrt{2}$, $\sqrt{3}$, $\sqrt{4}$, $\sqrt{5}$, $\sqrt{6}$, $\sqrt{7}$, $\sqrt{8}$

Pitch 17.4 provides condensed print for compact reports with 12 characters per inch and 700 cps for normal data processing and in flat materials.

Dual-mode Printer

Malibu Electronics has introduced the Dual-Mode 200, a printer capable of performing both high-speed (165-200 CPS) data processing tasks as well as high-quality, low-speed (43-70 CPS) word processing duties. Features include the ability to output proportionally spaced and justified text; to change fonts and/or print-quality modes at any point in a document; and to employ a variety of text emphasis devices, including boldface and underlining. A selection of fonts is available. The suggested list price is $2995.

Malibu Electronics Corporation, 2301 Townsgate Rd., Westlake Village, CA 91361; (805)496-1990.

Carrying Cases

The Computer Case Company has introduced a line of carrying cases for the IBM-manufactured PC components: the IBM501 ($129) can contain the CPU, keyboard, and manuals; the IBM502 ($99) holds the monitor; and the P403 ($89) is designed to carry the matrix printer. In addition, these cases can be used to provide dust-free storage and can be locked to prevent unauthorized access.

Computer Case Company, 5650 Indian Mound Court, Columbus, OH 43212; (614)868-9464/(800)848-7548.

SOFTWARE

UCSD p-System

Network Consulting, Inc. (NCI) has introduced an implementation of the Version 4 Softech/UCSD p-System operating system for the IBM Personal Computer. The p-System is an operating system that compiles programs written in Pascal, FORTRAN, and BASIC into a form in which the programs are "transportable" between (can be used on) machines built around a variety of different microprocessors. The NCI implementation includes features that enhance memory use and storage options and allow the use of non-IBM peripherals.

The NCI p-System supports RAM disk, a feature that allows any extra memory to be used as if it were located on a floppy disk and thereby significantly increases the speed of certain operations (e.g., compiling). By fully utilizing the space available on the floppy disks, NCI p-System makes it possible to use ten sectors per track rather than the eight IBM recommends, resulting in a 25 percent increase in disk storage capacity. Automatic discrimination between eight- and ten-sector diskettes is provided, assuring compatibility between IBM (eight) and ten-sector diskettes. In addition, any combination of single-sided (provided with the PC), double-sided, and double-density (double-tracked) disk drives is supported.

The operating system also includes a number of other features, such as a floppy disk formatter for all supported diskette formats; hard disk back-up and recover functions via floppy diskette; terminal mode; remote supervisory terminal support; a number of I/O support functions. The company plans eventual support for Ominet and the 8087 coprocessor and for the Corvus Constellation, Tall Grass Technology, and Tecmar hard disk systems. Although the p-System is available as a package (including total system, Pascal compiler, extended memory, native code generator, double-track support, RAM disk, Turtlegraphics, and print spooler) for $800, a number of other, separately priced options are offered.


FORTH Language

PC/FORTH, a complete FORTH program development system for the IBM PC, has been introduced by Laboratory Microsystems. The basic package ($100) includes an interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management; the fig-FORTH Interest Group) FORTH line editor; a screen editor modified to take advantage of the PC's graphics display capabilities; an 8086 assembler; a reverse translator; debug utility, and a series of demonstration programs. The FORTH vocabulary has been extended to give full access to all PC-DOS operating system facilities. Options include floating point extensions (available either in full software or support routine ver-
sections) for a series of arithmetic coprocessors ($100) and the Laboratory Microsystems' version of the Nautilus FORTH Cross Compiler ($300, requires PC/FORTH).

**Laboratory Microsystems,**
4147 Beethoven St., Los Angeles, CA 90066; (213)306-7412.

**Word Processor**
Select Information Systems has announced the availability of an IBM PC version of their Select word processing system. Select, which includes an on-screen, interactive teaching program (Teach), is designed for the novice user whose only interest in a computer is its ability to accomplish tasks. The program, which is compatible with virtually all CP/M-based systems, includes two 5.25-inch floppy disks containing the word processor, Teach, and installation instructions; SuperSpell [a proofreading program]; Merge Print [a program that integrates mailing lists with any Select document]; and a reference manual. The suggested retail price is $595.

The company has also introduced two new software programs: Teach/M, a self-teaching program designed to introduce novice users to the essentials of using CP/M; and Converse, a CP/M-based telecommunications program for general office use.

**Select Information Systems,**
919 Sir Francis Drake Blvd., Kentfield, CA 94904; (415)459-4003.

**IN PRINT**

**Periodical Index**
COMpendium is a monthly, periodical guide to the contents of computer publications. The bulk of the magazine consists of synopses of all non-editorial articles appearing in 20 major personal computer magazines [from Byte to TRS-80 Microcomputer News] and of directories of book, hardware, and software reviews found in those publications.

COMpendium includes a section called "ADwatch," which lists the publications in which advertisements for major products appeared, as well as a section called "Infoservice," an inexpensive [$20/75 words] classified advertisements section in which users' groups, newsletters, magazines, stores, etc., can describe their activities and services. Subscriptions cost $18 per year in the U.S. and $20 in Canada. Publisher/Editor: Michael Bierbauer. **Epicurious Publishing Company,** P.O. Box 129, Lincolndale, NY 10540.

**Reference Cards**
Two products designed to reduce the time spent searching through the manual for forgotten syntax rules or commands have been recently introduced. The IBM PC BASIC Memory Jogger is a single-sheet, color-coded list of the computer's commands, statements, functions, and alternate keys. It measures 8.5 x 14 inches, includes a built-in easel to allow it to stand upright, and costs $10. **JC Computer Specialists,** P.O. Box 3465, Federal Way, WA 98003.

The Easy Find reference card contains 14 panels of information obtained from the IBM BASIC manual and includes lists of information such as Basic statements, commands, I/O-related functions, string-related functions, graphics and color, and operators. All entries are alphabetized and contain a brief description of the item and an example of its use. Printed on light cardboard, it costs $3.50. **Minimagic Co.,** 104 Park Rd., #34, West Hartford, CT 06119; (203)233-6261.

---

**FABS/PC™**

**HIGH SPEED DATA ACCESS:**

***MAINTENANCE FREE BTREE STRUCTURE***

**FOR DOS & BASIC ON THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER**

**Features:**
- Versatile, fast, easy, to use assembly lang. multi-path BTREE
- Loads as resident to DOS for easy, continuous access by BASIC
- Random search time approx. 1 sec.; sequential approx. ¼ sec.
- Duplicate keys permitted; search returns the first duplicate
- Insert/Delete multiple keys with a single command string
- Deleted data records automatically reclaimed by later inserts
- General search returns the first occurrence of a partial key
- FABS directs all access to the data file with record pointers
- Allows ASCII keys (><50 bytes), integer keys use only 2 bytes
- Up to 32767 records (limited by BASIC, FABS supports 65535)
- Excellent error handling; errors/warnings returned to basic

**COMMANDS:**
Create Key File
Open Key File
Close Key File
Search For Key
First, Last,
Next, Previous
Generic Search
Insert Key
Delete Key
Replace Key
# of Open Deletes
# of Data Records
# of Primary Keys
Max. Key Length

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
FABS/PC is a trademark of Computer Control Systems
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

---

**FABS/pcTM for ‘DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS’, is undoubtedly one of the fastest & simplest high speed DATA retrieval keyed access systems for floppy or hard disk computer systems for enhancing applications programs.**

Many notable software houses /OEM's have incorporated FABS™ into their applications systems.

**FABS/pc™ is an 8088 assembly language subroutine designed to provide rapid access to very large data files.**

**FABS/pc™ is easily linked with BASIC.**

**REGULAR PRICE $195.00**
**INTRODUCTORY PRICE**
**$150.00**
**VALID THRU 4/30/82**
**OTHER PRODUCTS:**
FABS, FABS-II, ULTRASORT-II, and AUTOSORT FOR CP/M SYSTEMS.

---

**COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC.**
298 21st Terrace S.E., Suite 100, Largo, FL 33541 (813) 586-1886

**PC/APRIL—MAY 1982**
PC/FORTH

Laboratory Microsystems is now shipping a complete FORTH program development system for the IBM Personal Computer. The basic package includes the FORTH interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management, the fig-FORTH line editor, a full screen (visual) editor optimized for the PC graphic display capabilities, a true 8086 assembler with local labels, a reverse translator, debugging aids, utilities, and many demonstration programs. FORTH "screens" are stored in standard random access disk files, and may coexist with other PC-DOS program and data files. The FORTH vocabulary has been extended to give full access to all PC-DOS operating system facilities including file and record management. A 150 page manual includes detailed operating instructions for the editors and assembler, a full description of the PC/FORTH internals, an extensive glossary, and a listing of the PC/FORTH nucleus.

Floating point extensions are available in a full software version or as support routines for the AMD 9511, AMD 9512, or Intel 8087 arithmetic coprocessors.

Our version of the Nautilus FORTH Cross-Compiler allows you to create dedicated disk or ROM-based applications written in FORTH. Headerless programs may be generated which are extremely compact and are nearly impossible to disassemble.

Current prices for PC/FORTH and extensions are given below. Shipping by UPS or first class mail within USA or Canada included. California residents add appropriate sales tax. Purchase orders accepted at our discretion. No credit card orders.

PC/FORTH program development system ........................................... $100.00

Floating point extensions, specify software floating point, AMD 9511, AMD 9512, or Intel 8087 ......................... additional $100.00

Nautilus Cross Compiler (PC/FORTH also required) ........................... $300.00

Laboratory Microsystems
4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 306-7412
Keep it Clean.
Protect Your Investment

Protect your IBM personal computer keyboard with our dustcover made from rigid smoked bronze plastic. Its low silhouette was custom designed to fit with the IBM's contemporary design, and provides the protection your keyboard requires. Our dustcover is the first in a line of accessories exclusively designed for your IBM personal computer by NH computer accessories. Watch for the release of additional products.

Keyboard dustcover in stock and ready for immediate delivery. Send check or money order for $12.00 to: Nat Hellman III, Inc., 9402 Bertis Street, South Gate, CA 90280

For additional information contact: CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER 9323 Warbler Ave., Fountain Valley, CA 92708 (714) 968-0890

BUY! SELL! TRADE!
COMPUTER & HAM EQUIPMENT

Mailed 1st and 15th of every month
SEND ADS FIVE DAYS BEFORE MAILING DATE

Subscriptions
One Year $10.00 Hobby $10' Word/Number
Per Copy $1.00 Business $50' Word/Number
Foreign (Air Mail) $25.00 year

Send Ads and Subscriptions with remittance to:
COMPUTER TRADER®
Chet Lambert, W4WDR
1704 Sam Drive • Birmingham, AL 35235
(205) 854-0271

Please include your Name, Address, Call Sign or Phone Number

In Less Than 3 Minutes
Your IBM Model 50, 60, or 75 Electronic Typewriter can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
Models 5060 and 5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications to the typewriter.

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213 (614) 868-9464

In less Than 3 Minutes
Your IBM Model 50, 60, or 75 Electronic Typewriter can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
Models 5060 and 5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications to the typewriter.

ATTACHé style cases for carrying and protecting a complete computer set-up. Constructed of the highest quality luggage material with saddle stitching. Will accommodate equipment in a fully operational configuration along with manuals, working papers and disks. Never a need to remove equipment from case. Simply remove lid, connect power and operate.

• IB501 & IB502
IBM Personal Computer $129
• IB502 IBM Monitor 99
• P401 Paper Tiger Printer (440/445/460) 99
• P402 Centronics 730/737/739 89
• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
• P404 Epson MX100 99
• P405 IDS 560 or Prism Printer 109
• CC60 Matching Attache Case [5] 85
• CC90 Matching Attache Case [3] 75
• CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95

COMPUTER CASE COMPANY
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213 (614) 868-9464
WITHOUT A WORD, I ADJUSTED THE NEXT MORNING'S SCHEDULE

Thanks to TCI Software, unexpected interruptions needn't be a problem.

**Agenda**TM

Have you ever forgotten an important event? Scheduled two meetings at or near the same time? These problems are solved by the AGENDA system that tracks all of your personal and business time. You simply enter data on scheduled meetings, projects, holidays, reminders, and dates to remember (birthdays, anniversaries, etc.) and AGENDA does the rest. There is an automatic check of tightly scheduled days, a perpetual calendar, and a preview of coming days, weeks, or month-at-a-glance either on your display or a printout to carry with you. User defined expenses can be tracked day to day. AGENDA even provides continuous clock display and alarm when on-line. Can handle up to 3,000 separate records. (Requires 64K, DISK, printer, and either 40 or 80 character display)

$15 for software only [refundable on diskette purchase]

**Maltrak**TM

Clubs, churches, sports teams, prospects, sales lists, membership organizations, fraternities, alumni, neighbors, volunteers…Whatever the list, it can be managed on TCI's MALTRAK. Full name and address information (first and last name, two address lines plus city, state, and 9 digit zip), two phone numbers, five user defined activity codes, on-screen editing and updating. Output includes phone directories, master list, mailing labels (user selected format), file labels, and output file for IBM Easywriter program. Sort and select capabilities draw on all information to suit your specialized needs. (Requires 64K, DISK, Printer, and either the 40 or 80 character display)

$165 includes diskette, manual, and shipping

$15 for manual only [refundable on diskette purchase]

Call or write today for more information. VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Software
6107 West Mill Road
Flourtown, PA 19031

---

The First and Only Text for IBM Personal Computer Users

The IBM Personal Computer:

An Introduction to Programming and Applications

A text of such scope and magnitude that only you — the IBM PC user — will appreciate because it's designed specifically for you! Written in a thorough yet refreshingly informal style that focuses on using the Personal Computer.

The IBM Personal Computer: An Introduction to Programming and Applications. The first and only text of its kind, designed to help you get the fullest most practical use from your Personal Computer.

Look at this wide range of practical real-life applications for your pro-

by Larry Joel Goldstein, Ph.D.

gramming use — mailing and telephone lists — data filing — inventory — payroll — word processing — graphics — even games! Complete with a comprehensive Introduction to BASIC and advanced BASIC. An in-depth look through the jungle of software purchasing. A complete overview of VISICALC programming. Tutorial style questions and helpful tips on easing programming frustrations.


Dealer Discount Inquiries invited

Write us or Call Toll Free at (800) 638-0220

BRADY

Robert J. Brady Co. Bowie, Maryland 20715 (301) 262-6300

A Prentice-Hall Publishing and Communications Company
Microsoft's Vern Raburn

When PC Publisher David Bunnell recently interviewed Vern Raburn, President of Microsoft Consumer Products, he asked him point blank if Microsoft would be coming out with a word processor for the PC. Raburn refused to answer but we believe the following discussion will be of interest to our readers. We think that by declining to answer, Raburn may have answered the question. Anyway, he gave us pause for thought.

PC: Is Microsoft planning a word processing package for the IBM Personal Computer?

Raburn: I cannot answer that question.

PC: With a 16-bit machine and all of that addressable memory, you could come up with a writer's dream.

Raburn: One of the critical elements of word processing today is that the really good word processing machines—such as Wang and Xerox—are dedicated systems. This is one of the reasons why WordStar suffers by comparison. You have to use all of those control codes. Of course, their response is "Hey, if I am keeping my hands on the keyboard, and I am only adding one key, those control sequences become much faster than punching a dedicated key."

PC: But it is so easy to hit a wrong control key.

Raburn: The theory is that people who use word processing machines are people who type all the time. This means that they are very proficient at the keyboard. They don't hit wrong keys. I am just giving you the party line right now. I don't agree with this completely, but unless you are willing to go out and build a dedicated machine with a lot of dedicated functions...

PC: The IBM has some dedicated keys.

Raburn: There are ten function keys. You can do many things with them. IBM has been consistent that we implement those keys into any products we produce. Multiplan uses those keys. That is a problem with word processing. If we really want to get into it. The way that the word processor becomes really nice is when you get away from keyboard input. Which means, use keyboard input for words only and use something like a mouse, or a joy stick, or a track ball for the editing commands.

PC: Voice recognition would be a great way.

Raburn: Oh, voice recognition is the ultimate solution.

PC: I would think that a system that could recognize words such as "delete" might be possible now.

Raburn: Voice recognition is still not a viable alternative. I believe strongly that it ultimately will be, but right now it cannot be done.

PC: What are the possibilities for integrating a word processing program and graphics with an electronic spread sheet program?

Raburn: I would throw in database management. That's where the 16-bit processor comes in. When you have a megabyte of working memory you can put all that stuff in there. Then you are talking about a complete information processing system. A knowledge processing system, if you will.

PC: How far are we away from that?

Raburn: In some ways it exists today. That is what the Star system is. The Star will ultimately have all of those capabilities—database, word processing, graphing, charting, communications.

PC: You're talking about the Xerox Star system?

Raburn: Yes, exactly. If you want to pay about $100,000 you can have it now. We are a couple of years away from doing that on a $5,000-$10,000 machine.

PC: With a machine like that you could be a one-man army.

Raburn: It's phenomenal. There are very few people even in the computer business who have even a glimmer of the power that we are going to make available to people in a very short period of time. The 18-hour days around here get tiresome. But I believe that Microsoft will be one of the companies in the forefront that ultimately integrates all of this technology. We are coming up to one of those points in history that occurs every once in a while where a group of totally separate technologies are going to start maturing simultaneously. The result is going to be a new technology—a new way of doing things that has never even been thought of before. That is extremely exciting.
Confused about operating system options for your IBM Personal Computer? ** HAVE IT BOTH WAYS WITH LIFEBOAT’S CP/M-86 EMULATOR.** The CP/M-86 emulator solves the problem by permitting you to use all the software written for IBM’s PC for both DOS and CP/M-86.

This high performance, low cost DOS utility allows you to fully integrate and mix programs. You can use a DOS editor to write a program, compile it under a CP/M-86 compiler and execute the finished application under DOS.

The CP/M-86 emulator extends the scope and capacity of all of your software. With the CP/M-86 emulator, CP/M-86 programs run quicker with faster file access than with CP/M-86 itself.

Additionally, your program will enjoy all the other DOS advantages, such as large file size, dated directory displays, and more. The DOS peripherals are already installed and DOS commands are fully available. The package even contains a utility program to transfer programs and data files from a CP/M-86 diskette to a standard DOS diskette.

**NO NEED TO LEARN A NEW SET OF UTILITIES AND COMMANDS;**

**NO NEED TO END UP WITH TWO INCOMPATIBLE SETS OF DISKETTES;**

**NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS ON CP/M-86, WHEN THE CP/M-86 EMULATOR COSTS $75.**

**NO NEED TO WONDER WHICH OPTION IS BEST FOR YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER.**

---

**PMATE: Editor-in-Chief**

Perform miracles of manipulation on your keyboard with Lifeboat’s PMATE.

This new generation text editor is the most sophisticated text editor available today and is bristling with features previously unavailable on microcomputers, making it ideal for virtually any program or data file editing.

PMATE’s command set includes full screen single keystroke editing, horizontal scrolling, automatic disk buffering, macro command language, text formatting, expression evaluation, conditional branching, I/O with prompting, and other programming language constructs. PMATE makes use of 11 buffers for storage, and includes commands permitting work on more than one text at a time. Unique to PMATE is the facility for user customization. Keystroke functions can be redefined, and sequences can be programmed to directly execute macros. Video commands can be changed, and macro functions can be written, to emulate any other editor with which you may be familiar. PMATE provides full side-scrolling, and can be used with virtually ANY video terminal on the market. If you use an editor, you need PMATE.

PMATE is the only text editor you’ll ever need.

PMATE-86 is available for IBM’s Personal Computer DOS, SB-86™ and MS-DOS™. Also available is PMATE for SB-80 and other CP/M-80-compatible operating systems.

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world’s largest library of software from its offices in the U.S.A., U.K., Switzerland, France, West Germany and Japan.

For more information, send to:

**Lifeboat Associates**

1651 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10028
Tel: (212) 860-0300
TWX: 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK)
Telex: 640993 (LBSOFT NYK)

---

LIFEBOAT HAS THE ANSWER
SELECT is the only word processor with this unique teaching program. TEACH takes you through each of SELECT's commands. Step by step you interact with the computer and see your progress on the screen. You can learn the basics of this fully featured word processor before you take it home. And at the end of your TEACH program (90 minutes or less) you'll be ready to use SELECT to compose, reorganize, file and manipulate just about any document you want.

When you want to Create or Erase, Move or Zap, key only the first letter of the command. After committing your document to SELECT, polish it with the help of SUPERSPELL™. SELECT's multi-thousand word spelling dictionary scouts out your spelling and typing errors and helps you correct them. SELECT's merge feature integrates your mailing lists with SELECT documents to simplify billing, forms and advertising.

SELECT runs on any CP/M based hardware and you'll see it displayed on more new hardware this year. Ask your dealer to sit you down in front of SELECT. Wave him away. Type "T" — you've just enrolled in the common sense school of word processing.

SELECT... The Word Processing People™
Once you've chosen the IBM Personal Computer, your next considerations are enhancing your unit's productivity and providing for its longevity. By combining a Computer-Mate Desk with an Electrohome Monitor, you can accomplish both. Exclusively designed to match your IBM System, the Computer-Mate Desk protects your components, provides ample storage space and a large work area.  

- Protective recessed bay for CPU and Disk Drive assures ample work space  
- Master switch for simultaneous activation of system  
- Self adhesive wire supports to eliminate cord clutter  
- Cord drop space for flush wall placement and cable protection  
- Rear air space for proper ventilation  
- Adjustable leg levelers  
- Proper keyboard height to eliminate fatigue  
- Two roller drawers for storage  
- Gray color with black accents to match IBM system—Exclusive availability at ComputerLand Stores —The Electrohome Monitor has advanced electronic technology and design innovations to assure crisp, clean, reliable video display with excellent resolution.  

- Medium or high resolution for improved graphic display  
- 80 character text display capacity  
- 16 color RGB output means more color variations  
- Compatible with IBM, Apple and other name computers  
- Backed by nation-wide service network  
- One year unconditional warranty — parts and labor — Available at ComputerLand and other fine computer stores — Make sure your computer system gives you the performance you need by choosing the best complementary components...

...Computer-Mate Desk © ELECTROHOME: DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 1-800-527-3643

OUR COMPLEMENTS TO IBM
Alaska
RAINBOW ENTERPRISES
Construction Management consultant working with estimating, Critical Path scheduling, cost forecasting, computer assisted design, and other construction related applications of the IBM PC.
7-480 A' T Street, Elymanor AFB, AK 99506 (907) 753-2291

California
COMPUCON, INC.
Offering: Value added management needs analysis. Systems analysis/Custom/Program. Computer software and hardware service assistance mini/micro/mainframe. "Computers don't save $, they make it."
2083 Leddings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 961-9234

THE PROGRAMMING SHOP
Worried about making your IBM Personal Computer really personal? The Programming Shop recognizes that you have unique business application requirements. Our consultation and programming services are available to support: Networking, Distribut- ed processing, Accounting, Structured ap- plication development. For more information, give us a call today.
1164 Unbarger Road, San Jose, CA 95121 (408) 226-2157

PROACTIVE SYSTEMS
Get the most out of your personal computer with custom applications. Complete con- sulting services and system design for planning, data analysis, and reporting. 505 First Ave., Santa, CA 94081 (415) 327-4710

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSOCIATES
Let us help you get your money's worth out of DOS, BASIC and packaged software. We have 20 years experience designing and building commercial and scientific applica- tion systems. Professional standards: "Quality is our middle name."
P.O. Box 50083, Palo Alto, CA 94303 (415) 321-4280

Georgia
JAMES E. STEINER, CDP
Stleter Consulting, Inc., Dept., PCCX, 2596 DeForsderry Road NW, Atlanta, GA 30318 (404) 351-5122

Idaho
B & L COMPUTER CONSULTANTS
We are compiling a list of IBM Personal Computer owners. This list will be released to software vendors and distributors of software for the IBM Personal Computer. If you now own or plan to buy an IBM Person- al Computer and would like to be included on this list, please send us your name and mailing address.
P.O. Box 4232, 220 S.CALE, Boise, ID 83704 (208) 377-8080

Missouri
BUSINESS PROBLEM SOLVERS
Established professional with quality refer- ences. Custom programming and pack- aged software ranging from thoroughbred handicapping to manufacturing inventory control.
Werner H. Sherry, CCP, CRB, 250 Richards Road, Room 254, Kansas City, MO 64116 (818) 471-8560

New Jersey
TRENOTECH CORPORATION
Consulting services for small businesses, including Micro-Computer selection, soft- ware recommendations, feasibility studies, custom software design, and programming.
William Leland, Wayne, NJ 07474 (201) 984-9822

New Mexico
LIGHT SOFTWARE
Need help? We'll take on your project with our new PC, our 14 years of experience on MVS computers, and our backgrounds in scientific, statistical and systems programming.
Clay Davis and Marilyn Davis, Ph.B., Box 4682, Santa Fe, NM 87502 (505) 982-4040

Ohio
TRIANGLE SYSTEMS
IBM Personal Computer and other micro systems. Special application programming in Pascal and Basic for data acquisition, networking, mass storage interfacing, data base implementation, accounting and in-

If you have products or services to offer owners of the new IBM Personal Computer, the PC Directories provide an economical, ri- fleshot way to reach your prospects.

Service and software listings are classified according to type. Consultants and retailers are classified geographically, with sub- groups by specialty where warranted. All listings appear in a standard format, typeset by PC from the information you provide, and are published in the first available issue after receipt.

• CONSULTANTS: Individual name, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your consulting credentials and specialties.

• RETAILERS: Store name, individual's name & title, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), store hours, and up to 35 words describing your products and services.

• SERVICES: Service type, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your service.

• SOFTWARE: Product name, author name, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your product.

RATES: Listings described above are $50 each; additional words of description section are $10 for each 15 words or fraction. Charges are payable in advance. For listings in three or more consecutive issues, paid in advance, 15% discount.

ORDERING: Use our convenient tear-out order card, or mail your listing information with payment to PC Directory, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94122.

SOLAR SOFTWARE
Indexed Sequential Access Method pack- age sorts and accesses files by key. $59.95 disk.
Ohtelo, Qubic, BlackJack, Starrek, Presi- dents Quiz, Famous Americans Quiz, Crib- bage, Black-box, Mastermind and Kingdom. All ten games for $29.95, disk. Free Cata- log.
ARINGTON SOFTWARE SERVICE, 9622 Linnstech, Bolinas, CA 94924 (208) 377-1938

ARINGTON SOFTWARE SERVICE
Indexed Sequential Access Method package sorts and accesses files by key. $59.95 disk.
Ohtelo, Qubic, BlackJack, Starrek, Presi- dents Quiz, Famous Americans Quiz, Crib- bage, Black-box, Mastermind and Kingdom. All ten games for $29.95, disk. Free Cata- log.
ARINGTON SOFTWARE SERVICE, 9622 Linnstech, Bolinas, CA 94924 (208) 377-1938

AUTOMATIC SCREEN DESIGN AID (ASDA)*
Available for the IBM Personal Computer. End the laborious time consuming task of programming screen and report layouts. ASDA* is a powerful tool that allows the user to interactively design screens and re- ports. It generates executable basic source code. ASDA* is coupled with the finest field editing system available (SoftEdit®). Controls attributes for all input fields/output constants: left/right adjust, zero/bank fill, mandatory entry/exit, data check, mod 10/ 11, control exit, field length control, high intensity, reverse image, blink, and more! Complete ASDA (including SoftEdit) $99
SoftEdit alone $49
SOFTWARE INC, 440 Colonial Avenue, Ley- ton, UT 84041 (801) 546-2900

BASIC PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE
Excellent program development and documenta- tion tool for your IBM Personal Com- puter. Locates all your variable names by line number. Sorts them alphabetically, and prints them following the program listing. $30.00. Watch this directory for more from...
A. Eric Eastman Co. 826-1156, 1960, Salt Lake City, UT 84107 (801) 292-0884

BONUS ACCOUNTING
A unique software tool for Business Money Management and Personal Money Manage- ment for the IBM PC. Learn how to set up ledger account numbers for home and busi- ness, or use your existing chart of ac- counts. This system is designed for all who need to know how their money stands. Feature include balance sheet and financial statement at anytime of the month, a his- torical transaction register that's just a command away, and month to date totals that are rolled forward and recorded for all ledger accounts. All transactions, including closing entries, are automated. The year to date financial statement will be a big plus at tax time. Fully documented! Explanations of all screens and functions make record keeping manageable for the business owner and the professional. Also an excellent learning tool for the student. Write today and let Bonus help manage your money.
Requirements: one disk, 64K and 80 col- umn printer. Dealer inquiries invited.
THE PROGRAMMING SHOP INC., 1164 Um- barger Rd., San Jose, CA 95121

BUSINESS SOFT
Back up a disk, copy programs, format a new disk, produce new combinations of DOS commands, produce new menus and much more from the "Ultra Menu." Specifi- cally designed for the IBM PC. This program will help eliminate the need to remember many of the protocols required by DOS commands. A help menu no PC user should be without. Available May. Introductory price $29.95
BUSINESS SOFT, INC., 3011 Brett Lane, Glenside, PA 19038 (312) 940-5888 or (312) 286-8000

CUSTOM SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS WRITTEN
I'm a full-time research scientist on the fac- ulty of a college of medicine. At home, I will write a program for you to handle data gener- ated by your experiments. For a quota- tion, send all information to: SAUL LOWITT, Ph.D., 2131 Brookhaven Drive, Sarasota, FL 33579

FINANCIAL, INVENTORY AND COST AC- COUNTING
"It takes more effort to make it simple." SIMPLE STRUCTURE SYSTEMS, INC., 7114 Hawthorn Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90467

Software Listings:
- Interactive Handicapping
- Military Tactical
- Accounting
- Custom Software
- Programming
- Consulting
- Consulting
- Services
- Retailers
- Software
- Rates and Information

Programming:
- Personal Programming
- Computer Consulting
- Computer Services
- Software Development

Consulting:
- Business Consulting
- Computer Consulting
- Consulting Services
- Custom Consulting

Software:
- Interactive Software
- Financial Software
- Accounting Software
- Programming Software
- Consulting Software

Rates:
- Listing Rates
- Service Rates
- Consultation Rates
- Software Rates

Information:
- Directory Information
- Usage Information
- Contact Information
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What to read after you buy your IBM® Personal Computer.
The personal computer traces its roots back to the Altair computer first manufactured in January, 1975, by Mits, Inc., a little company which came from the desert sands of Albuquerque, New Mexico. For the next two and a half years, Mits, Inc. so dominated this new found market that the company literally defined personal computing. David Bunnell and Eddie Currie were both uniquely involved in the beginning of personal computing as Mits vice presidents. Together in this exclusive PC series, they tell the story of The Age of Altair.

CONTEXT OF THE REVOLUTION

It is important to understand the period in which the Altair Computer was born if one is to truly appreciate the growth of what was initially considered a modest market.

Students of the computer in the early 1970's were constantly frustrated by the computer priesthood which dominated the cathedrals of the computers, i.e. the computer centers. These sacred shrines provided shelter and isolation for the IBM 360, the Univac 1130 and other such number-crunching beasts.

Computer students spent countless hours laboring, often in vain, not at the computer but at key punch machines. Having punched their programs into Hollerith cards, an artifact of the previous century, they made their way with great trepidation to the hallowed computer room. They weren't allowed inside this room, but instead were permitted to pass their deck of cards through a small window and retire to await the “job” completion.

Enter The Hungry Card Reader

In as little as two hours or in cases as long as two weeks they returned to the little window to learn that the computer system crashed, or the cards were all their cards, or the cards were dropped prior to introduction into the card reader (that is, the operator wasn't given an opportunity to shuffle the deck prior to its being attached to the listing of another person's output who was nowhere to be found and so on. In those rare instances when the listing of cards and the printout were returned, it was often discovered that a command had been deleted from, say, column 12 of the first card in the deck and that, of course, was “Fatal Error Number 345”—which you could find the right reference manual, could be decoded as meaning, “a user, could be decoded as meaning, again, Charlie.”

From the Sands of New Mexico came the World's First Personal Computer
No one was permitted to touch the computer unless they were a member of the priesthood. Consequently there lived the popular academic pastime of ringing an axe to the computer. Thus the computer was further restricted by metal bars, armed guards, police dogs, electronic locks and other devices.

A CIA Plot

It was commonly believed that such diversity computers were instruments of covert activities sponsored by the CIA. However, computer students knew this as a ludicrous concept because they few the problems associated with running a ten-card program to sort a few numbers in ascending order. It could take days, if not weeks, to get such a program working.

By late 1974 frustration among those interested in computers had reached an all-time high. Thus, when the free spirits long learned of the availability of computer which could be purchased for a few hundred dollars and ensnared in e’s spare bedroom or garage they prodded Mits Altair a ready market.

The majority of those who flocked to the post office had limited discretionary funds, so they purchased the “kit form” of the Altair computer. Mits soon found a living business trying to repair the myriad attempts to render bags of resistors, tickets, integrated circuits, capacitors, Ds, pc boards and a plethora of other unde-script components—held in place by cross-threaded screws and acid core solder—into a living, breathing computer with flashing lights that rivaled the IBM ints.

Of course, the half-life of these home-built computers was relatively short since the acid was slowly eating the ched circuit from the pc board. Critical components were not infrequently found kirking amongst the edge connectors on the mother board having slipped their flaky solder bonds.

Hello, Hello, Hello . . .

It was during this period that Mits developed the concept of “infinite hold.”

Though the Altair could be purchased in assembled form, most early customers opted to build the low-price kit, shown here in an early Mits advertisement.

This early byproduct of the microcomputer revolution resulted when hobbyists found access to university and other institutional telephones from which they called Albuquerque without charge to discuss at length fine points of remote computer construction.

Some of these hobbyists are still holding out even though these interminable telephone calls rapidly consumed the available Mits repair staff so that computers waiting in the repair queue were often left to trespass on eternity.

The Great Chip Debate

For some time prior to the advent of the Altair computer, debate had raged at Harvard between Bill Gates and Paul Allen as to which microprocessor they should write a BASIC interpreter for. The announcement of the Altair with its Intel 8080 CPU ended these discussions and sent three young enthusiastic men (the third was Monty Davidoff, a.k.a Mad Dog) off to write the code which would eventually find its way into millions of personal computers.

A few weeks later, Paul Allen arrived in Albuquerque armed only with a paper tape having never seen an 8080 chip. Within twenty minutes 4K Altair BASIC was up and running.

With the release of a 4K dynamic memory board along with 4K BASIC on paper tape, the teletype machine all but vanished from the surplus stores where it had been stashed in great excess. Although BASIC had appeared on college campuses years earlier, it had fallen into disfavor for serious work and was replaced by FORTRAN and COBOL. Undaunted, the hobbyist picked up the BASIC banner and pressed on. This simple act of faith was to have an enormous impact upon future generations as we shall see.

Consuming Megahours

Many a megahour was consumed by the unsuspecting hobbyist in front of his trusty teletype machine waiting patiently for Altair BASIC to be loaded into the machine through the paper tape reader. Often the end of the tape was met by subject silence meaning that somewhere a tiny cell within the bowels of the 4K dynamic memory board (remember the term “dynamic” as it will loom up out of the swamp again) had “dropped a vital bit” during the loading process. A major breakthrough occurred each time the system responded with the long awaited “MEMORY SIZE?” prompt which meant that with any luck at all you would soon be running BASIC.

Strange as it may seem, Mits discovered that customers who could not afford a teletype machine or 4K memory board were often far happier if their computer was not functioning since that left them with an avocation, viz. repairing it. Another interesting discovery was that much of the desire to own an Altair was based on the prestige an owner got by impressing his friends that he had his own computer.

The result was that thousands of people mailed in the full payment for their computers which they might not see for weeks or even months. The cash requirements for Mits were greatly facilitated by this never-ending backlog.

The Federal Trade Commission entered a new era of bureaucratic red tape with the advent of the mail order computer. Many of the regulations in effect today grew out of Mits related activities.
20,000 Programs
For The IBM

Baby Blue
CPU PLUS

FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

Baby Blue CPU Plus and Baby Blue are trademarks of XEDEX Corporation.
Are Now Available Personal Computer!

INTRODUCING BABY BLUE CPU PLUS

Baby Blue CPU Plus is an accessory printed-circuit board for your IBM Personal Computer and special software on disk.

As far as normal PC DOS operations are concerned, Baby Blue acts just like any other normal, mild-mannered 64K byte random-access memory board.

But when you invoke a CP/M-80* program, Baby Blue becomes a second computer within your computer, letting you run thousands (literally thousands) of programs written for the CP/M microcomputer operating system.

CP/M, the first microcomputer operating system to gain widespread acceptance, has been around since 1975. Not only has it played host to a lot of programs, but those programs are among the most useful, most sophisticated, most thoroughly tested and debugged, most proven programs ever written. More than 200,000 computers were field-testing those programs for you before the IBM Personal Computer even existed.

The total CP/M library is immense. It includes the best efforts of thousands of professional and advanced-amateur programmers. There are time managers, spreadsheet manipulators and professional-office packages. Languages — BASIC, of course, ALGOL, FORTRAN, C, Pascal, LISP, COBOL, PILOT, and FORTH, to name a few. Text editors, text formatters, full-blown word processors, spelling checkers and indexers. Utilities that will massage problem files so that they lie back and purr. Games, including chess, Reversi, Adventure and tournament-level Star Trek. Database managers. Accounting packages that can run a million-dollar business ... Just about anything you can imagine.

The net result is an integration of CP/M programs into the PC environment that’s so smooth, so transparent that you won’t need to know or care which operating system a program was originally written for.

Special Baby Blue Features:
- Additional 64K memory, fully available to PC DOS — looks just like the IBM 64K board to the system.
- Will accept CP/M programs on any of several popular 5¼' soft-sector diskette formats.
- 63K of user memory is available for CP/M programs — 7K more than on any other popular machine.
- Files can be shared — CP/M and PC DOS programs can be mixed in a menu-driven system with common data files.
- IBM Personal Computer peripherals are supported — including keyboard, video boards, printer, Asynchronous Communications Adapter.

ONLY $600

For only $60 more than the cost of the IBM 64K Memory Board ($540) you get 64K of Memory PLUS an interface to over 20,000 programs!

For more information call
(212) 247-1400
or write XEDEX Corporation
1345 Ave. of Americas, New York, N.Y. 10105

WordStar®, the popular CP/M word processor is among thousands of programs that can now be run on the IBM PC with Baby Blue.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro International Corporation.
**PMC Peripherals $495**

**QUALITY, DELIVERY AND SERVICE**

---

**Price $495 for 2**

Yes, our disk drive has a proven performance and an established reliability record. We specialize in single sided 5\(\frac{1}{4}\) inch single or double density drives and featuring 5 ms stepping and 40 tracks. The case is a color matched to IBM and PMC personal computers.

Compare printer specifications . . . compare design reliability, repairability or any other parameter! Our DMP-85 is a true "work-alike" to C. Itoh 8510 or NEC 8023 and offers many more features than the MX-80FT at a lower price. You need excellent printers and a professional supplier. Come to PMC.

**Price $495**

IBM Selectrics or similar typewriters can become 12 cps letter-quality printers at a quarter the cost of "daisy wheel" printers. The ETF-80 coupled with a word processor becomes your personal stenotypist accurately reproducing text at 100 wpm. What a bargain, ETF-80 . . . .

---

**PMC peripherals are designed for PMC, IBM, Apple, Radio Shack or other fine personal computers. We don’t advertise our unprintable dealer/distributor prices but if you call or write you’ll find we don’t meet the competition . . . we make it!**

**PMC**

Personal Micro Computers, Inc.
475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962-0220
PC invites readers to contribute Wish List ideas for publication. Any product, service or design idea you'd like to see for IBM Personal Computers is appropriate. Ideas selected for publication will be illustrated by PC's artist if needed. PC will pay $25 for the featured Wish List idea in each issue, $10 for others published. All ideas published will be credited to the submitter and become the property of PC. In case of duplicate submissions, any award will go to the earliest postmark. Send a description or sketch of your idea to: Wish List, PC, 1528 Irving Street, San Francisco, California 94122. Sorry, we can't discuss the Wish List feature by telephone.
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large, well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from academia, government agencies, and the computer industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard, A8M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Computer Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in order to make better disks for consumers, is also to make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often, one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more and more rules to increase the quality of flexible disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable document, for free, just let us know and we'll send you one. Because once you know what it takes to make an Elephant for ANSI . . .

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants for you.

ELEPHANT™ HEAVY DUTY DISKS.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
The IBM Personal Computer

Personal, Professional, Technical — or somewhere in between ... PC-MATE™ makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

PC-MATE™ from TECMAR is the first and only complete expansion series available for the IBM Personal Computer. There are currently more than twenty PC-MATE™ expansion options available, and new products are continuously added to the list.

When you want more from your IBM Personal Computer, look to PC-MATE™.

You can create a SUPER PERSONAL COMPUTER with household lights and appliance control, voice output, and give it more memory than any ordinary personal can handle.

Or make it a PROFITABLE PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM with expansion space and a Winchester disk to handle more business accounts. Increase memory up to the system limit and process those accounts faster. Add flexible I/O interfaces and put yourself on line to outside information sources.

As an INTELLIGENT LABORATORY TOOL, with interfaces to IEEE 488 instrumentation, analog signals, stepper motors and video signals, your IBM Personal Computer becomes the perfect workbench assistant.

Hardware, Software, Accessories — PC-MATE™ provides the highest quality and the greatest possible range of functionality for the IBM user.

Ask your local computer store for more information on the PC-MATE™ series from TECMAR, or call for the name of your nearest authorized PC-MATE™ dealer.

PC-MATE™ EXPANSION OPTIONS

- Personal Computer Expansion Chassis (see photo)
- 192K and 256K Dynamic Memory with Parity
- Winchester Disk Drive and Controller
- Parallel Medium Speed Input/Output Interface
- Serial Medium Speed Input/Output Interface
- Parallel High Speed Input/Output Interface
- Serial High Speed Input/Output Interface
- Analog to Digital Converter - 8, 12, 14, 16 Bit
- Dust Cover Set for IBM PC and Peripherals
- High Speed Static Memory (RAM/ROM)
- Digital to Analog Converter - 8 and 12 Bit
- Multi-System Printer Sharing Facility
- CMOS Memory with Battery Backup
- System Clock with Battery Backup
- Electrically Erasable EPROM
- BSR X-10 Device Controller
- Stepping Motor Controller
- Video Image Digitizer
- IEEE 488 Interface Prototyping Board
- Music Synthesizer
- Voice Synthesizer
- Extender Board

One Year Warranty

Additional products are already under development, so if we don't have what you need, chances are good that we soon will.
IBM Announces
CP/M-86

WordStar Released
Baby Blue, Using
Data Files, FORTH,
Hundreds of New
Products

PLUS: Adam Osborne
& David Bunnell tell you how
NOT to buy a Micro
IBM OWNERS ARE DISCOVERING WHAT OVER 10,000 APPLE OWNERS ALREADY KNOW.

Chances are you don't truly realize how helpful your computer can be in managing your family finances.

The key is selecting the right software. That's why you should know about a program that's become the runaway best seller among Apple owners* - the Home Accountant™ from Continental Software.

ADDED POWER FOR IBM USERS.
Home Accountant Plus for the IBM Personal Computer has all the power and ease of operation that made the Apple version such a success. But it includes a brand new Forecasting Module that gives you a peek at the future. You can evaluate various investment strategies — or let the program show the way to your financial goals.

Of course, you get all the great features of Home Accountant. Like room for up to 100 budget categories, 5 different checking accounts, and all the credit cards you can carry. Automatic printing of your net worth and standard financial statements — plus checks and any custom reports that you specify. Also, full color graphs of actual vs. budgeted expenditures, trend line analysis, and more.

READY TO GO TO WORK FOR YOU—TODAY.
Sooner or later, you're going to want your computer's help with your personal finances. Over 10,000 users have already found the ideal answer. Now it's your turn.
Home Accountant Plus

Continental
Software

Call or write for your nearest dealer: Continental Software, 11223 Hindry, Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213) 417-8031. *Rated No. 1 in home software packages, Softalk magazine (March-June 1982). + Requires 64K, 1 disk drive and mono or color display. Printer optional. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM.
Microsoft's RAMCard™ with RAMDrive™ takes the whir, click and wait out of the IBM PC.

Solid State Disk. When you add the Microsoft™ RAMCard to your IBM® Personal Computer, you also add RAMDrive, which lets you use memory as you would normally use a disk. That gives you "disk access" that's typically 50X faster than disk. Without the whirring, clicking and waiting of mechanical data access.

Fast and easy. You simply designate a portion of memory as "disk." RAMDrive takes it from there, instructing the program to go to RAM rather than disk whenever data access is needed. The result is faster, smoother, no-wait computing.

64K to 256K. You can start small, but think big. Start with 64K and add Microsoft RAMChips™ in 64K blocks. Or, buy the full 256K now. Either way, you get both RAM and "disk" capabilities. All in a single slot.

A complete subsystem. The RAMCard package comes complete with the memory board (64K, 128K, 192K or 256K), documentation, a diskette which adds RAMDrive and, a full one year warranty.

More tools for IBM. Microsoft wrote PC-DOS, the standard operating system for the IBM Personal Computer. And Microsoft is first in providing a full range of languages, applications programs and utilities for the IBM PC. The addition of RAMCard with RAMDrive is our way of saying that Microsoft will continue to offer more and better supported tools for the IBM PC.

See for yourself. Ask your Microsoft or IBM PC dealer for a demonstration of both main memory and disk features of the Microsoft RAMCard with RAMDrive. It's solid state memory you can also use like a disk. And it takes the whir, click and wait out of the IBM PC.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS
Keeping up with modern time
Roller skates can gain you a little speed. But they can't help with the unprecedented pressures, problems and paperwork of this information age.

That kind of challenge calls for a special solution—a tool for modern times: the IBM Personal Computer.

**Getting things accomplished.**

The most-often-asked questions about this tool are: how easy is it to use, and just what do I use it for?

The first question is simple to answer, because the IBM Personal Computer is surprisingly simple to learn.

The second question has no single answer, however. Because the uses for the IBM Personal Computer are as varied as your needs—as limitless as your imagination.

Storing form letters at the office, for example. Attendance records at school. Or tax records at home.

Keeping track of accounts receivable. Or when you last paid the orthodontist.

Completing sales reports as easily as your kids can revise and print book reports.

Or teaching students "dry" subjects in game form (while they learn there's more to computers than intergalactic battles).

**Plan on it.**

Keeping up with modern times is tough enough. But intelligent planning is key. What if interest rates plummet? What if property taxes soar? What's the latest stock report? What's the Aspen ski report?

With an IBM Personal Computer, and an expanding library of software, you can forecast. Plan ahead. Test contingencies. Tap information networks that bring the world into your lab. Your office. Your classroom and your living room.

**What's in store?**

So to keep up with modern times, visit your authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer today.

Ask what programs are available now. Get a demonstration.

**IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Memory</th>
<th>16k, 256k bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>16-bit, 8088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Memory</td>
<td>2 optional internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5½&quot; 160K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>83 keys, 6 ft. cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attaches to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>system unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 function keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-key numeric pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tactile feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
<td>Power-on self testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parity checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permanent memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ROM) 40K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Screen</td>
<td>High-resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 characters x 25 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper and lower case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green phosphor screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>DOS, UCSD p-System, CP/M-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics mode:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-color resolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>320x200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black &amp; white resolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>640x200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simultaneous graphics &amp; text capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printers</td>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 characters/second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 character styles, up to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132 characters/line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9x5 character matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
<td>Power-on self testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parity checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permanent memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ROM) 40K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color/Graphics</td>
<td>16 colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256 characters and symbols in ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics mode:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-color resolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>320x200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black &amp; white resolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>640x200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simultaneous graphics &amp; text capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>RS-232-C interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asynchronous (start/stop) protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 9600 bits per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ADVANCED FEATURES FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS*

And be sure to check the hardware features that set this personal computer apart. (Bring the box above to simplify comparison shopping.) You'll find that the quality, power and performance are what you'd expect from IBM. The price isn't.

For a store near you (or for information from IBM about quantity purchases) call (800) 447-4700.

In Illinois, (800) 322-4400.

In Alaska or Hawaii, (800) 447-0890.

---

†UCSD p-System is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California. CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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The integrated Personal Financial System for use on the IBM Personal Computer.

Imagine that come tax time you press a key on your personal computer, and out comes a statement listing your sales tax expenditures, interest expenses, real estate taxes, personal business expenses, and everything else you need to prepare your tax return or determine pre-end-of-year tax strategy. Need detail for an audit? It's there at the touch of a key.

The Financier system is a complete, integrated, computer-aided system for organizing financial records for use by people without backgrounds in computers or accounting. The Financier uses state-of-the-art data base techniques for efficiently storing information you give it and for instantly producing reports on bank account activities, budgets, investments, taxes, personal property, insurance, and more. It was specifically designed by a team consisting of a tax and investment expert, an accountant, and data base experts. It was designed to be truly easy to learn, and to give you the maximal amount of useful information while requiring a minimum of effort on your part.

The Financier is not a bunch of disjointed computer programs that merely duplicate manual operations. The Financier is a financial planning and record keeping system more powerful, more flexible, and more convenient than most business record keeping systems, but designed for personal and professional use.

$180

F1NAncIeR INC.
11 Flanders Road
Westboro, MA 01581
(617) 366-0950

Coming Summer '82:
FINANCIER INVESTOR SERIES
FINANCIER INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL SERIES
Seldom is your first solution to a problem the only one, or the one that's necessarily best.

That's why our VisiCalc® program is #1 in the business: the most widely-used business program ever for the personal computer.

It's a powerful "electronic worksheet" that takes the work out of working with numbers. Whether you are working with investments, cash flow, inventory, estimates, budgets, plans—nearly anything numerical, the VisiCalc program will help you work better, smarter, faster.

And the VisiCalc program lets you take full advantage of the IBM® Personal Computer's memory expansion capability. You can create worksheets six times larger than those possible at the 64K level. So you can solve even the biggest problems with our VisiCalc program and your IBM Personal Computer.

In just seconds, the VisiCalc program can calculate and display the answers to involved problems you could have spent hours doing by hand.

Its speed and versatility make it easy for you to explore more alternatives. You can ask "What if?"... just change any number in your problem and instantly, the VisiCalc program recalculates all the numbers and displays the new results. So you can readily analyze the impact of decisions before you make them.

Ask your retail computer store salesperson for a demonstration of the VisiCalc program for your IBM Personal Computer. Discover how easy it is to take the work out of working with numbers.

VisiCalc from VisiCorp
Personal Software®
THE CALC WARS JUST ENDED.

$50

TARGET PlannerCalc™ electronic gridsheet.
The first calc in English.
Priced to get you into the future in business planning now, with a product that gives you somewhere to grow — into the unique, fully integrated gridsheet/command file power of TARGET MasterPlanner™, for example.
Call or write for your nearest dealer.
(And watch for our next great deal to give yourself a bigger TARGET.)

Comshare Target Software
1935 Cliff Valley Way
Atlanta, Georgia 30329
404/634-9535
Letters To PC

PC Sells a PC

I have been in the market for a good personal computer for several months, and have been trying to digest the brochures and articles describing the various products currently on the market. Your magazine unequivocally sold me on the IBM Personal Computer, better than any sales brochure could or would. The interview with Bill Gates and your section "Taking the Measure" were superb. It gave me a thorough insight into the thought that went into the design of the computer and its software.

After reading your magazine, I went right out and placed an order for the IBM Personal Computer, and am now eagerly awaiting delivery.

J.L. Arps, President
Arps Petroleum Company
Bellevue, Washington

A Bet “On the Come”

Bravo, your first issue is outstanding. We are, so to speak, babes in the wood as to computer knowledge and found many wolves out there in the marketplace. Through a long, agonizing search, we decided to obtain the IBM PC (because it is clearly the best micro on the market) and leave ourselves adrift without the software we really wanted, such as SuperCalc, WordStar, SpellStar, and MailMerge, gambling that either CP/M-86 would be available soon enough or that those items would be rewritten in PC-DOS.

Arthur O. Carmichael, P.E.
Livonia, Michigan

Your “gamble” has paid off. This issue carries reports on lots of new products, including CP/M-86 and a plug-in board that lets you run WordStar and MailMerge.

Monochrome Mistake—Two Views

“The Monochrome Mistake” (PC, April-May, 1982) is very misleading in outlining the relative advantages of color vs. monochrome displays. Color displays are great, all else being equal. Unfortunately, all else is not equal. There are good reasons why “business” software generally is not designed to use color displays on the IBM PC or any other computer.

Obviously, color displays convey more information, which, in computer terms, means memory. For a monochrome display, each small dot forming a character is either on or off. However, for a color display each dot also has some color attribute, which uses more memory. The practical result is that the characters produced by IBM’s color display have only about half the number of dots available (64 vs 126) to form a character as the monochrome display, and that means that color display characters are harder to read.

Another point related to how easy it is to read the screen is the quality of the video display itself (TV or monitor). Color video is produced by scanning the surface of the picture tube with three electron beams, which must be perfectly aligned to produce high resolution. Black and white, with only one electron beam, has no such alignment problem. It is a fact that even a very expensive, studio-quality color monitor cannot match the resolution power of a relatively inexpensive black and white monitor.

For business applications, you need the best display quality you can get, because someone will have to look at it eight hours a day. With present technology, it is just not possible to equal the quality of a monochrome display for any reasonable amount of money, so I will continue to recommend against color for business applications. Compare them yourself—anyone can see the difference.

Burks A. Smith
Datashift Micro Software Systems
Shawnee Mission, Kansas

Jim Edlin responds: Screen resolution is a valid concern, but it’s color graphics, not color text, that really demands extra memory. I use a color display (not on a PC yet) several hours a day for word-processing and wouldn’t trade back for the world.

Bravo for “The Monochrome Mistake” (PC, April-May, 1982)! We at IDETIK Corporation agree with Jim Edlin’s point of view. Color has a lot of potential and we are one of the few manufacturers to capitalize on it. We offer a board for the Personal Computer which has high resolution, 16 colors, and other features too numerous to mention. Let’s hear it one more time for using the graphic potential of the Personal Computer!

Huron Smith
IDETIK Corporation
Madison, Wisconsin

Minimal Configurations

Please don’t sniff or look down on those who own minimal configurations. My 5150 is a 32K system, and I am quite happy with it. Not everyone can plunk down $4,000+ for disk drives, printers, extra memory, etc., at least not all at once.

Charles A. Miller
Atlanta, Georgia

PC is an equal opportunity magazine. We do not discriminate on the basis of memory, disk drives, or software origin.

Chip on Chips

Your “PC Production Guess” (PC, February-March, 1982) was an embarrassment. A couple of electronic trade magazines have already disclosed another IBM product which uses the Intel 8088. That information is months old, as a matter of fact.

Disclosure of “maybe’s” is warranted when verification is impossible. However, advertising ignorance is not what a potentially great periodical should be doing in its infancy.

L. Chip Getter
IBM Corporation
Tarrytown, New York

We don’t knowingly advertise our ignorance. If you could give us the real number, we wouldn’t need to speculate. However, we appreciate it when our readers point out our goofs. Thanks.

Electronic Mail

This is my first time on (CompuServe’s) Micronet, and I appreciate the fact that you provided your user’s number to write
Letters

to. I just had to write my first electronic missive to you.

Gary L. Jackson
Hermosa Beach, California

We like to practice what we preach. CompuServe subscribers can reach our editors at 70370,532 and Source mail can be sent to ST0948.

End-to-End Makeup

I’ve had your PC about a month and mine about a month, and I love them both. I would like to add some positive reinforcement to something that I really appreciated. Not one of your columns ended with a “continued on page #.” I could read through your whole magazine without having to flip back and forth 67 times. Please keep up the good work.

Jim Schings
Canton, Michigan

We’re pleased you noticed. Publishers call it “end-to-end makeup” and it sometimes makes our lives a little more difficult, but we think it’s worth it. Glad you agree.

Article Ideas

A suggestion: No doubt among your readers there will be more or less complete neophytes who have elected to use the IBM Personal Computer as their initial machine for entry into the computer experience. For those who have not “worked their way up” and acquired familiarity with computers previously, using the IBM and its documentation may be like learning to fly in the Space Shuttle!

A helpful department might be “Learning to Use the Personal Computer” (or some such title) in which various commands, statements, and functions that are available on the system would be explained in more detail than that in the manufacturer’s documentation and interesting, illustrative programs presented in which these capabilities are documented.

Albert R. Frederick, Jr., M.D.
Boston, Massachusetts

We haven’t got a formal department title yet, but articles of this type will be a staple of our content. See Lon Poole’s article (PC, April-May, 1982) on “Using Color Graphics” for starters.

IBM’s entry into personal computers has been late. However, those of us who anticipate significant progressive and innovative developments from them find ourselves frustrated in not knowing what plans lie ahead in terms of both hardware and software. Companies other than IBM have, or suggest, available materials which are adaptable. I, for one, would be willing to defer acquisition, knowing a particular item was in the throes of development. It would be my preferred choice rather than adventuring into potentially unexplored turf. Therefore, if IBM is reluctant to formally publish its project calendar, could PC interject one of its own?

R.M. Jarrett
West Hollywood, California

IBM is understandably tight-lipped about its unreleased products. Our New On The Market section contains information on almost everything we know about, and PCommuniques shares gossip, rumors, and speculations.

Communication Correction

Clifford Barney’s comment (“Communications Briefs,” PC, April-May, 1982) that CompuServe’s electronic mail is “only slightly expensive” is misleading, and certainly does not do justice to CompuServe. First of all, CompuServe’s non-prime time rates ($5) start at 6 p.m. so you have three hours during which they are cheaper than the $7 mentioned there for Telnet. The non-prime-time rate continues until 5 a.m. Those are the user’s local times. Secondly, there are “several” bulletin boards by special interest groups that provide “computer conferencing,” as defined on page 58 of the same issue of PC. For example, MUSUS is a bulletin board for members of the UCSD Pascal User’s Group to which I belong and regularly conference with others. Another group is devoted to CP/M Operating System problems and interests. There are many other features which I will not mention. There is a one-time cost of $19.95.

Gene Gingerich
Santa Barbara, California

Boca Boo-Boo

I have just finished reading the second issue of PC magazine, and you and your staff can certainly be proud of the magazine.

I know you were introduced to many IBMers associated with the Personal Computer when you visited us. However, while David O’Connor is indeed an “extremely bright and articulate fellow” (“Boca Diary,” PC, April-May, 1982) and had responsibility for the architectural design of the Personal Computer, it was not he who you met; it was David Bradley, manager of Systems Architecture.

Jeannette A. Maher
Communications
IBM
Boca Raton, Florida

My apologies to both Mr. O’Connor and Mr. Bradley.

DHB

No Computerese, Please

I originally purchased an IBM PC in response to my young son’s desire to have a computer “like everybody else in the neighborhood and school.” He wanted an Apple but I held out for a more traditional name. His primary interests were amusement, games, and just fun. After reading your first issue, I realized there may be some business application for me as well.

Our request of you: Please don’t forget that some of your readers are not computer specialists, freaks, or even very knowledgeable in the world of RAM, ROM, DOS, BITS, BYTES ad infinitum. Remember that some of us are civilians and need to be patronized.

A. Dean Lynn
Tarzana, California

Request granted: We couldn’t agree more with your comments about “computerese.”

PC welcomes letters from readers. Write to: Letters, PC, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. Letters published may be edited.
TRUE CP/M FOR YOUR IBM
INTRODUCING BYAD DS1

More programs and faster access available now!
Today with the BYAD DS1 plug-in expansion circuit board, you can increase the speed and productivity of your IBM-PC.

More programs
The BYAD DS1 allows you to transform your system into a CP/M computer giving access to the largest existing software library (CP/M version 2.2). Data base Management, word processing, business programs, and literally thousands of CP/M programs can be used.

Faster
The DS1 board contains 64K bytes of parity RAM and a Z80B microprocessor. The Dual Systems, Z80 and IBM 8088, achieve improved performance CP/M with up to 30 times faster access through interrupt driven full I/O buffering. DS1 uses the 8088 as an intelligent concurrent I/O processor which performs keyboard type-ahead buffering, printer buffering, disk track and directory buffering.

Easy Operation
No learning curve or new commands when using DS1. Utility programs are provided for reading various 5½" diskettes directly, moving files, and to link your IBM with a serial port to any existing CP/M system. An expanded version, BYAD DS2, contains a built-in serial port and includes all features of DS1.

Cost Competitive
Both BYAD DS1 and DS2 operate with a minimum 48K single drive system. The DS1 costs only $660 and the DS2 with serial port, $760. A comprehensive operating manual is available at $40 and the cost will be applied to the purchase of either a DS1 or DS2.

Send check, money order or call 312 539-4922 and give your VISA or Master Card number for quick delivery.

BYAD Inc.
5345 North Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60625
312 539-4922

Integrated Hardware and Software Systems
CONCURRENT CP/M-86
LETS YOUR COMPUTER
DO MORE THAN
ONE THING
AT A TIME.

Another productivity breakthrough
from the creators of CP/M.

If you have to wait impatiently for your microcomputer to
finish a job before moving on to another task, you need
Concurrent CP/M-86. Digital Research introduces
new software technology to increase the productivity of 16-bit microcomputers, including IBM's
Personal Computer.

Using Concurrent CP/M-86, you can run several
programs simultaneously, switching instantly from
one program to another. For the first time you can
write text while printing other documents. For the
first time you can see directories without leaving
your application program. For the first time you
can edit programs while your computer compiles.
Concurrent CP/M-86 is the best investment you
can make in microcomputing, because it multiplies
the value of your hardware, it lets you use all the
CP/M-86 compatible programs, and if you're developing software, it insures that you're on the crest of the
hottest new wave in the business.

As the chart shows, there's nothing else like Concurrent
CP/M-86 in the microcomputing world, and only Digital
Research offers it. For information, call or write Digital
Research Inc., P.O. Box 579, 160 Central Ave. Pacific
Grove, California 93950 (408) 649-3896.

Europe
Vector International
Research Park
B-3030 Leuven
Belgium
32 (16) 20-24-96
Telex 26202 VECTOR

Far East
Microsoft Associates
6 Floor A.Y. Building
3-2-2 Kitaaoayama,
Minato-ku
Tokyo 107, Japan
03-403-2120
Telex 2426875 MSA

DIGITAL RESEARCH
The creators of CP/M.

See us at NCC Booth #A507
Available on IBM Personal Computer
Single-User with Background Consoles
Real-Time Control
Password Protection
Time and Date Stamps
Record and File Locking
Local Area Network Support
Shipped with Editor, Assembler and Debugger
1 Megabyte Memory Management
Winchester Disk Support
CP/M File Compatible

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

- 32 Megabyte File Capacity
- 512 Megabyte Disk Capacity
- Real-time message passing nucleus essential for multi-tasking, data communications and industrial control applications.
- Supported by existing CP/M-86 compatible languages.
- Upward compatible with MP/M-86™
If you use numbers to make forecasts, there's that has the power to do more: IBM® Personal Computer

by Sorcin
The IBM Personal Computer brings new power to personal computing. Most software programs can't take advantage of that power. The SuperCalc™ program, by Sorcim, is the exception.

The reason is SuperSheet™, which, unlike VisiCalc™ and other spreadsheets, allows you to make full use of the IBM Personal Computer's expanded memory. As a result, you can make 5 year forecasts as well as detailed breakouts impossible with other programs.

Designed for business professionals who don't have a background in computer programming yet demand the most powerful electronic spreadsheet money can buy, SuperCalc™ is easy to use while answering the most complex "what if" questions.

You need change only one variable and you see instantly how that change affects your assumptions. And SuperCalc's exclusive AnswerKey™ walks you through the program by letting you stop and ask "What should I do next?"

If you own or plan to own an IBM Personal Computer, don't buy an electronic spreadsheet program without first learning about SuperCalc™.

Send me your brochure: *The Power of SuperCalc™*, which explains SuperCalc in everyday English.

Name: ________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City __________________________ State ______ Zip ____________

Send this coupon or write *Power of SuperCalc™* on the back of your business card and send to Sorcim Corporation, 405 Aldo Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 727-7634.
"IBM Personal Computer" USERS
YOU DESERVE THE BEST!
choose what the professionals* use

NEW!
Available Now
DlSK++
Up to 12 MB Winchester Disk,
256 KB parity memory
AND
1 Async Port

Combo Card (User Upgradeable)
- MC-064 64K From $435
- MC-128 128K From $635
- MC-192 192K From $835
- MC-256 256K From $1035
- Suffix S = ASYNC comm. option $60
- Suffix P = parallel printer option $60
- User upgrade document available for sale, order model MC-001 SP
- Program compatible with IBM's

64KB-256KB Parity Memory
- MP-064: $395  MP-128: $595
- MP-192: $975  MP-256: $995
- User upgradeable
- Fully assembled, tested & burned-in
- 1-year warranty

Advanced Communication
- CC-232: $295
- 2 RS232 ports
- Capable of ASYNC, BISYNC, SDLC, HDLC

ASYNC Communication
- CC-032: $145  CC-132: $275
- CC-032 offers 1 serial port
- CC-132 offers 2 ports
- Program compatible with IBM's Serial Com. Card

Hardware Prototype
- WW-068: $75  WW-069: $55
- WW-068 wire wrap card (13" x 4.2")
- WW-069 extender
- Get both for $95

Our customers include: IBM, TRW, Bell Labs, Visicorp, Softech Microsystems Inc., Information Unlimited Software, Context Management, Network Consulting Inc., etc.

AST RESEARCH INC.
17925 Sky Park Circle, Suite E
Irvine, CA 92714 (714) 540-1373
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
PC: The Independent Guide to IBM Personal Computers will help you realize that potential. PC will help you put together the ideal system for your needs, then get the absolute most out of it. For a limited time, we're making it easy for you to test a copy of PC and see for yourself.

Subscribe now at no risk. Phone 415/753-8088 to order on your credit card. Or send $14.50 for six issues ($27 for 12) to PC, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. If you're not satisfied with your first copy, send us back your mailing label within ten days and get a full refund. Including 20 cents for your stamp.

This is the magazine that tells you all about it.
State Of The Art Word Processing Tools
for CP/M, TRS-80, and IBM-PC Word Processors
Complete Document Proofreading Systems
Only From Aspen Software

Featuring Official Version of Random House Dictionary
• Easy To Use - full menu driven
• Complete Accuracy - looks up every word; does not use less accurate root word analysis
• Full Interactive Correction* - shows complete context of unknown words; menu choice to correct, learn or accept words; all corrections double checked
• Instant Access to Dictionary - look up any word while correcting without manual dictionary
• Rapid Proofing and Correcting
• Compact** - Random House Dictionary supplied in size to fit your system (50,000 words standard)
• All Of The Additional Features, Same Competitive Price

GRAMMATIK™
Beyond Spelling Checking
• Detects typos, punctuation errors, capitalization errors, unbalanced parentheses and quotation marks
• Analyzes Your Writing Style for Average Sentence and Word Length, Word Use Profile and More
• Finds Non-Standard Usage and Spelling Errors
• Finds Overworked and Wordy Phrases Using
Customizable Dictionary Containing Over 500 Entries
• Errors Optionally Marked for Easy Correction, Sent to Printer or Displayed on Screen

*Automatic correction optional on the TRS-80 Model I/II. Interactive dictionary access not available on TRS-80 versions.
**Standard dictionary sizes include 25,000, 35,000 and 50,000 words. Larger and British versions available for media charge. Osborne-1 supplied with 25,000 words, non-Random House dictionary. Legal, medical and foreign language dictionaries will be available in the near future.

-CP/M versions, require CP/M version 2. 48K Standard 8" single density, Northstar, Osborne-1, Omikron and Apple format available directly from Aspen Software. These and most other formats also available from Digital Marketing Proofoader: $100.00; Grammatik: $100.00, both = $200.00
-TRS-80 Model I/III require 32K. 1 drive, Model II requires 64K. 1 drive, TRS-80 Model I/III Proofoader: $150.00, Interactive correction option - $30.00, Grammatik: $190.00, All - $139.00
-TRS-80 Model B Proofoader - $99.00, Grammatik - $99.00, both - $197.00

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION: You MUST specify computer model, operating system, memory size and format and number of disk drives when ordering either software or manuals alone. All U.S. Canada and Mexico orders include first class shipping in price. We accept cash, check, money order, VISA and Master Card. Cost on manual only orders can be credited to final purchase. NM residents add 4% sales tax.

(Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome)
Random House is a registered trademark of Random House Inc Other registered trademarks CP/M Digital Research, TRS-80 Tandy Corp., MS-DOS, Microsoft, IBM, IBM Proofoader, Grammatik, Aspen Software Co.

“As if you use a word processor and a spelling checker, then you should investigate the unique capabilities of this program. Grammatik is a surprisingly fast and easy tool for analyzing writing style and punctuation.”
—Bob Louden in InfoWorld, 12/81
“The programs together (Proofoader and Grammatik) offer a dynamic tool for comprehensive editing beyond spelling corrections.”
—Don Z. Meilach in Interface Age, 5/82
“Grammatik is the perfect complement to a spelling check program.”
—Dr. Alan R. Miller in Interface Age, 5/82
“For the user who is as tight with his dollars as I, Proofoader is the program of choice.”
—Stephen Kimmel in Creative Computing, 3/82
Grammatik has been selected as an officially approved Osborne Computer software program.

GRAMMATIK™ + PROOFREADER™
= NO ERRORS
Aspen Software also has its own full featured word processor called Writer's Companion for all these systems. One of the best implementations of Ratfor (Rational FORTRAN) is available, too, along with an automatic pretty printer. Please call or write for more details about these products.

Distributed By:
SOFTWARE
DIGITAL MARKETING
DIGITAL MARKETING CORPORATION
216/11548 CAMERON ROAD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87111
SOFTHRE RESEARCH
216/11548 CAMERON ROAD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87111 (505) 281-1634

Aspen Software Co.
P.O. Box 339-P Tijeras, NM 87059 - (505) 281-1634
For Ten Minutes PC Was Free

Feeling strongly that PC is well worth its cover price, I have resisted most suggestions to give copies away—even for promising promotional reasons.

During the recent West Coast Computer Faire, however, there were a few frantic moments when, for the sake of human safety, I had to throw my magazine principles into the wind.

For those who don’t know, the West Coast Faire, held annually in San Francisco, is by definition a consumer trade exhibit that features microcomputers and all sorts of microcomputer-related products. But it is also much more.

Located just north of Silicon Valley, the heart of “microdom,” the West Coast Computer Faire, more than any other event I know of, captures the spirit and points the future direction of personal computing. It is a happening in which entrepreneurial upstarts and the established vendors of personal computing products are deluged by hordes of hobbyists, business people, professionals, educators, students, and many others representing every sex, race, and age.

During the three days of this year’s Computer Faire, some 40,000 people crammed down row upon row of exhibits in two giant exhibit halls, and filled to over-flowing capacity the seminar rooms located on four floors.

PC magazine was there, of course. We rented a triple booth from which, once we finally got them, we sold a ton of magazines. Our Faire experience was one of woe and frustration followed by moments of triumph. In other words, it was a typical PC tale, the likes of which we’ve shared with our readers before.

Perhaps you’ve noticed that this issue of PC is perfect-bound like a book instead of stapled together like the first two issues. Herein is the clue to the problem.

PC has grown much faster than anticipated. We originally thought our charter issue would be 40 pages, but it was 100. After issue two (148 pages) was printed, our printer discovered that it was too fat to be easily bound and stapled by his equipment.

Binding problems created an unforeseen delay in getting the issue to the show, which caused the PC staff to have heartburn for the first day and a half of the Faire.

If you knew the details, you’d understand why it was miraculous that the magazines arrived about 12:30 a.m. on the second day of the show (Saturday).

From that point on, the Faire experience was much more gratifying. PC magazines sold as fast as we could handle the transactions.

Saturday night PC had fun as we toured the Computer Faire Party Circuit (CFPC). Following a few brief stops at wine and cheese affairs in assorted hotel suites, we hit a real winner—the Microsoft party, held in an elegant Victorian mansion. This event featured plenty of fabulous food, a flowing bar, and lots of old rooms to explore, to say nothing of a lively crowd dotted with many of my old microcomputer chums.

For the PC crew the real highlight of the Faire came on Sunday—the final day—when we held the PC drawing for our IBM Personal Computer contest. First, we had the drawing announced over the Computer Faire’s public address system. The announcement said that PC magazine at booth such and such would be giving away an IBM Personal Computer in 20 minutes.

Afterwards, more than one person said they wished they could have seen a bird’s-eye view of the resulting riot. The announcement, which was heard throughout the show, caused thousands of people to stop dead in their tracks. Then they headed for the PC booth.

Behind the counter of our booth was a contest drum into which were stuffed the 50,000-plus entries of people who over the course of the previous months had entered the “Win a PC” contest. Twelve-year-old Jennifer Poitier was positioned to pull out the winner.

Some people wanted to know if it was too late to sign up (which, of course, it was). Crowds of people arrived at the booth to see what was going on.

JUNE/JULY 1982
Still more people crowded in. Suddenly it looked to me as if the counter of our booth would collapse and we would be crushed by the resulting stampede.

Nedding to do something fast, I yelled out, “For the next ten minutes, PC is free!”

The other PC people picked up the clue, and as fast as possible we began shoveling magazines into the hands and over the heads of the crowd. This had the desired effect of diverting attention and keeping them from crushing in further.

The tumbler stopped and Jenny picked the winner—Paul Hardiman from Milwaukee. Soon the throngs thinned out, although activity at the booth was extremely brisk for the rest of the afternoon. We had survived the Computer Fair.

Announcements

Due to PC’s tremendous growth and success, and the large amounts of material we need to cover, PC Magazine will be publishing monthly, beginning with our August ‘82 issue.

And beginning with this issue, PC Magazine will be perfect bound, rather than saddle-stitched. This will afford easier reader access to special section titles (printed on the spine), and allow each issue to be stored as a reference guide on bookshelves.

PC is proud to announce that Brian Dessin Day, PC’s Design Director has won the prestigious “Maggie” Award, given annually by the Western Publications Association for excellence in magazine design. Brian, who was tapped for his outstanding work as Art Director for “Darkroom Photography” Magazine last year, says the award was “totally unexpected.” And, “we intend to win one next year with PC”, he says.

Announcing the “What did one computer say to another?” contest. Send me your responses to this question. I will publish the best ones including author credit.

PC POWER will continue to grow and grow. For an interesting definition of this term, read Jim Edlin’s column, which follows. Jim, who served as PC’s founding editor, has caught the software bug. He is actively developing a low-cost software package which could have monumental impact on the personal computing market.

Expect PC to keep up with these developments.

PC Power, by the way, is evidenced by the flock of PC look-alikes, computers that will read either PC DOS or CP/M-86 files. Expect us to examine these developments more closely in future issues.

Would you like to contribute to PC, as a writer, or just as an interested informant? Drop me a line or put a message on the Source and we’ll send you a PC Contributor’s information pack.

WHAT HEAD CLEANING KIT DO THESE COMPANIES RECOMMEND?

Our flexible disk drive head cleaning kit is OFFICIALLY APPROVED by more than 35 major computer companies. And, for good reason. We are the innovators in the field of computer self-maintenance technology.

Now you can lower maintenance costs and reduce downtime the way disk drive manufacturers recommend. The head cleaning kit from INNOVATIVE. The recommended leader.

Available at retail computer stores and leading supply dealers.

Dealer inquiries welcome

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
18360 Onnrad Street, Tarzana, California 91356
(213) 990-4091 / T/WX: 910-493-5954
May 28, 1982

Dear IBM PC User:

At Conographic Company we are developing a powerful graphics generator that will greatly increase the capabilities of your computer.

Our plans include an innovative design, the most advanced graphics technology, and modular capability levels to accommodate the needs of the casual user as well as the professional.

During our many years in the computer graphics business we have found no substitute to direct customer contact, for matching our technical skills with the needs of our users. We consider your suggestions invaluable, and are very interested in hearing from you regarding the graphics features and functions that you would like our product to provide, and even your intended applications.

Here is a great opportunity for you to tell us what turns you on -- graphically speaking. Your input can directly influence future designs in computer graphics, and help you get the kind of capabilities you really want.

In gratitude for your contributions, we will give away three of our new IBM PC graphics generators, hot off the production line: one to the most comprehensive response, one to the most imaginative suggestion and one to the most practical idea.

Please let us hear from you by July 15, 1982 since we do wish to have our product in your hands as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Joseph Mesi
General Manager

2268 Golden Circle, Newport Beach, CA 92660/(714) 642-6778
For computers too, anatomy is destiny. What a computer can achieve depends on how it is built.

Much of what has become conventional in computer programs was dictated by limitations of yesterday’s hardware. The reasons are gone but the conventions survive because computer programmers are comfortable with them.

Programs that don’t dispense with outdated conventions make you work and think harder than you need to. This is true for all sorts of programs but is easily seen in the case of word-processing. Take the “insert” function found almost universally in word-processing programs. The insert function dates from a time before word-processing was done on video screens; you edited on paper with a terminal that slowly clacked out copy. To insert something in your text, you “played out” your text on paper to the point at which you wanted to make the insertion, shifted to “insert mode,” typed your addition, then switched insert mode back off and played out the text to the point of the next change.

The constraints of that hardware design also explain why deletion in word-processing typically works forward in your text rather than in the more intuitive backward direction. On a system with an ink-and-paper terminal, you would play out text to the point of deletion, shift to delete mode, delete as much material forward of your working position as you wished, then shift out of delete mode again. You couldn’t delete backward no matter how logical that might seem, because what you wanted to delete was already there in real ink on your paper. The limitations of the hardware demanded that you learn a new layer of habit contrary to intuition.

Today, when the text in progress is in ephemeral video instead of permanent ink, there is no need to have a special insert mode or a counter-intuitive deletion procedure. You can simply “go” where you want in your text and make the desired change.

The next generation of systems could have let you insert without a special mode, but they couldn’t show you your revised text in correct form as you changed it. You had to use a “reform” function after changes. The reason: These systems, though they used video display, used it in the form of terminals, which are devices separate from the computers to which they are attached. Even the fastest terminals take 2½ seconds or so to completely rewrite a full screen. Since people can type a lot faster than that, a terminal screen could never keep up with the changes. Computers such as the PC don’t use terminals. Their display is integral with the computer’s memory and can be completely changed in 1/30th of a second—so you can see the form of your text adjust as you type in changes. The widely used “reform” function becomes a dinosaur.

Then there are functions such as underlining and boldface type. Older computers have to show you the presence of such emphasis by displaying code symbols around the emphasized text. The PC can show you underlining and boldface by doing so on the screen. Any word-processing program that doesn’t (most of them so far) is guilty of wasting PC Power.

Worse are programs that screw up through a failure to provide for PC Power. IBM has designed keys that automatically repeat the function as long as they are held down. This is fine in normal typing, but it can be disastrous when the keys are used to command program functions and an absent-minded user holds one down while lost in thought. You could easily end up in limbo while your text file is saved on disk 20 times in a row. IBM lets programmers switch repeat-action on or key by key, and any program which fails to do so at the appropriate times is unworthy of PC Power. In the same way, programs should set the state of the number/cursor keys via software in anticipation of how a user will need to employ them at given stages of the program.

The PC Power list goes on for all types of programs: function keys, large memory, color and graphics, multifont printing ...

Before you buy software, examine it with care. If it attempts to foist anachronisms like “reform” commands and “insert” modes upon you, proclaim PC Power to the marketplace by declining to buy it. [Note that even IBM doesn’t always honor the power of its new machine—witness the counterproductive “insert” key they provide.] IBM Personal Computers command a premium over machines further from the state of the art. If you have paid this price, you owe it to yourself to insist on software that justifies it. You owe it to yourself to reject software that does not exploit PC power.
INTRODUCING...
A NEW USER SERIES
FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER

Designed to introduce and explain basic programming languages, machine functions and user applications, from beginning through moderately advanced. Each text includes a broad range of examples, programs and exercises to encourage familiarity and creativity with the new, trend-setting IBM personal computer.

(A) YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: BASIC AND APPLICATIONS
David Cortesi, 304 pp., paper $16.95* ISBN-0-03-061979-3
Intended to get the first-time user over the hurdle of the initial introduction to the new machine. Provides a non-threatening, "confidence-building" introduction to the Personal Computer and to computing, basic language and software. (VisiCalc®, word processing, etc.). An ideal introductory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training situations. Focuses on central programming concepts, emphasizing IBM's version of MICROSOFT BASIC.
AVAILABLE FALL '82

(B) PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: UCSD PASCAL
Seymour Pollack, 256 pp., paper $16.95*
"The Portable IBM PC Pascal!" Emphasizes the syntax of UCSD Pascal and good program design. An ideal introductory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training situations. Includes full coverage of the system and its uses, basic and advanced UCSD p-System™ functions. Easy to understand, user-oriented, reinforces working knowledge and application.
AVAILABLE FALL '82

More To Come ...
In this exciting new "PC" series ... This fall and early 1983!

PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: PASCAL
Neil Graham, paper $16.95*

PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: UCSD p-System™
WITH FORTRAN 77
Robert Rousse & Thomas Bugnitz, paper $16.95*

PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: UCSD p-System™
WITH FORTRAN 77
Seymour Pollack, Robert Rousse, Thomas Bugnitz, paper $16.95*

USING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: VISI-CALC®
Robert Creasy, paper $16.95*

USING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: MACRO-ASSEMBLER
Mark Franklin, paper $16.95*

USING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: SOUND
Jeffrey Poodner, paper $16.95*

(C) PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER: BASIC
Neil Graham, 256 pp., paper $18.95* ISBN-0-03-061911-4
An introduction to programming in BASIC language. Users can apply material directly to their machine, with no adaptation necessary. An ideal introductory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training situations. Covers the unique features of the IBM Personal Computer, elements of BASIC and programming, and various applications (text editor programs, program for storing and retrieving information from random files, etc.).
AVAILABLE SUMMER '82

(D) PROGRAMMING THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER:
FORTAN 77
Examples, problems and exercises drawn from the sciences and engineering teach the Fortran 77 language on the IBM personal computer. An ideal introductory text to be used informally, or in classroom or training situations. Introductory and advanced topics, with special emphasis on use of IBM's unique Fortran Compiler.
AVAILABLE SUMMER '82

PC WRITERS
Let Me Know Your Book/Software ideas ...
Contact Brete Harrison, Editor

MAIL TODAY FOR 30 DAY FREE TRIAL
To: Deborah Mitera
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
383 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

Indicate Book By Letter Code □ A □ B □ C □ D
Send my order for Book(s) @ $ __________ ea. Total $ __________
Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Street ______________________________
City ____________________ State _______ Zip ______

*Prices subject to change without notice; does not include applicable sales tax.
First, neatly cut out the "370" label.
Now, when nobody's looking, nonchalantly tape it to your terminal, just under the "IBM," as if it really belonged there.
Then wait for your chance and quickly slip a dBASE II™ disk into your main drive.
That's it.
Your IBM Personal Computer is now ready to run a relational database system, the kind that IBM put on their mainframes last year.
And you're ready with more data handling power than you would have dreamed possible before dBASE II.

You'll wonder how you managed without it.
You'll find that dBASE II, because it's a relational database management system (DBMS), starts where file handling programs leave off.
dBASE II handles multiple databases and simplifies everything from accounting to department staffing to monitoring rainfall on the Upper Volta.
With a word or two, you CREATE databases, APPEND new data instantly, UPDATE, MODIFY and REPLACE fields, records and entire databases. Organize months worth of data in minutes with the built-in REPORT. Do sub-field and multi-field searches, then DISPLAY some or all of the data for any condition you want to apply.
And you've just begun to tap the power of dBASE II.

Easy to look at, easy to use.
Input screens and output forms couldn't be easier—just "paint" your format on the CRT and what you see is what you'll get.

You can do automatic calculations on fields, records and databases, accurate to 10 digits.
And you can use dBASE II interactively for answers right now. Or save your instructions, then repeat everything with two words: DO Manhours, DO ProjectX, DO whatever has to be done.

Use dBASE II to help make your choice:
If you've got a 96k IBM PC, send us $700 and we'll send you a copy of dBASE II to use free for 30 days.
Instead of just poring over a manual, run it and make sure that it does what you need done. Then if you find it isn't right for you, send it back and we'll return your money, no questions asked.

But if you do that, you'll have to remove that label. Because nothing short of a mainframe works like dBASE II.

Call (213) 204-5570 today or drop by your local computer store for the rest of the story. Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230.

Ashton-Tate
Personal computers are full of promises. MBA makes them deliver.

The Context MBA is a remarkable new software package that transforms the IBM personal computer into a powerful management tool. C-MBA combines spreadsheet, graphics, word processing, data base and communications functions in one totally integrated program.

C-MBA was developed specifically for managers, not computer experts. Because it's easy to learn and use, you can produce results in hours that used to take days or even weeks.

**Helps Managers Review, Analyze and Report**

**Review Information:** Tie into your company's computer, a financial information service, electronic mail network, or virtually any other computer system. C-MBA saves information and lets you retrieve, examine, edit or print it with a few keystrokes.

**Analyze Alternatives:** Use the electronic spreadsheet to create realistic business models simply and easily. With the drudgery removed you can work the problem to the best solution instead of to the point of exhaustion.

**Report Results:** Compose, edit and print reports, letters and business graphs. Make revisions yourself, faster than you can explain them to your secretary. Because C-MBA is an integrated system, it's easy to incorporate data from your spreadsheets in your text.

**C-MBA Integrates Five Powerful Functions**

**Modeling:** Create a giant spreadsheet of figures and text. Change one number and every effected figure is recalculated. Search or sort models to quickly find the information you want.

**Business Graphs:** Build pie, high/low, bar, line, area and scatter graphs of data in your spreadsheet using simple graphing commands. Thanks to C-MBA's unique design, graphs change automatically as you update the spreadsheet.

**Word Processing:** C-MBA's executive word processor makes concisely edited reports easy to prepare. A few keystrokes let you automatically insert tables of numbers or graphs from your spreadsheet anywhere in your report.

**Database:** A vast electronic library makes storing and finding information easy and natural.

**Communications:** C-MBA includes a data communications and conversion function which allows information from mainframe computers to be used in your models or databases. You can even use C-MBA for electronic mail.*

The C-MBA is sold only by selected computer retailers who have completed special training courses to help managers get the most from the program. And C-MBA features exceptionally clear, highly detailed documentation.

IBM is a trade mark of IBM. *Version 1 of the C-MBA will not include communications. Version 1 owners will receive a free upgrade to version 2 which will include communications. The MBA is currently available for the IBM Personal Computer and requires two disk drives and 256k of memory. Versions for other second generation personal computers are under development.

© COPYRIGHT 1982 CMS, INC.

Context Management Systems
Management Software for Personal Computers
23864 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 378-8277
Telex 181149 WEST LSA
No PC at OAC

At the national Office Automation Conference (OAC) in San Francisco last April, IBM had a large and handsome exhibit booth, but the Personal Computer was nowhere to be seen in it. How come, you may wonder? After all, isn't the PC touted by many as IBM's first crack at the elusive "office work station?" [Xerox exhibited its personal computer as a candidate for that role.] The PC's banishment, one source told PComniques, was decreed by an unnamed executive at IBM headquarters, out of fear that the PC would steal the show. This exec reportedly worried that crowds would flock around the PC if it were exhibited, and thus give short shrift to the more expensive wares ("boat anchors like the 8100," according to our source), which IBM is selling far less quickly than PCs. So, why no PC at OAC? If our source is accurate, Cinderella would have understood perfectly.

Portable PC?

The computer pictured above, which was a big draw at the OAC, is not an IBM product. It is the Compass computer from Grid Systems Corp.—an $8,200 portable wonder with a flat, fold-down display. It does, however, have some interesting points in common with the IBM PC. Consider these: 8088 processor with 8087 mathematics coprocessor, 256K of memory, and a display with 320 by 240 graphics resolution—no color, though. [The Compass also includes a 1,200 bps phone connector, 256K of bubble memory to take the place of disk storage, and a bunch of custom-developed software. It is designed to connect via networks to a variety of central computers, which Grid Systems also provides for its main data storage.]

Graphics on Monochrome; OCR for Free

If you have both the monochrome and color/graphics display adapters for your IBM Personal Computer, you may already have discovered that, though both have identical 9-pin connectors, the IBM monochrome monitor remains blank if plugged into the color/graphics connector. It can, however, be made to work with the graphics card by wiring pin 7 of the monitor plug to the center connector of the round, composite-signal jack. See the Option Installation Manual to set the switches inside the system unit so both color and monochrome adapters are selected. The monochrome display will show minor distortions due to the different video frequencies it is designed for, and you won't get color, but it's a usable stop-gap arrangement.

Also, did you know your PC has pattern recognition software built into a part of the operating system? It is used when the color/graphics adapter is set to graphics mode and a BASIC program tries to read text from the screen. A built-in subroutine compares the dot pattern of shapes on the screen to the patterns stored for generating characters on the screen. This is the same principle used in some optical character recognition (OCR) systems, and works fine as long as you haven't drawn something on top of the characters you want to read from the screen. [See page A-61 of IBM's Technical Reference Manual for more about this cute trick from the folks at Microsoft.]

—Mark Dionne,
Solid Software,
Newton, Massachusetts

Semi-Hard

What good does 256K of memory do your computer if you don't have software capable of using it? What good does software capable of using 256K of memory do you if you have only 64K in your computer? Aha! That's the kind of question that put Sears together with Roebuck, Simon with Garfunkel, and strawberries with cream. Now it has brought together Sorcim Corporation, a publisher of software, and Vista Computer Company, a maker of memory boards. The fruit of their union is called "SuperCache"—a packaged combo of 192K memory expansion for the IBM PC and a financial modeling program that can fill up all those extra cells. The proud partners claim the $800 package price is less than the two items would sell for individually, and the buyer gets to use the full potential of both items right away.
From Boca to Berkeley

Berkeley, California is an unlikely habitat for an IBM veteran of 22 years, but Paul Chasen, recently of Boca Raton, has joined Information Unlimited Software as its new vice president for research and development. Chasen, whose work at IBM goes back to the original 360 mainframe computer, was instrumental in IBM's acquisition and release of vendor software for the PC. Like a retired naval officer at the helm of a tugboat, Chasen will help the independent software company ready its new products for the IBM, Apple, and other personal computers.

Software Show-Biz

"Interactive system design is a branch of show business, specifically, moviemaking," says Ted Nelson. The iconoclastic author of Computer Lib, a seminal anticipation of personal computing published in the mid-1970s, expanded on this thought in a talk to the National Office Automation Conference. Nelson encouraged designers of office software to think in terms of major visualizations, sound effects, pace, and continuity. He argued that making a program work right takes only a quarter as much time as giving it "the right feel" and proposed that a new kind of professional, analogous to the movie director, be an influential participant in the design of future business computer programs. Nelson also suggested office software take some hints from arcade games such as Pac Man—having an "attract mode," for example, to get potential users acquainted with its features.

Frontiers of a discipline are often expanded when people from other disciplines move into it and introduce notions and techniques from their original fields. As the son of two Hollywood professionals, Nelson had an opportunity to absorb the craft of moviemaking. Having chosen computers as his own field, he may be in a good position to understand the value of translating over those show-biz techniques. "Cue the cursor. Lights, camera—compute."

Plug-in Price Drop?

Before "PC" stood for "Personal Computer" in the IBM world it stood for "plug-compatible"—a phrase describing other manufacturers' equivalents that would plug in to replace elements of IBM systems. Thomas Hong is a veteran of that earlier p-c business. Now he forecasts that phenomena he saw in the original IBM-plug-compatible industry will happen again with companies that make p-c's for today's PCs.

Hong, president of Davong Systems, which makes PC memory add-ons and hard-disk storage systems says, "In the beginning, prices were high. A lot of companies went in without understanding what they were getting into. Then IBM cut prices on products the plug-compatible equipment was designed to replace. Prices dropped, profit margins eroded, and a lot of companies went out of business."

To avoid that scenario, Hong says his company will set low prices to begin with, which he says he can do because Davong is well financed and can order in volume to get discounts from suppliers. His not entirely disinterested advice to smaller companies that want to make PC plug-ins: "Stay away from the commodity markets like memory boards—stick with more specialized markets."

Hong's advice to buyers: "Be prepared for prices to fall."
Whither Modular Video?

Ever wondered how come the IBM PC's screen display circuitry is designed as a plug-in card rather than built right into the basic design? The ability to respond flexibly to marketplace developments seems like one good explanation. For example, note the elaborate display of the new Concept computer from Corvus Systems, Inc., which the company modestly describes as "the next generation in personal computers." You can flip the Concept's display 90 degrees from vertical to horizontal; when vertical it can display 72 lines of 90 characters; when horizontal, it will show 56 lines of 120 characters. It's the equivalent of about three PC graphics displays stacked together (720- by 560-point resolution). As with the PC's graphics adapter, text and pictures can be mixed. Corvus sells the basic unit for $4,995.

Will this jazzy display make your PC obsolete? Not hardly. Courtesy of the modular display adapter, if Corvus's design proves a hit, then either IBM or other companies could produce a plug-in equivalent for the PC. All the rest of your system stays intact and the upgrade is easy as pie—the memory space for such a dense display is already designed into your PC.

IBM Announces Changes To Software Submission Plan

IBM has announced new terms and a submission procedure for programs. Effective immediately under the new plan, dollar royalty ceilings have been eliminated. Royalty terms—percentages, advances, and duration of payment—will be individually determined for each accepted program and documentation. Software submission is a new two-step procedure. A single-simplified agreement is signed before submitting a program to IBM. Thereafter, a separate software contract will be offered when a program is found acceptable by IBM.

Software submission packets, containing an explanation of the revised Software Submission Plan, copies of the new Software Submission Agreement, and guidelines to assist authors, will be available from IBM, External Submissions Department 765 PC, Armonk, NY 10504. Authors who currently have software under evaluation may choose, upon IBM finding it acceptable, between the previous and revised Software Contract.

No-Cigar Department

Previously in these pages we quoted someone's assertion that the PC is the only IBM product to use the Intel 8088 microprocessor. "What a mistake," wrote one reader. He told us we were "flagrantly incorrect" because the IBM Displaywriter word-processor also uses the 8088. To this individual we award neither $50 nor a cigar; as we understand it, the Displaywriter uses the 8086 processor. Close, as they say, but...

This department will surrender its own stogie to the repo man on account of a bona fide erroneous report. We misstated (PC, February-March, 1982) the terms of the discount offered IBM employees buying PCs. According to a price sheet we've been sent, the average employee discount on hardware is about one-third off retail (such as $1,517 for a 48K, 1-drive system unit listing at $2,325). Software discounts run about 45 percent (such as $91 for the $175-list EasyWriter program). One system per immediate family member is allowed at these prices, with 12 percent, two-year financing through payroll deduction.

PCommunique (February-March, 1982) reported that software authors who are IBM employees can sell their wares only through Big Blue.

An IBM employee who prefers to remain anonymous suggests another way for fellow employees to sell their programs. Staffers can submit programs to Science Research Associates (SRA) of Chicago, Illinois. SRA, an IBM subsidiary, is looking for educational software.

Timely Sign

When IBM gave them its blessing, personal computers gained a new aura of legitimacy. But now they have been implicitly endorsed by an even more significant arbiter of public acceptance, Time magazine. With its May 3 issue, Time inaugurated a continuing section entitled "Computers." We assume it is the personalization of computers that is making them of regular interest to Time readers. For the sake of symmetry, PC briefly considered adding a section called "Time"—but that's always in short supply around here.

Xerox Monk

Stephen Kennedy, a soon-to-be-graduate of UC Berkeley, suggests a new term for the computer enthusiast. If a 'grease monkey' is an accomplished mechanic, then what do we call those who work with computers? Stephen flashed on the famous Xerox monk, and, like a miracle, the term came to him—"CHIP-MONK."
A Visi-tor Speaks

Getting past the imitation-equals-flattery chestnut, how do the folks at VisiCorp feel about the many "VisiClones"—23 by one count—that their VisiCalc spreadsheet program has spawned? Rich Melmon, director of product marketing for the company, fielded that question among others during a recent visit to the PC offices. "VisiCalc is a two-year-old product," said Melmon. "It's easy for people to see what's needed to add to it. After selling more than 200,000 copies, it's easier still for us."

The imitators tend to look at the problem in too narrow a way," Melmon continued. "The spreadsheet market is different from what it was two years ago. You're dealing with more corporate rather than personal data; you're dealing with more numbers and with data that already exists somewhere in a corporation's computers. The next generation of spreadsheet software must address these issues. "The next generation? Melmon wouldn't elaborate but suggested more might be forthcoming at the National Computer Conference in June.

We ASCII-d, He Answered

Whoever told your communications editor (PCommuniques, April-May, 1982) that the IBM PC somehow used EBCDIC code internally for better communication with big mainframes was pulling his leg. The PC doesn't have an EBCDIC bone in its body. EBCDIC (pronounced ebb-stuh-dick) is the standard interchange code for most IBM machines, probably because it is a binary representation of a punched card code. However, the fact that the PC uses the Intel 8088 microprocessor instead of an IBM-developed CPU makes it a strictly ASCII machine.

As far as communication with big IBM mainframes is concerned, most of the big machines can speak ASCII to the outside world out of necessity to communicate with a variety of non-IBM terminals over the telephone. The IBM System/34, for example, supports both ASCII and EBCDIC in its communications software. Even if the big machine couldn't speak ASCII, it would be a simple matter to write a program for the PC that would do the conversion.

—Burks A. Smith

Big Name Disk-tionaries

Here's a computer-age version of an old philosophical quandary: Who checks the spelling of your spelling-checker program?

The newest answer is: The editors of big-name dictionaries. Yes indeed. No longer you settle for an off-brand lexicon to comb your text for goofs. New York entrepreneur Dick Brass has gone around and sewn up the microcomputer rights to several well-respected reference works that he is now relicensing to publishers of proofreading programs and the like. Brass says PC users will soon be able to check their text against word lists from The Random House Dictionary, Black's Law Dictionary, and Stedman's Medical Dictionary for starters. Peachtree Software will be the first to base products on word lists from Brass's company, Dictronics Publishing, Inc., but he says other firms will follow.

Brass is also promoting new products built on familiar reference books. In April he and Peachtree demonstrated a program built on the Random House Thesaurus, for use in conjunction with word-processing. When you seek a synonym, Brass says the Peachtree program will produce an on-screen list of possibilities from the 80,000-word Thesaurus in no more than three seconds. Brass said the program would definitely be available for the IBM PC this year, but he wouldn't say exactly when.

Disk Conservatism

"PC" might stand for "pretty cautious" in design, at least in the case of the PC's disk storage system. Anyhow that's the impression one gets from Stuart Lynne of Network Consulting, Inc. up in Vancouver. Lynne's company has been developing a version of the UCSD p-System operating system for the PC, and in the process it has been able to squeeze extra speed and 25 percent more storage out of the PC's disk drives.

As an example of IBM's caution in design, Lynne cites the cap size used between sectors of data on the disk. IBM leaves gaps equal to 80 characters of data, but Lynne says a 30-character gap is adequate. By making this change, NCI shoe horns ten data sectors onto each disk track, where IBM settles for eight. To speed up disk access, Lynne's software waits only half the time—four milliseconds vs. eight—that IBM allows for the disk head to settle in position before reading or writing.

If IBM's design is as cautious as Lynne paints it in disk storage and other aspects, the conservatism is understandable. In designing a product for people unfamiliar with computer quirks, wouldn't you want to err on the safe side in the reliability department while leaving it to others to test where the real limits are?
BEFORE YOU BUY INVESTIGATE THE PRICE/PERFORMANCE LEADER

EXO SYSTEMS

EXO Systems come complete with all the software for word processing, accounting and database applications at no extra cost!

EXO SYSTEMS - WARE
- CP/M®
- EXO/Text Word Processing System
- EXO/Accounting
  - Accounts Receivable
  - Accounts Payable
  - General Ledger
  - Payroll with Job Costing
- EXO/Selector V™ database application generator

And of course the entire incredible "library" of CP/M® software is available now to run on your EXO System!

EXO SYSTEMS ARE EXPANDABLE
- High speed RAM - to 320K bytes
- Winchester hard disk - capacities from 6M bytes to 160M bytes

EXO MULTI-USER
- 4 users
- 256K bytes additional high speed RAM
- EXO MP/M®

EXO/NET
- 32 nodes
- 16 users logged on at one time
- 800,000 BPS high speed channels

*CP/M & MP/M® by Digital Research
Selector V™ by Micro AP

For true computing and word processing power select an EXO SYSTEMS - 58 or EXO SYSTEMS - 8 for solid, reliable, fast and low cost professional systems.

1089 AIRPORT ROAD • MINDEN, NEVADA 89423
(702) 782-8166 • TELEX: 181149 WEST LSA "ATT: EXO"
OPERATING SYSTEMS/DAVID BUNNELL and JIM EDLIN

An Indepth PC-Exclusive Interview with Software Pioneer Gary Kildall

For a few years in its early adolescence, the microcomputer industry had its own version of Hollywood's Oscar, presented by an awards committee of one, microcomputer publisher (now manufacturer) Adam Osborne, in recognition of each year's most significant contribution to the advancement of the new industry. Recipients of the award included such personal computer luminaries as Apple Computer Corporation's Chairman Al Albrecht (1979), author of VisiCalc Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston (1980). But the very first person to get the award (1978) was a bearded, young software author working out of a Victorian house in the seaside village of Pacific Grove, California.

Paraphrasing the citation that accompanied the award, presenter Osborne told a packed banquet hall, "We had a lot of silly little boxes being sold to enthusiasts and doing nothing. Gary Kildall came along and gave us CP/M, an operating system that allowed those silly little boxes to start doing something useful."

Four years later, with IBM and other major companies vying for a share of the market, the little boxes no longer seem silly at all. And Gary Kildall no longer works in a Victorian house. Digital Research, Inc., the company he founded, now spills out of a sizable new office complex overlooking Monterey Bay. CP/M, an acronym for Control Program for Microcomputers, is now offered not only for computers with curious and unfamiliar names, but is available and in demand for machines bearing the nameplates Wang, Digital Equipment Corporation, and other computer-industry heavy hitters. Its influence has spread even further. Kildall describes IBM's own PC-DOS, together with operating systems sold by several other companies, as "a CP/M derivative." Now, in what must be interpreted as another award of sorts, there is a version of CP/M officially issued under the IBM name and logo, though the disk's copyright notice credits Digital Research.

The original credit, of course, belongs to Kildall himself, who devised the first CP/M version as an entrepreneurial venture after the semiconductor maker he worked for (Intel, maker of the 8080 and now 8088 processors) told him that his CP/M precursor had no commercial possibilities and that they were not interested.
An Uninitiate's Glossary

The patois of the master programmer rolls flowingly from Gary Kildall's tongue. Readers familiar with computer intricacies down at the "bits-'n-bytes" level will follow right along. However, we think all who are interested in PCs can benefit from Kildall's insights. To assist uninitiates we offer this glossary.

**Operation codes**—Numeric instructions—one for each of the basic operations (such as "add" or "compare") provided in a particular processor's design.

**Registers**—The working spaces of a processor chip. Different chips have different assortments of registers with different names.

**Flags**—Special registers that record particular details of a number, such as whether it is zero or not.

**Shifs and rotates**—Types of arithmetic operations used on binary numbers.

**Data bus**—The channel via which components of a computer system exchange information.

**Algorithms**—Formulas for calculation.

**Megahertz**—For a microprocessor, how many millions of times per second its internal clock ticks, permitting another step in one of its basic operations.

**Bank switching**—Exceeding the maximum number of memory cells a processor is designed to use by switching its connection among more than one bank of memory.

---

PC: Tell us about CP/M-86 and how it compares with PC-DOS.

Kildall: Basically, you know the history of PC-DOS—where it came from, and so forth. It's one of the branches of operating systems we call CP/M lookalikes. It arrived on the scene between CP/M version 1.4 and CP/M 2.2, so it has characteristics of CP/M 1.4 and extensions toward the CP/M 2.2-style file system, but with differences because they were kind of simultaneous in design. There are subtle differences but PC-DOS is fundamentally the same as the 8-bit version of CP/M as far as the user is concerned, and also as far as the program interface. Most of the interface differences between PC-DOS and CP/M are misunderstandings of the CP/M calls by the person who wrote the original PC-DOS implementation, simple things like returning FF rather than 1, things that are of no consequence but just weren't done specifically the same.

CP/M-86 has been out for about 14 to 15 months. It was designed around CP/M-2. It's exactly the same as CP/M-2 in terms of the function calls, the way the interface appears to the user, and the way the program interface appears to the programmer. The difference is in the extensions you find in the 8086 processor. Number one is memory management; the major extension is being able to partition...
out and allocate memory, to load multiple programs, for example.

PC: That's a difference between CP/M-86 and the 8086 version of CP/M. How about other differences between CP/M-86 and PC-DOS?

Kildall: CP/M is really a complete development environment; with it you get an editor, an Intel-compatible assembler, and a debugging system—DDT—that has built-in disassembly in the debugger itself. So you can just pick up CP/M-86 and start developing your own high-performance applications. From the beginning, CP/M has always had that flavor to it. It's a base-level operating system that is a complete development system in its own right and doesn't need anything else to support it, though people have gone off and added to it. It's like the IBM PC in that way—an open system. The basic system, when you get it and turn it on, still works to perform basic functions. But some people will go toward BASIC interpreter and others toward Pascal or PL/1.

PC: A lot of people are going to be buying the PC who are not software developers and are not likely to become software developers. Will you or IBM offer a user or "run-time" version of CP/M-86 for people who don't need the assembler, the debugger, and so forth?

Kildall: I don't know. There aren't any plans for doing that at this point. It's traditional for CP/M to have those tools available and we don't want to change that structure right now. We'd be having all sorts of difficulties with the pricing differences. The basic thing we're trying to do with our initial release of CP/M-86 is to make it as much like the 8-bit world as we can. We feel there are a number of reasons it will be true for 16-bit. We just have to get it out there and see what customer reaction is. We'll go from there and work some things out with IBM.

PC: How do you feel about describing the PC, with its 8086 processor, as a 16-bit machine? After all, you call the operating system CP/M-86.

Kildall: I see a 16-bit machine as one that has more memory. I don't think of it as anything more than that. Hence the PC qualifies as a 16-bit machine. It satisfies all my needs because I've never been concerned about the speed of an 8-bit processor; they've always been fast enough to do the tasks I want. The only thing I've been concerned about is running out of symbol table space, or just trying to stuff a lot of functionality into a small spot. The 16-bit machine relieves that pressure. You've got it with the PC.

PC: What's your evaluation of the PC in general? What do you see as its strong and weak points?

Kildall: I think the product itself looks really good. They've done an excellent job of IBM-style presentation. It looks good, works nicely, and the display is reasonably good though it has a little bit too much persistence for me. One problem is it needs more blackplane; you can't stuff as many boards in as you'd like. And 5¼-inch disks are just not enough. This industry already knows that we've evolved past those things. You're talking about a 250K memory system with 160K single-sided drives, and that doesn't make a whole lot of sense. The 5¼-inch hard disk add-on is going to occur with any serious usage of the system. Other than that I don't think there's anything particularly wrong.

In terms of the marketing, they've taken a very professional approach to set standards toward which the rest of the industry can work. I think we've learned things about the presentation of our materials that we'll use in the rest of our product line. I'm sure the companies that maintain the level of presentation that IBM has provided will be successful with their software products, and those that don't—that still have a kind of shabby appearance—will probably be out of business within the next few years.

PC: When was the first time you or somebody at Digital Research knew about IBM's PC project, and what were your thoughts when you learned about it?

Kildall: I can't recall exactly when we found out about it. It's probably been over a year. I get a little reluctant to talk about it, because I don't know that they're not going to come back and ask, "Why did you say that?" IBM is very careful about what you put out. But we've known about it since fairly early in the project.

PC-DOS is one of a variety of operating systems we call CP/M lookalikes.

About my response to it: I was really happy. We've put a lot of effort into 8086 stuff for the last couple of years—and made a big investment moving our software in that direction. I was really concerned, probably about the time IBM was first talking about using the 86, that the 86 was not going to make it. Everybody was talking about the Z8000, and the M68K was on the horizon, and I thought, "We're going to have some real troubles here if the 86 doesn't make it. We're going to have a really hard time, because we'll have to go back to old CP/M-80 and hope it supports the development of our next generation of software after this faux pas." IBM basically decided the 86 was going to make it, that we've got a substantial market there to sell to.

PC: You said CP/M-86 has been out for 15 months. What application software has become available for it, and will that software be immediately usable on the IBM PC?

Kildall: There's quite a bit of stuff out that's translated from the 8-bit world. There's a considerable amount of GBASIC (commercial BASIC) software that can come over immediately. The amount that's going to be available will be evolutionary.

We've contacted a lot of the software vendors we work with. We've told them we're getting into this and are interested in supporting their downloading and production efforts. We've got maybe 15 or 20 of these that IBM has allowed us to use as test sites; they are doing word-processing systems, general ledger, accounts receivable, and spreadsheets.

One way we're motivating software translation is with our IBM Displaywriter
CP/M-86's DOCUMENTATION: We're the only supplier to IBM that has done the whole thing— from creating the document, typesetting and printing it, to delivering it in packaged form. This was something we wanted to do to get the experience— everything down to the little pics.

FUTURE IBM DEVELOPMENTS: We're trying to get our OS to match their releases of hardware and so forth. It's really impossible for me to say anything specifically about more disk space, or facilities in data communication, or whatever, because we're really under their confidentiality agreements on those things and we value that very highly. But I can say we're in step with all the things that will be available on the PC. We're in a very open relationship with IBM. They want our system to be successful on their computer. As a result, they let us know in a timely fashion to be sure that our system supports their features.

version of CP/M-86. We're really doing promotion, saying to software vendors, "We're selling bunches of this stuff. It's a very popular system and we don't have any competition." Once they get things running on the Displaywriter, they can go over to the PC immediately.

We also have a program at test sites called "send-receive." It will go out at reasonable cost to vendors who are interested. "Send" runs on 8080 systems and "receive" runs on the PC or any 8086 system, and there is an RS-232 connection we make according to our specification. The program has a little interface to the user that asks what kind of programs you want to send, where they're coming from, where they go to over here, and then there's automatic retransmission going back and forth. This makes it easy to get 8-bit stuff over to the PC. But it's going to be an evolutionary thing. Available right away on the PC, I'd say, are probably six or seven popular software packages.

PC: What are some of the complexities involved in translating a program from 8080 to 8086 form?
Kildall: Straight translations at the source program level you can do pretty much mechanically. For example, an 8080 "Add im-
mediate 5" instruction turns into an "Add AL 5" on the 8086—a very straightforward translation of the op codes themselves. The complexity in mechanical translation comes from situations such as this: The 8080 instruction DAD H takes the HL register and adds DE to it. For the 8086 the equivalent instruction would be something like ADD BX DX, which is fine, no particular problem. You just say the DX register is the same as HL and BX the same as DE. The problem is that the 8086 instruction has a side effect of setting the zero flag, and the 8086 instruction does not. In mechanical translation you end up doing something like saving the flags, restoring the flags, doing some shifts and rotations, and so forth. These add about five or six extra instructions to get the same semantic effect. There are a lot of sequences in 8080 code that produce very strange sequences in 8086 code; they just don't map very well because of flag registers and things of that sort. The way we get software over is a thing called XLT-86. It's been out six months or so.

PC: By "better" code do you mean smaller?
Kildall: Twenty percent smaller than if you just took every op code and did a
straight translation, saving the registers to preserve semantics.

PC: How does the size of the translated program compare to the 8080 version?
Kildall: If you take an 8080 program, move it over to 86 and do an XLT-86 translation, you'll find that it is roughly 10 to 20 percent larger. With 16-bit machines it's more difficult to address everything; you get op codes that are a little bit bigger on the average. An interesting phenomenon is that one of the reasons you don't get a tremendous speed increase in the 16-bit world is because you're running more op codes over the data bus.

PC: Is CBASIC also going to be available for the PC?
Kildall: CBASIC and also Pascal NT+. These are both running on the PC right now. They'll be offered simultaneously. Then CIS Cobol, PL/1-86 is a more difficult thing. We've worked on that since last July and it looks like it's pretty close now. We have a lot of future in that one, especially on the IBM PC. We've seen a lot of interest from people who are getting into the PC through IBM channels—PL/1 users; the biggest community of PL/1 users is IBM itself. But the biggest software vendor
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using a 4-megahertz Z-80 versus a slower 8086 processor, the Z-80 version may run faster.

languages are CBASIC, number one, and Pascal, number two. These are going to be the basic tools.

PC: Will you introduce any enhancements for CBASIC?
Kildall: Color graphics. We've got an in-house color graphics subroutine about ready that will be made available through our languages. It does direct, display memory operations for high-speed rectangular painting, building objects and circles, things of that sort.

PC: Are your CBASIC color graphics similar to those in Microsoft's Advanced
BASIC for the PC?
Kildall: They’re similar—the same kind of stuff. But we’re not necessarily looking for exact compatibility because the CBASIC community is different from the MBASIC. We had the orientation toward color graphics some time ago, and whether there was IBM or not, it was an important part of our future.

PC: Microsoft’s BASIC is very specific to the hardware features of the PC, such as the function keys. Will CBASIC be modified in similar ways?
Kildall: I don’t know how product specific it’s going to be. Other manufacturers, the Japanese for example, have specific requirements too. Our intent is to be as general as we can with the facilities or functions that we add to CBASIC. As this market grows, there’s no doubt we’re going to have more machine-specific things coming into the language if the customer demand is great enough. Right now the implementation for the IBM PC will handle all the function keys and that sort of thing. That’s no problem because that’s built into the internals of our operating system. For the display, in terms of handling screen management, it comes in a package we’re going to be releasing called DM, a display manager. This product has been in the works for probably close to a year; it’s definitely in the final stage, but we haven’t announced anything. The display manager is something you can link with CBASIC or Pascal or PL/1 or whatever, and it will handle all the stuff you like to do in terms of getting a fully interactive screen.

One of the things I think is significant about what we’re doing is taking functions like the display manager system and really standardizing it as part of the operating system. There’s also a thing called AM-86, an access method for high-level data-file interfacing.

PC: On other microcomputers it is possible to run Microsoft BASIC under CP/M. Will it be possible to do so on the PC?
Kildall: Doing something like that is fairly trivial. The differences are relatively easy to take care of through a simple interface. Whether we’ll do something like that, whether that would run MBASIC, we don’t really know at this point. We would need some specific clients to do that. The intention is not to.

PC: What about the possibility of software emulators that would allow programs for PC-DOS to run under CP/M-86 or vice versa?
Kildall: I’m not really hot for emulators of other systems, basically because then you’ve got to track someone else’s development cycle; they come up with a new release and you’ve got to scramble. There’s been an emulator announced for CP/M-86 that supposedly runs under PC-DOS. I haven’t seen the emulator, but I understand the differences between the two systems, and I would be extremely surprised if that emulator in fact emulated CP/M-86. Emulators can get you in a lot of trouble.

PC: What do you think is important in the design of an operating system?
Kildall: When you’re designing operating systems or talking about software in general, the successful software seems to be that which fits the resource you’re working with.
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Software will not be successful because it's going to run ineffectively, and if you don't use all the facilities, someone will come in and use them. During the last decade we've seen the evolution from 256-byte read-only memory, which was the first "operating system" that ran the Intel 4004, up to what we're looking at now in terms of real time systems and networking, data base management, and all sorts of things that are really embedded in the OS itself.

Software design for the 8-bit machine takes limited resource into account. You have a small operating system, typically single-user, a single-stream operating system, and it's not going to have any overlays. The reason you don't have overlays is you are typically using a floppy disk and they're just not fast enough to do overlays. The result is the OS is small, the application code is large, and that's why CP/M itself can't get much larger, because the typical application for an 8-bit machine uses almost all that memory, and that's the real constraint. To go to something like concurrent systems—concurrency is doing background and foreground—you have to do it with bank switching, and that's all nonstandard.

The software design for a 16-bit machine takes additional resources into account. We're talking about 128K of main storage in a minimal system, and often a hard disk. What you want to do is add functionality to the OS—the kind of things people are really going to need: concurrency, multi-access file systems, network communications, and shared code. Our strategy is moving people from the 8-bit world to the 16-bit world.
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to take 8-bit CP/M and move them over into 16 CP/M, and add memory management for the megabyte machine and multiple-resident programs. Fundamentally, this is the only difference in the system, so anyone who understands 8-bit CP/M can go into 16-bit CP/M and see the same things.

PC: Where does this strategy lead for the future?
Kildall: Single-user concurrent is the mode of operation we feel is going to be the most important way for the PC and other 16-bit machines to be used. That means you have a terminal attached to your PC and work with multi-ground operations. You might have the word processor in the foreground at a particular time. Behind that you have background applications. They're hidden, but could be brought back up to your active console. Maybe there's a payroll program printing checks on your printer at the same time you are doing your word-processing, and maybe a compile going, a network interface, and possibly some programming down the line.

You have to learn how to use this effectively. When I'm going to develop one of my programs, I can be in the editor, switch over to being in the middle of my debugging so I can find more things that are wrong with my program, go back into the editor and make the changes immediately, then switch back to test some more. What I used to do was go into the debugger, make some changes, maybe make some hand patches, take some handwritten notes, run a little further, then go back into the editor and make all those changes. With concurrency you get that immediate response, go right back into the editor, make the changes, do some more debugging. The result is you get all the fixes in by the time you finish the debugging session.

We're trying to bring the mini- and mainframe software vendors into the 16-bit software world through concurrency.

PC: Besides concurrency, what other changes do you see coming?
Kildall: Since we don't have the same limitations on the size of memory, we're going to get a lot more competition in terms of comprehensive, say, spreadsheet-type applications. We've got this functionality; there's no effective limit on what we can add to that functionality. So the old applications we've seen are going to be vastly improved. Each product is going to be significantly better and probably at close to the same price.

We're going to enter the data communications area—that's going to be a hot item. We're very interested in that; we're going to be announcing our plans for a product fairly soon.
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It is a little ironic that the IBM Personal Computer version of the CP/M-86 operating system seems in several ways better fitted to the PC than does IBM's first-introduced and seemingly favored alternative, the IBM Personal Computer Disk Operating System (PC-DOS). However, the better fit is mitigated by CP/M-86's six-times-greater price tag, and is possibly explained by CP/M-86's debut six months further along the "learning curve" than the introduction of PC-DOS.

CP/M-86, introduced on April 5 and priced at $240, includes a single, 5 1/4-inch disk and a manual in one of the now familiar slipcases. The disk contains 13 programs, or "command files," including versions of Digital Research's assembler and debugger programs for the PC's Intel 8088 processor. The disk is not copy protected. The user's manual consists of 372 pages organized into 11 chapters, a preface, 6 appendices, and an index.

In a feature-for-feature comparison, IBM's version of CP/M-86 is strong where PC-DOS is weak, but the reverse is also true. One irony in a comparison is that the function keys—the use of which IBM is said to have urged vigorously upon outside software developers—are used more meaningfully by CP/M-86 (hereafter, simply "CP/M") than PC-DOS. (Yet both operating systems require that users memorize the meanings of the keys; neither provides the on-screen legends offered by the PC's BASIC language.) The keys are used by CP-DOS to edit lines of input to the operating system. CP/M uses the keys for single-keystroke execution of such oft-used functions as viewing a disk directory or checking the available space on a disk.

Other areas in which CP/M seems stronger than PC-DOS are in offering programs easier access to the PC's display and keyboard features, and in easing serial-type communications. IBM's BASIC language companion to PC-DOS contains many commands for controlling display features, such as cursor position, character color or other attributes, text or graphic screen mode, and the like; but PC-DOS itself is devoid of mechanisms for dealing with such matters. Using CP/M, you can control all the display adjustments and similar items by sending the operating system sequences of two or more characters started with the "escape" character.

**Easier Use of Serial Port**

PC-DOS's BASIC also provides comprehensive facilities for adjusting operation of the asynchronous serial communications ports, while PC-DOS itself has no equivalent controls. That's inconvenient if you want to use the COPY command to print a file on a serial printer that communicates at some speed other than the built-in setting PC-DOS uses automatically. CP/M provides two commands, PROTOCOL and SPEED, that deal with most imaginable requirements for setting up serial communications. The PROTOCOL command allows selection of either widely used convention by which an attached device can tell your computer when it is, or is not, ready to accept data (the XON/XOFF and ETX/ACK protocols); there's also a third choice for when no protocol is required. The SPEED command lets you...
set all the remaining adjustments you might need to cope with in order to establish successful serial communication: transmission rate, number of "stop bits," and the like. By incorporating these features into the operating system, CP/M makes it unnecessary for individual programs to recreate them, and simplifies using CP/M commands, such as TYPE, directly with serial devices.

Contrariwise, PC-DOS has a MODE command that allows direct adjustment of line spacing and character size on the IBM matrix printer and permits tinkering with display positioning to compensate for a maladjusted video monitor. CP/M lacks both these features.

**Tells What It's Doing**

Surprisingly, in view of the ultra-terse screen interaction style of earlier CP/M versions, CP/M-86 is very communicative in several respects about what it is doing. When you start it up (either by switching on the computer or pressing CTRL-ALT-DEL, just as with PC-DOS), it counts off, "READING 1234..." as it loads the four disk sections of its main program into memory. It then displays a list of the hardware it detects as installed and working in your PC. When you give the command to format a disk (in CP/M it's called NEWDISK), the first result is a screen message repeating back to you which disk drive you've ordered to perform the formatting procedure. The message warns you, "ALL DATA WILL BE ERASED FROM THE DISK" and asks, "Is this what you want [y/n]?" If you say yes, CP/M then displays a running progress report as data tracks are written and verified.

There are other areas in which PC-DOS is a better communicator. When a problem has occurred in using a disk, PC-DOS gives you the choice, "Abort, Retry, Ignore?" while CP/M presents the laconic choice, "A, I, C, R?" (and it's still not clear what "C" does). CP/M's facilities for copying and moving files, collectively known as PIP for Peripheral Interface Program, carries forth the same inscrutable command syntax seen in earlier CP/M versions. Thus CP/M gains a point for consistency, but PC-DOS gains an offsetting one for understandability.

A key feature of PC-DOS that CP/M apparently does not provide is an option to set up a disk so a certain program or series of them goes to work automatically after you turn on or reset the computer. Apparently, it is possible for software experts to add an "autoexecute" feature to CP/M, but such a feature is not standard. Also, PC-DOS provides explicit methods for programmers to create their own variation on the "command processor" program that interprets how to handle your commands to the operating system. This kind of var-

---

**In View of the ultra-terse style of earlier CP/M versions, CP/M-86 is very communicative.**
tion may be possible with CP/M, but
tways to achieve it are not explicitly given
in the manual. One way variant command
processors are used is by programs that
redifine key meanings on the keyboard,
or lock out such key functions as break and
reset—a frequent strategy to frustrate soft-
ware copying.

Disk Capacities About Even

Disk storage capacity for the two sys-
tems is comparable. A formatted CP/M
disk has 141K of free space after the
operating system has been copied to it.
CP/M will have an edge in the future,
however, since it includes the ability to use
two-sided disk drives, which IBM is ex-
pected to have announced by the time this
is published. PC-DOS is a little more de-
tailed than CP/M in its reports of disk con-
tents; it shows a file's size to the exact num-
er of characters, where CP/M shows an
approximate size rounded up to the next
larger "K." But CP/M offers extra features
in assigning "attributes" to files and allo-
cating files among up to 16 separate "us-
ers."

When CP/M is in control of the com-
puter, it uses the bottom line of the screen
for a "status" display, which includes the
current time and date. Those who do not
enjoy seeing their life tick away in front of
them, second by second, will find this fea-
ture questionable. CP/M does not de-
mmand you type in "today's date" as does
PC-DOS. Instead, it goes on using the last
time and date it was aware of until you set
it otherwise. When first loaded out of the
box, the disk displays the date 2/10/82,
perhaps suggesting when the last tinkering
with the product was finished.

A FORMATTED
CP/M disk has 141K
of free space after the
operating system has
been copied to it.

The user's manual is very much in
keeping with those accompanying other
software IBM sells for the PC. It is well
and clearly, but not frivolously, written.
The organization is simple and quickly un-
derstandable. The novice will not feel
unduly put off, nor the expert patronized.

Considering the Choice

Comparing functionality and ease-of-
use, the choice between these two operat-
ing systems would appear to be in the "six-
of-one, half-dozen-of-the-other" category.
Each excels in spots and falls down in oth-
ers. From the programmer's point of view,
a choice has yet to emerge. The key "func-
tion calls" by which programs employ the
operating system are virtually identical
between the two. CP/M-86 sells for six
times the price of PC-DOS, but includes
tools for assembly-language programming
that PC-DOS does not provide. The assem-
brler is considered by many to be an essen-
tial tool for advanced programming.

For those who don't plan to do assem-
ble-language programming, CP/M seems
a less compelling purchase. Ultimately, it

"I'M SPENDING A LOT
MORE TIME ON MY TENNIS."

Thanks to two innovative new software products from TCI, the time that I spend
at my new IBM Personal Computer needn't interrupt my social calendar.

Agenda™

Have you ever forgotten an important event? Scheduled two meetings at or near the same
time? These problems are solved by the AGENDA system that tracks all of your personal and
business time. You simply enter data on scheduled meetings, projects, holidays, reminders, and
dates to remember (birthdays, anniversaries, etc.) and AGENDA does the rest. There is an
automatic check of tightly scheduled days, a perpetual calendar, and a preview of coming
days, weeks, or month-at-a-glance either on your display or a printout to carry with you. User-
defined expenses can be tracked day to day. AGENDA even provides continuous clock display
and alarm when on-line. Can handle up to 3,000 separate records. (Requires 64K, DOS, printer
and either 40 or 80 character display)

165 includes diskette, manual, and shipping
$15 for manual only (refundable on diskette purchase)

Maltrak™

Clubs, churches, sports teams, prospects, sales lists, membership organizations, fraternities,
alumni, neighbors, volunteers... whatever the list, it can be managed on TCI's MALTRAK. Full
name and address information (first and last name, two address lines plus city, state, country,
and 9 digit zip) is more than just a mailing list, with two phone numbers, five user defined
mail codes, plus four activity codes with dates. On-screen editing and updating. Output
includes phone directories master list, mailing labels (user selected format), file labels, and
output file for the new IBM EasyWriter program. Sort and select capabilities draw on all
information to suit your specialized needs. Stores up to 1,200 records on a standard diskette
(Requires 64K, DOS, Printer, and either the 40 or 80 character display)

165 includes diskette, manual and shipping
$15 for manual only (refundable on diskette purchase)

Use our 24 hour Hot Line
215-836-1406
Call or write today for more information.
VISA and MasterCard accepted.
will depend on the appeal of other software that is marketed to run using one program or the other, or perhaps a different system will come along and overshadow both. An obvious gap in the CP/M offering is a minimal version meant only to support the use of other programs, a so-called "run-time package" priced comparably with PC-DOS. Availability of a run-time package would make it easier for software marketers to choose CP/M without imposing a $200 price disadvantage on their programs.

The introduction of some compellingly desirable program offered to work only with CP/M-86 might shift the momentum in its favor. Regarding conversion of existing programs from earlier CP/M versions, all parties generally concede that the conversion effort is about equal to get to CP/M-86 or PC-DOS.

The real value of CP/M-86 may be in illustrating what a short move along the relatively horizontal part of the learning curve can produce. CP/M may be winning wide acclaim and adoption as "almost an industry standard," but its version for the IBM PC tends to suggest there are plenty better things to come.

—Jim Edlin

Still Another CP/M Choice
CompuView Products introduces its own CP/M-86 version and says it's "better than IBM's."

A Michigan software company has not only begun selling the CP/M-86 operating system for the PC ahead of IBM's own version of the software, they claim to have improved upon it as well.

CompuView Products, Inc., says that VEDIT, its $325 implementation of CP/M-86, includes an increase in the IBM Personal Computer's standard 5 1/4-inch disk capacity to 196K characters, plus a way to define the use of the function keys. For $100 extra, the user also gets horizontal scrolling and a full-screen text editor.

According to systems programmer/analyst Rick Fortson, CompuView's CP/M-86 uses "more of the available disk space," giving the user 193K of the 196K disk capacity. It also reads from and writes to any 5 1/4-inch, "double-density" disk format, not only those created on the IBM PC.

CompuView's CP/M-86 will work with all the IBM hardware, Fortson says, including the hard disks, which are not yet available, "because it's easy for our BIOS (basic input/output system) to handle them. We even handle expansion memory better than PC-DOS does."

Fortson says that CompuView's CP/M-86 is also more versatile than IBM's PC-DOS because it contains a terminal-emulation package. "Say you bought an application program that's written for CP/M-86, but it didn't specifically have the PC listed in its configuration utility. With our CP/M-86 you could emulate one of the terminals that it did list, such as the Teletype or Beehive or Hazeltine, and so on. The software for doing that is already in our BIOS."

The reason for that, says Fortson, is that CompuView has, for two years, sold a powerful text editor, VEDIT (pronounced 'veddit'), a CP/M product used mainly by programmers to edit programs. Because VEDIT had to be configured for many different terminals, he says, "we already had the tables of CRT characteristics, the escape-sequences, and so on."

FRANKLY, we've got IBM beat, feature for feature.

VEDIT is now offered for the PC as well, he said, in both a CP/M-86 and a DOS version, for $195. "The customer can also purchase our update subscription service: $45 for two updates. Since VEDIT came out, we've offered an update every four to eight months; we believe in 'instantaneous' customer support. I should know. I'm the guy that patches software for your particular machine if you call in saying it doesn't work right."

"Software without headaches" is CompuView's design philosophy, says Fortson. "Even for an inexpensive screen editor [VEDIT] people get more support than they're used to. With the CP/M-86, frankly, we've got IBM beat, feature for feature."

—Hal Glatzer
PHD, the first Personal Hard Disk with full capacity built in backup

Advance to a new degree of computer power and data security with 10 Megabytes: five MB of fast disk storage and 5MB for backup. The savings in operator time will pay for the PHD. Available for a wide range of popular personal computers:

- Apple II — all three operating systems on ONE disk. Ties into available low cost networks for education and office automation.
- IBM Personal Computer — turns the IBM-PC into the fastest personal computer on the market.
- Xerox 820 — add your vertical market software packages for a complete business solution.
- Heath-Zenith and other systems

The compact PHD can also be used as a single 10MB drive. In the future you can expand to a 10 x 10 or 20 MB configuration.

A full dealer program with flooring, service kits and demo package is available now. Suggested List Price: $3,595.

Also available from XCOMP:

- $100 Hard Disk Subsystem at unbeatable OEM prices
- General Purpose (GP) controllers — 8 bit interface — with easy interface to microprocessor-based systems
- SG/R GP controller for SA1000 interface
- SM/R GP controller for Storage Module Drives
- AM/R GP controller for ANSI Interface disk and tape
- ST/S, SG/S SM/S and AN/S same as above, for the $100 bus

PHD-type subsystems are also available to OEMs.

*Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM Corp.
Xerox is a trademark of Xerox Corp.
Heath-Zenith is a trademark of Zenith Data Systems.
Another CP/M alternative—a plug-in module that lets your PC use existing CP/M-80 programs.

Baby Blue, XEDEX Corporation, 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10105 (212/489-0444). $600 for the board, software, and manual; $980 includes WordStar and MailMerge.

Baby Blue from XEDEX Corporation is intended for PC users who want to have their cake and eat it too. It is an alternative for those who choose the PC in anticipation of a new generation of powerful programs, but whose immediate needs seem better met by existing programs designed for other computers. Baby Blue could also serve people who already have a substantial investment in programs or data files not easily transferable to the PC.

XEDEX's $600 Baby is a plug-in board and set of programs that, according to the manufacturer, allow an IBM PC to run the vast library of software that was written for the CP/M-80 operating system. CP/M-80 is the older brother of CP/M-86, which is now available for the IBM PC. The closest thing to an industry standard, CP/M-80 can play host to an estimated 2,000 ready-to-run programs. MicroPro International's WordStar word-processing system is one example of a CP/M-80 program that is in high demand by PC users.

Because the IBM PC uses an Intel 8088 processor instead of the earlier 8086 and Z-80 chips for which the original CP/M was designed, most software written for the CP/M-80 systems cannot run under either CP/M-86 or PC-DOS disk operating systems without some rewriting. Baby Blue creates compatibility by providing a Z-80 based "computer within a computer" while the PC itself remains under the control of its own 8088 processor. As a bonus feature, Baby Blue contains an additional 64K (65,535 characters) of memory. When in use, Baby Blue uses its own memory chips. When the PC is working under its own operating systems, Baby Blue functions as a 64K expansion board, upgrading a 64K PC to a 128K system.

Aside from the different operating system, another potential source of incompatibility is that most CP/M-80 software is written for computers that use an external terminal, whereas display and keyboard functions are built into the PC. To overcome this, Baby Blue causes the PC to act like a Televideo 950 terminal. XEDEX selected the Televideo because, of all the popular terminals, it has screen and keyboard characteristics most similar to those of the PC, yet it is also compatible with the terminal supported by most CP/M programs, Lear-Siegler's ADM-3.

As I explain later, a CP/M-80 program or data file can be entered into a Baby Blue equipped PC in one of four possible ways. Once the program is in your computer, Baby Blue adds to it an additional 4K of code and then writes it to the disk as a PC-DOS file. The 4K consists of commands that inform the PC that it is about to run a CP/M-80 program and to turn on Baby Blue. All this is invisible to the user. Once that code is attached, you use it like any other program or file on your directory. A secondary advantage of using Baby Blue with existing CP/M-80 software is that XEDEX, by using some of the PC's memory and other facilities, has added up to 7K of additional working memory to the maximum available using most Z-80 or 8080 based computers.

Baby Blue is the first product of the New York based XEDEX Corporation. But
XEDEX President Harris Landgarten is no stranger to CP/M. He, along with several other XEDEX executives, left Lifeboat Associates, a major marketer of CP/M compatible software, to form this new venture. A precedent for the IBM/Baby Blue combination comes from the Apple II microcomputer, whose processor, like the PC's, is not capable of running CP/M-80. To get around this, Microsoft Corporation offers Apple owners the "SoftCard." The SoftCard product, like Baby Blue, contains a Z-80 processor and gives the Apple user the choice of running the Apple under its regular operating system (Apple DOS) or the transformed Z-80 Apple under CP/M. Unfortunately, the SoftCard equipped Apple uses two incompatible operating systems, so software that runs under one system cannot access data created by the other.

**IF BABY**

Blue is to open up the treasure chest of CP/M software, the user must find a way to read the disks.

To avoid that disadvantage, Baby Blue writes its files using IBM's PC-DOS operating system. The CP/M-80 data and program files can co-exist with PC-DOS files on the same disks, and data files created with CP/M-80 software can later be read by other programs that use PC-DOS. Vendors are gradually developing programs to take full advantage of the PC's 256K memory capacity. With any luck, many of these programs will be able to access files created by the Z-80 programs running under Baby Blue.

A cautionary note: As of this writing, PC-DOS files cannot be accessed by programs that run under CP/M-86. Since data created by Baby Blue controlled programs is written in PC-DOS, it is not presently compatible with CP/M-86 software. However, with computers everything is subject to change—usually for the better. It wouldn't surprise me if someone has already written a program to solve this problem.

**How to Obtain Baby Blue Software**

If Baby Blue is to open up the treasure chest of CP/M software, the user must find a way for the PC to read the disks that the software comes on. XEDEX President Landgarten outlined four methods to obtain software that will run on the Baby Blue equipped IBM PC.

The easiest is to buy programs distributed in the Baby Blue format. XEDEX sells its own release of MicroPro's WordStar and MailMerge and is currently negotiating with other software publishers to provide Baby Blue formatted versions. The format problem is not unique to Baby Blue. There are several CP/M disk formats and all manufacturers of new Z-80 equipment face the same task of either adapting other companies' CP/M software or convincing the publishers to release a special version to run on their new machine. XEDEX is following the lead of Osborne, NorthStar, and other computer companies by releasing its own versions of the most popular software while encouraging software publishers to produce compatible versions. Since issuing a CP/M program for a new format is relatively easy, publishers often oblige.

Another way to obtain IBM compatible CP/M-80 software is to purchase it in another format and convert it to work with Baby Blue. A "convert" program is included on the disk provided by XEDEX. According to XEDEX, the program allows the user to convert programs that are formatted to work on other machines. Part of the "convert" process includes placing 4K of PC-DOS code at the beginning of each CP/M-80 file. The "header" is placed on the file by Baby Blue's software and is invisible to the user. At press time XEDEX was planning to support the following formats: SuperBrain 3.0 (not quad density), Osborne Double Density, the NEC PC-8000, Cromemco single-sided double density, Triumph Adler, Alphatronic, Columbia Data Products, and the new Heath/Zenith 48 TPI format. If the convert program works as planned, you can take an off-the-shelf disk for one of the supported formats and convert the program to run on the IBM PC.

A more cumbersome way to convert software is through data communications. It is possible, says Landgarten, to connect almost any CP/M computer to an IBM and "port" over the software from one machine to the other. This is done through the communications ports of both the CP/M machine and the IBM. It can be done by cable or by sending data via telephone. A serial communications port and/or an modem are optional on the PC. The disk that accompanies Baby Blue contains a program that will attach the necessary PC-DOS "header" to the front of the CP/M program, and XEDEX will sell you software that enables the IBM to receive CP/M files. But you will also need the appropriate communications software for the sending computer.

The fourth method for obtaining software is through a service that XEDEX plans to offer. For about $100 per disk XEDEX will transfer existing CP/M programs and data to a format that can be read by Baby Blue.
When You’re Through playing games...

PCHMS™ runs on an IBM Personal Computer with 64K of memory and Color Graphics Card for color operation; printer optional.

Ask for (PCHMS™) at your IBM Personal Computer dealer.

The Hayes Stack Smartmodem is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. PCHMS and ARLSOFT are trademarks of Arlington Software+Systems

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.
*Dealer inquiries invited.

That’s not all. You’ll soon be able to add an Auto-Dialer (requires a Hayes Stack Smartmodem™), an Electronic Mail System (also requires the Hayes modem), a Budgeting and Home Finance System, and a Mailing List Facility (requires a printer).

PCHMS™ software, plus a utility program that allows you to back up your data, and a comprehensive User Guide.
$89.95 plus $2.50 for shipping and handling (MC and Visa welcome, please add 4% to above prices).

Arlington Software+Systems
97 Bartlett Avenue  Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 641-0290
The wait is over. Volkswriter, designed especially for the IBM PC, allows you to concentrate on your writing instead of your word processor.

For your personal writing needs, use Volkswriter to prepare correspondence, proposals, studies, manuscript articles, and school work. In the office, use Volkswriter for agreements, sales letters, memoranda, reports, new letters, price lists, schedules, and mailing lists. Volkswriter is unequaled in versatility and simplicity.

For programmers writing in BASIC, PASCAL, and other DOS languages, Volkswriter's full screen editor unexcelled in speed and flexibility. Volkswriter is the last program editor you will ever need.

Volkswriter is easy to learn. A unique interactive tutorial shows you how to use it. With a reference card or on screen guide to commands, editing and printing functions are explained in step by step detail. For in depth documentation, there is a sturdy reference manual.

Standard equipment on the Volkswriter includes:

- Full screen editor
- Typewriter keyboard layout
- Extensive use of function keys
- On line help
- On screen tutorial
- Reset key for changing your mind
- Automatic word wrap
- Fast insertion and deletion of characters and lines
- Reformat paragraphs
- Rapid scrolling through text
- Move and copy blocks of text with 3 key strokes
- Swap lines with 2 key strokes
- Search or replace any or every occurrence of a word
- Set margin and tabs visually
- Store formats for later recall
- Automatic centering
- Left/right justification

Since Volkswriter files are in 100% standard DOS format, it can be used with VisiCalc™ print files, network transmissions, and BASIC and PASCAL text files.

Volkswriter protects you. You cannot erase data unintentionally. Problem situations are detected and explained in English.

And performance? Whether you have a 64K system with one disk drive, or a 128K system with two floppies and hard disk, Volkswriter can and will use all your horsepower to drive as fast as you care to go.

...and the best news of all: Volkswriter is priced at $195

TEST WRITE THE VOLKSWRITER TODAY
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR CALL OR WRITE

Volkswriter requires a PC with 64K, one disk drive and DOS. It brings out the best in the IBM, EPSON, and NEC families of Centronics parallel printers.

LIFETREE SOFTWARE, INC.
177 Webster Suite 342
Monterey, California 93940
(408) 659-3221

Dealer inquiries welcome

Volkswriter is a trademark of Lifetree Software, Inc.
VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCalc Personal Software, Inc.
Some Software is Not Compatible

Regardless of how you try to transfer them, some CP/M-80 programs will not work with Baby Blue.

The first limitation is that the programs must fit within the physical limitations of the PC. If the program requires 400K of disk storage, it cannot be stored on a standard 160K PC disk. It might, however, be possible to run the program if the PC is equipped with a hard disk or a higher capacity eight-inch floppy disk. Programs that won't run under CP/M 2.2 won't run on Baby Blue. Baby Blue will also fail to support programs that use what Landgarten termed "primitive disk calls," such as calling upon the disk operating system to "read a certain sector." Such calls, according to Landgarten, "are most likely to show up in disk utilities you aren't likely to use anyway." Other programs that will not work include those that are dependent on specific hardware of the computer or display device. Programs designed to run on an Osborne computer or a SoftCard equipped Apple are not going to run on an IBM or any computer other than the one for which it was designed.

Transferring programs from one machine to another can also interfere with the licensing agreements that users sign with the software publishers or distributor. In recognition of that, Landgarten cautions, "We are not providing the convert program so that people can take software they run on one computer and convert it to the IBM. The purpose is to allow users to buy software immediately that has already been written rather than waiting for it to be rewritten on the Baby Blue format."

Does It Work?

A prereleased prototype of Baby Blue arrived at our office just in time for this issue. This article was typed on the IBM with the CP/M-80 version of WordStar. It is virtually the same WordStar that for years has been the word-processing workhorse on most microcomputers. XEDEX has improved the program to take advantage of the PC's cursor control and function keys. They also provided us with a special version of the SuperCalc spreadsheet program to run on a Baby Blue equipped IBM. Both SuperCalc and WordStar worked as advertised and both created data files in standard PC-DOS. Using a BASIC program written by one of our editors, we were even able to convert Baby Blue's WordStar files so that they could be edited with the EasyWriter and VolksWriter word-processing programs.

PC did not test the convert program, nor did we attempt to "port" software from a CP/M system to a PC.

Will It Become Obsolete?

Baby Blue might get you through the current software drought, but in time there is bound to be a plentiful supply of software written for the PC's native 8088 processor. If the programmers are as farsighted as the PC's hardware designers, much of the new software will be better suited for the PC than that which will run on Baby Blue or any other Z-80 processor. Six hundred dollars is a lot of money for a stop-gap measure, but Landgarten points to several reasons why his Baby should have a long and useful life. First, it adds 64K of memory that can be accessed by IBM's processor. Baby Blue sells for only $40 more than a 64K IBM memory board and, like a memory board, it takes up only one expansion slot, although a number of companies have introduced single-slot boards that provide up to 256K of additional memory. Baby Blue also adds another processor to the IBM, which XEDEX says will later be able to perform chores while IBM's 8088 processor is busy doing something else. For example, using as yet undeveloped software, the Z-80 could be sending text to a printer while the 8088 is running a text editing program.

Will It Meet Your Needs?

Whether Baby Blue is for you depends on your software needs. If you can be served by software that runs with PC-DOS or CP/M-86, you probably don't need any "babies" in your system. As a general rule, before buying any hardware, be sure it will run the specific software packages you need. But if you want to run programs that are available for the Z-80, then this Baby may bring joy into your life.

---

**BABY BLUE**

creates compatibility by providing a Z-80 based "computer within a computer."

---

**IBM PC Personal Financial Systems**

Like having your private accountant on call. Personal Systems package looks after your personal finances:

- Household Budget with 13 major expense categories and user defined itemization.
- Checkbook with automatic payment withdrawals by date.
- Passbook with compounded savings projections.
- Amortization with mortgage and consumer loan scheduling.

In addition to professional and educational uses, your Personal Computer can be keeping your personal finances in order.

User friendly programs in Basic. Diskette and Manual only $100. Send check or money order. Allow up to three weeks for delivery.

---

**DESIGN DATA SYSTEMS**

5270 N. Park Drive
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
BEGENVING IN SEPTEMBER, CARE Computer Systems plans to offer a software package that will open up a veritable catalog of applications programs to the IBM Personal Computer. The Bellevue, Washington firm is currently testing MatchMaker 8600—a program that converts Datapoint minicomputer software into programs compatible with IBM’s PC-DOS operating system. To develop the product, the company abandoned a previous project working toward compatibility with the CP/M operating system.

“The effect of our product,” says Gerald Nelson, executive vice president of CARE, “will be to bring a 437-page book of seasoned, third-party software from Datapoint’s catalog to the PC user. Those are field-tested, existing applications programs that have been available for years.”

CARE markets systems built around Datapoint computers, specializing in general ledger and medical records-keeping software for nursing homes; they install Datapoint minicomputers on customers’ premises, and also operate a remote computer service bureau (with an IBM mainframe) for some 800 clients. The idea for MatchMaker 8600 grew out of a desire to make use of microcomputers.

“Our software is written in DATABUS, Datapoint’s operating system language, but it’s not easily transportable into BASIC or COBOL or other languages that a micro could use,” Nelson says. CARE was impressed by CP/M, and found a computer manufacturer that—at first—was willing to support their conversion costs, but later backed out of the project.

“Then the PC came along. It made me nervous that we were going in one direction—8-bit CP/M—and IBM was going in another—16-bit machines with greater memory addressability. Now, the Datapoints are 8-bit machines, with multi-user capabilities, but that’s hard to achieve on microcomputers. The IBM PC seemed like a good product, and we figured we’d rather bet on IBM and be on their side of the line than be against them. We re-targeted the conversion of DATABUS from 8-bit CP/M to PC-DOS.”

Mike Orr, who actually did the conversion, was formerly a product manager for the business-oriented COBOL language at nearby Microsoft, and he describes the project this way: “DATABUS is inherently an interpretive language, even on the Datapoint. What that means is that the software is processing every instruction one step at a time, so the user sees only the high-level, English-like language, and the machine sees only its elementary machine language. There’s an ‘interpreter’ between them.

“For turning DATABUS files into PC-DOS files, we created an interpreter that translates the DATABUS instructions into pseudo-code, an intermediate step that can then be translated for each operation. There is an alternative approach, called a compiler,” Orr explains, “that would take an entire program and translate it into machine language, but the advantage of our approach over the compiler approach is that it is smaller and more easily portable among different machines. The major disadvantage is that it is slower than a really well-done compiler can be.

“But the interpreter is really a bridge—you can call it a ‘portable bridge’—to other 16-bit processors, and to other operating systems besides just PC-DOS. Ultimately, we’ll be making DATABUS conversions to the Motorola 68000 chip and to UNIX operating systems.”

The first application software that will use the PC instead of a Datapoint will be CARE’s own VistaCARE system for nursing homes, and CARE does not expect to make further translations itself. Rather, says Nelson, “We will make MatchMaker 8600 available to the 50 other Datapoint OEMs” (companies that develop products using Datapoint computers) and “open up the PC to them.”
One of the great masters?

Although theDatasouth DS180 matrix printer may not exactly rate as a work of art, our customers have a very high opinion of its value. Over the past year, we have shipped thousands of DS180 printers to customers throughout the world. Many of our sales now come in the form of repeat business—a strong testimonial to the acceptance of a product.

The success of the DS180 in a very competitive market did not happen by accident; rather through our sensitivity to the needs of the industry. This sensitivity we carry through research and development, production and quality control and finally, to after sales support and service.

Recently we introduced new enhancements to make the DS180 printer even more versatile. Dot addressable raster scan graphics produces output of computer generated charts, maps and graphs at a resolution of 75 x 72 dots per inch. Variable horizontal pitch selection allows printing at 10, 12 or 16.5 characters per inch plus double wide printing at 5, 6 or 8.25 characters per inch. The expanded 2K FIFO print buffer handles a full CRT screen dump at up to 9600 baud without delaying the host system. We also offer transparent mode for isolating communications problems, and for APL users, the dual ASCII/ APL character set option.

Check our list of features and we think you will agree that the DS180 offers the most complete performance package in matrix printers.

DS180 PRINTER STANDARD FEATURES
• Microprocessor Control
• 180 CPS Print Speed
• Bilingual/Logic Selecting
• 1024 Character Buffer (Expandable)
• 9.5/1 Dot Matrix
• Expanded Characters
• Adjustable Print Width/1-6 Copies
• 96 ASCII Character Set
• Cartridge Ribbon
• 12 Column Print Width
• Tractor Feed (Front or Bottom)
• Non-Visible Format Retention
• Top of Form
• Horizontal Tabs

OPTIONAL FEATURES
• Compressed Print—10, 12, 16.5 cpi
• Vertical Tabs
• Performance Skip Over
• Auto Line Feed
• 8 LPI
• Auto End of Line Carriage Return
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces
• 110/9600 Baud Communications
• Terminal Status Indicators
• Audio Alarm
• Semi-Transparent
• Xon, Xoff
• Paper Out Detection
• Mistrand
• 138 Column Print Width
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces
• 110/9600 Baud Communications
• Terminal Status Indicators
• Audio Alarm
• Semi-Transparent
• Xon, Xoff
• Paper Out Detection

The DS180 is available nationwide through our network of sales/service distributors.
At The Faire

The West Coast Computer Faire, held annually in San Francisco, has been a tribal rite of the microcomputer industry since 1977, when the Apple II and Commodore PET computers made their public debuts there. The Faire is not exactly a trade show, nor a convention or conference; descriptions like “gathering of the clan” or Hal Glatzer’s image of “The Big Game” seem to capture its spirit.

While there are sizable microcomputer industry outposts elsewhere (Boca Raton, for example), and the roots of the industry can be traced to Albuquerque and other places, the San Francisco Bay area and neighboring “Silicon Valley” have become to microcomputers what Detroit is to autos and Pittsburgh is to steel—home base. So each year the clan comes out to the Faire to revel and swap stories. And the clan keeps getting bigger, with the crowd swollen ever more by fascinated onlookers and would-be initiates. Products are shown and lectures given, but not with the blue-suit or pipe-and-tweed atmosphere of more traditional events. Attending the Faire is an experience unto itself.

At last year’s Faire IBM was an official exhibitor. Asked when her company was going to introduce its “real” personal computer, an IBM representative pointed to the Model 5120 on display and said, “This is it.” (Four months later we all knew better.) In 1982 IBM itself didn’t exhibit. But the presence of the PC was everywhere—the biggest source of excitement in the place. PC magazine was there too, hawking our wares and checking out the scene. Following are several reports from PC staffers.

The West Coast Computer Faire was like a homecoming weekend for Silicon Valley alumni. At the vernal equinox—a cool, green moment be-
before the waxing sun baked their grasslands brown—some 40,000 people crowded into San Francisco's stadium-like Civic Auditorium and Brooks Hall for the "big game."

Hundreds of team players drew the crowd in, their pennants and jerseys proclaiming brand-name and no-name goods, arcane peripherals, and exotic languages. Those celebrating the rites of spring had their ceremonial "king" in Faire organizer Jim Warren, who made himself ubiquitous on rollerskates.

The Faire offered me a chance to see how far the IBM Personal Computer team (which had moved to Boca Raton, Florida from Armonk, New York) would go against the home-town boys and girls of Northern California's indigenous industry.

Yet IBM itself was conspicuously absent, and it was not the only league leader to stay off the field: Atari, Zenith, and Microsoft set up no booths, and the latter two asked only the trade press "sports-writers" to attend their news conferences. Instead, resellers and dealers represented them, going head-to-head with Apple, Osborne, Radio Shack, and other first-string players who were there in person.

Around the Faire at least two dozen booths had a PC on display, and many more had flyers that swore that their hardware or software was—or soon would be—running on the PC. In this wide world of computer sports, some exhibitors' literature reminded me of TV wrestlers in before-the-match interviews, shouting gruff and bluff promises of strength; others were more soft-spoken, like golfers who have played only 9 of 72 holes in a tournament.

One company, Datamost, proclaimed that their software, WRITE-ON! ("I" is part of the name, by the way) was "easier than EasyWriter, " as "powerful as WordStar," and "a program editor too." To them things like word wrapping, variable inserts to form letters, print formatting and text merging were unique features.

More subtle was Quadram Corporation, which modestly touted its memory expansion board for the PC this way: "The first mass-produced IBM cards [sic] shipped by a supplier other than IBM. . . . With four cards being shipped, Quadram has become one of the leading suppliers of IBM peripheral boards." Did they mean four varieties or just four boards? (And I thought I knew what "IBM cards" were—those things you're not supposed to fold, spindle, or mutilate.)

EXHIBITORS' literature reminded me of TV wrestlers in before-the-match interviews—gruff and bluff.

Team sports again: A club that has been on the field since the beginning of the PC game showed off its latest player. Information Unlimited Software, Inc. brought out EasySpeller as a teammate to its EasyWriter word processor.

EasySpeller has a built-in dictionary of 88,000 discrete words and showed itself to be very user friendly, giving full-sentence explanations of its activities. "EasySpeller does not recognize this word at all," appeared when a word in the file was not found in the dictionary, and "EasySpeller sees improper capitalization," showed up when an ordinary word was capitalized as a proper noun. EasySpeller accepts non-EasyWriter documents and will proofread any PC-DOS-created files, including BASIC and FORTRAN programs.

A potentially dangerous competitor to the PC-DOS software jockeys was a piece of hardware delicately called "Baby Blue" (a pun on IBM's corporate nickname, "Big Blue"). The product is a microcomputer on a single-printed circuit board that allows programs for the CP/M operating system to run as if the PC were an 8-bit, CP/M-compatible microcomputer—the very computer IBM had hoped to render obsolete by using the 8088 16-bit chip. Since there is still little software that takes full advantage of the 8088, Baby Blue may fill in the gaps. But if 16-bit software (written for PC-DOS or CP/M-86) comes down the pike soon, Bob Dylan's lyrics may be heard blowing in the wind: "It's all over now Baby Blue."

So here's the latest from the press box at Silicon Valley Stadium, over radio sta-
Surrender at the Faire

I arrived at the West Coast Computer Faire as a freelance writer in search of anything new and exciting in the world of computers. Having no bias toward any particular system, I wandered through the cavernous convention stopping at whatever booths struck my fancy. After three days of non-stop talking and gawking, I surrendered my free-agent status.

Within a week I signed on as an editor at PC, and I just took delivery on my own IBM Personal Computer.

I didn’t need the Faire to convince me that the PC was an excellent computer. Like a lot of people, I was holding back until I saw adequate software and hardware for the machine. There are a lot of excellent computers on the market, but what makes a machine exciting is the support it gets from others—software authors, equipment manufacturers, users groups, even book and magazine publishers. Any lingering doubts were erased by my experience at the Faire.

The Faire pierced certain myths about IBM’s new computer. Myth One: Limited software. Software may have been limited in October when the machine was released, but a lot of programmers have been burning the midnight oil in the intervening six months. The Faire had enough software offerings to satisfy some pretty diverse demands.

Faire goers in search of word-processing software could view demonstrations of VolksWriter, Select, and Write-On, and Norell Data Systems promised the imminent release of EasyText.

Spreadsheet shoppers were not limited to IBM’s VisiCalc. “Calcalikes,” it seems, are fair[ely] game. Sorcim was showing SuperCalc while others were claiming that their electronic spreadsheets were just around the corner.

PCers in need of communications software were not bound to IBM’s Asynchronous Package, since Micro-Link made it to the Faire. Data Base management needs could be filled by Norell’s EasyData, ISU’s EasyFiler, Washington Computer Service’s Record Management System and two packages from Johnson Associates.

Games, though not plentiful, were displayed by Stoneware and Digital Marketing. There was even a program called “The Programmer,” designed to help you write your own programs.

While there weren’t as many software packages as there were for Apple, TRS-80, or CP/M microcomputers, there were plenty from which to choose.

Myth Two: The PC is expensive. Faire goers were treated to add-ons that transformed the PC into a bargain system. Davong’s Faire Special included a 192K memory board for $599—$39 more than IBM’s 64K board. To store the data generated by all that cheap memory, they also showed a $1,995 five-megabyte hard disk. These disks hold 31 times the data of an IBM floppy at 3 1/2 times the price.

Buyers of color monitors could see the light for a lot less. Both ATI and Electro-Home had color monitors for less than $600. Berkeley Micro-Computer was one of many companies selling memory chips. They also had a six-foot extension cord for the PC keyboard.

Engineers, programmers, scientists, and system designers also had products from which to choose. Hurricane Labs, for example, was showing its PC prototype wire rap and expander boards, and promising lots more for the future. Basic Business Software demonstrated a series of utility programs to take some of the drudgery out of programming. They also offered some pretty sophisticated statistics packages to run on the PC.
Even would-be entrepreneurs had a chance to cash in on the PC bonanza. The Software Emporium offered franchises to anyone "with a modest amount of capital and a willingness to work hard." The PC was the most prominently featured computer in the Emporium's prototype advertising.

For every firm that had a PC product at the Faire, there were several that had some in the works, not yet ready for exhibit. Need proof? Check out this issue's "New on the Market." If that's not proof enough, stay tuned. Next year's Faire might just be a PC Carnival.

—Larry Magid

**The Programmer Previewed**

The most tantalizing booth at the Faire for me was that of Advanced Operating Systems. They were showing off a nearly finished version of *The Programmer*, a program to help write other programs. I wanted a copy the minute I saw it.

*The Programmer* is not one of the so-called "programs that program." It is a program that helps you write programs in BASIC. By far its nicest attribute is that it takes in the full range of the PC's capabilities: graphics, sound, communications, etc. Menus in the program present you with choices of all the things the PC can do. The screen graphics menu, for example, includes a choice to draw a line; and if you select this, *The Programmer* will then ask you where the line should start and stop, what color it should be, and whatever else it needs to know. By showing you listings of the PC's features in this way, the program keeps reminding you of all the things the PC can do.

Making a program this way is a little like stringing beads. You still need to define what you want a new program to accomplish; but once you do, you just outline the steps, and *The Programmer* turns it into a BASIC program. While in the bead-stringing stage, you can shift back and forth between *The Programmer* and your evolving program to check how it's coming along, then go back for changes or additions. If the eventual product lives up to the preview, this one's going to be a biggie.

—Jim Edlin

**Word-Processors Proliferate**

One obvious message from the Faire exhibits was that PC users will have plenty of choices about what they use to process words.

The cottage-industry corps had already been hard at work. In a small booth tucked away on a mezzanine, Camilo Wilson (above left) showed off his Volkswriter...
program—aimed at those seeking simplicity. Downstairs, DataMost was marketing a version of Write On! that Betsy Speicht (right) had rapidly adapted from its original version for the Apple II computer. (The manual binder bore apple pictures, but a sticker was affixed that said "IBM Version").

The makers of IBM’s chosen software, EasyWriter, previewed a newer and different program, EasyWriter II, that they will be marketing on their own. And other companies, while not yet showing their products, certainly wanted to make sure you knew they were coming. These included Sorcim Corp., publishers of the SuperCalc spreadsheet, which was talking up a companion SuperWriter program, and Select Information Systems, who had their Select program demonstrating on several machines including the Xerox personal computer. Select’s Zev Rattet said the IBM PC version of the program was just about to be released.

**SOME 40,000 people crowded into the stadium-like Civic Auditorium and Brooks Hall for the big game.**

PC Panel Draws Standing Room Only

The Computer Faire’s three-hour panel discussion entitled “The IBM Personal Computer” drew a standing-room-only crowd of more than 500 information-hungry individuals. They turned out to hear a panel that included such stars of the PC firmament as Microsoft’s Bill Gates and Digital Research’s Gary Kildall. The only missing ingredient was a representative from IBM itself, and though none were on the podium, some visitors from Boca Raton were spotted in the audience. The session was organized by John Reutter, president of Megasoft, a software systems company that is developing educational and entertainment software. In addition to scoring the coup of getting rival software authors Gates and Kildall on the same stage, Reutter assembled two hardware manufacturers—Martin Alpert, president of Tecmar, and Bob Lindgren, vice president of marketing at DataMac Equipment Corp. Other speakers at the session included Fred “Chip” Poole, senior vice president for mergers and acquisitions at Micropor International; Richard Mandel, national products manager at ComputerLand in Hayward; PC publisher David Bunnell; and PC founding editor Jim Edlin.

Each panelist gave a 15- to 20-minute talk followed by a few minutes of questions and answers. Here are some highlights.

**John Reutter, Megasoft**

For three to four years many of us speculated about when IBM would drop its bombshell and legitimize our industry. In August 1980, IBM began forming the project and put together 250 PC “freaks” within IBM. I had a number of friends at IBM who had their own PCs—some of the early ones. They had to hide the fact that they had them. It wasn’t an accepted thing to go home and play with your PC if it didn’t have an IBM label.

The project was completed in less than a year. And the software that was sold to the public for three to four years, with thousands of bugs in it, was found and corrected before IBM introduced its computer onto the market. This was to maintain respectability.

IBM is one of the very few companies in the entire world that overnight could create a billion-dollar industry.

**Bob Lindgren, DataMac**

I talked with a lot of the ComputerLand Store owners—the ones who have been around for a while, who have been through the Apple. They said the Apple would be a ripple on a pond. But the IBM seems to be a tidal wave. And it doesn’t...
seem to be subsiding at all.

Memory is an area that, as users, you’re gonna have to look at. If you look at IBM’s announcement, they say the maximum configuration would be 256K. Remember, with five expansion slots, when you take a floppy and you take your monitor and your printer, you’re left with three expansion slots. The obvious thing was to increase the density of the board. We wondered why they didn’t increase the capacity of the board.

The other area that we looked at on a PC that was interesting and seemed to be similarly deficient was the amount of floppy disk storage offered. IBM used Tandon drives and the 40 tpi drives, which gave a capacity of 160K. So really you have a floppy storage problem, especially with some of the software that’s being supported. You need certain date bases that you can’t get to with those sized floppies.

Dr. Martin Alpert, Tecmar

Tecmar has developed 26 products for the IBM PC. By virtue of handling these products, we’ve been able to learn a great deal about the PC and our market.

Many users are first-time users without significant technical background, which is why quality of product and high reliability are so vital.

**IBM is one of the few companies that overnight could create a billion dollar industry.**

There are certain product omissions that were obvious. And IBM, by providing complete documentation, facilitated third-party hardware vendors meeting those needs. High-density RAM, Winchester drives, and expansion chassis were some of the products. You can now find literally dozens of manufacturers of memory for the PC. Most of these commodity products are very similar, with a few variations. It is the peripherals that make this PC acceptable to a multitude of applications. It is these peripherals that give this PC personality.

New software can be used to add new functions to the hardware. For example, at the show, we’ve announced software products that allow the standard memory board to act as a disk.

IBM has set very high standards that this industry must also adhere to.

Fred “Chip” Poold, Micropro

The projection before IBM entered the market was that we’d have between one and two million micros out this year. They’re now forecasting four and five million by 1985.

Professional and business people are by far the dominant users of microcom-
NEC's new letter-quality printer gets personal with IBM.

The Spinwriter® 3550 lets the IBM PC get down to business.
NEC's new Spinwriter letter-quality printer is the only one plug-compatible with the IBM Personal Computer. So you get the business applications you've been wishing for. Letter-quality output for word and data processing. Multi-language, scientific, and technical printing. Simple forms handling. Quiet operation. And the reliability of the industry's most popular printer line.

NEC designed the new Spinwriter especially for the IBM PC. It comes complete with documentation and training materials to fit your PC user's handbook. Just plug the Spinwriter in and your PC instantly becomes more versatile and flexible.

More than 8 forms handlers and 50 print thimbles boost PC versatility.
NEC designed the Spinwriter's 8 modular forms handlers to accommodate a wide range of paper and document sizes and types. The easily mounted handlers let your computer print out the forms you need for data processing, word processing, graphics, accounting or other business applications.

The Spinwriter's 50 print thimbles can more than triple your PC's usefulness. They come in both constant pitch and proportional-spaced fonts, plus in foreign language, technical and scientific versions. They snap in and out in seconds, and let you print up to 203 columns on 16-inch paper. They each last for more than 30 million impressions.

This printer's special features make everything look better on paper.
The Spinwriter's software-invoked features include automatic proportional spacing; bidirectional, bold and shadow printing; justification; centering; underlining; and sub/super scripting, all at speeds up to 350 words per minute.

That big extra, Spinwriter reliability. The new 3550 is part of NEC's renowned Spinwriter family, the world's most popular line of letter-quality printers.

Spinwriters have the industry's best mean-time-between-failure rating, in excess of 3,000 hours. In terms of average personal computer usage, that's more than five years.

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173

Send me more information on the Spinwriter 3550.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

We're Made for Each Other.
QUNIX™

BRINGS MINICOMPUTER PERFORMANCE TO YOUR PC**

QUNIX IS AN ENTIRELY ORIGINAL AND HIGHLY OPTIMISED OPERATING SYSTEM DESIGNED TO ENSURE YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER’S UPGRADABILITY TO ADVANCED INFORMATION PROCESSING, COMMUNICATION AND NETWORKING APPLICATIONS.

QUNIX SUPPORTS A FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE “C” PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE (WHICH CAN ALSO USE THE 8087 COPROCESSOR!) AS WELL AS COMPILED BASIC AND PASCAL.

A VERY ADVANCED ULTRA-FAST FULL SCREEN EDITOR ALLOWS ANY KEY TO PERFORM USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS WHILE THE TEXT FORMATTER PROVIDES FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION.

CHOOSE A SINGLE USER MULTI-TASKING VERSION OF QUNIX AND SPEED UP AND INCREASE YOUR CONTROL OF YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER! SPOOL OUTPUT TO YOUR PRINTER OR USE “TALK” TO TRANSFER FILES TO OR FROM REMOTE PC’S VIA MODEMS THEN RESUME YOUR EDITING OR OTHER FUNCTIONS WHILE THAT TASK IS COMPLETED!

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO AVOID THE QUESTION “Dad, can I use the IBM computer tonight?” CHOOSE A DUAL USER VERSION OF QUNIX FOR YOUR HOME USE AND SHARE THE FULL SYSTEM POWER WITH YOUR CHILDREN! MAKE THE PERSONAL COMPUTER A JOINT LEARNING EXPERIENCE OR JUST LET THE KIDS PLAY GAMES WHILE YOU WORK ( OR VICE VERSA? ).

IF YOU ARE A BUSINESSMAN OR EDUCATOR AND WANT TO MINIMIZE THE COST OF PROVIDING ADVANCED COMPUTING FACILITIES CONSIDER UPGRADING YOUR IBM PC WITH A DAVONG-WINCHESTER DRIVE, MEMORY EXPANSION AND OTHER ADD-IN COMPONENTS TOGETHER WITH AN EXTENDED VERSION OF QUNIX TO ALLOW UP TO EIGHT SIMULTANEOUS USERS!

IF YOU WANT TO RUN APPLICATIONS YOU ALREADY OWN WRITTEN FOR THE IBM DOS A NEW QUANTUM PRODUCT CALLED A “DOS EMULATOR” TO BE RELEASED IN JUNE 1982 WILL ALLOW YOU TO DO THAT WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR QUNIX SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT!

** QUANTUM SUPPORTS THE IBM PC AND OTHER SYSTEMS BASED ON THE INTEL 8086,8087,8088 MICROPROCESSORS AS WELL AS SYSTEMS BASED ON THE MOTOROLA 6809 MICROPROCESSOR.
STARTS THE SOFTWARE REVOLUTION OF THE 80'S

QUNIX™

Multi-tasking, multi-user *Unix-like operating systems for the IBM PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUNIX 1.0</th>
<th>QUNIX 1.0</th>
<th>QUNIX 1.0</th>
<th>QUNIX 1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE USER</td>
<td>DUAL USER (S)</td>
<td>QUAD USER (S)</td>
<td>OCTAL USER (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommended Minimum PC Configuration

| 64K & 2 Floppies | 64K & 2 Floppies | 128K & 5 Meg Winchester | 256K & 5 Meg Winchester |

Languages and Utilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8086 ASSEMBLER</th>
<th>C COMPILER</th>
<th>FULL SCREEN EDITOR</th>
<th>TEXT FORMATTER</th>
<th>BASIC COMPILER</th>
<th>PASCAL COMPILER</th>
<th>FORTRAN COMPILER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further information for personal and OEM users, please write or call:

IN U.S.
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC.
7219 SHEA COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95139
(408) 629-9402

IN CANADA
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD.
P.O. BOX 5318, STATION "F"
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA K2C 3H5
(613) 235-4297

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
computers. We feel it's the needs of the office that are the driving force behind software development. ComputerLand stores in New York and MIS Week in February 1982 recorded that 93 percent of the PCs are purchased by businesses, both small and large.

We perceive that the trends in software are three-fold: (1) The needs of the office environment are going to be crucial to the development of applications software; (2) The entire office environment needs to be integrated; (3) One of Micropro's intents is that our software will allow Bill Gates to recommend the IBM PC to his mom. It must be easy to use and alter.

Canned application software has a major problem. The likelihood of satisfying everyone is virtually impossible. There have been accounts receivable (A.R.) as long as there have been professions. Yet nobody's ever come up with a definitive A.R. package, because businesses are all different. All packaged software is just an approximation of what the user wants. A more powerful microcomputer from the world's largest computer company is not going to change this fact. The problem will become worse as whole new types of users absolutely ungodly about dataprocessing enter the microcomputer world. We feel the answer lies not only in better hardware, but, specifically, in better software.

**One of MicroPro's intentions is that our software will allow Bill Gates to recommend the IBM PC to his mom.**

Hardware is interchangeable. You have much more invested in learning how to use a piece of software. We want to capitalize on that investment for you by having you learn one piece of software and making the next piece that much easier to learn—keyboard techniques are the same, operator techniques are identical, menu schemes are the same, prompts are the same, data is compatible between programs... It has to be. If we don't do it, someone else will. And we intend to be number one.

**Bill Gates, Microsoft**

(Gates wrote the first BASIC language for a microcomputer and is, in Reuter's words, "singlehandedly responsible for creating our industry."

We have today a 16-bit world. (The PC) is the first of a new class of machines that will become increasingly important.

Some of the key packages now on the IBM machine (VisiCalc, EasyWriter) never existed in the 8080 environment.

There is a very large user base out there today developing systems under MS-DOS.

Lifeboat Associates will be publishing a wide variety of applications in MS-DOS environments, and that's important. That's the type of momentum that leads to an operating system being accepted as a standard.

I think everyone's aware, in the case of the machines today, that you can buy a nice peripheral, but in most cases the applications won't take advantage of it.

I expect most work for IBM machines will be done in a high-level language. The extra power of the instruction-set means that the inefficient cost for working a high-level language is greatly reduced from the 8-bit environment. The key reason for working in machine language in the 8-bit environment was the limited address space, and that is something the IBM PC solves.

I think you'll see packages that'll demand more and more memory. I encourage you to get a board that's expandable, even if you only go with the 128 initially.

**Dr. Gary Kildall, Digital Research**

We transported fundamentally the same environment into the 16-bit world to provide transportation paths for software vendors... the same function calls, the same memory organization, and the same base page. Everything is fundamentally the same, with extensions to handle memory management and multi-resident programs.

The common mode of operation for 16-bit machines, including the PC, is going to be a single-user, concurrent system.

**I EXPECT most work for IBM machines will be done in a high-level language.**

One thing we'll see in the 16-bit world that will be a change from the 8-bit environment is that the professional programming languages will become more incredible. You'll see some migration away from small basic systems and into COBOL and PASCAL environments.

**Jim Edlin and David Bunnell, PC magazine**

Jim Edlin and David Bunnell discussed customer trends (Fortune 500 companies, small businesses, and professionals are prevalent), made future projections (by the third quarter of 1982, IBM will be shipping 1,000 PCs a day), and opened the Pandora's box on a new rumor, that IBM will open a PC manufacturing plant in upstate New York and one in France. "It's important to be first," said Bunnell, "with a magazine or a product."

**Richard Mandel, ComputerLand**

Mandel touched on several key issues involving PC sales and development. High points of Mandel's presentation centered on:

- ComputerLand's role in convincing IBM to publish the PC schematics. (ComputerLand was involved quite early in PC's development.)
- First-quarter ComputerLand sales, which indicated that all line sales expanded as a result of PC's entry into the marketplace.
- Emerging sales patterns. The customer base for the PC consists of Fortune 1000 Companies, which tend to install multiples—50 to 1,000 machines per firm.

—Kathleen Burton
Discovering The Source
A network novice's initiation into the uses of a telecomputing service.

Three weeks before my IBM Personal Computer was to arrive I signed up for The Source information and communication service. I had only a vague hint of what its computing power could offer, but the concept of an electronic resource—an array of services available from the comfort and convenience of my home—seemed particularly appealing.

I purchased a subscription to The Source to access its large data base, to get late-developing financial information, and to monitor legislation in health care from Capitol Hill. Initially I focused on the information library that was available, but I soon recognized the communication possibilities inherent in this new medium. A user can receive news, transmit text, reproduce documents, and rapidly communicate information to a specialized interest group that know each other only through the electronic service.

IBM Post
One of the features of The Source is POST, a classified ad and bulletin board service. Subscribers participate in open POST listing. Naturally I accessed the IBM POST, and I found it immediately helpful.

Every evening messages appearing on the POST brought me new information about the PC: additional software, hard-disk availability, data on RGB monitors, problems with features, and recommended peripherals.

Since this was my first computer, I had many questions about its use. One immediate problem I noticed while using the communication package was the backspace feature, which should delete incorrect characters. Instead, card-like symbols in reverse video would appear on the screen and alter the communications flow. I inquired if anyone out there in Sourceland could help me.

My POST communiqué was answered immediately. This was a software problem, and its correction required a simple patch.

Furthermore, I wanted to be able to print out material from The Source while it was appearing on the screen. IBM's communication package did not provide for this. I sent out an inquiry on the POST for assistance. Very quickly people responded who had already developed a solution. They sent me a few simple modifications to the IBM package, which allowed me to echo the screen in ongoing print-out. Here were experienced and technically proficient programmers sharing information to help solve those problems.

As questions and answers popped up night after night, I realized that I had become part of a network that was effectively overhauling the IBM asynchronous communication software and making it a practical tool for the needs of home users.

PC Gazette
Following The Source's menu led me to an option called "user publishing." It allows subscribers to set up files that are available to all. One individual has created a category called The PC Gazette, a file of information about the machine. It contains communications going back to 1981. It also has an index of articles published in PC magazine, a listing of available software, and prices from IBM product centers. One can learn about user groups starting to form throughout the

[Continued]
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## MEMORY EXPANSION MODULE FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

- Directly expands memory to 256K Bytes. Replaces three 64K Byte cards. (larger configurations available)
- Each card aged at high temperature and voltage margined; less than 350 mA of +5v; one year warranty.
- Available at participating COMPUTERLAND stores: contact factory for further information.
- Intermedia Systems: 10 year old company; also produces CAD and Medical Graphic Display systems for Hewlett-Packard computers.

### Memory Expansion Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDI-SSC</td>
<td>$295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-64 64K Byte Non-Expandable</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-64 128K Byte Expandable</td>
<td>$445.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-64 192K Byte Expandable</td>
<td>$595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-64 256K Byte Expandable</td>
<td>$745.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-256/64 Async Serial Port</td>
<td>$295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-256/128 Async Serial Port</td>
<td>$445.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-256/192 Async Serial Port</td>
<td>$595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI-256/256 Async Serial Port</td>
<td>$745.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field Expansion Memory Kit**
- 9 Chip Set
- Price: $150.00

### Additional Features
- Async Port
- IBM Software Compatible
- Parity Checking
- Addressable to any 64K Boundary
- Board is disabled on unused blocks
- Field Expandable to 256K Byte

---

**SIGMA DESIGNS, INC.**
3866 Eastwood Cr., P.O.Box 3765
Santa Clara, CA 95055-3765
(408) 496-0536
About The Source:

The Source service can be used by almost any personal computer or computer terminal. Source transmission is accomplished through either of two telephone networks—Teletelnet and Tynnet, which are reached via an ordinary telephone call. IBM Personal Computer owners wishing to use The Source will need a modem, which connects the computer to a telephone line, and an asynchronous communications card with an RS-232 serial port. One can reach The Source through the COMM.BAS program included with IBM's disk operating system (PC-DOS). Communications software sold separately can also be used. A subscription to The Source costs $100 and may be purchased from retail computer stores or directly from Source Telecomputing Corporation, 1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 22102.

The subscription is a one-time-only fee. Charges for actual use of The Source are based on connect time and type of service accessed, although there is a $10 monthly minimum. Rates vary with time of day, from $4.25 an hour between midnight and 7 a.m. to $18 an hour for prime-time use (7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday).

A new, advanced data base called Source Plus is available at additional cost. Source Plus features include commodity reports and recommendations, a record of bills before Congress, and Comp-U-Start, an electronic department store. Books, major appliances, tools, tires, cameras, and carpeting are among the items that may be purchased through Comp-U-Start. A worldwide trading network and a customized information research service are also available through Source Plus.

New subscribers receive a host system number, a six-character identification code, and a personal password. These numbers must be entered correctly, in proper sequence, to connect with The Source. Subscribers also receive a user's manual, which we found intelligently written, well documented, logically arranged, and adequately indexed.

There are two routes to maneuvering through The Source. It appears designed with operating simplicity in mind, and people with little or no previous computing experience should become proficient quickly in its use.

A menu screen displays a set of alternatives, and selection usually leads to a submenu of additional options. A choice there may lead to yet another group of categories. As you become familiar with The Source, you will probably choose to bypass the menus and type in direct commands.

One can also switch rapidly from one application to another, from accessing information to actual communication. The Source will automatically disconnect if no activity is registered at command level after three minutes.

—Stuart Schwartz and Ellen Wilson

Reliable Business Software

DATASMITH software requires no previous computer experience, so it can be used effectively by your present office staff. The menu-driven systems feature extensive error detection and correction facilities, so they are "friendly" to the user.

- GENERAL LEDGER. Everything you need to keep the books. Features easy-to-use data entry and error correction, trial balance, fast post, and a variety of comprehensive reports. Automatic error detection keeps the books in balance. Writes checks and makes journal entries in one operation.

- PAYROLL. A very flexible system that adapts to a wide variety of needs. Features Federal, state, and local tax calculations, Ei credit, and special pay and deduction amounts. Prints all necessary reports, paychecks, and W-2 forms.

- DATA MANAGER. A powerful generalized data management system that lets you define, enter, update, sort, select, and print reports from a database of your own design. Applicable to almost any job where records must be kept, this system can replace literally hundreds of programs.

Put your computer to work with these sophisticated systems now. Programs are available for 48K or larger two-disk systems in your choice of code for Microsoft BASIC-80\* under CPM\*, IBM\* Personal Computer BASIC, or Micropolis\* BASIC.

DATASMITH
Box 8036, Shawnee Mission, KS 66208, (913) 381-9118
(Continued from page 67)     
was reading UPI news when something was flashed on my screen: some call letters, a small identification, and a personal introduction. “Would you like to chat?”

CHAT is a feature that allows typewritten conversation with another subscriber.

Fix for IBM Communications Program

The following change corrects a problem IBM’s asynchronous communications program has with handling backspaces. (IBM apparently forgot there might be more than one character in the input buffer.) To make the change, load the BASIC language, insert the communications program disk, then type LOAD ‘‘TERMINAL.BAS’’. When the program is loaded, type the following lines:

```
2005 D%=S12+ASC(BKS$): CALL SS(C%, T%, D%, E%)
5106 IF RIGHTS(8$, 1) <> BKS$ THEN 5110
5107 IF LEN(B$) > 1 THEN B$=LEFT$(B$, LEN(B$)-2) ELSE GOSUB 2720 : GOTO 5200
SAVE ‘‘TERMINAL’’
```

The modified program will then be stored on your disk. Line 2005 forces the base program to terminate a buffer read at a backspace character, if there is one, so only the rightmost character needs to be tested in 5106. If there is more than one character in the buffer string, then line 5107 removes the backspace and preceding character before letting the buffer be printed to the screen. Otherwise it calls an existing subroutine, which backs up one character position on the screen, prints a space, and backs up again.

With thanks to Morris E. Thompson, Jr. of Dallas, Texas (Source TCS923), who originated this change.

---

WIN 10 FREE DISKETTES

ATTENTION OWNERS OF:

Personal Computers
Small Business Computers
Word Processors

DRAWING JULY 30, 1982

This is our way of introducing you to the best guarantee in diskettes available today. Fill in the entry form below and send to:

PERSONAL COMPUTING AND SUPPLIES
P.O. BOX 203, E. AMHERST, N.Y. 14051

NAME ____________________________
COMPANY (If Required) ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY ____________________ STATE ________ ZIP _________
Type of Word Processor or Computer Used ____________________________

DISKETTE TYPE: (Indicate by ‘‘X’’ mark) ____________________________

□ Single Sided □ Single Density
□ Double Sided □ Double Density

No One Will Call On You. The Winner’s Name Will Be Used in Future Ads.

---

I was shocked but managed to respond to this stranger coming into my home electronically.

I had read about CHAT in the user’s manual for The Source, but it didn’t prepare me for the reality of this stranger coming into my home electronically. I was shocked but managed to respond.

Most conversations centered on computers and their uses. Through the CHAT feature I met a graphics designer in New York, a baccarat dealer in Las Vegas, and a Detroit TV technician who offered me a place to stay when the San Francisco Forty-Niners went to the Super Bowl.

One random contact on the electronic network turned into an amazing coincidence. I found myself chatting with an old friend of my brother’s who I had heard about but had never met.

SMAIL

The POST and CHAT introduced me to a group of people, and I began to communicate regularly through a feature called SMAIL—Source Mail. Each subscriber has a mailbox, a 2,000-character storage bank accessed with a simple command. This feature allows for rapid communication of information to an individual or a group of users. There is something magical about this instant communication—about receiving a letter, typing a reply, and knowing it is instantly in another person’s mailbox. This feature can be an enormous timesaver and a useful business link. The only drawback I have experienced is similar to that of a traditional mailbox—finding unsolicited announcements and publicity mail.

The Source was established in June 1979. In October of the following year it was taken over by Reader’s Digest Association. Seven mainframe computers were purchased, new data bases added, and response time improved. The user’s manual was rewritten and a system of on-screen menus was devised to simplify access to its services.
At this writing The Source says it has 16,786 subscribers, 1,500 added during a recent month. Mike Rawl, manager of corporate communication for The Source, says every month a new subscription record is broken.

I think services such as The Source represent a shift toward more efficient methods of conducting routine business and, more significantly, a change in the way we collect, manipulate, and share information. There are infinite possibilities, and a user may never know them all.

Some Caveats
I doubt, however, that such services will supplant the printed page. There’s an optimum amount of time one can spend watching information scroll across the screen. For me it seems to be 60 minutes at a sitting.

Also, the expense of usage can add up quickly. One has to compare the cost of writing text, playing games, and developing programs on The Source against the cost of purchasing equivalent software.

The general novelty of CHAT soon wears off. CHAT is a great equalizer and a means of expanding social networks, but after three weeks I was an old-timer.

There are just so many ways you can ask someone, “What kind of computer do you have?”

The future value of The Source depends not only on the company as much as the subscribers. Continued use will be based on specialized interest. It gives us a chance to interact, to present problems, and share solutions.

I view a subscription to The Source as similar to having a million diskettes available for use; a personal storehouse of data on business, finance, science, public affairs, sports, education, and employment; an entertainment library containing 74 games; and six dozen bulletin boards where you can place notices to buy and sell equipment or exchange ideas. With each passing month it seems more evident that my green screen will become an expanding window to the world.
MARKETPLACE/LAWRENCE J. MAGID

To sell or not to sell? For many owners of pre-IBM PC computers, that is now the question.

Used Apples

Are you an Apple II owner who looks longingly through the window of your IBM dealer's, wishing you could trade your old Apple for a new PC? Take heart. The sale of your used Apple may go a long way towards paying for a new IBM Personal Computer. Used Apples hold their value and are relatively easy to sell.

This article is for Apple owners who are thinking of selling their system to buy an IBM. Some of the tips will also apply to Radio Shack or other equipment. I am not trying to convince anyone to part with his or her old computer. Some IBM PC purchasers are finding constructive uses for their old Apples, just as some societies provide their able elders with useful jobs rather than forced retirement. Read on if you can't afford or justify keeping an extra computer around the house or office.

Making the Decision

The first task in 'trading up' is to make the fateful decision. That means taking stock in your equipment, software, and data as well as present and future needs. It's like any buying decision. But changing from one system to another means letting go of an investment in time, money, and, for some, emotional attachment. Remember, the IBM is a recently released system, so the realization of its full potential lies in the future. A system as powerful as the IBM PC can, in the long run, perform tasks that have yet to be attempted by earlier computers such as the Apple.

Consider the value of your hardware, software, and data. When evaluating software, separate that which you really use from what you have around but hardly care about. If you absolutely need applications that can be run only on the Apple, and there is not yet software that allows the IBM to perform the same task, then the decision to trade is premature. If, on the other hand, your important applications are focused on such tasks as word-processing, budgeting, and data-base management, the IBM may already have as good or better software than what you now have on the the Apple. With the introduction of Baby Blue (see story this issue), the PC can now run most software written for the CP/M-80 operating system. If you are one of more than 30,000 people running an Apple under CP/M, chances are good that you can continue to use IBM versions of your current software.

You should also consider the value of the data you are storing on Apple diskettes. For some users, that can add up to a huge investment. There are ways to transfer that data. Files can be transferred via a communications adapter directly or over the phone. In some cases they can be uploaded to The Source, CompuServe, or some other host computer and then downloaded to your new IBM. ComputerLand dealers sell both IBMs and Apples, so if you buy a PC from them, see if they can help you make the transfer. If worse comes to worse, you can print out all the data and re-enter what you wish to keep.

The price you can get for your used Apple depends, in part, on the new retail value of the components. Many people think the IBM is much more expensive than the Apple II. The difference is less
Now you can buy a 64K RAM expansion card for your IBM® Personal Computer for just $299*
That's less than you would pay any other manufacturer.
That's not all: Davong Systems, Inc. has a 192K RAM card for as little as $599*, and a 256K RAM card for just $799*.
You pay the lowest prices in the industry.
You get cards of the highest quality and superior design.
Expansion products from Davong Systems, Inc. are completely compatible with all IBM Personal Computer software and hardware.

They're the most reliable expansion products you can buy from any manufacturer.
With just one major difference: They cost much less.
Don't pay more than you have to for expanded memory. Ask your local participating ComputerLand® dealer for IBM Personal Computer expansion products from Davong Systems, Inc.

1061 Terra Bella Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 965-7725

*Davong Suggested Retail Price
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation
ComputerLand is a registered trademark of ComputerLand Corporation.
than you might imagine, and, in many configurations, an IBM is actually cheaper than a similarly equipped Apple II.

What’s the Blue Book?
Of course the value of your Apple depends on how it is equipped and its condition. Because well-made computers deteriorate very slowly, your system is probably as good as new.

One of the reasons for the Apple II’s high resale value is that it is still a production model. Despite the introduction of the Apple III, the II remains a very popular computer. Four years after its introduction as one of the first personal computers, the Apple II is still a sales leader. Apple has reported a 98 percent increase in sales, comparing the first quarters of fiscal 1981 and 1982. The majority of those sales are for the Apple II. As long as dealers continue to sell new Apples at full list price, some people will be glad to pay less for a good used one. That may no longer be true if Apple introduces a replacement for the II. When Radio Shack introduced the TRS-80 Model III, the used value of the Model I is dropped substantially. That’s because the Model III was essentially a repackaged Model I with more features and a lower price tag. Apple has not announced any plans to replace the II, but there is speculation they will, at some point, come out with a more powerful computer at a lower cost.

Should You Break Up Your System?
If your system includes a lot of components, you will have to decide whether to sell them all at once or piece by piece. You are likely to get calls from people wanting an 80-column card, a CP/M board, an extra disk drive, or part of your software collection. Whether you want to break up your system depends partially on how long you want to be in the business of selling used equipment. One solution is to be willing to sell the Apple and disk drives as one package and the components piece by piece. It’s probably a mistake to sell the components before you sell the bulk of the system. Components are easy to sell if you have access to a computer club or electronic bulletin board. Apple owners are always looking for inexpensive ways to expand their systems. But it will take extra time and effort on your part.

Software is more difficult to sell, its selection being more personal than hardware. If you throw it in free as part of your sale, you may be in a more competitive selling position. Or, once you find a buyer for the hardware, you may be able to convince the person to buy some of your software. Sometimes it is hard to convince a buyer of the value of your software. Even though it is an expensive part of the system, people have a tendency to think in terms of hardware and resist paying for software. Nevertheless, millions of dollars are spent each year on software and a current release of a “pre-owned” software package works just as well as a new one. The only drawback to used software is that the new owner may not be eligible for updates and assistance.

Where to Advertise
Chet Lambert publishes the Computer Trader, a Birmingham, Alabama based monthly newsletter that brings together buyers and sellers of used computer equipment. He says he recently sold his own dual drive 48K Apple for $2,100—70 percent of list price. Lambert claims that Apple ads produce almost immediate results.

The Computer Shopper is published monthly from Titusville, Florida. The pages of one of its recent issues carries 16 ads for used Radio Shack Model Is and only three for used Apple IIs.

Advertising in a nationally circulated trader directs your ad to a group of highly motivated buyers. National circulation, however, means that you may have to deal with a long-distance buyer. That causes obvious complications, though Lambert claims that his buyers and sellers have always managed to work things out.

For subscribers to CompuServe and The Source, other national outlets for selling used equipment are the electronic bulletin boards provided on these networks.
Subscribers pay only the normal time charges while they send or read ads. These ads are frequently used to sell components or software, but occasionally entire systems are advertised and sold through the electronic classifieds. Like users of the trader newsletters, arrangements must be made to bring together the buyer's money and the seller's equipment.

Community-based electronic bulletin boards provide a free local advertising option. Most large and some small cities have dial-up bulletin boards, some of which are dedicated to specific machines. Contact your computer dealer or clubs for the phone numbers of these services.

Old-fashioned bulletin boards also work. Local colleges are filled with people interested in bargain computer equipment. Don't overlook posters in office buildings and supermarkets.

The most obvious place is the classified section of your local paper. If your paper has a computer section, place your ad in that section. Otherwise, try to get the paper to put a bold heading saying "Computer." Some papers have a special classified section for the business community. That's probably a better bet than the general classifieds.

If you live in a town with a computer club, you can put a notice on its bulletin board or make an announcement at its meetings. A lot of would-be Apple owners associate with clubs.

SOFTWARE is more difficult to sell. If you throw it in free, you may be more competitive.

I asked several ComputerLand dealers what they could do for people wanting to upgrade. Though none accepted trade-ins, several said that they would help customers sell their used equipment in conjunction with the purchase of a new IBM. One dealer said he would display the used system as a free service. Another said she would do so for a commission. All the dealers I spoke with said the used Apple market is slanted toward the seller.

Sales Advice From the Pros

Wherever you advertise, give a complete description of your offering and include a price. Chet Lambert of Computer Trader says his advertisers who include price are more likely to get calls from serious buyers. It also screens out callers who have no idea what the system is worth. I spoke with one seller who made the mistake of advertising his $4,000 system without a price. He was besieged by callers in the market for a $300 system. Many people have no idea what a fully equipped computer is worth.

If you're paying for your classified by the word or line, you want to keep it short, but it's important that people know what you're offering. Some people think that Apples are just for playing games and are not aware of what can be done with a fully loaded one. Go through your system slot by slot and include each add-on.

People in the market for a used system are, of course, interested in price. Your
We'll help you play your cards right.

**RAM+ THE EXPANSION MEMORY FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER WITH A BUILT-IN RS-232 SERIAL PORT.**

Seattle Computer has a winning card for owners of the Personal Computer. It's RAM+ the new expansion memory that can make your Personal Computer unforgettable by adding up to 256K of memory.

And RAM+ cards can put money on the table. Each comes with a built-in RS-232 serial port—which would cost $150 from IBM. This serial port uses IBM supplied software and can be used as IBM COM1 or COM2 leaving an open slot for further additions—like another RAM+ card.

Available in 64K, 128K, 192K or 256K, RAM+ is expandable, fast and reliable, and is made by Seattle Computer, the creators of the operating system for the IBM personal computer.

Each card comes fully assembled, tested and with a 1-year guarantee. Expansion kits are also available.

How to order: RAM+ is available only through your local computer store. Call us toll free at 1-800-426-8936 for the location of your nearest RAM+ dealer.

The RAM+: A great deal for owners of the IBM Personal Computer.

**SEATTLE COMPUTER**

1114 Industry Drive, Seattle, Washington 98188
main competition consists of discount mail-order houses that are selling Apples for as much as 30 percent below list price. Apple has recently decreed that it will not permit mail-order sales, but there are some companies that are defying Apple's orders. The chances are good that the used Apple buyer is aware of those discount houses, so you must make your system more attractive. Undercutting the discounters is one way to do that. Another is to make an offer that the mail-order houses can’t possibly beat. You can offer your customer free software, free installation, advice, support, and consultation.

One reason for buying new instead of used is warranty. The mail-order houses do offer the typical 90-day factory warranties. But they are of dubious value if local dealers either refuse to honor them or do so grudgingly. You can offer your customer a one-year extended warranty, which you can purchase from an authorized Apple dealer for $225. This gives your prospective buyer a sense of security and a positive relationship with a local dealer. Your customer, in many ways, is better off buying used equipment under these circumstances than buying new through a mail-order house. One dealer I spoke with said that she is much more inclined to provide friendly service to buyers of used equipment than to those who buy through the mail.

**ONE PC owner said he wouldn’t consider parting with his old Apple.**

You can also offer to have the Apple checked out by a service technician prior to the sale. We checked with several, and most offer a complete diagnostic exam for about $40. You can offer your customer written proof that the machine is as good as new.

**Letting Go**

Perhaps the most difficult part of selling your Apple is the decision to do so. For some people letting go means more than just hardware, software, or data. In our research, we encountered Apple owners with a deep emotional attachment to their computers, just as some people have with their cars. One PQ owner said that he wouldn’t consider parting with his old Apple. Instead, he placed it in his deceased father’s room, supplying it with “lots of games, its own telephone, and plenty of 12-year-olds to play with.”

For most users, a computer is a tool, and their buying decisions are based on what the computer and its software can do for them. At some point, most people will reach the moment when it is time to buy their second computer. If you are at that point, you’re in a good position to sell.

Anybody want a used Apple? /PC

Lawrence J. Magid is Editor of PC. He is a long-time Apple owner who recently tested the waters by putting his own system on the market.
How to get the most out of your IBM Personal Computer in one easy step.

Contact Lifeboat Associates We're the only software publisher you'll ever need for easy-to-use, reliable programs created for your IBM Personal Computer.

Our growing line of proven software for the IBM Personal Computer with DOS currently includes:

- **Emulator/86**™, the CP/M-86™ emulator, that lets you use CP/M-86 software under DOS. This emulator allows you to fully integrate and mix programs, and to run CP/M-86 programs quicker with faster program loading than with CP/M-86 itself. All this without having to learn a new set of utilities and commands or end up with two incompatible sets of diskettes. Why spend hundreds of dollars on CP/M-86 when the CP/M-86 emulator is $75.

- **EM80/86**™, the emulator that allows execution of CP/M-80 programs on the IBM PC under DOS with no hardware addition or change. Programs will run from 0 to 8 times slower than on a 4MHz Z80™. Run your existing software today for only $50.

- **PMATE**™, the text editor with single keystroke editing, expression evaluation, horizontal scrolling, powerful macro command definitions with conditional branching and other programming language constructs. The installation permits the customization of the keystroke definitions and so the user can set PMATE to make a previously familiar editor. $189.

- **Lattice C Compiler**, full implementation of "C" with library and I/O subroutines which implement under DOS most standard 1/O functions specified by Kernighan and Ritchie. UNIX™ Ver. 7 compatible; produces relocatable machine code in Intel's 80386 object module format for use with the linker supplied with DOS. $500.

- **ASCOM**™, the asynchronous communication facility for users who need to interact with remote time-sharing services or local computers to transfer data files and programs. $175.

- **T.I.M.**, the user-friendly, menu-driven Database Management System, creates files, inputs, edits, deletes data and produces a variety of reports. $495.

- **UTPS**™, system utility designed to improve user friendliness of systems using DOS. Provides neatly formatted and sorted directories, interactive copy routines, or groups of files, formatted file print-outs and more. $180

For full information about how Lifeboat can help you get the most out of your IBM Personal Computer (and other computers using MST™-DOS), or how you can be added to our Mail List for either 8- or 16-Bit software, contact Lifeboat Associates. — The #1 resource for your IBM Personal Computer.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
Prices FOB New York.
Shipping and handling and C.O.D. charges extra.

Emulator/86 is a trademark of Lifeboat Associates
MS is a trademark of Microsoft, Inc
EM80/86, ASCOM, UTMS and trademarks of DMA, Inc
PMATE is a trademark of Phoenix Software Assoc. Ltd.
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
CP/M is registered and CP/M-86 a trademark of Digital Research, Inc
Copyright © 1982, by Lifeboat Associates.
Communications Briefs

Source Bulletin Board Devoted to IBM PC

One offering on The Source in formation utility’s smorgasbord of services is a bulletin board for messages about the IBM personal computer. Anyone on-line may post a message; it will be listed for two weeks or until the writer purges it.

Source members may scan these messages in only one way: reverse order of posting. The content is a mixed bag of commercial ads for software and hardware products, and “ham radio” messaging about various aspects of the PC. (Many users are reporting difficulties with the PC’s communications package, a topic that PC will report on in the next issue.) Microsoft Corp. used the IBM bulletin board to announce plans for a nationwide PC users group.

Source member Chuck Reinbrecht of Potomac, Maryland publishes the on-line PC Gazette, an electronic journal. Reinbrecht monitors, edits, and classifies bulletin board items. (He also indexes and comments on the contents of this magazine.) The Gazette, which has published a point-by-point comparison of the PC and the Apple II and Apple III, also maintains a list of PC user groups and a price list of IBM products.

EIES Installs More Powerful Host, Plans to Add Uninet Access

The EIES conferencing network last month switched to a bigger host computer, doubling the number of its communications ports to 48, and announced plans to hook into the Uninet packet-switched network in addition to its current carrier, Telenet. EIES is now operating on a Perkin-Elmer 3200 minicomputer with 2 million characters of main memory. Four 256-million-character disk drives serve the computer, two for on-line use and two for backup.

EIES programmers are using their old host computer, a smaller mini, to develop more advanced software for connection to both Telenet and Uninet. Once this software is in place, EIES said, access rates will probably be reduced. They are now $7.50 an hour via Telenet; the Uninet rates have not yet been set.

Prestel Coming For PC

Prestel is one version of a new medium called videotex—a sort of cross between traditional publishing and broadcasting. It lets you use a specially set up, computer-like terminal via your phone line to view “pages” of information and advertising that are “published” by storing them in a central computer. Several versions of videotex are in various stages of experimental or commercial realization, mostly sponsored by national governments or telephone monopolies. Prestel is England’s videotex entry, and it may be gaining a foothold in the United States via IBM Personal Computers.

Wolfdata, an Ithaca, New York firm, is planning to sell a plug-in card software that will turn a PC into a working Prestel terminal. President Tom Lonergan says: “We see a long-term potential in the videotex marketplace, with the near-term opportunity being business applications.” Lonergan explains that the PC was chosen as Wolfdata’s vehicle for moving into videotex because “the PC is the most versatile and capable of the current, intelligent desk-top computers.” The company settled on Prestel, a relatively Plain-Jane videotex version, because “the overhead for the more complex versions is just not practical yet.” But Lonergan also notes portentiously that IBM already sells Prestel central computer systems in Europe.

Wolfdata’s Prestel adapter is scheduled for June introduction at about $1,000, including a built-in connection to your phone line that will receive data at 120 characters per second. A model without the phone connector will sell for $750 but requires that you have an asynchronous communications adapter. Both models require you to have a color display and the color graphics adapter. For $450 more the company will sell you a program disk that lets you compose Prestel pages on your PC—for those who plan to become videotex publishers rather than users.
Of course Percom diskette drives for the IBM Personal Computer fit right in. They fit right outside your Personal Computer, too. And they're fully compatible, providing the same full double-density storage capacity.

But just as important, Percom diskette drives also fit the same high standards set by IBM.

At Percom we've been making disk storage systems since 1977. We build quality, high-performance disk drive systems. From proven design through quality inspections that include 100% two-day operational tests. And Percom dealer support ensures competent after-sale service.

So expect more from Percom. You won't be disappointed.

Percom disk drives for the IBM Personal Computer are available in 40-track single- and dual-head models, and 80-track single-head models. Call or visit your independent IBM Personal Computer dealer — and fit right in with Percom. For the names of dealers carrying Percom products for your Personal Computer call toll-free 1-800-527-1222.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Minimum system requirements are an IBM System Unit with 16 Kbytes of RAM and 3½" Diskette Drive Adapter. Drive models supported depend on DOS used. An optional cable available from Percom is required for external (add-on) drives.

Yes ... I'd like to know more about Percom diskette drives for my IBM Personal Computer. Rush me free literature.
Send to: PERCOM DATA COMPANY, Inc., Dept. 2-P01
11220 Pagemill Road, Dallas, Texas 75243

I intend to add a hard-disk system to my computer □ yes □ no.
MAIL TODAY!
Friendly.
and Inexpensive . . .

That's FRIENDLYWARE™

Visit Your Local ComputerLand™ Store
And Find Out Why Our New $49.95† 3 Disk
P.C. Introductory Set For The IBM® Personal
Computer Is Raising So Many Eyebrows.

FRIENDLYWARE™
software that works with you, not against you.

†with manuals Suggested Retail Price
IBM®, ComputerLand, and FriendlyWare are Registered Trademarks of International Business Machines, Corp., ComputerLand Stores, Inc., and FriendlySoft, Inc respectively.
COMMUNICATIONS/CLIFFORD BARNEY

Making Your Link

How to get your PC communicating: building a bridge during rush hour.

The late humorist Robert Benchley professed to be totally mystified as to how one goes about building a bridge. Do you start on both sides of the river and hope to meet in the middle? Do you build the bridge entirely on land and then swing one end out over the water like a fishing rod? To Benchley’s nontechnical mind the process seemed unfathomable. Although he did not survive into the age of the IBM Personal Computer, he might well have experienced that old, sinking feeling had he ever contemplated asynchronous communications for the PC. ("Asynchronous" describes the most common approach used to link computers and terminals over phone lines for occasional exchanges of data, and refers to the lack of any requirement that the data be sent within a strict timing rhythm.) Complaints about communication on the PC have been abundant since its introduction. Many users have reported that the IBM-supplied software is unwieldy and difficult to use despite the clear and exhaustive documentation that accompanies it. Some users haven’t even been able to get as far as cursing the software—they can’t get the communications card to send signals to the outside world at all.

Peace. There isn’t anything wrong with the hardware. And if IBM’s software doesn’t suit you, new communications packages—some supplied by amateurs and some by pros—are appearing almost weekly. This particular bridge, the communications link, is being built while traffic is already rolling over it, which would have been a new one on Benchley.

The Hardware Question

PC has learned that in some cases the asynchronous communications card will not transmit signals properly to remote devices, thus making all questions of software adequacy moot. We learned this by installing a card into one of our own PCs and trying to communicate. No dice.

The problem, as it turned out, was not with the card but with the cable. And there was really nothing wrong with the cable either; it was a perfectly legitimate 25-pin “RS232” connection with no opens, shorts, or other defects. So what did go wrong?

Benchley would really appreciate the answer. It seems that while RS232 is in theory an industry-sanctified standard for electrical connection, with each pin assigned a specific function, in practice there are one . . . two . . . many RS232s.

“There is no such thing as a standard,” says Les Fried of Atlanta’s Microstuff. “There is no Santa Claus either.”

Some manufacturers have taken liberties with the RS232 specs to fit their own needs. So when we have a situation of IBM making the computer, a second company supplying a modem, and a third providing the cable, the potential for confusion multiplies.

This is especially true for the PC, since IBM has implemented RS232 to its fullest extent. "The card is fairly smart," explains David J. Stang of Starware, Washington, D.C. "It wants to send a lot of information on baud rates, start/stop bit options, and so forth. The cables may all look alike, but if any of the pins are crossed or merged, you may have a problem." There’s a fair chance, Stang added, that cables bought at a personal computer store won’t work.

"It’s not the end of the world," says Stang, "You can fix the cable yourself or get someone to do it for you." But if fixing a cable is a close enough approximation of the "end of the world" for you, Stang himself has produced and is selling a workable cable for the PC, so you might consider buying one of his.

Communications Software Choices

The difficulties with IBM’s communications software also stem from the elaborate nature of PC communications. Users have to define a lot of details about the communications link—full or half duplex, word length, etc.—and many of them aren’t technically skilled enough to feel comfortable doing it.

The IBM package works best with another PC or with one of IBM’s model 370 mainframe computers. For communications with networks, or CP/M-based systems, you might want to check out one of the other packages. They’re available at every price from a straight giveaway to $150.

Microstuff produces a top-of-the-line package, called Crosstalk. It presents on-screen menus that allow the user not only to control parity, data word length, and the other parameters, but also to change them dynamically while on-line. Most impor-
We'll pay $50
for your IBM Personal Computer word processor.

EDIX + WORDIX is the world's most advanced, most flexible microcomputer word processor. If you've missed the chance to buy it, we'll give you another chance.


If you haven't yet bought your IBM Personal Computer word processor, then you're even luckier. Just send us 8195 for EDIX (the editor) or 8325 for EDIX + WORDIX. Or write for our detailed brochure.

To tell us your old word processor (or screen editor) along with your order for EDIX + WORDIX, send us the original diskette, the original manual and binder, and the license agreement. We'll send you a 50% check. Or you can take a 50% discount instead. Offer applies only to commercially available word processors or screen editors for the IBM Personal Computer.

Emerging Technology Consultants, Inc.
Box 154
Louisville, CO 80027
(303) 447-9495

EDIX and WORDIX are trademarks of Emerging Technology Consultants, Inc.

MUCH free software is available on the Capitol PC Club's bulletin board.

Fried says. Another commercially available program, PCModem, is also reviewed in this issue.

PC's own Andrew Fluegelman has also written a communications package, called PC-Talk, which he will send you if you mail him a blank formatted disk and a postage-paid, self-addressed mailing container. The address is Freeware, The Headlands Press, P.O. Box 862, Tiburon, CA 94920. PC-Talk works well with a DC Hayes Smartmodem, has built-in access programs for the CompuServe and Source networks, and will print out, on command, your screen contents during the communications process.

Freeware programs are not totally free; the users are requested but not required to send back a modest contribution. Whether or not they do, they are encouraged to copy the program and share it with others.

Much free software, including still another communications package, is available on Wes Merchant's IBMPCUG bulletin board, the communications organ of the Washington area Capitol PC Club (703/560-0979). Merchant says he first became aware of the problems with IBM's communications software when callers began using other personal computers to put messages about it on his bulletin board.

One user, Charles Brandon of Boulder, Colorado, sent him a communications package, which Merchant makes available to all the people who can overcome the Catch-22 of receiving it via phone link.

So take your pick of communications packages and build your own bridge to the outside world. Even Benchley could probably do it.
COMMUNICATIONS/RICHARD STECK

Three Communications Go-Togethers

The Hayes Smartmodem, a program to take advantage of it, and a cable to connect it.

Smartmodem $279
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
5835 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, GA 30092

PC Modem $49.95
System Software Services
1765 Raleigh Lane
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

Smartmodem-to-PC Cable $34.95
Starware
1629 K St. NW, Suite 551
Washington, D.C. 20006

Many products for microcomputers offer an array of appealing features. But in the not-yet-standardized micro world, the appeal often gives way to frustration when it proves difficult or impossible to exploit those tantalizing features with your particular system. Following is Richard Steck's report on a triad of products, each from a different company, that work together smoothly to deliver powerful communications capability to your PC. The featured product is the only one we know of that, when someone is calling you on the telephone, will print "RING, RING" on your display screen.

The Smartmodem from Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. is a highly innovative product designed to meet the need for flexible data communications. It is a compact, 1 1/2-inch-high box that fits neatly under a standard telephone. There are switches and connectors on the rear and seven indicator lights on the front.

The rear panel contains a power switch, an RS-232C female plug for connection to a computer, a modular telephone jack, and a volume control for a built-in monitor speaker. The speaker on the bottom of the case lets you listen to the dialing process, ringing or busy signals, and the high-pitched tone sent by a distant computer when it answers. These features are particularly useful for hearing if there is a problem or you have misdialed.

Two of the front panel's indicator lights tell you at a glance whether power to your modem is on and whether the serial interface card in your computer is ready. Two others flicker when your PC sends characters to the Smartmodem or when it receives characters over the phone line. The remaining ones tell you whether your phone is functionally "off hook," whether the Smartmodem detects the carrier (high-pitched tone) of the remote modem, and whether you have instructed the Smartmodem to answer your phone automatically.

Connecting the Smartmodem to the phone line is simple for modern phone equipment employing modular plugs and jacks (RJ-11 series). I recommend that you consider an adapter that permits a telephone and the modem to be connected simultaneously to one modular jack. (Attachment of any equipment to the phone lines requires notification and approval of the telephone company. Instructions for such notification are simple and are supplied in the Smartmodem manual.)

To connect a Smartmodem to the Asynchronous Communications Interface of your PC, you will need a special cable. The cable has the familiar RS-232C connectors at each end—one male and one female. You can build your own cable using only three of the 25 pins and supplying the appropriate jumpers to supply certain control signals to the interface. Or you can get a cable that uses, at a minimum, pins 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 20. Suitable cables are available from many sources. One is Starware, whose president, David Stang, has worked out a cable expressly for connecting the PC and the Smartmodem, which he sells for $34.95.

Working with the Smartmodem can be an enjoyable crash course in data communications. Compared to using the earlier
ALTHOUGH the Smartmodem commands are easy to memorize, you can't beat menu-driven single-keystroke operation, and the PC's function keys seem natural for this purpose.

characters are passed through the Smartmodem onto the phone line. Once in the Terminal state, the Smartmodem does not listen for your commands unless you send a special "escape" sequence of characters. You can flip the Smartmodem into Command state from Terminal state by typing ++ from your keyboard. If you don't like this escape sequence, you can change it.

It would be impossible to cover all the features and commands of the Smartmodem in this brief article. Suffice it to say that the Smartmodem is based on the Z-80 microprocessor chip and a 2,000-character built-in control program. A command to the Smartmodem typically consists of several uppercase characters or numbers followed by a carriage return.

You can use the Smartmodem in its simplest form by typing:

\[ \text{AT D 555-1212 cr} \]

This would dial the number 555-1212 and connect you to the remote computer if it answered. The AT is an attention code that precedes every command. The D asks the Smartmodem to dial the number that follows. If you reach the remote modem, the Smartmodem will display "CONNECT" on your screen. If you do not, it will display "NO CARRIER." (If you think of it, you've accomplished a rather interesting feat at this point. Your microprocessor-controlled keyboard is talking to the systemboard microprocessor, which is controlling the Asynchronous Communications Adapter microprocessor chip, which is controlling the microprocessor chip in the Smartmodem. You can only imagine how many more microprocessors lie between your keystrokes and the characters echoed to your screen by the remote computer.)

You can issue very complex commands to the Smartmodem. An example in the owner's manual is:

\[ \text{AT M0 FO V1 DT 555-1212; 52 = 1 0 cr} \]

This command would keep the monitor speaker on continuously, set the modem to half-duplex, send plain English Smartmodem command acknowledgments to your CRT, dial 555-1212 using tone-dialing, change the Smartmodem wake-up character from + + + to AAA, and put the Smartmodem on-line to await a carrier.

So much for commands—you get the idea. The repertoire of about 20 Smartmodem commands and the functions of the registers are explained in the Smartmodem owner's manual along with many examples.

Hayes Microcomputer Products says that the Smartmodem works up to 300 baud. This is conservative because users have been known to use the Smartmodem at 450 and 600 baud. I would suspect that the manufacturer has understated its capabilities. The Smartmodem was preceded at Hayes by its original offering, a modem board for S-100 microcomputers, and then by the very popular MICRO-MODEM II for the Apple. A considerable amount of thought and experience must have gone into the design of the Smartmodem.

You can operate the Smartmodem with a relatively simple BASIC program running on the PC. Examples are given in Appendix F of the IBM PC BASIC manual and on the PC-DOS diskette (COMM.BAS). However, using the PC and the Smartmodem without good software will not permit you to take full advantage of either. The examples mentioned above do not permit you to capture or send files. Although the Smartmodem commands are easy to memorize, you can't beat menu-driven single-keystroke operation, and the PC's function keys seem natural for this purpose.

You would not expect one of the first telecommunications programs available for the IBM PC to be quite so good, but anything that follows System Software Service's PCMODEM program will have to work quite hard to improve upon it.

PCMODEM, a telecommunications program written by Gene Plantz of System Software Services, is a telecommunications program written primarily for the IBM PC used with the D.C.Hayes Smartmodem. Having used a number of other modem programs, I realized very quickly that all the elements needed for comfortable telecommunications on the PC were available in this program.

IBM's offering, Asynchronous Communications Support Software, works satisfactorily when communicating with IBM mainframes or with another PC, but it is quite disappointing when one learns that to use it with non-IBM equipment, it must be modified. (The code is not particularly easy to follow or change.) Add to this the lack of a stored phone number list, the lack of autodial, and an unfriendly user protocol, and you soon lay the package aside and look for other alternatives.

IN THE COMMAND state the Smartmodem is listening to your commands regarding its operation.

For those of you who have used CLINK, ASCII Express, Visiterm, or Z-Term, I would describe PCMODEM as having the best of their features with benefits added to complement the features of the PC. For example, the KEY feature is used to continuously display a menu of options available to the user. Since PCMODEM runs under BASICA, the user can select features by pressing function keys.

Not much effort is required to install the PCMODEM: 64K of memory, a Hayes Smartmodem, an 80-column display, PC-DOS, and BASICA. Customization is pos-
Our software package is better than most of theirs put together.

Instead of buying four or five different programs, learning how to operate this one and how to link up with that one, Final Copy™ does it all for you.

There's no need to buy separate text formatter, report generator, forms entry and calculator programs. Final Copy™ does it all in one easy to learn package. Word processing, data entry, data management, business calculating and remote communications make Final Copy™ the only software package you will need.

Final Copy™ is portable. It's written in UCSD Pascal, so it runs on the IBM PC, Apple III, Xerox 820, TRS 80 model II, and all TI's.

EASY TO LEARN. Powerful as it is, you can learn Final Copy™ fast. It helps teach itself with single key stroke commands, menu prompting at every point and on-line help files.
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VERY IMPORTANT

The September 1982 issue of PC will be a special catalog issue, listing every product and service now (or soon to be) available for the IBM Personal Computer.* The magazine will have over 300 pages and a circulation of more than 100,000. Products will be listed by type and with brief editorial coverage.

If you have any products or services for the IBM Personal Computer, send detailed product information, including photographs where appropriate, to:
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The editorial deadline for this important issue is June 15, so please act now.

For advertising information contact Mark Doss at 415-753-8088. Advertising deadlines are July 12 for space reservations and July 19 for materials.

*To the best of our knowledge.
In THE TERMINAL state characters are passed through the Smartmodem on the phone line.

A session begins by typing PCMODEM, which calls in BASICA and the PCMODEM program with the appropriate buffer allocations. At this point, a menu is presented that offers these options:

- Turn Modem Online/Offline
- Switch Between 300, 450, 600 Baud
- Auto-Radial Last Phone Number
- Auto-Dial Phone Number From Menu or Manually
- Display Menu
- Turn Printer On/Off
- Write to Disk from Modem
- Write to Modem from Disk
- Hang Up Modem
- Quit Program
- Switch Between Half and Full Duplex
- Switch Between Touch-Tone and Pulse Dial
- Switch Auto-Answer On/Off
- Change Parity and Number of Data Bits

Having seen this menu, it is difficult to imagine any other features one might need. Each of the above features is accessible through the PC's function keys or through other single keystrokes. For example, depressing function key F4 permits dialing from a stored phone number list or from a phone number entered from the keyboard. If there is no answer, the number may be redialed repeatedly by depressing key F3. The auto-redialing may be stopped by again depressing F3.

PCMODEM is entirely menu-driven and I must admit that I succumbed to my usual practice of running the program first and reading the instructions later (with user-friendly programs this never seems to be a problem). The instruction manual served only to confirm that I was using the program properly.

An important characteristic of any microcomputer communications program is the ability to capture and send files from and to remote computers. These functions are easily accomplished with PCMODEM. A file is captured by depressing F7. You are then asked the name of the destination file and that file is opened. Large data-file captures are possible and are limited only by the space available on your diskette. F8 sends files in a similar manner. The communications protocol popular with bulletin boards and many time-sharing services, called XON-OFF, works with PCMODEM. It seems that BASIC does a certain amount of internal bookkeeping that periodically slows it down. PCMODEM issues an "XOFF" to deactivate the remote computer during such internal processes and later an "XON" to activate the remote computer. I have neither lost data nor introduced extraneous characters during some rather lengthy data transfers.

At this time there is no provision in PCMODEM for block transfers via Chris-tensen protocol (the familiar XMODEM programs found on CP/M bulletin boards). The author indicated that this may be available in the near future. Other enhancements may include the use of assembler language modules to permit faster program execution in areas where that might be needed. I do not see either as being necessary for successful use of the program at this time.

PCMODEM has significantly expanded the horizons of my PC. Its ease of use has taken me beyond the facilities I had with previous microcomputer systems, and its author has been helpful whenever minor clarifications of program usage were required. PCMODEM is available from System Software Services for $50, and it is well worth the money.

For cable-making advice, drop a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Richard Steck, Box 642, Lake Forest, IL 60045.
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Using Data Files

Ways to store collections of information in disk files with BASIC—Part One: Sequential Access.

A data base is a collection of information organized to help you extract and work with elements of your choice. The IBM Personal Computer's BASIC language includes relatively uncomplicated tools for writing programs that create and use data bases stored on disk. This article is the first in a two-part series offering tips on how to incorporate easily used data files in your programs.

Part one of this series describes and gives examples of an access technique known as the sequential access method, which is a straightforward method of storing pieces of data sequentially (one after another as they arrive in the file). Part two will cover another technique known as the random access method, which provides faster access and more economical use of storage space. These articles do not teach BASIC programming—you must be familiar with the BASIC programming language on the PC to understand the examples of these techniques.

A data base, no matter how big (the Library of Congress) or how small (a 50-name mailing list) has a certain predetermined organization based on how you would want to find something. When you design your own data base, you must first plan its organization according to the ways in which you will access the data.

If your data base is a mailing list of newsletter subscribers, for example, you would want to mail newsletters to specific people on your list (find them by name), or would you want to mail newsletters according to their destinations (sort them by zip code)? If you wanted to do both, you would organize your data base records so that both the names and zip codes are easy to retrieve. You would then use the BASIC access techniques that make it easy to retrieve data in this manner.

There are many factors to consider:
- The information: How should information be organized for access? How will users access the data? How will other programs (if any) access the data? Should there be some verification of the information to see if each piece of data conforms to some regulation.
- The "human interface": How will the program accept information from the outside world, and how will it report errors to users (errors in the information, in the typing or other input procedures, etc.)?
- Memory and storage space: How much disk storage will you need for the files (including room for expansion) and for "backup" copies of the files (for archives)? How much of the system's active internal memory is needed for "open" files while inputting or updating information, and how much of this active memory is also needed for your program?

Advanced BASIC programmers looking for specific examples should skip ahead to the "Sequential Access Example: Recording Transactions." Newcomers to BASIC programming or to data base access methods read on.

First you should become familiar with the terms used in this article: input data is the information as it is typed, entered, or recorded in the data base; output is the information retrieved from the data base (usually in a readable form, on the screen or in a printed report); and input/output or I/O routines are BASIC statements that let you store pieces of data in a file and retrieve data from a file.

A data structure describes the form of each piece of data. A simple data structure is the integer format in which each piece of data must be an integer. Another simple data structure is a string—a series of one or more characters (letters, digits, punctuation symbols, spaces, etc.) coded in ASCII format.

**BASIC Statements for Sequential Access**

The BASIC statements INPUT#, LINE INPUT#, and PRINT# offer simple ways to get data into and ou of a sequentially organized data base.

You can use these statements to access files that are organized sequentially (or even nonsequential files in order to process the information sequentially). Sequential access to the file usually means that you are processing the information in a stream, as it is stored from the beginning to the end of the file, and that you are processing all of the data in the file from beginning to end.

Sequential access to the information may sound slow, but if the file is small enough, you can retrieve ("read") the entire file sequentially into your computer's internal memory, where your program can process random pieces of the file using any number of data access methods.

A file could contain, for example, the inventory data of a truck rental business of 50 trucks. This inventory data-base file could be organized so that each record holds the information for each vehicle: reservations, maintenance schedule, invoices, etc. Your program could sequentially "read" the entire file from disk into the computer's memory, where it could then update records randomly.

Since the entire file describes only 50 trucks, it would probably all fit in the Personal Computer's user memory. A larger file, describing a rental business that has even more equipment, would have to be organized so random access can be gained directly from the disk instead of transferring the whole file to memory. (Part two of this series will deal with the latter case.)

Some data base applications are naturally suited for both sequentially orga-
nized files and sequential access. For example, if you wanted your program to “massage” (process or manipulate) data before sending it to a text processor, or before printing the data, you would use sequential access techniques in the program. Other sequential access applications include the posting of cash receipts or transactions, and the processing of scientific and statistical data in “batch” mode (in large packets that follow each other sequentially).

There is one characteristic of BASIC sequential access statements that every BASIC programmer should know: the information stored with PRINT#, or retrieved with INPUT# or LINE INPUT#, is treated as a string of characters. As a result, numeric information takes up more space than if it were stored in the binary format the computer usually uses. For example, the integer 12345 requires only two cells of memory space if stored as an integer; the same number, stored as a series of digit characters, occupies seven cells. The character format (sometimes called ASCII format) must be used for all data—words, letters, digits, spaces, punctuation symbols, etc.

Although the assembly language programmer could implement a faster method of access, the BASIC programmer has the advantage of not having to be concerned with the actual mechanics of “disk I/O” (input/output techniques that handle transfer of data to and from the disk drives and the computer’s input/output buffer). Disk BASIC statements, like PRINT#, INPUT#, and LINE INPUT# handle the “disk I/O” routines for you, and they manage the input/output buffer. Your BASIC program interacts with the buffer, a temporary storage place for data on its way somewhere else, using BASIC input/output statements.

In sequential access, you need not con-

### Recording Transactions: An example program

This example records OTC (Over-The-Counter) stock prices and allows records in the file to be added, updated, or deleted. Since the file is sequentially organized, information must be read from beginning to end and rewritten with updated information.

The access technique in this example accumulates all new information into a transaction file (TRANS.DAT) and then merges the transaction file with the “source” file (STOCKS.DAT—the file containing original records from previous transactions). This merging operation actually takes the entire information (old and new information merged together), writes it to a temporary file (TEMP.DAT), and then copies the temporary file’s contents into a new “source” file. The temporary file and the transaction file are then deleted, leaving an updated “source” file (STOCKS.DAT).

Statement 140 in the program writes the stock name (a string), and the current bid and asked prices (two numbers). I use a literal comma ("",") as a string delimiter (following INCOMP$). The numbers are naturally separated by a trailing space after each number. I use semicolons to prevent extra leading spaces (to save space in both the buffer and the disk file).

Remember, the PRINT# statements as used here do not allow stock names to contain commas. To allow commas in the stock name, you would have to surround the INCOMPS function with “CHR$” to surround the name with double-quotes (e.g., PRINT #3, CHR$ [34] INCOMPS; CHR$ [34]...in lines 140, 250, 400, and elsewhere).

One convenient aspect of BASIC sequential access statements is that it doesn’t matter if you use one PRINT# statement to store the data, or multiple PRINT# statements. For example, the loop at statement 490 could have been written differently, as follows:

490 FOR I = 1 TO 30 STEP 2
    PRINT #2.B(I).A(I+B(I+1)):A(I+1):.
    NEXT I

You may have noticed the variables SN and TN, and wondered about their uses. When there is no more data in either the “source” file or the transaction file, there may be data already read from the other input file, but not yet written to TEMP. To detect this problem the logical variables SN (for “source”) and TN (for “transaction”) are manipulated and tested to determine whether the data should be written to TEMP.DAT before the file is copied.

The techniques used in this program are typical of techniques used to handle sequentially organized files. If the data in the TEMP.DAT or TRANS.DAT files have archival value (and you want to keep copies), or if you want to add a recovery procedure to retain and store this data, you can delete the copy-back step of the program beginning with line 580, and rename the TEMP.DAT and TRANS.DAT files. Be sure to delete lines 780 and 790 if you want to save TEMP.DAT and TRANS.DAT.

[Continued on page 95]
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cern yourself with the buffer and with disk input/output—the BASIC statements simply "read" the next data item in sequence, or "write" the next data item in sequence. With the random access techniques described in Part two, you have to exercise more control over the buffer activities and other disk input/output mechanisms.

The BASIC sequential access statements give you flexibility in the organization of your data—they allow you to store data in any sequential order you choose. Several statements can be condensed and still perform the same function (the statement "PRINT#1,A;B,C;" performs the same function as the statements "PRINT #1,A::PRINT#1,B::PRINT#1,C:" ).

It is up to the programmer to be careful that the program stores data in the same format expected for retrieval. Since all data in sequential access is stored as character strings, you must retrieve them as character strings (unless you are doing something extraordinary and paying careful attention to the results).

BASIC can only separate one character from another if there is a delimiter between them—in our examples, we use a comma as a string delimiter. Numbers (sets of ASCII digits) do not need explicit delimiters between them—a space suffices as a delimiter between numbers.

SEVERAL statements can be condensed and still perform the same function.

If you neglect to put a comma between two strings or between a string of characters and a string of digits, you may get errors while trying to retrieve correctly stored data. To illustrate this point, consider the following example:

10 A = "12.32"
20 B$ = "A YELLOW BASKET CASE"
30 PRINT #1,B$:A;

After executing the above statements, the data stored on disk is organized sequentially like this:

"A YELLOW BASKET CASE 12.32"

In another program, you could use the following BASIC statement to retrieve the data in the above example:

INPUT #1,B$.A

However, you would get the following data in B$, and an "Input Past End" error for the variable A:

"A YELLOW BASKET CASE 12.32"

If, on the other hand, you had used a literal comma as a string delimiter between "A YELLOW BASKET CASE" and "12.32" in the PRINT# statement above, you would have correctly retrieved "A YELLOW BASKET CASE" in B$ and "12.32" in the variable A. The PRINT# statement with the literal comma used as a string delimiter looks like this:

30 PRINT #1,B$;",",;A;

Following are hints for using PRINT# to store data in a sequential format: 1. Separate each data item with a semi-
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UltraRAM™ MEMORY BOARD
FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

One Half Megabyte Memory Board

UltraRAM from Daystar Systems provides up to 512K Bytes of Parity Detected memory (that’s more than 3 disk drives of available storage) on a single board. This capability frees up additional expansion slots for other peripheral boards. UltraRAM is switch addressable anywhere in the PC’s address space, thus if you need more, two UltraRAMs can reside in the same machine. UltraRAM is designed to industrial standards for reliability and versatility. UltraRAM is a cool operator, dissipating typically 3 Watts from the +5VDC Supply. UltraRAM comes with a 90 day warranty and is available at participating Computerland stores.
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UltraWAVE™™ a prototyping card
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UltraRAM™™ a 60-WROM/RAM card
UltraMEM™™ an Error Correcting memory card
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THE statements INPUT# and PRINT# offer simple ways to get data into and out of a sequential data base.

Since BASIC "prints" to a disk file in the same manner that it "prints" to the screen, the semicolon eliminates extra spaces between data items and saves disk space.

2. Unlike numbers (sets of number characters) that are stored with one trailing space to separate one number from the next, strings (mixed sets of letters, numbers, punctuation, etc.) must have an explicit delimiter between them—usually a comma. To place a comma in the data stream between two strings, surround the comma with quotation marks in the PRINT# statement as shown below:

```
30 PRINT #1.At:B$: "", "", "", "", 
```

This statement places a literal comma between CS$ and DS$, and a comma following DS$.

3. If you want to store a string that contains a comma (not being used as a delimiter), you must enclose the entire string in double-quotes. The CHR$(34) function provides the double-quotes in the following example, which stores the entire string "ATISKET,ATASKET" as one string with no delimiter:

```
10 AS = "A TISKET, A TASKET"
20 PRINT #1.CHR$(34):AS:CHR$(34): 
```

Were it not for the double-quotes stored on disk with the string, only "A TISKET" would be retrieved with the statement "INPUT #1,AS"; with the double-quotes, the entire string "A TISKET, A TASKET" is retrieved with the statement "INPUT #1,AS".

An example program follows that illustrates uses of PC-BASIC's sequential access statements.
Mass produced software has rapidly approached levels of sophistication beyond the imagination of a year ago. However, regardless of the sophistication of this software, every user still encounters the situation where he thinks to himself "If it only did this or had that capability..." Now, IBM® has recently brought the power and versatility of their main-frame systems to your fingertips with the new IBM personal microcomputer, and now Advanced Operating Systems complements this accomplishment by introducing THE PROGRAMMER, a software package which brings you abilities previously possessed only by a highly skilled computer programmer.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
You must have a clear idea of what you want your program to do. THE PROGRAMMER can't read your mind, but, with your direction, it can actually write the lines of BASIC language necessary for the microcomputer to perform your tasks. **Non-programmers** with little or no knowledge of BASIC-language programming can use the simple, multiple-choice, menu format to create all types of programs.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?
You direct THE PROGRAMMER via a series of "menus". Each menu presents a question and a list of the available choices. You simply input the number of the function you want, and THE PROGRAMMER writes the corresponding BASIC program lines. The finished product is automatically stored on the disk, from which it can be copied on another disk for later use.

**WHAT CAN THE PROGRAMMER DO FOR YOU?**
THE PROGRAMMER can write a

- data-base program to develop and update a mailing list or keep track of catalog items in your inventory.
- graphics generator program.
- program to create sounds or music.
- customized small business accounting system.
- program to interface with another computer device.
- word processing program to print department reports.
- all of the above, and more.

The correct response to this sample menu is "g". The "bottom line" is that THE PROGRAMMER will write a program for any purpose. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. Once a program is completed it can be saved on a disk allowing you to write additional programs. THE PROGRAMMER will not create the ideas, but will permit you to quickly and easily implement any programming ideas you have.

HOW, WHEN, AND WHERE CAN YOU GET IT?
THE PROGRAMMER is not a fanciful dream for the future, but is finished and available to you, right now. The newer micro systems are often limited by an initial lack of readily available software, but with THE PROGRAMMER, you can instantly create your own complete software library.

Now available at your local software retailer, or call (800) 348-8538 to order. (Indian residents, call (219) 879-4693 MasterCard and VISA accepted)

THE PROGRAMMER
$49

ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road
Michigan City, IN 46360

*IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines*
Easy-As-Pie Charts

Beyond the straight line—using PC BASIC's graphics power for easy circles and solid colors.

Straight lines seem to pervade typical computer graphics. That's because it is usually easy to plot points, draw lines, and construct boxes using graphics commands found in microcomputer versions of the BASIC language. The IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER's Advanced BASIC lets you transcend lines and boxes using one simple command—CIRCLE. It is not difficult to draw circles in BASIC without a special command, but it is tedious. On the PC, the CIRCLE command makes drawing circles, arcs, and ellipses fast and easy.

Another Advanced BASIC command, PAINT, works especially well with CIRCLE. It fills areas of the screen with solid colors, making it as easy to create discs as it is to create hollow circles.

There are many practical uses of the CIRCLE and PAINT commands. For example, a simple program will plot points and connect the points to form a line graph (Figure 1), but drawing a solid circle at each plotted point enhances the line graph considerably (Figure 2). Circles also depict proportions well. If a circle of one size represents, say, 100, a circle twice as large will visually represent 200, and a circle half as large will represent 50. Figure 3 illustrates a more complex distribution of this type. Of course, the classic way to depict proportional shares of a whole is with a pie chart, which certainly relies on circle-drawing capability (Figure 4). Three demonstration programs (see box) illustrate these uses of circles in graphics.

This article explores the CIRCLE and PAINT commands in practical applications. This is an advanced topic and requires a general understanding of PC BASIC and specific knowledge of PC BASIC graphics capabilities and techniques.

The CIRCLE Command

What are the PC's requirements for circle drawing? First, the computer must be ready to understand the CIRCLE command. That means Advanced BASIC must be in control and the display screen must be in one of the graphics modes. The statement SCREEN 1 selects medium-resolution graphics, and the statement SCREEN 2 selects high-resolution graphics.

Before Advanced BASIC can draw a circle, it needs to know where the circle will go on the display screen, how big to make the circle, and what color the circle should be. Finally, since CIRCLE is a general command that draws partial or whole circles, BASIC needs to know which part of the circle to draw.

Following is a sample statement that
draws a circle in the middle of a medium-resolution screen:

\text{CIRCLE (160, 100), 50, 1, 0, 0, 0.6, 2831}

The first two numbers specify the coordinates of the center of the circle, namely column 160 and row 100. The third number, 50, determines the size of the circle. The fourth number tells which color to draw in. The last two numbers specify which part of the circle to draw. The statement above draws the whole circle.

The \text{CIRCLE} command specifies the center of the circle with standard column and row numbers. Row numbers range from 0 at the top of the screen to 199 at the bottom. Column numbers start with 0 at the left edge of the screen and end at the right edge with 319 in medium resolution and 639 in high resolution. Circle size is measured in the same units as columns. Radius determines circle size, and one unit of radius equals the width of one column. Therefore a circle with a radius of 6 has a diameter of 12 columns. Of course columns and rows are not the same size, nor is the screen square—it is wider than it is tall. The \text{CIRCLE} command compensates automatically for these facts. In medium resolution, six columns equal five rows. This means a medium-resolution circle with a diameter of 12 columns also has a diameter of 10 rows. In high resolution, 12 columns equal 5 rows.

The color specification in a \text{CIRCLE} command is optional. The following high-resolution example shows the fourth number missing:

\text{CIRCLE (160, 100), 100, 0, 6, 2831}

Notice that the comma for the color specification remains. When the color specification is absent, BASIC draws a circle in the standard foreground color. That is color number 3 in medium resolution, which is white or brown, depending on the active foreground palette. In high resolution, color number 1, white, is the default.

Choices for medium-resolution colors include color numbers 0, 1, 2, and 3. Color numbers 1, 2, and 3 choose a color from the active-foreground palette. Color number 0 is the background color; it is useful for erasing. For example, the following program draws two circles—one cyan and one white—and then waits for someone to

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{Figure 3: Using circles to depict proportions.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{Figure 4: A pie chart.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{Figure 5a: The 360 degrees in every circle.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{Figure 5b: Circle divided into radians instead of degrees.}
\end{figure}
Look What Apparat has for your IBM Personal Computer.

The following add-ons are available immediately:

- 2 Dual Headed 40 Track Drives — (appears as four) 640K of storage, software patch, easy internal mount. $650.00
- Combo Card — Parallel printer, ASYNC communication (RS-232), and clock calendar functions, uses only one slot. $279.00
- 2 Single Headed 40 Track Drives — 320K of disk storage, easy internal mount. $450.00
- 48K additional RAM — 27 chips plug into master PC board $75.00
- Add-on Memory Card — (uses 64K dynamic RAM chips). 64K — $425.00, 128K — $525.00, 192K — $625.00, 256K — $725.00
- PROM Blaster — Programs most 1K to 4K PROMS of 25XX and 27XX single or multivoltage, personality modules, read/write software. $149.00
- Apparat Game Diskette — $24.95
- Clock Calendar — Features seconds, minutes, hours, day of week, date, month and year, backup battery, leap year and crystal time base. $129.00
- Prototype Card — 3.5 by 8 inch wirewrap holds 150-14 pin dips. $29.95
- RQB Color Monitors — Includes cable. 16 color modifications, NEC — $1,095.00, AMDEX — $899.00, TECO — $699.00.
- 3rd and 4th Add-on Drives — Expansion cabinet and IBM compatible drives, cabinet and 1 drive — $499.00, two drives — $749.00
- 64K Hardware Print-Spooler — Parallel printer adapter, buffers 12 minutes of output at 80 characters/second. $399.00
- EPSON MX Printers — MX-80 (with dot addressable graphics) — $499.00, MX-80 T/T — $575.00, MX-100 — $775.00
- Verbatim Datalife Diskettes — (5-1/4" 40 track, box of 10) $24.95
- 16K Memory Kits (9 chips) — $25.00
- 5-1/4" Flip-Sort — $21.95
- 5-1/4" Plastic Library Case — $1.95

Apparat will continue to develop add-on products for your IBM Personal Computer. Call today for more information. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(303) 741-1778

IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM.

Apparat, Inc.
4401 So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80237 (303) 741-1778

"ON GOING SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS"
Circles and Solids:

Three Sample Programs.

Enhanced Line Graph Program

The Enhanced Line Graph Program plots 12 points, emphasizes the points by drawing solid circles over them, and connects the points to form a line graph. Figure 2 illustrates program output. The program calculates equidistant column coordinates and reads corresponding row coordinates from DATA statements.

The program begins by turning off the standard bottom-line display of soft-key uses, setting medium-resolution graphics mode, and clearing the display screen (lines 10-30). Next, it computes the current column number (line 40) and reads the current row number from the DATA statements' list of values (line 50). Then the program draws the next segment of the graph (line 60). Variable LC determines the line color, its initial value is 0, so the first line is in the background color. Next, the program enhances the point with a circle (line 79) and fills in the circle with color (line 80). The value assigned to variable LC on line 100 determines the color of the next line segment. Lines 120 and 180 establish the list of DATA statements' values for the row number of each point.

Proportional Circles Program

The Proportional Circles program will divide a whole amount into as many as six parts and display a proportionally sized circle for each part. Figure 3 shows program output when inputs are 30, 40, 3, 7, 12, and 8. The program is fairly unsophisticated, so it will not work for all input combinations.

The first part of the program (lines 10-40) performs housekeeping chores. Lines 10 and 20 hold the column and row coordinates for each of the six circles that may be output; the first circle is at (85,60), the second is at (175,95), and so on. The first thing the program does is turn off the standard bottom-line display of soft-key uses (line 30). Next it clears the screen (line 40).

Lines 50 through 90 input data. The program user must enter the amounts to be apportioned [lines 50, 60, 70, and 90]. Any amount can be 0. While this is going on, the program keeps a running total of amounts entered (line 80).
After finishing the input, the program sets medium-resolution graphics mode (line 100), clears the screen (line 110), and displays a title at the top of the screen (lines 120 and 130).

Finally, the program draws the proportionally sized circles (lines 140 to 220). If any of the six amounts is 0, the program skips it (line 150). For non-zero amounts, the program gets circle coordinates from the data statements (line 160). Next, it computes the size of the circle according to the ratio of the partial amount to the total amount (line 170). Then, in a position near where it will display the circle, the program displays the partial amount (lines 180 and 190). After that, it draws a circle (line 200) and fills it with color (line 210). After displaying all circles, the program

In addition to drawing arcs, the CIRCLE command can draw a ray to either or both endpoints.

moves the cursor to the bottom of the screen (line 230) in anticipation of the Ok message at the end of the program.

Pie Chart Program

The Pie Chart program constructs a pie chart with any number of wedges. The program user must enter the number of wedges and the size of each wedge. Figure 4 shows program output for six wedges: 30, 40, 3, 7, 8, and 12. The program displays the wedge size near the center of the appropriate arc. As an exercise, try changing the program to input a label for each wedge of the pie, and print out the label instead of, or along with, the wedge size (see lines 190-210).

The program begins by performing several housekeeping chores. First, it allocates space for 25 wedges—the practical maximum (line 10). Next, the program turns off the standard bottom-line display of soft key uses, sets medium-resolution graphics mode, and clears the display screen (lines 20-40). Then the program inputs the number of wedges (lines 50 and 60). It inputs the size of each wedge (lines 70-110). During the input phase, the program keeps a running total of wedge sizes (line 100).

When input is finished, the program clears the display screen and displays a title (lines 120-140). It starts the first wedge at 0 radians (line 150) and sets the length of each wedge radius at 90 (line 160). Lines 170-250 display the wedges. For each wedge the program computes the endpoint and midpoint in radians (lines 180 and 190), then, near the midpoint, it displays the wedge size (lines 200 and 210). After that the program outlines the wedge (line 220). Negative start and end points in the CIRCLE statement draw the wedge radii, and subtracting .001 from the start point keeps it non-zero. Line 230 fills the wedge with color, starting near the wedge center. The next wedge starts where the current wedge ends (line 240). After displaying the pie chart, the program moves the cursor to the bottom of the screen (line 260) in anticipation of the Ok message at the end of the program.

Pie Chart

Proportional Circles

Enhanced Line Graph
A solid circle drawn at each data point makes line graphs look much better.

than the second, but it draws clockwise if the first arc endpoint is less than the second. Figure 6 shows some sample arcs.

Drawing Rays
In addition to drawing arcs, the CIRCLE command can draw a ray from the center of the arc to either arc endpoint. A negative endpoint in a CIRCLE statement generates a ray to that endpoint. The following example draws a ray from coord-

ates (40,100) to the second arc endpoint: CIRCLE (40, 100), 30, .3, 1416, .4, 7124
The minus sign does not affect the arc. However, the endpoint -0 is not allowed, even though 0 is. To circumvent this limitation, use -0.001 instead of 0.

When both endpoints are negative, both rays are drawn, creating a pie-shape wedge. Here is an example:
CIRCLE (240, 100), 30, 2, -3, 1416, -4, 7124

Drawing Ellipses
The CIRCLE command can also draw ellipses. This requires one more piece of information, the aspect ratio—the relationship between the height and width of the ellipse drawn. Here is an example:
CIRCLE (270, 100), 50, 1.0, 6, 2831, 5/3
The extra number at the end of this statement specifies the aspect ratio. The easiest way to understand the aspect ratio is to think of it as a fraction with a separate numerator and denominator. The numerator tells how many rows equal the number of columns specified by the denominator. In medium resolution, an aspect of 5/6 yields a circle, an aspect of 1/3 (or 2/6)
Announcing a Data Base Management System for use on the I.B.M. Personal Computer!

DATA HANDLER®

OVERVIEW

The DATA HANDLER is an easy-to-use software development tool for you to (1) keep a file(s) of data, (2) be able to add, change, or delete data from that file, and (3) perform calculations and print reports to present the data and/or calculations in the format wanted. PASSWORD features allow you to keep the data 'private'.

The HANDLER has the following capabilities:

1. Generates master data file and multiple screens for data input and maintenance. (keyed, direct or sequential data files)
2. Generate sub-files permitting direct access to segments of a data record.
3. Provides user with ability to “compute” fields of a record.
4. Utilize PASSWORD features.
5. Easy formatting of screens including reverse display options.
6. Utilize all columns and 22 lines (rows) of display screen.
7. Requires three program files on application diskette realizing significant savings in diskette space.
8. Incorporates editing features on input with prompting of users when required.
10. Generate reports with sub-totals formatted by user.
11. Generate labels for mailing or labelling.

Proper use of the HANDLER permits you to quickly and efficiently develop an application without knowing BASIC. All input screens and reports have similar edit and operational requirements. Thus, the HANDLER offers significant savings in programming and documentation.

- Price—$250 including detailed, user-oriented documentation.

CONTACT

COMSEN, INC. 717-737-2049
20-A Erford Road
Lemoyne, PA 17043

Master Charge—VISA—American Express—Accepted

"DATA HANDLER APPLICATION COPYRIGHT 1982 COMSEN, INC."
produces a short, wide ellipse, and an aspect of 5/3 (or 10/6) yields a tall, narrow ellipse (Figure 7). In high resolution, an aspect ratio of 5/12 yields a circle.

Decimal fractions make perfectly acceptable aspect ratios too. For example, the ratio 5/6 is the same as the decimal .8333333. It so happens that when the aspect ratio has a value less than 1, BASIC draws ellipses with the same width and varies the height (Figure 8a). On the other hand, when the aspect ratio is greater than 1, the height stays the same and the width varies (Figure 8b).

The PAINT Command

PAINT is another graphics command included in the PC’s Advanced BASIC. It fills in a selected area on the screen with one of the graphics mode colors. Here is an example:

PAINT (150, 100), 3, 1

The statement tells the computer to start at point (150,100) and paint the screen color 1 in all directions, and not to stop painting in any direction until it encounters color 3. That means there must be some shape in foreground color 3 surrounding point (150,100).

The fill color can differ from the border color, but the entire area must be bordered by a single color. PAINT will not work correctly unless a single color completely surrounds the area to be filled. If there are gaps in the border color, the fill color will leak out and paint the rest of the screen. This feature of the PAINT command makes it possible to paint the entire background with a foreground color. The following statements paint the entire background area with foreground color 1, then hollow a circle out of it.

10 SCREEN 1: REM Set medium res. graphics
20 CLS: REM Clear screen
30 PAINT (1,1),1,1: REM Paint whole background
40 CIRCLE (50,150),20,0,0,6.2831:
REM outline shape
50 PAINT (50,150),0,0: REM Paint circle

The PAINT and CIRCLE commands have electronic replacements for a chartmaker’s toolbox filled with compasses, protractors, rulers, brushes, palettes, erasers, and the like. It may take you some time to grow facile at their use, but once you do, you’ll find them far swifter, simpler, and more reliable than the paper-and-pen tools they replace.

Copyright © 1982, Lon Poole. Poole is the author of several books on microcomputer programming, including Some Common BASIC Programs.
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FOR IBM: $289
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CALL TOLL-FREE
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WORDSTAR is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation.
San Rafael, California.
A PERFECT SYNTHESIS OF CRAFTSMANSHIP, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND AESTHETICS.

The arts and sciences have finally combined to produce a "home" for your computer system. The ELECTRONITURE™ computer desk— and matching printer stand—are made of solid oak (a welcome choice in this age of metal shelving and particle board carpentry). Attention to detail is obvious in the gently rounded edges, the precision hardware, the convenient hideaway work surface that glides out above the keyboard, the invisible West German couplings that give the assembled unit rock-solid stability, and the satin smooth hand rubbed oil finish.

The best of two disciplines

The design of the desk is a triumph of both form and function. As furniture, it is a handsome addition to home or office—with classic lines that complement any room, any decor. As a functional computer work area, it brings order and efficiency to the system, comfort and convenience to the user.

Because the desk strictly adheres to the principles of Humanscale™ (the most sophisticated and thoroughly documented design parameters available for meeting the physical needs and capacities of human beings), you will find that your keyboard, monitor, and disk drives are always at the most comfortable operating distance and within the same focal range. Everything falls "naturally to hand"—thanks to science, not trial and error.

Overall dimensions are surprisingly modest: 50" high, 44" wide, 29½" deep (printer stand is 25½" high, 24" wide, 19" deep). Yet because the ELECTRONITURE™ desk is designed from the ground up for technological applications, it easily accommodates modular type computers such as Apple II or III, IBM P/C, Atari 400 or 800, and their peripherals. The monitor cabinet handles monitors up to 15½" high, 30" wide, 16½" deep. Disk drives and software can be placed in the cabinet beside the monitor. Most 80-column dot matrix printers can fit next to the computer, while larger printers can be accommodated on the printer stand.

The optics, alone, make the desk well worth the investment.

The oak door in front of the monitor is inset with non-glare glass originally developed for NASA. This glass has anti-reflectant coatings and a neutral density filter. The anti-reflective coatings minimize the eye fatigue associated with trying to focus on your monitor's display through ambient reflections. The neutral density filter maximizes character definition and enhances color displays—without distorting the image or the colors. The coatings are unaffected by temperature or humidity and are virtually abrasion proof.

$895. Satisfaction guaranteed.

We're so certain that you'll be pleased with your ELECTRONITURE™ that we'll gladly refund the entire purchase price if you're dissatisfied for any reason. And if you have any questions not answered in this advertisement, please phone us any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. PT, as follows:

707-526-1074

The computer desk is $895, the printer stand is $225, and we have an optional paper bale for the stand at $25. California residents please add 6% sales tax. All prices include shipping in the continental U.S. The desk is shipped unassembled—labor assembly takes about 20 minutes—and the only tool needed is a screwdriver.

Why not place your order today. Even though most powerful computer system can be vastly improved by the logical organization and operating comfort of ELECTRONITURE™.

To order write or call: The Bench Collection, 1387-D Cass Rd., Santa Rosa, California 95401, 707-526-1074. VISA, MasterCard, check and money order are welcome.

Humanscale is a trademark of Henry Dreyfuss Associates. ELECTRONITURE is a trademark of The Bench Collection.
It's Easy on the IBM

Introducing the Professional Software Series for the IBM Personal Computer

A new generation word processor designed to satisfy the demanding needs of a growing business. This totally new product is powerful, yet easy to learn and use.

EasyWriter II

State-of-the-art spell checking. With the largest dictionary in micros - 88,710 words in only 94k disk space. It can check any file stored in the IBM DOS format.

EasySpeller

A flexible, menu driven Data Base with easy to understand screen prompts to guide you in its operation. EasyFiler simplifies the job of data handling and reporting.

EasyFiler

Subscription Phone Support for all our IBM products can now be purchased. Membership includes a toll free help line, and periodic technical notes.

Phone Support

See your local dealer.
In the early 1970s Nelon Bushnell developed a video game, Pong, that became an overnight success. The company that grew from Pong, Atari, Inc., mode Bushnell's rich man. Although, the IBM Personal Computer's Advanced BASIC language makes it easy to write games with the same kind of fast action and sound effects plus color, which the original Pong didn't have.

Programming editor Karl Koessel demonstrates this point with PChallenge, the BASIC program that appears below. This Pong-like, one-player "video handball" game is all done with 16 lines of BASIC code, including scorekeeping. This code is admittedly packed more densely than need be to illustrate how compactly it can be done with so few lines of code.

Following is Koessel's program along with excerpts from his explanation of it. You may find it instructive to figure out the rest for yourself, perhaps with help from BASIC's "trace" function (give the command TRON before running the program, and each line's number will appear on the screen as it is executed). If you get stumped, see the end of the article for how to get a complete copy of Koessel's explanation. PChallenge may not make you a millionaire like Bushnell, but it will enrich your knowledge of BASIC and provide you with more fun than a barrel of quarters.

PChallenge is a ball and paddle game that uses the left- and right-arrow keys to move a paddle toward the bouncing ball. Although it works with a monochrome display, its full glory is revealed by a color display.

The program begins by skipping to line 11, which sets the screen width to 80 columns; picks foreground, background, and border colors; clears the display; and turns off the softkeys' display at the bottom of the screen. Defining variables as single-byte "integer precision," when possible, shortens operating time and reduces required memory. Function P is defined to calculate the offset to the start of screen memory for a character at row V, column X of the screen. This function is used later both to check what character is in a particular position on the screen, and to place characters at a particular location. The speed requirement of the program demands working directly with the screen's memory instead of using other BASIC commands, such as LOCATE and PRINT, that would do the same job but more slowly.

Line 13 clears the screen, changes the foreground color, prints the title and other headings on the right side of the screen, gives us a bit of advice, and, after determining (with a pair of statements you may want to use in other programs) whether a color or monochrome monitor is attached, then defines the start of the current segment of memory (for PEEK and POKE functions) to coincide with the start of screen memory (&HB0000 for color and &HB000 for the monochrome monitor).

Line 14 initializes a couple of variables, builds the paddle (P$), puts 10 balls on the top row, and POKEs the walls ("bricks" of character 219s) around the playing field ("empty" spaces of character 32s).

Line 2 is reached just after printing the ball in a new position. Here we wait a while. How long depends on the value of L, the drag factor. This wait determines the speed of the ball, values of 150 and greater making the speed slow enough for the very young.

Line 5 plays the bouncing tone. The "MB" at the beginning of the PLAY statement's parameter string means Music Background and tells the computer not to wait for the speaker to finish but to keep computing while "singing." If the up/down bounce counter, M, is a multiple of 14 (i.e. M MOD 14 = 0), L, the drag factor, is
decreased by 10 percent and the ball speeds up.

Lines 6-8 contain the subroutines to move the paddle left or right. These are known as key-driven interrupt subroutines. As explained before, each ON KEY (n)—n is one of 14 keys; see your IBM BASIC Manual—statement points to a line to which the program is to GOSUB in response to pressing KEY[n].

All this in just 1 1/4 screens of BASICA

develop code. I hope you have as much fun with PChallenge as I had putting it together.

For the full explanation...
To receive a copy of Karl Koessel's complete explanation of how the PChallenge program works, send a stamped, self-addressed, business-size envelope to: PChallenge, PC Magazine, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. /PC

---

1 GOTO 11

2 FOR T=1 TO L:NEXT:POKE FNP(X,V),32
3 X=X+1:V=V+1:IF V=23 THEN A=1-2*RND ELSE IF V=23 THEN 9 ELSE IF PEEK(FNP(X,V))<>
219 THEN POKE FNP(X,V),21:GOTO 2
4 IF PEEK(FNP(X,V-B))=32 THEN B=B+M+1 ELSE IF PEEK(FNP(X-A,V))=32 THEN A=A-E
5 PLAY"MBC64":IF M MOD 14 THEN 3 ELSE L=L-.9:GOTO 3

6 KEY(12) OFF:KEY(13) OFF:IF D>1 THEN D=D-3:GOTO 8 ELSE 8
7 KEY(12) OFF:KEY(13) OFF:IF D<51 THEN D=D+3
8 LOCATE 22,"PRINT P;";PLAY"A64";KEY(12) ON;KEY(13) ON;RETURN

9 KEY(12) OFF:KEY(13) OFF;SOUND 39,11:C=C-1:LOCATE 9,69:PRINT C;IF C=0 THEN 15
10 FOR T=1 TO 20000:NEXT:M=1:RANDOMIZE C):X=RND*35+10;V=RND*2+2:LOCATE 1,9+C*4;PR
11 INT "";KEY(12) ON;KEY(13) ON;GOTO 3)

11 WIDTH 80:COLOR 4,3,2;CLS:KEY OFF;DEFINT B,V: B=1:C=11:DEF FNP(X,V)=INT(X+.5)*2
+V*160:ON KEY(12) GOSUB 6:ON KEY(13) GOSUB 7:LOCATE 10,20:PRINT "Left and right cur-

12 DEF FNZ=VAL(LEFT$(TIME$,2))*3600+VAL(MID$(TIME$,4,2))*60+VAL(RIGHT$(TIME$,2))
13 RETURN "";LOCATE 14,20;PRINT "Pick a paddle size: (Small, Medium or Large): A=IN

15 CLS;COLOR 1:LOCATE 24,15;PRINT "Stay on the Ball with PC Magazine":LOCATE 3,6
16 PRINT "PChallenge":LOCATE 8,6:PRINT "Balls left":LOCATE 11,6:PRINT "Initial Draggable":DEF SEG=0:IF (PEEK(1040) AND 48) = 48 THEN DEF SEG= &H8000 ELSE DEF SEG= &H8000

18 Z=FNZ:COLOR 1;LOCATE 17,66;PRINT "Time Spent":LOCATE 14,66;PRINT "Final Drag":C
19 COLOR 4;LOCATE 69;PRINT L;LOCATE 18,65;PRINT USING "### seconds":I=W:LOCATE 20,65
20 PRINT "Want to play":LOCATE 65;PRINT "again (y/n)?";I=W:LOCATE 20,65
21 IF A=INKEY$:IF A="y" OR A="n" THEN RUN ELSE IF A="n" OR A="n" THEN CLS ELSE 16
HOW TO MAKE YOUR IBM
ACT LIKE AN IBM

You choose an IBM for its advanced capabilities. But tapping those capabilities is another matter.

It takes sophisticated, professional software. Like the kind that's available from SPI.

Pascal Business Software

Pascal is much more advanced than other languages in use today. That's why it was chosen exclusively for all SPI business software programs.

Produced By Professionals

Although some pretty good software has been written by lone programmers at kitchen tables, SPI prefers to take a more business-like approach.

Our software packages are designed and implemented by a qualified team of experts that includes computer scientists, CPAs, and business system users.

Simple To Use

The more a program does, the less you have to do in order to achieve results. SPI programs are menu driven, and the user is prompted for each input. And if unreasonable data is accidentally keyed in, the program automatically questions it.

What's more, SPI programs work together through a common database. That way, you only have to enter information once in order for multiple programs to process it.

And by utilizing our relational database software with other SPI programs, you'll be on especially friendly speaking terms with your IBM.

Flexible

SPI software can easily be tailored to individual needs. Parameter files let you define certain requirements. And the common database reduces the time and cost of making changes.

So, now that you own an IBM, get the software that brings out the best in it.

Available

The following software is available now, and more is currently under development.

These separate software packages share a common database and are totally interactive—data entered once can be utilized by multiple programs, and one program and branch to, and interact with, all others. The result is line one, all-inclusive program constructed of individual components, each capable of standing on its own.

System Software

- LogiQuest II
- LogiQuest III

Applications Software

- LogiCalc
- Asset (G/L, A/R, A/P)
- General Ledger (G/L)
- Accounts Receivable (A/R)
- Accounts Payable (A/P)
- Medical Billing
- Billing
- Medical A/R
- Clothing
- Store Management System

LogiCalc is perhaps the most powerful "spread sheet" type program available for any microcomputer today. In addition to features found in other financial modeling systems, it provides:

- Conditional expressions allowing "what if" processing together with relational operators and logical operators (AND, OR) with parenthesis.
- Complete interface to LogiQuest (SPI's relational data base, Asset (SPI's Accounting System) and word processor.
- Built in financial functions like linear regression, present value, depreciation, consolidation and more.
- Column format feature for individual column width, column precision or individual entry precision.
- Dump utility to obtain a hard copy of the model to facilitate audit trails.
- Merge command to combine two or more reports.
- Print command to print entire or partial reports according to parameters you specify including titles, page width and length. If the report to be printed exceeds the width of the printer
- LogiCalc automatically splits the report into two or more pages which

when laid side by side form the complete report.

LogiQuest III, utilizing a subset of IBM's SQL relational query language, is a powerful relational data base that offers single, multi-user and distributed processing capabilities.

- Multiple file processing.
- User definable screen mask (up to 8 pages per record).
- Arithmetic expression evaluator to combine fields in formulas.
- Conditional expression handling ("what if" processing on selected fields).
- Data entry range checking and password protection on selected fields.
- Scan for records with partial information.
- Find records qualifying on any number of search criteria using relational and logical operators with multiple files.
- Sort records by as many as 15 key fields (ascending or descending).
- Join, select and project implementation to facilitate relational query processing.

- Create, restructuring and recover utilities of files.
- Complete interface to LogiCalc and Asset (SPI's accounting system).
- Report Generator lets user define report formats, headings, page footing, subtotals, level breaks. Built in arithmetic and logic processor enables the user to design very complex reports.

SPI software is also available for: Apple II and III, TRS80 Model II, TI, Phillips and NEC. Commodore, HP, Xerox 820 and others available soon.

European distributor: Ingo Trickl, West Germany, 011-49-840-7925000.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Software Products International
10343 Roselle Street, Suite A,
San Diego, California 92121. 714/450-1526
The Arcade Opens
The PC's first good arcade-type game arrives; two others get low scores. Meanwhile, up on Everest...

Asteroids was one of the first world-class arcade games—complex and fast moving. You were either immune to its appeal or you became an Asteroids maniac. Developed by Atari, this game appealed to a much wider audience than had any video game since the novelty of Pong wore off back in the last days before the information age, whatever that age was called. In a feature article in Esquire magazine, it was noted that three-piece-suited executives, lawyers, accountants and such, could be seen spending their lunch hour and lunch money playing Asteroids in arcades around Times Square.

Since then we have seen the arrival of Space Invaders, Missile Command, the insatiable PacMan, and all the rest. The best of these games present graphically a "fundamental psychological condition."

YOU WERE either immune to its appeal or you became an Asteroids maniac.

Electronics, which seems to abstract anything it touches, presents, in the good video games, the surreal conditions we experience in dreams: falling from great heights, being pursued or attacked, trying over and over to do something but never quite doing it. With PacMan we even get role reversal. The first three games reviewed here succeed or fail to the extent that they are graphic descriptions of the unconscious, or for you computer types, displays of a segment of (buried) memory.
Astro-Dodge is a close relative of Asteroids and follows similar products that have been released for the Apple and other micros. While no game is as good on a micro as its dedicated big brother in the neighborhood arcade, Astro-Dodge comes as close as possible. It fully maintains the spirit and appeal of the original.

The opening display in Astro-Dodge is a small triangle—a spaceship at screen center. Slowly and deliberately closing in on it from all sides are much larger, menacing asteroids—irregularly shaped and apparently mindless. This image of surrounding menace may be the source of Asteroids’ appeal to professionals whose work is highly competitive and who are still young enough to have rivals and bosses. Further, the good Astro-Dodge player may shatter the asteroids into tiny fragments and finally destroy them altogether by shooting them. In the real world he might get a promotion, but in this game he gets more asteroids. (Maybe that is more realistic after all.) He also gets a little flying saucer, which, unlike the asteroids, not as smooth. Sometimes the movements could be seen as stepped, rather than as a smooth flow. This game has two flying saucers instead of one, and the first is not much of a challenge. The second, however, is as deadly as a small mosquito in the tent on a camping trip; you learn to hate it.

Besides its relative slow speed, Astro-Dodge has one or two failings. Unlike many games, the high score is not posted—only the score for the present game. On the other hand, the instructions displayed on-screen are clear and easy to read. I was playing on a color monitor with the monochrome monitor displaying the instructions at the same time, which was convenient.

As stated earlier, no micro games can match the arcade version, but Astro-Dodge is one of the better ones. I played for an hour and quit only for lack of time. My best score was something over 8,000.

**Simple-Minded Galaxy Master**

Galaxy Master is not in the same class as Astro-Dodge. It is a simple-minded game, though it has modest charm. It is a game, not of psychological states, but of coordination among one’s eye, hand, and sense of timing. The display is extremely simple, consisting of very schematic objects. The spaceship looks like a stick character, space garbage like a dim cursor, enemy ships are asterisks, and the Galaxy Master is a symbol similar to the legal symbol for “section.”

Galaxy Master, space garbage, and enemy ships move across the screen slowly. Your ship can move in any direction by means of the four arrow keys on the keypad, at least until your fingers cramp, which won’t be long. You shoot lasers or photons with the F1 and F2 keys and try to get score points by hitting things. The Galaxy Master is the only one who shoots back and you have two minutes to score 600 points, which will restart the clock or you lose. You can also lose by shooting while moving upward, in which case you usually shoot yourself down. If you don’t score high, you’re called a “humorous opponent” or “foolish” earthing, or something of the sort, a sure sign of amateurish marketing to go along with simplistic programming. My best score in about 40 minutes of play was 955, which rates “fair.” I liked best that you could play the game with or without sound (fitting it’s advertisement as an “office game”), a choice more games should offer. It requires Advanced BASIC and an 80-column display such as IBM’s monochrome monitor.

**Tinny Tunes**

Set the Hostages Free is the least interesting of these games. From the disk it was not apparent who wrote it. It is another game of coordinating the movement of something on the screen with the timing of a key press. A space moves around the perimeter of a square. You may move your gun (two hi-res lines) around the outside of the square. You must time your shot to hit the moving space, allowing the bulle to eliminate one brick in the game, a la Break Out, an arcade game.
that was intermediate in the line of development between Pong and Asteroids. When all the bricks are gone, a number of hostages in the center of the square are released. I lost interest before I actually witnessed this. Perhaps the release of the hostages would trigger some unexpected wellspring of patriotic emotion. But I doubt it. This game requires Advanced BASIC and an 80-column display. Just as army generals in the poorest countries wear the most braid and brass, this game had the most tinny tunes accompanying its start.

Because It Was There

Everest Explorer is a game of resource management, not an arcade game, so I asked my colleague, Edmund Hilarious, O.B.E. to review it, as he is much more qualified than I am in these matters. Here is his report:

"Bloody good game, old sport. We left Katmandu in late Spring—Goodwin, Hoskins, and the rest, including that doctor chap—and made base camp in two weeks, with a lot of Sherpa fellows, can't ever remember their funny-sounding names. Spent $80,000 getting there too, don't mind telling you, what with the cost of tents and

SPENT $80,000 getting there too, don't mind telling you, what with the cost of tents and oxygen bottles, fuel, meals, and of course the bloody Sherpas themselves. Over $1,000 apiece they were, and unreliable at that, as I'll explain in a moment. On the third day one of the Sherpas was lost in an icefall, poor soul. Name was Ang Phu, Any Phlegm, or something like that. That wouldn't have been so bad, of course, except that the system crashed too, returning me to BASIC against my will and giving me a bloody division by zero, overflow at line number 76 error message. Hardly sporting, don't you know. A rather sudden descent, too. Wonder I didn't suffer severe nosebleed. Of course, I tried the mountain again immediately. Always be an England, hey? This time got Base Two almost supplied. Goodwin was down for a few days with hypothermia, but he is better now. Our progress was no thanks to the Sherpas, by the way, who refused to climb past base camp after one of their number suffered an irreversible loss of life clearing out icefalls from the more difficult Western approach. When I saved all information to disk after an hour of play, the weather was cloudy with light snow and mild winds. I think that once the six of us climbers (I took only a small crew this time) get all the food and fuel to camp two, those cowardly Sherpas will change their tune all right.

"Well, wish me luck old bean. Cheerio for now."

/PC
20,000 Programs For The IBM

NOW BABY BLUE SUPPORTS SERIAL-INTERFACE PRINTERS SUCH AS DIABLO, QUME, NEC — EVEN WHEN YOU'RE NOT RUNNING CP/M PROGRAMS

Baby Blue CPU PLUS
FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

SEE YOU AT NCC.
BOOTH NUMBER A-732

Baby Blue is a trademark of XEDEX Corporation.
Are Now Available
Personal Computer!

INTRODUCING
BABY BLUE CPU PLUS

Baby Blue CPU Plus is an accessory printed-circuit board for your IBM Personal Computer and special software on disk.

As far as normal PC DOS operations are concerned, Baby Blue acts just like any other normal, mild-mannered 64K byte random-access memory board.

But when you invoke a CP/M-80* program, Baby Blue becomes a second computer within your computer, letting you run thousands (literally thousands) of programs written for the CP/M microcomputer operating system.

CP/M, the first microcomputer operating system to gain wide acceptance, has been around since 1975. Not only has it played host to a lot of programs, but those programs are among the most useful, most sophisticated, most thoroughly tested and debugged, most proven programs ever written. More than 200,000 computers were field-testing those programs for you before the IBM Personal Computer even existed.

The total CP/M library is immense. It includes the best efforts of thousands of professional and advanced-amateur programmers. There are time managers, spreadsheet manipulators and professional-office packages. Languages — BASIC, of course, ALGOL, FORTRAN, C, Pascal, LISP, COBOL, PILOT, and FORTH, to name a few. Text editors, text formatters, full-blown word processors, spelling checkers and indexers. Utilities that will massage problem files so that they lie back and purr. Games, including chess, Reversi, Adventure and tournament-level Star Trek. Database managers. Accounting packages that can run a million-dollar business... Just about anything you can imagine.

The net result is an integration of CP/M programs into the PC environment that's so smooth, so transparent that you won't need to know or care which operating system a program was originally written for.

Special Baby Blue Features:

- 280B* microprocessor running at 4.77 megahertz.
- Additional 64K memory, fully available to PC DOS — looks just like the IBM 64K board to the system.
- Will accept CP/M programs on any of several popular 5¼″ soft-sectored diskette formats.
- 63K of user memory is available for CP/M programs — 7K more than on any other popular machine.
- Files can be shared — CP/M and PC DOS programs can be mixed in a menu-driven system with common data files.
- IBM Personal Computer peripherals are supported — including keyboard, video boards, printer, Asynchronous Communications Adapter.

ONLY $600

Special option — Baby Blue bundled with WordStar* and Mail-Merge... $980

For only $60 more than the cost of the IBM 64K Memory Board ($540) you get 64K of Memory PLUS an Interface to over 20,000 programs!

Call (212) 489-0444

or write XEDEX Corporation
1345 Ave. of Americas, New York, N.Y. 10105

WordStar* is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
Baby Blue is a trademark of XEDEX Corporation.
280 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.
When your IBM® personal computer gets downright friendly . . .

That's **FRIENDLYWARE™**

Our new 3 disk package is designed to introduce you to your P.C.
But it will also teach you, amuse you, organize you, test you, assist you, and impress you.
At $49.95†, we think that's a pretty friendly package.

Available at **ComputerLand™**

**FRIENDLYWARE™**
Easy To Use, Easy To Buy

†with manual; Suggested Retail Price
IBM®, ComputerLand, and FriendlyWare are Registered Trademarks of International Business Machines, Corp., Computerland Stores, Inc., and FriendlySoft, Inc., respectively.
Marketplace

HARDWARE

Oak Desk
Electroniture is a combination computer cabinet and desk handcrafted of solid oak, which provides a permanent home to the IBM PC.
The unit is "ergonomically human engineered, has a large work surface, a document holder, and space for peripherals and software storage."
The monitor cabinet has a nonglare glass screen that will enhance contrast and color without distortion.
Although the unit has room for a small printer, there is an optional, matching solid oak stand that accommodates both back- and bottom-feed printers using 15-inch and smaller fan-fold paper. An optional wire paper bale is available.
Price: Desk Unit $895, Printer Stand $225, Paper Bale $25.
Bench Collection 1387-D Coss Rd.
Santo Rosa, CA 95401
(707/526-1074)

Space Tablet
The Space Tablet is a four-access system digitizer that consists of a pen that can be moved to various locations on an object so as to translate the dimensions into code that can be interpreted by the PC. The product works with both Chart Pro and Slide Pro software, described elsewhere in this section.
Micro Control Systems 431 Vinyard Point Rd.
Guilford, CT 06437
(203/643-4897)

Screen Cover
A non-glare screen cover that darkens a "too light" background is new from PFM Products. The screen fits the PC monochrome display.
Price: $15.95
PFM Products
9129 Coral Cove
Dolos, TX 75231

Printer "LEGGS"
Argus' "LEGGS" allows you to store paper underneath your Epson or IBM printer. The four legs take the place of the screws under your printer, and can be installed in seconds, providing room for 3 inches of paper.
Requires: Epson MX-80 or MX-100 or IBM Matrix Printer.
Price: $15.
Argus
Box 9777
Baltimore, MD 21204
(301/321-8451)

Print Spooler
Computlink's SooperSpooler is an "intelligent printer interface designed to free microcomputers from the mundane task of printing." The device allows you to quickly dump text or other data into a 16K buffer. SooperSpooler sends the data to your printer while you use your computer for something more creative. Other standard features include: pagination, formatting, and headers.
Price: 16K Unit $349. Memory Expansion $159, Serial Port Option $95.
Computlink
1840 Industrial Circle
Longmont, CO 80501
(303/851-2014)

Disk Emulators
SemiDisk is a high-capacity memory board that operates like a 512K disk drive. Like a disk, there is a directory, and files can be written, read, and executed. Because it has no moving parts, it is much faster than a floppy or hard-disk system. Data or programs from your regular disks can be loaded into SemiDisk for instantaneous access.
Price: 512 Kbyte System $1,995.
1 Megabyte System $2,995.
SemiDisk System
P.O. Box GG
Beaverton, OR 97075
(503/642-3100)

Another half megabyte disk simulator is JRAM. The board comes with "a set of software to make that memory directly usable by common software."
Price: $1,200 (with 500K of RAM). $400 (without memory chips).
Tall Tree Systems
1036 Los Altos Ave.
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415/941-9748)

Hard Disks
Santa Clara Systems has announced two hard disks for the PC. Their SCS-MiniMega is a 5 1/4-inch disk in both 5 and 10 megabyte versions. The SCA-Sabrina Series offers 10 megabytes of storage on a removable 8-inch Winchester cartridge, along with from 10 to 40 megabytes of fixed disk storage capacity.
Santa Clara Systems
560 Division St.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408/374-6972)

Internal Hard Disk
Professional Micro Systems is offering a 5 1/4-inch 20 megabyte hard disk that fits inside the PC system unit, replacing one of the two floppy disk drives. The hard disk supports PC-DOS and CP/M-86. The company also offers

"New an the Market" does not review products, but reports information provided by the manufacturer. If you have a product that you would like to have included in this section, please send a brief description that includes applications, price, and system requirements to New on the Market, PC Magazine, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. Photographs and illustrations are run on a space-available basis.
special hard-disk versions of MicroPro's WordStar word-processing system, Sorcim's Super-Calc spreadsheet program, Systems Plus's Accounting Plus and MicroNetics' Client Write-Up and General Ledger.

Price: Disk Unit $5,995.
AST's new memory board can be configured with 64K to 256K of add-on memory. It also includes a parallel printer port and an asynchronous port.

Requirements: 64K.
AST Research
1725 Sky Park Circle, Suite B
Irvine, CA 92714
(714/540-1333)

Communications Port
Persyst has introduced an asynchronous communications controller for the PC that includes a rotating jumper plug to ease communications cabling, programmable baud rates from 50 to 19,200 baud, and dual channel option to allow one card to drive both a modem and serial printer.

Price: Single Channel $130.
Dual Channel $195.
Personal Systems Technology
22957 La Cadena
Loguna Hills, CA 92653
(714/859-8671)

Graphics Digitizer
The Graphic Analysis Package #1 includes a digitizer with 0.001" resolution, a digitizing stylus, a power supply, a communications interface cable, and an operator's manual and necessary software.

Price: Start at $1,419 for 11" × 11" digitizer.
GCRO Corporation
1055 First St.
Rockville, MD 20850
(301/279-9550)

Data Base Machine
The IDM 2000 is a combination of relational data base management software and specially tailored hardware. The hardware is designed to enhance the performance of the relational data and supports automatic proportional spacing, bold and shadow printing, underlining, super- and subscripting.

Requirements: Parallel Port.
Price: $2,250.
NEC Information Systems
5 Militia Dr.
Lexington, MA 02183
(617/862-3120)

MBA Is First Software Combo
The MBA program (695) from Context Management Systems combines a spreadsheet simulator, word-processing, graphics, and data base management. A future version of the program will also include telecommunications software, which the company says it will give free to buyers of the current version.

In a preview for PC, the MBA program appeared a credible start toward the expected merger of single-purpose programs; but it suffered somewhat from the "jack of all trades, master of none" syndrome. Its word-processor, for example, is very rudimentary compared to programs dedicated exclusively to that job. As is expected for such integrated suites of programs, MBA requires a beefily equipped PC—at minimum: 192K of memory, a graphics adapter with high-quality monochrome monitor (the program uses only graphics, not color), two disk drives, and a printer with graphics capability (such as the Epson printer with Grafix option). MBA is written in Pascal for the UCSD operating system, whose "run-time" elements are included on the MBA disk.

The centerpiece of MBA is its spreadsheet simulator, which is operated using a command set modeled upon and expanded from that of the VisiCalc program. Where MBA starts getting interesting is that you can fill its spreadsheet cells with values drawn from a data base created using another arm of the program. After twiddling the spreadsheet to your satisfaction, you can then, in the program's terms, "change contexts" to the word-processor and create a memo that leads in to your figures. Then you can change contexts again, to graphics, and order selected rows and columns of the figures interpreted as a pie chart or in other graphic fashion. The text, figures and charts appear together on your screen (which displays text and graphics alike in high-resolution graphics mode), and matching copies can be made on paper if your printer is equipped for it.

Context Management Systems
23864 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(213/378-8277)

Word-Processing
EasyWriter II. Information Unlimited Software, the producer of IBM's EasyWriter has released a totally new word processing package called EasyWriter II. Pages appear on the screen just as they appear on paper, complete with headers, footers, onscreen underlining, boldface and double underlining. Printing can be done direct-
to the printer while editing another.
Requires: 64K 2 Disk Drives.
Price: $350.
Information Unlimited Software
281 Arlington Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94707
(415/527-9526)

Wordnet86 is a new word-processing program that incorporates data entry and text data merge capacity. Using all the PC's function and cursor control keys, its features include horizontal scrolling, block move and copy, search and replace, and numeric tabbing. Disk file handling, printing, system interaction, and help files are menu driven.
Requires: 64K Two Drives.
Price: $395.
Monoson MicroSystems, Inc.
51 Main St.
Watertown, MA 02172
(617/924-2124)

Finalword is an integrated word-processing system. In addition to standard operating features such as automatic word wrap, global search, and justification, Finalword offers several unique text editing and formatting capabilities. "Chapter Command" will center columns, boldface chapter headings, and create appropriate entries in the Table of Contents. Further, during output, the menu-driven program can create an index, complete with appropriate pagination, and number footnotes. Additional features are split-screen capability, directory access during the editing process, and simultaneous editing and printing capability.
Requires: 56K memory, PC-DOS.
Price: $300.
Mark of the Unicorn
P.O. Box 423
Arlington, MA 02174
(617/489-1387)

Spelling Checkers
Easyspeller is an innovative spelling-checker and proof-reading package. Using an 88,000-word dictionary, it flags mispellings and offers the user a chance to substitute the correct spelling. The system can also create supplementary dictionaries for jargon and abbreviations. It further allows the user to correct the same mistake within a file by pressing a single key. The system also displays the entire line in which the flagged word appears, enhancing ease of readability.
Requires: PC-DOS.
Price: $119.
Information Unlimited Software
281 Arlington Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94707
(415/527-9526)

FZLabel is a mail management program geared to the small business employee and computer neophyte who lacks the time to master a more complicated system. The company will follow this product with a similarly "simple" line-oriented wordprocessor and home finance program. All are in the lower price range.
Price: $39.95.
Systemics
3050 Spring St.
W. Bloomfield, MI 48033
(313/851-2504)

Mail Management
Two new mail managers geared to the IBM PC user are on the market. Mail Manager will create and update address files, create subfiles, merge files, and sort using a variety of key fields. Starware plans on releasing several other IBM PC packages including: Grodem for teachers, Data Analyst, Listpro (for creating custom form letters), and Pfofsale (an order-entry package).
Price: $49.
Starware
1629 K Street NW, Suite 551
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202/337-5300)

Communications
Logon, an auto-dial, auto-answer communications software package supporting the Hayes Smartmodem, features menus, directory of frequently called numbers and host computer configurations, automatic retransmission of erroneous data, selectable number of columns (screen width) and ability to "chat" off-line without losing carrier. Written in UCSD Pascal 4.0.
Requires: 64K, Serial Card Disk.
Price: $150.
Ferox Microsystems
1201 N. Ft. Myer Dr.
Arlington, VA 22209
(703/841-0800)

Crosstalk Version 2.0 allows a PC or CP/M computer to access almost any ASCII dial-up computer system. It captures and stores received data and sends pre-edited files to a remote computer system. The company is releasing both PC-DOS and CP/M-86 versions.
Microstuf
1900 Leland Dr., Suite 12
Marietta, GA 30067
(404/852-0267)

PC MODEM communications program for the IBM PC features include: continuous automatic, auto-answering, send-receive ASCII files which can be read from or written to PC-DOS files up to 600 baud, menu drive, and switches between touch-tone and rotary dialing.
Requires: 64K, IBM Communications Adapter (or equivalent), PC-DOS, BASICA, Disk Drive, D.C. Hayes Smartmodem.
Price: $49.95.
System Software Services
1765 Raleigh Lane
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
(312/843-8584)

ASCOM is an asynchronous communications program for users who routinely send or receive program or data files between a PC and another computer. The PC version of ASCOM is compatible with ASCOM on any CP/M system.
Requires: PC-DOS, Serial Communications Module.
Price: $175 including software and manual.
Westico
25 Van Zant St.
Norwalk, CT 06855
(203/853-6880)
Terminal Emulator
R/NET, an abbreviation for Relational Network, was created to allow the IBM PC to connect directly or remotely to minicomputers supporting the ADDS terminal. Because R/NET can capture minicomputer data on the PC's disks, it is possible to manipulate data off-line. The system includes software, documentation, and a cable to connect the PC to a minicomputer.
Price: $200.
Cosmos
10626 148th Ave. SE
Renton, WA 98056
(206/226-8362)

Phone Log
Phone Chronicle from Sycon logs outgoing calls and is intended for single telephone line users who need to monitor internal telephone use for billing or cost control purposes. The program sorts, organizes, and presents calls in a report format which includes the data, telephone number, time and length of call, and three-digit individual employee/account code. Consisting of a PC board, telephone plug, cable, diskette, and user's manual, the unit has an on-board memory of 100 calls, and signals when memory is reaching the limit. It uses an external A/C adapter to supply power when the computer is not in use. A multi-line version is under development.
Price: $395.
Sycon
3040 Scott Blvd.
Sonto Clarro, CA 95051
(408/727-2751)

Payroll
Payroll Master can process up to 200 employees on a two-disk PC. It supports six user-defined deduction fields and gives definable pay rates for each employee. Multi-state and mixed department labor analysis are also offered. A Tecmar hard disk version is also available.
Price: $495.
ASTEC
229 Hunmwell St.
Needham, MA 02194
(617/444-5551)

Dow Jones
Another IBM release, Dow Jones Reporter enables an IBM PC user to gather business information from the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service. It provides access to a variety of information including financial news, stock market quotations, and company profiles.
Price: $100.
IBM
(800/447-4700)

The Personal Investor automatically connects your PC with the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service giving you access to "the most authoritative financial information in the world." Stories and reports as new as 90 seconds or as old as 90 days can be viewed from The Wall Street Journal, Barrons, and Dow Jones News.
The Personal Investor includes several modules. The "Portfolio Manager" records stock purchases, dividends, and sales of stocks. The "News/Terminal" works with Dow Jones and most other information services. The "Quotes Screen" automatically signs on to the Dow Jones service, collects quotations on preassigned stocks, and signs off. The quotations can be printed or viewed on the monitor, after the Dow Jones service is disconnected. The package includes software and a 58-page manual.
PBL Corporation
P.O. Box 599
Woyzota, MN 55391
(612/473-3769)

Financial and Accounting
The Boss from XEDEX Corporation is a new financial accounting package that includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, and Accounts Payable modules. The company plans on releasing several other interactive modules by fall. XEDEX will provide user support via a technical "hotline" service.
Requires: XEDEX Baby Blue. Will work with 5-megabyte hard disk drives or two 8-inch floppy disks with 200K Memory (IBM 5-inch floppy disks will store only 160K each).
Price: $2,495. Combined price with Baby Blue $3,095.
XEDEX Corporation
1345 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10016
(212/489-0444)

Another set of Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, General Ledger, and Payroll programs is available from:
Zeto Products
P.O. Box 147
Georgetown, TX 78626
(512/863-3079)
A new series of business programs for the IBM PC includes: Payroll, Job Costing, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and General Ledger.
Computer Systems Design
P.O. Box 735
Yokomo, WA 98907
(509/575-0320)

More Business Tools
IBM has released Inventory Control by PeachTree Software to help companies manage their inventory assets. The program is designed to assist a small business improve its merchandise control, reduce inventory investment, and improve customer service and response. The program may be customized to suit a company's needs.
Price: $595.
IBM
(800/447-4700)

Chort Pro produces graphics on the screen (monochrome or color) and the Epson or IBM printers. It can produce charts, bar graphs, and linear data from information you enter directly or through VisiCalc files. A companion program, Slide Pro, produces copy that can be thermofaxed for overhead projection slides. The product allows you to move your cursor around, drawing flow charts, block diagrams, and the like. $49.50 for each product.
Price: $595.
Micro Control Systems
431 Vinyard Point Rd.
Guilford, CT 06437
(203/643-4897)

Time Manager from IBM and MicroSoft, Inc. enables the PC user to organize and plan activities while maintaining records for future reference. By recording events as they happen, the user can later retrieve a summary of those events, as well as organize and update data. Totals can be created in several categories for tax verification, expense reports, and project evaluations.
Price: $100.
IBM
(800/447-4700)

MicroGANTT is a project-planning system designed for users who perform time-and-cost analyses. The programs use the Critical Path Method technique to determine task dependencies and project completion dates. When an aspect of a project is modified, the plan is immediately redisplayed to reflect the new schedule.
Westico
25 Van Zant St.
Norwalk, CT 06855
(203/853-6880)
Business & Engineering
HAL 9000, a new line of Business and Engineering software, has been introduced by Keller.
It consists of:
—HAL 1000 Business Software with General Ledger, A/R, A/P, Inventory and General Business applications.
—HAL 2000 Engineering Software with Civil, Scheduling, Cost Engineering, and Electrical applications.
—HAL 3000 Statistical Software with general applications.
Requirements: PC-DOS.

Econocomp Services, Inc., is releasing a line of engineering software for the IBM PC. Included are structural, geotechnical, and hydraulics programs. Econocomp Services, Inc. 89 Stote St. Guilford, CT 06437 (203/453-4386).

Banks
AmperSand Corporation introduced its Bronchbooker series for financial institutions. The income-property models are capable of analyzing variables such as purchase price, financing structure, tax implications, cash-flow and after-sale profitability.

Disk Library Program
The Floppy Disk Library is designed to "take some of the drudgery out of keeping track of floppy disks and files."

Insurance
A new line of software geared specifically for insurance agents has been released. Nine modular programs in the series cover wide-ranging aspects of insurance sales: compiling prospect lists, risk analysis, and tracking claims. Word-processing is included.

Electronic Memo Register was designed especially for insurance agents who have "hundreds of follow-up messages to track."

Data Base Manager
EasyFiler is an "information processor" from Information Unlimited Software. The data base management system allows the user to enter, manipulate, and report a variety of data. The software is designed to handle up to 100 megabytes of data, if you can find a disk that will store that much. EasyFiler has its own limited editor, so it is possible to create form letters and use the product as a stand-alone mail-merge program. Each listing (record) in the data base can have up to 50 items.

Spreadsheets
IBM announces the release of VisiCalc version 1.1. The revised version of this best-selling spreadsheet program will now accommodate up to 256K of user memory and will support additional parallel and serial printers. VisiCalc's producer, VisiCorp, will automatically issue the upgraded version at no charge to all registered owners. Requirements: PC-DOS, One Drive, 64K. Price: $250. No charge for update. VisiCorp 2805 Zanker Rd. San Jose, CA 95134 (408/946-9600).

Ferrox Microsystems, makers of MICRO-DSS/F, is offering a menu-driven financial modeling package for the PC. It features "what-if" calculations. 32,000 cell built-in financial functions, and report generation. Includes run-time UCSD Pascal 4.0.

The SuperCalc Electronic Spreadsheet for the PC allows users with color monitors to see negative values displayed in red, and formulas in yellow. 256K users will be able to fill in all 16,000 cells of the worksheet with five-digit numbers—enough space to allow 10-year projections by month. Price: $295. Sorcim 405 Aldo Ave. Sonoro Clora, CA 95050 (408/727-7634).

For the Home
Household Inventory enables homeowners to maintain records of their valuable posses-
sions for insurance purposes. The program catalogues and cross-references household items (up to 100 in 25 rooms) keying in such information as serial number, purchase date, and value. Price: $95.

What Do We Name the Baby? draws upon a 2500-name database to generate lists of names defined by series of parameters chosen by the prospective parents.


Metamorphics, Inc.
154 Montgomery Ave.
Balo Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215/688-9000)

Education

Two new software educational packages have been introduced into the marketplace. Schooldoze provides the answers to hundreds of arcane and rarely asked questions, and can create a Timeline of any size.


Schooldoze by Metamorphics
154 Montgomery Ave.
Balo Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215/688-9000)

Math Drills offers mathematical exercises geared toward the elementary age group. The program generates problems in many difficulty ranges. A user's scoreboard monitors progress and missed problems and supplies the correct answers.

Requirements: 36K Memory, 1 DD, 80-Column Monitor.
Math Drills by Storeware
3901 Davis Place N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202/337-5300)

Games

Space Guardians requires its players to travel the galaxy, searching out and destroying alien warships.

Requirements: 64K, One Drive, 80-Character Display. Price: $29.95.
Omnic
1268 Main St., #207
Newington, Ct 06111
(203/666-4240)

The makers of Galaxy Master have dubbed their new product the "office game" because the user can elect to turn off the sound in an office environment. Movement around the screen is accomplished through cursor controls and the user gets to press F1 to fire lasers or F2 for "photon torpedoes."

Price: $29.95.
Info-Pro
2102 Business Center Dr., #132
Irvine, CA 92715
(714/851-9875)

The Keyboard Enhancers

The Keyboard Enhancer allows the user to specify repetitively typed phrases or control functions with a single key stroke. The strings may contain any legal ASCII characters, thus making it possible for you to redefine many of the PC's keys. The program becomes part of the disk operating system and remains in memory until you reboot or turn off the power. The program allows you to save and complete keystrings (macros) to disk files. Includes a quarterly software newsletter with program enhancements and updates. Quoted price is an introductory offer and is subject to change after July, 1982.

Requirements: PC-DOS, One Drive. Price: $29.95.
George Cerchio System Consultants
1110 Whirlow Pl.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408/923-0911)

Utilities

Note: Disk Utilities are tools that aid in the interface between the computer user and the disk operating system; that is, the environment in which computer software operates. Some utilities (like CP+) are for novices and others (like DiskLook and tools/86) are more suited for programmers or advanced users. CP+ replaces CP/M commands with a series of "simple, English-language 'menus," messages and directions." It currently works only with CP/M-80 systems, but its distributors plan to release a version for the Blue [see story this issue] equipped for PC as well as for CP/M-86.

Price: $150.
Tourus Software Corporation
870 Market St., Suite 817
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415/788-0888)

Disklook is a menu-driven set of PC-DOS utilities which allow users to "browse through any file, display any diskette sector, graphically map diskette usage and the location of any file, display erased file names, reveal hidden files, display complete directory information, and enable the user to learn more about how files are copy protected.

Requirements: PC-DOS, 64K, One Disk Drive.
Peter Norton
1716 Main St.
Venice, CA 90291
(213/399-3948)

Operating System

The Osis 16 operating system turns the IBM PC into a multi-user business microcomputer. It simultaneously coordinates up to three users on a standard system and up to 32 users with appropriate bus expansion. The system provides for private or shared public files, optional passwords, and privileged level security access. It is compatible with 2-80 Oasis Basic and C applications software, making over 500 commercial programs immediately available. Supports Corvus hard disks.

Price: $1,495.
Phase One
7700 Edgewater Dr., Suite 830
Oakland, CA 94621
(415/562-8065)

CP/M Emulator

1-DOS is a version of the native "PC-DOS" operating system for the PC. It supports Professional Micro Systems' 20 and 40 Mega-byte 1½-inch Integral Hard Disks and CP/M-80 and CP/M-86 under the native PC-DOS.

Both PC/M programs or files and PC-DOS programs and files can run in the same "areas" or "volumes" on the disks.

In 1-DOS' "configure program," the hard disk and floppy disk can be assigned any logical drive letter and "volumes" can be of any size, within disk size constraints.

1-DOS has a menu-driven copy, rename and erase utilities. It has a built-in Communications Program that utilizes Hayes Smartmodem, Novation Modem and other RS-232 Mods.

Professional Micro Systems
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714/851-9655)

COBOL Language

IBM Personal Computer
COBOL Compiler by MicroSoft is a software product that lets the user develop programs in COBOL, a language designed for business applications. The IBM COBOL is a version of the popular ANSI 1974 level standard with extensions that support color and screen formatting.

IBM
(800/447-4700)
SAVE TIME WITH TEXTPLUS

WORD PROCESSING — PLUS.

WORD PROCESSING:

- Full screen edit
- 11 cursor controls
- Move, Copy blocks
- Merge, Split or Chain files
- Menu driven, extensive prompting
- Full speed, word wrap
- 5 insert/delete methods
- Search and Replace
- 1000 words of on-line HELP screens

PLUS:

- On-line file inquiry
- Mailing labels
- Sort by field(s)
- Record selection
- DOS file compatible
- Titles
- Trailers
- Page numbering
- Control all margins
- Page Advance
- Centering
- Justification
- Format multi-column lists
- Calculate: total, sub-total
- Calculate: average, percent
- Bar charts

Written for the IBM PC. Comprehensive 100 page manual. Easy to use. Function key meanings are always displayed on the bottom line. Extensive Prompting and HELP screens available. All you need is the IBM PC with 64K, one disk, an 80 column display, and the IBM DOS Diskette. The IBM or Epson printer is recommended. Typestyles are easily changed, even in the middle of a sentence. TEXTPLUS is the easy and natural word processor.

Introductory price TEXTPLUS — $200.00 (includes shipping)

Mail your order today, call now toll free (for orders only):

(800) 824-7888, operator 89
In California — (800) 852-7777, operator 89

Dealer inquiries invited.

Send me TEXTPLUS at the introductory price of $200.00
Please send me just the manual for $30.00
VISA    Mastercard    Check / Money Order
Send more information

NAME: __________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________
CITY: __________ STATE: _______ ZIP: _______
SIGNATURE: ________________________ CARD #: __________________ EXP. DATE: __________

OWL SOFTWARE CORPORATION • DEPT. P • 1605 E. CHARLESTON BLVD. • LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
HAVE YOU MADE YOUR FIRST $1,000,000?

IF NOT...

PLAY MILLIONAIRE, an exciting simulation of the stock market. Try your hand at turning $10,000 into a million bucks! Anyone can play as our tutorial manual will take you through the basics. ORDER NOW!

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-835-2246 EXT. 101

ONLY $34.95 (CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX)

REQUIRES PC DOS, 64K, AND ONE DISK DRIVE. WILL WORK WITH EITHER MONOCHROME OR COLOR ADAPTER. FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL 1-805-583-8645.

SEND ME MILLIONAIRE IMMEDIATELY!
NAME __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP __________
PAYMENT ENCLOSED $34.95 (CA add 6% tax )
BILL MY: MASTERCARD VISA
Signature __________________________ Expires ______
Card # __________________________
Product Reports

Tecmar Proliferates PC Products; New VisiSeries; MicroPro Releases WordStar; and IBM Announces Double-Sided Disk Drives.

Tecmar Proliferates PC Products
Speech Master, PC-MATE, Speed Disk, and More to Come.

When IBM released the PC in October 1981, several companies jumped on the bandwagon with software and hardware add-ons. None were quite as prolific as Cleveland's Tecmar Industries, which introduced more than 20 PC-related products by the time this magazine's first issue hit the streets in January. Now they're back with several more.

Talkin' Terminals
One of their new plug-in devices teaches the PC to talk back to you—in audible English. According to Tecmar Vice President Dave Wertman, the Speech Master Board is treated by the PC like a monitor or a printer, but instead of the output being displayed or printed, it is enunciated through the device's on-board speaker or through an amplifier or tape recorder connected to the Board. You can write your speeches in BASIC or in PC-DOS text files that can be created with a word-processing program.

By including a few lines of code at the top of your BASIC programs, you can LPRINT directly to the Speech Master Board, according to a Tecmar spokesperson. But even if you don't know a word of BASIC, you can use a simple PC-DOS command to route text to the speaker. PC-DOS includes a command that allows you to route a file to the screen by typing TYPE FILENAME. If you want that same file printed, you precede the TYPE statement with a CTRL P (for PRINT). With Speech Master, according to Wertman, you type CTRL T (for talk) and the text is spoken rather than displayed or printed. Your Speech Master, in essence, becomes another list device.

Words are pronounced on a "synthesis by rule" basis. If you don't like the machine's pronunciation, you can retyp e the word phonetically.

A production model was not available for testing as PC went to bed, but we'll soon play with one and let you know what it has to say for itself. Price: $395 for the Board; $95 for software.

Hard Disk/Expansion Chassis
Another new Tecmar product is the 10-megabyte (10-million-character) version of their combination hard disk/expansion chassis. The PC-MATE Winchester/10, like their previously announced five-megabyte hard disk, is enclosed in the PC-Mate Expansion Assembly, which looks remarkably similar to the PC itself and contains its own power supply and six additional expansion slots. Price: $3,995.

Programs Increase Use of Memory Boards
Speed Disk is a program that allows a 192K memory expansion board to simulate a floppy disk. The result is a logical disk device that is "totally compatible for normal system operations and provides speed increases of between 5 and 50 times that of the IBM mini-floppies." Although it was designed to work with Tecmar's PC-Mate Dynamic RAM Option, it should work with any 192K memory expansion board. Price: $40.

Tired of waiting for your printer to let you use the PC? The RAMspooler allows data sent to a printer to be buffered, thus freeing the PC to perform other tasks while the printer is busy. Like Speed Disk, it requires a 192K memory add-on board.

New VisiSeries
VisiCalc Business Companion Series

VisiCorp
2895 Zanker Rd.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408/946-9000)

The most expensive element in many computer systems is neither the hardware nor the software. The time and expense of entering data, whether words or numbers, can add up to a very substantial investment. As a result, a company that offers an integrated line of software, able to make several uses of the same data, has a distinct advantage in the marketplace.

The VisiDex program operates like a giant set of index cards...

VisiCorp (formerly Personal Software) is already pre-eminent. Their VisiCalc spreadsheet program is the world's best-selling software program. That's a tough act to follow, but the "VisiSeries" is likely to open up a lucrative after-market from VisiCorp's plenti-
ful supply of VisiCalc customers.

The VisiSeries is an interrelated set of business programs for planning, analyzing, forecasting, budgeting, and answering "what if" questions. Along with VisiCalc, the series for the PC now includes: VisiFile, VisiTrend/Plot, VisiDex, and Desktop/PLAN.

VisiFile stores business records in a flexible format and can be used either for simple applications such as organizing a mailing list, or complex ones such as inventory management. A single diskette stores up to 12 files. A maximum of 32,000 records can be stored within each file. Users with 64K of memory can specify up to 48 fields per record and 256K users can specify up to 128 fields. The program is menu-driven and includes a "help" feature to aid user understanding. Available: third quarter 1982. Price: $300.

The VisiTrend/Plot program allows the user to take data entered through VisiCalc and create charts and graphs along with statistical reports including linear regression, standard deviation, mean, median, and the like. Displays may be saved on diskette for later use in presentations. Graphs may be printed with the IBM or Epson MX-80 with graftrax and several other graphic printers. Available: third quarter 1982. Requires: IBM Color Adapter for high-resolution graphics. Price: $300.

The VisiDex program operates "like a giant set of index cards that may be cross-referenced thousands of ways." Its applications include personnel information, sales reports, financial details, or short reports. Each "card" can be stored on disk and cross-referenced against a number of special words or dates (called "keywords"). Available: third quarter 1982. Price: $250.

The Desktop/PLAN program uses a series of menus to guide the user through a financial modeling session. The user creates a model, beginning with row and column titles, inputting initial values, and deciding on row and column formulas for later calculation. The computed-values file can be printed out with headers, footers, pagination, and other formatting aids. The program includes a high-resolution graphing feature that can be used with systems equipped with an IBM Color Graphics Adapter only. Available: May 1982. Price: $300.

The first MicroPro release for the PC is MicroPro Releases WordStar, a popular word-processor now available for the PC.

MicroPro International
1299 4th St.
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415/457-8990)

WordStar is to word-processing what VisiCalc is to spreadsheet programs—very popular.

Just before press time MicroPro International released its long-awaited PC-DOS version of the WordStar word-processing program. Although there was neither time nor space for a full review, we took a quick look at the program. It was tested with only an Epson MX-80 printer (from which the IBM printer was cloned). A more thorough review will be included when PC reviews several word-processing programs.

The PC version represents at least three firsts for its publisher, MicroPro International: This is the first time MicroPro has released a non-CP/M version (it runs under PC-DOS); it is the first time MicroPro has used a computer's function or arrow keys; and it is the first WordStar to work with more than 64K of internal memory.

The standard WordStar requires the use of the CTRL keys plus one or more letter keys for everything from a mundane backspace to stellar block moves. For computers other than the PC, even if they have arrow keys, it is necessary to use CTRL S for left arrow, CTRL D for right arrow, CTRL E for up, and CTRL X for down. These CTRL keys will work on the PC version, but they are duplicated by the arrows on the number pad.

The PC's ability to handle more than 64K of memory presents some advantages. We ran WordStar on both a 128K IBM and a 64K NorthStar Horizon. The PC was able to print one file while we edited another. When we tried this on the NorthStar, its printer sometimes paused while we typed.

Block moves—moving text from one part of a file to another—were easier on the 128K PC. The PC's extra memory made it possible to move text in larger chunks.

When we tested WordStar on a 64K PC, we were disappointed with the small amount of space for block moves and the slow response time when moving the cursor from the top to the bottom on a large file. As a result, we recommend WordStar users have at least 92K of internal memory.

WordStar does not make as extensive use of the PC's function keys as do some of the other word-processing programs. But they can be used for help menus, setting tabs, left and right margins, underlining, boldface, block markers, and...
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you've chosen the IBM Personal Computer, your next considerations are enhancing your unit's productivity and providing for its longevity. By combining a
IBM System with an Electrohome Monitor, you can accomplish this by choosing the best complementary components to match your computer system. Each system includes a large work area, protective recessed bay for CPU and Disk Drive, self-adhesive wire supports to eliminate cord clutter, and rear air space for proper ventilation. Adjustable leg levelers provide support and stability.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
Free 800-557-3643
IBM resellers (800) 444-4563
In Dallas (214) 888-5700

Our complements to IBM
sending the cursor to the top or bottom of the file.

The cursor control keys on the numeric pad can be used to move the cursor to the top (home) or bottom (END) of the screen, to scroll up (PgUP) or down (PgDN) one screen full of text, and to move the cursor to the left, right, up, or down. This all may seem unexciting, but to old WordStar users it's a great improvement.

Despite the inclusion of some cursor and function keys, it is still necessary to use CTRL keys for a number of functions. To exit the editor and save a file to the disk, for example, it is necessary to type CTRL K D. This sounds cumbersome, but most people get used to it quickly. Nevertheless, one wonders why they didn't make more creative use of the PC's 40 function keys (programmers can hook up F1 through F10 as well as those keys in conjunction with ALT, CTRL, or SHIFT).

Choosing how to use the function and arrow keys is admittedly arbitrary, but I would have done things differently. MicroPro uses F10 to go to the top of the file and F9 to go to the bottom. This seems to be the reverse of what is logical. One would assume that the DEL(ete) key is used to delete the character over the cursor. Instead, it is used as a destructive backyard. The key that IBM designated for destructive backyard is redundant with the cursor to the left key. Price: $495.

**The doubling of diskette storage brings capacity per drive to more than 320,000 bytes.**

320K Diskette Drive

The new 320K diskette drive accommodates up to 327,680 characters of programs and data of 5-1/4 inch diskettes, enabling users to store and update information on either 320K double-sided or 160K single-sided diskettes.

The greater storage capacity and programming flexibility of the new diskette drive means that applications currently running on the IBM Personal Computer can take advantage of larger data files, providing for future growth. The 320K diskette drive is supported by the new version of the DOS, as well as the CP/M-86 and UCSD p-System, Version IV.0 operating systems. Price: $650.

**IBM Announces New PC Products**

*Double-Sided Disk Drives, New DOS, and additional software.*

IBM
Entry Systems Business
P.O. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33432
(305/998-6007)

The diskette storage capacity of the IBM Personal Computer has been doubled, several new programming and application packages have been added and prices for two attachments have been reduced.

The doubling of diskette storage brings capacity per drive to more than 320,000 bytes. The new programming aids are an enhanced version of the Disk Operating System (DOS), a BASIC language compiler and new inventory control and accounts receivable application programs.

The IBM printer and 160,000 byte diskette drive now sell at IBM Product Centers for $555 and $450, respectively.

**BASIC Compiler**

The IBM Personal Computer BASIC Compiler by Microsoft Corp. enables users to write and test programs with the BASIC Interpreter and then compile the programs into machine-level code. This can improve program execution speeds significantly. Once they are distributed, compiled programs cannot be listed or modified. Price: $300.

**IBM Announces Additional Business Series Software**

Two application packages which can help companies manage inventory and accounts receivable were also announced for the IBM Personal Computer.

Inventory Control by BPI Systems, Inc. provides quick access to the status of any inventory item, including list prices and quantity on hand, enabling sales orders to be checked and changed as they are entered. Customer invoices can be created and stock levels adjusted automatically. In addition to alerting users to items which must be re-ordered, the program can also produce the appropriate purchase orders, as well as log back orders and merchandise received. Price: $425.

Accounts Receivable by BPI Systems, Inc. helps manage a company's cash flow by tracking current and past-due receivables. In addition to providing information necessary for timely, accurate credit decisions, the program prepares monthly customer statements and past-due notices, eliminating many manual billing procedures. It also prepares monthly aged receivables reports, maintains detailed customer files, and produces rapid analyses of customer account status. Price $425/PC

---

**Information can be written on or read from diskette drives at higher speeds, for faster processing and improved response times.**
Great Software at Great Prices from Software Laboratories

Software Labs is offering these new software packages for your IBM-PC†

$10

**SLT-Writer**
Our versatile mini-text editor — great for form letters.

$20

**Fun Package**
Tic Tac Toe, Lucas Puzzle, Slot Machine, Dice Roller, Number Guess.

**Kids’ Package**
Addition, Subtraction, Compute-A-Sketch (color graphics cards required), States and Capitals, Dates in History.

$50

**50-for-1**
(50 programs in one package)
Includes text editor, checkbook, games, business programs and 46 other ideas for the price of one.

**General Ledger**
**Accounts Payable**
**Accounts Receivable**
**Payroll**

$100

**Mini Data Base Manager**
Compile, manage, sort, and print information with up to 100 records per file. Great for small businesses, clubs and home use.

**Business Package**
Straight Line Depreciation, Double Declining Balance Depreciation, Tax Return (1040-A), Loan Amortization, Check Book Register and Check Writer.

**Mailing List Program**
Assemble and maintain your own lists of up to 500 names with field sorting and text editing.

**Database Manager**
User defined fields, indexed files, capacity limited by disk space.

Save $50. Order all four of these packages and pay only $350.

**SUPPLIES:**

$36.95
Diskettes (box of 10) single sided, dual density with hub ring. Guaranteed one year.

$4.95 each
Anti-Static spray (16 oz. spray bottle)

$4.95 each
Video programming worksheets. Pads of 100.

Ordering Information:
Order by calling Software Labs at (614) 889-5083 or use our postage paid return card.

† IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation

* Requires 48K, PC-DOS and Disk Drive

** Requires 64K, PC-DOS and Two Disk Drives

© Copyright 1982, Software Laboratories, Inc.
introduces

Printer Stands For

IBM Personal Computer

End the paper mess on your computer desk. Our printer stand allows your paper to be fed from under the printer, making room for the used paper to stack behind the print out of the way. Available with an optional removable shelf (shown) for easy computer forms change. Available in Large size also, for MX-100 and other large printer users also. Also available with center slot for bottom feed printers. (Large only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer Stand</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Stand</td>
<td>(300010)</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular w/shelf</td>
<td>(300011)</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Stand</td>
<td>(300020)</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large w/shelf</td>
<td>(300021)</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large w/slot</td>
<td>(300080)</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ribbon Reloads for MX 70/80/100 IBM Personal Computer Printer**

Reload your old ribbon cartridge for much less than replacing the cartridge! Quick and easy to do, takes only about 2 minutes each to reload. Includes complete instructions. Available in Black and 4 popular colors!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ribbon Reload</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Reload</td>
<td>(500000)</td>
<td>$3.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Reload</td>
<td>(500010)</td>
<td>$4.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Reload</td>
<td>(500020)</td>
<td>$4.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Reload</td>
<td>(500030)</td>
<td>$4.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Reload</td>
<td>(500040)</td>
<td>$4.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Reload (Large)</td>
<td>(500001)</td>
<td>$39.95 dz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Reload (Large)</td>
<td>(500011)</td>
<td>$49.50 dz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Reload (Large)</td>
<td>(500021)</td>
<td>$49.50 dz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Reload (Large)</td>
<td>(500031)</td>
<td>$49.50 dz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Reload (Large)</td>
<td>(500041)</td>
<td>$49.50 dz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ribbon Cartridges for MX 70/80 IBM Personal Computer Printer**

Replacement cartridges for your printer. Complete cartridge for your printer at great savings! Available in Black and 4 popular colors! Buy in 3 packs and save!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ribbon Cartridge</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Cartridge</td>
<td>(500050)</td>
<td>$10.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cartridge</td>
<td>(500060)</td>
<td>$11.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cartridge</td>
<td>(500070)</td>
<td>$11.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Cartridge</td>
<td>(500080)</td>
<td>$11.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Cartridge</td>
<td>(500090)</td>
<td>$11.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Cartridges</td>
<td>(500081)</td>
<td>$31.95/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cartridges</td>
<td>(500061)</td>
<td>$31.95/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cartridges</td>
<td>(500071)</td>
<td>$31.95/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Cartridges</td>
<td>(500081)</td>
<td>$31.95/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Cartridges</td>
<td>(500091)</td>
<td>$31.95/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dealer Inquiries Welcome**

N.Y.S. Residents Add Tax
Add $2 shipping — handling
Prices subject to change
Introducing the IBM PC Business and Technical Graphics Generator

by Larry Joel Goldstein. Uses the 16 bit power of the IBM PC to create, edit, format, save and recall graphs with ease of a single-keystroke. Allows you to create barcharts, piecharts, line graphs, function graphs as color or monochrome displays. Features a user-friendly design. And—it's the first and only graphics package that effectively uses the power of the IBM PC. To order yours, clip the coupon or call 800-638-0220.

Our Claim to Fame! Price and Delivery!

Quality Products Immediately Available for the IBM User

- Serial Interface Card/Dual Port .... $140.00
- Color Graphics w/Parallel Port .... $599.00
- Memory Expansion Kit/16K Ram Increments .... $45.00

Call (801) 263-3925 / or Write to Place Your Order

Dealers/Representatives are Welcome

ZEN/TEK 455 WhitePine Dr., SLC, UT 84107

Please Rush My Order: Qty: 

Unit Ordered: 

Name: 

Address: 

City: State: 

Phone ( ) 

*Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
In Less Than 3 Minutes
Your IBM Model 50, 60, or 75 Electronic Typewriter can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
Models 5060 and 5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications to the typewriter.

For additional information contact:
CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
9323 Warbler Ave., Fountain Valley, CA 92708 (714) 968-0890

PAYROLL?

Compare these Features:

- 200 Employees
- 6 Deduction fields
- Multiple States
- Local Tax
- 5 Pay Rates
- 941A's & W-2's
- Vacation Pay
- 99 Departments
- Sick Pay
- FUTA & SUTA
- Non-Tax Pay
- Paychecks & Stub
- ~ TIP CREDIT CALCULATIONS ! ~

Compare this Price: $495
* demo disk and manual - $50

CHALLENGING COMPUCUBE!

NOW FOR THE IBM OR APPLE II!

The astonishing puzzle that has amazed millions. COMPUCUBE simulates the mathematical puzzle created by Erno Rubik, but with a lot more fun, options and challenge.

- Set your own level of difficulty by solving the simpler 2X2X2 cube. Or master the more challenging 3X3X3 cube.
- Specify complex moves with a single command line.
- Preset COMPUCUBE with any desired pattern. Including the pattern of an unsolved solid cube. Or even patterns not possible with a solid cube.
- Stuck? Just ask COMPUCUBE, and a step-by-step solution is displayed.

COMPUCUBE. Hours of fun and challenge! At your computer dealer now!

© 1981 Stoneware Incorporated. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer.
PC-FORTH. Laboratory Microsystems. 4147 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066. 213/306-7412. $100

The new FORTH programming language from Laboratory Microsystems for the IBM Personal Computer, PC-FORTH, is a clean, fast, very flexible language, which, if you’re familiar with only BASIC and its kin, will take some getting used to. It’s an example of what computer scientists call “threaded, interpretive languages” (TILs)—a class becoming more popular for microcomputers, especially in process control and data acquisition systems, because they are very efficient in the use of a computer’s internal resources. FORTH runs very fast compared to conventional languages such as BASIC, and it requires less user memory for doing comparable work. It was originally developed by an astronomer for “real-time” control of scientific instruments and for heavy-duty data-crunching. Except by hand-coded assembly language, FORTH is still nearly unbeatable for microcomputer applications of that kind.

Going FORTH
A different kind of programming language, PC-FORTH takes some getting used to. But many who learn it love it.

A FORTH program and how it works:

One of the traditional benchmarks used to test programming languages is the Sieve of Erasthotenes algorithm for selecting prime numbers up to a given upper bound. In FORTH it looks like this:

```
D (Sieve of Erasthotenes, modified from PC-FORTH demo file)
1:PRIME
2: DUP 2/1+SWAP."Starting"CR
3: 1DO
4: DUP I 1RDT
5: 2DO
6: DROP DUP I/MOD
7: DUP D = IF DROP DROP 1 LEAVE
8: ELSE
9: 1 = IF DROP 1
10: ELSE
11: DUP 0 > IF DROP 1
12: ELSE
13: 0 = IF 0 LEAVE ENDFI
14: ENDFI
15: ENDFI
16: ENDFI
17: LOOP
18: IF A .R ELSE DROP ENDFI
19: LOOP
20: DROP 7 EMIT CR."Finished";
```

FORTH uses parentheses to delimit comments. :PRIME tells it that everything following up to the next semicolon should be compiled into the definition of a new FORTH word called PRIME.

DUP brings us to FORTH’s major peculiarity, the stack. Imagine a well holding a spring-loaded stack of plates, each with one number written on it. You can pop a plate off the top (revealing the number on the next one down) or you can push a new plate with some number on it onto the top (hiding the previous top number), but you can’t get at the submerged ones below the top.

FORTH’s stack works like this: A number is interpreted as a command to push itself onto the stack, and DUP is a primitive that duplicates the top-of-stack (TOS in FORTH jargon). Thus, if we type 23 PRIME to FORTH, after DUP the stack holds 23 | 23 |.

The number 2 pushes itself onto the stack, leaving 2 | 23 | 23 |. The slash is FORTH’s division primitive; it eats the top two numbers on the stack and pushes their quotient, leaving 11.5 | 23 |. 1+ simply increments the TOS, leaving 12.5 | 23 |. SWAP switches the TOS with the second-of-stack (called 2OS) leaving 23 | 12.5 |. Point-quote causes characters up to the next double-quote to be output, and CR outputs a carriage return.

DO...LOOP is a FORTH control structure resembling the FOR...NEXT in conventional languages. The number 1 before it on the outer loop pushes itself, then gets eaten by DO to serve as a lower limit for the loop variable; then the 23 gets eaten to serve as an upper limit. The stack is now 12.5 |.

GLANCING
at the clock, I noticed it was early evening; the next time I looked at the clock, it was early morning!

The one big disadvantage of FORTH is that its code is not easy to read or explain, especially for novices or those used to more conventional languages. It has been used so far mainly by systems programmers, engineers, hobbyists, and others willing to learn its particular idiom, having polarized those exposed to FORTH into either zealous partisans or vehement opponents of the language.
PC-FORTH, in fact, developed from an ancestor called figFORTH, the creation of a cabal of gifted and zealous partisans called the FORTH Interest Group. They produced a family of good, nearly compatible FORTH versions for a number of popular microprocessors including the 6502, 8080, and Z80 chips, as well as the 8086/8088 pair.

How TILs Work

Threaded interpretive languages operate by simulating a "virtual machine"; they replace hardware instruction sets with higher-level primitives, which are instructions to the imaginary machine simulated in software. By this maneuver, many dependencies on the architecture of a particular microprocessor are eliminated. The nucleus of primitives and a tiny interpreter for them gets written in each processor's machine code, but most of the code in a TIL is then written in the TIL itself. FORTH is the most well known and one of the oldest of the TILs.

The FORTH virtual machine defined by its primitives is often very different from the real machine it runs on, such as the 8088 chip. FORTH's machine has no internal registers for data and memory addresses; instead data is passed around on stacks [see box]. It has "virtual memory," which means that it considers both memory cells and disk storage together as a very large memory with average access time slower than the former but faster than the latter. The primitives are much more powerful than machine instructions for the 8088 in that a single instruction can cause processing actions of greater complexity or subtlety, but because of the software "overhead" inherent in FORTH's design, they run somewhat slower.

Above and beyond FORTH's built-in primitives, or words, you can define your own. Your user-defined words—composites of words already defined in the lan-

**INSURE YOUR DATA**

**With AC Back-up Power for Business, Personal Microcomputers.**

Like a good insurance policy, DATASAVERTM safeguards both the time invested and the data contained in your system by protecting your computer against unexpected power failures, brownouts, or other line disturbances.

DATASAVER provides up to 200 watts of continuous power during short-term interruptions, (2-5 minutes at full power, 15 minutes at half power) ... enough time to close out files and shut down the system if the power loss continues.

DATASAVER is available in 90 Watt and 200 Watt configurations and comes complete with rechargeable sealed battery, automatic battery charger, solid state power inverter, AC line voltage monitor and cutout switch, front panel status LED, and an audible alarm buzzer.

See the DATASAVER at your local dealer or call/write for additional information.

DEALERS find out how easy it is to become a DATASAVER Dealer. Ask for a free Dealer Kit.

3440 Roberto Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-4160

-- CUESTA SYSTEMS INCORPORATED --

**TIME**

**exposed to FORTH are polarized into either zealous partisans or vehement opponents.**
guage—amount to mini-programs written for the virtual FORTH machine. Once they are defined FORTH can't tell them from its own predefined composites, and

**FORTH**

will do nicely if you have reached the limits of what BASIC can do.

you can modify FORTH's initialization to include them. Even the FORTH machine's word interpreter can be changed; thus, not only can you write programs in FORTH, you can even gradually customize FORTH itself for your needs. And the customization becomes portable to other machines.

**PC-FORTH in Particular**

The PC-FORTH manual and two disks come in unpretentious but astutely classy packaging that will appeal to hobbyists and technical people. The documentation suggests the same attitude; it's carefully written, concise, and informative, but too short on tutorial material and examples for users with no prior programming experience. Also, no unifying overview of the system was offered to tie the painstaking documentation of individual pieces together (this will be remedied soon; the developer has shown me a draft of a FORTH overview they plan to include with the package).

Despite these problems I found learning the facilities relatively painless. A useful quick-reference card is included. A number of excellent demonstration programs (including a couple of enjoyable games) and systems tools including three editors, a stack tracer, an assembler, and a decompiler are provided. More advanced programming tools will be released in the near future as well as some additions to the documentation. Regular system updates and enhancements will be sent gratis to registered users, an enlightened policy I wish more developers would follow.

Eric Raymond is a freelance journalist and computer programmer based in Philadelphia.
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
IBM 64K PERSONAL COMPUTER
SINGLE DISK DRIVE
80 CHARACTER DISPLAY
DOS BASICA

SPACE GUARDIAN
Inquire at your local dealer.

1268 MAIN ST., NEWINGTON, CT. 06111
203 666-4240

NO SLOW POKE!
Simplify your programming!

TRANSPL0T
• MACHINE LANGUAGE SCREEN DUMP TO EPSON
  BIT IMAGE PRINTER FOR THE IBM PC.

PLOTRAX
• SCREEN PLOTTING OF X AND Y COORDINATES.
• STATISTICS INCLUDING MEANS, STANDARD
  DEVIATION, LINEAR AND POLYNOMIAL
  REGRESSION, ETC.
• MATRIX FUNCTIONS INCLUDING INVERSION,
  DETERMINANT, MULTIPLICATION, ETC.
• SOLUTION OF N SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS IN
  N UNKNOWNS
• MACHINE LANGUAGE SCREEN DUMP TO EPSON
  BIT IMAGE PRINTER
• USER MODIFIABLE SOURCE CODE

FMS II Now Available for PC Users!
Get FMS II (Financial Management System II), the fast
and easy-to-use small business and home accounting
system, with Checkwriter for only $89.95!
Be able to enter an entire month's checking, charge card and cash
accounts in just a few minutes using your own personalized macro list.
INSTANT ERROR CORRECTION. Audit all fines by code and month with
year-to-date totals. PERFECT FOR TAX ACCOUNTING.

Self Prompting Error Avoiding
Entry System, 1 to 3 key stroke entries with automatic date, coding
and numbering.

Screen and Printer Routines for
listing files, balance, reconcile, search and audit reports. Configure
system to match almost any printer.

Budget Manager to plan, review
and balance your budget and generate
complete reports for any 1 to 12
month period.

Search all files with specific and
expanded searches.

Account Auditor totals all files by
code for any 1 to 12 month period
with year-to-date totals.

Checkwriter prints your checks
directly from FMS II files.

Item and Code Macros can be
personalized up to 100 each.

FMS II requires 64K of RAM and Disk. Single or Dual Disk compatible.
(Printer Optional) Price $89.95.

COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
1039 Cadiz Drive • Simi, California 93065 • (805) 526-0145
Check, VISA or MasterCard accepted. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

TRANSPLOT @ 90° EACH $   
TRANSPLOT @ 30° EACH $   
NAME ________________________
STREET ________________________
CITY _________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
GA. RESIDENTS ADD 3% SALES TAX. PRICES VALID UNTIL AUG. 31, 1982.
Now even hunt-and-peck typists produce perfectly formatted letters...memos...presentations...scripts...automatically.

POWERTEXT® for your IBM PC:
Announcing the next generation in micro-based word processing.

"A business professional wants to think about what he or she is writing. Not worry about getting the words in the right places on the printed page.
That's why we developed a new kind of high-performance system that handles printed style automatically.
PowerText knows exactly how you want your letters to look...your memos...reports...every kind of document you write.
You define the formats. PowerText stores them in its style files.
When you write, just bat out your copy on your IBM PC. Forget about printed style.
Do all the editing you want.
Then...just tell PowerText 'Make this a letter,' and you get a letter. 'Make this a sales presentation,' and you get a sales presentation...
It's almost like dictating to your computer. Even if you're an unskilled typist, you get a beautiful, perfectly formatted document...every time.
And it's all very straightforward...very easy to use.
We think PowerText is the way a word processor is supposed to work."

All this is automatic in every kind of document you write:
- Margins
- Indents
- Spacing
- Title page
- Envelope, label
- Intelligent page breaks
- Justification
- Centering
- Variable pitch
- Pagination
- Table of contents
- Boxed copy
- Print macros
- Up to 14 columns
- Automatic footnote numbers
- Boilerplate inclusion
- Vert. and horiz. border lines
- No limit to document length
- ...and much more
- 132-character lines
- Superscripts and subscripts
- 25% more data per disk

PowerText accommodates 200K bytes per disk, 25% more data than the 160K bytes accommodated by standard IBM software.

System requirements
PowerText is a run-time, bootable system. It requires at least 64K of memory, two disk drives, and a printer. It supports both serial and parallel printer interfaces, extended memory, and RAM disk.

Full 5-year warranty
The system is warranted for a full 5 years. Should it ever fail to perform as specified, Beaman Porter, Inc. will fix it at no charge.

Available from selected dealers
Or order directly from Beaman Porter.

ViSA and MasterCard accepted. NY State residents add appropriate sales tax.

Complete software $399
Includes diskette plus excellent manual/tutorial
Manual/tutorial alone is $25

PowerText®
BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
High Performance Computer Products
Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528 (914) 967-3504
COMPONENTS

FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

RAM EXPANSION
192K board available depopulated. With parity, 64K addressable banks, buss bar capacitors, invisible refresh, gold connector. 64K, 5V, 200 NSEC DRAM chips.
64K ........................................ $310
128K ....................................... $420
192K ....................................... $525
64K chips (9) ................................. $108

PARALLEL PORT
IBM/Epson printer interface, 25 PIN D-shell connector ........................................ $105

FOUR I/O PORTS PLUS PROM
2—RS232 serial ports, 2—parallel ports and 4 prom sockets on one board. 2—25 PIN connectors on the rear panel and 2 ribbon connectors on the board. Uses LPT and COM calls in IBM software ........................................ $300

HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR MONITOR
13" RGB type, 24 mhz bandwidth, 1024x720 max resolution. 16 color TTL input, Mitsubishi CRT with IBM-PC interface ............... $1500

MULTIUSER SERIAL PORTS
Add up to 8 terminals or modems. 8—RS232 independent serial ports. Software selectable baud rates. Includes a housing which attaches to the rear panel for 8-16 25 PIN connectors. Available August ........................................

SASI DISK ADAPTOR
Add any hard disk, high density diskette or the Tandon TM-100. Host adaptor for the SASI controller. Includes DOS/BIOS modifications for several popular disks. Available August ........................................

COLOR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
1024x1024 resolution with 16-1 zoom, pan, scroll, light pen. 16 colors, 1-16 color pages, 80 text pages. Prom space for any 2 character sets. IBM Basic and Plot 10 command sets. Callable from Basic, Pascal and Fortran. Upgradeable monochrome version available at lower cost. Available September ........................................

To order, please write or call 612/789-2421. Master Charge and VISA cards accepted. Dealers, please check our wholesale prices. All components are tested, attractively packaged and come with installation instructions and schematic. All components are compatible with IBM hardware, software and connectors in all respects.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
2855 Anthony Lane, Minneapolis, MN 55418 • 612/789-2421
The Key to the PC


IBM Corporation
Boca Raton, Florida
$49.99

Hello? "Yea, this is Steve from the Sears Business Center. I wanted to let you know that the IBM Personal Computer Technical Reference Manual arrived today. Since your name was on the waiting list, I thought I would give you a call."

"Great!" I said. "I'll be over to pick it up tomorrow afternoon."

"Well, I would suggest you come right now," said Steve. "You see, the manuals are going like hot cakes..."

The salesman was not fooling. When I arrived at the store, there were others ahead of me, each one plugging down $52.49 ($49.99 plus tax) for a fresh new copy of the manual. I noted with interest that one of the fellows purchasing the manual was the president of a company that designs interfaces for minicomputers. I wonder what was on his mind...

Arriving at home, I quickly removed the protective wrapping from the manual. As with all of IBM's Personal Computer documentation, the manual is packaged in the familiar "book and binder" scheme. As I removed the manual from its binder, I could feel the excitement building, as if I were about to go on an exciting journey, a journey in which the "treasure" would be the valuable secrets of how the IBM Personal Computer operates. Glancing at the clock, I noticed it was early in the evening; the next time I looked at the clock, it was early in the morning!

The manual is packed with useful information. After the preface, an extensive table of contents, figure listing and table listing, the manual begins with Section One, "Hardware Overview." This section reviews each component of the computer. All information in this section is brief, just enough to arouse your interest. The section ends with a "System Block Diagram," which shows the various options available with the personal computer.

Section Two, "Hardware," begins with a discussion of the main system board, briefly covering each module of importance. Included is something called a "System Board Data Flow" diagram, which shows in detail how all the components on the main system board are connected.

The section then covers the bus signals available on the five card slots on the main system board. Interestingly, IBM refers to the five slots as the I/O (input/output) Channel, a term that is familiar to IBM's mainframe customers. All 62 pins of the I/O Channel are defined with a signal name and description. Also included is a diagram showing the locations of the major components on the main system board.

The next discussion is about the keyboard. The keyboard has some interesting features, including an Intel 8048 single-chip microprocessor. After reading about the keyboard and its "scan codes," I wondered who would be the first to connect a "musical" keyboard to the IBM PC.

The cassette interface and the speaker interface are covered next. The I/O Address Map and the System Memory Map are then introduced. The most striking feature of the Memory Map is all the unused space—waiting for system expansion. Also included is a discussion of the various switches and their settings on the main system board. Finally, the power supply is discussed, including the power supply connectors and pin assignments.

The remaining topics in Section Two deal with the I/O Channel boards.

First on the list is the IBM Monochrome Display and Parallel Printer Adapter. A discussion of the overall features are presented, including a block diagram. Next, the specifics are covered: signals and loads on the I/O Channel, data rates, interrupt, and DMA response. Information vital to the programmer is also included: modes of operation, programming considerations, memory requirements, and the I/O address and bit map. Specifications of the IBM Monochrome Display are also listed.

The Color/Graphics Monitor Adapter is discussed next, again with the same depth and detail. Next is a discussion of the Parallel Printer Adapter and the IBM 80 CPS Matrix Printer. The 5¼-inch disk-drive adapter, drive and diskettes are discussed. In addition, memory expansion options and the Game Control Adapter are covered. The section ends with a detailed discussion of the Asynchronous Communications Adapter.

Section Three, "ROM and System Usage," is a software developer's dream come true. The most important information here is a discussion of the ROM (read only memory) BIOS (basic input/output system). Parameter passing and interrupts are covered. The information on the interrupt vectors is especially complete, including both discussions and listings. Other topics covered include cassette logic, keyboard encoding, and detailed memory maps. In short, if you plan to write systems software for the PC, this section, combined with Section Two, will save you many hours of "searching through the ROMs."

The manual ends with many useful appendices. Appendix A, "ROM BIOS Listing," is a complete, thoroughly commented source listing of the BIOS. That's right, no more disassembling ROMS to decode the I/O routines; they are already listed for you.

Appendix B, "Assembly Instruction Set Reference," contains both a model of the 8088 registers and a listing of instructions and op codes. However, no descriptions of the instructions are given, so Intel's iAPX 80 Book (or equivalent)
We challenge you to find lower prices anywhere...

DIAMOND SOFTWARE DISCOUNT GUARANTEE
We know of no firm that has better quality software, provides faster service or offers lower prices. That's why we can offer this incredible guarantee: if after ordering from us, you find the same item offered at a lower price this month, send us the ad. We'll refund the difference.

DIAMOND SOFTWARE SUPPLY, INC.

CP/M® Software
Micropro®
$295
Wordstar
$90
Mailmerge
$165
Spellstar
$225
Datastar
$495
Ashton-Tate®
$645
Systems Plus*
FMS 80
FMS 81
FMS 82
$265
$265
$295
Accounting Plus
GL; AP; AR; Payroll;
Inv.; Purchase Order;
Sales Order;
Point of Sale
1 module
2 modules
3 & up
$425
$780
$265
$199
$209
$395
$209
$395
$209
$395
$395
$395
$395
Call for availability and price of additional IBM® software.

FREE with software purchase: one blank diskette.

To order call toll free 1-800-227-0545. In California 1-800-772-4082

Customer Service Hotline (415) 893-7676
Int. Telex 338139 (attn: 149)

* Manufacturers trademark. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.

ORDER BY PHONE TODAY OR CLIP & MAIL

DIAMOND SOFTWARE SUPPLY, INC.
484 Lake Park Avenue, Suite 123
Oakland, CA 94610 (415) 893-7676

Please rush me:
Quantity Name of Unit Price/Unit $
Quantity Name of Unit Price/Unit $
System Disk Format

Enclosed find money order or cashier's check $  

Company or personal check $ Allow 14 days to clear. Add $3 for postage and handling. Add $13 for overseas, California add 6% sales tax. COD orders add $6.00. UPS Blue add $2.00 additional per item.

Charge to my Visa $ Mastercard $

# Expiration Date

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Items subject to availability, prices subject to change without notice.

may be necessary if you are not familiar with 8088 assembly language programming.

Appendix C, "Of Characters Keystrokes and Color," contains an assortment of tables listing various symbols, keys, and characters with their corresponding hex and decimal codes.

Appendix D contains the complete schematic diagrams for the circuitry of the Personal Computer. This includes schematics for the system board and the plug-in boards now available from IBM. Those interested in computer hardware will have hours and hours of enjoyment studying the schematics.

The manual concludes with Appendix E, "Unit Specifications," a glossary, a bibliography, and an index. That's right, an index, something new to us microcomputer users. Finally, in typical IBM fashion, a product comment form is included. This allows you to comment on the manual and/or offer suggestions for improvement.

Obviously, the IBM Personal Computer Technical Reference Manual is packed full of useful information. However, I have heard a few complaints.

For example, although the bus signals are defined, computer hardware engineers point out the absence of any timing diagrams. (A bus timing diagram or "bus spec" defines the best and worst case times allowed for bus signals.) Even so, absence of such information does not seem to have impeded development of products for the Apple II computer, and I doubt that it will for the Personal Computer. Also absent from the manual are parts lists and diagrams showing the exact locations of components on the printed circuit boards. And yes, there are the usual typos, but that is to be expected in a first edition—even in the "computer age."

I am very much impressed with the IBM Personal Computer Technical Reference Manual. It is mandatory reading for anyone wishing to work intimately with the PC's extensive hardware and software features. This manual could even serve as an excellent textbook at the college level. Just imagine the student response to a computer engineering or computer science course called "The IBM Personal Computer—Hardware, Software, Applications."

Norman McEntire works with Microman Productions in Dallas.
The DSI-501 Disk Drive fits into the 2nd slot on your IBM Personal Computer, to give you 5 Mbytes (formatted) of online storage. Compatible with IBM software.

$1995.
PLUG IN HARD DISK FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER.

Davong Systems’ DSI-501 Fixed Disk Drive.

One low price buys you the expanded storage, speed and reliability of a Winchester technology hard disk system. Designed for the IBM® Personal Computer by Davong Systems Inc.

Full software support includes an installation program and complete diagnostics. The DS-501 Disk Drive runs both IBM DOS® and Qunix™—a Unix™-like operating system for the IBM Personal Computer.

Take this ad to your participating ComputerLand® Dealer. Ask for the $1995 Hard Disk System by Davong.

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price includes all required components.

IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
ComputerLand is a registered trademark of ComputerLand Corporation. Qunix is a trademark of Quantum Software Systems, Inc.
ANNOUNCING

FORTHWRITE

AN OUTSTANDING WORD PROCESSOR FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL I OR III OR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER!

If you need to type any of the following sorts of documents: business or personal letters, term papers, proposals and estimates, term papers and theses, newspaper and magazine articles, books, stage scripts — then FORTHWRITE is the tool you want. Designed for easy and effective use by computer novices, unusual power and flexibility for the advanced user's most complex tasks, sit with instant response time.

FORTHWRITE combines the power of MMSFORTH with the best features of SCREPIU (trademark of Tandy Corp.) and WORDSTAR (trademark of MicroPro). Learning becomes easy thanks to on-line help screens, excellent keyboard mnemonics, and screen prompts, a good manual and sample documents. Include feature permits internal chaining of documents, text bolding (and erased text), custom keyboard entries, etc. Outstanding, multiple-line odd and even headers and footers, screen windowing to 255 columns. MORE

Standard serial and parallel printer drivers with inline printer control codes are provided, plus TRUE PROPORTIONAL drivers with tabbing for the NEC Slimwriter and TRS-80 Daisy Writer II printers, subscript, superscript and boldprint on the above and Epson/IBM printers, a printer spooler and MUCH more.

Printer capacity is limited only by disk space (multiples documents can be chained at printout and up to 8 disk drives can provide contiguous data spaces, while editing takes advantage of the exceptional speed ofimentary memory). A print-to-disk option permits examination of formatted output without hardcopy.

FORTHWRITE Y1.0 requires MMSFORTH V2.0 or 2.2 drives & 48K RAM.

$175.00

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH SYSTEM FOR TRS-80 AND IBM PC

(Thousands of systems in use)

MMSFORTH Disk System V2.0 requires drive 1, 32K RAM:
For Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I or III...$129.95
For IBM Personal Computer (60K $249.95)

AND MMS GIVES IT PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Heavy discount upgrades aboard
MMSFORTH User Groups
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming staff can provide advice, modifications and custom programs, to fit YOUR needs

OTHER MMSFORTH PRODUCTS:
The DATABASE database management system...$99.95
FORTHCOM communications program...$99.95
MMSFORTH UTILITIES Diskette...$99.95
MMSFORTH GAMES Diskette...$29.95
MMSFORTH GENERAL LEDGER...$199.00
TRADESHOW Commodities Exchange
smart terminal...$995.00

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE

MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL — without Appendices, for non-owners...

$17.50

STARTING FORTH — best companion to our manual...

$15.95

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES — advanced, ex-

$19.95

PLAN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION — intro. to structured programming, good for FORTH...

$19.95

FORTH .79 STANDARD MANUAL — official reference to 79-STANDARD word set, etc...

$15.95

FORTRAN MICROMACHINES — we stock this collector's item for FORTH users and beginners...

$4.00

* ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices include manuals and require signing of a non-transferable single

sale agreement. Describe your order as follows: 2.00 $2.00 plus $3.00 per MMSFORTH and $1.00 per additional disk, and order 5% sales tax. Foreign orders add 5% for foreign orders, or 20% UPS COD, VISA & MC accepted, no unpaid purchase orders, please.

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH information; Good dealers sought

Get MMSFORTH products from your local dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES (86)

81 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760

(617) 653-6136

ANNOUNCING

LES COWAN

Book Briefs

Lay Of The

Word-Processing Land

Introduction To Word Processing

Hal Glatzer; Sybex

205 pages; $12.95

Hal Glatzer is a journalist and a technical type second. He has thoroughly explored the world of word-processing and mapped it out in clear, clean prose. Introduction To Word Processing is exmorming to the eye, amply illustrated with photographs and uncluttered diagrams. In general, Glatzer avoids descriptions of particular systems; you won't find an analysis of WordStar here, for example. Rather than describe individual towns on this map, he is concerned with the lay of the land, tells you what lies in each direction, explains the difference between a large city and a hamlet, gives you a good compass, and leaves you prepared to do more detailed research on your own.

Thus chapter five, entitled "Which Type of Word Processor Is Best," clnms from a concise explanation of the workings of electric typewriters with one-line editing and mag-card storage through similar treatments of dedicated word-processors, micros, minis, and mainframes. From the vantage point reached by the end of the chapter, Glatzer points out the pros and cons of each type of system, depending on the user's needs, and offers suggestions for benchmark comparisons.

Other chapters provide similarly informative overviews of the history of word-processing, the kinds of printers available, cost-effectiveness of word-processing, the various functions of word-processors, e.g., insertions, deletions, lexicons, global search, and more.

Introduction To Word Processing has 12 chapters in all plus a good index, a helpful glossary, and, what is most welcome, an 11-page bibliography.

You Don't Own

What's In Your Head

Trade Secrets

James Pooley; OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill

213 pages plus appendices; $19.95

James Pooley is an attorney who wrote Trade Secrets as a guide to help both employers and employers avoid disputes over "proprietary information."

Trade Secrets is divided into six chapters followed by nine appendices, each an example of a letter or document, e.g., a typical confidentiality agreement.

The book begins by defining proprietary information as "commercially useful ideas." Proprietary information may be a technological breakthrough or a list of customers. The point is that it is an asset and must be protected as such. But first it must be identified. Throughout the book Pooley emphasizes the importance of a firm's keeping a detailed inventory of its proprietary information.

The second major theme of Pooley's book is that appearances are at least as important as fact in deciding trade secrets cases, should they go to trial. According to Pooley, a history of stern warnings to employees concerning the seriousness of secrecy weighs as heavily with judge or jury as the value of the secret itself. If you act as if your secrets are worth keeping, the judge may be sufficiently impressed simply by your earnestness to grant the injunction you want.

Pooley's third major theme is that trade secrets law is relatively new, especially as it applies to rapidly changing technologies, i.e., electronics. Furthermore, many judges and juries do not understand the technologies involved. According to Pooley, judgments are often subjective, based on a judge's biases or even his mood that day. And each judgment is unique to the individual case. No reliable body of precedence has accumulated to guide judges. The upshot is that a trade secrets case is a risky proposition, as well as an expensive one.
"WHAT DID ONE COMPUTER SAY TO THE OTHER COMPUTER?"

NOT A THING... UNTIL NOW.

Until The Communicator from EDS' Smartools™ line.

With The Communicator, the IBM Personal Computer can now talk to other computers—not just to other IBM's, but also to any Bell 103 compatible system—such as APPLE II, TSO, VM/CMS, and word processors.

Transfers VISICALC files
With The Communicator, your IBM Personal Computer can also transfer data from various sources, including VISICALC files, text files, and any public domain programs in ASCII format.

Are your VISICALC files bound to a less powerful computer? The Communicator will transfer them to the Personal Computer intact, eliminating the need for manual re-entry. Less time, less expense. No mistakes.

Uses the most powerful Text Editor available
The Communicator is also unique in its ability to modify and manipulate data to just the format needed for the Personal Computer. This "information transformation" is made possible by The Communicator's powerful and fast Text Editor. With the global FIND and REPLACE command, key syntax from one BASIC is automatically converted to BASIC for IBM.

Other Text Editor commands include MOVE, COPY, SWAP, DELETE, LIST, HEX LIST, and PRINT, all with optional "from" and "through" data lines. All commands are invoked using a single key and do not require an ENTER key except where variable operands are allowed.

Breezes through security and passwords
In its 'conversations' with other computers, The Communicator seldom runs into problems with passwords. Operating through the Hayes Stack Smartmodem, The Communicator features auto-dial, auto-answer, and an auto-logon that breezes through multi-layers of security and passwords.

Auto-logon also provides quick automatic access to the large network of bulletin boards and networks that are available. Such as Networks, Networks II, The Source, CompuSource, Teletelnet, and tymnet. Automatic spillover files catch any information overflow, preventing loss of data and broken communication.

Backed by the expertise of EDS
With these advanced features, The Communicator represents state-of-the-art software meeting the specific computer-to-computer needs of today. And best of all, it comes to you from EDS—a company that has earned a 20-year reputation for providing the best systems in the business.

SMARTOOLS™
The Intelligent Use of Computers

Ask your local computer dealer about The Communicator.

EDS
Business Systems Division
7171 Forest Lane/Dallas, Texas 75230
Put your powerful microcomputer to work in your office with Sams business application books . . . the kind of information you can't afford to be without.

Sams easy-to-understand microcomputer books are designed to help you take full advantage of what a small computer can do.

UNDERSTANDING AND BUYING A SMALL-BUSINESS COMPUTER, by Susan Blumenthal. A practical guide intended to help business people (owners/managers) pick a small computer. Not a shopping guide. Its non-technical style helps build your confidence and knowledge. No. 21890 $8.95

MICROCOMPUTER MATH, by Bill Barden. A step-by-step introduction to arithmetic operations using binary, octal, and hexadecimal numbering systems. Excellent for serious BASIC programmers. No. 21927 $11.95

MICROCOMPUTER DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT, by E. G. Brooner. A practical hands-on tutorial for business people who need to control and access large amounts of data with a microcomputer. Evaluates performance of 3 data-base packages and shows how to write and implement data-base programs. No. 21875 $12.95

BASIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE, by E. G. Brooner. Helps small business owners choose the business software that will be most effective for them by providing a basic understanding of business software. No. 21751 $11.95

MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY, by Charles J. Sippl. Provides the most complete "Desktop Encyclopedia" of up-to-date definitions of microcomputer terms, and includes explanations of products, procedures, systems and techniques. A must for your microcomputer library! No. 21696 $15.95

Give your Personal Computer the Business with Sams Books!

SHOW YOUR "PERSONAL COMPUTER" WHO'S BOSS

To order these Sams Books, or to get the name of your local Sams Retailer, call 800-428-3696 toll-free, or 317-298-5566 and reference AD185.
Club News

New clubs springing up across the land (like crocuses).

PC has received word of five new clubs in the United States and Canada:


Ongoing Clubs

PC has learned from various subscribers that several new clubs have already begun meeting. (Bet there are more acronyms in this section than you can translate.)

Baltimore, Maryland: Future meetings of the Baltimore PC will be held temporarily on the first Tuesday of each month at ComputerLand, 1516 York Rd., Lutherville, MD. Membership is $5. A club newsletter, the I/O News is published monthly.

Penn State: The Microcomputer user Group #18, better known as MUG, will meet regularly with scheduled lectures. For information, contact Penn State University, 215B Computer Bldg., University Park, PA 16802.

Sonto Barbara, California: The Santa Barbara Computer Club for IBM PC users would like to affiliate with other user groups. Contact Stu Swartz, Santa Barbara Community College, Computer Sciences Dept., 721 Cliff Dr., Santa Barbara, CA 93109 (805/968-2919).

Stamford, Connecticut: Meetings are held every third Tuesday of the month at ComputerLand, 111 High Ridge, Stamford. Future agendas will include matching users of similar interests. Contact Dave Foulger, 69 River St., New Canaan, CT 06840.

Bulletin Board

For technical information call the BBS, 3277 Victor Circle, Annandale, VA 22003 (703/560-0979). This bulletin board is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and will take messages and disseminate information bulletins.

Autumn Revolution ’81 Update

Autumn Revolution ’81 is an independent users’ group for the IBM PC headquartered in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Organizer Dan Perry has informed PC that membership is burgeoning, and a toll-free “technical hotline” is now open. For $1 per minute ($5 minimum), members can call and receive user information from a qualified technical person.

Membership will be accepted over the hotline, with fees of $30 for one year, $55 for two years, and $80 for three years. Besides use of the hotline, membership includes a subscription to the newsletter, access to software and technical libraries, and user training. Contact Autumn Revolution ’81, P.O. Box 55329, Tulsa, OK 74155. Hotline number: (800/331-2347).

(Good) Deals

Starware is offering substantial discounts to members of IBM PC user groups on WordStar, Maxell Diskettes, Houston Instruments Supplies, and Tall Grass Technologies (202/337-5300).

Consider the Source

PC has learned that an IBM PC Gazette is now on The Source. To leave messages, call SMAIL TCS688. (To read the Gazette, enter PUBLIC from COMMAND level, Select OPTION 1, and at COMMAND level, enter POST READ IBM.)
NEW... ANNOUNCING... NEW

JOYSTICK

- Large buttons
- Molded cable
- Highest quality components
- Completely linear operation
- Exclusive trim adjustments

$64.95

Designed expressly for the IBM® Personal Computer.

Not just a quick adaptation.

Custom made components required over four months of design effort.

Available at your dealer or order direct.

IBM

Allow 2 weeks for shipment.
All mail orders add $2.00 for postage and insurance.
Dealer inquiries invited.

IBM is a Reg. TM of International Business Machines Corporation.

TG PRODUCTS
1104 SUMMIT AVE., SUITE 106
PLANO, TEXAS 75074
(214) 424-8568

Texas Residents add 5% tax.
I BM's welcoming of all comers to make products for the Personal Computer has spawned a great deal of invention, both frantic and leisurely. Many of the programmers and hardware manufacturers who've entered this booming business have announced or actually delivered their products; many others are hinting broadly or coyly declining to comment. One result of all this hoopla has been a rumor mill that may perpetually outstrip the real developments in both quantity and quality.

Two of the vanguard in preparing software and hardware products for the IBM PC have delivered known quantities, however. They are Frederick Merchant, whose Personal Mailer is a powerful program that handles names and addresses in numerous ways, and Dr. Robert McCullough and his associates at Datamac Computer Systems, whose peripherals for the PC include memory and communications boards and expanded disk storage. These small-scale entrepreneurs are among the pioneers who have brought their products to market within a few months of anyone's having a PC to work with.

A Specialized Data Base

Fred Merchant calls his Personal Mailer program a "specialized data base." This description is appropriate, because the program has the sorting and data manipulation features of many data base programs, though it is limited to the name-and-address format. One excellent feature of Personal Mailer (PM) is its built-in utilities, which allow the user to transfer an existing name-and-address file to the PM file format or to make any PM file into a plain file readily accessible through the Personal Computer's disk operating system (PC-DOS). This flexibility means that anyone can take files created with some other program and use PM's features on them or transfer a PM file to PC-DOS form for use with a word-processor or other program.

In addition, Merchant's program, written in the BASIC language, contains sort and search features and coding and comment sections in each record, which make it desirable for small-business mailing lists as well as personal name-and-address files. Each record has 11 sections (usually called fields), including last name, first name, an optional line for company name or title, street, city, state, zip code, home and work phone numbers, and the code and comment lines. The length of each of these fields can be varied, with a maximum of 36 characters in any field. Each record is automatically assigned a number, and Merchant has also taken advantage of the PC's "date" utility to date each record when it is entered or revised.

Versatile editing and printing controls allow users to change the format of files or update individual records easily, and each file can be protected with a password. All aspects of PM are well documented with on-screen menus, and the program is straightforward in organization. In short, Personal Mailer promises to be a highly useful program for PC owners, and its preliminary price of "less than $100" should make it affordable for a wide spectrum of businesses and individuals. Initially, Merchant plans to distribute the program through his firm, Computer Age of San Francisco.

Spare-Time Programmer

Fred Merchant estimates that development and in-house (alpha) testing of Personal Mailer took him about 250 hours, spread over some three months. He managed to find 20 hours per week for work on the program, which is definitely a secondary career interest for him. His first obligation, and his ultimate profession, is medicine; Fred is currently beginning his third year of medical school at the University of California.

Merchant began his computing career several years ago with one of the early Apple IIs. Interest in medical work was paramount in his first programming effort for the Apple, he recalls, "I got one of the first disk drives and sat down to write a program which I thought could be used in a physician's office for patient recall." The main component of the program was a name-and-address file, which a doctor could use to send reminders to patients who must return for regular checks of their medical status.

"The program evolved over a period of years," Merchant notes, "to become a mailing-list program for an Apple users' group in Seattle, where I lived at the time, and now it's used by many Apple users' groups all over the country." This program, named ApMail, was what Fred calls a "first-generation" type of mailing-list handler. His new Personal Mailer has features that he developed from feedback to ApMail and from his own experience in programming and computing.

Would you or someone you know be a good subject for a PC Profile? PC welcomes suggestions for people to be featured in this series—anyone whose use of an IBM Personal Computer would prove interesting or helpful to readers. Send your recommendations to PC Profiles, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122.
Merchant chose the PC to begin his work on a new generation of program. "When the PC became available, it had a lot of power to do a lot of different things, so I wanted to tap that power and try to go into what I call the second- or third-generation type of program. This means it's a lot more user friendly, has a lot more flexibility and portability of files, and is expandable."

Because he had written and refined the Apmail program, Fred expected merely to adapt that as the basis for Personal Mailer. "I thought it would be easy; I would just slightly redo what I'd done on the Apple for the PC. But things never work that way. Personal Mailer is actually a completely rewritten code. It has no resemblance at all to the first-generation mailing program on the Apple."

**Thinking on the Bus**

The bus plays a part in Merchant's program development, but it's not the cabinet for circuit boards in a computer—it's the city's transportation vehicle. "I'm not so organized that I write everything on a nice, concise flow chart, but I like to take notes. I may be on the bus going downtown or to school or whatever, and an idea will pop into my mind; I'll just jot down something.

---

**WE TOOK the cover off and looked at everything.**

Later that will trigger my mind as I'm working on the program." Even when he's at the keyboard, Merchant points out, "I'm not one of the programmers who turns on the PC and starts typing. I have to have an outline or concept of how it's going to be done, usually in some sort of modular fashion."

He also makes use of techniques and information that other programmers have developed. For example, in Personal Mailer he used an adaptation of the "soundex algorithm," a formula that identifies words or names that sound alike, such as Peterson and Petersen. "I try not to invent the wheel any more than I have to," Merchant observes.

So far Fred Merchant's PC time has been devoted to his mailing-list program, but he expects to keep learning and developing programs for his own use in medical practice and for general use, as well. "I'm very much interested in medical information science—how you can incorporate computers into the medical environment in a friendly sort of way, so that neither the physician nor the patient is apprehensive about using them. I see those as a wave of the future."

Merchant offers one bit of advice to other PC users who are developing programs for themselves or for commercial use. "Become familiar with your machine: learn its capabilities—what it can and cannot do. This necessitates a careful perusal of all the documentation that goes with the PC so that you really get to know it. If you know all the things it can do, you're in a better position to sit down with the computer and come up with a program that you might want to develop."
A Home for Hardware

Becoming familiar with the PC is exactly what the staff members of Datamac Computer Systems were doing when they decided to build a memory board for the new IBM computer. Vice President of Sales Bob Lindgren recalls the firm's original interest in the PC: "Back about the first of October, we looked closely at the IBM announcement, just for our own internal analysis and review, because we have a computer that we market. And we noticed some deficiencies in the IBM product line—the most obvious was the memory."

Computer memory products are nothing new to the Datamac staff. The company's president, Dr. Bob McCullough, was the designer of the first add-on memory for the IBM System/360 and 370 (at an earlier point in his career and when working for another firm), and the other five principals at Datamac have extensive experience in the computer field. So the group knew it could meet the technical challenge of making memory components for the PC; its first concern was with marketing the products if Datamac were to make them.

After talking with people at the corporate headquarters of ComputerLand and determining that the chain's stores could sell products for the PC that were not made by IBM, Bob Lindgren notes that the Datamac crew began to think seriously about making PC memory boards. "Then we thought about how we could do it, technically," Lindgren says. "So Dr. Bob and I went to a ComputerLand store that had a

I WANTED
to tap the PC's power
and go into a second-
or third-generation type of program.

PC and looked at the system. We took the cover off and looked at everything. We also got our hands on the technical manual before that was out officially."

Although they didn't have a PC in house yet, the group held a product planning session based on their knowledge of general computer technology, the information in the technical manual, and observations from a peek inside the machine. The session ended with a tentative decision to make memory boards for the PC.

"Dr. Bob went away on a Friday and came back on a Monday with the schematics and everything done," Lindgren remembers. Adds McCullough: "I've had a little practice."

Suddenly a New Division

Bob McCullough had spent a weekend designing the memory board, thereby creating the first offering for his firm's new Peripheral Products Division. Previously Datamac had concentrated on marketing its own microcomputer and planning for another, more powerful micro to add to the product line.

Once the new product's design was worked out, the Datamac staff put together a working board to show ComputerLand

The Man — Machine Interface ...

... The All-Important Connection

Whether you are developing programs or writing books, you need productivity. IBM* knows that, that's why they developed SPF for their big mainframes. And now, ALS* offers the same power for your micro computer.

ADVANCED PRODUCTIVITY SYSTEM

- A Full-Screen Editor Similar To SPF
- Dual Screen Support
- A Separate Browse Subsystem
- Integrated Utilities
- Tag-Driven Text Processor
- Menu-Driven, General Purpose Dialog Manager

For information, call or write to:

ARRIX LOGIC SYSTEMS INC
P.O. Box 142
Don Mills, Ontario
Canada M3C 2R6
(416) 292-6425

*) IBM is a Trade Mark of International Business Machines Corp.
ALS is a Trade Mark of Arrix Logic Systems, Inc.
headquarters. Concurrently, they sent out announcements of their expandable PC memory boards—available in configurations of 64K, 128K, 192K, or 256K—to individual ComputerLand stores. The response was immediate.

"The day after we mailed out our announcement, we started getting calls with orders for 10 or 20 boards or whatever," Lindgren states. "Then we knew that we really had to start producing."

McCullough recalls that they had not anticipated such an immediate or large demand. "For the first two months we were production-limited. Primarily, ComputerLand stores were selling the board with the computer as it was being sold, as opposed to the computer going out with the end user and then the end user deciding to get a board."

In recent months, Datamac's production and testing facilities have been able to keep up with demand, which consists of orders from individual ComputerLand stores and the corporate division, and from consumers who do not have a retail outlet handy. Lindgren estimates that the firm has sold more than 2,000 memory boards for the PC since late 1981.

**Disks and Communications**

Datamac's success in selling its memory boards has led to other products for the PC. One of these is a 5½-inch Winchester hard disk that fits into one of the PC's disk-drive slots; it is available with 6, 12, or 18 megabytes of storage. The hard disk can be used in combination with a floppy disk drive in the other disk slot, and the necessary controller board and cables also fit inside the computer's cabinet. Because the hard disk requires its own power supply, however, a small, thin power unit is attached to the back of the PC cabinet for this purpose.

Dick Andreini, vice president for marketing, points out that this outside power supply requires no modification of the PC's cabinet. "As a matter of fact, there happen to be four screw holes of unknown origin on the back of the PC in that very location. We use those to attach the power supply, so we're not modifying the back of the system or drilling any holes."

Two additional products are in the works for the PC at Datamac. One is software designed to expand disk storage by allowing use of both sides of the disk; this must be used with double-sided drives. The other new development is a communications board, which has the option of a second line, so that a modem and another device, such as a printer, may be used simultaneously.

Bob McCullough is confident that his firm will continue to design and manufacture hardware for the PC, but he is reluctant to predict what those products will be. "The products we make in the future for the PC are going to be primarily market-driven. As an engineer, I hate to design something and push it out there and have nobody want to use it. We're in business to supply things that people need and want. We don't want to get into an engineering sandbox."

For further information:
Frederick Merchant, Computer Age of San Francisco, 825 Masonic Ave. #6, San Francisco, CA 94117 (415/921-7792).
Datamac Peripheral Products Division, 680 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408/735-0323).

---

**IBM**

**SAVE 25% ON YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER**

IF YOU ARE BUYING OR UPGRAILING, WE OFFER COMPONENTS THAT CAN SAVE YOU $$$

- **DISK DRIVE KIT 1st or 2nd** .................. $239
- **16K MEMORY KIT** .................................. 25
- **NEC 8023 & CABLE** .......................... 529
- **64K MEM. CARD w/RS232 PORT**
  (SOCKETS FOR UP TO 256K) .................. 450
- **SAME AS ABOVE WITH**
  EXTRA PRINTER PORT .......................... 535
- **COM CARD 2 RS232 PORTS**
  (ASYNC, BISYNC, HDLC, SDL) ............... 295

PLUS A LOT MORE INCLUDING:

- **DISK DRIVES (3rd, 4th, & DOUBLE SIDE)**
- **KEYBOARD & MONITOR EXTENSION CABLES**
- **EPSON, OXIDATA, AND**
  LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
- **MODEMS, MONITORS, 3M DISKETTES**

**VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE**

1-800-521-0521 IN MICH. CALL 313-429-2678

---

**IS THIS YOUR FIRST TIME?**

YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE YOUR PC QUICKLY AND EASILY WITH **COMPUTERTUTOR**

* LEARN BY DOING
* DESIGNED FOR 1st TIME USER

* YOU GET:
  - INTERACTIVE DISKETTE
  - DOS REFERENCE CARD
  - FUNCTION KEY LABELS
  - GUIDE TO IBM MANUALS

**ONLY $39.95**

REQUIRES 48KB PC

**COMPREHENSIVE SOFTWARE**

P.O. BOX 90833
LA, CAL. 90009
CAL. RES. ADD $2.40

---
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An Invitation to Share...
This regular "User-To-User" department will pass along field-tested innovations, tips, caveats, and questions concerning IBM Personal Computers, contributed by PC readers. Already there has been a wellspring of insights, a few gripes, and some unanswered questions flooding our mailbox. We have inaugurated this department as a place to share them.

Before sampling this month's offerings, a word might be in order regarding the "philosophy" of this department. We recognize that computer users, like automobile owners, have different involvements with their machines. Some are content knowing how to change a tire or learning how to drive in snow. Others might want to play with adjusting the carburetor. A few might even get down to the grimy business of rebuilding the differential. (At least with computers you don't need a set of Allen wrenches, and you can forget the Boraxo.)

We'll try to serve all interests in this space, but we will avoid purely theoretical discourse. We simply want to pass along whatever makes the little beast work better. If the going gets seemingly technical, don't be put off—better yet, stick with us. Anyone can (and should) learn to change a tire.

Disk Speedup
The undisputed celebrity of this month's user tips is SPEEDUP—14 lines of BASIC program code that will make your disk drives perform their chores in half the time. The program popped up on Wes Merchant's Annandale, Virginia IBM Bulletin Board Service (see Club News). It was sent there by Chris Carson of Aurora, Colorado, who found the program circulating in the Denver area, where it evidently originated from the Apparat store there. Good news travels fast. Here it is:

```
05 REM SPEEDUP DISK-ZAP
10 FOR I = 1 TO 37: READ N:C=C+N
15 NEXT:READ N: IF N<=C THEN 40
20 RESTORE:OPEN "A",1,"SPEEDUP.COM",1
25 FIELD 1,1 AS NS:FOR I = 1 TO 37
30 READ N: NS=CHR$(N):PUT 1
35 NEXT:CLOSE:PRINT "Created":END
40 PRINT "*** ERROR - Verify Data ***":END
45 DATA 186,18,0,184,30,37,205,33,139
50 DATA 250,190,28,1,185,11,0,243,164
55 DATA 51,182,205,19,139,215,205,39
60 DATA 223,2,37,2,8,42.255,80,246.0,4
65 DATA 3666
70 END
```

Even if you've never touched BASIC, this gem is too good to pass up. To create the program, place the PC-DOS disk into your A: drive and load BASIC by typing Basic and hitting ENTER. Then type each of the lines above, exactly as written. Hit ENTER after each line. When you've hit ENTER following line 70, hit the F2 key to run this short program.

If you get a message saying ** ERROR - Verify Data ** then you've made a mistake copying the numbers in lines 45 through 60. Otherwise, you will have created a new file on your PC-DOS disk called SPEEDUP.COM.

Go back into PC-DOS by typing system and ENTER and run the new program by typing speedup and ENTER. Now load and run any program or PC-DOS utility and be amazed. Your disk drives will miraculously zip along at almost double speed, singing instead of groaning.

Exactly how much faster? Well, for example, to format a new disk with the /s option: 25 seconds instead of 45 seconds. To copy the PC-DOS disk via the "DISK-COPY" command: 42 seconds instead of 83. To copy the entire PC-DOS disk with COPY *.: 139 seconds instead of 206. If you're a speed and performance fanatic (who isn't?), you've just made up to a 100 percent improvement in your disk operations.

According to Chris Carson, the pro-
gram works its magic by reloading the diskette parameters table in PC-DOS. IBM programmed the step rate for the machine's Tandon disk drives at eight milliseconds; SPEEDUP shortens this to six, still within the Tandon-rated minimum of five milliseconds. The program also sets the head settle rate to zero milliseconds, which is the Tandon minimum rating. (IBM's conservative default setting is 25.)

The obvious question: Will this routine send smoke out of your drives or garble your prized data? I can only report that Chris and his Denver-area friends have been using SPEEDUP regularly for several months with no reported ill effects or glitches, and that I've become a total SPEEDUP convert. Nevertheless, it should be made clear that neither Mr. Carson, I, nor PC magazine warrant this modification. You undertake it entirely at your own risk and, we hope, to your delight.

Note: If you load and run a program by hitting Ctrl-Alt-Del (as you do with EasyWriter and VisiCalc), the system will reset, and SPEEDUP will no longer be in effect. Once you've run SPEEDUP and see the PC-DOS A-> prompt, insert your program disk in drive A: and type command and ENTER. Your program will load and run its disk activity in about half the time. You can also include speedup as the first instruction in a disk's AUTOEXEC.BAT file (PC-DOS manual, pages 2-16)—provided, of course, that you copied the SPEEDUP.COM file to that disk.

Bug Hunt

Now for the bad news. A number of unnerving reports have surfaced that cast doubt on the ability of IBM Personal Computer BASIC (version D1.00) to calculate and reason correctly. The bug that got the most publicity was reported by Andrew Pollack in the April 5 New York Times. It seems that BASIC can't always divide .1 by 10 and come up with the right answer.

```
5 'Basicst.100
10 DEFDBL A 'defines A as double precision
20 READ A
30 PRINT "A = " ; A
40 PRINT "A = " ; : PRINT USING ".***" ; A
50 PRINT "A divided by ten = " ; A/10
60 PRINT "A divided by ten = " ; : PRINT USING ".***" ; A/10
70 END
80 DATA .1
```

Line 20 reads the value .1 into variable A. Line 30 prints A via the normal PRINT statement and line 40 prints A with PRINT USING. So far so good. But in line 50 we try to print the value of A divided by 10. The answer should be .01—not .001 as the program run indicates.

The problem is evidently with the output rather than the calculation, since printing the value of A/10 with PRINT USING does produce the correct result. Also, the bug seems to occur only when double-precision (more than seven-digit) numbers are involved.

My fooling around with this bug disclosed that the problem is not as severe if you assign a value to A directly, as in Basicst.101:

```
5 'Basicst.101
10 DEFDBL A 'defines A as double precision
20 A = .1
30 PRINT "A = " ; A
40 PRINT "A = " ; : PRINT USING ".***" ; A
50 PRINT "A divided by ten = " ; A/10
60 PRINT "A divided by ten = " ; : PRINT USING ".***" ; A/10
```

The first listing shows the program as I entered it on the screen. Since A is an eight-digit number, it is properly double precision. When you list the program, however, A has been converted into exponential form. (Note, however, that the designation E is used instead of D, as pages 3-11 of the BASIC manual would lead us to expect.) When we want to display the val-

---

IBM Debuggs BASIC

IBM has corrected the BASIC bugs. BASIC 1.05 is now available from IBM dealers.

We contacted David Walonick of Minneapolis, the purported discoverer of the bug, and he provided this test program:

```
RUN
A = .1000000014901161
A = .100
A divided by ten = 1.000000014901161D-02
A divided by ten = .01D
```

The math is accurate this time, although you do get meaningless digits after eight places if you use PRINT instead of PRINT USING. (The math bug will crop up, however, if you use INPUT to get a value for A.)

David Walonick has been asked by IBM to go down to Boca Raton to help smoke out the extent of the problem. Meanwhile, the best advice we can offer is to be very careful using double precision numbers, and experiment to see whether various methods of input or output avoid errors.

This bug led me to experiment further with the way BASIC treats double precision numbers, and I chanced upon more traps awaiting hapless number crunchers. Consider Basicst.200:

```
[ENTERED AS]
5 'Basicst.200
10 DEFDBL A 'defines A as double precision
20 A = .0000001
30 PRINT "A = " ; A
40 PRINT "A = " ; : PRINT USING ".******" ; A
50 END
```

LIST

```
5 'Basicst.200
10 DEFDBL A 'defines A as double precision
20 A = .0000001
30 PRINT "A = " ; A
40 PRINT "A = " ; : PRINT USING ".******" ; A
50 END
```

RUN
```
9.9999993925290-09
A = .0000001
```
ue of A, the PRINT USING statement is, once again, the only way to avoid meaningless output.

Are you ready now to send your machine into a nosedive? Delete line 10 from the program above. Even without the definition statement, BASIC should make A a double precision number. When we run the modified program, however, the existence of the PRINT USING statement evidently throws the program into a hopeless crash. (The only recovery is a cold start.)

We've saved the most bizarre bug for last. Notice of it came to us from two sources, Chris Kantack of Belle Plaine, Iowa, and Alex C. Seggie of Freeleton, Ontario. If you've got your machine up and running again, you can amuse and confound yourself by running Basicst.300:

```
LIST
5 ' Basicst.300
10 INPUT "B = " : B
20 PRINT "A = " : A
30 IF A = 0 THEN PRINT "A equals zero"
ELSE PRINT "BUG!!!"
```

Reseting BASIC for Serial Printers

The following contribution from Dr. Willard A. Brown of Western Washington University might look frighteningly technical if you are new to computers, but it could help enormously if you have a serial-type (RS 232) printer you want to use with your PC. If you have such a printer but are not technically inclined, plunge on fearlessly anyhow: Type in Dr. Brown's two programs letter for letter without worrying what they mean. Saving each to disk under the names shown. Then, at the start of every computer session in which you will use the BASIC language, load the disk with these two programs first. They will make your serial printer operate with all the convenience of IBM's standard parallel-type printer.

When I bought my IBM PC I intended to make use of the serial-interface daisy wheel terminal I already owned. Using the RS 232 port with the LIST 10-, COM1:300,N,8,1 statement worked fine (as long as my terminal was set to the "auto line feed" option, and with the slight bug that it wouldn't print the final character in the file.) However, as I became more familiar with the system, I realized some nice features were not available, namely the PrtSc variants at both the BASIC and PC-DOS levels.

With the help of the IBM PC Technical Reference Manual, I developed the instructions that follow.

Listing 1 is an automatic-starting set of operating system instructions that makes the usual request for the date, then goes into BASIC to RUN a program, SETUP2, that equips the computer to use the serial printer.

The instructions in the setup program:

- Supply the needed parameters for opening and initializing the RS 232 port;
- Establish the WIDTH for the RS 232 port;
- Change the PC-DOS instructions that start at 60H so that the address for the parallel printer is made to point instead at the RS 232 port;
- Let the hardware status information at 40:8H "lie" to the system concerning the presence of a parallel printer;
- Insert a set-interrupt-enable-flag instruction at 100H;
- Set register AH to 01H to indicate to the RS 232 subroutine that a character is ready to be typed;
- Branch to the RS 232 subroutine;
- Change the interrupt vector at 5CH to point to the new instructions at 100H.

The reason for the somewhat convoluted auto-start routine is that BASIC doesn't sense that its entry parameters have been changed until it is reinvoked.

The two following programs also enable LPRINT and LPRINT in BASIC. And if you then use the SYSTEM command, the control-P option is enabled in PC-DOS.

---Dr. Willard A. Brown

```
YOur serial printer will operate with all the convenience of IBM's parallel-type printer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 1</th>
<th>Listing 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOEXEC.BAT</td>
<td>BASICA SETUP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>BASICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTE: To enter the character shown as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Z&quot; in the listing above, type F6, then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>return.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SETUP2.BAS</th>
<th>BASICA SETUP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 OPEN &quot;COM1:300,N,8,1&quot; AS #1</td>
<td>BASICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 WIDTH &quot;COM1&quot;: 80</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 OEF SEG = #H60</td>
<td>NOTE: To enter the character shown as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 POKE #H0, #H40 ' 005 PARALLEL PRINTER</td>
<td>&quot;Z&quot; in the listing above, type F6, then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VECRANGE</td>
<td>return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 POKE #HE, #H1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 OEF SEG = #H40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 POKE #HE, #HF8 ' TELL BASIC THAT THERE IS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PRINTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 POKE #H8, #H3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 OEF SEG = #H0: POKE #H100, #HF8 ' RESTORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FLAGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 REM AN INCONSISTENCY EXISTS IN ROM BIOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCERNING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 REM THE MEANING OF THE AH REGISTER IN THE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 REM AND THE PARALLEL PRINTER PORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBROUTINES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 REM THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING LINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 POKE #H101, #H4: POKE #H102, #H1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 REM THE NEXT THREE LINES SIMULATE THE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 REM PRINTER PORT INTERRUPT VECTOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 POKE #H103, #HEA: POKE #H104, #H39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 POKE #H105, #HE7: POKE #H106, #H0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190 POKE #H107, #HFO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 REM NOW TELL THE INTERRUPT HANDLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO JUMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 REM TO 100H FOR ITS NEW INSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQUENCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 POKE #H5C, #H0: POKE #H50, #H1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 POKE #H5E, #H0: POKE #H5F, #H0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240 SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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AND THEY ALL point to the fact that we shouldn't let the PC's forgiving attitude toward upper and lower case lull us into complacency.

Since A is not assigned a value in the program, it should be initialized automatically to zero when the program is run. It is, in fact, and the "A = " results so indicate. But for some reason, the accuracy of the logic function in line 30 depends on the value input for B. Simply incredible! "Aha, but there is a pattern there," you say. Notice that the logic works correctly when B is equal to 1, 2, 4, and 8. Yes, it also works when B is 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256. But it also mysteriously works when B equals 257, and 512 through 515, and 1024 through 1032. We promised no theorizing, so we'll leave you (and the gang at Boca) to figure this one out.

(Interesting to note that this bug does not crop up if B is assigned its values in a FOR-NEXT loop, or with a READ DATA table.)

Before moving on to more positive matters, a word regarding our editorial stance on glitches and bugs: We at PC do not get our thrills being critical of other people's hard work, and, Lord knows, people who have hacked their way developing their own software should be nothing but empathetic toward snafus. In an ideal computer world everything would work perfectly all the time—and we all know it never will. Our sole purpose is to warn users of unexpected pitfalls, do our best to document the bugs, and help their creators get them fixed.

(We have passed all this information on to IBM. Remedies may already be in the works by the time you read this.)

Communications Fix

One feature not provided in IBM's Personal Computer communications programs so far is the ability to produce simultaneous hard copy on your printer while communications are in progress.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURE!

NOW — PRINT OUT YOUR GRAPHICS ON THE IBM OR EPSON MX-80 PRINTER— WITH "PRINT-GRAF"

PRINT-GRAF Program for your IBM Personal Computer gives you a print-out of your HI-RES or MED-RES GRAPHICS SCREEN — on your IBM or MX-80/MX-80TF Printer.

- Prints Black on White (Positive) or White on Black (Negative) Image.
- 6.5 in. x 9 in. Format — Excellent for Reports or Vu-Graphs.
- Uses IBM Color Graphics Board/1 or 2 Disk Drives.
- Requires Epson "Graftrax-80" Proms in Epson or IBM Printer.

Package 1 — PRINT-GRAF Disk and Operator Manual ........................................... $79.50 ppd.

(Micro-Z installation in the IBM Printer may void guarantee - see your dealer)

MICRO-Z COMPANY
Dept. I, P.O. Box 2426, Rolling Hills, CA 90274 • (213) 377-1640
If you are using the COMM.BAS program provided on the PC-DOS disk for "dumb terminal" access to networks and bulletin boards, there's a relatively easy fix that will get you a printout. Load the program and then enter and/or revise the following lines:

5 REM COMM.BAS Modification to provide simultaneous printout
295 IF LEN(B$)>1 THEN IF
     ASC(MIDS(BS,2,1))=114 THEN IF
     PRN=FALSE THEN PRN=TRUE ELSE
     PRN=FALSE ' toggles print function
     with Control-PrtSc
405 IF PRN THEN LPRINT MIDS(A$1,1):
462 IF ERR=27 THEN BEEP:PRINT:PRINT
     "= = = = CHECK PRINTER = = = =:
     PRN=FALSE: RESUME 'error trapping for
     printer off or out of paper
463 RESUME

This modification will let you use the keyboard combination Control-PrtSc to toggle on and off the printer (make sure the printer is turned on).

Capital Offense
Our final offerings come from diverse corners of the computing world, and they often do. Witness: Bob Kay of Leading Edge Products, which distributes the Clifton Starwriter line, wrote to inform us that the Starwriter can produce sub- and superscripts with EasyWriter, contrary to what we reported in the February-March issue of PC. The Control-Q command must, however, be followed by an uppercase D or U.

One network novice (who requested that he remain nameless) couldn't get his Hayes Smartmodem to perform at all. After tearing his hair, pulling apart his PC's innards, and trucking his async' board and modem back to ComputerLand, he discovered that the Hayes modem, only understands uppercase.

With It, information can be written on or read from diskette drives at higher speeds, for faster processing and improved response times.

all point to the fact that we shouldn't let the PC's forgiving attitude toward upper and lower case lull us into complacency. PC-DOS and BASIC usually don't care whether we converse with them in capital letters, but other machines and programs

Share Your Discoveries
When you learn something from which your fellow PC users can benefit, pass it on through these pages. You've encouraged others to return the favor, plus we'll pay from $25 to $100 for each tip published. Mail contributions to: User-to-User, PC magazine, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122.

ProActive Systems
• Quality Products
• Custom Applications
• Systems Design
• Consulting Services
• Networking and Telecommunications

Maximize your computer resource with superior services and products

ProEdit — full-screen editor: $50
ProSort — sophisticated sorting tool: $75

For free brochure:
ProActive Systems
505 Channing, Palo Alto, CA 94301
Tel. (415) 326-2722

A POWERFUL NEW IBM PC COLOR GRAPHICS PACKAGE
Introducing the IBM PC Business and Technical Graphics Generator
by
Larry Joel Goldstein

CALL
800-638-0220
(MD residents 301-262-6300)
Brady orders by phone: toll-free (800)638-0220, in Maryland (301) 262-6300
Robert J. Brady • Bowie, Maryland 20715 • (301) 262-6300
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PERSONNA Annual Convention & Exhibition

"PC + 1"

THE FIRST ALL-PC EVENT

AT

THE GOLDEN NUGGET HOTEL/CASINO

ON THE BEACH & BOARDWALK OF

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

SEPT. 8 - 11

(Same Week As The Miss America Pageant)

Gen. Public Admitted To Exhibit Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBITORS</th>
<th>PERSONNA MEMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discount Room Rates</td>
<td>Discount Room Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finest Sales Environment</td>
<td>Free Exhibit Admission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Exhibitors Only&quot; Restaurant</td>
<td>Free Seminars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hr. Security</td>
<td>Free Cocktail Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,000 to 250,000 Visitors to A.C. for Pageant That Week</td>
<td>Door Prizes (10) Tickets to Miss America Finals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network TV, Press from Phila., N.Y., Balt., D.C., &amp; Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Moonlight Cruise, Fishing, Boating, Swimming, Winery Tours, and More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Tapes or Promo Films Shown To General Public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact: Show Management
George Grafas, President
Atlantic Data Supply Corp.
1451 Highway 88 West
Brick, N.J. 08723
800-526-0968, N.J.: 201-840-8778

Contact: Fortune Coratti
Membership Director, Personna
P.O. Box 759
Point Pleasant, N.J. 08742
201-840-0300
What's the best partner for my IBM PC?

That's easy, pardner, it's

VersaText Word Processing System

a new word processing system that even lets you create your own commands!

THIS EXCITING SYSTEM INCLUDES:

PCWriter - a screen editing gem
- Full cursor control
- Automatic word wrap
- Delete, insert, replace, search, and copy, done with minimal keystrokes
- On screen tutorial and helps
- Files limited only by disk space
- Uses standard DOS files
- Manual written in plain English

PCBase - an easy to use data base program
- Standard database format for names and addresses
- Define new database formats for specific needs
- Output data in custom reports or files
- Data entry, editing, deletion
- Create mailing labels and personalized letters

PCProcessor - a really versatile text formatter
- Automatic text justification, borders, centering, titles, paging and page numbering
- Wide, emphasized and compressed type
- Merge files, addresses, or terminal input at process time
- 36 processing commands in all
- Create new commands for specific needs

PCGiant - creates giant letters
- 1½ inch letters for notices, titles, or signs

Best of all, the whole integrated package is only $149.00!
- Master Charge and VISA accepted
- Dealer inquiries invited

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines

TexasSoft

1028 North Madison Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75208
(214) 495-5052
FIGHT THE SQUEEZE!!

With peripherals for the IBM* personal computer by MAYNARD ELECTRONICS

FIGHT THE I/O SQUEEZE

With only five I/O slots in the personal computer you need to optimize your peripheral purchases. For example, if you buy IBM's Asynchronous Communications Adaptor, color/graphics interface, printer adaptor, and disk drive adaptor you will have only one slot left for memory expansion. MAYNARD ELECTRONICS combines functions to save I/O slots giving you more flexibility.

Fight the price squeeze

Compare the price of the personal computer using their I/O versus our I/O. You can save up to $1,660.00 on a 192K dual drive system with printer by using our 128K memory board, floppy disk controller with parallel printer interface, internal drives and 16K expansion memory kit.

Maynard Electronics Presents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Boards</th>
<th>Memory Boards</th>
<th>Internal Floppy Drives</th>
<th>Internal Floppy Drives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part No.</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Complete instructions for simple installation. Identical to IBM drives.</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256KByte</td>
<td>MEM256 $555</td>
<td>Single Head $265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128KByte</td>
<td>MEM128 $385</td>
<td>Dual Head $360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64KByte</td>
<td>MEM64 $295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External Floppy Drives

Add 3rd and 4th drives to your IBM. Includes cables. Simply plug in and go. All drives 100% tested before shipping. Dual headed drives also available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#EFD1H1</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#EFD1H2</td>
<td>$700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Miscellaneous:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEM16</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other products will be announced soon!
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned during first 30 days. One year warranty for repair/replacement.

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 3322 Longwood, FL 32750
(305) 869-8058

*IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
The Microsoft/Lifeboat Battle Cry
Software firms back PC-DOS as 16-bit standard.

Illustration: Suzanne Anderson

Two major players in the lucrative microcomputer software market, Microsoft and Lifeboat, have announced that they support IBM Personal Computer DOS (PC-DOS) as the "standard" operating system for 16-bit microcomputers.

What this amounts to if you are a CP/M-86 fan is an outright declaration of war by two companies that are probably just as responsible for CP/M's standardization on 8-bit microcomputers as Digital Research, CP/M's creator.

New York-based Lifeboat has published and marketed more CP/M application programs on more 8-bit machines than anyone in the world. Meanwhile, Microsoft is directly responsible for putting CP/M on the Apple by the development of its Z-80 plug-in card.

Microsoft and Lifeboat seem to be saying that just because CP/M became the de facto standard operating system for 8-bit microcomputers doesn't mean CP/M-86 should be the standard on 16-bit micros.

Instead, they say, PC-DOS, developed by Microsoft for the IBM Personal Computer, should be the standard operating system not only for the PC but for all 16-bit micros. The only exception to this would be hard-disk, multi-user microcomputers, which should use XENIX, a Microsoft implementation of the Unix Operating System. PC-DOS and XENIX are further described as being part of a family with PC-DOS being upwardly migratable to XENIX.

In truth, both PC-DOS and CP/M-86 are souped-up versions of CP/M-80, enhanced to take advantage of 16-bit microprocessors. However, neither is compatible with CP/M-80 as many are misled into believing. Without translation, CP/M-80 will not run on either CP/M-86 or PC-DOS.

Confusing as all this is, Microsoft and Lifeboat don't help matters much by the way they dilute the identity of PC-DOS. Microsoft refers to it as "MS-DOS" while Lifeboat calls it "SB-88."

The result of this multiname approach is that we will soon see it in the press referred to as "IBM Personal Computer DOS, aka PC-DOS, aka MS-DOS, aka SB-86."

In the hopes of receiving clarification about all this, PC magazine recently attended a seminar in Santa Clara, California (the heart of Silicon Valley), sponsored by Microsoft and backed with blessings and a speaker from Lifeboat. The topic was "16-bit Operating Systems," and it dealt with many of the questions just raised.

Held at the Marriott Hotel, the seminar had about 500 attendees, many of whom were software authors interested in writing programs for the IBM Personal Computer. It consisted of a series of speakers who made slide presentations followed by questions and answers. What follows are highlights from the seminar presentations of two of the speakers, which we think may be useful to understanding this issue and also some of the underlining Microsoft/Lifeboat attitudes.

MS-DOS: Concepts and Features

Excerpts from a presentation by Chris Larson, Microsoft's MS-DOS product marketing manager.

The operating system is at the center of the software universe. It impacts all other software running on the system. The operating system should be the interface between the hardware and both the user and the system's software.

MS-DOS is a single-user, single-task microcomputer disk operating system for the Intel 8088 and 8086 microprocessors. Its purpose is to provide a friendly and efficient interface between the user and the hardware. By standardizing this interface across manufacturers, both the user and software can easily be moved from one manufacturer's machine to another's.

Microsoft developed MS-DOS in order to provide an adequate base upon which to distribute 16-bit software. MS-DOS is owned and licensed by Microsoft. Thus, being independent from any one hard-
The Light Pen
For The IBM Personal Computer

Ideal for:
- Program interface and menu selection.
- Interactive graphics for engineering, business, and CAD.
- Very effective educational programs, without keyboard problems.
- SUPER games, exciting demonstrations, and just plain fun.

Professional Quality and Durable Construction, yet inexpensive.
Complete with Storage Clip. Simple Three Minute Installation.
Fully Supported Under IBM Basic For Color/Graphics Adapter with Monochrome or Color Displays or TV's. (Not For Use with IBM Monochrome Display).
Demo/Games Diskette Available Now. Additional Software Under Development.

Call, use coupon, or see your participating IBM® dealer.
Recent environment. Grams, any manufacturer. Computer soft necessarily library, as an option, or that CP/M-80 machines run the IBM software because the IBM machine runs CP/M-86.

In reality, 8-bit software is different from 16-bit software. Neither MS-DOS nor CP/M-86 machines can run CP/M-80 programs. Special 16-bit versions of these programs must be created by the manufacturer.

The next myth says there is a vast number of programs running in the CP/M-86 environment. While there is a considerable CP/M-80 library, there is relatively little 16-bit microcomputer software that is specific to any one operating system, whether MS-DOS, XENIX, or CP/M-86. No significant 16-bit software library exists yet.

The third 16-bit software myth says there is something unique about the CP/M-80 library of programs. The myth says if you don't have CP/M, you do not have any applications to run.

Not only are there other libraries of 8-bit software, but much of the 8-bit software packages are available in several of these libraries, so that one does not necessarily need to go from CP/M-80 to Microsoft BASIC, for instance. Many software packages are available under 8-bit operating systems other than CP/M.

What makes most software available under multiple operating systems is that most software is written in high-level language and is therefore independent of the operating system.

The next myth says that most good 8-bit software is available under CP/M. On the IBM Personal Computer there are two good examples of software packages that have never been available under CP/M, namely VisiCalc and EasyWriter. And much of the Radio Shack and Apple software bases have never been implemented under CP/M.

Perhaps the most widely believed 16-bit software myth is that there are more CP/M-86 systems in the field than MS-DOS. Recent investigation by Microsoft pegged the MS-DOS marketshare in the desk-top personal computer market at 93 percent.

MS-DOS is IBM's [personal computer] primary operating system. All IBM application software runs under MS-DOS. Only MS-DOS software is supported by IBM, Microsoft, and Lifeboat.

MS-DOS emulates the CP/M-80 system's calls in a much more sophisticated way. Under MS-DOS this emulation of CP/M-80 calls resides on top of its underlying device independent charter I/O calls, and one has the choice of using the CP/M-like calls or the more efficient MS-DOS calls.

Microsoft also provides a translation utility, which translates Z-80 as well as 8080 code to 8086 as part of the MS-DOS package itself. Thus, it is not necessarily more convenient to translate CP/M-80 software to CP/M-86 than to MS-DOS.

Future Plans for MS-DOS or The Bridge to XENIX

Excerpts from a presentation by Paul G. Allen, vice president and cofounder of Microsoft.

It is important to realize that MS-DOS is part of a family of operating systems.

XENIX has over five megabytes of utilities (compilers, assemblers, text processors, etc.) and really should be used with a hard disk. MS-DOS, on the other hand, fits comfortably with all its utilities on two floppy disks. Providing the user with a family of operating system capabilities means a clear migration path from MS-
DOS to XENIX. This means compatibility for both the terminal end user and the systems programmer.

**MS-DOS Enhancements Coming**

Enhancements added to MS-DOS in version 2.0 to be released in the third quarter of this year emphasize greater user friendliness, standardization, XENIX compatibility features, networking, improvements to the standard utilities as well as the addition of some common XENIX 'filters', and improved disk performance.

The end user interface or 'shell' is the first thing that the user sees when he boots MS-DOS. The shell interprets all commands the user types to the operating system. MS-DOS 2.0 replaces the traditional command-line-oriented shell with a visual shell that shows the user a menu of the most commonly executed applications and utilities.

One very important feature is that the user may customize the shell to his own needs. He may create his own categories, programs, and help files. This could be used to tailor MS-DOS for a particular applications environment or for use in a foreign country.

A standard library for XENIX-86 C will allow compilation of a program on a XENIX system and then execution on MS-DOS. This will allow MS-DOS to tap the already existing library of programs written in C, as well as the generation of new utilities, which can run under either XENIX or MS-DOS.

**Networking Stressed**

Networking is a key to the success of operating systems like MS-DOS and XENIX in the office automation market.

An enhancement package to MS-DOS will provide local network capability. Microsoft's networking software will encompass both XENIX and MS-DOS. An advanced mail system, file transfer program, and other utilities will sit on top of the basic network services provided by the respective operating systems.

XENIX systems will be able to function as network file servers and MS-DOS systems as application servers for individual users.

Microsoft will continue to provide many enhancements to the basic BASIC compiler, PASCAL, FORTRAN and COBOL compilers, which already run under MS-DOS. These changes will go hand in hand with the improvements to MS-DOS itself. As you can see, the next year will be one of rapid evolution for MS-DOS. We think that with the changes and upgrades we have planned, MS-DOS will become the premier single-user operating system.
NOW AVAILABLE!!
INDEX
SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD

• Get and Put Records to Disk File by "KEY"
• Read File In Key Sequence Without Sorting
• Delete Records Without Recopying File
• Add Records to Disk Files In Any Sequence
• Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters
• Machine Language or Basic Subroutines.

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES
- Improved Disk Utilization
- Easier Program Development
- Improved Operating Characteristics
- Reduce or Eliminate Sorting
- Improved Performance

ISAM SUBROUTINES Documentation On Diskette $90.00
ISAM UTILITIES

NEW! MACHINE LANGUAGE + BASIC SUBS — $140
—PLUS—Free Mailing List Sample Application
Add 6% Sales Tax for California Orders

Johnson Associates Telephone Order Line
P.O. Box 3069 For Bank Card Sales
Redding, CA 96049 (916) 221-0740

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

GOOD CONNECTIONS
Autodial/Autoanswer Modems

The MICROCONNECTION™ direct connect modem automatically dials other computers and answers too. It monitors incoming lines, runs printers, decodes busses and transcribes incoming data. Excellent terminal and host software. Available for RS-232, TRS-80, TRS-80 Color*, Apple*, Atari 400/800*, and CBM/PET*. $224.95 up.

the microperipheral corporation
2643 - 151st Pl. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 881-7544

*Trademarks of Tandy Corp., Apple Corp., Atari Corp., and Commodore Business Machines.

COMMUNICATION BY DISKETTE
• NATIONAL USERS GROUP
• PROGRAM EXCHANGE
• EASY USER RESPONSE
• FUN

ISSUED BI-MONTHLY INTRODUCTORY DISKETTE $10

A MAGAZINE ON DISKETTE

HARDWARE REQUIRED: IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER • 48K • DISK DRIVE
SEND CHECK TO: I.B. MAGAZETTE • 1306 PETROLEUM TOWER • SHREVEPORT, LA. 71101
C COMPILER

For the IBM Personal Computer. The package includes the compiler, with complete installation and operating instructions, and the C source for many standard library functions.

The C compiler is UNIX® ver. 7 compatible. Cross compilers are available for the PDP-11, 6809, and 8080. Full C or C without float is available to meet individual needs. (UNIX) is a trade mark of Bell Labs.)

C $200.00
C w/float $350.00
Cross C $500.00

TELECON SYSTEMS
90 E. Gish Road, Suite 25
San Jose, CA 95112
408-275-1659

Key Utilities
gain more control of your IBM/PC with —

DISKLOOK — reveals hidden files, erased files, shows everything on diskette $20
UNERASE — recovers erased files $20
FILEHIDE — hides and unhides files $10
SECMOD — easily changes any diskette sector $20

FREE programs and system information with each order

Peter Norton include $5 per order
1716 Main Street #D for diskette & postage
Venice, CA 90291 Calif. 6% tax

GAME I/O ADAPTER+

Game I/O Adapter
- Interfaces With Popular Paddle Systems
- Interfaces With Graphics Systems
- Allows X, Y Control
- Analog Control Via 16 Pin Connector

Access-Master
A Disk Accessor Used Within Any Basic Program
- Interfaces With Screen-Master
- Utilizes The Latest S.K.R.A.M.* Techniques
- Sequential Processing Of Random Access Files In Key Order
- Keyed Access For Direct Record Retrieval
- Random Retrieval By Record Number
- Access Files With Keys Up To 30 Bytes In Length
- Multiple Methods Of Record Access (5 Types)
- Interfaces With Existing Basic Programs
- Eliminates Hours Of Development Time

Screen-Master
Generates Screen Input Format
- Defines Defaults
- Table Searching (Handling)
- Date Checking (Leap Year Included)
- Special Handling Routines Available For Each Field Through Gosubs
- General Title Formatting
- Utilizes Special Function Keys
- Define Where Each Field Input Goes Into The Record
- Key Length (Maximum 30 Characters)
- Program Various Sound Responses

SOFTWARE MASTERS
6704 Hoover Road, Indianapolis, IN 46260
(317) 259-7892

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
License Agreements Available
Now you can increase the memory equity of your IBM™ personal computer with Vista's 576K MAXICARD. Hold an option on your memory needs; with the Maxicard in your portfolio you can add up to 576K* dynamic RAM to your system as you need it, when you need it. Assets include a four-layer board design for reduced noise, on-board parity bit, switch-selectable addressing, full-speed operation with no wait states and much more. Vista lets you capitalize on the many features of the IBM personal computer by giving you the most flexible margin on memory around. Just buy Vista and watch your investment grow.

Contact your local dealer.
IBM-PC Peripherals at Unbeatable Prices

IBM PC owners can save with confidence on these proven peripherals.

Dot Matrix Printer
Our DMP-85 is 50% faster than the IBM model and significantly lower cost. It has built-in friction and tractor feed, 8 fonts including proportional type, 10 or 12 characters per inch, condensed type, plus emphasized printing, 1.3K print buffer, 6 channel vertical format unit, high resolution graphics, and more! (Model equivalent to C. Itoh 8510A or NEC 8023A).

Letter Quality Typing
Your IBM Selectric becomes an instant 12 cps printer with our Model ETF-80 Electric Typing Fingers! It sits on the keyboard and connects to the printer port without any modification of typewriter or computer. No software required! When used with ASCII type ball all printer characters can be printed by the IBM Selectric. (Model equivalent to KGS-80).

Video Display Monitor
The VDM-80 green phosphor monitor has a 15MHz bandwidth for 80 characters per line resolution. It connects to the IBM color CRT interface, or to the monochrome interface with PMC's video interface. The monitor case is color compatible with the IBM Personal Computer and screen display is suitable for long term viewing. (Model equivalent to Zenith ZDM-21).

Floppy Disk Drives
These single sided, software compatible drives provide 5 msec track access and perform conservatively at the recording density of the IBM operating system. Internal drives connect to IBM's cable and disk interface, while color matched external drives include a cable/adapter from PMC. (Model equivalent to TEC FB-202).

All prices include shipping by UPS in Continental USA. No PO Boxes please. Delete shipping and handling when paying by check or money order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calif. cust. add taxes</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping and handling</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Personal Micro Computers, Inc.
475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962-0220
Rates And Information

If you have products or services to offer owners of the new IBM Personal Computer, the PC Directories provide an economical, rifle-shot way to reach your prospects.

Service and software listings are classified according to type. Consultants and retailers are classified geographically, with subgroupings by specialty where warranted. All listings appear in a standard format, typed in from the information you provide, and are published in the first available issue after receipt.

- **CONSULTANTS:** Individual name, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your consulting credentials and specialties.
- **RETAILERS:** Store name, individual’s name and title, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), store hours, and up to 35 words describing your products and services.
- **SERVICES:** Service type, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your service.
- **SOFTWARE:** Product name, author name, company name, mailing address, phone and computer network numbers (one of each), and up to 35 words describing your product.

**RATES:** Listings described above are $50 each; additional words of description are $10 for each 15 words or fraction. Charges are payable in advance. For listings in three or more consecutive issues, in advance, 15 percent discount.

**ORDERING:** Use your convenient tear-out order card, or mail your listing information with payment to PC Directory, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122.

**COMPATIBLE COMPUTER CORP.**
Plug-ins and add-ons for the IBM Personal Computer. Both assembled models and kits—build it yourself and save. Write for free information. Compatible Computer Corporation, Dept. PC, 112102, Seattle, WA 98115
416 N.E. Maple Leaf Pl. #7
Seattle WA 98115 (206) 525-2246

**IBM CARDS**
Cables for the IBM Personal Computer. Special on the RGB Cable for the Sony Portégé $59.95 plus $3 shipping. No C.O.D.s.
JACK STRICK & ASSOCIATES, 949 South Southlake Dr., Hollywood, FL 33019

**IBM MONOCHROME DISPLAY SCREEN**
Darkness background, improves contrast, and reduces glare. A must for all owners. May be purchased at select COMPUTERLAND stores or directly from the manufacturer. Price $15.95 plus $2 shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
FMI PRODUCTS, 9129 Coral Cove
Dallas, TX 75231

**JOYSTICKS FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER**
Available for immediate delivery. High quality, heavy duty joystick suitable for professional as well as game and educational applications. Designed specifically for the IBM PC. Special introductory price $44.50. Money refunded if not satisfied.
TOM CAR PRODUCTS, 99 Lily Pond Lane
Kalona, NY 10536

**PC OUSTCOVER**
Protect your IBM PC from the damaging effects of dust. Not tacky vinyl, our handsome cover is washable, gray corduroy, and contour-fitted for the system unit, monitor, and keyboard. Send check or money order for $24.95 per cover. North Carolina residents add 4¾% sales tax. Money-back guarantee if not satisfied.
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 3203
Durham, NC 27705 (919) 471-1452

**COUNCIL OF COMPATIBLE COMPUTER TRAINING CENTERS**
Increase Small Business Computer sales and solve training problems with a Computer Guidance Center franchise. Professionally prepared instruction and texts for nearly every popular make. Call Tom Palazzo or Bill Ginalske.
COUNCIL OF COMPATIBLE COMPUTER TRAINING CENTERS, INC., 8644 East McDowell Suite 208, Phoenix, AZ 85008 (602) 944-2791

**EUROPE FOR THE IBM PC**
We are ready to demonstrate and support your hardware/software products in Zurich on our IBM PCs and would be interested to dis-
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SOFTWARE/HARDWARE DIRECTORY AND GUIDE

The directory will be published every six months with monthly updates. It will include software, hardware, consulting services, retailers, help wanted, and supplies columns with entry fee $10 per product/service. Entries under owners and users' groups will be free of charge. Write for more information and free sample issue.

SOPHIA MICRO SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 748, Quincy, IL 62201
(217) 224-4337

WORD PROCESSING INTERFACE TO TYPESETTING
Your word processed manuals or books are loaded directly into our typesetter. Eliminate rekeying. You need telecommunications option. We design and offer complete printing facilities. Suitable for documents over 200 pages.

GEORGE GRAPHICS, Attn: Len Shaffer, 650 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 397-2404

ANOTHER FULL SCREEN EDITOR
A full featured editor with find, change, insert, and delete functions. Moves, copies, and deletes text. Lines: $29.95
NOTA BENE SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 497, Glenview, IL 60025

APPOINTMENT CALENDAR
The Personal Appointment Calendar (PAC) is now available for the IBM PC. The PAC program allows you to keep track of appointments for a year at a time, with up to eight appointments each day. Appointment changes are easily made. And if you have a printer, appointments for any day may be printed. The program, supplied on diskette, comes complete with step-by-step instructions for $49.95. To order send check to: V.J. DEMURCO, 8459 NW 3rd St., Coral Springs, FL 33065 (305) 753-5893

AUTOMATIC SCREEN DESIGN Aid (ASDA™)
Available for the IBM Personal Computer is a powerful software tool that will aid the time-consuming task of programming screen layout. ASDA™ allows you to simply type the desired screen layout directly on the CRT including text description, graphic inputs, output fields, or input/output fields, as well as any attribute (high intensity, reverse image, blink, etc.). ASDA™ will then generate all the basic code to handle the screen. The code generated can be merged, chained or, as a skeleton start for a program. Save time and effort as you design professional screens with ASDA™. Dealer inquiries invited. ASDA™ only $99.
SOFTMARK, INC., 446 Colonial Ave., Layton, UT 84041 (801) 546-2000

BASIC PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE
Excellent program development and documentation tool for your IBM Personal Computer. Locates all your variable names by line number. Sorts them alphabetically, and prints them following the program listing. $30. Watch this directory for more from A. Eric Eastman Co., 620 West 150 North Bountiful, UT 84007 (801) 292-0654

BONUS ACCOUNTING
A unique software tool for Business Money Management and Personal Money Management for the IBM PC. Learn how to set up ledger account numbers for home and business, or use your existing chart of accounts. All transactions, including closing entries, are automated. The year to date financial statement will be a big plus at tax time. Fully documented! Explanations of all screens and functions make record keeping manageable for the business owner and the professional. A very excellent learning tool for the student. Write today and let Bonus help manage your money!

REQUIREMENTS: one disk, 64K and 80 column printer. Dealer inquiries invited.

THE PROGRAMMING SHOP, INC.
1164 Umbarger Rd., San Jose, CA 95121

BUSINESS SOFT
Back up a disk, copy programs, format a new disk, produce new combinations of DOS commands, produce new menus, and much more from the "Ultra Menu." Specifically designed for the IBM PC. This program will help eliminate the need to remember many of the protocols required by DOS commands. A help menu no PC user should be without. Introductory price $29.95.
BUSINESS SOFT, INC., 3811 Brett Lane Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 940-8086, 266-8609

COMPULOAD
Unique Amatization System essential to every PC owner. Enhances financial decision-making capacity on business and personal levies. Analyzes regular or IRREGULAR loans. Fully documented. Introductory price $50.00. See ad in this issue for details.
BENCHMARK CREATIONS, P.O. Box 31861
Raleigh, NC 27622

COPY PC
Makes back-up copies of many protected programs including VisiCalc and EasyWrite. Recover usable data from damaged disks. Available now, $24.95 (CA residents add 5% sales tax).
MAGY SYSTEMS, 4411 Geary Blvd.
Suite 231, San Francisco, CA 94118

CREDIT MASTER
Prevent overcharges on your credit cards— or multiple submissions of the same charge. Software togs your purchases and compares to your invoice. Excellent documentation.
ROGUE COMPUTING CORP., P.O. Box 5166
Spartanburg, SC 29304 (803) 574-4950

CUSTOM SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS
SOPHIA MICRO SOFTWARE, Inc. A full-time research scientist on a college of medicine faculty. At home, I will write a program to handle data generated by your experiments. For a quotation, please contact J. L. SAMZS.
SOPHIA MICRO SOFTWARE, Inc., P.O. Box 87 15
Coral Springs, FL 33065 (305) 755-1513

GALAXY MASTER
The newest video action space game for the IBM Personal Computer is now available in color or B&W and with or without action sound. Requires Advanced BASIC and 80 char. With display Challenging. Send $29.95 (+ tax for CA).
INFO-PROS, Inc., 2102 Business Center Dr.
#122, Irvine, CA 92715 (714) 831-8975

IBM PC SOFTWARE INTERCHANGING
This service enables subscribers to obtain software inexpensively. MAILING SYSTEM — ELECTRONIC FILE SORT — GAMES — FINANCIAL — much, much more! Membership is $50 per year. Members may obtain most programs at $5.50 plus a handling charge. Each withdrawal requires an original program contribution. Send your check today for your membership of $3 for an information pack.

MIRACLE COMPUTING, IBM PC Software Interchange, Dept. 10, 313 Clayton Ct.
Lawrence, KS 66044

INVENTORY CONTROL
Inventory control system. 1000+ line items
Total and Department List. Reorder. Back order: YTD $ and PDT $ and Marg. % Departmental Sales. Last Sale Date. Last Received Date. Price $295.
ORGANIZED BITS, P.O. Box 303
Savannah, GA 31405 (912) 342-4314

KELLER SOFTWARE
Offers Accounts Receivable, Inventory, Electrical Engineering, Cost Accounting, Scheduling and Statistical Software. Provides computer training to use the advanced features unique to the IBM PC. Will “custom-fit” our Software to fit your needs. Start at $995.
KELLER SOFTWARE, 1825 Westcliff Dr.
Newport Beach, CA 92660

TREE LIGHT SOFTWARE
Need help? We’ll take on your project with our
Directory
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new PC, our 14 years of experience on IBM computers, and our backgrounds in scientific, statistical and systems programming. Clint Davis and Marilyn Davis, Ph.D.
Box 4982, Santa Fe, NM 87502
(505) 982-4049

MAILING LABEL PROGRAM
Stores 150 records (on system drive) or 600 disk (on second drive). Requires 48K. 16 fields filed under three categories. Five sorting options give maximum printing flexibility. Prints labels and office directory. Price $55 ppd.
MKS SOFTWARE, 12729 NE Hassaid St.
Portland, OR 97230

MONEY MAESTRO
MONEY MAESTRO™ is a financial record-keeping package that provides budget tracking and tax reporting. Sole proprietors, freelancers and families can realize the benefits of automated money management without investing in double-entry accounting software. By tailoring the Category List and Payee List with a few simple commands, expenses and receipts can be tracked as needed. MONEY MAESTRO™ reports totals by category or payee, including monthly and year-to-date budgets vs. actuals. Data files are stored in BASIC sequential format. MONEY MAESTRO™ requires 64K and DOS, and is available for $200.
INFORSYS INCORPORATED
2150 Shattuck Ave., Suite 901
Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8128

NEWTEXT I
Available NOW! A comprehensive Text Processor that functions like IBM’s own mainframe text processor—Script. Use NEWTEXT I in conjunction with IBM editors to produce professional appearing books, manuals, reports, memos, or labels. Unique features include: Text nesting (to 14 levels), automatic Table of Contents, and index generation. $125 (manual $25).
DB/DC SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 4655, Manchester, NH 03108
(603) 882-6629

PASCAL SYNTAX CHARTS
Program on the fly in 8086/PC Pascal with handy syntax charts. Our railroad track diagrams let you see syntax instead of puzzling over it. Charts insert neatly into your Pascal manual for easy reference. $5.95 from INSTANT RECALL, Box 30134
Bethesda, MD 20814

PC PERSONAL FINANCE PROGRAM
The PC-PFP is a financial information, budgeting, and record-keeping system that is has been professionally developed to take full advantage of the unique capabilities of the IBM Personal Computer. Now, non-accountants can use the PC-PFP as a simple-to-install, easy-to-use, comprehensive mini-accounting system that will keep track of up to five income sources and 38 experience categories, balance your checkbook, monitor cash flow and credit card usage, maintain tax records, and tell you how well you are managing your budget. PC-PFP features year-at-a-glance color bar graphs that bring your financial picture alive. Or, you can zoom in and examine a monthly budget category item by item. Best yet, you can store your financial and tax records on one diskette and have fingertip access. Send or call today for more information on this breakthrough made possible by IBM Personal Computer.
BEST PROGRAMS, P.O. Box 2370
Alexandria, VA 22301 (703) 549-3683

PC SOFTWARE
Dedicated to developing high-quality software. Offering: "CHAMPIONSHIP BLACK-JACK": computer version of the popular game show CONCENTRATION, bank and charge account manager with detailed expense reports, computerized databook / memopad/calendar. We challenge you to compare our product to any others. Take advantage of our unique HOME TRIAL.
PC SOFTWARE, 4155 Cleveland Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103

PERSONAL MALLER
The professional mailing list database with the "personal" touch offers password protection, 12 user-defined data fields that may be searched, sorted, or printed (labels 1, 2, 3 columns across). Even finds misspelled names in a flash! Reads and writes files for word processors, spellers checkers. Requirements: 64K, one disk, 40 or 80 column display. Printer optional. All these keepers and more for just $55. Dealer inquiries welcome.
COMPUTER AGE, 825 Masonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 921-7792 Source TCE-511

PERSONAL SECRETARY... a time management system. Simply schedule time-related data, recall it by keyword search, summarizes cost and invoice amounts and manage a chronological filing system. Simply, it’s only $55. Not a big price, not a big system. Just effective. IBM-DOS, 64K, BASICA, 1 or 2 drives. Printer optional. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
764 24th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94112

PROEDIT
Easy-to-use, easy-to-learn full-screen editor designed for flexibility and efficiency. Horizontal and vertical scrolling, block manipulation, selective and global operations. Source code and complete documentation with diskette for $50.
PROACTIVE SYSTEMS, 505 Chaning Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301 (415) 327-4716

PROSCRIPT
Text formatter designed especially for the PC
Produces professionally formatted documents from files created with a standard text editor. Contains features previously unavail- able in a text formatter for the PC. Cost $100. Manual only $25.
PROSOFT, INC., P.O. Box 66
Melbourne Beach, FL 33451
(305) 725-8655

THE REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
A complete detailed report generator, written in BASIC, for user control of screen, printer, or disk file. Uses all available RAM IBM 64K, yet amazingly simple to operate. It is especially suited for use with an in-house training aid, for real estate investments emphasizing mortgages, cash flows, spendables, tax shelters, tax liabilities, resale projections, profits, syndicates, partners, return rates, pyramid projects & more. Visit your nearest authorized BPC rep. Demo-diskette available for $15 (applied to purchase). $175.
CONSULTANT SYSTEMS INC.
3887 State St., Suite 111
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

SCREEN-MASTER
Allows development of BASIC programs to be minimized by handling all input through the screen. Easily-modified Unlimied applications. Define field attributes and defaults. Utilizes special function keys. See index to additions.

BASIC-ENHANCEMENTS
Allows (go to X), (go sub X), (restore X) in normal BASIC and many more handy utilities. Cost: $35.
SOFTWARE MASTERS, 6704 Hoover Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46260

SELF-TEACHING SOFTWARE
No more manuals or commands for IBM PC. "Home & business expense organizer" has built-in self-teaching 'learn' mode, and fast-'path' 'quick' mode. Organizes, itemizes expenses, builds-in sales tax table, calculates sales tax automatically; ytd reports; audit trials. Available now. $60. 30-day money-back guarantee.
CASTELL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
1536 Carmelita Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 826-4600

THE SOFTWARE HOUSE
Sorted directory with all files on screen at one time. $20 (213.120 in Calif.). Send for brochure of other software, including screen file dump and serial port print program.
THE SOFTWARE HOUSE, Box 112
Citrus Heights, CA 95610

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSOCIATES
Let us help you get your money’s worth out of DOS, BASIC, and packaged software. We have 20 years experience designing and implementing commercial and scientific application systems. Professional standards; "Quality is our middle name.
" P.O. BOX 50083, Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 324-8088, (415) 321-4228

STOCK MARKET DATA SOFTWARE
Stock Market Data is a program that takes stock data from CompuServe and reformats the data into readable program form. Written in BASIC, includes Source code, runs on many other machines. $39.95.
SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE
220 Redwood Hwy. Suite 1
Mill Valley CA 94941 (415) 331-5056

STOCK OPTIONS TRADING
Analyzes put and call options, profit potential of spread and hedge strategies, covered or uncovered writing; identify undervalued options.
REQUIRES: 1 disk, 48K. COST: $49 complete.
FANGSFT, 15-16 Guad Ridge Dr.
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07443

STOP-LIST
It is no longer necessary to use that awkward two-handled reach for Ctrl and NumLock to suspend operation of your IBM PC. This sys-tem enhancement utility program provides a single key operation of the Pause/Resume function, a slow-motion display option, and automatic operation upon system startup.
Compatible with almost all DOS software. Full user reference manual included. Price is $24.95, including shipping and handling.
WILCO SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 11208
Dallas, TX 75223 (214) 321-7049

SUN COAST DATA SCIENCES
We have 14 years experience with IBM manufr- bales but are new to microcomputers. We want to know what application and/or sys-tems software you, the PC user, want and need. If you write us giving a description of your system configuration and your ideas for software you would like to buy, you will receive a coupon good for a 50% discount on any one program of your choice that we pro- duce. The coupon has no expiration date but you must respond before 9/3/82 to receive one. No application too simple or complex for consideration. Write today.
SUN COAST DATA SCIENCES, Personal Computer Support Group, 680 Center St. Suite 8, Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(714) 631-9241

SURVTAB(SURVEY ANALYSIS SOFTWARE)
Easy to use system for entering, editing, analyzing data from survey questionnaires. Fre- quency tabulations, cross-tabulations, and "banner" tables. SURVTAB for IBM PC: $180. Send $2.50 for sample output. Survey con- sulting services available.
STATISTICAL COMPUTING CONSULTANTS
9025 Andromeda Dr., Burke, VA 22015

TEXT FILE PRINT FORMATTER
FPRTD DOS ASCII files to IBM (EPSON) printer with current date, filename, date last updated, page number on each page, and skip the fold. Send $5.95 ($5.31 Calif.). Documented BASIC listing and instructions.
MUSEWORKS COMPUTING
151 Gennari Ave., Lompoc, CA 93436

UNIXWARE
Receivers erased files, even if party over-wit- ten. Never lose a file again ($20 plus $5 post- age and diskette).
Peter Norton, 1716 Main St. #D
Venice, CA 90291

VISICALC REAL ESTATE TEMPLATES
Programs for office building planning, participat-ing mortgage, hotel planning, lease aging for the new IBM Personal Computer; includes inflation adjustments, NPV, after tax analysis, and residual value calculation. Send for our brochure and price list.
MAPLEWOOD SOFTWARE CO.
26 Lancaster Ave., Maplewood, NJ 07040

VOLKSWRITER
Exactly easy to use word processor, also perfect for program editing. $195. See our ad. Demonstration diskettes available, $15.
LIFETREE SOFTWARE INC.
177 Webster, Suite 342
Monterey, CA 93940 (408) 659-3221
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PERSYST ADD-IN MEMORY
When Only The Very Best Will Do!

You wanted the very best... that's why you waited for the IBM Personal Computer. Now you're ready to expand your memory capacity and again, you want the very best.

The best is here now. Introducing the PERSYST Memory Expansion Module (MEM).

Available in a variety of configurations from 64K to 256 KBytes on a single board, the PERSYST "MEM" has been designed with the same dedication to quality, performance and ease of use as your IBM Personal Computer. Each "MEM" undergoes extensive test and high-temperature burn-in to ensure quality, reliability and dependability.

Key features include:
- Competitively priced.
- Completely IBM compatible.
- Permits utilization of the 1 megabyte addressing capability.
- Can be placed in any expansion slot.
- Expandable up to 256K Bytes on one board.
- Parity generate and check.
- Completely tested and burned-in.
- No Wait States.
- One year warranty.

PERSYST also makes Single and Dual line Asynchronous Communication Controllers.
- Fully compatible with IBM's Asynchronous Communication Controller.
- All standard baud rates up to 19,200.
- Full modem signal support on both lines.
- Operates with IBM's Asynchronous Communications Software Support.
- Single board.
- Simple Installation.

Don't settle for less... insist on PERSYST. See the expanding line of PERSYST products at your local PERSYST dealer or contact: Don McDonald.

PERSYST, INC.
22957 LA CADENA
LAGUNA HILLS, CA. 92653
(714) 859-8871
Introducing low cost, IBM compatible disk drives
Up to 2.6 megabytes of IBM formatted storage

Low cost internal/external drives
Plug the INTERFACE IBM compatible disk drives into your IBM cabinet or add on to your existing drive configuration. INTERFACE drives can be used externally or internally, in a variety of configurations. To give you increased storage capacity up to 2.6 megabytes.

Internal Drives
- Single sided with 168K bytes IBM format $215
- Double sided with 336K bytes IBM format $385
- Double sided with 650K bytes IBM format $570
- Two double sided drives with 1.3M bytes IBM format $1,140

External Drives: (Includes drive, power supply cabinet and cable)
- Single sided with 168K bytes IBM format $315
- Double sided with 336K bytes IBM format $485
- Double sided with 650K bytes IBM format $670

Up to four drives
You can have as many as four drives operating with your IBM personal computer. Giving you an incredible 2.6 megabytes of formatted storage.

Eight color cabinets to choose from INTERFACE gives you a choice of color coordinated cabinets to choose from for external drives. Colors include standard off-white, an IBM-like blue, lime green, dark green, bright orange, brilliant yellow, black, and chrome.

Unconditional warranty and service
90-day unconditional warranty plus service center for out-of-warranty service. For more information about the IBM compatible disk drives, call or write today.

INTERFACE, INC.
20932 CANTARA STREET
CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304
(213) 341-7914

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. MasterCard, VISA and COD orders accepted. Dealer and quantity discounts available upon request.
NEW QUIKPRO+PLUS PROGRAM WRITES PROGRAMS FOR YOU ON YOUR OWN IBM-PC...in minutes.

**Advert**

**Software Breakthrough...**

**NEW QUIKPRO+PLUS PROGRAM**

**WRITES PROGRAMS FOR YOU ON YOUR OWN IBM-PC...in minutes.**

Technical Review by Wayne Hepburn

QUIKPRO+PLUS is the name given a new breakthrough in software, for the IBM Personal Computer, by FutureSoft.

Until now, whenever you wanted a new separate BASIC program, you had to spend a lot of dollars to get it, or a lot of hours creating it. That's in the past now.

Anybody who can turn on a computer can write a program, quickly, with this new QUIKPRO+PLUS program generator. It's the invention of Joseph Tamango of Florida. His brilliant approach to program writing allows you to tap the real power and speed of your computer (and it's about time).

I located and interviewed him to find out more about QUIKPRO+PLUS and pass this valuable information to you. He told me...”The best part of this program is that it gives you a separate BASIC program, produced in standard Microsoft Basic, every time you use it. What's more, you can list your new program, look at it, see what makes it tick, and modify it.”

I found out you can also enhance, alter, and even copy programs you create using QUIKPRO+PLUS. I don't think there is any other program available with this much flexibility and ease of use.

The applications seem to be unlimited. Uses occur in Business, Home, Hobby, Educational and Scientific situations. A few examples of what QUIKPRO+PLUS can write for you are programs like these:

- Financial Forecasting
- Expense Planning
- Data Access & Retrieval
- Modeling
- Record keeping of all kinds
- Statistical Data Banks, and more

QUIKPRO+PLUS cuts program development time to a fraction of what it takes now. It will generate File and Data Entry programs in a standard file format, allowing data to be downloaded to larger hosts or mainframe systems also.

**HOW IT WORKS...**

The operation of QUIKPRO+PLUS is surprisingly simple and easy. Right on your screen you answer questions, and you get error-free Filng and Data Entry programs. This eliminates the tedious development you normally do to through in creating a new program. Your instructions are right on the screen so you don't have to be a programmer to use it. Quickly, you have a new program that stands alone. While some generator type programs give you bits and pieces, QUIKPRO+PLUS gives you a complete, full running program. Then it will print out the operating manual of the new program for you.

In addition to the functions of Data Entry, Updating, Retrieval and so forth, QUIKPRO+PLUS allows you to generate a program that does Reporting on your printer. You can print out in a format different from your File format if you wish, without altering the file or record itself. You can select what portions of which records will print or not print.

Substantial mathematical ability is also incorporated into QUIKPRO+PLUS generated programs. You can perform all manner of calculations on various fields of data within individual records. You can selectively do calculations and use the resulting data, or print it, without changing the original base data.

I can't help but tell you I was really impressed with the range of uses and the power of this program. I saw a list of over one hundred applications you could do right now...and of course you can dream up as many of your own as you want.

There were letters from owners who wrote to comment on the programs and how they came. From all kinds of users, doing all kinds of things, with this automatic program generator that writes a separate BASIC program for you each time you use it. They had saved a small fortune by getting numerous separate applications from it and they can keep on doing it, year after year.

Of course, you can too, once you have a copy of QUIKPRO+PLUS to run on your own IBM Personal Computer.

I had checked on some other firms advertising program generators and was disappointed to find out they were running ads but were not ready to deliver. FutureSoft has already delivered and is accepting orders even as I write this report to you. They even give you a full guarantee of satisfaction...allow you to obtain QUIKPRO+PLUS, run it on your computer, and if not fully pleased return it within 10 days of delivery. I thought that takes a lot of confidence, but then, they have every reason to be confident based on the remarkable performance of the product.

You get QUIKPRO+PLUS by mail or phone direct from FutureSoft. Send mail orders, specifying for IBM-PC, to FutureSoft, Box 1446-PC, Orange Park, FL 32073. Include your check or money order for only $259 (Florida residents add 4% sales tax). Or you can order by phone, Toll-Free 24 hours daily if you have Visa or MasterCard. Call 1-800-824-7888, operator 120, all states except California residents, who should call 1-800-852-7777, operator 120. The operators are not technically competent to answer any questions about the product.

By the way, you Software Dealers reading this report will be glad to know you can handle QUIKPRO+PLUS in versions to run on many popular computers. Contact FutureSoft directly, by mail, or phone the office at (904) 269-1918.
Add Professional Screen I/O to your IBM PC-DOS Basic Programs!

Only $35

Now your PC screen I/O can work like an IBM mainframe! Merge our efficient Basic code into your own program, and you can easily display a full-screen input format as protected information. To enter data you simply fill in the blanks.

- Features optional Alpha or Numeric field checking, with 'BEEP' sound and rejection of invalid characters.
- Your entered data displayed in high intensity.
- Uses normal cursor control, tabs and backspace.
- Includes fully documented Basic source code.
- Screen format specifications, stored in data statement, be changed in seconds.
- Simplifies programming; eliminates cumbersome question/answer code.

Source code on disk, including shipping $35
Mass residents add 5% sales tax.

PC-Logic Systems
990 Washington Street, Dept. 397
Dedham, MA 02026
617-329-7900

Improve Student Grade Averages!

ENGLISH  LATINUS
ESPAÑOL  π R²
FRANÇAIS  6 × 8
DEUTSCH  ETC.

Vocab Teacher™ is the modern easy way to learn Spanish, French, Latin or just about any foreign language. Also great for English vocabulary, multiplication tables, and other subjects.

Features
- Special character set with accents.
- Easy creation and storage of question/answer lists.
- Computer-directed drill sessions.
- Repetitive questioning of incorrect responses.

Runs under IBM PC-DOS BASIC. Only $25 on Disk, plus $2 for shipping & handling.

The Moonware Company
Thirty-Nine Sylvan Lane
Weston, MA 02193
617-237-4434

BIG MEMORIES!
BIG SAVINGS!

RAM MEMORY
Including User Manual and Diagnostics

256K Complete  . . . . . . . . . . . . $695
512K Complete  . . . . . . . . . . . . $1195

DISK MEMORY
Single/Double Density
5 1/4 and 8 inch drives
640K Disk System with Controller
(2 drives)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $995
1280K Disk System with Controller
(2 drives)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1395

5-160 Megabyte Winchester Systems available shortly.

cti
Computer Technology Innovations
965 W. Maude Avenue • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 • (408) 245-4256 • TWX DOMESTIC 172509/INTL 470582
Tired Of Your
GENERAL LEDGER?

VERSAPEDGER

FOR YOUR TRS-80® MODEL I, II, III of COLOR COMPUTER • APPLE II® • I.B.M.* • XEROX® • ATARI®
OSBORNE® • ALL MICROSOFT BASIC COMPUTERS

"TRS-80" is a trademark of Tandy Corp. • "APPLE" is a trademark of Apple Corp. • "I.B.M." is a trademark of I.B.M. Corp. • "XEROX" is a trademark of Xerox Corp. • "ATARI" is a trademark of Atari, Inc. • "OSBORNE" is a trademark of Osborne Corp.

HOW IT WORKS . . . .

VERSAPEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To start, your VERSAPEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business grows, you may add more details to your transactions . . . . account number, detailed account explanations, etc.

• VERSAPEDGER can give you an instant cash balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER can be used as a small personal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER can be used to run your million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER prints checks. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER stores all check information forever. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER can distribute one check to multiple expense accounts. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER can handle more than one checkbook. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER can be used to replace a general ledger. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VERSAPEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY . . .
  (300 checks per month on single density 5½" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model I)
  (500 checks per month on the Apple II)
  (2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)
• VERSAPEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES with 48K —

VERSAPEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$99.95

30-Day Money Back Guarantee
Also Available: VERSARECEIVABLES, VERSAPAYABLES, VERSAPAYROLL, and VERSAINVENTORY

24 HOUR ORDER LINE
(914) 425-1535
NEW TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)
(800) 431-2818

ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
Solder to the Right of Them,
Solder to the Left of Them...

Part Three.

To the hobbyist, a beautiful circuit board was a sight to behold.

The personal computer traces its roots back to the Altair computer, first manufactured in January 1975 by Mitsu, Inc., a small company that came from the desert sands of Albuquerque, New Mexico. For the next two and a half years, Mitsu, Inc. so dominated this new-found market that the company literally defined personal computing. David Bunnell and Eddie Currie were both uniquely involved in the beginning of personal computing as Mitsu's vice presidents. Together in this exclusive PC series, they tell the story of The Age of Altair.

The era of the computer kit builder blossomed rapidly with the advent in 1975 of the Mitsu Altair computer.

About once a week a phone call would filter through "infinite hold" to Dr. Eddie Currie from an irate customer who had the audacity to claim that Mitsu's products were fraudulently advertised, poorly engineered, provided with second-hand or otherwise inferior components, and so on. Closer inspection would often reveal that this poor soul had, in fact, purchased, with a significant portion of his or, infrequently, her savings, an Altair computer system complete with disk drives, additional memory and interface circuit boards, and a reconditioned Teletype machine.

Typically a Mitsu's irate customer had, prior to calling Albuquerque, anxiously assembled one of the many printed circuit cards provided by Mitsu. As this customer looked up from what three weeks earlier had been the kitchen table, his gaze fell upon a sea of cardboard boxes, plastic bags filled with components of every size, shape, and description; and notebooks filled with page after page of detailed instructions for the assembly of this precursor to the Cray-1.

One Horrible Flash of Insight

It was at this point that the first true realization of what he had wrought came to him in one, horrible flash of insight. The card he had just painstakingly completed was weeks, months, or perhaps years from ever reaching a stage at which it would be capable of joining its counterparts in a synergistic role as part of his "COMPUTER." Should, for reasons perhaps beyond the scope of his understanding, any portion of this monument to technology fail to work properly—or worse, fail to work at all—he was impotent to diagnose or repair it. Most buyers had purchased insufficient memory for serious use; few had any input/output device of greater sophistication than the switches and blinking lights of the front panel; and fewer still had oscilloscopes and other weaponry with which to wage an unholy war against bad solder joints, components soldered in backwards, broken wires, defective LEDs, bad switches, etc.—though acid-core solder seemed to be within everyone's grasp.

This poor soul had, in a moment of panic, appealed to the only remedy that could in his mind ease his growing, gnawing feeling that he had crossed the microcomputer Rubicon. Grasping at straws, he decided to blame Mitsu for all his woes. Fortunately, this scenario was met with sympathetic understanding, and Mitsu went to extremes to extricate him and his fellow hobbyists.

The Memory is the Thing

The dynamic memory chips that were the basic building blocks for the first "4K memory boards" were incredibly complex devices in and of themselves. In fact, their technology was at least as sophisticated as that of the Intel 8080 microprocessor.

The Monostable Multivibrator

Unfortunately, the monostable multivibrator came into its own about the same time, and this insidious device—claimed by manufacturers to be useful for, among other things, pulse generation of selectable duration—turned out to be better described as an excellent device for the generation of pulses of arbitrary character. This device was joined with carbon resistors and disk capacitors in an unholy alliance that served to determine an initial value of what was to be a random walk through the temporal space of pulse duration.
What the above meant to the unsuspecting hobbyist was that the probability of getting a 4K memory board to work when assembled from a kit was remote. And the likelihood it would continue to work could easily have been rated zero.

As this customer looked up from what three weeks earlier had been the kitchen table...

One must recall that the most crucial element in any computer is the memory. Other elements of the system may exhibit obstreperous behavior from time to time that often will remain undetected, but memory failure is an insidious and dreaded malady in any computer system. An assemblage of flaky memory boards can cause even the most enthusiastic hobbyist to question the meaning of life.

Furthermore, the type of failures and aberrant behavior caused by bad memory boards is seldom, if ever, repeatable and therefore virtually impossible to localize. In fact, a musical composition entitled "If I Had a 4K Board" and sung to the music of "If I Were a Rich Man" (which seems a curiously related topic) was soon sung from the rooftops.

Ode to Dynamic Memory

Today I got my 4K board in the mail. It came to me C.O.D.
The postman said he dropped it only twice.
I plugged my 4K board into my Altair next to the CPU.
I threw the switch. It worked like a charm until the 8080 blew.
The smoke poured out and filled my room.
The CPU turned black.
Then I knew the time had come to send my Altair back.
The days, the weeks, the months rolled by and still no word from A-B-Q.
And then one day a letter said we have bad news for you.

We tried to fix your machine but we did not succeed.
Chorus:
If we had a 4K board
If we had a 4K board
One 4K that works is all we need
One 4K that works is all we need.

Since reliable, dynamic memory had proved elusive, static memory rapidly came into being. 16K static memory proved to be power hungry, somewhat expensive, but, most importantly, highly reliable. Some dealers would take systems to a potential customer site using static memory for demonstration and then would substitute 4K dynamic memory systems when the sale was consummated.

Manuifacturers of dynamic RAMS continued to lobby Mits engineering to produce 16K dynamic memory cards based upon the significantly lower components' cost. However, dynamic RAM cards also required 15 to 30 integrated circuits per 16K board to provide dynamic refresh. This meant lower overall cost but significantly greater complexity. One of the largest semiconductor manufacturers in the world offered to assist Mits with the design. This was the precursor of what was in part to lead the ultimate deterioration of the Altair market.

The Dragon from the Swamp

Following a joint-development effort culminating in the Mits 16MCD (for 16 "K" dynamic memory board), the board was announced at the National Computer Conference (NCC). Shortly thereafter, one of the representatives of the semiconductor manufacturers called to say that the 4K memory chips used in this board had been discontinued. This resulted in a succession of so-called "equivalent components" substitutions. Since these components were not exact equivalents, additional uncertainty was introduced. Thus the groundwork was laid for a dragon that would loom up from the swamp.

It should be noted that the hard-learned lessons of previous computer generations failed to prevail in the exploding microcomputer marketplace. Minicomputer manufacturers had learned long ago that parity checking was a must for any computer system. This is a technique (used in the IBM PC) whereby one may detect whether or not one of the eight bits in a memory cell has changed value. In computer systems it is important always to know when errors occur and, where feasible, to correct them. Error correction in 8-bit systems such as the Altair was prohibitively expensive and therefore not considered. This inability to detect reliably any such errors resulted in endless frustration to all who attempted to use such systems. Since such errors were of the "soft" variety (meaning not permanent failure of a memory chip), these errors were not repeatable, making diagnosis extremely difficult.

Transparent Refresh

Furthermore, dynamic memory required refreshing every two milliseconds. This meant that all memory must be accessed every two milliseconds regardless of anything else that might be occurring. "Transparent" refresh was soon employed in an effort to avoid conflict with CPU attempts to access memory. This board allowed refresh only when the CPU was busy with activities not requiring memory access. Interestingly enough, it was the requirement for "transparent" refresh that was to contribute heavily to the widespread use of the Z-80. This single-power-supply chip provided refresh addressing, which reduced the component count for dynamic memory, and contributed significantly to more reliable dynamic memory designs. Early proponents of this 8080 superset believed that the Z-80's significantly greater instruction set would force the 8080 into obsolescence. These self-styled gurus, who surface again and again in

Unknown to Mits, he carried with him the seeds of Mits' ultimate destruction.

their role as false prophets of the microcomputer industry, failed to realize that the large investment in 8080 software would not be cast aside.

It was at about this time and against this background that a man appeared at Mits' door wearing gold-rimmed glasses, a dark pin-striped suit, and carrying a small black briefcase. Unknown to Mits, he carried with him the seeds of Mits' ultimate destruction.
Before And After You Buy Your IBM Personal Computer

PC Magazine is packed with information for everyone interested in IBM Personal Computers. Each issue brings you hundreds of colorful pages with evaluations, insights, and straight talk from respected experts—professionals in computer science as well as business, education, law, and many other fields. PC covers software, hardware, applications, and every topic of importance to the thousands of IBM Personal Computer users. For a limited time only, you can subscribe to PC at NO RISK and still receive a 25% discount off the newsstand price. Enter your subscription today. If not satisfied when you receive your first copy, return your mailing label within 15 days for a full refund. Act now so you won’t miss an exciting issue. Send $27 for 12 issues or your Visa or MasterCard number plus expiration date to: PC Magazine, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122.
How Not To Choose A Microcomputer

An Introduction to Microcomputers
Volume O: The Beginner's Book
Adam Osborne and David Bunnell
238 pages: $12.50

This book is uniquely structured to give readers a choice between two reading levels: general interest and beginning technical.

The two different levels are accomplished by dividing the book into two sections and by using boldface type to highlight the book's major concepts. In addition to reading introductory consumer or technical material, you can read on an in-depth level, or you may choose to simply skim through the book.

The book offers a lot of ground to cover and the authors move at a fast pace from printers to memory storage to application software to selecting the right computer system to a beginner's discourse on bits and bytes.

To keep things from getting too serious, the breezy, conversational style of the book is broken for a humorous interlude—the tale of computer hobbyist Susan Kilobyte and her inspired but somewhat bumbling boss, Mr. Fogarty. Through these fictional characters, Osborne and Bunnell explore some of the common pitfalls people experience when they decide to enter the microcomputer age.

The following PC excerpt is from Chapter Three.

CHOOSING A MICROCOMPUTER

Let's take a look at the many types of microcomputer systems that are available today.

In order to help us in this task, meet Susan Kilobyte, a former computer hobbyist who recently started working as a customer service representative for Ace Products.

Back in 1976, when the microcomputer industry was in its infancy, Susan was one of those fearless few who built her own microcomputer from a kit. Since knowledge is worth money, Susan figured that the time and money she spent building a kit was worthwhile. She ended up with an excellent understanding of microcomputers—and a lot of useless computer hardware collecting dust in her basement.

As a result of various misadventures, Susan Kilobyte no longer had a computer she could call her own. It was music to her ears when she heard Mr. Fogarty, her boss, mumble something about it being time that Ace Products got a computer. Mr. Fogarty owned Ace Products, and whatever Mr. Fogarty said, people at Ace Products did.

"Mr. Fogarty, I know all about microcomputers," Susan said. "In fact, I built my own computer once. I'd love to help you get a computer for Ace Products. These days you can get some great microcomputer systems for less than $10,000."

But Mr. Fogarty had his own ideas about economical microcomputers. Reaching into his pocket, he pulled out a page torn from a magazine.

"I don't know about $10,000 systems," he said. "I'm thinking more about spending a couple of hundred bucks."

In dismay Susan Kilobyte watched Mr. Fogarty lay the magazine page on his desk and smooth out the wrinkles. It advertised a Sinclair ZX80 personal computer, costing less than $200.

"Oh, Mr. Fogarty," Susan said. "That's a toy. You can't do a thing with that."

"That's not what the ad says," Mr. Fogarty replied.

"But you need a display. What are you going to use for a display?" Susan asked.

"The ad says I can use a television," Mr. Fogarty replied. "There's that TV set here in my office which I never use. We'll start with it."

"And wherever are you going to store
Perfect combination:
WordStar® + IBM® PC.

WordStar from MicroPro™—the last word in word processing.
Now available for your IBM Personal Computer.

Now you can use WordStar, the #1 word-processing software, on your IBM Personal Computer. WordStar is simple to learn for basic word processing. And it's packed with sophisticated capabilities you can use after you've mastered the basics.

How simple can you get?

In an hour you can be writing letters, reports and articles with WordStar. That's how simple it is to get down to the basics of WordStar. You'll get plenty of help right from the start with on-screen messages, a handy Training Guide, a Reference Card and a set of adhesive-backed keytop labels that keep the WordStar functions in front of your eyes.

When you're ready for more power, so is WordStar.

WordStar capabilities don't end with what you can learn in the first hour. You've got a truly professional software product working for you now, one designed to keep up with the expanding needs of your business.

A sample of WordStar's features:

- Powerful editing: Quickly insert, delete or move words, sentences and larger blocks of text.
- WordStar displays your words on-screen the way they'll look when printed.
- Faster typing or special function keys: You can use all of WordStar's features simply by using the standard typing keys along with the CONTROL key. So you don't waste time looking for special-purpose keys—they're under your fingers already.
- But if you prefer function keys, we've also put 20 leading WordStar features on the Personal Computer's special-function keys. With WordStar for the IBM PC, you get the choice.

MailMerge™ adds more power.

MailMerge is a WordStar software option that lets you produce personalized form letters at a fraction of the time and expense of individually typed letters. Other MailMerge uses include creating invoices, printing mailing labels and producing documents from commonly used paragraphs.

The company behind WordStar.

MicroPro International Corporation is a leading developer of business software for microcomputers. Founded in 1978, MicroPro has enjoyed phenomenal success by producing software products that are innovative, simple to use, remarkably versatile and capable of working together to multiply their problem-solving power. MicroPro software is sold by more than 1200 dealers in the United States and 27 other countries.

For more information, call toll-free 800-227-2400, ext. 921. (In California 800-772-2666, ext. 921).

©1982 MicroPro International Corp.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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San Rafael, CA 94903
your programs? Or your data?” Susan asked.

“Look, it says right here,” Mr. Fogarty stuck his finger into the middle of the ad. “You just use cassette tapes. Get that old tape recorder from the storeroom. Nobody uses it anymore.”

“But you'll need a printer. How do you print results?” Susan persisted.

“Printer? Who needs a printer?” Mr. Fogarty asked. “This computer's for Jack. He does all the bookkeeping and all the calculating by hand, and he doesn't get it right every time either. Now the computer can do the calculating, and Jack can write down the results.”

“But you don’t understand!” Susan Kilobyte wailed. “It doesn't work that way. If you buy a cheap computer, you're just wasting your money.”

“Maybe you're right, but if you are, I'm not wasting a whole lot of it,” Mr. Fogarty said. “Not like Fred Butler down the road. He bought a computer for more than twenty grand more than a year ago. It still isn’t doing anything except taking up space.”

UPS delivered Ace Products' microcomputer some weeks later. The ZX80 is the size of a small book.

Mr. Fogarty, murmuring approvingly, hovered over Susan Kilobyte, while she unpacked the box, read the accompanying documentation, and then connected the computer to a tape cassette drive and a television set.

Until the computer actually arrived, Jack had looked upon the whole escapade as the type of a folly bosses indulge in when they have nothing better to do. Apart from a comment that "at least Mr. Fogarty was only spending a couple of hundred dollars," Jack had assiduously avoided involving himself in the hare-brained scheme. Now that the computer had actually arrived, he continued to keep his distance; but on a couple of occasions, curiosity overwhelmed his suspicions, and he walked in on the computer installation ceremony on a pretext. On the third such visit Mr. Fogarty spoke up.

“Jack,” he said, “I think you should stick around. When Susan has taught you how to use this thing, it will be all yours.”

“Not that I ever asked for it,” Jack replied, but he stayed.

By now Susan had the computer connected to Mr. Fogarty's television set and tape recorder. They were ready to go.

“Where's the computer?” Jack asked.

“Inside here,” Susan tapped the box right behind the keyboard.

“That tiny thing? That's a computer?” Jack exclaimed. “I thought computers had switches and lights and things all over them.”

“They did,” said Susan, “but no more. Actually, a few microcomputers still have front panels with switches and lights,” she added, trying to be very precise. “But that stuff is no longer a necessity. In fact, it costs more to build a front panel than it costs to build a computer.”
"Where's the keyboard?" Jack eyed the ZX80 with deep suspicion.

"Right here. Look." The keyboard appeared to be printed on a piece of thin plastic.

"That's not a keyboard! It doesn't have any keys. It's only a picture of a keyboard," Jack protested.

"It's a keyboard," Susan stated authoritatively. "Some calculators have keyboards like this one. Some elevator switches work like this." Jack was not convinced.

"It's cheap," Susan added.

"Yes," Jack said very slowly, agreeing for the first time.

Creating a Program and Making it Work

Fred Fogarty decided that Ace Products' microcomputer should begin earning its keep by helping Jack pay bills. To accomplish this task, Susan wrote a program on a piece of paper, using a programming language. The program had to be very small, because the ZX80 microcomputer does not have much memory in which to store programs.

When Susan had finished writing her program on a piece of paper, she entered it into the ZX80 microcomputer's memory via the keyboard. This is a straightforward process on any modern microcomputer. All Susan had to do was connect power to the ZX80 and start tapping keys. The ZX80 assumes that you are entering a program until you tap appropriate keys telling it that you are doing something else.

Things were not always that simple, and creating a program is a good deal more complex on most large microcomputers. (We will discuss the reasons in later chapters.)

Since Susan's program was short, it did not take her very long to load the whole thing into the ZX80 microcomputer. When the job was done, Susan touched a control key that said RUN on it. This caused the ZX80 to execute her program.

Error Message

A message at the bottom of the screen told Susan that there were errors in her program.

Susan first made sure that the program as recorded by the microcomputer was the same as the program she wrote down on a piece of paper. If Susan had pressed the wrong key at some point, the two programs would now differ.

It is easy to look at programs stored in the ZX80, or in any other microcomputer's memory. On the ZX80 there is LIST key. Susan touched this key and there appeared as much of her program as would fit on the television screen.

After carefully examining the program as displayed, Susan discovered that she had pressed the wrong key in two different places. The program as displayed was not the same as the program she wrote.

Susan corrected the program as stored by typing correct words in the place of incorrect ones.

Again, Susan pressed the RUN control key and again a message on the television screen told Susan that her program had mistakes in it.

Susan went back to her handwritten program. By now Mr. Fogarty was making Susan nervous, so Susan went back to her office and looked the program over. She promised to call Mr. Fogarty once the program was correct and running.

Debugging

What Susan is doing is referred to as debugging a program. Computer programmers refer to errors as bugs; hence the term debugging.

There are many ways in which errors can get into a computer program.

Types of Errors

You might touch the wrong key when entering the program with the keyboard; these errors are the price that Susan and poor typists pay for their lack of keyboard proficiency.

In addition to keyboard errors, most
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NEC PC-8023A-C Printer
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Programs when first written contain simple programming errors, meaning that program statements do not accomplish the task that the programmer intended. This can result from misunderstanding the programming language, or simply not keeping track of details. Now the programmer's task is much like a doctor's; given the symptoms the programmer must find the cause. The program must be rewritten to eliminate problems, and corrections must be typed into the computer—making sure that no new keyboard errors are introduced.

Finally, when the program is running and executing correctly, you may well discover that you misunderstood the problem. The program is wrong, not because it contains any program errors, but because you misunderstood the task. And the whole correction cycle begins anew.

Saving a Program
Although Susan's program was short, she did not want to reenter it via the keyboard (and correct keyboard errors) each time the program was to be run. Instead, Susan saved her program on cassette tape. That way she could load it back from cassette tape into the ZX80 memory before running it. In order to save the program on cassette tape, Susan connected the ZX80 microcomputer to the cassette recorder's microphone input, touched the SAVE key and waited.

At a later date she would be able to load her program from cassette tape into memory by connecting the ZX80 to the cassette recorder's earphone outlet and pressing the LOAD key.

As this simple sequence demonstrates, there is really no difference between recording your voice, or a program, on cas-

Introduction to the Authors

Adam Osborne, who co-authored "An Introduction to Microcomputers; Vol. 0, The Beginner's Book" (excerpted in this month's issue), is renowned in the microcomputer industry as the visionary who created the first portable computer, the Osborne I.

Osborne, 43, was born in Bangkok, Thailand of British, Buddhist-missionary parents. He received his B.S. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Birmingham, England, and his Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Delaware.

In 1970 he founded his own computer company, Osborne and Associates. The firm offered programming and technical writing consultation to the microcomputer industry, and also designed microcomponents into comprehensive systems.


The company was sold to McGraw-Hill in 1979.

At the end of 1980 Osborne founded the Osborne Computer Company in Hayward, California. The company manufactured the first Osborne I in June 1981, addressing the consumer's need for a low-cost, portable computer. To date approximately 20,000 Osborne Computers have been shipped to firms all over the world.

Adam's co-author, PC Publisher David Bunnell, was managing editor at OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill prior to the launching of PC. A pioneer in the microcomputer industry, he traces his roots back to the first microcomputer.
sette tape. To record your voice, you use a microphone; to record a program, you connect the computer to the tape drive, as you would a microphone.

ROM
Consider for a moment the many tasks which Susan's ZX80 microcomputer performed automatically. All of the "intelligence" that it, or any other microcomputer, displays is derived from programs that someone wrote and built into the microcomputer as a permanent part of the machine. These programs are stored in Read-Only Memory (usually referred to as ROM). A read-only memory, as its name implies, can have its contents read, but can never be written into. The contents of a read-only memory are defined when the device is manufactured.

System Software
Every microcomputer has built-in programs that give the microcomputer its intelligence. In small microcomputers like the ZX80, all of these built-in programs are provided in ROM. Larger microcomputers have additional programs on floppy disk or cassette that are automatically read into the microcomputer's read-write memory and executed as needed. These programs are collectively referred to as the microcomputer's system software.

Applications Software
In contrast, the term applications software is used to describe programs you write (or someone writes for you) to make the microcomputer perform your tasks. At this point there is nothing more you need to know about a microcomputer's system software other than the fact that such programs exist. Later, we will describe in more detail the functions performed and the qualities you should seek in system software.

Running a Program
By the time Susan got her program working properly, the microcomputer had ceased to be a novelty, and Mr. Fogarty was no longer demanding that he be present when anything happened—a development which, as far as Susan was concerned, had not come a day too soon.

Jack's suspicions of the microcomputer were as strong as ever, but he decided that he had better cooperate. So he sat down with Susan, resigned to doing his best.

Susan's program created a list of account information for everyone who routinely sold goods or services to Ace Products. The list was stored on cassette tape. Susan used two cassette tapes, one to hold her program, the other to store account information.

Jack brought a stack of bills and deposited them next to the microcomputer. Here's what Susan had to do. First she loaded her program cassette into the cassette drive. She then connected the cassette drive monitor outlet to the ZX80 microcomputer's earphone input, pressed the ZX80 LOAD key, and loaded her program from the cassette into the ZX80 memory.

Once she loaded her program into memory, Susan had to rewind and remove the program cassette. Then she had to place her account information cassette in the cassette drive.

Susan's program was then ready to run. Her program read account information off the cassette for the first account and dis-
TYPE "T" FOR TEACH.™

THAT'S ALL YOU DO TO LEARN SELECT.™

SELECT is the only word processor with this unique teaching program. TEACH takes you through each of SELECT's commands. Step by step you interact with the computer and see your progress on the screen. You can learn the basics of this fully featured word processor before you take it home. And at the end of your TEACH program (90 minutes or less) you'll be ready to use SELECT to compose, reorganize, file and manipulate just about any document you want.

When you want to Create or Erase, Move or Zap, key only the first letter of the command. After committing your document to SELECT, polish it with the help of SUPERSPELL™. SELECT's multi-thousand word spelling dictionary scouts out your spelling and typing errors and helps you correct them. SELECT's merge feature integrates your mailing lists with SELECT documents to simplify billing, forms and advertising.

SELECT runs on any CP/M based hardware and you'll see it displayed on more new hardware this year. Ask your dealer to sit you down in front of SELECT. Wave him away. Type "T" — you've just enrolled in the common sense school of word processing.

SELECT...The Word Processing People™

*SELECT, SUPERSPELL and TEACH are trademarks of Select Information Systems, Inc.
**CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
played it on the television set. Susan updated information for this account showing new bills received and checks paid. Susan was now ready to write the updated account information back to a cassette; this she could do in one of two ways: she could have one cassette per account, or she could keep information for all accounts on a single cassette.

Let's look at the trade-offs facing Susan, depending on which strategy she selects.

**Back-up Data**

If Susan decides to have one cassette per account, then she can, if she wishes, rewrite the updated account information back to the same cassette from which she has initially read the account information. Why? Because rewriting the information back to the same cassette would be equivalent to erasing everything that was on the cassette and putting all new information onto it. Therefore, no misalignment would be likely to occur. But Susan would not be likely to rewrite new information on the old cassette for a totally different reason: she needs a back-up cassette.

What if a cassette is damaged? Or what if she puts the wrong cassette into the drive at some point? In all data processing applications it is imperative that you keep copies of all data to guard against such disasters. Instead of writing updated account information back over the old account cassette, Susan must write the new information to a new cassette.

The problem with having a separate cassette for each account is that Susan would soon have a closet full of cassette tapes. For example, if Ace Products had 200 active vendors, Susan would need 400 tape cassettes. The cost of the cassettes would exceed the cost of the microcomputer. But far worse, Susan would be faced with problems making sure that she properly labeled all her cassettes. Moreover, she would be presented with an unreasonable number of opportunities to place the wrong cassette in a cassette drive and throw the entire payroll operation into disorder.

Susan's alternative solution is to store information for a large number of accounts on a single cassette. Suppose, for example, Susan could store information for 50 accounts on a single 90-minute cassette tape. Information for 200 vendors could then be stored on four cassette tapes, in which case eight cassettes would suffice if Susan maintained back-ups.

Susan chooses to store information for 50 accounts on a single cassette tape. This decision is not based on her knowledge of computer operations; rather, Susan is frightened of what Mr. Fogarty will say when presented with a $1200 bill for 600 cassette tapes.

But after Susan put information for 50 accounts on a single cassette tape, she experienced a nightmare when she ran the program.

Handling the first account was easy; Susan placed the "New Data" cassette in the tape drive, read the first account information off the tape, and removed it. Susan then placed a blank cassette in the tape drive and wrote updated information for the first account at the beginning of this blank cassette tape. This became the "New Data" cassette. The old "New Data" tape became the "Old Data" tape.

Susan carefully took out the new New Data tape without rewinding it. She wanted to put it back in the drive and write the
second account's new information immediately after the first account. Susan tried removing the Old Data cassette without rewinding it, so she could immediately read information for the next account. This method worked most of the time, but sometimes she did not stop the tape quickly enough after reading one record. To reposition the tape Susan had to rewind it and read each record up to the one she now needed.

By the time Susan and Jack had looked at five accounts, Jack was convinced that his suspicions of the microcomputer were well-founded. Waiting for the cassette drive was getting downright tedious.

"I don't like this microcomputer thing," Jack grumbled. "I could do the job faster by hand." And for the balance of accounts, he proved his point by doing things the old way while the microcomputer did them the new way. With each new account Jack got further and further ahead of the microcomputer.

At this unfortunate moment Mr. Fogarty walked in to see how things were going.

"Just fine," Jack said, beaming from ear to ear. "I am doing it by hand faster than the microcomputer." Mr. Fogarty laughed nervously, unsure whether Jack was joking or serious. His laugh turned to a sour grin when he realized Jack was serious.

**At this unfortunate moment Mr. Fogarty walked in to see how things were going.**

Susan explained the problem. With one cassette drive they had to wait forever while she swapped cassettes. "This," Susan explained, "was because the microcomputer had to read an account's data, update it, then write the data out."

"We need two cassette drives," Susan said, "and the ZX80 doesn't allow two cassette drives. With two cassette drives I could read old records from a cassette in one drive, and write new records to a cassette in the other. Then I could at least keep up with Jack, even if I didn't get ahead of him."

Mr. Fogarty decided to think about this problem. And during the next few weeks Jack presented Mr. Fogarty with an additional problem.

Jack hated the ZX80 keyboard.

**Touch Switch Keyboard**

Susan explained that it was a touch switch keyboard. Touch a key and the microcomputer senses the touch. Jack knew how to type, and typists rest their fingertips on the typewriter keys. When using a typewriter, this causes no problems, but Jack could not rest his fingertips on touch switch keys, because every touch became a keystroke.

Touch switch keyboards are fine for typists who only use one finger, like Susan, but as far as Jack was concerned, the ZX80 had to go.

And there was the problem of a printer.

---

**THE PERSONAL INVESTOR**

Consistently making money in the stock market requires time consuming hard work. Successful investors spend hours scanning stacks of publications looking for information on their investment interests. They keep up to the minute and accurate records, analyze their holdings, and keep a sharp eye on stock prices and volumes. The Personal Investor software does the time consuming work, and gives you the facts you need to make wise investment decisions.

The News/Terminal automatically connects your computer with the Dow Jones News Retrieval Service or manually to other terminal services to collect financial news and reports.

The Stock Portfolio records and reports on stock purchases, commissions, dividends and splits. It also keeps a sales transaction ledger that helps you with your taxes and shows actual profits and losses (after commissions). The portfolio can be manually updated or automatically updated by the Dow Jones service.

Quotations on the stocks in your portfolio and any stocks you add to that list are collected each time the portfolio is updated by the Dow Jones service. These quotes are stored and can be viewed on the monitor screen or printed.

The IBM PC version requires 128K and one disk drive ($145.00). The Apple II version requires 48K and one or two drives ($95.00). The Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service is a trademark of and is sold by Dow Jones and Company Inc. The Personal Investor can be purchased from many Computerland and other retail computer stores. For more information or the location of your nearest dealer call or write:

PBL Corporation
P. O. Box 559
Wayzata MN 55391
612 473-3769
I thought computers had switches and lights and things all over them.

Jack felt that the sensible thing to do would be to take the dumb little computer and throw it out. He commended Mr. Fogarty for wasting only a couple of hundred dollars on his computer foolishness. But Mr. Fogarty was not convinced. True, Susan Kilobyte had not succeeded in creating a successful payables system, but computers, like any other products, must offer better models for more money, and Ace Products had certainly started at the bottom end of the economic spectrum. Moreover, Susan had warned Mr. Fogarty that the ZX80 was great for learning about microcomputers, but it was incapable of handling real data processing.

So Mr. Fogarty took the little ZX80 microcomputer home and spent a few evenings playing with it. That was sufficient to teach him what Susan had been saying about computers and programming. He was now ready to explore the market—with Susan Kilobyte’s help.
PC/FORTH

Why you should try FORTH on your IBM® Personal Computer . . .

- FORTH is interactive and conversational like BASIC
- FORTH's performance is far superior to ordinary interpreted languages, and when carefully tuned can approach the speed of equivalent assembly language programs
- FORTH's compiler includes constructs that support modular, structured programming
- FORTH is largely written in itself and is highly portable (can you imagine a BASIC interpreter written in BASIC?)
- FORTH includes a user-controlled virtual memory facility for program text and data
- FORTH permits easy user definition of new data types and control structures.

The PC/FORTH package includes the FORTH interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management, a full screen (visual) editor optimized for the PC graphic display capabilities, a true 8086 assembler with local labels, a reverse translator, debugging aids, utilities, and a 150 page manual. FORTH “screens” are stored in standard random access disk files and may coexist with other program and data files. The FORTH vocabulary has been extended to give full access to all operating system facilities including file and record management. Optional extension packages for data base management, floating point math, and advanced color graphics are also available.

Software developers: our version of the Nautilus FORTH Cross-Compiler allows you to create dedicated disk or ROM-based applications written in FORTH. “Headerless” programs may be generated which are extremely compact, efficient, and are nearly impossible to disassemble.

Current prices for PC/FORTH and extensions are given below. Shipping by UPS or first class mail within USA or Canada included. California residents add appropriate sales tax. Purchase orders accepted at our discretion. No credit card orders.

PC/FORTH (Specify CP/M-86® or PC/DOS) ........................................... $100.00
Software floating point extensions ............................................... $100.00
Intel 8087 floating point extensions ......................................... $100.00
Advanced color graphics extensions ......................................... $100.00
Data base management extensions ......................................... $200.00
Nautilus Cross Compiler (PC/FORTH also required) .................. $300.00

Laboratory Microsystems
4147 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 306-7412

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
TAPE BACKUP!

12½ MEGABYTE TAPE CARTRIDGE DRIVE

High-density backup is a must for business applications. The TG-2200 Tape Drive provides backup capability as a companion to the TG-1000/1200 HardFile.

SPEED

The full 12½ Megabytes of the TG-1200 is written to tape in approximately 4 minutes. A full “SAVE” operation, including a pre-erase and post-verify takes approximately 10 minutes. Partial saves can be accomplished in less time. And with no operator intervention once the “SAVE” or “UNSAVE” operation has begun.

SIZE

A standard DC-300XLHD cartridge can hold the full 12½ Megabytes of the TG-1200 HardFile. One cartridge replaces more than 10 of the largest 8” diskettes, or up to 80 mini-diskettes.

INTERFACE

A cable from the TG-2200 plugs into a special connector on the TG-1000/1200 HardFile. The Tape unit is an accessory to the HardFile unit and derives all control and data from the HardFile. No additional interface cards or cables are required by the Tape unit.

FEATURES

- 12½ Megabyte formatted capacity using DC-300 XL Hi-density cartridge
- Complete package, includes tape drive, power supply, cabinet, interconnect cable, software
- Plugs into TG-1000/1200 HardFile unit
- 2-level error control with 40 bit CRC/ECC

OPERATION

“Data streaming” is used to copy entire surfaces of the HardFile onto individual tracks of the tape. This is the fastest, most efficient way of getting data from disk to tape. The tape thus stores an image of the specified disk's contents. Transfer to/from tape is done on a per-drive basis, and is a function of how the user has configured his HardFile.

WARRANTY

Parts and labor for a period of 90 days. Extended service contracts are available.

Available at participating ComputerLand stores.
Quality Computer Services presents...

Hard Disk Systems

For TRS*, Apple*, Heath*, S-100, IBM......
6, 12, 20, 40 and 80 Megabyte systems

Completely assembled and tested subsystem including:

Switching power supply
Winchester drive
Host adapter card
Sealed case
Expansion
The enclosure, controller and power supply have been designed to allow for future backup hardware or increased storage
Software
Auto attach CP/M*
Hard disk utilities
Real time clock

Formatting program
Assigns alternate sectors for any weak sectors detected during formatting assuring the lowest possible error rate

Warranty: The system has a full one year warranty on all parts and workmanship
Also available: attach for TRSDOS, OASIS*, Apple DOS
Optional 5¼” floppy (shown)

See local dealer
or call:
Quality Computer Services
178 Main Street
Metuchen, New Jersey
201-548-2135

*OASIS is a trademark of Phase One Systems, CP/M is trademark of Digital Research

Toll free number: 800 631 5941
OUR PRICES, SELECTION AND SAME-DAY SHIPPING MAKE US COMPETITIVE.
OUR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.

Red Baron.
Home of the Nation's Largest Computer Printer Inventory.

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print Quality & Performance

IDS Paper Tiger
Prism 80/132
Affordable Color, Speed

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500
Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

Televideo CRT's
Price, Performance & Reliability

910 .............. List $699 $600
925 .............. List $995 $750
950 .............. List $1195 $970

Other Quality Printers at Red Baron

List Discount
Anadex 9501 .............. $1650 $1300
C. Itoh 8510 Prowriter ....... $795 $Call
C. Itoh Starwriter ........ $1895 $Call
C. Itoh F-10 ............... $1995 $Call
Dialo 620/5 ............... $2995 $2570
QUME Sprint 9/45 .......... $2475 $2150

The Epson Series
High-Quality Printers at a Low Price.

Epson MX80 .............. List $645
Free Graftrax
Epson MX80FT .............. List $745
MX100 .............. List $995

Full Line of Epson Accessories.

Interface Equipment
Complete Stock of Options, Cables and Accessories.

GRAPPLER APPLE INTERFACE .......... $175
CCS APPLE SERIAL INTERFACE & Cable. $150
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II .......... $110
NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem ........ $180
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON ACCESSORIES. $Call
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple,atti, IBM, TRS-80 (all models) .......... $Call
HAYES MICROMODEM ........ $300
PRINTER STANDS: Large ........ $99 Small ........ $25
PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types .......... $Call

Our People, Our Product: Both Are Specialized.
Red Baron is an organization of computer printer specialists. They know the capabilities of each printer, and how to match one to your exact need. Call for expert consultation today!

Here's How To Order:
Phone orders are welcome; same-day shipment on orders placed before 11:00 a.m. Free use of MasterCard and Visa. COD's accepted. Personal checks require 2 weeks clearance. Manufacturer's warranty included on all equipment. Prices subject to revision.

Call For Free Catalog:
1-800-854-8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322

Red Baron
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

1100 N. Tustin
ANAHEIM, CA 92806

©1982 Red Baron Computer Products
Revealing the Poet's Tools

Using PC's color display to teach the tricks of the poet's trade.

Poet and educator Ed Skellings used colored chalks on a blackboard to help his students understand the techniques of the poet's craft. Now, with the help of some graphics and display management programs under development by IBM's Hal Jennings, he has traded in his blackboard for a color video projector connected to an IBM Personal Computer.

In poetry, text and language appear at their most compressed and words are interrelated in both meaning and sound pattern—much can be demonstrated in a little space. I have attempted in these slides taken from IBM color text displays to illustrate some initial steps toward animated color education.

The Peter Piper slides show various features of why this little riddle has been remembered by generations. Not only the high number of p's, but other patterns as well have worked upon our subliminal memory, especially the falling trochee rhythm pattern, which operates against a language fundamentally iambic and rising, and which has been at work, quietly emphatic.

Even in the more relaxed prose of Lincoln, the patterns that make it truly memorable can be made evident by the skillful application of color to demonstrate why we have held that short speech in high regard for so many years.

There is not a single area in which a serious programmer will not find color immediately relevant to his own application, for color is not simply here to stay; it has been built by nature into the eye itself, ready for the thinker to come designing.

Dr. Edmund Skellings is a professor at Florida International University and the Poet Laureate of the State of Florida. He has also been granted a U.S. patent (4,270,284) relating to uses of color to communicate information via computer displays.
Four score and seven years ago, our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation-

-Abraham Lincoln

(vowels + r group)

The Turtle
The turtle lives 'twixt plated decks
Which practically conceal its sex.
I think it clever of the turtle
In such a fix to be o'ertile.

-Ogden Nash

Alliteration—first line (o'ertile)

Four score and seven years ago, our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation-

-Abraham Lincoln

(alliterative elements)

RIDDLE

PETER PIPER PICKED A PECK
OF PICKLED PEPPERS.

HOW MANY PICKLED PEPPERS
DID PETER PIPER PICK?

ASSONANCE
(SIMILAR VOWEL SOUNDS)

Four score and seven years ago, our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation-

-Abraham Lincoln

(vowels + n group)
Confused about operating system options for your IBM Personal Computer? HAVE IT BOTH WAYS WITH LIFEBOAT’S CP/M-86 EMULATOR. The CP/M-86 emulator solves the problem by permitting you to use all the software written for IBM’s PC for both DOS and CP/M-86.

This high performance, low cost DOS utility allows you to fully integrate and mix programs. You can use a DOS editor to write a program, compile it under a CP/M-86 compiler and execute the finished application under DOS.

The CP/M-86 emulator extends the scope and capacity of all of your software. With the CP/M-86 emulator, CP/M-86 programs run quicker with faster file access than with CP/M-86 itself.

Additionally, your program will enjoy all the other DOS advantages, such as large file size, dated directory displays, and more. The DOS peripherals are already installed and DOS commands are fully available. The package even contains a utility program to transfer programs and data files from a CP/M-86 diskette to a standard DOS diskette.

NO NEED TO LEARN A NEW SET OF UTILITIES AND COMMANDS;
NO NEED TO END UP WITH TWO INCOMPATIBLE SETS OF DISKETTES;
NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS ON CP/M-86, WHEN THE CP/M-86 EMULATOR COSTS $75.

NO NEED TO WONDER WHICH OPTION IS BEST FOR YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER.

PMATE: Editor-in-Chief

Perform miracles of manipulation on your keyboard with Lifeboat’s PMATE.

This new generation text editor is the most sophisticated text editor available today and is bristling with features previously unavailable on microcomputers, making it ideal for virtually any program or data file editing.

PMATE’s command set includes full screen single keystroke editing, horizontal scrolling, automatic disk buffering, macro command language, text formatting, expression evaluation, conditional branching, I/O with prompting, and other programming language constructs. PMATE makes use of 11 buffers for storage, and includes commands permitting work on more than one text at a time. Unique to PMATE is the facility for user customization. Keystroke functions can be redefined, and sequences can be programmed to directly execute macros. Video commands can be changed, and macro functions can be written, to emulate any other editor with which you may be familiar. PMATE provides full side-scrolling, and can be used with virtually any video terminal on the market. If you use an editor, you need PMATE.

PMATE is the only text editor you’ll ever need.

PMATE-86 is available for IBM’s Personal Computer DOS, SB-86™ and MS-DOS™. Also available is PMATE for SB-80 and other CP/M-80-compatible operating systems.

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world’s largest library of software from its offices in the U.S.A., U.K., Switzerland, France, West Germany and Japan.

For more information, send to:

Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10028
Tel: (212) 860-0300
TWX: 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK)
Telex: 640693 (LBSOFT NYK)

IBM’S DOS or CP/M-86?
Many are the doors that lead to the underground.

The top prose adventure bestsellers, ZORK I and ZORK II.

Now available for
Apple II, ATARI* 400/800, IBM Personal Computer.
NEC PC-8000, CP/M, and PDP-11.

Few are they who come back alive.
Your greatest challenges lie ahead—and below.
ZORK I: The Great Underground Empire, and
ZORK II: The Wizard of Frobozz will transcend any computer age adventure you’ve ever encountered.

Those who live to tell the tale of ZORK’s mysteries speak of becoming immersed in a dimension where the extraordinary is commonplace, and the dangers are as real as any in human experience. It is said that once you have known the forbidden realm, you are changed—and that he who dares ZORK’s depths twice will never be the same again.

Now your door to ZORK has opened to beckon you below. The journey begins where Infocom’s new worlds of INTERLOGIC™ prose adventure—including the new mystery thriller DEADLINE™—await you, at fine computer stores everywhere.

Open your door to the underground—here’s $2 for openers!
To get your $2 ZORK rebate by mail, just send Infocom this coupon with your completed warranty card and sales slip from ZORK in their original form. No reproductions will be accepted. Limit 1 rebate per household, address or organization. Offer good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted. Rebate request must be postmarked before midnight 7/31/82 Infocom is not responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1982

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. ATARI is a registered trademark of Atari Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. PDP is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

INFOCOM
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Choose from Intelligent Printers for your IBM Personal Computer

The NEC Spinwriter is an excellent printer. But you need more—more interfacing choices, more RAM buffer, and more word processing features. So we installed a specially designed interface and renamed the printer SELLUM I. For the past 2 years it's been outselling all expectations.

Now you have 3 choices of printers based on the NEC Spinwriter Series, and the Fujitsu. All perform beautifully with the IBM Personal Computer. They're the SELLUM SERIES PRINTERS.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

- Select from either of these fine printers, and enjoy many bonus benefits, such as
  - 16K RAM or 48K RAM option.
  - 16 baud from 50-19,200—hardware/software selectable.
  - Switch selectable protocols: NEC 3510, Diablo 630, Qume Sprint 9.
  - 24 switch selectable functions.
  - Auto-bidirectional printing with optimized throughput.
  - Sheetfeeder and graphics modes.
  - Auto proportional spacing and tab setting.
  - Upgradable to latest software.

MATCH THE RIGHT PRINTER TO YOUR NEEDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Sellum N-35</th>
<th>Sellum N-77</th>
<th>Sellum F-86</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>33 cps</td>
<td>55 cps</td>
<td>80 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Test</td>
<td>28 cps</td>
<td>48 cps</td>
<td>72 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Wheels</td>
<td>128 char.</td>
<td>128 char.</td>
<td>127 char. plastic 96 char. metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Level</td>
<td>60 db</td>
<td>60 db</td>
<td>60 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested Retail</td>
<td>$2495</td>
<td>$3295</td>
<td>$3495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sellum Series Printers also available for most microcomputers. Sold only through dealers and systems integrators.
Extended 180 day warranty available.

Intersell
465 Fairchild Dr., #214
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-5460
Stellar Defender

Fend off ruthless and increasingly intelligent invaders — in either monochrome or color — $14.95

Also available, award winning Game Master dice rolling and bookkeeping for dungeon masters and other gamers — $24.95

Touch typing made easy. Complete computer instructions in 15 lessons — $24.95

Dept. 16
2638 S. Lynn Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202

FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTER
EXPANSION MEMORY WITH PARITY
64K ................... $419.00
128K .................. $547.00
192K .................. $675.00
256K .................. $799.00

INSTALL IN ANY SLOT
ADDRESS ANY 64K
MULTILAYER BOARD CONSTRUCTION
FULLY TESTED AND BURNED IN
AVAILABLE NOW / 6 MONTH WARRANTY

PC DISK DRIVES ........ $239.00

AC LINE TRANSIENT PROTECTION ... $29.95

BITSTREAM INC.
P.O. BOX 809
LOXAHATCHEE, FL 33470
PH. 305-798-0025

IBM COMPATIBLE
BOARDS

256K MEMORY WITH PARITY
ONE YEAR WARRANTY $ 598

HARD DISC SUBSYSTEM FOR
IBM AND S-100 $1899

2SP WITH 2 SERIAL PORTS $199

ZOBEX
7343 J. RONSON RD.
SAN DIEGO, CA. 92111
(714) 571-6971

ZOBEK is trademark of ZOBEX CORPORATION
IBM is trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

IBM is trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
Games $39.95

Game Pack I
Fantasy adventures, word games, educational games.

Game Pack II
Space war games, military combat games, with realtime & interactive graphics.

Business Pack I
General home & business software, home calculations, financial, educational.

All software packs $39.95 postpaid, any two for $159.95, or all three for just $169.95. Complete & ready to run on MS-DOS.

We welcome Visa or MasterCard.

Copyrighted material
Our "Personal" Improvement Plan

MICROBYTE Add-Ons for the IBM Personal Computer from ASAP

MICROBYTE lets your IBM Personal Computer become all that it can be with a wide variety of enhancements. We can stretch memory, increase computing ability, provide printer support, improve storage capacity and expand the overall capability of your system to reach limits you never thought possible.

With MICROBYTE and ASAP your Personal Computer has all the potential you need for a variety of applications: video games, educational use, home budget applications or business use.

All MICROBYTE add-ons are constructed of high quality components and feature gold contacts and clear solder mask. Built to MICROBYTE's rigid standards, each board is fully assembled and tested.

Choose the IBM add-ons you need for your applications. Then call ASAP today, and start your own "Personal" improvement plan.

- Expansion Chassis with 5-slot motherboard
- 256K RAM Board
- Winchester Disk Drive and Controller, 6 and 12 megabytes (specify)
- Expansion Chassis with one or two 5¼" floppy disk drives, either 48 TPI or 96 TPI, single-sided or double-sided, double-density
- 32K Serial Printer Buffer Board
- 32K Parallel Printer Buffer Board
- EPROM Board up to 32K

ASAP offers a 15-day buyer protection policy: full money-back guarantee if not totally satisfied.

Ordering Information: name, address, phone; ship by: UPS or Mail. Shipping charge: add $2.99 up to 1 lb. (UPS blue), U.S. Mail add $1.50 (U.S. only) ($25.00 minimum order) Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders, Visa and Master Charge (U.S. funds only). Tax: 6% Calif. rest. COD's and terms available on approval (School PO's Accepted).

Toll free outside California: (800) 421-7701 Inside California: (213) 595-6431 (714) 891-2863

ASAP Computer Products LTD., 116 Viceroy Road, D-12 Concord, Toronto, Ontario, Canada L4K 1A9
(416) 738-0500 (800) 268-1996
We'll put one in your hands tomorrow.

Call now for details on overnight delivery of memory boards for IBM Personal Computers.

Macrolink™ plug-in memory expansion boards take your 64KB system up to its maximum capacity of 256KB — with full IBM hardware and software compatibility. And all this memory needs just one slot in your computer, leaving plenty of expansion room.

Macromemory™ delivers higher performance. The ability to run more software faster. Make quicker disk copies too. All you need for installation are a screwdriver, the instructions we provide, and about five minutes time.

Each high-reliability board is thoroughly burned in, extensively tested and protected by a factory-backed, 2-year limited warranty. Find out more and ask about our additional advanced features.

Phone us toll free. (In California, call (714) 634-8080.) Or write: Macrolink Inc., 1150 E. Stanford Ct., Anaheim, CA 92805. We accept Master Card and Visa for phone or mail orders.

Factory-direct prices on Macromemory™ for only:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>$375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192KB</td>
<td>$575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256KB</td>
<td>$675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call toll-free 800-854-3332

macrolink™
"Only VR Data can offer you a Winchester Hard Disk Drive for your IBM Personal Computer...

...with the same level of excellence and state-of-the-art technology you'd expect from IBM."

Warren Rosenkranz, President, VR Data

We are tremendously impressed with the IBM Personal Computer. When we set out to increase its capability with our exclusive,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM VR DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winchester Hard Disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.6 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.0 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x 6.3 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x 9.6 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x 19.0 Megabytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Memory Boards with Error Correction

- 64 Kbytes 192 Kbytes
- 128 Kbytes

In The Queue

- D-Con Direct connect
- Internal modem
- The Echo
- Winchester Backup

totally compatible Winchester Hard Disk Drive and Memory Board, we dedicated ourselves to making the very finest products possible. Some very knowledgeable dealers and users say we've totally succeeded. See for yourself!!

As with our Winchester Hard Disk Drive, all our designs are tested, re-tested and "burned in." We're so sure of our quality control that we offer an unconditional 120 day extended warranty covering full costs of parts and labor on all VR Data products.

Insist on the best.
Ask for us by name.

VR Data

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6  Folcroft, PA 19032  800-345-8102

MICROCOMPUTER EXCELLENCE SINCE 1972
Software Worthy of the IBM-PC

WRITE-ON!
Word processor
+ Total IBM compatibility
+ Easy, easy, easy to use
+ Powerful features
+ Inexpensive
+ Clear documentation
+ Mail-merge ability

Why did you buy an IBM-PC rather than some other brand of computer? We think we know the answer. You trust the name IBM and the quality it stands for.

Why should you select WRITE-ON! as your word processing program? Because it's totally worthy of your IBM-PC. BYTE Magazine, for example, said things like: "...human engineering is superb...commands are easy to learn and use...the most powerful features found in a microcomputer-based word processor..." Beyond this, WRITE-ON! is fully supported by Datamost, Inc., a sound and solid company of professional specialists.

WRITE-ON! can handle all your word processing whether simple or complex. You can set tabs, margins, spacing, with a keystroke you can move, copy, merge, delete or save blocks of text. And you can save time with its form letter or its complete mail-merge features. What about editing your letters or documents? We've made that especially easy and uncomplicated, by making sure you can use the regular IBM edit keys.

You'll also appreciate WRITE-ON!'s capability as a powerful program editor. Nothing near its price edits BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL and Assembly Language source code so well. You can even use it to edit VISICALC and accounting system files.

All in all WRITE-ON! is the word processor you can have confidence in...the one that delivers the reliability and usefulness that make it truly worthy at your personal computer. And, with all this, it is exceptionally inexpensive. Get your copy now from your computer store, or from:

DATAMOST
9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 (213) 709-1202

VISA MASTERCHARGE accepted. Add 3% for shipping/handling. (California residents add 6% sales tax also)
Licensing Software
Things you should know before getting into a software licensing agreement.

Do you own the latest super software package you purchased for your PC? Maybe. Maybe you just own a license to use it. Licensing is a typical business practice for marketers of computer software, especially with high-powered, big-bucks products. Software for the PC sold by IBM carries a licensing agreement that stores up at you from beneath the plastic overwrap and demands you read and accept it before opening the package. Now that software with four-figure prices is being marketed for the PC, the stakes can be significant, so your acceptance of any software license ought to be an eyes-open proposition. In the following article, attorney Stewart Evans proffers some eye-opening hints.

License agreements for computer software are unusual contracts because they are so carefully tailored to the requirements of the computer industry. “Boilerplate” contract paragraphs, which might be useful in drafting most contracts, are of little help in drafting the computer software license agreement. Due to the uniqueness of computer contracts, it is advisable that anyone planning to enter into a software licensing agreement involving sizeable amounts of money have an attorney review the agreement before it is executed.

Though there are hundreds of danger points in any software licensing agreement, this article will focus on two major ones: software description and acceptance testing.

As a result of either market dominance or the desirability of the software, licensors are very often in so powerful a bargaining position that they can dictate the terms of the software licensing agreement. A prospective licensee may not have the bargaining leverage to negotiate a more protective contract; but aware of the dangers and problems in the contract, one can better assess inherent business risks.

Software Description
There is no easy way to identify a software product in a license agreement. Simply referring to the licensor’s name for the software product is, by itself, unacceptable. Instead, the functions and programs that the software can execute should be described in plain English.

Software licensors often prepare brochures, pamphlets, sample computer runs, and other materials that are used to promote the software. The licensee is required to examine the software to determine the capabilities of the software and any agreements that may be mandatory. This is a detailed examination of the software. The software is an exhibit specifically identifying the capabilities of the software and which are not specifically made a part of the final contract, from being legally binding on the licensor. Suppose a salesperson promises emphatically that certain software performs read-after-write verification, but in fact, it does not. And suppose the license agreement contains an integration clause, but nowhere in the agreement does it describe “read-after-write verification.” Legally, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, for the licensee to argue successfully that the oral statements about read-after-write verification became part of the description of the software.

Avoid agreements with integration clauses. Oral statements by the licensor’s salespeople often convince licensees that the software can do what is desired.

Acceptance Testing
After describing the software’s capabilities, the license agreement should clearly establish a test to determine whether the software product can, in fact, do what it’s supposed to do. Many, if not most, license agreements provide either no testing standard or a standard drafted to ensure that the software will never fail the test. In addition, such agreements usually provide that the tests will be conducted on the licensor’s premises and will use the licensor’s data. This is of little value to the licensee if the software won’t operate on the licensee’s hardware with his data. Clearly, reasonable testing procedures require that the test use the actual software licensed, the licensee’s hardware, and the licensee’s raw data.

The technical specifications of the test must be tailored to the software capabilities being purchased. A clear and detailed software description in the license agreement will make designing the test and assessing the software’s performance easier. The test should set an objective standard from which to determine whether or not the software product meets the performance standards. Subjective tests are less preferable, since they rely on judgment calls to determine whether the standard has been met. However, subjective tests are often unavoidable, because of both the
SAVE YOUR SLOTS!
Seattle 64K Memory/Communications Board
Saves 4 slots over IBM Expandable Board $475 Each 64K Addition $200
PLUS—$100 Credit from MicroCorp for IBM Communications boards sent with order. MicroSoft 64K Memory Card/Software Package Just announced! RAM Drive option lets you copy entire disk into machine memory Read/write all hard disk speeds 50% faster than a floppy! Software supports other systems as well. Board/software $495 Each 64K addition $200

WORDSTAR WORDSTAR WORDSTAR
Now available! MicroPro's WORDSTAR! Full printer controls for most standard printers. handles documents larger than memory—All the features that have made WORDSTAR the world's best-selling word processing program PLUS full support of IBM/PC (cursor controls, function keys, horizontal scrolling and much more) $495 Optional Mail/Merge for maillists $150
PLUS—$50 credit from MicroCorp for EASYWRITER when sent with order!

COMMUNICATIONS
IBM COMM-PLUS
Now your IBM Communications software can do even more! Complete on-disk patch kit lets you modify your program to support: Upload/Download (send prepared text or capture online information), printers, auto-dial for Hayes Stack modem, automatic single key (F4) sign-on $25
(Includes Intelliterm Communications Tutorial for beginners. Full credit when you buy soon to be released Intelliterm.)

INTELLITERM
The premier communications program. Fast, flexible, incredibly easy to use. Unique split-screen mode. High-speed system-to-system-transfer. Much more! (7/82) $150
IBM Communications Cards (pre-owned) $125

SOFTWARE TOOL KIT
SUPERZAP
View and modify any byte of a PC DOS diskette. Access by absolute track, sector number, or filename. Move track-by-track or sector-by-sector, up and down. Ideal for patching ruined directories. Not intended for copying protected software $40

VIEWDISK
Complete disk exploration and display. Graphic view of storage. Complete documentation on how PC disk files are stored and how to alter directory. Lists and prints directory alphabetically by name or extension. Creation date, size, file attribute. Ideal for hard disk users $20

RECOVER
Yes there is life after accidental death. Recovers erased files $20

ATTRIB
Modifies files to/from Invisible. System $10

DATABASE
T.I.M. III State-of-the-art. user-friendly data mgmt. program. Up to 8 field types. 32,000 records per file. 40 fields per record. 40 sorted orders, and more. Order now and receive complete Software Tool Kit, a $90 value, free! $500

DATAMASTER—see Jan. Mar PC ads $800

UNBASIC
Powerful BASIC preprocessor for maintaining modular library with named subroutines (PASCAL, FORTRAN, etc.) $75

HARDWARE
Smith-Corona TP11 12 cps Daisywheel $895
IBM PC - 2 drive. 64K $3300
All IBM hardware/software available
IBM, IBM PC/XT, IBM DataMate available through IBM 800

FREE CATALOG
(and floppy disk SPEED-UP program listing)

I have purchased IBM PC's disks
K Mono Color Comm.

I plan to purchase

**Name**
**Company**
**Address**
**City State Zip**
**Phone ( )**

Source : Compuserve
Dealer inquiries invited: reply on letterhead
nature of the software product being purchased and the expense of establishing the technical specifications for an objective test.

A Nonobjective Test

An example of a nonobjective test standard is one that states: "The software shall be deemed acceptable if it uses the licensee's live data to produce correctly all reports which the software is required to be able to produce under this agreement for 31 days." This kind of test has four advantages: (1) It requires the test to be run on the licensee's premises, using the licensee's software and equipment and the licensee's raw data; (2) It can be used in virtually all software license agreements; (3) It requires that all reports be correctly produced, which sets a very high standard of effectiveness for the software but at the same time contains an implicit "reasonableness element" in that both parties understand that 100 percent accuracy is not required; and (4) Although it is a strong test, licensors' resistance to its inclusion in the software license agreement may be lessened because it clearly states what they themselves feel their product should be able to do.

Too little attention is given to the testing standards to be used in a software license agreement. Often this is because the licensor dictates what those testing standards will be, and there is little room for negotiation. However, just as often, the acceptability provisions of the contract are ignored by licensees because they are unfamiliar with the concept of establishing a performance standard for a product they purchase. For most consumer purchases, a performance standard is unnecessary; in a software license agreement it is the most important provision protecting the licensee.

If It Comes to a Lawsuit...

When seeking a remedy or damages for his malfunctioning computer software, the
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see's software and equipment and the licensee's raw data; (2) It can be used in virtually all software license agreements; (3) It requires that all reports be correctly produced, which sets a very high standard of effectiveness for the software but at the same time contains an implicit "reasonableness element" in that both parties understand that 100 percent accuracy is not required; and (4) Although it is a strong test, licensors' resistance to its inclusion in the software license agreement may be lessened because it clearly states what they themselves feel their product should be able to do.

Too little attention is given to the testing standards to be used in a software license agreement. Often this is because the licensor dictates what those testing standards will be, and there is little room for negotiation. However, just as often, the acceptability provisions of the contract are ignored by licensees because they are unfamiliar with the concept of establishing a performance standard for a product they purchase. For most consumer purchases, a performance standard is unnecessary; in a software license agreement it is the most important provision protecting the licensee.

If It Comes to a Lawsuit...

When seeking a remedy or damages for his malfunctioning computer software, the

A final word: Another unique aspect of computer software contracts is the important role played by computer technicians in drafting the contract. Technical experts may be helpful in drafting a clause or two in many contracts; however, in computer contracts technical expertise plays a part in almost every clause. Therefore, while the importance of having an attorney review major contracts cannot be overemphasized, it is equally important that the contract be very carefully reviewed by someone with technical expertise.

K. Stewart Evans, Jr. is an attorney with the Fairfax, Virginia law firm of Boothe, Prichard, and Dudley.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daystar Systems</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Data Systems</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Software</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Research</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Specialists, Inc.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Technology Consultants</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering-Science, Inc.</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escon Products</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXO Systems Corporation</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasia Systems Incorporated</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financier Corp.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagstaff Engineering</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTG Data Systems</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; E Computronics</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard W. Sams</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I B Magazette</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR Futuresoft</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoCom</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Unlimited Software</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Computer Products</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Software</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface, Inc.</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermedia Systems</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersall</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixip International, Inc.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Associates</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller Software</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Microsystems</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Edge</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifeboat Associates</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liftree Software, Inc.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacroLink</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maynard Electronics</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediamix</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Ap, Inc.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Control Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Express</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-G</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro House</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Match</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroPro</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Z Applications</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Z Company</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer Business</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International,</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcorp</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microperipheral Corporation</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft, Inc.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsystems Distributors</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Microcomputer Services</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonware Company, The</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Info Systems</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.F. Systems</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Consulting Inc.</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omric</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Micro</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl Software</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBL Corporation</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-Logic Systems</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Software Development</td>
<td>82, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Squared</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percom Data Company, Inc.</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Computing &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Data Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Micro Computers, Inc.</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSYST, Inc.</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personna</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Norton</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProActive Systems</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProSoft Inc.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaes Inc.</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quala</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum Software Systems</td>
<td>64, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Brady Company</td>
<td>131, 135, 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Computer</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Info Systems</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Designs</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softrend, Inc.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Laboratories, Inc.</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software 'n Stuff</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Masters</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Products International</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorcin Corporation</td>
<td>14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starware</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stonewear Incorporated</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCI Software</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.G. Products</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taligloss Technology</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tecmar Inc.</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecom Systems</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texasoft</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticom Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.R. Data</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veritus Technology Inc.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidon Systems</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisiCorp</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vista Computer Company, Inc.</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votrax</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Computer Services</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide Software Publishing, Inc.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCOMP</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XEDEX</td>
<td>114, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen/Tek Corporation</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zobex</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXPAND AND ENHANCE YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

with the complete line of fully compatible multi-function adapter cards and peripherals by Automated Business Machines, Inc. From entry level configurations to full function office support for the sophisticated business user, ABM products offer exceptional flexibility and capability in expanding the potential of your IBM Personal Computer.

- **OMNI-BOARD** from $165
  Featuring up to five functions on one board, the OMNI-board provides the capabilities of an expansion chassis on a single board. Configure the functions required now and expand to the maximum configuration when needed. Fully IBM compatible adapters provide for a parallel printer and two RS232 asynchronous communication ports. Add the game adapter option which is compatible with IBM software and connects to two standard Apple joysticks. The clock/calendar option with rechargeable battery backup maintains correct time and date even when the computer is switched off.

  | Printer only | $165 | Printer, game & clock | $295 |
  | Printer & RS232 | $265 | Clock & 2xRS232 | $345 |
  | Printer, clock & RS232 | $275 | Printer, game, clock & RS232 | $345 |
  | Printer, clock & 2xRS232 | $435 | Printer, game, clock & 2xRS232 | $485 |

- **MEMORY EXPANSION** from $445
  To complement the capabilities of the OMNI-board, this memory expansion provides parity protected memory for your IBM Personal Computer. 64KB increments allow for easy growth to 256KB.

| MEM-64K | $445 | MEM-128K | $625 |
| MEM-192K | $805 | MEM-256K | $985 |

- **CP/M-80® ADAPTER** $545
  The CP/M-80 adapter makes available for your IBM Personal Computer thousands of CP/M-80 programs developed for the 280 and 8800 processors. Featuring a 280 processor and 64K bytes onboard memory, this adapter comes complete with software necessary to implement CP/M-80 on your IBM Personal Computer.

- **TELEPHONE RECEPISTON ADAPTER** $995
  The telephone receptionist adapter connects directly into a modular phone jack and provides a fully featured 300/1200 baud modem with auto dial and auto answer. A voice synthesis unit and touch tone decoder provide interfaces for automatic telephone answering and remote data input.

- **BSR-X10® ADAPTER** $215
  Converts your IBM Personal Computer into a security watchdog. The adapter allows the computer to control any electrical appliance in your home or office. Inputs are provided for monitoring of sensors for security and safety control.

- **COLOR TO MONOCHROME INTERFACE CABLE** $95
  Providing the flexibility to use the features of your IBM color graphics adapter with the quality of your IBM monochrome display, this interface cable allows you to upgrade to color display when required.

- **APPLE® JOYSTICK INTERFACE** $29
  This interface module plugs into any standard IBM game adapter and provides connections for 2 Apple compatible joysticks.

- **PROTOTYPING CARD** $49
  Provides space for up to 96 integrated circuits, this full-size prototyping card has power and ground busses and provision for mounting of a DB25 or DB37 connector.

- **OFFICE-WRITER** $1195
  Offering letter quality output at matrix printer prices, this unit is a fully featured Adler-Royal 1010 electronic typewriter. It produces impeccable letter quality printing at 18 c.p.m. and connects to your IBM Personal Computer via an RS232 asynchronous communication port or parallel printer port.

- **5MB WINCHESTER DISK & ADAPTER** $2195
  Fitting conveniently inside the second floppy drive location of your IBM Personal Computer, this fast access disk comes complete with an adapter and all necessary software for integration into PC-DOS.

**Office Automation That Makes Sense.**

Automated Business Machines Incorporated
29352 Avocado Lane
South Laguna, CA 92677
(714) 643-0439

All ABM, Inc. products come complete with a one year warranty and IBM compatible documentation.

Order By Mail or Call Today — (714) 643-0439

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City, State, Zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclose Check, Money Order or Credit Card Number and Exp Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California residents add 6% sales tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Available at Selected Computer and Stores**
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

CP/M is a registered Trademark of Digital Research, Inc. IBM PC is a registered Trademark of IBM Corp.
Wish List

"Allow upgrade of memory capacity to 256K on main circuit board by using 64K memory chips instead of the 16K chips now used. Leave expansion slots free for other uses." —Englebeck

"Direct place to call for technical questions that dealers and IBM Reps have difficulty answering—especially for those developing products based on PCs."
—Scott Wilbur, SunSystems, Walnut Creek, CA

PC invites readers to contribute Wish List ideas for publication. Any product, service or design idea you'd like to see for IBM Personal Computers is appropriate. Ideas selected for publication will be illustrated by PC's art if needed. PC will pay $25 for the featured Wish List idea in each issue, $10 for others published. All ideas published will be credited to the submitter and become the property of PC. In case of duplicate submissions, any award will go to the earliest postmark. Send a description or sketch of your idea to: Wish List, PC, 1528 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94122. Sorry, we can't discuss the Wish List feature by telephone.

Visible 'ENTER' KEY
"Don't make users guess key with '1' symbol means 'enter'-and make users manual writers ham and haw. Put the word 'enter' on the key... please." —Paul Zander Courtland, Ill.
On the new, slicked-up, trimmed-down Starwriter F-10. It's C. Itoh's latest generation of letter-quality printers. It cranks out flawless copy at 40 cps and its full 15" carriage lets it double in brass for both letter processing and business applications. You can plug it into almost any micro on the market serial or parallel simply by plugging it in. And then make it keep on trucking with inexpensive, easily available Diablo compatible daisy wheels and ribbons.

In its serial mode, it can print just about anything including boldface, underlines, subscripts and superscripts, and snap the carriage back to start the next line in less than a second. In its line mode, it prints in both directions for even faster throughput.

While making about as much noise as a cat walking on Kleenex it's a nice, portable 30 pounds—about 10 pounds lighter than the Starwriters before it. And it stands exactly as tall precisely as small as a dollar bill.

Speaking of which: Incredibly, the Starwriter F-10 sells for about the same preposterously low price as its predecessors. Which is to say, about $800 less than a lot of other printers that don't even come close to measuring up. Or even better...

Measuring down.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 228 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021. Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 561-624 LEADING EDGE.
First, the **IBM** Personal Computer, The Next Step . . .

**Tecmar**

The TECMAR Expansion series is the first and only, complete line of expansion options available for the IBM Personal Computer.

Now totaling over twenty-five separate options, the TECMAR series gives you the broadest range of expansion available for your IBM Personal Computer.

---

**SYSTEM EXPANSION** with a complete Expansion Chassis providing six additional system slots, a separate power supply and styling that complements the IBM system.

**MEMORY EXPANSION** in 64K, 128K, 192K and 256K Byte increments of Dynamic RAM with parity. 32K Bytes of Static RAM, 32K Bytes of CMOS RAM with battery backup, or up to 128K Bytes of Read Only Memory.

**PRACTICAL EXPANSION** with two Serial ports and one Parallel port on a single board, or a Time of Day calendar with battery backup, a Voice Synthesizer with vocabulary in ROM and phoneme speech generation, even a BSR X10™ device controller for lights and appliances.

**DISK EXPANSION** through the addition of a five or ten megabyte Winchester disk. The disk options come enclosed in the TECMAR Expansion Chassis, providing additional expansion slots as well as Winchester disk storage. This approach assures you of unmatched system expandability for nearly any application.

**FUNCTIONAL EXPANSION** is also available with TECMAR Speed Disk™ and print Spooling Software that give new functionality to memory options.

**UNMATCHED EXPANSION** for the serious IBM Personal Computer user through these and the many other TECMAR Expansion products available through participating COMPUTERLAND stores, and other fine computer retailers nationwide.

---

**LABORATORY/INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION** through an IEEE 488 interface, the Lab Tender with an 8 bit A/D and D/A, or the Lab Master for 12 bit A/D and D/A, a two axis Stepper Motor Controller, or the Parallel Digital-In/Digital-Out Base Board™. Video Digitization with Video VanGogh™.

**DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION** using an E-EEPROM programmer, Protozoa prototyping boards or a TECMAR Extender card.

**NEW PRODUCTS** are currently under development with many soon to be announced. At present shipping 26 unique IBM add-on products, we are still looking for needs to meet. If you have an need for a new product for the IBM Personal Computer, and would like to ask us about it, give a call on our Product Input Hotline at (216) 464-8317.

---

For IBM Personal Computer Expansion, **TAKE THE NEXT STEP . . .**

**Tecmar Inc.**

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
23600 Mercantile Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122
Telephone: (216) 464-7410  Telex: 241735